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65.-Horizontal section of skull of Tinoceras crassifrons.... . . . • • . . . • • • .
66.-Horizontal section of skull of Dinocems distnns . ..........
67.-Horizontal section of skull of Tinoccras hians . ....
6~.-Horizontal section of slmll of Dino,.cras laticeps ............
69.-Vertical median longitudinal section of skull of Dinocm·as mirabile.
70.-Vertical transverse section of skull of Dinoceras ndrabile .
71.-Lower jaw of Dinoceras laliceps; front view.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
72.-Same ; seen from ahove ...........................
73.-Lower jaw of Tinocems antwctens; seen from the left ...........
74.-Same; seen from aboYe .......... : ...............
75.-Lower jaw of Tinoccras longiccps, with upper canine in position...
76.-Lower jaw of D·inoccras ndrabile; seen from the left . . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.-Same; seen from front ...
78.:....Lower jaw of Uintatl!crium segne; seen from the left .....
79.-Same; seen from above ..
80.-lncisor of Dinoceras mi1·abile
81.-lncisor of Dinoceras mi1·ahile
82.-Iucisor of Dinoceras n~irabile ........
83.-Upper cauine of Dinoceras lucare
84.-Upper canine of Dinoceraslaticeps ....
85.-Upper canine,of 'J'inoceras longiceps .. ..
86.-Upper canine of Tinoccra8 gmnde ....
87.-Uppcr canine of Dinoceras laticeps ......
88.-Upper canine of Tinoccras ingens ....
89.-Upper canine of Tinoceras pugnax ..
90.-Upper molars of Tinoccras stenops; seen from below ...
91.-Lower molars of same; seen from above
92.-Upper molar series of Coryphodon hamatus .
93.-Lower molar series of same specimen ....
94.-Rkull and brain cast of Dinoceras laticeps, male . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
95.-Skull and brain cast of Dinoceras laticeps, female . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
96.-Cast of brain cavity of Tinoce.ras ingens; sille view . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
97.-Thc same; superior view.
98.-Cast of brain-cavity of Uintatheriurn robustum; side view.........
99.-The same; superior view .....
100.-0utline of skull of Dinocet·asmirabile
101.-0uUine of skull of Brontotheriurn ingcns ....
102.-0utline of skull of horse ( Eqnu-~ cnballus) ... .......
103.-Skull of Coryphodon hanwtus
104.-Skull of Tinoceras pugnax . .
105.-Skull of Lymnohyus I'Obustus .
106.-Skull of Amynodon advenus ....
107.-Skull of Mttstodon American us
108.-Sknll of Elotheriunt crassum ..
109.-Sknll of l'latygonus comp1·essus ..
110.-Skull of Elnphns indicus
111.-Sknll of Rhinoceros Sumatrcnsis .
112.-Sknll of Dicotylcs toTquatus ..
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FIG. 113.-Atlas of Tinoceras granite; front view . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . .
114.-The same vertebra; back view ..•••............. ·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
115.-Tbc same, top view.............................................
111\.-Axis of Dinoceras mi-ra bile; font view ....••... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
117.-The same v<;rtcbra; side view. .. . . ...•.. .• . . . . .... ...... ... . . ...
118.-Cervical vertebra of Dinoceras cuneum.; front view. ... . . . . . . . . . . .
119.-The same vert.ebra; side view . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
120.-First dorsal vertebra of Dinocera.~ mi1~abi1e; front view... .. . . ... .
121.-The same vertebra; side view...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
122.-Second dorsal vertebra, same species; front view................
123.-Tbe same ..-ertehra; side view . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
124.-Posterior dorsal of Dinoceras luca·re . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . .
125.-The same vertebra; side view . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
126.-Pelvis of Tinocm·as ingens; front view . .... ...... ...... .... ......
127.--,The same; seen from below.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
128.-Left fore foot of Eporeodon socialis . ......••••...• ... :.. .•..•. ...•
129.-Left hinrl foot of same . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
130.-Right fore foot of Brontotlwrinm in gens..... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
1:31.-Right hind foot of same ..................... ·.......... ·.........
132.-Left fore foot of Coryplwdon hamatns............. . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • .
13:3.-Left hind foot of same .................................... :.....
134.-Left fore foot of Dinoceras mirabile .............•.. _._.. . . . . . . . . . .
135.--Left, bind foot of same . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13{;.-Restoration of Dinoceras mi1·abile . . • • . . • . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . • . • • • •
137.-Restoratiou of Tinoceras ingens . • . . . • . . • . . . . • • • • . . . . . • . • . . . . • • . . .
13R.-Glacier t al)les, Parker Creek Glacier .................... ~. . . . . . .
139.-Ice pyramid on Mount Lyell Glacier ............................. _
140.-Mount Rainier, California.... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
141.-End of glacier, Stikine River, Alaska .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
142.-Eud of glacier, Stikine River, Alaska............................
143.-Section of end of glacier, Stikinc River, Alaska ....... :. . . . . . • . . .
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UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.
By J. W.

POWELL,

Director.

TOPOGRAPIUO WORK.

ThP. general plan for the topographic work of the Geological Survey was developed somewhat at length in the last An~
nual Report of the Director. During the past fiscal year· it has
been continued according to the plans there set forth. The
mnonnt of work has been greater in some districts of country,
in others less than in the previous year; but taken together the
field-work has been materially increased. The districts in
which the work has been most expanded are the North Atlantic
and the South Atlantic. It has been contracted ii1 the South
Pacific and the Great Basin districts. In the North Atlantic
District, work has been undertaken for the first time, and in the
South Atlantic the Appalachian work has been· pushed forward
with an enlarged force.
The accompanying map, Plate I, has been prepared to exhibit the progress of the topographic work. It shows: 1st,
the areas surveyed by the General Govel:nment and the State
governments prior to the beginning of the fiscal year upon
such scale and in sucl1 manner as to afford available data for
the Geological Survey; 2d, the areas covered by the 'Northern
r:rranscontinental Survey, whose results will be accessible to
the Geological Survey;. 3d, the districts covered during the
fiscal year by the geographic department of the Geological
Survey.
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NORTH ATLANTIC DIS'l'RICT.

The work of preparing a topographic map of New England
has been initiated, the first step being to compile and collate
the large body of valuable material already in existence. This
compilation is not yet complete, but has been carried so far
that certain areas can be selected for field-work, and upon one
of these a single party, under the direction of Mr. H. F. Walling, has taken the field. In Massachusetts the Commonwealth
has undertaken to co-operate witth the Geological Survey, and
has appropriated for this purpose $40,000, which will be available for three years. The work in that State will therefore be
pushed with vigor.
SOUTH ATLANTIC DISTRICT.

In the southern part of the Appalachian region triangulation
has been continued by Profs. vV. C. Kerr and J. H. Gore, and
five topographic parties have been kept in the field during the
greater part of the summer and autumn. - The areas surveyed
were comprised in tho western part of Maryland, the northern
and southern parts of West Virginia, southwest Virginia, western North Carolina, and eastern Tennessee, and are defined
upon the accompanying map. 'rhe entire area surveyed was
about 19,'7 50 square miles.
As a basis for a local geologic study, by Mr. W J McGee,
a detailed, large-scale map of the District of Columbia and adjacent portions of Virginia and Maryland has been comme11ced.
The topography will be exhibited by contours with vertical intervals of 20 feet. A large amount of valuable data already
acquired by the Coast and Geodetic Survey and by the United
States Engineers has been compiled, and field-work is being
prosecuted by Mr. Sumner H. Bodfish.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION.

Work in Colorado has beeil, as heretofore, of a detailed nature, and conducted with special reference to the geologic
work of Mr. S. F. Emmons. It has been in the immediate
charge of Mr. Anton KarL 'rhe survey of the Elk Mountain
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district has been nearly completed,, and a map of the neighborhood of Denver has been made on a large scale.
The survey of the Yellowstone National Park has been continued, under the direction of Mr. J. H. Renshawe, and half of
the area has been surveyed topographically with sufficient detail for the construction of a map on the scale of one inch to
the mile.
· The survey of the Southern Plateau region has been continued, under the direction of Prof. A. H. Thompson. One party
bas devoted itself to triangulation, and three parties have been
engaged in topography; covering the total area of 22,000
square miles. In connection with this work a new determination of the astronomic co-ordinates of Fort Wingate has been
made.
DISTRIC'l' OF THE GREAT BASIN.

Topographic work in this district has been performed by Mr.
Willard D. Johnson, in- connection with geologic work by Mr.
Israel C. Russell. A detailed map of the hydrographic basin
of Mono Lake has been made,. for the purpose of exhibiting its
remarkable glacic and volcanic features .
. DISTRICT OJ!"' THE PACIFIC.

Mr. Gilbert Thompson has continued to direct the work of
two parties in northern California. Besides carrying forward
the general survey of the region on the standard scale, he has
begun and nearly completed. a detailed map of Mount Shasta
and its immediate surroundings. A field-map covering about
2 4, 000 square miles in northern California is now ready for the
use of geologists.
The survey of the quicksilver districts of California, by Mr.
J. D. Hoffman, has been completed, and detailed 1p.aps of the
Sulphur Bank, New Almaden, Knoxville, and New Idria districts have been constructed.
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GEOLOGIC WORK.
SURVEY OF THE YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARif, BY
:MR. ARNOLD HAGUE.

In the year 1878 the Yellowstone National Park was revisited by the Survey of the Territories under Dr. Hayden, and
a painstaking examination of the geyserB and h<;Jt springs was
made by Dr. A. C. Peale. The record of this work has recently been published, and has proved of great value for comparative purposes. During the past year Mr. Hague and his
assistants have repeated the greater part of Dr. Peale's temperature measurements, for the purpose of ascertaining what
ehanges have taken place in the interval. Mr. Hague has likewise undertaken a systematic investigation of the physics of
geyser action, and has supplemented the field observations by
a series of laboratory experiments, which in turn have indicated questions to be determined by still more elaborate observations in the field. He has likewise applied himself to the
thorough determination of the geologic structure of the area,
and has not neglected the considerations affecting the reservation as a great national park.
The complementary office work has included, besides the
experiments on the physics of geyser action, a detailed examination of the incrustations and other deposits fi.·om hot springs,
and a careful lithologic examination of the rocks. Much
time has likewise been devoted to a general study of the volcanic rocks of the Great Basin. This was rendered necessary
by the importance of the volcanic problems opened by Mr.
Hague's study of the geology of the Enreka Mining District.
Finding hhnself led by the local phenomena to conelusions at
variance with the views generally entertained in regard to the
igneous rocks of the region, he has been unwilling to permit
his memoir to go to press until a general review of the subject
had satisfied him as to the validity and bearing of his conclusions,
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STUDIES IN D4-KOTA AND 1\iONTANA. BY DR. F. V.
HAYDEN.

Accompanied by Dr. A. C. Peale, Dr. Hayden has made a
series of examinations along the line of the Northern Pacific
·Railroad and the course of the Yellowstone River from Bismarck, Dale, to Livingston, Montana. The relations of the
Laramie forma.tion to the underlying rocks were investigated
at numerous points, and important .collections were made, especially of fossil plants. The initial steps were also taken for
a study of the mineral waters of Montana.
'rhe office work has consisted mainly of the elaboration of
the field material, but Dr. Peale has also carded forward the
preparation of a bibliography of the thermal springs of the
United States, and has begun a subject-index to the publications of the United States Geological Survey of the Territories.
STUDY OF GLACIAL PHENO.l\fENA, BY PROF. T. C. CHAl\1BERLIN.

The vestiges of ancient ice action, which occupy Mr. Chamberlin's attention, are so widely distributed throughout the
nor~hern portion of the United States, and are so diversified in
character and arrangement, that their complete elucidation can
result only from protracted observation and study. Each
year witnesses some important contribution, and ·under Mr.
Chamberlin's administration the problems to be solved and the
methods of research are rapidly assuming definite shape. His
principal assistants during the year have been Prof. R. D.
Salisbury and Prof. J. E. 'l'odd. Prof. 'rodd in Dakota, and
l\ir. Chamberlin in Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio, have been ef!gaged in the detailed study of the great moraine and its associated deposits, while Prof. Salisbury has .been chiefly occupied
with an examination of the driftless area and its borders. In
southwest ·wisconsin· and adjacent portions of Illinois, Iowa,
and Minnesota there is a tract which was completely surrounded, hut appears never to have been erossed, by the northern ice, and the contrasts afforded by its topography and other
surface features afford a valuable basis for the estimation of the
amount of degmdation ac'complished by the ice.
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STUDY OF THE A.RCH2EAN ROCKS, BY P.ROF. ROLAND D.
IRVING.
. .

The classification of the newer geologic formations is effected
by means of their contained fossils. The older formations contain no fossils, and the only characters ,for thei1: classification
are afforded by their structure and lithologic constitution. As
a rule, the results attained by the aid of these have been
uncertain, and definite conclusions can.be reached only at the
cost of the most patient and laborious field exploration and
lithologic study. Ji~ast of the Rocky Mountains there are two
principal areas occupied by these rocks, the first coinciding
roughly with the Appalachian mountain system, the second
occupying the northern portions of Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Dakota. rrhe latter district is Mr. Irving's field of
study. During the past summer and autumn five field parties
were engaged for various . pei:iods in explorations under his
direction, their fields of operations including portions· of each·
of the States mentioned. The office work, which was per·
formed at Madison, Wis., by a small force, consisted largely in
the study of the collectedrocks by the aid of the microscope.
A large number of transparent sections were prepared, and on
these were based numerous descriptions, drawings, and photographs to be used in the publication of the results. A special
study has likewise been made of the origin of quartzite and of
the nature of the process of induration in sand rocks.
STUDY OF THE QUA'l'ERNA.RY LARES OF THE
BASIN, BY MR. G. K. GILBERT •

GREAT

. The ancient lakes whose vestiges record an epoch of relative humidity in the now barren valleys of the Great Basin,
have been a subject of study since the inauguration of the
Survey. . During the past summer Mr. Israel 0. Russell, Mr.
Gilbert's principal assistant, has continued and completed the
field examinations of the basin of Mono Lake, and of the vestiges of Lake Lahontan, a bouy of water formed by 'the
expansion and union of Pyramiu, Winnemucca,. Carson, and
Walker lakes, Nevada. Other vestiges of a similar nature are
known to exist in the more southerly portions of the Great
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Basin, but it has been determined to defer the examination of
these for the sake of strengthening the geologic force of the
eastern portion of the United States. In connection with the
preparation of his material for publication Mr. Gilbert has
secured the co-operation of Prof. E. S. Dana and Mr. R. Ellsworth Call, who undertake the discussion of certain special
problems, mineralogic and conchologic.
SURVEY OF THE CASCADE RANGE, BY C:APT. C. E.
DUTTON.

Captain Dutton's preliminary study of the Hawaiian volcanoes, referred to in my last report, furnished so large a mass
of material suitable for immediate publication, that it was
tl10ught best to defer his personal field-work in the Cascade
Mountains until his Hawaiian papers were completed and published. A reconnaissance was made, however, by Mr. J. S.
Diller, who was engaged as Captain Dutton's assistant, and tl1e
mapping of the region was continued. Mr. Diller visited
Mount Shasta and the southern portion of the Cascade Range,
making local observations and collecting material for lithologic
study as he went, but giving especial attention to the more
general relations of the volcanic and sedimentary masses, so
as to enable Captain .Dutton to planfuture work in the division
intelligently. He has since made careful studies of the rocks
collected, besides conducting various investigations in microscopic lithology for other divisions of the S~rvey.
SURVEY OF THE DISTRICT OF COL Ul\IBIA AND ADJACENT .
TERRITORY, BY .l\fR. W J l\PGEE.

There is a zone of country extending from the upper waters
of the Hudson River in a direction west of south to the James
River, marked by the head of tide-water, where the streams
from the mountain regions to the west and north plunge rapidly from their more quiet currents above into tide-water Lel'ow.
This belt of great river declivity extends from the James southwestward to the Savannah at a distance from the border of
tide-water. This zone is of great interest by reason-of a variety of geologic features therein· presented. During the past
season, work on this zone has been commenced by Mr. "'\V J
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McGee, and he has made a thorough reconnaissance with the
District of Columbia as a center, extending· therefrom on all
sides over an area of several hundred miles. His researches
have already thrown much light upon the interesting but obscure problems of the zone above mentioned.
ECONO~HC

STUDIES IN COLORADO, BY MR. S. F. EMMONS.

rrhe principal :field-work connected with this study has pertained to the Silver Oliff mining district. This is now practically complete, although a short supplementary visit remains
to be made. 'fhe mining· :field selected for consideration next
in order is that known as the Gunnison region, a large district
of scattered mines requiring much topographic work before it
can be profitably studied by the mining engineer. 1'he topographic survey being as yet incomplete, Mr. Emmons has
turned his attention to problems connected with the watersupply of Denver. The artesian wells of that place depend
for their success upon a broad synclinal of the strata; and a
detailed study of the basin, by determining the extent of the
catchment area and of the porous strata serving as reservoirs,
will lead to valuable conclusions in regard to the quantity of
the supply and the extent of the artesian district.
Reports on the Ten-Mile district and on the coal-field of
Golden w·e in advanced preparation. Mr. Whitman Cross and
,Mr. William F. Hillebrand have continued, in the office at Denver, their investigations of the constitution and chemical composition of the ores and other rocks collected in connection
with the economic investigations.
SURVEY OF MINING DISTRICTS, BY MR. G. F. BECii:ER.

Mr. Becker has continued his investigation of the quicksilver mines of California, and has completed his field-work.
The districts surveyed this year were the Sulphur Bank, the
Knoxville, and the New Idria. To arrive at a full understanding of the geologic relations of the mines it was found necessary to map and study contiguous areas, and incidentally the
field-work has afforded a large amount of information in regard
to the structure of the Coast Ranges. The chemic problems
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developed are numerous and important, and in their study
Mr. Becker has been ably seconded by Dr. W. H. Melville.
Mr. J. S. Curtis has completed his examination of the mines
of Eureka, Nev., and his report, already in type, will shortly
appear.
PALEONTOLOGIC WORK.
WORn: OF PROF. 0. C. :1\'IARSH.

The collecting parties referred to in my last Annual Report
have been continued in the field, and their efforts have, as before, been rewarded by the discovery of large quantities of
vertebrate remains. While supervising this work of collection,
Professor Marsh has given his personal attention chiefly to the
study of the material already accumulated and the preparation
of monographic reports.
In the systematic treatment of paleontologic material, two
general methodR of classification have been adopted.· The first
groups together all the animals entombed at one horizon in the
rocks, or, in other words, all those which co-exist on the surface of the earth, and considers them as a fauna. . The second
groups together those animals most closely allied in structure,
and, regarding them as a biologic class, discusses their development, or their progressive change from age to age. The
latter method is selected by Professor Marsh, and is appropriate to the magnitude of the collections in his hands. His
last memoir described a remarkable order of birds furnished
with teeth. One which is now in press describes an order of
extinct mammals, the Dinocerata. A third, which approaches
completion, treats of the Sauropoda, an extinct reptilian order,
several species of which were of gigantic size.
WORK OF DR. C. A. WHITE.

The study of invertebrate fossils of the later geologic ages
has been continued by Dr. C. A. Wrhite. Last summer was
devoted to an investigation of the Laramie beds of Montana
and Dakota, the neighborhood of Fort Benton being traversed
by land conveyance, and the Missouri River followed for 1,000
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miles in a row-boat. During the winter he prepared several
paleontologic papers for publication, and is now engaged in
the study of collections made .by the Division of the Pacific.
Mr. Lawrence 0. Johnson continued his work of collection
from the Cretaceous and Tertiary rocks of the Gulf States
until January, and has since been engaged in labeling and
arranging the fossils.
WORK OF }fR. CHARLES D. WALCOTT.

The work on the invertebrates of the lower formations has
continued under the general charge of Mr. Walcott. He spent
a few weeks in a local study of Cambrian rocks exposed along·
the eastern base of the Adirondack Mountains, but the greater
portion of his time has been devoted to paleontologic studies
in the office, and especially to the completion of his report on
the paleontology of the Eureka district, Nevada, which is now,
in press.
Prof. HenryS. Williams has been engaged on a comparative study of the Devonian sections of western New York,
and other faunas. The work is yet incomplete, but a report
of progress has been published as a bulletin of the Survey.
Loc.al work of a more or less inde.pendent character has
been performed in Wisconsin by Pro£ L. C. Wooster, in Alabama by Mr. A. M. Gibson, in Virginia and West Virginia by
Mr. H. R. Geiger, and in Tennessee by Prof. Ira Sayles.
I

WORK OF MR. LESTER F. WARD.

The investigation of fossil plants has. this year consisted
chiefly of office and laboratory work, but Mr. Ward spent a
few weeks in Montana and Dakota collecting from the Fort
Union group in the vicinity of Glendive, and also made a voyage down the Missouri River in company with Dr. White.
The use of American fossil plants in the correlation of strata
has been greatly restricted by the want of a comprehensive
treatise on paleobotany, and because the literature of the subject is widely scattered. As an initiatory step toward remedying this defect and placing ~he study of fossil plants upon an
equal footing with other departments of paleontology, Mr.

•
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Ward· has undertaken the preparation of a bibliography of the
subject To this work he has devoted himself with a force of
clerks during the greater portion of the yea1:.
WORK OF PROF. WILLIAM

M.

FONTAINE.

During last summer Professor Fontaine made extensive collections of fossil plants from the newer· Mesozoic and Tertiary
strata of eastern Virginia, and has been since occupied in determining, describing, and drawing them for publication.

CHEMIC WORK.
WORK OF PROl:!'. F. W. CLARKE.

Previous to the present year the analytic work of the Survey was performed exclusively by chemis~s attached to its
various divisions; but there has been a demand for a general
laboratory to which chemic problems could. be referred by
divisions or members of the organization whose amount of
work did not warrant the equipment of a laboratory. This
need has now been met. by the institution of a laboratory in
connection with the central office. Its management has been
intrusted to Prof. F. W. Clarke, with Dr. Thomas M. Chatard
as assistant. More recently Dr. Frank A. Gooch has been
added to the force, the chemic work of the Yellowstone division being assigned to him. Although the laboratory was
not fully equipped until December, a large number of analyses
have already been ·reported; and besides the routine work of
this nature performed for geologists, two lines of special mineralogic investigation have been instituted by the chemists.
The problems they have thus undertaken to solve refer to the
origin of certain varieties of rock-structure, and have an ultimate geologic value.
The physical investigations by Dr. Carl Barus have been
continued, his attention being still directed chiefly to the means
of measuring high temperatures. He has also continued an
investigation begun by Prof. W. H. Brewer on the conditions

-·
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of subsidence of vAry fine particles suspended in liquids, a sub. ject of great geologic importance. Dr. William Hallock has
remained as his assistant, but was temporarily detailed for
_duty in theY ellowstone Park, where he studied with Mr. Hague
the physics of geyser action.

STATISTICS.
MINERAL PRODUCTION OF THE UNITED STATES, BY 1\1R.
ALBERT WILLIA1\1S, JR.

Mr. vVilliams's first statistical report, entitled " The Mineral
Resources of the United States," carried the figures of production of the several metals and mineral substances to the close
of the year 1882. Owing to the fact that no funds were avail~ble for the preparation of an annual report for 1883, the statistics for that year will be published, together with those for
1884, in a volume to appear early in the coming. spring.

PRELIMINARY GEOLOGIC MAP OF THE UNITED STATES
AND THESAUHUS OF AMERICAN FORl\IATIONS.

On August 7, 1882, the operations of the Geological Survey
were extended over all the United States by authority of law.
On this enlargement of its sphere of activities it seemed wise
to colligate the results of all previous geologic surveys and
scientific observations relating thereto throughout the United
States. For this purpose it was proposed to prepare ~t preliminary map of the United States, on which shoulJ be representeJ the present status· of knowledge relating to areal
geology. After such study of the subject as could be given
it, the work was placed in the hands of Mr. W J McGee. Subsequently Professor Hitchcock, of Amherst College, who had
previously been engaged in similar work, was called to his
assistance. The preparation of such a map was found to involve many difficulties by reason of the varying degrees of
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exactness with which geologic surveying has been executed in
different portions of the country, and through the further fact
that large districts in the western portion of the United States
have had their areal geology presented on maps purely by
hypothesis. The difficulties consisted in eliminating the
wholly hypothetic and harmonizing the partially hypothetic
with fully-determined facts.
A map of the United States, Plate II, is presented herewith,
exhibiting the present state of compilation. It must be understood that this map does not fully represent the present knowledge of the areal geology of the country, but that in some
. portions, especially in the far west, the comp~lation is not yet
perfected. 'l'he map has been colored hy groups, as follows:
Devonian.
Quaternary.
Silurian.
Plio-Miocene.
Cambrian.
Oligo-Eocene.
Archrean.
Cretaceous.
Volcanic.
J urasso-Triassic.
Permo-Carboniferous.
In connection with the preparatim1 of the map above described, a thesaurus of American geologic formations has been
projected and much work done thereon. With this thesaurus
a second map, embracing New York, Pennsylvania, and New
Jersey, has been projected. 'l'he area embraced has long been
a field of careful investigation, and is considered to be that
portion of the United States the geology of which is best
known. The map is to be colored by formations.
'l'he thesaurus and maps above described are designed to
serve a secondary purpose. For a number of years a eongress
of geologists has assembled annually in some European city,
having for a part of its functions the preparation of a colorscheme for the represflntation of areal geology, and a plan of
classification and nomenclature for geologic formations, groups,
and systems. In this congress American geology and geologists have been but imperfectly represented; and it is proposed
in the near future to more thoroughly present the claims of
American geology for consideration, especially as that subject
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is represented by the Geological Survey of the United States.
In this presentation the thesaurus and· maps will be of great
value.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF NORTH AMERICAN GEOLOGY.

As another means of marking the point of departure fixed
by the enlargement of the duties of the Survey, a scheme for
the preparation of a bibliography of North American geology
has been under consideration. To this end much work has
already been accomplished in the department of paleontology
by the several paleontologists of the Survey, and especially by
Mr. vVard in paleobotany. ,..
Mr. C. C. Darwin, the Librarian of the Survey, is now engaged in the preparation of a ca.talogue of publications on North
American geology, and the work is well under way. In addition to this, it is proposed to prepare a series of topical bibli·ographies. Some of these will be made by the geologists of
the Survey, each one preparing a bibliography of the subject
in which he is specially engaged. But a more comprehensive
plan seems desirable, the elaboration of which requires careful
consideration. The following scheme of topics has been devised, but is subject to modification as the work progresses:.
I. V oleanic Geology, including the phenomena relating to
the internal heat of the earth, volcanoes, and the origin and
movements of molten matter.
II. Diastrophic Geology, including the phenomena of seismism and the movements of the crust of the earth by faulting,
flexure, and implication.
III. Hydric Geology, including the phenomena of degradation and deposition by aqueous agencies.
IV. Glaeic Geology, including the phenomena of degrada. tion and deposition by ice.
V. Eolic Geology, including the phenomena due to the
agency of winds.
VI. Biotic Geology, including the phenomena resulting from
the agency of plants and animals.
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VII. Anthropic Geology, including the phenomena resulting from the agency of man.
. ·
VIII. Lithic Geology, including the phenomena relating to
the chemic and mineral constitution of rocks and their meta~
·morphism.
IX. Petromorphic Geology, including the phenomena relating to the mechanical structure of rocks, as berls, strata, and
formations.
X. Geochronic Geology, including the phenomena of the
succession and grouping of formations.
XL Chori9 Geology, including the phenomena relating to
the areal distribution ·of formations, rocks, and minerals.
XII. Geomorphic Geology, including the· phenomena of
geodesy and the evolution and classification of topographic
features (physical geography).
XIII. Economic Geology, including the phenomena of exploitation, inetallurgy, and statistics..
XIV. Geologic Technology, or the art of geologic .surveying and publication.
THE PUBLICATIONS OF THE SURVEY.

Under the provisions of the organic law of the Survey the
greater part of its publications are held for sale or for exchange
for other scientific publications. The Annual Report of the
Director is distributed gratuitously, as an executive document,
constituting :J, part of the annual report of the Secretary of the
Interior accompanying the President's message to .Congress.
The distribution of the books, maps, and photographs published
by the Survey is made through the Librarian. · Of the Annual
Repmts there have been published:
I. First Annual Report to the Hon. Carl Schurz, ·by Clarence
King. Washington, 1)380. 8vo. 79 Jages. Large- map. A
preliminary report describing plan of organization and ·.publications.
II. Report of the Director of the United States Geological
Survey for 18H0-'81, by J. '\V. Powell. Washington, 1H82.
8vo. lv, 588 pages. 61 plates. Large ma,p;
III. Third Annual Report of the United States Geological
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Survey, 1881-'82, by J. W. Powell. Washington, 1883. 8vo.
xviii, 564 page~. 67 plates and maps.
IV. Fourth Annual Heport of the United States Geological
Survey, 1882-'83, by J. W. Powell. ·washington, 1884. i:lvo.
xii, 4 73 pages. 85 plates and maps.
The Third and Fourth Reports have not yet been received
from the Public Printer in bound form for exchange.
The books for sale are classed as Monographs, Bulletins, and
Statistic Papers.
The list of the Monographs, so far as already determined
.
upon, is as follows:
I. 'rhe Precious Metals, by Clarence King. In preparation. _
II. Tertiary History of the Grand Canon District, with atlas,
by Capt. C. E. Dutton. Published.
·
III. Geology of the Comstock Lode and Washoe District,
with atlas, by George F. Becker. Published.
IV. Comstock Mining and Miners, by Eliot Lord. In press.
V. Copper-bearing Rocks of Lake Superior, by Prof. R D.
·
Irving. In press. ·
VI. Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, by Pro£ William M.
Fontaine. In press.
VII. Silver-lead Deposits of Eureka, Nevada, by Joseph
Story Curtis. In press.
VIII. Paleontology of Eureka District, Nevada, by Charles
Doolittle Walcott. In press.
Geology and Milling Industry of Leadville, with atlas, by
S. F. Emmons. In preparation.
Geology of the Eureka Mining District, Nevada, with atlas,
by Arnold Hague, In preparation:
Lake Bonneville, by G. K. Gilbert. In preparation.
Dinocerata: A monograph on an extinct order of Ungulates,
by Prof. 0. C. Marsh. In press.
Sauropoda, by Prof. 0. C. Marsh. In preparation.
Stegosauria, by Pro£ 0. C. Ma:rsh. In preparation.
Of these Monographs, Nos. II and III only have been published, viz:
II. Tertiary History of the Grand Canon District, with
atlas, by 0. E. Dutton, captain of Ordnance, U. S. A. 1882.
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4to. 264 pages. 42 plates and atlas of 26 double sheets folio.
Price, $10.12.
III. Geology of the Comstock Lode and Washoe District,
with atlas, by George F. Becker. 1~82. 4to. 422 pages.
7 plates and atlas of 11 sheets folio. Price, $11.
Nos. IV, V, VI, VII, and VIII are in press, and will appear
in quick succession. The others, to which numbers are not
assigned, are in preparation.
The Bulletins of the Survey will contain such papers relating to the general purpose of its work as do not come properly under the he~ds of Annual Reports or Monographs.
Each of these Bulletins will contain but one paper, and
will be complete in itself. They will be numbered in a continuous· series, and in time will be united into volumes of convenient size. To facilitate this, each Bulletin will have two
paginations, one proper to itself, and another which belongs to
it as par't of the volume .
Of this series of Bulletins, Nos. 1, 2, and 3 are already published, viz:
1. On Hypersthene-Andesite and on Triclinic Pyroxene in
Aug·itic Rocks, by Whitman Cross, with a Geological sketch of
Buffalo Peaks, Colorado, by S. F. Emmons. 1883. 8vo. 40
pages. 2 plates. Price, 10 cents
2. Gold and Silver Conversion Tables, giving the coining
value of Troy ounces of fine metal, &e., by Albert Williams,
jr. 1883. Svo. 8 pages. Price, 5 cents.
3. On the Fossil Faunas of the Upper Devonian along the
meridian of 7 6° 30', from Tompkins County, New York, to
Bradford County, Pennsylvania, by HenryS. Williams. 1884.
8vo. 36 pages. Price, 5 cents.
The fourth series of publications has special reference to the
mineral resoutce8 of the U nitecl States. rrhe first volume has
been published, viz:
Mi~eral Resour~es of the United States, by Albert Williams,
jr. 188o. 8vo. xvii+813 pages. Price, 50 cents.
SALE OF PUBLICATIONS.

The demand by purchasers for the publications of the Survey has not peen large, and in but one instance-that of the
GEOL 84--III
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"Mineral Resources "-has it threatened to enc_roach upon
the number needed for exchange. Al~ who wished to purchase have been supplied, and yet no efforts have been made
to secure purchasers. The interests of the Survey are naturally against a sale which brings to it no advantage, and the
proceeds of which are covered into the general fund of the
1'reasury of the United States, and in favor of an exchange
which adds books and maps to its library. Below is a tabulated statement of sales during the fiscal year of 1883-'84.
--------~-FirAt quarter. I Second quar-~Thirtl qua_rter.! Fourth •1narter.
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Monograph II .. .. .. .. .. .. .
6
Monog-raph III .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Bulletin l...................
1
Bulletin 2. ...... ... ...... ......
Mineral Resources .. .. .. .. . .. .. ..

$60 72
.. .. .. ..

10
.......
.. .. .. ..

8

$80 96

4144
00
6
60
22
241

110
120 50

2

I$2066 24UO

61
5

50

4

~0

219

109 50

4
3
1

4

671

$40 48
33 00

10
20

33 50

20
13

13
30

527

$202 40
143 00

1 30
1 50
263 50

------.---------------- --------

·whole number of volumes sold, 603.
ceived for publications, $611.70.

Whole amount re-

EXCHANGE OF PUBLICATIONS.

A system of exchange has been inaugurated by means of
which the publications of the Survey are distributed to 1,fi00
scientific institutions and individuals. The Monographs, Bulletins, and Reports of the Survey are sent to 693 of these 1,500.
The remaining 807 addresses receive the Annual Report of
the Geological Survey in exchange for their publications.
Of these same publications the First Annual Report was distributed under my predecessor, Mr. Clarence King. During
the fiscal year' 1883-'84 the Second Annual Report has been
distributed throughout the world to the whole exchange list.
Monograph II and Bulletin 1 have been sent to all on the list
for complete exchange, making 3,579 volumes, to which should
be added 1,305 volumes of the Twelfth Annual Report of the
Survey under Dr. F. V. Hayden, in three volumes, which W8re
sent to the 435 foreign addresses, making in a114,884 volumes
distributed by exchange.
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LIBRARY.

'fhe collection of a library was begun in February, 1882.
At that time about 400 volumes were on the shelves. The
first material increase it reeeived was from Dr. :F'. V. Hayden,
consisting of about a thousand volumes of scientific serials, collected by him as the Superintendent of the United States Geological Survey of the Territories. Soon after this, the library
of Mr. Robert Clarke, of Cincinnati, was purchased. · For forty
years previous to this time Mr. Clarke had been collecting a
geologic library. Brought together by a man so competent,
nnd begun so early, it possessed very many of the older and
rarer geologic reports, which would have been excessively expensive if collected severally here and there by purehase. 'l'he
faet that the library was to be public and permanent induced
Mr. Clarke to yield this colleetion in its entirety, and 1, 894
volumes thus became the property of the Survey in October,
1882. From this beginning the library has rapidly increased,
chiefly by means of exchange, but to a limited extent by pur-'
chase.·
Contents of l-ibrary June 30, 1884.
BOOKS.

Received by exchange (including those received as exchanges by Dr. Hayden, and transferred to the Suryey) ............................................. 8, 714
Received by purchase . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 801

11,515
PAMPHLETS.

Received by exchange .............................. 6, 400
Receh·ed by purchase...............................
500
6,900
Whole number of books and pamphlets...............

18,415

PHOTOGRAI_>IDO WORK.

Photography is used by the Survey for a variety of purposes. Many negatives are taken by working geologists in the
field for the purpose of illustrating geologic phenomena A
photographic laborntory has been organized, under the charge
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of Mr. J. K. Hillers, in which photography is used as an aid in
changing the scale of charts and preparing various illustrations
for the reports. During the year 536 negatives, 6,231 prints,
and 94 transparencies have been made in the laboratory.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

Amount appropriated by Congress for work of the United
States Geological Survey for the fiscal year ending J nne
30, 1884Salaries, office of the Director . _ . _ $34,940 00
General expenses _. ______ . _____ _ 304,700 00
$339,640 00
Expended during fiscal year ___________ . _... 329,795 63
Remaining on hand July 1, 1884, to meet out. 1·1ab"l".
stan dmg
1 Itles __ ....... ___ .. _....... .

9,844 37

The following is a classification of the expenditures: .
A.-Services ................ _______ $226,926
B.-Traveling expenses .. _____ . _. __ .. ___ . _ .
20,307
0 -Transportation of property . __ ... __ . ___ .
6,065
D.-Field subsistence ...... __ . __ -.· .... _.___
11,231
E.-Field supplies and expenses_ .. ______ . __ .
15,014
F.-Field material .............. _... __ . :. .
13,724
G.-Instruments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9,308
H.-Laboratory material . _..... _... __ . _ ____
6,142
I.-Photographic material . __ . _. ___ . __ . _. . .
4,328
K.-Books and maps __ ........ _. _. ______ .
4,740
L.-Stationery and drawing material. __ . ___ ._
2,450
M.-Illustrations for reports . ____ . ___ .. __ ___
979
N.-Office rents_ .......... _.... __ .. __ . _. .
942
0-0ffice furniture __ . _ . ___ . _. ______ . ____ _
4,495
P.-Office supplies and repairs ______ . ___ . . _
2,213
Q.-Storage ... ___ ... ___ ... ________ .... _ _
453
R.-Oorrespondence .... __ ... _... _. __ .. _. _.
471

18
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REPORT OF l\fR. HENRY GANNETT.
UN!T:b;D S'l'A'l'ES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,
DIViSION OF GEOGRAPHY,

Washington, D. 0., Jttly 1, 1884.
SIR: I have the honor to submit tlw followiug· report of work performed by your direction aud under my charge during the fiscal ~'ear
ended June 30, 1884.

GENERAL ORGANIZATION Or' THE DIVISION

During the fielJ Heasoil, work was actively prosecuted in the fields occupie<l during the prPvions season, in northern California, in Arizona
aml New .Mexico, in l\'IoHtaua, and in the region of the southern Appalachians. In all these districts, excepting that of .Montana, field-work
was done in a sufficient degree of tletail to admit of publication upou a
scale of zso\oo• or about 4 miles to an inch, and in contours 200 feet
apart \'ertically. In addition to this, which may be classed as general
work, a survey of the YellowHtone Park, in sufficient det<~il to admit of
puulication upou a scale of "GY:ho, or about lrnilc to an inch, was commeJH~ed; the survey of the state of lVIassachusctts for publication upon
a seale of 12 loou was be gnu; amlin Colonulo a detailed map of the Denyer district, ·upon a scale()[ 1 mile to an inch, was completed. Besides
tllis work a survey was made of an area in t.he western part of the Elk
.1\'Iouutains for vublicatiou on a scale of ·nho·
The work of mappiug the qnicksilYer districts in the Coast range of
California was carried forward and was completed in the spring.
XEW El'iGLANII llll'JSION.

It was decided to commence a topog-raphic map of New England to
be published upon a scale of 1 2 l0~60 • In accordance with t.L.is decision,
Prof. H. F. Walling was appointed on the 1st of July for the purpose
of taking charge of this work, and field-work was shortly after institutt•l l
under !tis direction in western Massachusetts. A comparison of the 1riangulation of the Borden surny, made betweenl830 antl1842, with that
of the United Statl'S Coast aud Geodetic Survey i11 this State (mauy
·points having been occupiell in common), developed the· fact 1hat the
3
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former was sufficiently accurate for all the requirements of such work as
was projeete<l by the Survey, a slight readjustment only being necessary
to fit it to the work of the Coast and Geodetic Survey. The United States
Geological Survey was thereb,y relieved of the necessity of carrying on
triangulation, and the expense of the work was consequently greatly
reduced. Fnrthermore, it was believed that the traverse work which
had been done in the State, mainly under the direction of Professor
Walling, would relieve this organization of the necessity of surveying
.much of the level country, leaving as the principal work to ue accomplished the proper connection of tllC old traverse work with the geodetic
points, the filling in of the drainage in the hills, and the addition of the
element of relief throughout the country. Professor Walling's intimate
acquaintance with the work which had JH'eYiously been done iu the state
rendered llim iJarticularly well fi ttcd for the difficult task of bandling
this material.
·
Field-work was commenced in the north I"I"Cstern part of Berkshire
county, and extended southward during the season <w~r nearly the
whole of the county, together with adjacent strips of New York and
Connecticut, which were included for the purpose of filling out atlas
sheets. Associated with Professor Walling as assistants in this work
were .1\'Iessrs. H. D. Shepard, S. B. Duval, H. S. Selden, and, as principal assistant during the early part of the season, Mr. W. T. Griswold.
During the winter Professor Walling Las beeu employed in computing
and platting the season's work, part of the time in Washington, a,Hl
the remainder in Cambridge, .1\'Iass.
THE APPAl AUHIAN lllVISION.

Work in this division was commenced in ,June, when one party fur
carrying on triangulation and three parties for topographi.e work were
put into the field. Early in July a second triar..gulation party and two
topographic parties were added to this division, besides additional
details to the parties already in the field.
·
Triangulation party No. 1 was composed of Prof. W. C. Kerr, in
charge, with Mr. S. S. Gannett as assistant. To tbis party was intrusted
the work of extending the triangulation southward and westward from
the work of the preceding year, over the mountains of North Carolina
and the valley of East Tennessee to the escarpment of the Cumberland
plateau. The work was based upon the series of quadrilaterals of the
U11ited St.ates Coast and Geodetic Survey along the Blue Ridge, connection being made with the following stations of that organization:
Benn, Poore, Hogback, Pinnacle, and Rabun. The work was carried
on with a 6-incb theodolite, reading by verniers to 10 seconds. Artificial
signals, consisting of trees.or tripods of timber, were used in all cases.
In spite of the unfavorable atmospheric conditions so prevalent in this ·
mountain region, the season's work was Yery successful. In all, includ-
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iug reoccupati.on of stations of the preceding year, 25 stations were
occupied, by means of which !J,OOO miles of topography were controll('d .
.A.t the end of September Professor Kerr, "ho had long been su1i'ering
from ill health~ found it necessary to discontinue field-work, and bring
his connection with the SurYP.Y to a close. The work was carried on
from that time to the end of the season hy his former assistant., :JHr. S.
S. Gannett.
Topographic party No. 1 was, as dnring the preceding 8eason, in
charge of Mr. C. M. Yeates, with Mr. A. F: Dunnington as assistant, and,
later in the seasou, with .Mr. F. 1\'L Boteler as aid. Tile area assigned
to Mr. Yeates was comprised in tile monntaiu region of North Carolina,
limited laterally by the Blue Ri1lge and the Smoky l\Tonntain's, allll extended southwestward from his work of the preceding year. The party
. commenced work early in Juue and carried on its operations continuously, excepting when interrupted by bad weather, uutil the end of
November. '.rhe area surveyed was 3,250 gquare miles, ineluding the
counties of Madison, Haywood, Henderson, '.rransylvania, and vVayue,
and two-thirds each of Jackson and Buncombe, 'Vhieh comprise a large
part of the most rugged anll intricate mountain region of the State.
The methods of work pursueu by Mr. Yeates were similar to those of
last year, consisting essentially in making sketches, with locations, from
elevated points; a method practically identical with that of the planetable, excepting that the sketches were corrected in the office instead
of upon the ground. The difficulties introduced by the fact that nearly
all summits ar·e covered with foreo;ts, and that the locations of stations
cannot in any case be foreseen, render it, in my opinion, more tilan
questionable whether it woulu be advantageous to attempt the use of
the plane-table. On the other hand, the conformation of the country is
so bold as to relieve one of the neeessity for doing any traverse work or
work of a kindred nature.
Party No. 2 was in charge of Mr. Morris Bien, with Mr. H. C. MeKinney as assistant, aud, after the 1st of July, l\lr. R.lVL Towson as aid.
To Mr. Bien was assigned that portion of 1he mountain region of North
Carolina lying north ·of the northern boundary of his work ef the preceding season, with the northeastern corner of Tennessee and the south·
western portion of Virginia. This party was very successful, comvleting
not only the portions of North Carolina antl Tennessee assigned to it,
comprising in the for.rqer State the counties of Ashe aucl Alleghany, and
in the latter the county of Carter, with half of Unicoi au.d Sullivan
counties, but also, in Virginia, the eounties of Grayson, Russell, Tazewell, "\Vise, Buchanan, the western third of Washington, and tilose parts
of Scott and Lee which were not surveyed during the previous season;
in all an area of, approximately, 5,000 square miles. 'I his district ''aries
greatl~- in its topography in different parts. The North Carolina and
Tennessee areas are mountainous, wi tb several valleys of com;iuerable
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bread tit, wltile the Virginia _portion of the area is in part made up of the
Tenne!'sec Yalley, consisting bf broad valleys intersected by narrow
ridges, and in part of the Cnm lwrland plateau, wltiell has bere been cut
into shreds by erosion, causing the countr,Y to consist of a succession of
:-harp, narrow, tortuous ridges St>pamtcd by equally narrow and tortuous
valleys, without order or S,Y;;tem. For eaeh of these kind;; of eountry
it heeame necessary to use rliffet·ent topographic metltods.
Topographic party No.3 was placetl iu clmrge of 1\fr. Frank :M. Pear·
sou, with Messrs. S. A. Aplinltnd B. B. Blair as assistants, and Theodore
Tallmadge as aid. T~ this party, which took the field early in Jnuc,
was assigned for survey the northern Ilart of the Yalley of East Ten·
nessee, having as its northern Jimit tlw state line, while its lateral
boundaries were the escarpment of the Cumberland plateau on the north·
west, aml the Smoky mountains upon the southeast. During the season,
which was a \'ery successful oue; an area of 4,7fi0 square miles was snrveyed, comprising the counties of Hawkiu;;, rr~'tmblen, Hancock, Knox,
Granger, Amlerson, Claiborne, half of Uamphcll, Roane and Loudon,
two-thirds of Greene and three fourths of Jefferson Uounty. This area
consists of broad valleys separated by lmig·, parallel ridges, sozae simple
and sharp, others broad and flat; while the whole country, except where
cultiYated, is CO\'ered with forests. Under such conditions it was impossible to use the plane-table or methods rt:sembling it, to any great
extent. It became necessary to revert to traverse methods in the main,
supplemented by sketcheR and corrected by frequent locations based on
triangulation.
Triangulation party No. 2, consisting of Prof. J. Howard Gore, in
charge, with Messrs. G. F. Wakefiel1l a)l(l S. J. Wilson as assistants,
was put into the field early in July, outfitting at Charleston, W.Va.
Its instructions were to connect upon tho points in the transcontinental work of the U. S. Coast and Geodt:tic Survey in West Virginia,
carry a series of figures southward, and connect upon U1e south with the
work of part,Y No.1, near the south boundary of Virginia. The selection of stations a.ml the erection of signals occupied the time of this
party until early_in September, when Professor Gore was obliged to
leave the field to resume his college duties. The angular measurement
was undertaken and carried on by Mr. ~Wakefield, with the assistance
of Mr. S. J. Wilson. This work was greatly delayed by the storms of
autumn, and, as it was absolutely necessary that.connection should be
earrie1l through as originally projected, the party was kept in tlte field
until January. The instrument used was a 6-inch theodolite reading to
10 seconds.
Early in July a fourth topographic party was organized at Charles·
ton, W. Va., consisting of Mr. W. A. Shumway, topographer, in charge,
with Mes:srs. W. G. Newman nnd R. H. Chapman as assistants, and T.
W. Birney as aid. To this party was assigned that portion of West Vir.
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ginia lying betwl'en the Big Sandy river on the west and the Kanawha
riYeran<fthe New river upon the east, with thelineofthe Chesapeake and
Ohio railroad for the northern an1l the state line as the southern boundary. This area, which is entirely hilly or mountainous, consists in general terms of a plateau, ~:>loping northwestward, which has been subjected to great erosion, producing an alternation of sharp ridges and
narrow yalleys in endless succession, without character or system,
excepting the general northwest slope. All the ridges rise, approxi.mately, to the same heig·ht, which is, apparently, the original level of the
plateau. The whole area is made up ofan infinite amount of topographic detail. There are almost no commanding points from which views
of large areas can be obtainell. Add to this the fact that the whole
country is covered with dense forests, and the problem of rnaldng even
a tolerably correct map except at great expense of time and money becomes a very difficult one. Fortunately, however, fragmentary surveys,.
for public or private purposes, are so a lmndant in this region as to cover
very nearly its whole area, so that the work was narrowed down to
that required for the conneetion and correction of these fragmentary
surveys aml the obtaining of the necessary data and knowledge of the
conutry for drawing the hill work in approximate contours. In this
work l\1r. Shumway was very successful, covering 5,250 square miles
during the season.
Early in the same month a fifth topographic party was put into, the
tield, outfitting at Cumberland, Md. The area assigned to it comprised
tile western part of 1\faryland, with such adjacent portions of West Virginia lying to the westward and southward as could be included in the
work of the season. The topographic work was controlled by triangnhition carried on by this party, based upon the stations established by
Prof. H. F. Walling, while connected with the United States Coast (tnd
Geodetic Survey. From the character of the country, topographic work
was necessarily done mainly from traverse lines, no other methOll being
practicable. This party was in charge of Mr. S. H. Bodfish, and compriseu, besides himself, Messrs. L. C. Fletcher, Merrille Hackett, and
JohnS: Rapper. The area assigned to this party is in the main a plateau
considerably elevated above sea-level, surmounted by parallel ranges
.;:tml ridges of no great elevation. Within the state of lVIarylan£1 this
eountry is fairly well settled, and there is no special difficulty in the
work arising from the presence of forests. To the southward, however,
in West Virginia, the forests become very much denser, and they offered
a very serious obstacle to the progress of the work. Comparatively
little assistance was afforded in West Virginia by the maps of oltl surveys, while, on the other hand, in Maryland maps are excelle1Jt, and
cover a large part of the area.
In the latter part of August :Mr. Bodfish's health failed, and he was
obliged to give up flelu-work, when Mr. W. T. Griswold, who had for-
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merly been connected with the Massachusetts work in charge of Prof.
H. F. ·walling, was ordered to take charge of this party. Under his
direction work was carried on during the balance of the season. Owing
in part to the difficult nature of tlle country in West Virginia, in part
to the delays incident to the change in the organization of t-l1e party,
aud, further, to the fact that both triangulation and topography were
carried on by this party, the area covered is not as great as that of the
otber parties, amounting to only 1,500 square miles.
The measurements of altitudes by these parties have heen done by the
use of the barometer combined with the vertical circle of the gradienter.
Base barometric stations were supplied in part by the co-operation of
the United States Signal Office, which furuisbe<l the Survey with copies
of the barometric records at Knoxville and at Chattanooga, Tennessee.
At other points temporary stations were established by the Survey, as at
Bristol, Tenn., Charleston, vV. Va., Oakland, Md., .Asheville, N. 0., and
upon the summit of Mount Pisgal1, 17 miles south of .Asheville.
The area surveyed by the Appalachian Division during the season
flggregates 1!), 750 sqnare miles. During the winter the triangulation of
this party bas been adjusted by least squares and reduced; wbile tlw
topographers ba,-e been employed in reducing and platting tbeir field- ·
notes.
DllTAILEO WORK IN liARYLAND AND THE DISTIIHJT

In

0~'

CJOLUliRIA.

conformity with yonr orders, measures were taken in January for
the preparation of a map of the District of Columbia an·d the country
aujacent to it,· with a view of having a basis for a detailed study of the
geology oft he region, an<l particularly of its terrace phenomena. 'l'his
work, whicll includes, besides considerable field-work, the compilation
of all existing data relating to the region in question, was placed in
charge of Mr. Smnner H. Bodfish. The material for a large part of thh;
map was found to be already in existence. The map of the District of
Oolum bia, upon a sufficiently large scale, in contours 20 feet apart, had
just been completed by the District authorities, and was available. In
addition to this, the United States Coast and Geodetic SnrvPy kindly
furnished a cbart of tbe river and manuscript sheets covering a· strip of'
country 3 miles in breadth all around the District and extending up tbe
river on the Maryland side to Great Falls, besides a considerable are~
in A.Iexandria County, Virginia. .As field·work in this area is necessa-'
rily very slow aud expensive, these maps were of great assistance. The
compilation of this material was completed early in the spring, wl1en
Mr. Bodfish took the field, with Mr. C. C. Bassett, who ha<l been ordered
east from California, as assistant, and the work has been going ou to
good advantage. The scale of the plnne-table sheets is two inches
to a mile, or, approximately, 1:30,000, tn contours 20 feet apart vertically. ·

\
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COLORADO.

During the past year Mr. Karl bas been continued upon the detailed
work in Colorado, in connection with the geological work ef Mr. S. F.
Emmons. It was desired to have the mall of the Elk Mountain district.,
whieh was made in 1874, by the United States Geological Sur,ey of the
Territories, extended to the southwestward to include the recent mineral
discoveries upon Slate river and its branches and upon Anthracite creek
and Uoal creek. Mr. Karl proceeded to the field early in July, and immediately commenced work in this region. The country consists in the
main of isolated groups of high mountains separated by narrow valleys,
a species of country favorable in the extreme for work with the planetable, which instrument w<ts used to the practical exclusion of all others.
Elevations were obtained b:o' means of the Yertical circle, checked at
intervals by level lines run from the railroad at convenient points. The
plane-table sheets were made on a scale of two inches to a mile or about
1 :30,000, work being based upon the triangulation of the United States
Geological Suney of the Territories. Late in Septem her, when the work
was nearly completed, Mr. Karl 'vas suddenly called from it b~· the
Secretary of tlY~ Interior,for the purpose of assisting in the smvey of
the Maxwell grant in northern N.ew Mexico. This·work was performed
to the entire satisfaction ot the Department, and upon its completion,
th.e season being very far adyanccu, it was judged to lle impracticable to
carry on any further field-work in the Elk mountains, aml Mr.Karl was
directed to return to the cast. During .the winter I.Je has been occupied
mainly in platting his map of the Elk mountains. Early in May he was
ordered to the fit'ld again, for the purpose of completing the·Denver map,
as it is ealleu. This comprises an area of, approximately; 1~000 square
miles, about DenHr as a center. .Material for this, consisting of the
land-survey plats and the maps of the different railroad and ditch companies traversing the area, had been in pro<:ess of compilation for a year
or more. The field-work required to complete the map consisted in the
extension of triangulation for its control, and in the sketching and measurement of the relief of the country. This map has now been completed,
aml.Mr: Karl is awaiting further orders.
~IONTANA

DIVISION.

Among the plans for topographic work for this year was that of a
survey of the Yellowstone National Park, in sufficient detail for publication upon a scale of 10t 00 , in contours, approximately, 50 feet apart
vertically. Mr. J. H. Renshawe, who was in charge of the Montana
Division during the preceding season, was assigned to the immelliate
direction of this work. He proceeded to Bozeman, .Montana, early in
July. The following men were assigned to duty with him npon this
work: Eugene Ricksecker and Paul Holman, assistant topographers,
H. L. Dawes, topographic assistant, W. S. Renshawe and J. D. Colt,
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aids, together with Ensigns H. S. Chase and Le Roy M. Garrett., who
were ddailed from the U. S. Navy for service upon the Survey. 'l'he
usual delays incident to outfitting postponed the commencement of the
work, and it was not until August 6 that the survey actually commenced. The plans of the work required that it should be done, as far
as practicable, with the plane-table, supplemented by traverse work
upon the forest-covered plateaus, where it is impracticable to uRe the
instrument. Work was commenced in the northwestern portion of
tlw Park, and a very careful survey mrs made of the soutbern end of
the range, lying about the heads of the West Gallatin rh·er. After fin.·
is bing in tlle high mountains the work went forward mueh more rapidly
upon the rolling plateaus to the southward fmd eastward, and when tbe
party was finally driven out of the Park by the severe weather of the
autumn, about 1,000 square miles bad been snrveJ;ed, extendng southward to the Lower Geyser Basin, and from the west boundary eastward
so as to include nearly all of the drainage basin of Gardiner's river and
the Gibbon fork of the Madison. The party returned to Bozeman about
the middle of October, a.nd preparations were immediately made for
remeasuring the base line in the neighborhood of that-~town, which had
been laid out and measured in 1877 by Lieutenant Tillman, under the
United States Geographical Surveys west of tliC lOOth meridian. The
measurement was made with the secondary .base bars belonging to the
Survey, and the details of the work were carried out by Ensign Chase.
The whole line was divided into three sections, each of which was measLred once. The middle section was thrn remeasured and the lengths of
the other two sections were redetermined fro 11 it by triangulation, using
the middle section as a base. .The results of the. measurements are as
follows:
Meters.

First measurement of middle section .................................... _ 1, 95Ll. lll6
Second measurement of middle section .............................. __ .. _ 1, 9&\l. 92<!
Mean IDPasnreroent of middle section .• _....... _... _. __ .•... __ ... _. 1, \!5!!. !!19

---

MeasnrPment of first section ............................... _ ........ _... 2, .'375. 753
Mean measurement of middle section _.. _ ... __ .................... _ . .. . .. 1, 95lJ. 919
Measurement of third sect~on ........................... __ ............. _ 2, &16. 96!J
Total measurement of base .. __ ................................... 7, 352.6,:2
Length by angles ...... -- ......... __ ... ____ .... _... __ ........ ____ ....... 7, 3&;?. &72
Measured length with weight 10 ................ __ .... __ ........ ______ ... 7, 352.642
True length of base_ .... _........... _.... ___ ..................... _ 7, :152. 635
THJ<: WINGATE DIVISION.

This division has remained during the year under the charge of Prof.
A. H. Thompson. Early in May, 1883, preparations were commenced
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for placing .the parties iu the field, headquarters being, as during the year
before, at Fort Wingate, New Mexico. Three parties were organized,
two for topographic work, under charge, respectively, of Messrs. E. M.
Douglas an<.l H. JH. "\Vilsou, and one for triangnlation, under the immediate charge of Profpssor Thompson. l\'Ir . .A. P. Davis, Ensign C. C.
J\Iar~h, and .1\fr. John D. Atkins actetl as assistaHts, respectivel,y, in
these parties. A base barometric station was established at the rcJ:dezvous camp at Fort "\~7 ingate, N. M., with 1\fr. S. A. Garlick as ob;;enTer. The parties as thus organized commenced work and continued
nntil July 15, a.t which time Messrs. W. l\f. Reed awl Bllnmnd Shaw
join£>d the division af\ topographic assistants, when a reorganization of
the division was effectell. Mr. Reed was assigned to Mr. Donglas's part:;r,
as assistaut, in place of 1\Ir. Davis, antl Mr. Shaw to 1\Ir. "\Vil.~on's part:;r
in place of 1\'Ir. Marsh. Mr. Davis was given charge of a third topographic party, with Mr. Emanuel Schnwlzkopf as assistant. Ensign
Marsh was assiguell as ast->istant. in the triangulation party in place of
Mr. Atkins, who bad been ordered to report to the Director at \Vashington. The parties were furnished with the usual complement of men
and animals, and, in additiou, were authorized to employ Indians as
guides, whenever po~sible, as it was believed that t.he cost of their services would be more than repaid by the increased facility thereby gained
in traversing the country. The permanent camp and base barometric
station were moved to Fort Defiance, Atizona, that point being more
central and accessible to the work thereafter than Fort Wingate. l\I:-.
Garlick remained in charge of the base barometric ob::;ervations. This
organization was continued until the close of the field season with bnt
one change, that change being the detachment of Mr. Shaw from l\fr.
Wilson's party and his assignment as base barometric. observer at the
.rendezvous camp, thus relieving :\lr. Garlick, who was given charge of
a small part:;r and directed to meander, by courses and distances, all of
the wagon roads in the area surveyed by the topographic parties.
To the party under 1\'Ir. Douglas was assigned, in the early part of the
season, the completion of field-work in the southern part of atlas sheet
.35°-1080 ami, later in the season, the survey of atlas sheets 350-1090 and
35°-llOO. The party under Mr. Wilson completed the work in the northern part of atlas sheet 35°-1080 early in the season, and later the whole
-of atlas sheets 360-1090aud 36o-noo, besides small outlying areas. To
the party under Mr. Davis was assigned the completion of field-work in
atlas sheets 370-lQ!)O and 37o-uoo, which comprise the country lying
mainly north of the San J nan, east of the Colorado, and west of longitude 109° 30'. On account, however, of threatened difficnltie:; with
Navajoe Indians, wlio range in that region, it wns thought best, after
Mr. Davis had reached his field of labor, to recall him and assign to him
in place of this area, atlas sheet 35°-1070, where he commenced work
about September 10.
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Mr. Douglas finished work and reached the rendezvous camp at Fort
Defiance about Norember 1. 'l'he party was disbanded, Mr. Reed returning to Washington. Mr. Shaw was relieYed from duty as barometric observer and ordered to report to the Director a,t Wasbington. Mr. Wilson arrived at Fort Defiance soon after Mr. Douglas,
having completed the area a~sigued to him. This party was also disbanded, but Mr. vVilson was retained until December 1, in order to
assist in the primary triangulation, at which date he left the field in
company with Ensign Marsh and returned to Washington. Mr. Davis
was later in closing field-work, owing to the Iare date at which work
was commenced. It was not until November 21 that the area assigned
to him 'nas completed. Tllis party was disbanded, but Mr. Davis was
retained at Fort Wingate to assist in the determination of the astronomical co-ordinates of that point.
Iu the early part of the sen son the triangulation part,y was engage<l
in extending the work over the area included in atlas sheets 050-107o
and 350-1080, This was fini~hed July 1, but, owing to the press of atJ·
ministrative duties, Professor Thompson was unable to take the field
with his party again until the mid(lle of August. A further delay occurred owing to the difficulties which had arisen among the Nan1joe
. Indians. It was not until September 15 that the parties were able to
proceed in earnest. From this time until December 1, work was prosecuted continuously by Professor 'rhompson and by Messrs. Marsh, Wilson, and Davi.s.
'l'he party under Mr. Garlick, detailed for the purpose of traversing
the roads, was continuously employed· in that work from Septeml.Jer 15
to November 20, covering some 700 square miles of route.
During the season the following areas were covered: by Mr. Douglas's
party, 8,800 square miles; by Mr. Wilson's, 10,400, and by Mr. Davis's,
3,800; total, 22,000.
Professor Thompson had been instructed, upon the close of field-work,
to remain at Fort Wingate and determine its astronomical co-ordiuates,
connecting for longitude with the Washington Observatory at Saint
I~ouis, 1\'fo., whose director, Prof. H. S. Pritchett, kindly extended every
faci.lity for the work. Professor Thompson was assisted in this work by
Mr. A. P. Davis. It was effected during the month of December, telegraphic signals being exchanged upon fi\'e nights, with the requisite observations for time. I~atitude was determined by zenith distances from
observations upon 87 pairs of stars, obtained during twehTe nights.
Upon the completion of this work, Professor Tlwmpsou and Mr. D;tvis
returned to Washington.
Office work was commenced by Messrs. Douglas and Wilson in Deeemher and by l\fr. Davis in ,January. The reductions of the observations for latitude an<llongitude have been made by Mr. S. S. Gannett,
with satisfactory results.
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THE CALIFORNIA DIVISION.

Mr. Gilbert Thomp~;on bas remained in charge of this division during
the past year. The work projected was in continuation of that commenced during the preceding season, namely, the survey of tliat por. tion of northern California emoprised in the Coast ranges and the Shasta.
1nouutain group. Mr. 'l'bompson left "\Vashington on the 2d of July,
taking with him Mr. Mark B. Kerr as topographer, and Mr. Albert
Noerr as assistant topographer. Messrs. R. T. Varnum, V\Tilliam B.
Hester, Benjamin L. Fairchild, and Robert T. Cummins were also employed as aids and barometric observers. Red Bluff, CaL, was selectl'd
as the outfitting point.· 'l'wo parties were organized, one in charge of
Mr. Tl!ompson himself and the other under Mr. Kerr. .A barometric
base station was e~;;tablishecl at Berryvale, at an altitude of 3,474 feet,
and connected by a line of levels with the location line of the Oregon
division of the Central Pacific railroad. A division of the territory
proposed for survey was made by gi viug to Mr. Kerr's party the country
lying to the west of the Oregon and California Stage Hoad, that to the
east of tl}at road being &elected by Mr. Thompson. The former party,
although troubled to some extent by smoke, haze, and bad weather,
succeeded very well in its work, covering some 3,000 square miles, nearly
all of which 'consisted of the rugged mountains of tlie Coast range.
Considerable difficulty was experienced from forests, which reached to
tlie crests of the highest mountains.
The party under Mr. Thompson, however, was not as successful.
Smoke, haze, and, in the latter part of the season, stormy weather
hindered the work. Realizing at the outset that there was but little
chance of doing general topographic work, Mr. Thompson dHotetl the
early part ofthe season to a detailed survey of Mount Shasta and its immediate surroundings. He gathered material for a map of the greater
part of that volcanic mass, upon a scale of 1:20,000. In the progress
of the work, Mr. Thompson succeeded in taking his pack-train within
about 2,000 feet of the summit of the mountain, while he, with· his assistant and their riding-animals, succeeded in reaching the summit of
the mountain. About the midule of October, the smoke having cleared
so that it was possible to engage in general work, Mr. Thompson gave
up his detailed work and made a short but very succes~;;ful trip to the
eastward of the mountain, gathering material for the general map.
Storms, however, sEt in towards the latter part of the month, which
made it necessary to leave the high country, when he returned to headquarters, called in Mr. Kerr's party, and. abandoned field-work for the
season.
During the winter, Messrs. Thompson, Kerr, ani! Noerr have· been
engaged in computing and ·platting field notes and in compiling maps
for the use of the geologists, from land-sun-ey plats. Altogether, including the detailed surw;y of Mount Shasta, about 4,000 square miles
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were mapped. By the aid of the work of this and last seasons, together
'\'ith the material obtaine(l from Land Office plats, a field map, covering
abou~ 24,000 square miles, has !Jeen rompiled, upon a wale of 2 miles
to au inch, for 1he use of the geologh;ts.
DETAILED WORK IN CALIFORNIA.

The survey of the quicksilver deposits of California, by Mr. J.D. Hoff
man, with the assistance ofMr. C. C. Bassett, which was in progress at
the beginning- of the last fiscal year, has been carried on (luring the
greater part of the past ~'ear, and was complete(] about the elose of
April. The results of this work are as follows : A map of the Snlphm~
Bank District, comprising an area of 3 miles uy 4, or 12 square wiles,
on a seale of 800 feet to an inch, in contours 20 feet apart; a map of the
New A lmadeu District, comprising an area of 20 square miles, on a scale
of 800 feet to an inch, in 20-foot contours; a map of the Knoxville District, comprising 8;]; square nJiles, on a scale of 800 feet to an inch, in
contours 25 fept apart; and a map of the New Idria District, comprhiing
12 square miles, on a scale of 800 feet to an inch, in contours 40 feet
apart Yertically.
Upon the eomplction of this work, Mr. Hoffman was orclert·d •·nst, forthe purpose of platting the general topographic work done by him in
l8.S2, while eouuecte(l with the California divh;iou, upo.1 wlliciJ work lw·
has :since hecn engaged.
Besides the regular office work, incident to platting the field-notes,
tran~->fcrriug plaue-tallle sheets, aml geodetic alHl llarouu·tri1~ computations, tlle compilation of a map of tltu Uuitell Statrfi, upon a scale of Hi
miles to au iuch, ltas been commenced aud is uciug rapidl,y pn;;lted forward, almost all of the material fur its construction ueiug at lta11tl 1w
easily accessible.
Dnring tlle field sca8on, or at its close, tlte following men, all of whom
ltad beeu employed tewporarily only, resigue(1 their positions 011 t Ia_\
Survey: n. L. Dawes, .T. D. Colt, P. M.liotelcr, R. R Duval, 1'. W. Hir-.
uey, EduHnul Shaw, n. 1'. Varumu, vV .· S. Ikusll<t\\'C, 1:,. 1\I. Towson, H..
D. Shepanl, A. B. Hey!, .T. S. Rapper, and Thorbutn Rchl.
I am, Yery respectful y, your obedient sen·aut,
RENHY GANNETT,
Chhf Gcogmphcr.
Hou. J. \V. PowELL,
Director U. S. Geological Snrt,ey, lVnshington, D. C.
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REPORT OF MR. ARNOLD HAGUE.

'

UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,
YELLOWS'l'ONE NA'I'IONAL PARK SURVEY,

New YoTk, July 1, 1884.
Sm: I have the honor to present the following report of field and
office work under my charge for the year ended J nne 30, 1884:
Ficl(l operations for the year were almost exclusively confined to tile
Yellowstone Park. Early in the month of Jul.', under your instructions, J left New York, proceeding to Bozeman, 1\'Iont., to organize a
camp adegnately equipped for seYeral suceessive seasons of field-work
in the Yellowstone Park and adjacent regions of 'Wyoming aud Montana. From Bozeman I proceeded by the main wagon-route to the
Park, aml after stopping for two da~'S at the J\'lammoth Hot Springs, I
traveled by slow marches, makiug preliminary geological examinations
along the route, to the Upper Geyser Basin, where I established tl.Je
first permanent camp for the season on the east bank of the Fire Hole
River, jnRt above Old Faithful Geyser.
'rhe party of ~)rofessional assistants was con:'3tituted as follows :
Messrs. Joseph P. lddiugs, Walter H. Weed, George 1\L Wright, and
C. D . Davis, assistants in geology; Dr. William Hallock, physicist employed in making a BpeciaJ study of the physic~ of geyser action; Mr.
W. II. Jackson, photographer; l\'lr. Rheinhart., assistant photographer;
awl Mr. Roland Holt, volunteer assistant..
Owing to the lateness of the season for commencing field-work, I decided to confine the work mainly to preliminary examinations of the
volcanic field and the closely related problems· of thermal activity displaye<l on snell a gigantic seale throughout this region.
In stndying the volcanic phenomena, I desired to find out the varieties of rock represented, ilteir areas and thrir relations to each other.
Nearly all ?f 1\'lr. ld(!in::;·,.,',.;, as well as a large !'lhare of Mr. vVright's
time, was devoted to these questions. All the time at my own commawl, not occupied in investigating the phenomena imme(liately connected with the geysers and hot spri.ngs, was given to a study of the
relation of the rhyolite extrusions to the great centers of thermal actiYity. In this connection I was anxious to determine the. source, the ex·
tent, and, so far as possiule, the thickness of the great rhyolite :flows
which cover such immense areas and form the main liody, if not all, of
the Park plateau.
This study required extended and laborious travel, and i.u the prosecution of the work I Yisited .Mount Sheridan, 1\fonnt Chittenden, and
the volcanic region iu the neighborhood of Mount Washburne.
1\'Ir . \Yeed was almost exclusively occupied in waking careful examinations of the preseut condition of the thermal spring:> and geysers,
awl in collecting a complete suite oi' 1<pecimens illustrating nearly every
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form of deposition and mode of occurrence of the travertine and geyserite. Dis eomparatiYc Rtudy of the conditions of thermal activity in
the summer qf 1883, which were also observed by Dr. .A. C. Peale in 1878,
will be of great interest and sdentiftc Yalue. Dr. Peale's work laid the
foundation for a thorough and scientific study of the thermal sprin.gs,
which I hope to prosecute for several consecutive seasons, and in this
conuection I wish to bear testimony to the general accuracy of Lis
rep: •rt and to Lis indefatigable industry in the collection of his
data. .A study of the geyser basins slwws but few changes of importance and fails to confirm the opinion fi·eqnently expressed that
there is a decided falling off in the intensity of thermal action witLin
the last ten or twelve years. To the list of active geysers in the Lower
Ge.rser Basin, given b,y Dr. Peale, I ha,·e only one to add, and even this
one he suggested might prove to be a geyser. It is situated on tLe
broad sinter plain to the northwest of the mound ofthe Fountain Ge,y- ,
ser and a short distance sout.h of the main road. It presents a large
gray pool nearly 100 feet in diameter, but is not noticeable for·beauty
of form or of color. Ncar the west border of the pool there is a narrow
vent over which the water, owing to its p·eater depth, ~,;hows a dullgreen color. This geyser I have named the Surprise; frum the height
and diameter of the colu_mn and the force displayed it will rank as the
third geyser in the Lower Basin. I have also to add ()Ue new geyser
to those alread,y reported in the Upper Basin. It is situated in the
Emerald Group. I ha\:e named it the Cliff Geyser, as it lies so close
under the abrupt wall which skirts the west uank of Iron Creek.
Dr. Hallock's investigation of the physical aspects of geyser action
yielded most interesting results, which when published will be found to
uc of great scientific Yaluc. He was mainly occupied with questions of
subterranean temperatures in the geyser pipes and reservoirs, using
lJoth maximum thermometers and thermo-electric methods. The investigation necessarily presented many difficulties which could not be foreseen till experimental work had determined the character of the geyser
reser,·oirs. This preliminar,v survey of the geysers and geyser springs to
ascertain the depths of the geyser pipes, forms of basins, force of discharge, and intervals of rest, consumed a large amount of time. The.
coming year Dr. Hallock goes oue prepared to overcome certain obstacles, thoroughly understanding the difficulties he has to surmount. lle
takes with him a new maximum thermometer especially adapted for
this work, and will employ improved methods for insulating the wires
at the higher temperatures in his thermo-electric experiments. His
investigations, although covering a large m1m ber of geysers, were mainly
conducted ujJOn "Old Faithful," the "Giantess," "Grand," and "Beebin'."
Mr. W. H. Jackson and his assistant joillcd me in the Lower Geyser
Basin nud remained till near the close of the field season. Mr. Jackson
was eminently successful with his pictures, surpast-ing my_ highest ex-
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}}ectations, and in his own opinion accomplished more satisfactory re·
suits thm1 in any other season during the fifteen years in which he has
been actively engaged in photographic work in the Rocky Mountains.
His intimate acquaintance with the Park enabled him to make <ise. of
his time to the l.lest advantage. The collection of views is quite e:s.tensi\1e and is represented by four sizes of negatives and a set of nearly
one hundred stereoscopic pictures. Tile large views (18 by 22 inches)
arc in the highest style of photographic art. The complete set of views
of tbe geysers and Lot springs will be of great scientific value, for purposes uf illustration in the final reports.
Valuable as the Yellowl'trme National Par:k undoubtedly is as anational reservation, to be forenr set aside and helu as a place of recrea':
tion for tourists who can afford the time to enjoy the advantages of a
few weeks of rest and recreation among some of the grandest and most
weird scenery of the Rocl>y Mountains, and desirable as. it is that the
incrustations and sediments around the geysers and hot springs, and
all oqjects of scientific interest, shoulU be carefully preserved, til ere are,
I think, other reasons why .the Park should be maintained, quite as important as those usually assigned.
First in importance comes the protection of the forests which occupy
such large areas on the Park platean and densely cover the adjacent
mountains. Few regions in the Rocky :Mountains are so highly favored
as regarus snow and rainfall. Snow falls early in October and rarely
disappears before June, and throughout the winter it is said to lie 6
feet in depth o>er the plateau and the higher regions of the Park. The
Park is peculiarly well adapted for holding broad sheets of water. In
consequence we find here such bodies of water as the Yellowstone,
Slwshone, Heart, and Lewis Lakes, besides innumerable smaller ones.
TlH•se lakes arc the natural resen'oirs for storing up tl}e water-supply.
'The Yellowstone Lake alone has an area of 150 square miles, and is the
source oftlle Yellowstone River, whieh drains into the 1\'lis:sissippi; while
the Shoshone empties into the Snake River, reaching the Pacific through
the Columbia. Forests cover the hills to the water's edge. The timber
retains the snow late in tile season, wllile it slowly melts away and fills
the springs and lakes. If the forests are removed, the snow will rapidly
disappear under the direct rays of tlle sun and lly evaporation, and it
will be largely carried off by the dry west win1ls which pren1il. There
would be enormous freshets in the spring, followed lly a long parched
sea,on, the lakes and springs rapidly diminishing. For these reasons
I wish not only to sec t be forests within the present limits of the Park
rigillly mainbiued, but also that the boundaries of the national reserva·
tion should be consiuera bly enlarged to the south and cast.
By intluding with the Park area the broad range of mountains to the
eastward of the present boundary, a dense timberregiou will be forever
secured, which carriPs ma~y large streams flowing l.loth east and west,
finally emptying into the main valley of the Yeilowstone. If the broad
.GEOL 84--2
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valley of the Yellowstone is ever to support any considerable population, tlw forests and streams from these elevated regions must be
protecteu. The Yellowstone Valley can stand no diminution in the
water-supply which it now recei,-es.
Next to the maintenance of the Park forests the second object of im-portance is the preservation of game. The Park, to become a national
game reservation, should be enlarged to take in the lands to the south
and east, which are natural haunts of the elk and deer, and which arc
regarded by hunters a11d trappers a:s amongst the best game regions in
the Rocky Mountains. The country around the geyser basins was never
a favorite resort of large game, and the bare volcanic region lying between the geyser basins and the Yellowstone Lake afionls too little
grazing ground for any large number of deer and elk. In enlarging the
Park by including well-known resorts of the larger game, the whole
region becomes a natural zoological reservation for all wild animals
driven in from the surrounding country tor protection. If in the Yellowstone Park the large game are properly protected by officially appointed, intelligent gamekeepers and assistant superintendents, they
will rapidly increase in numbers, and, according to all laws of nature,
in time the excess would be forced from this place of security into the
adjoining mountains, affording ample pleasure for a long time to come
to the true sportsman anti tourist, whose shooting would be under the
restriction of game laws.
Throughout August and September the weather remained exceptionally fine, but from October first till the time when the party finally left
the field there was not a single day in which we were not dela,Yed hy
storms more or less severe.
'r ret~rned to the Mammotll Hot Springs September 30, after spending two months on the Park plateau, with headquarter camps at the
geyser basins, Yellowstone Lake, and Grand Oaiion.
From the camp at the Mammoth Hot Springs! undertook a trip across
the IJortbern part of tlle Park,. accompanied by Mr. vV. H. Weed, with
the intention, first, to make a geological reconnaissance across tlle Yellowstone range, and second to visit the Clarke's Fork mines fot· the purpose of learning their position in relation to the Park boundaries, and to
ascertain the extent to which mining operations bad already been carried. Before the completion of this journey the snow-storms were so
frequent and violent as to stop all active field-work. The weather remaining unfavorable for geological work, 1 finally decided to break
camp, and on October 23 most of the party, including myself, left the
Mammoth Hot Springs for the East.
Mr.- C. D. Davis remained to forward the collections, and to see the
cainp equipage safely stored in Bozeman, with instructions to return
east on the completion of his duties.
At tlie close of the season Mr: J. P. Iddings left for Nevada and
Utah under instructions to examine one or two localities of especial interest in our study of volcanic rocks of the Great Basin. Among other
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localities he revisited Eureka, and while there he collected several sets
of two hundred specimens each of typical rocks found in the district.
They include Paleozoic quartzite and limestone, and three varieties
of volcanic rocks, namely: hornblende:andesite, (lacite, and rhyolite·
They will form a valuable portion of the two hundre(l suites of characteristic roclrs, now being prepared under your instructions for distribu
tion to institutions of learning.
During the winter and spring office-work has progressed stcadil.y, the
time being employed in writing out field-notes and in working up the
material gathered the preceuing summer in the Yellowstone Park. In
addition to this work, Mr. Iddings and myself have given considerable
time to our work on the volcanic rocks of the Great Basin-a work
which bas grown upon our bands and assumeu proportions by no means
anticipated when we began the investigation. During the year, in· connection with this work upon the Tertiary and post-Tertiary volcanic rocks
of the Great Basin, I have published jointly with Mr. Iddings two brief
articles in the American Journal of Science and Arts. The first appeared in September, 1883, entitled ''Notes on the Volcanoi:s of Northern California, Oregon, and Washington Territory." The second paper
was publisheu in J nne, 1884, under the title ''Notes on the Volcanic
Rocks of the Great Basin."
·
On April 1, Dr. F. A. Gooch entered the chemical laboratory of the Geological Survey and has made the chemical investigation of the waters,
incrustations, and sediments connected with the geysers and hot springs.
In obtaining the services of Dr. Gooch for this important work, I feel
that the corps has been greatly strengthened.
I regret to say that my work upon the report on the Geology of the
Eureka District has not progressed as rapidly as I could wish. This is
.due in part to the pressure of other work, but mainly from an unwillingness to complete the monograph before obtaining the results of the investigation of the volcanic rocks, since igneous extrusions play so important a part in the geological history of the Eureka District.
The monograph of Mr. Charles D. Walcott on the" Paleontology of
the Eureka District" is completed and ready for the printer. In my
letter to yon, transmitting the report of Mr. Wa-lcott, I ha,·e taken occasion to express the very great value I place upon his work and its
important bearing upon the geology of the Basin ranges.
In closing this letter I desire to express my thanks to the trustees of
the American Museum of Natural Historyfo~ the facilities which they
have afforded us during the past year, in placing at our disposal, free
of rent, two large working rooms. Their library and collections have
been of great service in our work.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
.
ARNOLD HAGUE,
Geologist in chm·ge.
Ron. J. W. POWELL,
Director U.S. Geplouical Survey, Washinytnn, n. C.
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REPORT OF MR. T. C. CHAMBERLIN.
UNI'l'ED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,

DIVISION OF QUATERNARY GEOLOGY,

Beloit, Wis., June 30, 1884.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of field and
office work under my charge during the fiscal year cndiug June 30,
1884:
The 1st of July found work in progress in two of the fields occupied
during the year, the driftl('SS a.rca of the upper Mississippi Vallt>y and·
the drift lwrder in the Missouri Valley, in Dakota, the former under
Prof. R. D. Salisbury, the latter in my personal charge.
Tbe ends sought in the investigation of the driftless area were set
forth in my last adminstrati,·e report. The earlier examinations of the .
present year were a contiuuation of those already iuaugurated. As the
work progressed; the range of subjects was somewhat amplified, and
the territory was· broadeued..
The original purposes were mainly tilrce: (1) By a critical study of
. the residuary clays, to fix a standard of comparisou between the disintegration products of subaerial agencies aud the mechanical products of
glacial action; (2) by a study of non-glaciated topography to furnish a
necessary clement in the estimation of the amount of planation, or accumulatiou, or both, necessary to produce a surface analogous to that of
the a(ljaceut drift.co>ered region:;;, and thus approach a quantitative
estimate of the drift; and (3) by a determination of the amount of residuary clay and. other loose disintegration pro(lucts, to furnish an clement
in the computation of its quantitative relations to the receptive capacity
of the topography, ami to the total mass of the drift.
In the observations bearing directly upon t.hese subjects, which embrace about 2,000 specifi(l measurements, there fell under attention, also,
the following studies: (a) The character and location of the border of
the drift surrounding the driftless area; (b) tile subaqueous clays bordering the Mississippi River and west of it in that region; (c) the valley
and high-level gravels of the Mississippi and its tributaries; (d) the
river terraces, and (e) the distinctive character of the valleys.
Mr. Salisbury's work upon these subjects was distributed as follows:
The 1st of July found him in tile vieiuity of Platteville, Grant County,
Wisconsin. His lines of observation lay iu this county duriug the earlier
part of the month, and during tue later part of the month iu Jo Daviess
County, Illinois. In early August he passed into Iowa at Dubuque,
and occupied the earlier part of tile mouth in observations along tile
west side of the Mississippi, from tilat point north to the mouth of the
Wisconsin Itiver. Later in the montil be re-eutered Wisconsin, aud
.carried a belt of observatioiJS across Crawford, Richland, and Sank
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counties, aml along the drift border in Dane and Green counties. In
September his work lay mainly in Dunn, Pepin, and Chippewa Counties, and subordinately in 1\fonroe, La Crosse, and, Jackson. In October
be examined selected portions of Clark, vVood, Trempealeau, and Bufl'alo
counties, Wisconsin, and Wabash, Winona, Olmsted, Fillmore, and
Houston counties, Minnesota.
In the early part of November, I diverted Mr. Salisbury, temporarily,
from his special line of work, to aid .ln the completion of some observations on the Glacial deposits in northwestern Indiana and northeastern
Illinois lying in the line of my own special work of morainic correlation,
but which other duties prevented me from finishing personally.
In the latter part of November, 1\fr. ~alisbury resumed work on the
residuary products, in Missouri, this being· a part of the plan to extend
such studies around the periphery of the drift region, with a view to a
wider and more trustworthy basis of comparison.
Incidental to this dominant theme, the loess and loess-like deposits
along the Missouri River, the drift border, and the valley gravels, fell
under consideration. The work embraced selected portions of Jefferson, Washington, Franklin, Phelps, Gasconade, Osage, Cole, Moniteau,
Pettis, and Cooper countieR.
The work in southern Dakota, under Prof. J. E. 'fotld, was an extension of that previously done, an outline of which bas been given in
preeeding annual reports, to which I beg leave to refer. While the
leading object has been to trace out the system of marginal moraines,
and determine the salient character of the Glacial movements, a considerable number of accessory tl1emes have received attention.
Professor 'l'otld, with 1\fr. Wm. Ellis as assistant, started from Tabor,
Iowa, to his field on July 10, and ou the 14th, having completed his
equipment, began his investigations at Chamberlain, Dakota. The remainder of the month of July was tlevotetl to tracing the outer moraine
of the later Glacial epoch, from the vicinity of Bijou Hills, southeastwan], to the southern border of Dakota, and the examination of some
points in the adjacent portion of Nebraska. The special subjects that
tell under attention were: (1) A range of drift hills lying along the northeast side of the Missouri Hiver stretching from Platt Creel.: nearly to
the mouth of the Missonri; (2) a series of Glacial outlet valleys traversing these; (3) the western limit of bowlders on the north border ofNeuraska; (4) the deep loess deposits, capping the highlands south of the
Missouri River, in Knox County, Nebraska, and the contrasted stony
drift on the opposite highlands north of the .Missouri; (5) the morainic,
interlobate accumulations of the Chateau Creek Hills and 'ftukey HiLlge,
and (6) their former drainage system.
The months of August and Septemuer were employed in carrying lines
of observation to and fro across the Coteau, between the Missouri Hiver
aud the James Rivet·, in latitude Yaryiug from uelow 45° north to 47°
north. About one week was occupied in each traverse. 'fhe prime object
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of this work was the location and general determination of the complex
system of morainic tracts that characterize this portion of the Missouri
Coteau. There fell under attention, also, the following subsidiary subjects: (1) The remains of an extensive post-Glacial forest growth in
Douglas and adjoining counties; (2) a region nearly free from till, between American and Crow Creeks; (3) a line of osar ridges stretching
southeast from Crow Lake; (4) _an internal Glacial drainage system
among the Wessington Hills, and a similar system among the Bee Hills;
(5) the Great Hee Valley, determined to be the track of an ice-lobe;
(6) several inter-lobate ~.ccinnulations in Sully County; (7) a driftless,
or, at least, till-less area in southeastern and central Potter County; (8)
the Bald Mountains, considered an inter-lobate moraine; (9) two lobate
tracts, formerly occupied by ice-tongues, north of the Bald Mountains,
one of wllich crosses the Missouri River, and a third one· in the valley
of Long Lake; (10) several re-entrant moraines and inter-lobate areas
associated with these; (11) the great moraines on the elevated Coteau;
(12) a looped line of scattered morainic hills (third moraine) in Faulk,
Hand, Beadle, Brown, Le Moure, and Stutsman counties.
The topography, water supply, native vegetation, and pre: Quaternary
deposits were also subjects of observation.
The first week of October was occupied in some examinations in
southeastern Dakota, supplementary to those of previous years; among
these were some further observations on the Mitchell moraine, an examination of some extensive roches moutonnees, 7 miles north of Alexandria,
the basin-bearing tract north of Canton, the loess-capped highlands east
of the Big Sioux River, the draining features near Sioux Falls, and
the outer moraine near Madison. Professor Tod1l returnetl from the
neld on October 8. He was engaged a portion of the remainder of the
year formulating the report of his results, aml constructing maps,
.sketches, diagrams, and tables to accompany it.
In my individual work I was overtaken by the unfortunate midsummer transition of fiscal years at the Brule Agency, on t.he Missouri H.iver,
in southern Dakota. As indicated in my last administrative report, I
was engaged in a preliminary determination of the character and limits
of the drift in the upper Missouri Valley. The plan contemplated making the Missouri Rirer a base of operations, whence lines of observation
were to be extended westward at such points as were fouud practicable
and deemed ~wcessary to the determination of the salient features of
character and distribution, and the judicious formulation of the more
exhaustive worl;;ing plans contemplated in the future. The restiveness
of the Sioux Indians over an apprehended reduction of their reseryation
rendered extensive examinations in their terri tory injudieious, and, under
the advice of Indian agents, my excursions were confined to routes and
methods least liable to excite attention. A trip from the Lower Brule
Agency to Medicine Butte and vicinity had been finished on the last
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day of June. Transferring thence, via Mitchell and Huron, to Pierre,
a trip was made west of the Missouri River along the Black Hill's stage
route, a distance of 45 miles, or some 25 miles beyond the last observed
drift of northeastern derivation ..
Through the personal kindness and assistance of Maj. J. McLaughlan,
agent at Fort Yates, I was permitted to reconnoiter the drift area west
·of that point. From the line of the Northern Pacific Railway I was
enabled to extend observations with more facility. Ms reconnaissance
in that region was closed July 14.
Pursuing the plan of comparative studies, I next zigzagged broadly
the border of the drift in southern Illinois, and, thence eastward through
Indiana, Kentucky, and Ohio to the Scioto Valley.
There I resumed the study of some of the more doubtful portions of
the border of the later drift, under the advantages gained by the fa.
miliarity with the older marginal belt, which the preceding studies and
those of earlier date had given. Witll a brief interruption, incidental
to attendance upon the meeting of the American Association at Minneapolis, and tlle subsequent examination of the osar ridges in Ogle
CountJ-, Illinois, described iu the report of that State and considered
morainic, tllis work was pursued until the 1st of November. As
previously reported, throughout the plain region of nortlleastern Illinois, central Indiana, and western Ohio, the marginal accumulations of
the later ice sll,eet are less conspi0uous and unequivocal than in the
regions of greater topographic relief, east and west. A large amount
of critical study will be needed for a complete demonstration of the
precise history of the Glacial movements of that region, and the delineation of the peripheral accumulations tllat mark successive stages. As
an additional step toward this, a belt passing in a sinuous course
through the following counties was reconnoitered: Ross, Highland,
Clinton, Fayette, Greene, Madison, Clarke, Champaign, Logan, Miami,
Montgomery, Preble, and Darke, in Ohio; and ·wayne, Randolph,
Henry, Rush, becatur, Jennings, Bartholomew, Johnson, Morgan,
Hendricks, Montgomery, and Tippecanoe, in Indiana.
During November, leave of absence was granted ine,· during which,
however, I prepare'l a portion of the above observations for imblication. In early December, the weather continuing favorable, I did some
field-work on the continuation of the above border-belt in northeastern Illinois. The remainder of the year, aside from local observations that do not need record here, has been deYoted to office work.
Besides tlle elaboration of field results, I have gathered and tabulated
for publication, as a bulletin of tlle surve~', all accessible records of
glacial striation in the United States. I have also prepared for publication in your Fifth Annual Report a discussion of the requisite and
qualifying conditions of artesian wells, and, by :.ronr permission, have
published in tlle American Journal of Science the results of some of
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my observations on a significant class of angular, calcareous sands and
grarels heaped in kaine-like hillocks, and characterize(! hy (liE'tnrbed
stratification.
Very respectfully, your obedient sen;ant.
T. C. CIIAMBERLIN,
Geologist.
Ron. J. W. PoWELL,
Director U. S. Geological Survey, lVasltington, D. G.

REPORT OF PROF. ROLAND D. IRVINO.
UNl'l'ED STATES GEOLOtHCAL SURVEY,

Jlfadison, lYis., June 30, 1884.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of operations in
the uivision of the survey unuer my clwrge for the year enuing .r nne 30,
1884.
The 'lfOrk of tllis di,·ision is a general investigation of the Archrean
Formations of the Northwestern States.

FIELD-WORK.

The field-work of the year has been carried on by five independent
parties.
The first party, under my immediate cllarge, was occupied during t!Je
month of July in a general study of the rock series of the Marquette
and Menominee iron regions of Michigan and ·wisconsin. In this work
I was aided by Assistant Geologists C. R. Vanhise and W. N. Merriam,
whom I kept in my immediate party, not only for the sake of their aid,
but alsQ and chiefly because, wis!Jing them to coiHluct indepem1ent parties during the seai:lon of 1884, I was desirous to have them first obtain
as broad an acquaintance as possible with the formations they were to
study. · 1\Iy own object in visiting these regions at this time was also to
extend my previously slight acquaintauce with them sufficiently to enable me to compare them intelligently with the other supposed l1 uroniau areas, and to determine t!Je extent and nature of the derailed work
to be hereafter done here. Since much descriptive and mapping work
had already been done in these regions by Brooks, Wright, Rominger,
and others, and since they are quite thoroughly opened by wagon road
and railway, we were enabled to see all important exposures and to
gather a large and thoroughly representative collection of tile rocks here
displayed. Be-sides the obtaining of a general acquaintance with these
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classical and difficult regions, we were able also to devote a good deal
of attention to points of special interest as bearing upon problems iu
genesis and structure, as for instance the relation of schists to massive
greenstones, the origin of the jaspery schi8ts and associated iron ores,
the relations of the iron-bearing to the older gneh;sic formation, and the
general stratigraphy of theseriei'l. In stud.ying these questions we made
a point of seeing, with the various previously published descriptions in
band, each one of the several groups of rocks into wbich the series has
been divided by various authorities. Our work included also careful
study of the relation of the sandstone to the underlying peridotite in
the classical locality of Presque Isle near Marquette.
On the 1st of August this party was·~tr.ansferred to the Sault Ste.
Marie, Michigan, with the ol!ject of examining the exposures in this vicin·
ity of the formation to which the term Huronian was originally given
by the Canadian geologists. Three weeks were spent in this vicinity,
<luring which time we obtained a thorough acquaintance with the original Huronian and with each one of its subordinate divisions as indicated on Logan's original map. 1
In the latter part of August the party, with the exception of Mr. Vanhise, was transferred to the boundary line between the United States
and Canada northwest of Lake Superior; Port Arthur, on the Cana. dian shore of Thunder Bay, becoming our base of supplies. The objects
of our studies were the obtaining of a more thorough acquaintance with
the so-called Anirnikie Series of this region, and the making of an examination of the contacts of this series with the more northerly rocks.
From Port Arthur the party, consisting of Mr. Merriam and myself aml
two packers, or canoemen, was transferred, with canoes and supplies, by
tug to Grand Portage Bay, on the Minnesota coast. Procuring here an
additional canoeman, we crossed the" Grand Portage," 9 miles, to Pigeon
River, followed that stream to South Fowl Lake, passed thence through
South Fowl, North Fowl, Moose, Mountain, Rove, Mud, South, North~
and .Gun Flint Lakes, to the passage from the latter lake to Lake
Saganaga. At South Lake we met Mr. Chatwenet's party, subsequently
spoken of, and t.he vicinity of Gnu Flint and North Lakes was examined in his compauy. vYe then returned slowly eastward, examining
more iu detail the rocks that we had noted only cursorily before. At
Grauel Portage one of our packers was dismissed, and the 50 miles 011
Lake Superior between t-hat point and Port .Arthur was then traver:>ed
jn the bark canoes. From Port Arthnr the party returned to lwatlquarters at Madison, which was reached at the end of September.
In the mean time Mr. Vanhise, who had rla;te1l from us at the Sault
Ste. l\larie, had made some additional investigations assigned to him in
that vicinity, bad then proceedell to the Michigammi and Hqn1blic
·Mountain districts in Michigan, toe make a special study of tlJOse loca.l-
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ities, and had thence returned to Madison, which he reached early in
September.
In the latter part of October, in company of N. B. \Vinchell, the State
geologh;t of Minnesota, I made my first acquaintance with the quartz.
ites of southern Minnesota as exposed at New Ulm and Red Stone in
tllc Mississippi Valley and in the northern towns of Cottonwood County.
The second party, under Prof. 0. W. Hall, of the University of Minnesota, consisting of himself and one assistant, Mr. C. F. Sidener, was
occupied during July and Augnst in an examination of the granitic
and gneissic rocks of Stearns, Morrison, and -To(ld counties in central
Minnesota, and the quartzites of Red Stone and New Ulm in t.be Minnesota Valley. This party moved about during the season by team, camping wllerever their work took them. Since the close of the field-work,
Professor Hall has been o~'cupied, as his professional duties allowed,
in elaborating his notes.
The third party, in charge of W. M. Cham·enet, was occupied in Min
nesota aud along the national boundary line, northwest of Lake Superior, during the months of August aud September. The special objects
of his work were (1) the obtaining of one or two cross sections of the
country north of Grand Marais from the lake to the folded schists
of tlle boundary line in the vicinity of Knife Lake, and (2) the examination of the region about Knife and Kingfisher Lakes, with the Yicw .
of determining the relations of the Animikie in tllis region to the more
northerly folded schists.
Mr. Ohanvenet, leaving Grand Marais with three Indian packers and
two canoes, portaged by the Rove Lake trail, 7 miles to the first lake
on the western part of T. G2, R. 1 E. Thence l1is course lay through
Tamarack I.ake in Sees. 12 and 13, T. 62 1 R. 1 ,V., and thence northward by stream and portage through the central part ofT. G3, R. 1 ,V,,
to the Brule River, which he reached in Sec. 14, T. G3, R. l W. From
the last point that stream and the lakes connecting with it were followed
to the northwestern corner of the town, when the course lay principally
westward through the unsurveyed townships in T. G4, to Agamok Lake
at the adjoining corners ofT. G4 and G5, R. 5 and 6 ·w.; them~e through
Kingfisher Lake and its numerous ramifications in T. 65, R. 6 W.; thence
into Knife I.. ake, and thence along the national boundary to the western
end of Basswood Lake, on the west side of R. 9 W., which was the
westernmost point of the trip. I~eturning now to Knife Lake the xocky
shores of the numerous ramifications of ill at Jake were examined, after
which the course was along the boundary line through Saganaga Lake
and through the various lakes and streams south of it to Gun Flint Lake,
in T. 65, R. 3 W., tlle several southern prolongations of Lake Saganaga
and Sea Gull Lake, in T. 05, H. 4 and 5 vV., being visited on the way by
side excursions. From Gun Flint Lake JHr. OLauvenet moved eastward,·
examining the rocks exposed on Loon, Iron, North, Olear vVater, Pike,
Pine, and McFarland Lakes. From tl1e last-named hike the course lay
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to Grand Portage, and thence by tug to Grand Marais, where the party
was disbanded.
The fourth party, consist.ing of Prof. W. vV. Daniells, and such as·
sistauts as be found it necessary from time to time to employ on tbe
groullll, was occupied during the months of July and .August in extending the work done by the Wisconsin survey upon the cr~·stallinc rocks
of 'Vaupaca, vVood, 1\farathon, Shawano, Lincoln, and Langlade counties, examining· and sampling such ledges as could be found in addition
to those previously known. The object of this work was the collection
of further evidence to aid in working out the distribution and structure
of the rocks of a difficult district. 2
'l'he fifth party, consisting of Mr. vV. N. 1\icrriam, and such assistants
as he found necessary to employ on the ground, has been occupied during the latter part of May nnd J nne of tbe present year in stud~·iug
the quartzites of southeastern Dakota, where he has found a large number of hither~o unknown exposures.

OFFICE-WORK.

The office- work of the year included microscopical rock studies, drafting, photography, preparation of matter for publication, and general
studies of results.
Lithological trork.-Microscopic work has contiuued throughout the
year, my priucipal assistant in it having been Mr. Vanhise.
During
tbe year some 775 thin sections
have been added to our col~
'
lection, of which 127 have been made at the vVashington office of the
Survey, and the remainder at Madison. Written descriptions have
been prepared of 354 of these during the year, the total number of
written descriptions made since the beginning of our work, Septem
ber 1, 1882, being 459. Of tbe latter number 450 are of sandstones and
quartzites, 81 of greenstones (including diabases, gabbros, norites, diorites, &c.,) 34 of mica-schists and chlorite-schists, 12 of chert-schist~': and
jasp.er-schists, 14 of amphil>Olite schists, 20 of greywackes, 14 of gueiss,
12 of clay slates, 4 of limestones, 12 of gnmites, and 2 each of augiteschists and f'elsitic porphyries.
Drajting.-Much of 1\'Jr. Merriam'S time during tbe year lias been
occupied in drafting. He bas made 34 colored and 4 uncolored drawings of rock sections ti·om the microscope for publication. He has also
clr~wn for the Fifth Annual Report of tbe Survey a, preliminary general geological map of the Nortbwest, besides two large-scale workingmaps for platting the field-work. In addition to these he drew, during
the winter, in tbe note-books on file, a large number of small maps
illustrative of the field-work.
2

Geol. Wis., Vol. IV, pp. 625-712.
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Photography.-During the ~·ear we b~we taken in the field some 80
photog-raphic views. The negatiYes of these views, generally in duplicate, Mr. Merriam bas developed in the office during the winter months,
besides printing from 1hem a number of proofs. Mr. Merriam bas also
devoted some time to the photographing of rock sections, in which he
has attained sufficient proficiency to enable him to prepare such photographs for publication.
Publications.-Dnring the year we have prepared an illustrated paper, " On secondary enlargements of mineral fragments," to appear as
Bulletin No. 8 of the Survey; and also a ''Preliminary paper on the
Arch::ean formations of the Northwest," for the Fifth Annual Report
of the Survey. Besides these, papers have been published in the
American .Journal of Science, upon the "Pararnorphic origin of the
Hornblende in the crystalline rocks of the Northwest" by myself, and
on "Secon<lal'y enlarpements of feld~par fragments in certain Keweenawan sandstones by Mr. C. R. Vanhise.
Mr. \V. N. Merriam is the only assistant on my division of the Survey
who has been employed constantly throughout the year. The following
have been employed on a per diem, at such times as their services were
needed: Assistant geologists, C. R. Vanhise, C. \V. Hall, \V. W.
Daniells, and \V. M. Chauvcnet; aml as office assistants, E. A. Birge~
T. W. Haight, N. M. 'Ibygeson, T. A. Polleys, H. Fehr.
I am, with respect, ~·our obe<lient servant,
HOLAND D. IRVING,
Geologist.
Hon. J. W. POWELL,
Director U. 8. Geological Sttn:ey, Washington, D. C.

REPORT OF DR. F. V. HAYDEN.
UNITED STA'l'ES GEOLOGICAL SuRVEY,

Philadelphia, Pa., July 1, 1884.
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith a brief smmnary of my
work under your direction for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1884 accompanied by a preliminary report of t!Je operations of Dr. A. C. Peale
and myself in the Upper Missouri region during the field season of
1883.

The field-work undertaken during the fiscal _year consisted of a reconnaissance along the line of the Northern Pacific Hailroad, from Bismarck,Dak., westwanl to Helemt,Montana. 'Ibis work was men·ly preliminary to a more thorough examination which it is hoped nwy be
accomplished in the future, especially in connection with the more or ~~~s
isolnte<l ranges wllich arc found in the region between the Yellowstone
and l\Iissonri l~ivers, east of the main ranges of 1he Roeky Mountains.
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It consisted mainly of a study of the stratigraphical relations of the
beds of the Laramie Group and the Cretaceous immediately underlying
it, as they are shown in exposures between the Missouri at Bismarck,
Dale, and the Yellowstone at Glendive, Mont., and along tile river from
tile latter point to Livingston.
The sandR, clay; and coal beds of the Laramie Group (or Fort Union
Group), form the surface formation througlwut most of this area; the
Fort Pierre and Fox Hills Groups of the Cretaceous showing only at a
few localities.
Bismarck was reached the latter part of July, and a stud.v of the
immediate vicinity was at once begun. A section of the rocks passed
through by tlw artesian well being sunk there was obtained aud the
railroad cuts near the bridge aeross the Missomi River were examined.
A trip was also made to Sims, 40 miles weRt of Bismarck, for the purpose of visiting the coal mines and brick and terra-cotta works operated
there. A collection of fossil plants and sllells was obtained at this
locality.
Leaving Bismarck, the next stop was made at Dickinsou, Dak., where
there is an outcrop of coal, which was found to be undeveloped and not
well exposed.
Little Missouri, the station at tl1e point where the railroad crosses the
Little Missouri lti\'er, was next visite(l. Here sections were made of
the bad-land beds, including the coal bed worked by the Northern Pacific Coal Company. The next section was made at Glendi,,e, Mont.,
where the railroad :first reaches the Yellowstone River. From here an
excursion was made to Iron Bluff, some 10 miles up the dYer. The·upper Cretaceous rocks so well exposed at that locality were carefully
examined.
Billings, on the north side of the Yellowstone, is 225 miles from Glendh·e, and is the point where the railroad first crosses the river. It was
reached August 10. The rocks exposed here are Cretaceous, the black
shale of the Fort Pierre Group being especially well shown on the
south side of the river opposite the town. On the north the sandstones
of the Fort Hills Group form conspicuous bluffs. These were visited
and followed some 10 or 12 miles to tile westward. A tilree-tlays' trip
was made to the Bull Mountain coal beds, about 45 miles uortlleast of
Billings~ This coal is in the Laramie Group and of remarkably good
qu'ality. An interesting collection of fossil leans was secure(l from
beds above and below the coal.
Leaving Billings August 20, Livingston; Bozeman, and Helena were
next Yisited in succession. At the latter lllace the Heleua Hot Springs
were visited, and a rapid excursion was taken oYer the Mullan 'fumwl to
what was tilen the end of tile eastern port10n of rhe Northern Pacific
Railroad. The Silurian rocks in the immediate vicinity of Helena were
also studied.
· ·
Returning from Helena, the first stop was at Bozeman, from which
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point the Chestnut coal mines,.in Rocky Calion, and the mines near
Bozeman Pass were im;pected, and collections of fossil plants made from
the beds in connection with the coal. The calion of Bozeman Creek,
south of Bozeman, was followed to Hs source in Mystic I1ake, and the
relation -of the Arcbroan and superimposed sedimentary rocks studied.
After packing all specimens collected up to tlutt point, and shipping
them through the quartermaster's depot at Fort Ellisj Dr. Peale next
proceeded to Livingston, where he completed a section begun by him
at that point in Augilst. His next stopping place was Spriugdalc,
where be crossed theY ellowstone River to H nnter':s Hot Springs, at the
southern end of the Crazy Mountains. At Stillwater, 45 miles farther
down the river, an interesting section in the upper part of the Cretaceous was obtained, after which Billings was again visited for the purpose of examining the artesian-well boring, which had been begun since
the previous visit. The next stopping place was the coal mines at Lignite, near Miles City, after which Dr. Peale went to Gladstone, a station
in Dakota between Diekenson and Sims. Here a large collection of fine
fossil plants was made from the Laramie Group. He then proceeded
to Mandan, and after packing the specimens collected during September, and turning them over to the quartermaster at Bismarck for shipment, he returned to the East early in October.
The otlice-work during the winter months has consisted mainly of the
stiHly and revision of the notes of the summer's work.
Dr. Peale has also begnn the preparation of a bibliography of the mineral springs and waters of the United States, and has also taken the
preliminary steps for waking a subject index to the publications of the
Geological and Geographical Sur,·ey of the Territories. He has also
begun a paper on tlJC ''Mineral waters of Montana," for which be secured
considerable material during the summer while in Montana.
I beg to remain, Yery respectfully, 3·our obedient servant,
F. V. HAYDEN,
Geologist.
Hon. ,J. \V. ·PoWELL,
Directm· U.S. Geolog·ical Survey, Washington, D .a.

REPORT OF J\1R. G. JC GILBERT.
UNITED STA'l'ES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,
DIVISION OF THE GREAT BASIN,

Washington, D. a., J1tly 1, 1884.•
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of field operations and office-work in the division of tllc Great Basin during the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1884.
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FIELD OPERATIONS.

Mr.lsrael C. Russell, assistant geologist, and l\'Ir. Willard D. Johnson,
assistant topographer, have been the only permanent assistants. The
fiehl operations were under the immediate direction of Mr. Russell.
The opening of the fiscal year found .1\'fr. Russell and myself at Salt
Lake City, and .Mr. J ohn.son in the Mono Basin, California, whither he had
been dispatched a few days before to initiate preparations for field-wo.rk.
l\k Hussell started on the 2d of July and proceeded directly to Mono
Lake, where be organized a field party, beginning at once the s~rstematic
sounding of the lake. On the 20tll Le divided his party, placing one
division in cLarge of Mr. Johnson and with the other proceeding to the
study of the ancient and modern glaciers of that portion of the Sierra
Nevada which drains to Mono Lake. His investigations were also carried slightly to the westward of the summit, so as to include the he:ulwaters of branches of the 'fuolumne and Mercell.
There bas been some- question as to whether the bodies of ice which
lie at the bases of north-facing cliffs in this portion of the Sierra are
true glaciers, and Mr. l~ussell was fortunately able to observe them
under circumstance_s so fa\orable that his report clearly demonstrates
their actual character. His descriptions and photographs leaYe uo
room for dispntr, except as to terminology.
Later in the season be continued his study of the Quaternary aud
post-Quaternary eruptions in the Mono Basin, and their relation to the
ancient glaciers and the ancient, expanded lake.
Having completed these studies, he started northward on the 5th of
September, and proceeded, by way of Mason Valley, the Carson Desert,
Wadsworth, Pyrami(l Imke, Winnemucca Lake, Black Rock Desert, and
Susanville, to Re1l .Bluff, Ual., stopping at numerous points to supplement his earlier observations on the Quaternary lake Lahontan. In the
canon of ·walker Hiver .lle made a study of a system of post-Lahontan
displacements.· At Red Blufl' he disbanded his party, returning imme·
diatrly to Washington, where he arrived October 13.
Mr. Johnson, after the completion of the sounding of 1\'Iono Lakf',
resumed work on his map of the Mono Basin, and the field-work for
this was completed before the end ofthe season .. It portrays a rectaugnlar area, including the hstlrogmphic basin of Mono Lake, aml will
sene to illustrate, first, t)Je relation of the modern lake to its Quaternary
expansion; sceond, the moraiues aJHl other vestiges of the ancient glaciers of the ea~tern ~lope of the Sierra, and their relations to the sun·i ,._
ing ice-remnants, to the ancient lal\e area, antl to the Yolcanic eruptions;
anll, third, a series of associated rh~·olitic and lmsalticeruptions, which
have continued from Tertiary to very recent times.
He prepared also a large-scale map of the .Parker Creek moraiues,
auu began a ~:-:imilar map of the Leevining Creek moraines, the completion, of which was preventeu by the storms of wintPr.
·
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He left the field late in December. and reached Washington early in
Januar_y.
Mr. Johnson':;; chief topographic instrument was tbe plane-table, his
method being that of trial sketching and correction b_y intersection.
No base line was measured, but scale, azimntll, and geographic co-ordinates were determined by means of a secondary triangulation which
was made to include a number of points established by the United
States Coast. and Geodetic Survey. Helatirc altitudes were determined within tlJC area of the map by angulation, and a datum for absolute altitude was established by a line of levels connecting Mono
Lake with a bench on the Carson aml Colorado Railroad.
Mr. Russell and Mr. Johnson received material assistance in the field
from Ensign John B. Bernadou, U. S. N., who reported to Mr. Russell
at Salt Lake Uity, and continued with his parties until the disbanding
at Red Blnfl'.
I left Salt Lake City on the 3tl of July, and spent a few weeks in the
Bonueville Basin supplerneuting the observations of former years, after
which I visite•l the Lahontan and Mono Basins for the purpose of familiarizing m;yself with the work performed there by my assistants.
1\fy points of observation included 'l'ooele and Stockton, near Salt Lake
City, the canon of Ogden lUver, Bannack Pass (reachPd by wagon
from Kelton, Utah), Elko, Carlin, Rye Patch, White Plains, and 'Vadsworth, on the line of the Central Pacific Railroad, Karnak Crest, Humboldt Lake, and Pyramid Lake. I then joined Mr. Hussell and traveled
witll him during the first half of .August in the Mono Basin and the
Sierra Nevada.
Au excursion was afterward made to Lone Pine, Cal., for the purpose of observi11g tlw geological work accomplislled by the earthquake
of 1872, qnd a day was spent at Carson, Nev., in the examination of
the celebrated locality of fossil foot-prints. Returning eastward I
stopped at Salt Lake City to complete some business connecte•l with
tlw closing of the Salt Lake office of the Survey, and reached Washington :::leptember 10.
·
Mr. I{,. Ell:;; worth Call accompanie.I me during the month of July, and
was thus enabled to acquaint himself with the geologic relations of
the fresh-water shells of the Bonneville and Lahontan strata. Returning east from ·wadsworth he stopped at Salt Lake City and at l)tah
Lake, at which points he made colleetions of recent shells.
Pursuant to your iustructions the field operatious of the division
were brought to a final close at t.he end of the season. The animals,
{'qui page, furniture, and other material remaining on hand were turned
oYer to other divisious.
While I realize fully the consideratious which ied to the closing of
this investig11tion of the· Great Basin, anu while the wisdom of ,your
decision is unquestioned, I yet find myself unable to lay the work aside
without a tribute of regret and tlle expression of a hope that it may
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SIJme day be resumed by another if not by myself. I am prone to believe that the results alre.ady attained have a greater scientific value
than those whose possibility allures to continu~d exploration, but there
remain at least three lines of inquiry which can be followed wHh great
profit if the field is at some future time reoccupied.
The f\rst of these is the economic study of the brines of the Great Basin and of the desiccation products deposited in the playas. SaU, borax,
and the commercial alkalies are now manufactured to a. slight extent,
but tlie industry would be greatly stimulated and increased by a special
chemical and geological investigation, and for this work the study of the
ancient lakes has performed the service of a reconnaissance.
In the second place, the stuuy of the Quaternary lakes has been practically restricted to the northern portion of the Great Basin, and the
resulting discussion of geologic climate is therefore based upon phl~
nomena having a narrow range in latituue. It is known, however, that
there were Quaternary lakes in the southern portion of the Basin, and
there was at least one lake in an independent basin in New Mexico.
If the histories of these were developed so as to be availabl.e for comparison with the histories of Lakes Bonneville and Lahontan it is
probable that great advantage would accrue to the study of climate.
A third subject for future research is deformation. A small number
of measurements have served to show that the Bonneville shore-line
and its companion the Provo shore-line are at the present time neither
parallel nor level, and the same measurements suggest that there is an
element of system in their deformation. lt is a plausible hypothesis
that one of the factors concerned in the local deformation of the earth's
crust was the remo\al of the weight of the water contained in the lake,
but existing data serve only to suggest this hypothesis and not to demonstrate it. If measurements were multiplied so as to exhibit in a complete manner the deformation of the ancient horizons of water-le\cl in
the Bonneville and Lahontan Basins, not only would our knowledge of
displacement be increased, but an imJ)Ortant contribution might l>e
made to the more difficult subject of the condition of the interior of the
earth.

OFFICE-WORK.

The writer has contimwd the JWeparation of his long-delayed memoir
on Lake Bonneville, and has specially arranged a chapter of it for publication in this volume. A l)Ortion of his time has likewise been occu·
pied with the discussion of the influence of terrestrial rotation on the
character of river valleys, and with the elaboration of a plan for the snl>ject bibliography of geologic literature.
l\fr. l~ussell lias continued the preparation of his report on Lake
Lahontan, and has l)repared for the present volume au essay on the
GEOL 84--3 .
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existing glaciers of the Sierra Nevada. He has also continued his investigations on tbe mte of precipitation of fine sediment from natural
waters. For the purpol'e of verifying certain conclusions in regard to
rivers and rotation, be visited Long lt"land in tile latter part of March
and spent a num bcr of days in the study of its hydrographic system.
Mr. Johnson has been occupied with the elaboration of his field-notes
and with the preparation of illustrations for .Mr. Russell's papers and my
own. In the latter '..ark we have received assistauce also at various
times from Mr. Rick seeker of tlw Ye1lowstone diYision.
The study of the Q.uaternary shells of the Great Basin, undertaken
by Mr. R. Ellsworth Call, has been completed; and his report, which
treats also of the recent fresh-water shells of the same district, bas been
submitted. It will shortly be offered for publication as a bulletin.
The discussion of the problem of the chemical history of tbinolitic
tufa which had been undertaken by Prof. George J. Brush was afterward, at his request, assumed bjr Prof. EdwardS. Dana, who has made
important progress and is expected to submit a report at an early day.
The division is under obligation fo the chemical diYision, which has
reported numerous analyses of waters and minerals, and has otherwise
·
cordially co-operated.
Mr. Henry I. VanHoesen has rendered acceptable aid to Mr. Russell
by performing the computations necessary to reduce a large number of
analyses of mineral waters to a common standard.
I remain, with great ret>lpect, your obedient servant,
G. K. GILBERT,
Geologist.
Ron. J. vV. POWELL,
Director, U. S. Geolog·ical Survey, Washington, D. 0.

REPORT OF MR. W J 1\PGEE.
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,

Washington, D. 0., July 22, 1884.
SIR: I have the honor to submi.t the following. report of work performed during the year ended June 30, 1884:
Tlw major portion of the year was spent in office- work; but fieldwork was incideutally accomplished.

OFFICE-WORK.

In accordance with your oral instructions of J nly 7, 1883, I undertook
the compilat.jou of a general geologic map of the United States designed
(1) to illustrate a system of geologic cartography devised by yourself,
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aml {2) to exhibit the distribution of American formations as determined
by the latest investigations. As an essential preliminary thereto I im·
mediately commenced a study of American geologic publications, both
cartographic and textual; and tlle record of results of such study
naturally assumed a form readi!y expansible into a thesaurus of American formations. Then came your oral instructions of November 20 to
prepare a band-colored copy of the contemplated map at the earliest
possible date, and your employment of Prof. C. H. Hitchcock, of Dart·
mouth College, to assist in its preparation. These instructions, your
oral mstructions of January 20, 1884, to recompile the data in a form
suitable for publication, and your final oral instructions of :March 1,
to invite the co-operation of the state geologists of New York, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey in constructing a local geologic map including
these states, led to material modification of previous plans; and further
modification grew out of the. necessity for editorial work on a manuscript map and accompanying text employed in the compilation of thegeneral map. Thus my work became differentiated into distinct lines,
and has been expended upon (1) a manuscript geologic map,. (2) a
general geologic map designed for immediate publication, (3) a local
geologic map, (4) a thesaurus of American formations, and (5) a sketch
of the geology of Texas, Indian Territory, Arkansas, and Louisiana.
THE MANllSCUIPT MAP.

·'

This is a hand-colored geologic map of the United States, on the
double-atlas-sheet base prepared under the direction of Henry Gannett, chief geographer United States Geological Survey. Its scale is
1: 7,115,000 (112.3 miles=lincb). It is colored by groups, the following being the divisions represented, viz: 1, Quaternary (including
recent deposits); 2, Plio-Miocene; 3, Oligo-Ecene; 4, Cretaceous (including Laramie) ; 5, J urasso-Triassic; 6, Permo-Carboniferous; 7,
Devonian; 8, Silurian; 9, Cambrian (from summit of Potsdam to summit of Huronian); 10, Archean; and, 11, Volcanic.
In the compilation of this map use \vas made (1) of all previously
published maps, whether original or compiled, (2) of textual descriptions of terranes and notes of outcrops, and (3) of manuscript material;
and in some cases the geologic structure of unsurveyed areas, was
inferred from that of contiguous surveyed areas. Accordingly the
colors extend over nearly the entire territory of the United States; but
the coloration is to an extent hypothetic.
·
The map was completed iu January. Its satisfactory execution and
early completion were largely due to Professor Hitc}lcock's energy, his
experience and skill in geologic cartography, his extended personal
knowledge of American terranes, and his familiarity with· American
geologic literature.
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The data employed in the construction of this map were (1) published maps based on original investigation, and (2) manuscrip.t maps,
also based on original work, prepared for the Survey by state geologists
and others. The more recently published maps were generally given
precedence; no attempt was ever made to project boundaries or extend colors beyond the areas delineated on the original maps, and
_though -a definite taxonomjc scheme was adopted, the original classification was modified as little as possible; and unmapped regions as well
as regions in which the age of the rocks is in serious dispute were lAft
blank. Accordingly the completed map may be regarded as authentic
in all its parts,-its reliabilit,y depending simply upon the accuracy of
the originals employed.
The taxonomic scheme adopted, with explanatory remarks, is appended:
Rrtt or
system,

Period or group.

Color.

I

Letter.
symbol.:

J

-------------------------l------------l------

1

I Quaternary ........... Gray ...........

Q

j

Neocene .............. Light yellow ....

N

Inelurles recent deposits. Reprc·
sen ted only wh11re known to exist
and where subjacent rocks are un·
kuown.
Pliocene and Miocene.

Eocene~ .."::.; ...

Dark yellow ....

E

Including Oligocene.

Cretaceous ............ Light green .....

K

Includin,f! Laramie.

l Jura.::so-Triussic ...... Dark green .....

·T

Jurassic and Triassic.

Carhoniferous .•....•. Blue ....... , •••.

p

I De>onian ............ Dark purple .. ..
I Silurian .............. ILight purple .. ..

D

s

Upper Silurian and Lower Silurian.

Cam brian............. Deep purple ....

c

All rocks between summit of Potsdam and summit of Huronian.

Archean.............. Brown ......... .

A

All non-volcanic crystallines.

v

All erupti>es.

I

I

Cenozoic...

Remarks.

1
I- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

----·-

Mesozoic .._{

(

I

I·Permian.

Coal Measures and Sub.
Carboniferous.

Paleozoic .. -\

l

Azoic ......

l

l

Vok~''·········

inod

..

I

N OT».-'l'hrongh error ou the part of the lithographer and oversight on the part of the proof-reviser,
the colors on the accompanying impression oft,he map depart slightly from this scheme.
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The following published maps were employed in the states and territories here enumerated:
Maps and authors.

~tates.

Arizona ............... .. "Geological Map of the Western Part of the Plateau Province." Dutton.
Ace. l\Iono~r. II, U. S. Geol. Snrv.,1882.
"Geological Atlas.'' Wheeler. Sheets 66, 75, 76, 83.
Colorado ................ . "General Geologie Map of tho area explored and mapped by Dr. F. V. Hay.
d~n." Ace. 12th Ann. Rep. U.S. Geol. an•! Geog. Surv. Ter., 1883.
Connecticut ........... .. "Geological Map .of the United States and Territories," 1882. Hitchcock.
{Though this map is a compilation, tho cartography in New England is
largely based on original work by its author. It was accordingly followed in tho Eastern States.)
Dakota ................ .. Hayden's." General Geologic Map," op. cit.
''Geological Map of tho Black Hills of Dakota." Newton. Ace. Newton
and Jenney's Rep. Geol. and Res. :Black Hills, 1880.
"General Nap of the Terminal Moraine," etc. Chamberhn. In 3d Ann.
Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv , JH83.
Florida ................. . "Geological Map of Florida." Smith. Am. Jour. Sci., XXI, 1881, 305.
·Idaho ................... . 'Hayden's "General Geologic Map," op. cit.
illinois ................. . ''Geoloj!ical Map of the State of Illinois," 1875. Worthen.
Kansas ....................... . Geologic rnap_ in 1st biennial rep. St. Board Ag. Kans., vol. VI, 1878,47.
Mudge.
Geologw map of Kentucky. Proctor.
~~f~~c~:.::::::::::::::. Hitchcock's "Geological Map," op. cit.
Maryland (In part) ..... . "Geologicallllust.rations.'' Tyson. Ace. 1st rep. St. A_gric. Chemist, 1860.
·
Massachusetts .. _....... . Hitchcock's "Geological Map," op. cit.
Michigan .............. .. "Geological Map of the Lower Peninsula." Rominger. Ace. Geol. Surv.
Micll., III, 1876.
"Geological Map of the Lake Superior :Basin." Irving. In 3d Ann. Rep.
U.S. Geol. Surv., 1883.
Ace. Rep. Geol. and Agric.
Mis~issippi ............ .. "Geological Map of Mississippi." Hilgard.
Miss., 1860.
Geological Map ofMiesonri." In New Atlas of Mo., 1873.
Missouri (in part) ...... . "Campbell's
1
1\Iontana ............... .. Hayden s '' Gtmeral Geologic Map 1 n op. cit.
Nebraska ............... . Hayden's "Genera! Geologic Map," op. cit. Map ace. Hayden's Fin. Rep.
U.S. Geol. Snrv. Neb., 1872.
Nevada ................. . King's Geol. and Topog.Atlas 40th Par., 1876.
Wheeler's "Geological Atlas,·· op. cit., sheets 58, 66 •
·
New Hampshire ....... . Hitchcock's "Geological Map," op. cit.
New Jersey .............. . "Geological Map of New Jersey." Cook. Ace. Ann. Rep. Geol. Surv. N.J.
for 1882.
New Mexico ............. . Hayden's ''General Geologic Map 1 " op. cit.
Ste..-enson's geologic rnaps. Ace. Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv. '\V. 100th hlerid.,
vol.III, Supplcruent-Geolog:y, 1881.
Wheeler's" Geological Atlas," op. cit., sheets 76,83.
New York (in part) ...... "A GeologiculMapof~ichm~nd Co., N.Y." (Staten Island). Britton. In
Ann. N.Y. Acad. SCl., II, 1881.
North Carolina (in part) .. "Geological .Map of North Carolina." Kerr. Ace. Rep. Geol. Surv. N.C.,
vol. I, 18i5.
Ohio .............. ." ..... . "Geological Atlas of the State of Ohio." Newberry et al., 1879.
Rhode Island ........... . Hitchcock's" Geolo~ical Map," op. cit.
South Carolina (in part) .. "Geological Map of South Carolina.'' Tnomey. 1845. Ace. titleless rep. on
geol. S.C.
Tennessee .............. . Map ace. "Geology of Tennessee." Safford. 1869.
Utah ................. .. Hasden':3 H Geueral Geologic Map," op. cit.
Dutton's uGcological Ma{J," &c., op. cit.
King's Geol. an<l Topog. Atlas, op. cit.
Wheeler's "GeologwnlAtlas,'' sheets 50, 58, 59.
Powell's" Atlas.'' Ace. Rep. Geol. Uinta Mountains, 1876.
Virginia (in part) ....... . ''Hotchkiss' Geological Mall of Virginia and West Virginia." Rogers.
Washington .......•..... "Geological Sketch Map of BriMsh Columbia." G. M. Dawson. Geol. jllag.,
II, VIII, 1881, 160.
~~st Vi_rginia ......... . " Hotchkiss' Geological Map," op. cit.
1\ lSCOll!UU . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ir..-ing's "Geological Map of the Lak" Superior Rasin," op. cit.
"General Geological Map of Wisconsin." Chamberlin. In Atlas Geol. Snrv.
Wis.,l883.
Wyoming .............. .. Hayden's" General Geologic Map," op. cit.

•
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The manuscript maps made use of are enumerated in the accompanying list; and the indebtedness of the Survey to their respective authors
is here expressed. The material thus accumulated will be permanently
preserved.
---------.------------------------States.
.Authors.
- - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - --Alabama ................ . Dr. Eup:ene A. Smith, state geolo~ist.
.Arkau;.,as ___ ......•.• -.-. Dr. R H. Loughridge, special agent Tenth Census .
Delaware .............. .. Prof. J. l'cter Lesley, director 2d GcoL Surv., l'a.
Prof. Angelo Heilprin.
Georgia ................. . Dr. R. H. T~oughridge, [ex·] assistant state geologist.
llfr. A. R.McCutchen, lex-] assistant state geologist.
Indiana ................ .. Prof. J obn Collett-, state geologist.
Indian Territory....... .. Dr. R. IT. Loughridge, special agent Tenth Census.
Iowa .................. . W J McGee.•
1..-ouisiana ....... ... __ ... . Dr. R. JI. Loughridge, special agent Tenth Census ..
Maryland (in part) ..... .. Prof. .Angelo Heilprin.
Minue~ota ......... ..... . l'wf. N.H. Winchell, director Geol. and Nat. Hist. Snrv., Minn.
Missomi (in part) ...... .. Prof. G. C. Br·oadhcad, [ex-] state geologist.
New York (in part) ..... . Prof. James Hall, state paleontologist.
Prof. George H. Cook. state geologist of New Jersey,
North Carolina (in part) . Prof. W. C. Kerr, [ex-] state geologist.
Prof. .Angelo Heilprin.
Pennsylvania_._ ....•..... Prof. J. Peter Lesley, <lirector 2d Geol. Surv., Pa.
South Carolina (in part). Prof. .Angelo Heilpnn.
Texas ...... --·-·-· ...... . Dr. R. H. J~oughndge, special agent Tenth Census.
Virgini.t (in part) ....... . Prof. Angelo Ueilpi-in.
·
•Prepared under tho auspices of the Tenth Census.
• Long Island was colored by Professor Cook.

Much of the western portion of the United Stales remains unexplored
geologically; repeated efforts were made to gain access to the unpublished material of the now suspended geologic survey ofoOalifornia, and
to establish correspondence with the state geologist of Oregon, but without success ; the maps prepar~d by the earliest western explorers can
seldom be accurately co-ordinated with those recently published., either
geographically or geologically, and. it became necessary to leave the
following states and territories either partially or wholly uncolored:
Arizona, California, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon,
Texas, Utah, Washington.
The courtesy of Dr. A. R. 0. Selwyn and Dr. G. M. Dawson in communicating a tracing of the prospp,ctive geologic map of the portion of
British territory contiguous to the United States is gratefully acknowledged. Unfortunately this tracing arrived too late for use.
Work on the sheet was completed in April. A. band-colored copy
has since been prepared for immediate use, and the original is rea<ly
for the engraver. When printed it will form a double a pas-sheet of the
standard dimensions adopted by the Survey. Its scale is 1: 7,115,000,
Anexplanatorymemoirembodying (1) a synopsis and discussion of the
classification adopted; (2) a list of authorities followed (together with a
statement of all taxonomic modifications and an enumeration of all cartographic alterations made in (a) uniting discrepant original sheets, (b)
uni(ying the scale, and (c) adjusting geology to drainage); and (3) a
bibliography, including full titles of maps and memoirs referred to, bas
been prepared. It awaits revision wjth the final proof of the map. It
will occupy 40 or 50 pages.
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THE LOCAL iiAP.

This map is designed (1) to illustrate the applicability of your cartographic system to the representation of minor geologic divisions on
large-scale maps, and (2) to finally eliminate the existing taxonomic discrepancies between certain contiguous fielus alike clasEJic in American
geology. The region included embraces New York, Pennsylvania, and
New Jersey. The map will be colored by formations; and since the
scale is 1:380,160 (6 miles= 1 inch), all narrow zones shown on th~
various large-scale original maps may be satisfactorily reproduced.
Pending the cartographic work proper, a convention of the chief
geologists officially employed in the three states-Professors James Hall,
J. Peter Lesley, and George H. Cook-was arranged for the double purpose of securing their co-operation in tlie work and of devising a uniform
stratigra-phic scheme equally applicable in the several states. Such convention was hefd in this office on April 14, 1884; and, through the
courtesy and liberality of the gentlemen participating, its purposes were
successfully accomplished.
A base-map of the region was rapidly drawn under the direction of
the chief geographer, and is now in the hands of the photo-lithographer.
The geologic data have been assembled antl systematized, and can be ·
speedily transferred to the base on its completion; but since the map
must undergo revision at the hands of each geologist co-operating in
its preparation, some weeks must elapse before it can be submit.teu.
The indebtedness of the Snrvey and my own personal obligation to
Professors Hall, Lesley, and Cook, cannot be too warmly expressed.
THE THESAURUS OF AMERICAN FOmlATIONS,

The material derivable from inspection of the literature of classification ami nomenclature of geologic formations falls naturally into four categories, relating respectively (1) to the phenomena classified, (2) to the
method of classification, (3) to the terms employed in the classification,
and (4) to the bibliothecal place of clas"sification. Accordingly, I early
contemplated and now have under way the elaboration of four treatises
corresponding to these categories. They are as follow:
1. A compend of American formations, in which the various rockmasses specifically discriminated and authoritatively recognized shall
be grouped iu natural sequence in both vertical and horizontal directions. The grouping in the vertical plane may be effected in a table
divisible into pages. The grouping in the horizoutal plane is geologic
cartography; and the general geologic map already prepared thus constitutes a definite but subordinate member of the prospective thesaurus.
Obviously the contemplated grouping of formations can lJe finally accomplished only after the sum of information concerning the formations
bas been collated and digested; and accordingly little progresi3 has been
made in this direction lJeyontl the compilation of a first copy of the map.
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2. A conspectus of classification of American formations, in which shall
be assembled not only the diverse tabular arrangements of rock-mass
designations proposed by different geologists, but also tables compiled
from the writings of those geologists who have failed to formulate
their conceptions of stratigraphic and taxonomic relation. (Only systematic schemes have been transcribed or compiled. Purely descriptive sections are neglected.) The work-particularly that of compiling
tables from vague geologic writing·s-has proven tedious; but 150 tables,
derived from about half of the official and <t small po.rtion of the nnoffi.cial geologic literature of the United States, have been accumulated.
3. A didionary of Americ(tn formation nmnes, in which the origin,
significance, synonymy, present status, etc., of each term ever applied
to an .American rock-mass, together with full bibliotheeal references,
shall be recorded. The data expansible into such dictionary are recorded
on cards; but the :final digestion of the data cannot, manifestly, be accomplished until the greater part of our geologic literature has been
carefully scanned. About 1,000 cards have been assembled, and partial
digestion has been effected in some cases.
4. A bibliography of American formutions, in which the titles abbreviated in com pend 5 , conspectus, and dictionary shall be systematically
arranged and recorded in extenso. The titles of a considerable portion
of the publications already scanned have been transcribed on suitable
cards. The method of recording material pertaining to this division of
the thesaurus, as well as to the others, is such that any arrangement of
entries found desirabl~ at any time in the future may be adopted.
These categories of information may be separately collated and published; but they should be ultimately combined under some such general
title as that applied above.
So full statement of methods and purposes, in advance of commensurate results, is made, partly in the hope of eliciting valuable criticism
and suggestion and partly to facilitate utilization of the material
already accumulated in case of .my transference to other duty.
THE GEOLOGIC SKETCH OF TEXAS, ETC,

In collating material for the general map, a dearth of data employable in delineating the formations of Texas, Indian Territory, Arkansas,
and Louisiana was discovered; and at my solicitation Dr. R. H. Loughridge, then special agent of tlle Tenth Census, commenced the construction of a geologic map exhibiting the results of his extended obsenations in these States. Development of the original plan led to the
preparation of explanatory notes; and further development of plan,
induced by the importance of the subject, led to the amplification of
the notes into a connected sketch, the incorporation in map and text of
the results of previous investigation in the same fielU, aud the compilation of a geologic bibliography of the region. Thus the map and sketch
5The titles recorded in the explanatory memoir accompanying the.gencralruap are
not abbreviated.

\
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are designed to embody the sum of present knowledge of the geology
of the four states, conveniently r.olligated. Unfortunately Dr. Loughridge's employment by the geologic survey of Kentucky, and his consequent departure from this city, prevented the consummation of his
design; and his preliminary manuscript was left in my hands for edi·
torial revision and elaboration.
Considerable labor has been expended in this work. The map is now
ready for the engraver, and the text approaches completion.

FIELD-WORK.

Agreeably to your oral instructions of July 15,. 1883, I have devoted
intervals of leisure to study of the superficial deposits of the District
of Columbia and contiguous territory.
I early discovered that such study involved the investigation of (1)
the subjacent Mesozoic and Cenozoic deposits, and (2) the Quaternary(~)
terraces of the region; and that the latter phase of the investigation
involved the construction of an accurate topographic map of the en~ire
area examined. In response to my representation to that effect, lYir.
Sumner H. Bodfish, topographer United States Geological Survey,
was detailed to survey and map the region. The contemplated map is
a rectangle, including an area 22z by 26 miles (extending from 760 50'
to 770 19' in longitude and from 380 46' to 390 05' in latitude), with Washington in its center. The scale of the field-sheets is 1:31,680 (one-half
mile= 1 inch). Special care has been exercised throughout in the
determination of the vertical element.
Progress on this map is confined to the compilation of existing data and
the original survey of some 56 square miles in Fairfax County, Virginia.
The geologic work practically performed includes (1) a reconnaissance
of the entire region; (2) the discrimination of the various superficial
deposits of the District of Columbia so far as this can be effected without better maps; (3) the identification of the principal terraces of the
region; (4) a careful examination (without instrumental measurement)
of the profiles of the Potomac River and its tributaries; (5) a preliminary study of the behavior of these streams during freshets, and (6)
oversight of the nascent topographic map. The a.ggregate length of
routes traversed, outside the city, is only about 500 miles; but since
most routes were traversed repeatedly, the total distance traveled
in the prosecution of the work exceeds 2,000 miles. Little further
progress can be advantageously made pending the completion of the
· topographic map.
I am, sir, very respectfu1ly, your obedient servant,
W J McGEE,
Assistant Geologist.
Hem. ,J, W. POWELL,
Director U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, D. C.
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REPORT OF CAPT. C. E. DUTTON.
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,

·
Washington, D. C., June 30, 1884.
SIR: Herewith I have the honor to submit my report of the geological work performed under my direction during the fiscal year ended
.June 30, 1884.
Under your instruction Mr. Gilbert Thompson extended the topographic surveys in northern California in the vicinity of Mount Shasta,
and during the winter completed a map· of that volcano and of the adjoining country. The drawing of this map having been completed in
.a highly satisfactory manner during the past winter, the section of
·(;Ountry which it portrays is now ready for geological study.
The investigation of the great chain of volcanoes constituting the
·Cascade Range in California, Oregon, and Washington Territory, having devolved upon me, I directed my assistant, Mr. J. S. Diller, to make
a l)reliminary reconnaissance of that portion of it which lies between
the bead ·of the Sacramento Valley and the Oolnm bia River. N otbing
further was contemplated by this reconnaissance than ascertaining the
.salient features of the country in its vicinity and selecting such su bor·dinate tracts as might be typicai of the larger and more general features
of the range, for the purpose of future study in detail. Mr. Diller or.ganized his party, with the assistance of Mr. Gilbert Thompson, at Red
Blu.fl; in the northern part of the Sacramento Valley, and successively
visited Lassen's Peak and Mount Shasta. He was accompanied by
Ensign E. E. Hayden, United States Navy. Mr. Diller was instructed
to observe care fully the petrographic characters of the eruptive rocks
and to collect specimens of them; to note carefully the formations of
fragmental volcanic products and their modes of accumulation; to
·obtain such information as was practicable concerning the relative
ages of the various eruptive masses and their relations to each other.
He was also instructed to look carefully for exposures of sedimentary
.and metamorphic formations among the volcanic and in the immediate
vicinity of the latter. His attention was also directed to any noteworthy
.and instructive structural features, such as faults and displacements of
.great extent, which might throw light upon the question as to whether
the range owei.l its development. wholly to the accumulation of extravasated matter or iu part to a general uplifting of the great platform on which
;the volcanic piles now stand. In the same connection he was ad vised
to watch the features and study the characteristics of the drainage system and the relations of the rivers to "'the structural features of the
·Country through which they run.
Mr. Diller's journey was a long one, and comprised far too large a field .
.to enable ltim to carry out in detail and upon a comprehensive plan- a
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systematic inquiry into the subjects suggested for his observation.
He accomplished, however, a great deal, though often working under
adverse circumstances. After visiting Mount Shasta he proceeded to
the eastern base of the range, gradually working his way to Fort Klamath. From that post he visited the more striking volcanic piles in
its vicinity, a.nd also the very interesting locality known in the vicinity
as Crater Lake.
·
He achieved, however, the main object of his reconnaissance, for he disclosed how this grand theater of volcanic activity, now extinct, may best
be studied in the future.
During the past winter Mr. Diller bas been studying diligently the
characters and constitution of the lavas he brought with him, and finds
many instructive varieties among them. These will form a part of a
large series of studies, and ultimately find their place in the discussion
of future results·and future collections. At present it is practicable only
to " report progress."
In conformity with your advice, I did not deem it best to engage in
active field service last summer, but remained in Washington to write
a memoir setting forth t.he results of some extended observations of t.he
volcanoes of the Hawaiian Islands, which memoir bas been published
as a contribution· to the Fourth Annual Report of the Director of the
Geological Survey. This investigation was undertaken with a view of
becoming familiar with a great volcano in a state of full activity, and for
purposes of comparison with the volcanic phenomena of the western
portion of our own country.
Very respectfully, sir, etc.,
C. E. DUTTON,
Captain of Ordnance.
Ron. J. W. POWELL,
Director U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, D. 0.

REPORT OF MR. S. F. E!fMONS.

UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,
DIVISION OF THE ROCI{Y MOUNTAINS,
Washington, D. C., June 30, 1884.
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith a report of operations in
the Division of the Rocky Mountains (Mining Geology) under my charge
for the year ending J unc 30, 1884.
In the early ])art of the year the scientific corps of this division lost
the services of Mr. Ernest Jacob, who had been attached to it since the
inauguration of the Survey; he had previously been obliged to ask for
leave of absence, as noted in former reports, on account of ill health,
brought about by too close appli~ation to field-work at the high altitudes
of the Leadville mid Ten-Mile districts, but had reported again for serv-
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ice and commenced field-work at Silver Oliff. After a short trial he
found that it would be impossible for him to continue this class of work,
and he therefore tendered his resignation, to take effect when he should
have completed the writing up of his notes. To a great natural ability
in deciphering the problems of stratigraphical geology, Mr. Jacob united
a conscientious and untiring spirit of devotion to the work upon which
he· was t>ngaged, and in the four years of his connection with the Survey
had acqti.ired such familiarity with the complicated investigations which
are required in the work of mining geology that it will be difficult to fill
his place.
At the commencement of the year Mr. L. G. Eakins was appointed
geologic assistant, and his services during the year, both in the field and
in the laboratory, have been highly satisfactory.
The field-work planned at the commencement of the year was, first,
the geological investigation of the Silver Cliff mining region; second,
the preparation of a topographical map of the Gunnison region; and,
third, a topographical and geological survey of a region, about 30 miles
square, having Denver as a center, with special reference to the artesian
water aud coal basins included therein.
Silver Cliff region.-An excellent topographical map of the Silver Cliff
region had already been prepared by Mr. Karl and his assistants during
the summer of 1882. Geological work was commenced on the 1st of
July, and continued till near the end of September, the field party consisting of Messrs. Cross, Chaplin, and Eakins, I myself taking part in
the work during the greater part of the time.
While the prose,!lution of the work has demanded less severe physical
labor than was necessary in the districts hitherto examined, it has also
proved less fruitful ~n economic and scientific results. The tim43 of our
visit was also one of extreme depression in its mining interests, one of
tlwse that seem to form an essential epoch in the history of most mining
districts, and a large proportion of the mines were, for the time being,
abandoned and inaccessible; hence the study of ore deposits in the field
was necess;aril;y limited, and this, together with the extremely decomposed
nature of the eruptive rocks of which the region is-almost exclusively
composed, has necessitated a chemical and a microscopical investigation
relatively much longer before conclusions sufficiently definite for publication can be arrived at. These had not been entirely completed at
the time field-work for the present summer was resumed, and it will
require another short visit to the region before the geological colors can
be definitely outlined upon the map.
Gunnison region.-The area under survey in this region comprises the
southern portion of the Elk Mountains, and the valuable coal fields on
their southern and western panks tributar~r to the towns of Crested Butte
and Gunnison. Ow.ing to the extremely rugged character of its mountains, and the great complexity of its geological structure, its in ,·estigation will necessarily be very long and laborious, but it is hoped the
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results will prove of corresponding value both to geology in general
and to the study of vein phenomena in particular. It was judged by
yon that the detailed maps of a portion of this area alreally in the possession of the Survey would be sufficiently accurate for our purpose.
lt was only necessary to make a new map of tlle remaining portion.
For this purpose, Mr. Karl, with a complete corps of assistants, took the
fiel1l at the very commencement of the fiscal year, arid in spite of natural
obstacles had pushed his work so vigorously that field-work would
probably have been completed by October 1, \vhen it might be expected
that he would be cut off by snows in the high mountain regions. About
the middle of September, under orders received from the Secretary of
the Interior, lie was detached for service under the Laud Office for verifying the surve,ys of the l\faxwell land grant, and all further work in
this region was abandoned until another· year. Until his maps are completed it would be unwise to commence any elaborate geological investigations, as the work done would need to be gone over again map
in hand.
Den·ver region.-In the high mountain regions of Colorado, in which
a great part of our investigations are made, the season when the rocks
are sufficiently free from snow for rapid and satisfactory work is so
short, that it seemed to me wise that surveys should be simultaneously
undertaken at lower altitudes, which coulu be prosecuted during tile
~>pring and autumn months. It was partly with this view that tile
examination of the plain country around Dem·er was undertaken.
Already a ·map had been compiled from Land Office and railroad surveys
of the area, 1.'-0mething over 30 miles square, which it was intended to
study geologically. A comparatively short season of topographical
fielu-work was required to correlate, verify, aml supplement the data
thus obtained and make a complete map of the region of sufficient accuracy for our purposes. Ample time for this, it was estimated, would
have been bad between the completion of the field-work in Gunnison
and the advent of winter. The diversion of our topographical corps to
Land Office work, which occupied them until j)ecember, has, however,
prevented the carrying out of this original plan, according to which the
map would have been platted during the winter months and be now in
the hands of the geologists. I had been anxious to have this map for
the purpose of completing investigations which have been undertaken
by us in regard to the water supply of Denver and vicinity, which may
be counted on from artesian wells, of which over forty luwe been sunk
with most favorable results as regards both quantity and quality of
water obtained during the past year. The practical bearing of this
study is not confined to Dem-er, but extends to the whole region of the
great plains. ·while the existence of a synclinal basin has long been
known to us from the hasty observations m{c makes in simply passing
over the country, accurate and reliable maps and profiles are an indispensable basis for the observations which shall determine the trne source
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of the water supply, .the amount and quality that may be expected from
different geological horizons, and the most favorable points for sinking
artesian welltl; it is in large degree owing to· the want of this accurate
preliminary knowledge that the money already appropriated by Congress and spent in sinking artesian wells upon the plains of Colorado
has been so barren of practical and definite results.
About the middle of 1\Iay Mr. Karl took the field again with his topographical corps to complete the field-work upon this map, and Messrs.
Cross and Eakins have accompanied his parties to make preliminary
studies upon the geology of the region. As his notes, however, cannot
be platted until after the close of the field season, it will necessarily be
impossible to complete the work before the close of another year. · It is
my intention, when this field. work is completed, to send a combined
topographical and geological party to the Gunnison region, of which
the one branch shall complete the map commenced last summer an<l
make a more detailed map on a large scale of the region immediately
adjoining the already opened coal mines, while the geologists will gather
what material they can for laboratory and microscopic investigation; ·
the geological work, wittout completed maps, can at best be but a reconnaissance.
Of the monographs mentioned in my last report, the studies for those
of the Ten-Mile District and of the Golden Mesas are practically completed. The former only awaits final writing to be ready for the printer.
The latter is in great part written, but it has been found that certain
portions could not be finally treated until the result of the inwstigations over the whole area of the Denver map should be known, and it
has hence been judged wiser to postpone its publication for the present,
· and incorporate it in the final monograph on the whole area.
For the Silver Cliff monograph, as above mentioned, some additional
field-work is still required before the material gathered can be put in
shape for publication.
In addition to the regular studies in connection with the various monographs above mentioned, mineralogical and chemical investigations ha,·e
been made in the laboratory at Denver by Messrs. Hillebrand and Cross
on various interesting minerals from Colorado and adjacent Territories
hitherto unknown there, man,y extremely rare in any country, some of
which have been known before only in isolated localities outside of the
United ~tates and one or more of which were entirely unknown to
I
science.
Someofthese have already been described in the pages oftbe American
Journal of Science, viz., the group of cryolite minerals from Pike's Peak,
including cryolitP, pactinol.ite, thomsenolite, gearksutite, prosopite, probably ralstonite, and a new fluoride in which two-thirds of the sodium is replaced by potassium, sanidine with a peculiar cleavage, antl topaz from
the rhyolite of Chalk Mountain in Summit County, the first time, so far
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as known, that the latter mineral has been found in so recent a rock, its.
habitat being hitherto supposed to be confined to the crystalline or earliereruptive rocks; besides these, the following metallic minerals: hiibncrite,.
cosalite, cobaltiferous and nickeliferous Wllingite, and a new bismuth.
mineral.
Owing to the absence of both Mr. King and Mr. Becker, the responsi-·
bility for the volume of the census report on precious metals, the materials for which were gathered under our supervision, bas fallen upon
me, and no inconsiderable portion of my time has been occupied in nee-·
· essary revision and proof-correcting. For this and other reasons I have·
not made as rapid progress in the preparation of the manuscript of the·
various monographs of this division for the press as I could have de-·
sired.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
S. F. EMMONS,
Geologist in charge.
Hon. J. vY. POWELL,
Director U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, D. 0.

REPORT OF l\1R. G. F. BECKER.
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,
DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC,·

. San Francisco, Oal., July 1, 1884.
SIR: I have the honor to present the following report of my operations:
during the year ended June 30, 1884.
At the date of my last anmutl report Mr. John D. Hoffmann had begun
the topography of the difficult region of New leiria .. The field-work
was not completed until February 1, but a few days later Mr. Hoffmann
was able to place in my hands a map which I ·have since found to be
of photographic accuracy. He then proceeded to Clear Lake to mak&
some additions to the map of Sulphur Bank, and at the conclusion of
that work was summoned to Washington to labors unconnected with
my division. Mr. Hoffmann's assistant, Mr. J. Ahern, with one rodmanr
began a map of small area including the Great Eastern Qnicksilver
Mine, near Gurneville. in May, the field-work for which is now almost.
. completed.
·
At the beginning of the fiscal year I was employeu in studying the,
geology of the Sulphur Bank. I soon found it impossible to correlate·
the phenomena there observed with the structure and geological history
of the surrounding region, without the examination of a comparatively
large area. I contracted with Mr. C. F. Hoffmann to compile a.
brush-shaded topographical map on a scale of 1 mile =1 inch, from existing material, upon which I laid down the geology of an area of 225-
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square miles, including the lake. I· also made a sufficient number of
souw)ings to enable me to lay down the subaqueous contours of the
basin.
In February I undertook the geology of the quicksilver mining region of Knoxville, of which Mr. Hoffmann had prepared a map during
tbe preceding fiscal year. Mr. W. H. Turner, my geological assistant,
had already done two months' field-work in this neig·hborhood, greatly
facilitating my labors and enabling me to complete the region about the
middle of March. In connection with this district, we made reconnaissances extending as far as.l\'Iount Saint Helena on one side and Cache·
Creek on the other.
·
Shortly after the completion of the Knoxville area Mr. Turner pro·
ceeded to Tres Pinos to make a general examination of the surrounding
country. Here I followed him about the middle of April and traveled ..,
with a camping outfit by short stages to New Idria by the way of Panoche Valley, making lithological and paleontological collections, and
studying a number of abandoned quicksilver mining localities. The
stud,y of New Idria, including reconnaissances extending from the San
Joaquin Valley to the Rio San Benito, occupied us until the middle of
June, though it could have been finished in a shorter time, bttt for a
succession of unseasonable storms of great severity. I then returned
slowly through the San Benito Valley to Tres Pinos, making important
paleontological collections on the way, and reached San Francisco June
21. More or less field-work has been done during every month of this
fiscal year.
The districts examined suggest many important structural, lithological, paleontological, and chemical questions, and if these or only a part
of them can be satisfactorily settled a considerable advance will have
been made in the correlation of the general geology of the coast ranges
and the occurrence of quicksilver deposits, as well as important addiions to what is known of the nature of tlwse deposits. A considerable
part of the office-work, connected with the districts ruentioneu, remains
to be done, however, anu a reasonable hope is entertained that further
field-work to be prosecuted during the coming fiscal year will throw
additional light upon that already accomplisheu. Any statement of the
results reached would therefore be premature.
At my request, Dr. C. A. White was ordered to this coast, during the
last month of the fiscal year, for a stay of a few months, during which he
hopes to obtain the information necessary for the determination of the
considerable collection of new fossils and new associations which I have
gathered.
Dr. Melville has been busily engaged throughout the year in analyzing rocks, waters, and minerals from the quicksilver districts, and in
investigating some of tbe chemical relations of quicksilver. In this last
inquiry in which I have partaken, a large number of hitherto unknown
reactions have been established. It was hoped that a paper setting
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forth the results of this investigation would have been ready before
this time, but the press of other duties has pre,·ented.
1\fr. J. S. Curtis finished his monograph on the Eureka silver lead
deposits in the autumn, and after a revision of the entire work with me,
and a final visit to the district, reported at ·washington with tl1e manu·
script in January. The volume, of about 200 pages, is now entirely in
type and the proof corrected. Mr. Curtis is at present engaged in preparing a model of the mines for the National "Museum.
Very respectftllly, your obedient servant,
G. F. BECKEl{,
Geologi8t in chm·ge.
Bon. J. vV. POWELL,
Director D. S Geological Survey, Washington, D. 0.

REPORT OF PROl''· 0. C. MARSH.
, UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SU!tVEY, ~
DIVISION OF PALEONTOLOGY,

New Haven, Uonn., J?tly 1, 1884.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of progress in
this division during the past year.
In acordance with your letter of general instructions, dated July 1,
1882, I have continued the systematic work of collecting fossils in the
·west, especially in the regions that promised to yiehl specimens needed
"to complete the investigations alre11dy commenced.
One party was at work in the Tertiary deposits of Oregon during
part_ of the year, and made important collections of fossil mammals from
the Miocene.
Two parties spent the season in exploring the Juntssic be1ls of vVyoming, and met with good success, bringing together large collections of
Dinosaurian reptjles and Jurassic mammals, among which were not a
·
few new to science.
Another party continued the investigations of the Jurassic deposits
near the Arkansas River, in southern Colorado, where discover-ies of
importance were made.
During the present season, one party has been engaged in exploring
the Pliocene deposits of Kansas and N cbraska, where very large collections of fossil mammals have been secured.
In the Jurassic of Wyoming three parties are now at work, with
every prospect of success, while in southern Colorado work in the same
horizon has been carried on sy&.tematically, and important results have
been obtained.
·
.
.
The memoirs in preparation have made good progress during the
past year. The volume on the Dinocerata is now in press, and, it is
expected, will soon be publishetl.
GEOL 84--4
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The monograph on the Sattropolla, the lmge J m assic reptiles found
in the Hocky 1\lountains; also approaches complt'ti(m, and the plates
whiclJ illu~trate it are nearly all printed.
Sat isfaetory progress bas been made on the volnrJ)e relating to t II '
StegoScthl'ia, and, also, on the others now in preparation.
· Vl.:'ry respectfully, ;your obedient servant,
0. C. l\'IAHSH,
Pltlwntologlst in charge.
Hon. J. IV. PowELL,
Director U. S. Geological Survey, Waskington, D. 0.

REPORT OF DR. C. A. WHITE.
UNI'I.'ED S1'A'I.'ES GEOLOGIC.A.J, SURVBY,

8a·n Francisco, Ual .. ,July 1, 1884.
SIR: I have the honor to submit tl1e following account of my work
dmiug tho fiscal,year ended June :30, 1884.
'
On tho 2tl of Jnly, 1883, I left \Vashiugtou and proceeded t•ia. Helemt to I•'ort Bentou, Montana. .1H Saiut Pan!, Miun., l\1r. Jolt11 B. Marcon reported to nw as as~istaut, aud at Glt'rHliv('., Mont., I increased
my party by tbo addition of l\1r. l\lelviu S. \Vade.
After a slight delay at Fort Beuton for outfitting, I crosse(l the 1\'fissonri and traveled I'OUtlJwanl to ,Judith HiYer, passing Iwar Highwood
aml .Moccasin Mountains, and then turned Jlortliwanl to the point
"·here that river empties into the Missouri. Here, as also throughout
my field of operatious, I gave especial att('ntion ~o the Laramie Group,
investigathJg its relation to the nmlerl.)·ing Cretaceous aJHl makiugcollcctions of fossils. Hetnming by the same route to Fort Benton, 1
made an excursion with similar errand to tlJC Btear Paw 1\Iouutains,
and a second excursion to tho Great Falls of tbe Missouri. .My party
was then joiued by Mr. Ijester F. ·ward, aml be continued with n~ to
13ismarck, Dak., the journey beiug made in a row- boat OJJ tire l\'lissomi
Hiver. By tiris Yoyage a distauce of 1,OliO milt'S was triWt'l'>~ed in
thir!y tlays, awl I wns cnable!l to t'xawine many hmHlred miles of exposure of strata of the Laramie Group, far more than 1 coultl ha,·e
accomplislJe1l by auy otl1er metl10d. From Bismarck Mr. \Vade n'tnmed to Glemli\'e, wlJile Mr. l\T:lrcon aud I contiJJU('Il fieh1-work in
southwest Dakota and tire adjaccut parts of Iowa alll1 N obraska.
Upou onr arrival at \Vasuiugton, Mr. l\Iarcou began the arrangement and laueliug of the large numuer of typo ~pecimens of Mesozoie
aml Cenozoic species, which have been deseribe(l in the Yarious n•ports
pnblished by the Uuit('(l States GoYernmcni!, all(] JJOW helong to tile
Sun·ey and to tlJO National 1\fnst:um. This \York, so far as the type
specimens are eoncerned, i 1 uow Ilraetically fiuishecl, and Mr. :\larcou
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"
is now engaged in doing a similar work for the other ·Mesozoic and
Cenozoic invertebrate fossils of the Sur,e_y and the Museum, and preparing them for installation in the Museum cases.
:1\'Ir. Lawre1tce C .•Johnson, who has been collecting fossils for the Survey from the Cretaceous and Tertiary rocks of the Gulf States, was
ordered by yoi1 to ret. urn from the field last January· aml report to me.
He has since that time been engaged in unpacking his large collections
and labeling them as to locality and geological position. He bas
also drawn a lletailed section of the strata, showing his view of their
proper correlation.
Besides the work just referred to, much routine work has been done
upon the collections belongiug. to the Survey, aud much more upon
those belonging to tlle National .Museum.
Since my return from the field in October l<tst,· my own time has been
spent in the study of the various questions wllich have arisen dnriug
the progress of the work of my division. I lmYe made· some speeial
studies of Mesozoic fossils, the results of which are now in the printer's
bands, to form Bulletin No. 4 of the publications of the SnrYey. The
following are tlle titles of the separate papers constituting that Bulletin: ''Description of certain aherrant forms of the Chamidre from the
Cret.aeeous rocks of Texas"; " On a small collection of .lVIesozoic fossils
obtained in Alaska by l\'Ir. W. H. Dall, of the United States Coast Survey"; "On the Nautiloi1l, genus Enclimatoeeras H~'att, and a de:scription of the type species."
Dy your permission I hfLVe also published in the Febrnary number of
the American Journal of Seience for 1884 an article entitled "Glacial
Drift in Montana and Dakota." as oue of the results of my last season's
field-work.
At. the request of 1\'Ir. G. F. Becker l have recently undertaken a
paleontological iu vestigation designed to aid him iu the solution of certain geological problems which have arisen in his work iu Califoruia.
I first took up tlw study of the collections which had been sent ft·om
California to the office at ·washington, and afterward visited Phifadelpbia, New York, Boston, and New Haven, to make comparative studies.
Finally I have c·ome to California for the purpose of making a series of
supplementary observations in the field, aud in that work I am still eugagl:'d.
I am, with respect, your obedient servant,
C. A. WHITE,
Paleontologist.
Hou. J. W. POWELL,
IJirector U. S. Geological Sut·vey, Washington, D. 0.
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REPORT OF MR. CHARLES D. WALCOTT.
UNITED S~J'A'l'ES GEOJ"OGICAL SURVEY,

Washington, D. 0., July 1, 1884.
SrR: In conformity with the request eontained in :your letter of J nne
10, 1884, I ha,~e the honor to present the following report of operations
conducted under my charge during the fiscal year ended June 30,1884.The chief subjects of field investigation were the comparative study
of local Devonian sections and their contained faunas in western New
York; the taking of sections of the Paleozoic rocks near Cumberland
Gap, Tenn., and \'Vhite Sulphur Springs, W.Va.; the study of the Cambrian rocks in northeastern New York and western Vermont, and the
collecting of Cambrian fossils in ·wisconsin and Alabama.
Prof. Henry S. Wi11iams was, by your instructions, placed in charge
of the comparative study of the Devonian sections and fauna of west·
ern New York, and reports that on the 2d day of July be entered upon
field~work, accompanied by Mr. C. S. Prosser, a graduate student of Cornell"University, as an assistant.
He began at Batavia, Genesee County, New York, iu the limestones
of the Corniferous period, and examined exposures for the purpose of
collecting from each fossiliferous zone as full a representation of the
species as practicable, also rock specimens of each of the successive
strata which presented any lithologic variation from those below. In
this manner a region from 10 to 15 miles wide was explored across Genesee, \'Vyoming, and Allegany, and parts of Eric and Cattaraugus conn. ties·, New York, and a part of McKean County, Pennsylvania. The
series of sections extended, geologically, from the base of the Devonian
up to tl!e Alton coal beds in McKean County, Pennsylvania, which is
well up in the Carboniferous. Collections were made and sections examined and recorded. Also, during the summer, materials were col.
lected in OneiUa, Madison, and Otsego counties, and their stratigraphic
relations recorded by Mr. Prosser.
· The material gathered during the summer was taken to the paleontological laboratory at Cornell Unh'ersity, and there arranged and studied to
determine the composition and sequence of the several faunas from the
top of the Hamilton Group to the first coal deposit, along the meridian
of 70° 30', and their relations to their stratigraphic conditions. In
working up the colledions be was materially aided by the liberality of
the trustees of Cprneli University, who allowed the free use of their
library and collections, and permitted him to associate his work with
University duties, and also co-operated with him in gathering such literature and other facilities as were needed in promoting the investigation.
Mr. Ira Sayles reports that, acting under instructions received July
2, 1883, from the Director of the Geological Survey, he made a geologic
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examination of the region about Cumberland Gap, Tenn., for the purpose of identifying the geologic section made in that vicinity by Prof.
James M. Safford. He was further instructed to take sections to the
north and south, so as to cover the entire Paleozoic section from the
Carboniferous to the Archean.
·
In executing this work Mr. S:-~yles made extensive observations and
numerous local sections in Lee County, "Virginia, and Claiborne, Hancock, Hawkins, Green, Anderson, Knox, Jefterson, and Coke counties,
Tennessee.
·
·
Late in the season Mr. Sayles examinl•.!l an area of country north of
Knoxville, Teni_l.,for tbe purpose of collecting fossils from the Cambrian
(Knox shale), bnt was prevented froni accomplishing his object by bad
weather. During November and December, 1883, and up to January 25,
1884, be made_ a detailed study of the geology about Centreville, Hickman County, Tennessee, returning to V\Tashington January 30. Sincereturning, the writing out of field-notes, drafting of stratigraphic sections,
and the preparation of the collections for study has occupied his time
to the present date.
Mr. H. R. Geiger reports that, acting under instructions from yon, he
selected as bis first point of taking a section of the Paleozoic rocks from
the Archean of the Blue Ridge across to the Coal Measures of West
Virginia a station near the White Sulphur Springs, \Vest Virginia.
In studying the Devonian rocks of this Yicinity be extended bis line
of observations from Lewisburg, 12miles west ofWbite Sulphur Springs,
to the Lewis tunnel on the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad, and on east
8 miles, taking in a section of country from 3 to 4 miles in width. A
second section was taken near Clifton Forge, 30 miles further east, for
the purpose of crossing the Upper Silurian formations. After this he
continued to the east, over the Blue Ridge, taking local sections in
Rockbridge, Augusta, and part of Rockingham counties, Virginia.
On returning from the field, Mr. Geiger wrote out l1is field·notes, and
during the latter part of the ~'ear he was employed in arranging the collections of Devonian fossils in the National Museum, and in the preparation and preliminary study of Devonian fossils collected by him in
Virginia, and by ~Ir. C. Curtice in western New York.
Mr. L. C. Wooster was engaged during portions of July and August
in collecting fossils from the Wisconsin Potsdam sandstones. A fine
series of fossils was obtained from several typical localities, and a num- .
ber of species new to the paleontologist were added to the fauna.
Mr. A. 1\'L Gibson collected a quantity of material from the Upper
Cambrian (Knox shale) in northern Alabama, during portions of the
months of April and May, with fair results.
My own time was given, during the mouth of July and the early
part of Augrist, to the continuation of the preparation of a report on
the Paleontology of the Eureka District, Nevada; in adllition, notes
were written out on the Paleozoic sections in the Grand Calion of the
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Colorado' and the outlines of the geologic formations exposed within
tllc portion of the canon studied dtiring the winter ot t8:{~-'83 were
plotted on 1\ir. S. H. Bodfish's map of the Grand Cnfion.
Immediately after completing ~he map, field- work on the Cam brian
system in New York was begun, in accordance with ,pnu· instructions,
in tht> vicinity of Saratoga Springs, aud continued north along the
easteru base of tbe Adirondack 1\Jonutaius into \Varren, Essex, nnd
Clinton counties. Crossing the lower end of Lake Cliamplain, a carefnl study was made of the Cambrian formations in Franklin County,
Vermont. Many sections were taken, in both New York and Vermont,
nnd a large uumber of paleontologic speeimens were eollectetl.
Mr. Cooper Curtice accompaui'ed me as assistant, and ou our return
stopped at Troy, N.Y., to make a collection of Camln·ian fossils from
the hills east of that city;
Retumiug to \Vashington OctolJer 13, work was at once resumed on
Paleontology on the Eureka District and COJJtinned nntil Februars 25,
1884, the date wben the volume was transmitted for pu1J1ication. _
Dnriug the prepa,ration of the Enrelm report consideralJle time was
given to ~• preliminary study of the Cambriall fm1na of tile Tonto formation of the Grand Calion of the Uoloracb, ami the Potsdam formatiou of New York.
Through the co-operation of Prof. Henry S. vVillh•ms, profes~or of
paleontology at Cornell Uuh'ersity, the loa11 of the Hartt collection
of Cambrian fossils from the St. John formation, ~ew Brunswick, was
obtained from the trustees of the university. A study wns then made
of the t.rpe specimens contained therein, and au illustrated paper was
prqmretl, to be pnlJlished in the form of a bullctiu of the G1_ological
Sun'ey.
'
It being desirable to contilme the stud.r of the Lower Cam brian
fauna, I visited Bostori, Mass., and, through the curator in charge, Prof.
Alphens H,yatt, obtained the use of material in tlJe 1\insenm of the
Boston Society of Natural History from the Braintree argillites _;:;').:t~·
Bo~ton.
Prof. Alexander Agassiz ga\-e aeces.'l to aml the use of the
collections in the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Camb1·idgP,
and Prof. N. S. Shaler kindly oftered the use of a number of fine
specimens. With the material thus generously placed at mJ' service,
and also specimens received from Dr. J. S. Newberry and Prof. Jules
. Marcon, the fimua of the Braintree argillites was studied, and the
descriptions and illustrations added to the paper on the St. John
fauna. This paper was transmitted for publication June 30, 1H84.
As honorary curator in charge of the collectious of .inYertebrate
Paleozoic fossils of the United States Natioual Museum, attention was
given, at various times during the year, to the arritngement of ·the collections, and a large amount of material collected by the Geological
Survey has been labeled and transferred to the Museum. This included the invertebrate fossils of the Devonian system in central
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Nevada, exclusive of the corals. A collection . of Devonian fossils
from the Han1ilton Group of western New York was also transferred.
The NeYada collection contained: Brachiopoda, 89 species, 1 ,54!) S('ecinicns; Lamellibranchiata, 44 species, 240 specimen<>; Gasteropoda, 40
species, 275 speeimens; Pteropo<1a, 11 8pecies, ·100 specimet1s; Ceph·
alopoda, 9 species, 79 specimens; Crustacea, 3 species, 33 !'pecimens,
aud Prucilopoda, 7 spPcies, 121 specimens; a total of 203 species and
::!,397 f'JlPCimens; and the New York collectiou a total of 1,577 specimens,
representing 62 genera and 118 species. · Full lists of both these collectious haYe ueeu fnmisbed to ~·on, that of the former with my report
for the moutl1 of March all(l that of the latter with my report for
April, 1884.
The Director of the NationallVIuseum_has given every facilits for the
proseeution of work in the oilice, all(l the collections of the Museum were
eonstautl_y used in mali:iug comparisons and in originnl studies.
Bnrly in Jnue the priuting of the Paleontology of the Eureka District-was heg1m, and· my time up .to the prescitt has been fully occupied
in attending to its publieation.
By your pe1mission 1 have published the following articles, which give
resltHs of studies made <luring the year.
''The Cambrian System in the United States and Canada." (Bull.
Phil. Soc. Washington, \'ol. vi, p. mq
''Pre· Carboniferous Strata in the Grand Canon of the Colorado, Arizun(1.:' (A mer. Jour. Sci., vol. xxvi, p. 437).
·
"Ap11endages of the Trilobite.'' (8eielH:e, Yol. iii, p. 279).
Ver,y respectfully, your obedient servaut,
CHAHLES D. '" A,LCOTT,
Paleontologist.
Hon. J. W. POWELL,
Director U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, D. G.

REPORT OF l\1R. LESTER F. WARD.

UNI'l'ED STATES GEOI,OGIOAL SURVEY,
Washington,]). G., Jnne 30, 1884.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of the operatiom; of my division during the fiscal ~·ear.
On the 8th of July, 18b3, I left W ashiugtou, aud proceeded under
your instructions of June 21, 1883, to Glendive, 1\'Iont., taking with me
Mr. Richard Foster as my assistant and as guide to certain localities in
that vicinity visited the predous year uy Dr. C. A. White's party, of
which he was a member. Heaching Glendive on the 12th, an outfit
was .at once procured, and I proceedell to investigate the localities from
which fossil plants belonging to the Fort Union Group had ueen ob·
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tained and from which it was desirable to make more complete collections. These localities, in the order in which they were taken up, were
as follows:
1. Iron Bluff, right lJauk of the Yellowstone River, 13 miles above
Glendive.
2. Cracker Box Creek, left bank of the Yellowstone, 18 miles alJove
Glendive and 5 miles back from the river.
3. Clear Creek, left bank of tbe Yellowstone, 14 miles abo'\"e Glendive
and 6 miles back from the river.
4. Burns's Ranch, left lJauk of the Yellowstone and at the water's
edge, 28 miles below Glendive.
5. Gleason's Ranch, 011 Seven-Mile Creek, 10 miles below Glendive
and 6 miles back from the river.
In addition to the special study of these five definite localities, excursions were made in various directions to some distance from each, and
intermediate points were carefully exammed. Fossil plants were found
in greater or less abundance at all thesH places, and.very large collections
of fine specimens were made and taken to Glendive for shipment to
Washington. The time consumed in tbis work was thirty-daJs, and
the outfit was given up on tbe 12th day of August.
Leaving the work of boxing the fossils to Mr. Foster, I left Glendive on the 14th for Fort Benton, to join Dr. White, pursuant to previous arrangement. In co operation with him and his party I visited,
on the i!ltb and following days, the Great Falls of the Missouri, 40
miles above Fort Benton, to study the formation at that place, and on
the 22d we commenced the desc·ent of the riYer from Fort Benton in an
open boat. The voyage was continued to Bismarck, a distance by the
steamboat schedule of J ,059 miles, and occupied juRt thirty days, the
party reaching Bismarck on September 21. It proved of great interest
and value from a geologic point of view, and fossil plants were collected at all points wbere the~' could be found.
The most notable locality discoYered is about 7 miles below Ooal
Banks, ou th~ right bank of the rh'er, in dark carbonaceous ironstone,
occupying a stratigraphic positiou near the base of the Fox IIills and
probably in the Fort Pierre Group of Meek and Hayden. Determinable
dicotyledonous impressions were here detected, which are of interest as
being the only Cretaceous fossil plants thus far found within the United
States above the Dakota Group. Characteristic plants of the Fort
Union Group were collected at different points between Poplar Creek
Agency and J?ismarck.
From Bismarck I returned to Washington, arriving SeptemlJer 25.
Before leaving for the :field I had instructed Mr. G. 0. Ohaney, whom
you had temporarily assigned to my division, in the work of cataloguing the books on fossil plants which had been commenced in
the spring, and during my absence he had performed this work in a
very satisfactory manner considering its nature and the want of any
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supervision. He continued in this line of work unt.il near the t.ime of
his resignation, which was at. the end of Decemuer.
While awaiting the arrival of my collections I was chiefly occupied
in unpacking, classifying, and installing a large collection which had
come into my hands, through the National Museum, from Mr. Les·
quer~ux. They are chiefly from Florissant, Colo., and from near Green
River, Wyoming.
The materials which I had shipped from Glendive, Mont., and Bismarck, Dajr., bad all arrived before the end of October, but delays in
unpacking them were occasioned by lack of the necessary cases and
trays. It was not until the end of December that the fossils of the
st>ason's collections were fairly unpacked and placed in drawers.
Ori the 1st of January I began their systematic arrangement and detailed study, and to this I have devoted a large portion of my time
since that date.
On the 14th of January Mr. A. E .. Murlin, of the topographical division,
was detailed to assist me, and besides doing a large amount of Museum
work incident to the curatorship of fossil plants in the National Museum, including the preparation of a much-needed card catalogue of the
specie::; now on hand in the Museum, he has thoroughly wa~hed all the
specimens in the collections of last season, which was a necessary pre- .
requisite to their successful study.
On .Tanuary 2!) yon were so good' as to appoint, upon my recommendation, Mr. Osborne Ward, and assign him to my division to take up
and carry on the work upon the proposed catalogue of fossil plants,
which hadbeeu necessarily suspended since early in December. In my
last annual report I gave a brief account of the object and plan of this
undertaldng, which is designed to constitute a digest of the history
and present status of the science of Pa.leobotany from both.the geogno\3tic and the biologic points of view. Such a work, though highly important and almost indispensable to the proper utilization of American material for geologic purposes, must, as you· can readily see, deal chiefly
with the literature of the subjf'ct. I ha\·e hitherto met with a serious
obstacle in this work from the lack of assistants capable of handling
·the literature intelligently, it being to so large an extent in foreign languages. This appointment entirely ouviates this diffici.llty, and enables
me to intrust to Professor Ward'~:> charge the entire work of compiling
this volume.
~he only part of this work to which I had expected to give special
personal attention was au introductory chapter embodying certain general considerations. .Much material for this chapter l!ad been collected,
and a portion of the discussion had already ueen outlined for o\'er a
year. ·when, therefore, in the early part of March you rbquested me
to furnish a short contribution to your next anniwl report, I informed
you, upon due reflection, that, if acceptable, I would endeavor to present for this purpose a preliminary draft of this introduction, and that
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although the data for preparing it would be somewhat less complete
than at a later stage, still it wot1ld substantially represent tile present
condition of our knowledge of fossil plants, while its subsequent correction and completion wo1tld not be diffieult. Conformably to this
promise I herewith submit the manuscript of this paper, wilich I ask
;ron to accept as the only contribution I bave been able to mal•e, aml
which I hope may be satisfactory.
Ensigu E. E. Ha;yden, U. S. N., on dnt.Y at ibe National.Museum aud
.assigned to the department of fo:ssil plants,,commence1l ir1 March to
figure the types of my last season's collections. Unsteadiness of lland,
incident to the recent amputation .of llis leg and consequent nervous
prostration, led bim to innstigate improved metlwds of illustqtion,
particularly tlw aids derivable from photography, aml, after it.telligent
rcfleetion aiHl ~;ome ingenious experiments, with the co-operatiou of .Mr.
Hillers, he llas sncceede<l in the pmdical application of plwtograplly to
the illustration of fossil plants.
I<'or tl1e last t"·o months I lutre been compelled for tlw most part to
snspend work upon tlle eollections aud dc,·ote my entire time to the
completion of the rnemoir which I had promised for the Anunal Report,
au1l which i was informed must he ready ou Jnl.r 1. It has involv<~d
an unexpectedly large amount of bibliograpilie research, and in this
n'spect there is still much to be desired. I was also oblige<! to cause a
suspension of the regnlar work of eataloguiug the books aud to employ the
cui ire force in arranging the data thus far obtained for the preparation
of tile tables tlJat accompany this paper. Abont 25,000 index slips Ilad
beeu written', iuelnding all tl1e more importaut aJ](l many of the smaller
works and memoirs on tlle sul!ject. AmoJJg tlwse in the former class.
is Schimper's "Traito de palcoutologie vegotale," in three ,·olumes, which
is by far the most general work on the fossil i)lauts that Ilas e\'Cr appeared. But aside from the fact tllat the last Yolume of this work wns
puiJlishcd ten years ago, and that it embraces little of the labors of the
past fifteen years in this field, and hence scarcely an_ythiug from tllis
sitlc of the Atlantic, its other <lefieieneies have become ,·ery apparent
~lS our work has progressed, ~-;ho,-ring tile pressing need, not merely of
a substitute, .but of something wore tllan a substitute, uot so muell a
mannnl as a compenrHnm of the science.
It may not be inappropnate, in closing this report, to appeud the following brief analysis of the contents of the proposed work:
I. Introdnctory general discussion.
II. Systematic catalogue of all the fossil plants tuat La,·e thus far
been. described, accompanied by a complete synonJ·m.r and references
to work, page, plate, and figure .
. TIL Catalogue (without synonJ·my or references) of all species found
at eaeh geologic horizon.
IV. Lists of strictly characteristic sriecies for each horizon.
V. Alplwbetic list of all localities ~o;Ilowing geologie formations.
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VI. Bibliograplly (as complete as possible).
VII. Alphabetic list of abbreviations of titles.
Vlli. Full species index, distinguishing synonyms.
IX. 1\Iap, or maps, sllowiug all the localities from which fossil plants
have been reported, and indicating the geologic horizon of each by ap- ·
propriatc colors.
Other features of secondary importance will be introllncecl which
need not be enumerated here.
lt isrearncst.ly desired to have this work ready for publication at the
end of the coming fiscal year, but a large amount of work still remains
to be done, and thoroughness and completeness arc deemed more important considerations than speed.
Very respectfully, your obedient servit.ut,
LESTER b'. WARD,
Geolog·ist Uwite1l Sta.fes Geologica.l &urvey.
Hon. J. W. POWELL,
Directat· U. 8. Geological Survey, Washington, D. C.

REPOHT O.E' MR. F. W. CLARKE.
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,
DIVISION OF 0IIE::\llSTRY,

Wa.shington, J.nne 30, 1884.
· SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of work do_ue
in the division of chemistry during the fiscal year 1883,.'84.
Pnwious to this year the chetnical work of the Survey was carried ou
either in laboratories attached to sep·aL"ate field-divisious, and under
their inoependent control, or by chemists outside of the Snney who
were specially employed for particular inv.estigations or analyses. The
growth of the Surve,y, howe,·er, rendered uecessary the organization of
a central laboratory at ·vvashington; and, with such organization in
Yiew, on thP- 1st day of July, 1883, I entered upon. my duties as chemist.
.As a good chemical laboratory had already been estab.LJshed by tlw
United States :National 1\'lusemu, it was tleemcd advisable by yourself
and Professor Baird to start the new division of chemistry upon a basis
of co-opbration with the 1\'Iuscurn. Accordingly, the existing laboratory
was placed in my custody, additional apparatus and supplies were imported, aud early in December the regular chemical work began. The
branch laboratory at Salt Lake City was discontinued, aud its outfit
was transferred to Washington; but the laboratories at Denver and
San Francisco still remain in imlependentopl:'ration, attached to the divisions of Messrs. Emmons and Becker, respectively.
The Washington laboratory, as at present arranged, consists of two
large rooms aud two small rooms on the second floor of the southwest
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pavilion of ·the National :\1 useum. One of the larger rooms is equipped
for general chemical operations, analytical work in particular, and the
other serves for assaying and furnaces. Of the smaller rooms, one contains the balances and the second is used as an offiee. The space has
· been ample so far, but must be enlarged as our work becomes more extensive. The outfit of apparatus and chemicals is exc.eedingly good,
and includes the rich supply of platinum utensils which were formerly
used in the Census and Survey laboratory at Newport. Additional
platinum was bought of the Northern Transcontinental SurveJt at t.he
time of its discontinuance, and several choice pieces were also purchased from the estate of the late J. Lawrence Smith.
From the beginning of laboratory operations I have been ably assisted by Dr. Thomas M. Chatard. In April, Dr. Frank A. Gooch was
added to the laboratory force, and has since been specially assigned to
work upon the Yellowstone Park collections of Mr. Arnold Hague. I
have also had for a short time the services of Dr. Henri Erni, and two
laborers have been employed continually in the manual work of the
laboratory.
The duties of the division of chemistry proper may be divided into
two essential parts. First, the execution of the routine analyses required by other divisions of the Survey. These include the examination of waters, rocks, minerals, clays, sediments, incrustations,
and so on. Second, the conduct of strictly scientific researches upou
problems relating to geological chemistry and miueralogy. Each line
of work is of direct importance to the Survey, and neither c'ould be
neglected without detriment to the general interest. During this year,·
necessarily, much of my own time has been taken up with details of
organization ; but a reasonably large amount of strictly chemical work
has nevertheless been accomplished. A considerable number of analyses have been completed, some researches are well under way, and
some field investigations relating to points in mineralogical chemistry
have been fairly started.
Naturally, analytical work bas occupied the larger part of my atten.
tion since December. In all, about one hundred and fifty-analyses,
qualitative and quantitative, have been made and reported. For the
division of the Great Basin, in addition to a number of rocks, sediments, clays, and incrustations, the following waters have been analyzed: City Creek, Utah; Bear River, Utah; Utah Lake, Utah; Pyramid Lake, Nevada (four samples); Winnemucca Lake, Nevada;
Walker Lake, Nevada (two samples); 'Walker R,j,·er,N evada; Humboldt
River, Nevada; Hot Spring, foot of Granite Mountain, Nevada; Hot
Spring, at Hot Spring Station, Nevada; Soda Lake, Ragtown, Nevada,
(two samples); Mono r~ake, Califmnia; spring on Tufa Crag, Mono
Lake, California; Warm Spring, Warm Spring Station, Mono Basin,
California; Boiling- Spring, Honey Lake Valley, CalifonJia; Lake Tahoe, California.
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For the Yellowstone Park Surviw of Mr. Arnold Hague, analyses
have been made of seven rocks, four geyser waters, and the water of
.Alum Creek. For Dr. A. C. Peale, the waters of the Livingston Warm
Springs, Helena Hot Springs, \Varrn Springs of Emigrant Gulch, and
Mill Creek Cold Spring, all in Monta.na, have been analyzed. Waters
from the Utah'Hot Springs near Ogden, and six of the Virginia Hot
Springs (Bath County), have been fully reported upon. Details con
cerning these analyses will appear in forthcoming laboratory bulletins.
The complete water analyses number thirty-seven, apart from a larger
number of partial and qualitative examinations.
A number of rocks collected by Mr. J. s. Diller in California have
occupied much of our attention. Of these, three represented the dacites of Lassen's Peak, one was a saussurite gabbro from Shasta County,
and one a basalt from Pit Hh-er. From Mount Thielson, in Oregon, .
the basalt, four of its component minerals, and a fulgurite formed by
the fusion of the basalt by lightning, were all analyzed.
For purely mineralogical purposes the following analyses have been
made: Gahnite from Montgomery county, Mar;yland; allanite from
Topsham, Me.; beryl from Greene county, Tennessee; damourite (two
varieties) from Stoneham, Me.; margarite from Gainesville, Ga., and
Iredell county, North .Carolina; halloysite from California; prochlorite
from Georgetown, D. U.; cimolite from Norway, Me.; alnnogen and halotrichite from Grant county, New Mexico.
Each of these minerals represents some new locality or moue of occur_rence, and has special scientific interest. The alunogeu and halotrichite from New Mexico are said to occur in enormous quantities over an
area of two thousand acres, and are likely to have in the fnt.nre an economic importance. ·
In addition to the foregoing minerals, two Alaskan specimens of remarkable interest were investigated. These were two alleged "jade"
implements obtained by the U. S. 8ignal Service expedition from the
Eskimo of Point Barrow.
A moderate amount of work has been done in the assay of various
ores, but no details concerning it need be cited here. By m.}'Self a re·
search has been begun relative to the chemical structure of the silicates,
and especially of those silicates which have importance as rock-forming
minerals. Of the latter, the alteration products will be studied. systematically; but of course much time must elapse before any connected report of the results can be made.
By Dr. Chatard an important investigation has been carried out to
completion upon the use of bismuth trioxide in the anal,ysis of silicates.
The process is a modification and an improvement of one proposed a
few years ago by Hempel, and gives us a much better method for the
quantitative estimation of alkalies in silicates than any heretofore in
use. The details of the process will appear in our forthcoming bulletin.
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Other experiments having in view the improvement of analytic methods
ods are still in progress.
In connection with our mineralogical studies, some, field-work has been
undertaken. During the last week of July, 1883, I visited a new group
of mica wines in Aslle County, Nortll Carolina, and collected some interesting materi;il. In .August. and September, duriug an absence from
vVa:sllington of nearly four weeks, I examined the mica de~10sits at Alstead and Grafton, N. II., and in Maiue I visited the feld!3par fiuarries
of Topsham, and the tourmaline localities at Aulmro, Hebron, Paris, and
Norway. In OctolJer I examinee! still anotller mica mine 12 miles north
of Wa1'hington, in Moutgomery County, Marylan1l, and in March~ second mine near J1a ure I iu Howard County. These Mary laild mines
are but two of a group recently opened, and they resemble in the closest manner the mica localities of New England and North Carolina.
Considered altogether, the mica mines of the Appalacllian system offer
for stndy some interesting problems in associative mineralogy, and it is
with tl.tese problems tllat the division of chemistry has to do. In the
granite v• int> which yield merehautable mica, such rare clements as glucin urn, CCI ium, yttrium, colum binm, tantalum, urauinm, etc., chiefl~i occur·; and nearly every ·thorough exploration for mica briugs to light
some of the minerals containing 1hem. It is my intention to continue
field researclles r.Iong the mica belt, from l\'Iaine to Alabama, an1l I lrope
iu due time to present a report concerning it.
At the b{'ginuing of the fiscal year tltc pltysical laboratory. of:" the
Survey was attached to the division of clremistry. In that laboratory,
which is at present situated at New Hann, Drs. Uarl Barns·and Willi:uu Hallock have coutinued their researches upon the measurewent of
high tempetatures. Their chief work bas IJeen in the di.rection of developing thermo· electric methods, aml their results will F>oon be ready as a
separate bulletin. Their inYestigations, ~~specially as regards the nse
ofthermo-couplrs ofplatiuum ami pln.tin-iridium alloys, have been quite
successful. During the lattpr part of the t>ummer ana the early autumn,
Dr. Hallock was absent from the labomtor.r on field-dnty iu the Yellowstone National Parle His results, which relate to the pl1ysics of geyser
· action, will appear in J\fr. Hague~t> report. During his ahspnce llis place
in the laboratory was filled by 1\Ir. Arthur B. C'ornwali, "·hose services
were of a highly satisfactory character.
During the winter, a part of Dr. Barns's time wa~ speut in continuing·
the experiments of Prof. W. II. Brewer on the conditions of subsidence
of very fiue particles suspended in Iiquidt>.
Very respectfnlly,
F. W. CLARKE,
Gkief Chemist.
Hou. J. W. PowELL,
Director, U. S. Geologicnl Sttr,vey, TVasll'ington, D. G.
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REPORT OJ<' l\IR. ALllEH'l' WU... :LIAl\18,

.n~.

UNI'l'ED S'l'ATES GEOLOCliCAL SUIWEY,
DIVISION OF .MINLNG S'J'ATIS'riCS AND TECHNOLOGY,

Washington, D. 0,, .hwe 30, 1884.
SIR: The manuscript of the statistical report for 188~ aml the first
six months of 1H83 was submitted to ~·on Jnly 2, 1883, an1l was plaecll
in the hands of the Go\·emment Printer within a few lla~·s. The proof
correction of that \Olnme was finished in the first week of .August,
but owing to delays in the press-work m11l binding, the rt'purt was uot
issued till October 15. 1\ s the value of statisties 1lepends so largely upon
the promptness with whieh they are presented, pending the pnblicatiou
of the full report the leading results of the in-nstigation were gi,·en tothn press an<l the public in an abridge(i form on August 2.
No allotment having been made for the prosecution of statistical work
1luring the fiscal year just closed, a report has not been issued for 1883;
bnt the statistics for that ~·car, togethrr with those for 1884, will be
ready for a Yolnrne to appear early in 18~5, the material for whi1~h is
now being coll1 etell, a part of the <leseriptive all(l techuicalw·atter being all'eady in shape. Tlte forthcoming repoi't is lJeing prepared on the
same general system as that adopted last year. Without repetition of
text the record for previous years will be 1wescrTed, n111l the tabnlatiou
will be extcn1lecl backwanl to the lwginnings ofthe seYeral mineral industries in all cases where reliable data are accessible, the aim being
to present a complete history of the production in each ir1stauce. In
the technical branch of the inqniry the matter oil'ered is fresh, relating
mainly to new methods allll present practice not ltitherto de&cribe<l.
It is intended to add a series of statistical charts, illustrating the tabulated results.
I desire again to call attention to the most encouraging feature of this
work-the interest and public spirit shown by miners, engineers, metal-.
lmgist~, geologist:<, and dealers in mineral products, without whose
active co.operation the attempt to coYer so wirlc a fie~d with the means
at disposal would be hopeless.
vVhile there has been a marked decline in traffic aml prices in some
of the metal industries of late, this has been largely due to the curtail·
meut of speeulative enterprises, and 1 do not fiud in the statistics thu~
far gathered auy ilJ(lication of a s1wious or general decline iu prodnetiou
or prosperity, uor of imme1liatc 1langer from over-production. Still,
the rapid deYelopmeut of some of the more important miueral and metalimlustries, notably those of coal, irou, cop]wr, and lead, ltas brought
matters to a point where the closest cconom;y lilld lJest prnctice are en·
force1l upon prodncers to enable them to ;naintain pl'otits, and where,.

'
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too, the smaller establishments are at a growing disadvantage as compared with the larger.
During the past year, in addition to work preparatory to the issue of
the report fvr 1883-1884, I have been engaged in studying the systems
of classification of the massive rocks, and in the arrang,ment and proofcorrection of tlJC Census volume on the "Statisti')S and Technology of
the Precious Metals," which was prepared umler the direction of officers
of the Geological 'Survey.
Very respectfully, your obedient .servant,
AI1BEB,T WILLIAMS, JR.,
Geologist in charge.
Bon .•T. vV. POWELL,
D,irector U. 8. Geological Survey, Washington, D. 0.

REPORT 01<' MR. GEORGE W. SHUTT.
UNri.'ED S'l'ATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.

Washington, July 22, 1884.
SIR: In compliance with instructions, I submit the following as a partial report of the progress of the work under my charge during the preceding fiscal ~-ear.
Leaving Washington the 15th of June, 1883, I went to Loudoun County,
Virginia, where I remained until the 9th day of July,. and from thence,
by team, I proceeded to Winchester, from Winchester to Staunton, ~m~l
from Staunton to Charleston, the capital of West Virginia, arriving at
that point on the 19th day of the month, the distance trayersed being
about 350 miles, passing on my way through the counties of Clarke,
Frederick, Shenandoah, Rockingham, Augusta, Bath, and Allegluwy,
in Virginia, and Greenbrier, Fayette and Kanawha, in West Virginia.
The necessary time for m::ganizing the state of West Virginia, so as to
secure local information from private sources by correspondence and
·otherwise, was spent in Charleston. After its completion I proceeded,
by team, thrOt1gh Fayette County, north of the New River, through
Nicholas, county, up the Gauley, crossing it at the mouth of the Uranberry River, and following that river and its tributaries, the Cranberry,
Cherry, and Williams, to their headwaters; from thence across to the
Elk, at Webster Court-House; thence along its line, through Braxton
and Clay counties; from thence, via Webster Court-House, to the Tigart
Valley River, a tributary of the Monongahela in Randolph County, and
proceeded up that river for about 30 miles; from thence, via Staunton
and Parkersburg pike, across the headwaters of Shaver's fork of tlle
Cheat, that river flowing on the top of the Cheat Mountain about 1,200
feet above the Tigart Valley Hiver, 10 miles east of it, and about 1,000
feet above the Greenbrier River, 7 miles west of it; from thence to the
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Greenbrier River in Pocahontas County; from thence down that river
to Huntersville, the county-seat; from thence down Anthony's Creek
and the main Alleghany range to Greenbrier White Sulphur Springs,
the distance traversed during the mouth of August exceeding 700 iniles,
by team and on horseback, and niue.teuths of it through an unbroken
wilderness of magnificent forest, containing a large number of the most
v~luable hard and soft woods, and exhibiting remarkable girth of tree,
height to limb, and density of growth.
After reaching Lewisburg, in Greenbrier County, I returned to
Charleston, to complete the organization of the state by counties. On
the lOth of September, having finished that branch of my work, I returned to Lewisburg, and from thence, by team, passed through Monroe County, via Red Sulphur Springs, and down the New River through
Summers County, and thence across Raleigh County, via Raleigh CourtHouse, over the Gnyandotte Mountains, down the Clear fork of the
Guyandotte River to its junction with Laurel fork, near Oceana, the
county seat of Wyoming County; from thence across the Laurel fork
of the Guyandotte to the Guyandotte River, and up that river to its
head waters, between the Guyandotte and the Flat Top Mountains;
thence along the plateau of the Flat Top and its eastern slope for nearly
50 miles to the Blue Stone River, a tributary of the New at its eastern
.base, from thence to Princeton, the county seat of Mercer County, aml
from that point along the base of the East River Mountains to a divide
running wit,h the regular chain of mountains between the headwaters of
theN ew and the Clinch Rivers ; from thence to Jefferson ville, in Tazewell
County, Virginia; from thence up tributaries of the Clinch and down
the Dry fork of the Tug River to Peeryville, the county seat of McDowell
County, West Virginia, that being the only road by which the county
seat is accessible by wagon; from thence back to '.raze well Court-House;
· from thence across Bland County, and through ~mythe County, on the
headwaters of the Ilolston·River, to Wytheville, in Wythe County, Virginia; from thence to .Pulaski County, crossing the New River in that
county, to Montgomery County; from thence, crossing the divide between the New River and the Roanoke lUvcr, to Hoanoke; the junction
of the Shenandoah Valley Railroad, and the Norfolk and Western Railroad; from thence across the divide to James Hiver, at Lexington, in
Rockbridge County, Virginia; from thence across the divide to the
headwaters of the Shepandoah River and to Staunton, in Augusta
County; from thence down the Shenandoah Valley, on the eastern side
to the Massanutten Mountains, through the counties of Rockingham,
Page, Shenandoah, Frederick, and Clarke to Round Hill, in Loudoun
County. The distance traversed by team and on horseback during the
months of September and October exceeded 1,200 miles, and tpe summer's researches covered a large portion of the wilderness region of
West Virginia and southwest Virginia.
GEOL 84--5
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The greatest partof the area through which I traveled is undescribed
and but little known. No accurate methods have been adopted to
map it or to secure knowledge of its physical features. Through the
co-operation of the office a thorough system of correspondence has been
carried on during the last fiscal year with officials and other citizens
of the different counties of the two states, attention being especially
directed to the wilderness or unknown region. This has secured a vast
amount of information in regard to its forest characteristics, and also
county maps and reports of great value; while some of the maps are
rude, perhaps half of them reach a high degree of accuracy, and there-.
ports and maps corroborate my own conclusions and enable me to submit. a statement with confidence. Detailed reports from sixty counties
and maps from forty-two counties in the two states are in my possession. This branch of the work has been free of cost except that entailed in carrying on correspondence, and the office is greatly indebted
to gentlemen in the two states who have so kindly responded.
I am preparing a table of statistics, exhibiting the value of the dif·
ferent kinds of lumber produced by the forests of this region in the different markets of the world.
l am preparing as rapidly as possible a detailed report on each locality of the two states, to be accompanied by a map aud by a comprehensh'e system of statistics.
Very respectfully,
GEO. W. SHUTT,
General Assistant.
Hon. J. vV. POWELL,
Director U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, D. C.
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THE TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES OF LAKE SHORES.
BY G. K. GILBERT.

I.-INTRODUCTION.

The play of meteoric agents on the surface of the land is universal,
and there is a constant tendency to the production of the forms char:
acteristic of their action. All other forms are of the nature of exceptions, and attract the attention of the observer as requiring explanation. The shapes wrought by atmospheric erosion are simple and symmetric, and need but to be enumerated to be recognized as the normal
elements of the sculpturE>. of the land. Along each drainage line there
is a gradual and gradually increasing ascent from mouth to source, and
this law of increasing acclivity applies to all branches as well as to the
main stem. Between each pair of adjacent drainage lines is a ridge or
hill standing about midway and rounded at the top. Wherever two
ridges join there is a summit higher than the adjacent portion of either
ridge; and the highest summits of all are those which, measuring along
lines of drainage, are most remote from the ocean. The crests of the
ridges are not horizontal, but undulate from summit to summit. There
are no sharp contrasts of slope; the concave profiles of the drainage
lines change their inclination little by little, and they merge by a gradual transition in the convex profiles of the crests and summits. The
system of slopes thus succinctly indicated is established by atmospheric erosion under the general law of the interdependence of parts.
It is the system which opposes the maximum resistance to the erosive
agents:
The factor which most frequently, and in fact almost universally, interrupts these simple curves is heterogeneity of terrane or diversity of
rock texture. Different rocks have different powers of resistance to
erosion, and the system of declivities which, under the law of interdependence, adjusts itself to diversity of rock texture, is one involving
diversity of form. Hard rocks survive, while the soft are eaten away.
Peaks and cliffs are produced. Apices are often angular instead of
rounded. Profiles exhibit abrupt changes of slope. Flat-topped ridges
appear, and the distribution of maximum summits becomes in a measure independent of the length of drainage lines.
A second factor interrupting the continuity of erosion profiles is upheaval, and this producm; its effect in two distinct ways. First, the
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general uprising of a broad tract of land affects the relation of the
drainage t~ its point of discharge or to its base level, causing corrasion
by streams to be more rapid than the general waste of the surface and
producing canons and ~rraces. Second, a loca.l uprising by means of
a fault produces a cliff at the margin of the uplifted tract, and above
this clift' there is sometimes a terrace.
A third disturbing factor is glaciation, the cirques and moraines of
which are distinct from anything wrought by pluvial erosion; and a
·
fourth is found in eruption.
The products of all these agencies except the last have been occa·
sionally confused with the phenomena of shores. The beach-lines of
Glen Roy have been called river terraces. The cliffs of the Downs of
England have been ascribed to shore waves. Glacial moraines in New
Zealand have been interpreted as shore terraces. Beach ridges in our
own country have been described as glacial moraines, and fault terraces
as well as river terraces have been mistaken for shore marks. Nevertheless, the topographic features associated with shores are essentially
distinct from all others; and when their peculiar characters are understood there is little occasion for confusion. It is only where the shore
record is faintly drawn that any difficulty need arise in its interpretation. In investigating the history of Lake Bonmwille and other Quaternary water bodies of the Great Basin, the writer and his assistants
have l1ad ~onstant occasion to distinguish from all others the elements
of topography having a littoral origin and have become familiar with
the criteria of discrimination. Their endeavor to derive from the peculiarities of the old shore lines the elements of a chronology of the lake
which wrought them, has· led them to study also the genesis of each
special feature; and it is proposed to present in the following pages the
results of this sttidy.l
In the discussion of shore phenomena there is little room for originality. Not only haseachofthe elements which go to make up the topography of a shore been recognized as such, but its inode of origin has
been ascertained. There appears, however, to be room for a systematic
treatment of tlw subject in English, for it is only in continental Europe
that its general discussion has been undertaken. The writings of Elie
de Beaumont include a valuable contribution,2 and Alessandro Oialdi
has devoted a volume to the motion of waves and their action on coasts. 3
These cover a large portion of the ground of the present essay, but
treat the subject froin points of view so diverse that the essay would be
'Partial outlines of the subject have been presented by the writer in connection
with various accounts of Lake Bonneville, and a fuller outline was published by Mr.
I. C. Russcli in a paper on Lake Lahontan in the Third Annual Report of the Geological Survey.
• Le<;JOns de geologie pratique; Tome premier ; Septieme le9on, Levees de sable et
de galet, PJJ. 221-252.
ssul moto ondoso del mare e su le correnti di esso specialmente su quelle littorali
pel comm. Alessandro Cialdi. Roma, 1866.
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only partially superseded by their translation. The tit;le of a work by
H. Keller (Studien tiber die Gestaltung der Sandkiisten) indicates another discussion of a general nature, but this I have not seen. American and British contributions are contained chiefly in the reports of engineers on works for the improvement of harbors and tbe defense of
coasts. The most comprehensive which has fallen under my ere, and
one at the same time of the highest scientific character, is contained in
the annual report of the United States Coast Survey for 186!), where
Prof. Henry Mitchell, in treating of the reclamation of tide lands, describes the formation of the barriers of sand and shingle by -which these
are separated from the ocean.
It is proper to add that the writer became acquainted with these
works only after the body of this essay was prepared. The oujective
studies on which his conclusions are based had been eompleted, and
the discussion had acquired nearly its present shape before he became
aware of the extent of the affiliated literature. His conclusions have,
therefore, the quality of independence, and, so far as they coincide with
those of earlier writers, have a corroborative value.
The engineering works whose construction has led to local investigations of shores are chiefly upon maritime coasts, where tides exert
an important influenee, and the literature of lake shores is compara. tively meager. It is true that the phenomena of lake margins are
closely paralleled by those of tide-washed coasts, but this, unfortunately, does not render the literature of the latter the more applicable,
for there is a tendency to ascribe to the action of tides features which
the students of inland lakes are compelled to account for independently
of that agent.
It should be noted also that the point of view of the civil engineer is
somewhat different from that of the present study. He is, indeed, con.
cerned with all the forms into which the shore material is wrought by
the action of the waves, but he is not at all concerned with their internal structure; and he knows them, moreover, only as subaqueous banks
to be determined by sounding, and not at all as features of the dry
land. The geologic student has, too, some facilities for study which
the engineer lacks, for he is frequently enabled to investigate the anatomy of shore structures by means of natural cross-sections, while the
engineer is restricted to an examination of their superficial forms.
In the treatment of the subject the description and analysis of the
elements of shore topography will be followed by the comparison of
certain of these elements with simulating features of diflerent origin.
They will be preceded by a few words devoted to the consideration of
shore shaping as a division of the more general process of earth shaping.
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EARTH SHAPING.

The earth owes its spheroidal form to attraction and rotation. It
owes its great features of continent and ocean bed to the unequal distrilmtion of the heterogeneous material of which it is composed. :Many
of its minor inequalities can be referred to the same cause, but its details of surface are chiefly molded by the ci'rculation of the fluids which
envelope it. This shaping or molding of the surface may be divided
into three parts-subaerial shaping (land sculpture), subaqueous shaping, and littoral shaping. In each case the process is threefold, comprising erosion, transportation, and deposition.
In subaerial or !and shaping the agents of erosion are meteoric-rain,
acting both mechanically and chemically, streams, and frost. The
agent of transportation is running water. The condition of deposition
is diminishing velocity.
In subaqueous shaping, or the molding of surface whicb takes place
beneath. lakes and oceans, currents constitute the agent of erosion.
They constitute also the agent of transportation; and the condition of
deposition is, as before, diminishing velocity.
In littoral shaping, or the modeling of shore features: waves constitute the agent of erosion. Transportation is performed by waves and
currents acting conjointly, aud the condition of deposition is increasing
depth.
On the land the amount of erosion vastly exceeds the amount of deposition. Under standing water erosion is either nil or incomparably
inferior in amount to deposition. And these two facts are correlatives,
since the product of land erosion is chiefly deposited in lakes and
oceans, and the sediments of lakes and oceans are derived cbiefly
fl'Om land erosion. The products of littoral erosion undergo division,
going partly to littoral deposition and partly to subaqueous deposition.
The material for littoral deposition is derived partly from littoral erosion and partly from land erosion.
That is to say, the detritus worn from the land by meteoric agents is
transported outward by streams. Normally it is all carried to the
coast, but owing to the almost universal complication of erosion with
local uplift, there is a certain share of detritus deposited upon the
basins and lower slopes of the land. At the shore a second division
takes place, the minor portion being arrested and built into various shore
structures, while the major portion continues outward and is deposited
in the sea or lake. Tbe product of shore erosion is similarly divided.
A part remains upon the shore, where it is combined with material derived from the land, and the remainder goes to swell the volume of subaqueous deposition.
Tbe forms of the land are given chiefly by erosion. .Since the wear
by streams keeps necessarily in advance of the waste of the interven-
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ing surfaces, and since, also, there is inequality of erosion dependent
on diversity of texture, land forms are characterizeu by their variety.
The forms of sea beds and lake beds are given by deposition. The
great currents by which subaqueous sediments are distributed sweep
over the ridges and other prominences of the surface and leave the intervening depressions comparatively currentless. Deposition, depending on retardation of currents, takes place chiefly in the depressions, so
that they are eventually filled and a monotonous uniformity is the result.
The forms of the shore are intermediate in point of variety between
those of the land and those of the sea bed; and since they alone claim
parentage in waves, they are sui generis.
Ocean shores are genetically distinguished from lake· shores by tbe
co-operation of tides, which cannot fail to modify the work accomplished
by waves and wind currents. The shores which constitute the objective basis of the present discussion were tideless; and the discussion is
therefore· limited to lake shores. It is perhaps to be regretted that the
systematic treatment here proposed could not be extended so as to
include all shores, but there is a certain compensation in the fact that
the results reached in reference to lake shores have an important negative bearing on tidal discussions. It was long ago pointed out by Elie
de Beaumont 4 and Desor 5 that many of. the more important features
.ascribed by hydraulic engineers to tidal action, are produced on the
shores of inland Reas by waves alone; and the demonstration of wavework pure and simple should be serviceable to the maritime engineer
by pointing out the results in explanation of which it is unnecessary to
appeal to the agency of tides.
The order of treatment is based on the three-fold division of the process of shore shaping. Littoral erosion and the origin of the sea cliff
and wave-cut terrace will be first explained, then the process of littoral transportation with its dependent features, the beach anc.l the barrier, and finally the process of littoral deposition, resulting in the embankment, with all its varied phases, and the delta.
• Le.9ons de geologie pratique, Paris, 1845, v. 1, p. 232.
Geology of Lake Superior Land District by Foster & Whitney, Washington, 1851,
v. 2, pp. 262, 266.
5

H.-WAVE W:ORK.
LITTORAL EROSION.

In shore sculpture the agent of erosion is the wave. All varieties of
wave motion which affect standing water are susceptible of producing
erosive effect on the shore, but only those set in motion by wind need
be considered here. They are of two kinds : the wind wave proper,
which exists only during the continuance of the wind; and the swell,
which continues after the wind has ceased. It is unnecessary to discriminate the efl'ects of these upon the shore further than to say that the
wind wave iA the more efficient and therefore the better deserving of
special consideration. In the wind wave two things move forward, the
undulation and the water. The velocity of the undulation is relatively
rapid; that of the water is slow and rhythmic. A particle of water at
or near the surface, as each undulation passes, describes an orbit in a
vertical plane, but does not return to the starting point. While on the
crest of the wave it moves forward, and while in the trough it moves
less rapidly backward, so that its residual ad>ance is the excess of the
one movement over the other.6
·
This residual advance is the initiatory element of current. By virtue
of it the upper layer of water is. carried forward with reference to the
layer below, being given a differential movement in the direction toward which the wind blows. This movement is gradually propagated
to lower aqueous strata, and ultimately produces movement of the
whole body, or a wind-wrought current. So long as the velocity of the
wind remains constant, the velocity of the current is less than that
of the wind, and there is always a differential movement of the water,
each layer moving faster than the one beneath. The friction is thus
distributed through the whole vertical column, and is even borne in
part by the lake bottom. The greater the depth the smaller the share
of friction each layer of water is called upon to bear and the greater
the velocity of current which can be communicated by a given wind.
The height of waves is likewise conditioned by depth of water, deep
water permitting the formation of those that are relatively large.
When the wave approaches a shelving shore its habit is changed.
The velocity of the undulation is diminished, while the velocity of the
advancing particles of water in the crest is increased; the wave· length,
measured from trough to trough, is diminished, and the wave height is
6 Tho theory of wave motion involved in this and the following paragraphs is
based partly on observation but chiefly on the discussions of Scott Russell, Airy,
Cialdi, and Rankine.
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increased; the crest becomes acute, with the front steeper than the back;
and these changes culminate in the breaking of the crest, when the undulation proper ceases. The return of the wate_r thrown forward in the
crest is accomplished by a current along the bottom called thlil undertow. The momentum of the advancing water contained in the wavecrest gives to it its power of erosion. The undertow is efficient in removing the products of erosion.
When the land at the margin of the water consists of unconsolidated
material or of fragmental matter lightly cemented, the simple impact
of the water is sufficient to displace or erode it. The same force is undoubtedly competent also to disintegrate and remove firmer rock that
has been superficially weakened by frost, but it may be doubted whether
it has any power to wear rock that is thoroughly coherent. The impact
of large waves has great force, and its statement in tons to the square
foot is most impressive; but, so far as our observation has extended,
the erosive action of waves of clear water beating upon firm rock is
practically niP
It rarely happens, however, that the impact of waves is not rein;
forced by the impact of mineral matter borne by them. The detritus
worn from the shore is, of course, always at hand to be used by the
waves in continuance of the attack; and to this is added other detritus
carrie4 along the shore by a process presently to be described.
The rock fragment.s which constitute the tool of erosion are themselves
worn and comminuted by .use until they become so fine that they no
longer lie in the zone of breakers but are carried away by the undertow.
The direct work of wave erosion is restricted to a horizontal zone de·
pendent on the height of the waves. There is no impact of breakers at
levels lower than the troughs of the waves ; and the most efficient impact is limited upward by the level of the wave crests, although the
dashing of the water produces feebler blows at higher levels. The indirect work has no superior limit, for as the excavation of the zone is
carried landward, masses higher up on the slope are sapped so as to
break away and fall by mere gravity. Being thus brought within reach
of the waves, they are then broken up by them, retarding the zonahlX·
cavation for a time but eventually adding to the tool of erosion in a way
that partially compensates.
Let us now consider what goes on beneath the surface of the water.
The agitation of which waves are the superficial manifestation is not
restricted to their horizon, but is propagated indefinitely downward.
Near the surface the amount of motion diminisbes rapidly downward,
but the rate of diminution itself diminishes, and there seems no theoretic
reason for assigning any limit to the propagation of tbe oscillation.
7 On the shores of Lake Bonneville not only was there no erosion on the faces of
cliffs at points where the waves carried no detrital fragment~, but there was actually
deposition of calcareous tufa; and this deposition was most rapid at points specially
exposed to the violence of the waves.
GEOL 84--6
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Indeed, the agitation must be carried to the bottom in all cases where
the depth operates as a condition in determining the magnitude of waves,
for that determination can be assigned only to a resistance opposed by
the bottom to the undulation of the water.
During the passage of a wave each particle of water affected by it
rises and falls, and moves forward and backward, describing ~u orbit.
If tlle passing wave is a swell, the orbit of the particle is closed, 8 and
is either a circle or an ellipse; but in tlle case of a wind wave the orbit
is not closed. The relative amounts of horizontal and vertical motion
depend on the depth of the particle beneath the surface, and on the relation of the total depth of the water to the size of the wa,'e. If the
water is deep as compared to the wave-length, the horizontal and vertical movements are sensibly equal, and their amount diminishes rapidly
from the surface downward. If the depth is small, the horizontal motion
is greater than the vertical, but diminishes less rapidly with depth.
Near the line of breakers, the vertical motion close to the bottom becomes inappreciable, while the horizontal oscillation is nearly as great
as at the surface. This horizontal motion, afiecting water which is at
the same time under the influence of the undertow, gives to that current
a pulsati11g character, and thus endows it with a higher transporting
power than would pertain to its mean velocity. Near the breaker line,
the oscillation communicated by the wave may even overcome and
momentarily reverse the movement of the undertow. Inside the breaker
line no oscillation proper is communicated. The broken wave crest,
dashing forward, overcomes the undertow and throws it back; but the
water returns without acceleration as a simple current descending a
~op~
.
It should be explained that the increment given by pulsation to the
transporting power of the undertow depends upon the general law that
the transporting power of a current is an increasing geometric function
of its velocity. Doubling the velocity of a current more than doubles
the amount it can carry, and more than don bles the size of the particles
it is able to move.
The transporting power of .the undertow diminishes rapidly from the
breaker line outward. That part of its power which depends on its
mean velocity diminishes as the prism of t.he undertow increases; that
part which depends on the rhythmic accelerations of velocity diminishes
as the depth of water increases.
The pulsating current of the undertow bas an erosive as well as a
transporting function. It carries to and fro the detritus of the shore,
and, dragging it over tlle bottom, continues downward the erosion initiated by the breakers. This downward erosion is the necessary concomitant of the shoreward progress of wave erosion; for if the land
8 This is strictly true only while the swell traverses deep water.
It is pointed out by
Cialdi that in passing to shoal water the swell is converted into a wave of translation,
and the particles no longer return to their points of starting.
·.
0
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"\vere merely planed away to the levelof the wave troughs, the incoming
waves would break where shoal water was first reached and become
ineffective at the water margin. In fact, this spending of the force of
the waves where the water is so shallow as to induce them to break,
increases at that point the erosive power by pulsation, and thus brings
about an interdepenuence of parts. What may be called a normal profile of thesubmergeu terrace is· produced, the parts of which are adjusted
to an harmonious interrelation. If some exceptional temporary condition produces abnormal wearing of the outer margin of the terrace,
the greater depth of water at that point permits the incoming waves to
pass with little impediment and perform their work of erosion upon
portions nearer the shore, thus restoring the equilibrium. If exceptional resistance is opposed by the material at the water margin, erosion is there retarded until the submerged terrace has been so reduced
as to permit the incoming waves .to attack the land with a greater
share of unexpended energy. Conversely, if there is a diminution of
resistance at the water margin, so as to permit a rapid erosion, the
landwardrecession of that margin causes it to be the less exposed to
wave action. Thus the landward wear at the water margin and the
downward wear in the several parts of the submerged plateau are adjusted to an interdependent relation.
' THE SEA CLIFF,

Wave erosion, acting along a definite zone, may be rudely compared
to the operation of a horizontal saw; but the upper wall of the saw
cut, being without support, is broken away by its own weight and falls
in fragments, leaving a cliff at the shoreward margin of the cut. This
wave-wrought cliff requires a distinctive name to avoid confusion with
cliffs of other origin, and might with propriety in this discussion be
called a lake-cliff; but the phrase sea·cliffis so well established that it
appears best to reta~J.l it.
One of the most noteworthy and constant characters of the sea-cliff
is the horizontality of its base. The base being determined by wave
erosion must always stand at.about the level of the lake on which the
waves are formed. The material of the cliff is the material of the land
from which it is carved. Its declivity depends partly on the nature of
that material and partly on the rate of erosion. If the material is unconsolidated the inclination cannot exceed the normal earth slope. If
it is thoroughly indurated, the cliff may be v~rtical or even overhanging.
If the rate of wave erosion is exceedingly rapid, the cliff is as steep as
the material will permit; if the rate is slow, the inclination is diminished by tbe atmospheric waste of the cliff' face.
Figure 1 represents a cliff on the shore of Great Salt Lake. The
material in this case is arenaceous limestone. At the base of the cliff'
may be seen a portion of the accompanying wave-cut terrace, and the
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foreground exhibits a portion of the accompanying beach. The large
bowlders of the foreground have an independent origin, but the shingle

FIG. !.-Sheep Rock, a sea-cliff on the shore of Great Salt Lak e, near the Black Rock bathing r esort.

and other material of the beach were derived from the erosion of the
cliff' and transported to their present position by the waves.
It will appear in the sequel that the distribution of sea-cliffs is some-

what peculiar, but this cannot be described until the process of littoral
transportation has been explained.

THE WAVE-CUT TERRACE.

The submerged plateau whose area records the landward progress of
littoral erosion, becomes a terrace after the formative lake has disappeared, and, as such, requires a distinctive name. It will be called the
wave-cut terrace.
Its prime characteristics are, first, that it is associated with a cliff;
second, that its upper margin, where it joins the cliff, is horizontal; and,
third, that its surface has a gentle inclination away from the cliff. There
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is an exceptional case in which an island or a bill of the maiulaml bas
been completely pared away by wave action, so that no·cliff remains as
a companion for the wave-cut terrace; but this exception does not invalidate the rule. The lakeward inclination is somewhat ·variable, depending on the nature of the material and on the pristine acclivity of
the land. It is greater where the material is loose than where it is
coherent; and greater where the ratio of terrace width to cliff height is
small. It is probably conditioned also by the direction of the current
associated with the wind efficient in its production; but this has not
been definitely ascertained.
The width of the terrace depends, of course, on the extent of the littoral erosion and is not assignable. Its relative width, in different parts
of a given continuous coast, depends entirely upon the conditions determining the rapidity of erosion; and the discussion of these at this point
would be premature.
Figure 1 of plate lV is an ideal section of a cliff and terrace. carved
from hard material. Figure 2 exhibits the characters of a cliff and terrace in soft material.

LITTORAL TRANSPORTATION.

The agent of littoral transportation is the joint action of waves and
currents. Usually, aiHl especially when the wind blows, the water adjacent to tile shore is stirred by a gentle current flowing parallel to the
water margin. This carries along the particles of u.etritus agitated by
the waves. The waves and undertow move the shallow water ncar the
shore rapidly to and fro, and in so uoing momentarily lift some particles, and roll others forward and back. The particles thus wholly or
partially sustained b'y the water are at the same moment carried in a
direction parallel to the shore by the shore current. Tile shore curre.nt
is nearly always exceeuingly gentle and has of itself no power to move
detritus.
When the play of the waves ceases; all shore action is arrested.
When the play of the waves is unaccompanied by a current, shore action is nearly arrested but not ~bsolutely. If the incoming waves move
in a direction normal to the shore, the advance and recoil of tile water
move particles toward and from the shore, anu effect no transfer in the
direction of the shore; but if the incoming wave moves in an oblique direction the forward transfer of particles is in the direction of the wave,
while the backward transfer, by means ·of the undertow, is sensibly
normal to the shore, and there is thus a slow transportation along tho
shore. If there were no currents a great amount of transportati011
would undoubtedly be performed in this way, but it would be carried
on at a slow rate. The transporting effect of waves alone is so slight
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that only a gentle current in the opposite direction is necessary to
counteract it. 1.,he concurrence of waves and currents is so general a
phenomenon, and the ability of waves alone is so small, that the latter
may be disregard«:Jtl. The practical work of transportation is performed
by the conjoint action of waves and shore currents.
In the ocean the causes of currents are various. Besides wind currents there are daily currents upon all coasts caused by tides, and it is
maintained by some physicists that the great currents are wholly or
partl,v due to the unequal heating of the water in different regions.
But in lakes there are no appreciable tides, and currents due to unequal
beating have never been discriminated. The motions of the water are
controlled by the wind.
A J,.ng-continued wind in one direction produces a set of currents
harmoniously adjusted to it. A change in the wind produces a change
in the currents, but this adjustment is not instantaneous, and for a
time there is lack of harmony. The strong winds, however, bring ~1bout
an adjustment more rapidly than the· gentle, and 'since it is to these
that all important littoral work is ascribed, the waves and currents concerned in littoral transportation may be here regarded as depending
on one and the same wind .
.A wind blowing ·directly toward a shore may be conceived of as piling
the superficial water against the shore, to be returned only by the undertow, but, in fact, so simple a result is rarely observed. Usually there
is some obliquity of direction, in virtue of which the shoreward current
is partially deflected, so as to produce as one of its effects a flow
paraHel to the shore, or a littoral current. The littoral current thus
tends in a direction harmonious with the movement of the waves, passing to the right if the waves tend in that direction, to the left if the
waves thus tend.
To this rule there is a noteworthy exception. The undertow is not
the only return c~rrent. It frequently occurs that part of the water
driven forward by the w;nd returns as a superficial current somewhat
opposed in direction to the wind. If this current follows a shore it
constitutes a littoral current whose tendency is opposed to that of the
waves. Thus the littoral current may move to the right while the
waves tend to the left and vice versa. In every such case the direction
of transportation is the direction of the littoral current.
The waves and undertow accomplish a sorting of the detritus. The
finer portion, being lifted up by the agitation of the waves, is lJCld in
suspension until carried outward to deep water by the undertow. The
coarser portion, sinking to the bottom more rapidly, cannot be carried
beyond the zone of agitation, and remains as a part of the shore. Only
the latter is the subject of littoral transportation. It is called shore
drift.
With the shifting of the wind the direction of the littoral current on.
any lake shore is occasionally, or it may be frequently, reversed, and the
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shore drift under its influence travels sometimes in one direction and
sometimes in the other. In most localities it has a prevailing direction,
not necessarily determined by the prevailing direction of the shore
current, but by the direction of that shore current which accompaniPS
the greatest waves. This is frequently but 11ot always the direction
also of the shore current accompanying the most violent storms.
The source of shore drift is two-fold. A large part is derived from
the demolition of sea-cliffs, and is thus the product of littoral erosion.
From every sea-cliff a stream of shore drift may be seen to follow the
coast in one direction or the other.
Another part is contributed by streams depositing at their mouths
the heavy part of tl1eir detritus, and is more remotely derived from the
erosion of the land. The smallest streams merely reinforce the trains
of shore drift flowing from sea-cliffs, and their tribute usually cannot
be discriminated. . Larger streams furnish bodies of shore drift easily
referred to their sources. Streams of the first magnitude, as will be
explained farther on, overwhelm the shore drift and produce structures
of an entirely difterent nature, lmown as deltas.
TilE BEACH.

The zone occupied by the shore drift, in transit· is called the beach.
Jt.s lower margin is beneath the water, a little beyond the line ·.vhere
the great storm waves ,break. Its upper margin is usually a few feet
above the level of still water. Its profile is steeper upon some shores
than others, but has a general facies consonant with its wave-wrought
or1gm. A.t each point in the profile the slope represents an equilibrium
in transporting power between the inrushing breaker and the outflowing
undertow. Where the undertow is relatively potent its efficiency is
diminisl1ed by a low declivity. Where the inward dash is relatively
potent the undertow is favored by a high declivity. The result is a
sigmoid profile of gentle flexure, upwardly convex for a short space
· near its landward end, and concave beyond, (See Fig. 3, Plate IV.)
In horizontal contour the beach follows the origiual boundary between laud and lake, but does not conform to its irregularities. Small
indentations are filled by shore drift, and a smooth, sweeping outline is
given to the water margin.
THE BARRIER.

Where the subllttoral bottom of the lah has an exceedingly gentle
inclination the waves break at a considerable distance from the water
margin. The most violent agitation of the water is along the line of
breakers; and the shore drift, depending upon agitation for its transportation, follows the line of the breakers instead of the water margin.
It is thus built into a continuous outlying ridge at some distance from
the water's edge. It will be convenient to speak of this ridge as a
barrier. (See Fig. 4, Plate IV.)
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The barrier is the functional equivalent of the beach. It is the road
along which shore drift travels, and it is itself composed of shore drift.
Its )akeward face has the typical beach profile, and its crest lies a few
feet above the normal level of the water.
Between the barrier a:ad the land a strip of water is inclosed, constituting a lagoon. This is frequently converted into a marsh by the
accumulation of silt and vegetable matter, and eventually becomes
completely filled, so as to bridge over the interval between land and
barrier, and convert the latter into a normal beach.
The beach and the barrier are absolutely dependent on shore drift
for their existence. If the essential continuous supply of moving detritus is cut off, not only is the structure demolished by the waves
which formed it, but the work of excavation is carried landward,
creating a wave-cut terrace and a cliff.
The principal elements of the theory of shore-drift deposits here set
. forth are tacitly postulated by many writers on the construction of
harbor and coast defenses. According to Cialdi 9 the potency of currents in connection with waves was first announced by Montanari. It
bas been concisely and, so far as appears, independently elucidated.
by Dr. Edmund .Andrews in a paper on the North American lakes,
published in the second volume of the transactions of the Chicago
Academy of Sciences.
Still-water level is the datum with which all vertical elements of the
profile of the. beach apd barrier are necessarily compared ; and referred
to this standard, not only does the maximum height of the beach or
barrier vary in different parts of the same shore, but the profile as a
whole stands at different heights.
The explanation of these inequalities depends in part on a principle
of wide application, which is on the one hand so important and on the
other so frequently ignored that a paragraph may properly be devoted
to it, by way of digression. · There are numerous geologic processes in
which quantitative variations of a causative factor work immensely
greater quantitative variations of the effect. It is somewhat as though
the effeet was proportioned to an algebraic power of the cause, but the
relation is never so simple. Take, for example, the transportation of detritus by a stream. The variable cause is the volume of water; the variable effect is the amount of geologic work done-the quantity of detritus
transported. The effect is related to the cause in three different ways:
First, increase of water volume augments the >elocity of flow, and with
increase of velocity the size of the maximum partiele which can be
9 Loc. cit., p. 394, et Beq.
Cialdi himself maintains at great length that the work is
performed by waves, and that t.he so-calle~l shore current, a feeble peripheral circulation observed in the Mediterranean, is qualitatively and quantitatively incompetent
to produce the observed results. Whether he would deny the efficiency of currents
excited l)y the same winds which p~odueo the waves is not clearly apparAnt.
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moved increases rapidly. According to Hopkins, the size of the maximum fragment which can be moved varies as the sixth power of the
velocity, or (roughly) as the t power of the volume of water. Second,
the increase of velocity enlarges the capacity of the water to transport
detritus of a given character; that is, the per cent.. of load to the unit
of water is increased. Third~ increase in the number of unit volumes
of water increases the load pro rata. The summation of these three
tendencies gives to the flooded stream a transporting power scarcely to
be compared with that of the same stream at its low stage, and it gives
to the exceptional flood a power greatly_ in excess of the normal or annual flood. Not only is it true that the work accomplished in a few
days during the height of the chief flood of the year is greater than all
that is accomplished during th() remainder of the year, but it may even
be true that the effect of the maximum flood of the decade or generation or century surpasses the combined effects of all minor floods. It
follows that the dimemdons of the channel are established by the great
flood and adjusted to its needs.
In littoral transportation the great storm bears the same relation to
the minor storm and to the fair weather brej!ze. The waves created by
the great storm not only lift more detritm; from each unit of the littoral
zone, but they act upon a broader zone, and they are competent to move
larger masses. The currents which accompany them are correspondingly rapid, and carry forward the augmented shore drift at an accelerated rate. It follows that the habit of the shore, including not only
the maximum height of the beach line and the height of its profile, but
the dimensions of the wave-cut terrace and of various other wave products presently to be described, is determined by and adjusted to the
great storm.
It should be said by way of qualification that the low tide stream and
the br~eze-lifted wave have a definite though subordinate influence on
the topographic configuration. .After the great flood has passed by, the
shrunken stream works over the finer debris in the bed of the great
ch'annel, and by removing at one place and adding at another shapes
a small channel adjusted to its volume. After the great storm has
passed from the lake and the storm swell has subsided, the sma-ller
waves of fair weather construct a miniature beach profile adapted. to
their size, superimposing it on the greater profile. .This is done by excavating shore drift along a narrow zone under water and throwing it
up in a narrow ridge above the still-water level. . Thus, as early perceived by Beaumont, 10 it is only for a short time immediately after the
passage of the great storm that the beach profile is a simple curve. It
comes afterward to be interrupted _by a series of superimposed ridges
produced by storms of different magnitude.
Reverting now to the special conditions controlling the profiles of
beach or barrier at an individual locality, it is evident that the chief of
10

Loc. cit., p. 226, Plate IV.
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these is the magnitude of the largest waves breaking there. The 8ize
of the waves at each locality depends on the for()e of the wind and on
its direction. A •Wind blowing from the shore lakeward produces no
waves on that shore. A wind blowing from the opposite shore prodnces
waves whose height is approximately proportional to the square root of
. the distance through which they are propagated, provided there are no
shoals to .check their augmentation. For a given force of wind the
greatest waves are produced when the direction is such as to command
the broadest sweep of water before their incidence at the particular
spot.
A second factor is found in the configuration of the bottom. Where
the off-shore depth is great the undertow rapidly returns the water
driven forward by the wind, and there is little accumulation against
the ~Shore; but where the off-shore depth is small the wind piles the
water against the shore, and produces all shore features at a relatively
high level.

LITTORAL DEPOSITION.

The material deposited by shore processes is, first, shore drift; and,
second, stream drift or the detritus delivered at the shore by tributary
streams. Increasing depth of water is in each case the condition of
littoral deposition. The structures produced by the deposH of shore
drift, although somewhat varied, have certain common features. They
will be treated under the generic title of embartkments. The structures
produced by the deposit of stream urift are deltas.
EMBANKMENTS.

The current occupying the zone of the shore drift and acting as
the coagent of littoral transportation has been described as slow, but it·
is inseparably connected with a movement that is relatively rapid.
This latter, which may be called the off-shore current, occupies deeper
w_ater and is Jess impeded by friction. It may in some sense be said to
drag the littoral current along with it. The momentum of the oft:shore
current does not permit it to follow tp_e sinuosities of the water margin,
and it sweeps from point to point, carrying the littoral current with it.
There is even a tendency to generate eddies or return currents in embayments of the coast. The off-shore curn:int is moreover controlled
in part by the configuration of' the bottom and by the necessity of a return current. The littoral current, being controlled in large part by the
movements of the oft'-shore current, separates from the water margin in
three ways: first, it continues its direction unchanged at points where
the shore line turns landward; as at the entrances of bays; second, it
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sometimes turns from the land as a surface current; third, it sometimes
descends and leaves the water margin as a bottom current.
In each of these three cases deposition of shore drift takes place by
reason of the divorce of shore currents and wave action. The depth to
which wave agitation sufficient for the transportation of shore drift extends is small, and when the littoral current by leaving the shore
passes into deeper waters the !:!bore drift, unable to follow, is thrown
down.
•
vVllen tbe current holds its direction and the shore line diverges, the
embankment takes the form of a spit, a hook, a bar, or a loop. When
the shore line holds its course and the current diverges, whether superficially or by descent, the embankment usually takes the form of a terrace.
THE SPIT,

When a coast line followed by a littoral current turns abruptly landward, as at :he entrance of a bay, the current does not turn with it, but
holds its course and passes from shallow to deeper water. The water
between the diverging current and coast is relatively still, although there
is communicated to the portion adjacent to the current a slow motion
in the same direction. The waves are propagated indifferently through
"the flowing and the ~tanding water, and reach the coast at all points.
The shore drift cannot follow the deflected coast line, because the
waves tb:at beat against it are unaccompanied by a littoral current. It
cannot follow the littoral current into deep water, because at the bottom of the deep water there is not sufficient agitation to move it. It
therefore stops. But the supply of shore drift brought to this point by
the littoral current does not cease, and the necessary re!:!ult is accumulation. The particles are carried forward to the edge of the deep water
and there let fall.
In this way an embankment is constructed, and so far as it is built it
serves as a road for thld transportation of more shore drift. The direction in which it is built is that of the littoral current. It takes the form
of a ridge following the boundary between the current ancl the still
water. Its initial height brings it just near enough to the surface of
the water to enable the wave agitation to move the particles of which
it is constructed, and it is narrow; but these characters are not long
maintained. The causes which lead to the construction of the beach
and the barrier are here equally efficient, and cause the embankment
to grow in breadth and in height until the cross-profile of its upper surface is identical with that of the beach.
The history of its growth is readily deduced from the configuration of
its terminus, for the process of growth is there in progress. If the
material is coarse the distal portion is very slightly submerged, and
is terminated in the direction of growth by a steep slope, the subaqueous "earth-slope" of the particular materiaL If the material is
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fine the distal portion is more deeply submerged, and is not so abruptly
terminated. Tlw portion above water is usually narrow throughout,
and terminates without reaching the extremity of the embankment.
It is· flanked on the windward side by a submergeu plateau, at the
outer edge of which the descent is somewhat steep. The profile of the
plateau is that normal to the beach, and its contours are confluent with
those of the beach or barrier on the main shore. Toward the end of the
embankment its width diminishes, its outer and limiting contour turning toward the crest line of the spit and finally joining it at the sub·
merged extremity.
The process of construction is similar to that of a railroad embankment the material for which is derived from an adjacent cutting, carted
forward along the crest of the embankment and dumped off at the
end; and the symmetry of form is often more perfect than the rail way
engineer ever accomplishes. The resemblance to railway structures is
very striking in the case of the shores of extinct lakes.
As the embankment is carrie(l for~aru and completed, contact between the current and the inshore water is at first obstructed and
:fin:;tlly cut off, so that there is practically no communication of move·
ment from one to the other at the extremity of the spit.. At the point
l)f construction the moving and the standing water are sharply differentiated, and there is hence no uncertainty as to the direction of
construction. _The spit not only follows the line between the current
and still water, but aids in giving definition to that line, and eventually
walls in the current by contours adjusted to its natural flow.
THE BAR.

If the current determining the formation of a spit again touches the
shore, the construction of the embankment is continued until it spans
the entire interval. · So long as one ·end remains free the vernacular of
the coast calls it a spit; but when it is completed it becomes a bar.
An ideal cross-section of a completed embankment appears as Fig. 5,
plate IV.
The bar has all the characters. of the spit except those of the terminal
end. Its cross-profile shows a plateau bounded on either hand by a
steep slope. The surface of the plateau is not level, but has the beach
profile, is slightly submerged on the windward side and rises somewhat
above the ordinary water level at' the leeward margin. At each end it
is continuous with a beach or barrier. It receives shore drift at one
end and delivers it at the other.
The bar may connect an island with the shore or with another island,
or it may connect two portions of the same shore. In the last case it
crosses the mouth either of a bay or of a river. If maintained entire
across the entrance to a bay ~t converts the water between it and the
shore into a lagoon. At the mouth of a river its maintenance is antagonized by the outfiowing current, and if its integrity is established
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at all it is only on rare occasions and for a short time. That is to say,
its full height is not maintained; there is no continuous exposed ridge.
The shore drift is, however, thrown into the river current; and unless
that current is sufficient to sweep it into deep water a submerged- bi1r
is thrown across it, and maintains itself as a partial obstruction to the
flow. The site of this submerged .bar is usually also the point at which
the current of the stream, meeting the standing water of the lake, loses
its velocity and deposits the coarser part of its load of detritus. If the
contribution of river drift greatly exceeds that of shore drift, a delta is
forme<l at the river mouth, and this, by changing the configuration of
the coast, modifies the littoral current and usuall;y determines the shore
drift to some other course. If the contribution of river drift is comparatively small it becomes a simple addition to the shore drift, and
does not interrupt the continuity of its transportation. The bars at
the mouths of small streams are constituted chiefly of shore drift, and
all their characters are determined by their origin. The bars at the
mouths of large streams are constituted chiefly of stream drift, and
belong to the phenomena of deltas.
On a preceding page the fact was noted that the horizontal contours
of a beach are more regular than those of the original surface against
which it rests, small depressions being filled. It is now evident that
the process of filling these is identical with that of bar construction.
There is no trenchant line of demarkation between the beach and -the
bar. Each is a carrier of shore drift, and each employs its first load in
the construction of a suitable road.
Plate VIII represents a portion of the cast shore of Lake Michigan as
seen from the hill back of Empire -Bluffs. In the extreme distance at
the left stand the Sleeping Bear Bluffs, and somewhat nearer on the
shore, is a timbered hill, the lakeward face of which is likewise a seaclifl'. A bar connects the latter with the land in tlle foreground and
divides the lagoon at th_~ right from the lake at the left. The symmetry
of the bar is marred by the formation of dunes; the lighter portion of
the shore-drift being taken up by the wind and carried toward the ri,5ht
so as to initiate the filling ofthe lagoon.
Figure 2 is copied from the U. S. Engineer map of a portion of the
south shore of Lake Ontario west of the mouth of the Genesee IUver.
The original contour of the shore was there irregular, consisting of a
series of salient and re-entrant angles. The waves have truncated
some of the salients and have united them all by a continuous bar,
behind which a series of bays or ponds is inclosed. The movement
of the shore drift is in this case from northwest to southeast, and
the principal source of the material is a point of land at the ex~reme
west, where a low cliff shows that the land is being eaten by the waves.
The map in figure 3 is likewise copied from one of the sheets published by the U. S. Engineers, and represents the bars at the head
of Lake Superior. These illustrate several elements of the preceding
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discussion. In the first place they are not formed by the predominant
winds, but by those which bring the greatest waves. The predominant
winds are westerly, and produce no waves on this coast. The shore
drift is derived from the south coast, and its motion is first westerly

FIG. 2.-Map of Braddock's Bay and vicil!ity, ·L ake Ontario.

FIG. 3.-Map of the head of Lake Superior.
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and then northerly. Two bars are ~xhibited,· the western of which is
now protected from the lake waves, and must have been completed be-·
fore the eastern was begun. The locns of deposition of shore drift was
probably shifted from the weRtern to the eastern by reason of the shallowing of the head of the lake. The converging shores should theoret. ·
ically produce during ··easterly storms a powerful undertow, by which
a large share of the shore drift would be carried lakeward and distributed over the bottom. The manner in which the bars terminate against
the northern shore without inflection is explicable likewise by th(\ theory
of a strong undertow. If the return current were superficial the bars
would be curved at their junctions with both shores.
The view in plate XI represents a portion of the Bonneville shore
line. The mountain portrayed is a spur on the west side of the Oquirrh
range, between Tooele and Stocktoh. The town of Stockton appears
at the right. The plain at the left was the bed of the lake. The storm
waves, moving from left to right, carved the sea cliff which appears at
the base of the mountain at the left, and drifting the material toward
the right built it into a great spit and a greater bar. The end of the
spit is close to the town of Stockton. The bar, which lies slightly
lower, having been formed by the lake at a lower stage of its water,
sweeps in a broad curve ·across the valley to the spur on the opposite
side, where the artist stood in making the sketch. Besides exhibiting
the relation of embankments to sea cliffs, the view illustrates well the
contrast between the topographic features of the land and of the shore.
THE HOOK.

The line o'f direction followed by the spit is usually straight, or has
a slight concavity toward the lake. This form is a function of the littoral current, to which it owes origin. But that current is not perpetual; it exists only during the continuance of certain determining winds.
Other winds, though feebler or accompanied by smaller waves~ never- .
theless have systems of currents, and these latter currents sometimes
modify the form of the spit. Winds which simply reverse the direction
of the littoral current retard the construction of the embankment without otherwise afl:'ecting it; but a current is sometimes made to flow past
the end of the spit in a direction making a high angle with its axis,
and such a current modifies its forrn. ·It cuts away rt portion of the extremity an<!- rebuilds the material in a smaller spit joining the main one
at an angle. If this smaller spit extends lake:ward it is demolished by
the next storm; but if it extends landward its position is sheltered,.
and it remains a permanent feature. It not infrequently happens that
such accessory spits are .formed at intervals during the construction
of a long embankment, and are preserved as a series of short branches
on the lee side.
It may occur also that a spit at a certain stage of its growth becomes
especially subject to some conflicting current, so that its normal growth
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ceases, and all the shore drift transported along it goes to the construction of the branch. The bent embankment thus produced is called a
hook.

Plate IX represents a recurved spit on the shore of Lake Michigan,
as 13een from a neighboring bluff. The general direction of its construction is from left to right, but storms from the right have from time
to time turned its end toward the land and the successive recurvemoots
are clearly discernible near the apex. The last of these is the greatest;
and it is possible that the spit has acquired permanently the form of a
hook.
The currents efficient in the formation of a hook do not co-operate
simultaneously, but exercise their functions in alternation. The one,
during the prevalence of certain winds, brings the shore drift to the
angle and accumulates it there; the other, during the prevalence of
other winds, demolishes the new structure and redeposits the material
upon the other limb of the hook.
In case the land on which it is qased is a slender peninsula or a small
island, past which the currents incited by- various winds sweep with
little modification of direction by the local configuration, the hook no
longer has the sharp angle due to the action of two currents only, but
receives a curved form.
Hooks are of comparatively rare occurrence on lake shores, but
abound at the mouths of marine estuaries, where littoral and tidal currents conflict.
THE LOOP.

Just as the spit by advancing until it rejoins the shore becomes a
bar, so the completed hook may with propriety be called
loop or a
looped bar. There is, however, a somewhat different feature to which
the name is more strikingly applicable. A small island standing near
the main-land is usually furnished on each side with a spit streaming
toward the land. These spits are composed of detritus eroded from-the
lakeward face of the island, against which beat the waves generated
through the broad expanse. The currents accompanying the waves are
not uniform in direction, but vary with the wind through a wide angle;
and the spits in sympathy with the varying direction of currents are
curved inward toward the island. If their extremities coalesce, they constitute together a perfect loop, resembling, when mapped, a festoon
pendant from the sides of the island.
Such a loop in the fossil condition, that is, when preserved as aves,
tige of the shore of an extinct lake, has the form of a crater rim, the
basin of the original lagoon remaining as an undrained hollow. The
accompanying illustration (Plate X) represents an island of Lake Bonneville standing on the desert near what is known as the "Old River
Bed." The nucleus of solid rock was in this instance nearly demolished
before the work of the waves wa8 arrested by the lowering of the
water.
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THE WAVE·BU.ILT TERRACE.

It has already been pointed out that when a separation of a littoral
current from the coast line is brought about by a divergence of the current rather than of the coast line there are two cases, in the first of
which the current continues at the smface~ while in the second it dives
beneath the surface. It is now necessary to make a further distinction.
The current departing from the shore, but remaining at the surface, may
continue ""ith its original velocity or it may assume a greater crosssection and a diminished velocit,y. In the tirst case the shore drift is
built into a spit or other linear embankment. In the second case it is
built into a terrace. Tl:o 11uantits of shore drift mored depends on the
magnitude of the waves; but the speed of transit depends on the velocity of the ~:urrent," and wherever that velocity diminishe~, the accession of shore drift must exceed tho transmisE>ion, causing accumulation
to take place. This accumulation occurs, not at the enu of the beach,
but on its face, carrsing its entire ·profile lakcward and producing by
the expansion of its crest a tract of new-made laud. If afterward, as
in tho case of an extinct lake, the water disappears, the new-made land
has the character of a terrace. A current which leaves the shore by
descending, practically produces at the shore a diminution of flow, aml
the resulting embankment is nearly identical with that of a slackening
superficial current.
The waYe-built terrace is distinct from the waYe-cut terrace in that
it is a work of construction, being composed entireiy of shore drift,
while the waYe-cut terrace is the result of e:xcanttion, and consists of
the pre-existent terrane of the locality.
The surface of the wave-built terrace, considereu in its ensemble, is
level, but in detail it is unenn, consisting of parallel ridges usually
-cnned. Each of these is referable to some exceptional storm, the
wan~s of which threw the shore drift to an unusual height.
(See Fig.
7, Plate IV.)
,
Where the shore drift cousi:sts wholly or in large part of sand, anu
the prevailing winds are toward the shore, the w:we-built terrace gives
-origin to dunes, which are apt to mask its normal ribbed structure.
The locality most favorable for the formation of a wave- built terrace
is the head of a triangular bay, up which the waves from a large body
-of water are rolled without obstruction. The wind swePping up such a
bas carries the surface of the water before it,· and the only return current is an undertow originating near the head of the bay. The superfteial advance of the water constitutes on each shore a littoral c,urrent
conveying shore drift toward the head of the bay, anu as these littoral
currents are diminishe1l and finally entirely dissipated by absorption
in tlw undertow, the shore drift taken up along the sides of the bay
is deposited. If the beau of the bay is acute the first embankment
built is a curved bar tangent to the si<les and concave toward the open
-water. To the face of this successive additions are made, and a terrace
GEOL H-.-7
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is gradually produced, the component ridges of which are approximately parallel. The sharpest curvature is at the extreme head of the
now restricted bay, and the t,ype of curve is probably parabolic.
The converging currents of sucil a bay gi1e rise to an uudertow
wilich is of exceptional Yclocity, so that it transports with it IJot onl;r.
the fiue;.;t detritus bnt also coarser matter, such as elsewhere is nsuall;y
retained in the zone of wave actiou. In effect there is a rcsortiug of
the material. The shore drift wilich has traYeled along the sides of
the !Jay toward its head, is divided into two portions, the .finer of which
passes out with the reinforce1l undertow, while the coarser alone is
built iuto tile terrace.
TilE V·TERRACE AND V·BAR.

It reruaius to describe a type of terrace for which no satisfactory
explanation has been reached. TLe silm·es of the ancient Quateruary
lakes afford numerous examples, but those of recent lakes are nearly
de\'oid of them, and tLe writer bas never had opportunity to examine
one iu proce>'S of formation. They are triangular in grouud plan, and
wouhl claim the title of delta were it not preoccupied, for they simulate
the Greek letter more strikingly than do the rinr·mouth structures.
They arc built against coasts of even outline, usually, but not always,
upon slight salients, and thPy occur most frequently in the long, narrow
arms of old lakes.
One side of the triangle rests againf;t the land and the opposite angle
points toward the open water. The free sides meet the laud with short
curves of adjustment, aud appear otherwise to be normally straight,
although they exhibit coll\·ex, concave, all(l sigmoid flexures. Tlw
growth is by additions to one or both of the free sides; aUtl the nucleus
appears always to have been a miniature triangular terrace, closely resembling tile .final. structure in silapc. In the Bonneville examples the
lakeward slope of the terrace is usually very steep down to the line
where it joins the pre-existeiit slope of the bottom.
Tlu re seems no reason to doubt that these emlmukments, like the
others, were built !Jy currents and waves, and (,uch being the case the
formu,tiYe currents must haye diverged from the shore at one or llotlt
the landward aiJgles of tile terrace, but tLe condition dcterminiug this
dh·ergence does not appear.
In some cases the two margin·s appear to Lave been determined by
currents approaching the terrace (doubtless at diffl'rent times) from opposite directions; and tlwu the terrace margius are concave outward,
aml their confluence is prolong-ell in a more or less irregular point. .Ju
most cases, howe\·er, tlw shore 1lrift appears to have been carried by one
current from t!1e mainland along one margin of the terrace to t!Je apex,
and by another current along the remaining side of the terrace back to
the main-laud. The contours are then either straight or convex.
In Lake Bonneville it happened that after tile best tle.fined of these
terraces h~d attaiped nea.rlytheir final wi1lth the lake increased in size, so
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that they were immersed beneath afewfeetof water. · While the lake stood
at the higher level, additions were made to the terraces by the lmilding
of linear embankments at their outer margins; These were carried to tlte
water surface, and a triangulc1r lagoon was imprisoned at each locality.
The sites of these lagoons are now repre!lented by flat triangular basins,
each wallcfhn by a bar bent in tlte form of a V. 'rllese bars were at
first observell without a clear conception of the terrace on which tlwy
were founded, and the name V-bar was applied. The V-bar, while a
conspicuous feature of the Bonneville shores, is not believed to be a normal feature of lakes maintaining a constant level.
DRIFTING Sd.ND: DUNES

The dune is not an essential shore feature, but it is an accessory of
frequent occurrence.
Dunes are formed wherever the wind drifts sand across the land.
The conditions essential to their production are wind, a supply of sand,
and sterility or the absence of a protectiye vegetable growth. Iu arid regions sterility is afforded by the climatic couditions, and the saud furnished by river bars .laid bare at low water, and by the disintegration
of sand rocks, is taken up by the wind and built into dunes; but where
rain is abundant, accumulations of such sort are protected by Yegetation, and, the only sources of supply are shores either modern or
ancient.
Shore·drift nearly always nontains some sa.ml and is frequently composed exclusively thereof. Tile undertow carries off the clay whiclt
might otherwise bold the saud particles together and prevent their removal by the wind; and pebbles aud bowlders, which, by their superior
weight oppose wind action, are less al:ile to withstanu the attrition of
littoral transportation, and disappear by disintegration from any train
of sltore drift which travels a considerable distance. Embankments are
therefore apt to be composed largely of sand; and the crests of ewbankments, being exposed to the air <luring the intervals hetwee·u great
storms, ;yielll dry sand to the gentler winds.
Tbe sand drifted from the crests of free embankments, such as barriers, spits, and bars, quickly reaches the water on one side or the other.
vVhat is blown to the lakewanl side falls within the zone of wave action,
ailll is again worked over as shore drift. ·what is blown to the landwan! si!le extends the area of the embankwent 1 correspondingly encroaching on the lagoon or bay.
Sand blown from the crests of embankments resting against the land~
such as beaches and terraces, will spread over the lan!l if the prevailing
wind is flworable. In cases where the preYailing wind is toward the
lake the general movement of saud is, of course, in that uirection, and
it is merely returned to the zone of the waves and reauued to the shore
drift; but where the prevailing winds are toward the land, dunes are
formed and slowly rolledforward by the wind. The supply of dry sand
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afforded by beaches is comparatively small, and dunes of magnitude
are not often formed from it. The great sand magazines are wave-built
terraces, and it is from these· that the trains of sand so formidable to
agriculture ha,'e originated.
The sands accumulated on the shores of lakes and oceans now extinct
are sometimes so clean that vegetation acquires no foothold, and the
wind still holds dominion. The ''oak openings" of Western States are
usually of this nature; aud in the Great Basin there are numerous trains
of dunes conveying merely the sand accumulated on tl1e shores of the
Quateruary lakes.
One product of littoral deposition-the delta-remains undescril.Jed;
but tbis is so distinct from the embankment, not only in form but in
process of construction, tbat its consideration w.ill be deferred until tbe
interrelations of tbc three processes already described have been discussed.
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Upon every coast there are certain tracts undergoing erosion, certain
others receive the products of erosion, and the iutenTals are occupied by
the structures peculiar to transportation. Let us now inquire what are
the conditions determining these three phases of shore shaping.
It will be convenient to consider first the-conditions of transportation.
In order that a part.icular portion of shore shall be the scene of littoral
transportation, it is essential, first, that there be a supply of shore drift;
second, that there be shore action by waves and currents; aud in order tlmt the local process be transportation simply, aml invol vc neither
erosion nor deposition, a certain equilibrium mnst exist between the
quantity of the shore drift on the one hand and the power of the waves
and currents on the other. On .the whole this equilibrium is a delicate
one, but within certain narrow limits it is stable. That is to say, there
are certain slight variation;; of the individual conditions of equilibrium
which disturb the equilibrium only in a manner tending to its immediate
readjustment. For example, if the shore drift receives locally a small
increment from stream drift, this increment, by adding to the shore
contour, encroaches on the margin of the littoral current and produces
a local acceleration, which acceleration leads to the removal of the
obstruction.· Similarly, if from some temporary cause there is a local
defect of shore drift the resulting indentation of the shore contour
slackens the littoral current and caus.es deposition, whereby the equilibrium is restored. Or if the force of the waves is at some point broken
by a temporary obstruction outside the line of breakers, as for example
by a wreck, the local diminution of wave agitation produces an accumulation of shore drift whereby the littoral current is narrowed. and thus
accelerated until an adjustment is reached.
Outside the limits thus indicated everything which disturbs the adjustment between quantity of shore-drift and capacity of shore agents
leads either to progressive local erosion or else to progressive local
deposition. The st.retches of coast which either lose ground or gain are
decidedly in excess of those which merely hold their own.
An excessive supply of shore drift over and above what the associated current and waves are competent to transport leads to deposition ..
This occurs where a stream of some magnitude adds its quota of debris.
A moderate excess of this nature is disposed of by the formation of a
wave-built terrace on the lee side of the mouth of the stream, that is~
on 'the. side toward which flows the littoral current accompanying the
101
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greatest waves. A great excess leads to the formation of a delta, in
which the stream itself is the constructing agent and the influence of
waves is subordinate.
On the other hand, there is a constant loss of shore drift by attrition,
the particles in transit being gradually reduced in size until the}· are
removed from the littoral zone by the undertow. As a result of the
defect thus occasioned, a part of the energy of the waves is expemled
on the subjacent terrane, and the work of transportation is locally accompanied by a sufficient amount of erosion to replenish tile wasting
shore drift. For the maintenance of a continuous beach in a permanent
position, it appears to be necessary that small streams shall contribute
enough debris to compensate for the waste by attrition.
Theoretically, transportation must be exchanged for erosion wherever
there is a local increase in the magnitude of waves, and for deposition
where there is a local decrease of waves; but practically the proportions of waves are so closely associated with the velocities of the accompau:ving currents that their effects have not been distinguished.
The factor which most frequently, by its variation, (listurbs the
equilibrium of shore action is the littoral current. It has already been
pointed out that wherever it leaves the shore, shore drift is deposited;
and it is equally true that wherever it comes into existence by the impiuging of an open water current on the shore, silore drift is taken np
aml the terrane is eroded. It bas been shown also that the retardation of the littoral current produces deposition, and it is equally true
that its acceleration causes erosion. Every variation, tberl'fore, in the
direction or velocity of the current at the shore bas a definite effect in
the determination· of the local shore process.
n.e-ent,rant angles of the coast are alwass, aml re-entrant curves are
usually, places of deposition. The reason for this is twofold: first,
currents which follow the shore move with diminished velocity in passing re-entrants; second, currents directed toward the shore escape
from re·entrants only by undertow, and, as heretofore explained, build
terraces at the heads of the embayments.
·
Salient angies are usually erodeil, and salient curves nearly always,
the reasons· being, first, that a current following the shore is relatively
swift opposite a salient, and, second, that a current directed towa,nl the
shore is apt to be divided by a salient, its halves being converted into
littoral currents transporting shore drift in opposite directions £tway
from the salient.
Some salient angles, on the contrary, grow by deposition. This occurs wilere the most important current approaches by following the
shore and is thrown off to deep water by a salient. The most. notable
instances are found on the sides of narrow lakes or arms of lakes, in
which ease currents approaching from the direction of the length are
accompanied l.Jy greater waves than those blown from the direction of
the opposite shore, and therefore dominate 1n tile determination of the
local action.
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It thus appears that there is a general tendency to the erosion of salients and the filling of crnbayrnents, or to the simplification of coast outlines. This tendency is illustrated not only by the shorrs of all lakes;
but by the coasts of all oceans. In the latter case it is 8lightly diminished by the action of tides, which occasion currents tending to keep
open the mouths of estuaries, but it is nevertheless the prevailing tendency. The idea which sometimes appears in popular writings that. ernbaymcllts of the coast are eaten ont by the ocean is a survival of the
autiqnated theory that the sculpture of the laud is a result of "marine
denudation." It is now understood that the di,·ersities of land topography arc wrought by stream erosion.
Plate XIV is copied from the work of the U.S. Lake Sun·ey and represents about 20 miles of the cast coast of Lake Michigan. It is evident from an inspection of the topography that the coast line was more
sinuous when the waves first began to beat upon it at theit· present
lm·el. For example, the hill designated Sleeping Bear must Jun-e extended farther lakcward so "as to constitute a cape. It has been so far
eroded that the coast line now sweeps past it iu a simple curve. Similarly, the Empire Blnffs haye arisen from the excavation of a hill which
once extended farther lakeward. AIHl, in general, every cliff upon the
coast marks the remoYal or partial remoyal of what was once a promontory. Between the Sleeping Bear and the Empire Bluffs there is evidence of the correlative result. The two lakelet~ delineated close to the
shore are lagoon :3 partitioned from the lake uy uars joining the bill,.,
and tl.Jc smooth contour of the coast about the bay where Glen Arbor
stand;; suggests that this, too, is a point of accumulation for shore drift
and that a waye built terrace is forming. The more· southerly lagoon
and its· bar arc also pictured in plate YIII, which likewise illustrates
the smooth sweeping curve of the shore.

TV.-STREAl\I WORK; THE DELTA.

The detritus brought to lakes by small streams is o\erwhelmed by
shore 1lrift aml merges with it. The tribute of large streams, on the
contrary, m·crwhclms the shore drift and accumulates in deltas. Jn the
furmation of a normal delta the stream is the active agent, the lake is
the passi,·e recipient, and waves play uo essential part.
The process of 1lelta formation depends almost wholly ou the follow·
ing law: The capacity anll competence of a strearn for the transportation
of detritus are ·increased and diminished by the increase anll diminution of
the velocity. The capacity of a stream is meas'ured by the total load of de.
bris of a given fineness which it can carry. lts competence is measured
by the maximum size of'"the particles it can moYe. A swift current is
able to transport both more matter and coarser matter than a slow cur·
rent. The competence depends on the Yelocity of the water at the bottom of the channel, for the largest particles the stream can rnoYe are
merely rolled aloug the bottom. Finer particles are lifted from the bottom by threads of current temling more or less upward and before they
sink again are carried forward by the general flow. Their suspension
is initiated hy the bottom current, but the length and speed of their excursion depend on the general Yelocity of the current. Capadty is
therefore a function of the wlocity of the more superficial threads of
current as well as of those which follow the bottom.
Suppose that a river freighted with the waste of the land is newly
made tributary to a lake. 1ts water flows to the shore, and shoots out
thence over the relatively still lake water until its momentum has been
communicated by friction to so large a body of water as to practically
dissipate its yelocity. l~rom the shore outward the velocity at the hottom is the Yelocity of the lake water and not that of the riYer water, and
is inconsiderable. The •mtire load consequently sinks to a final restingplace and becomes a deposit. The coarse particles go down in immediate contiguity to the shore. The finest are carried far out. before
they escape from the superficial stratum of river water.
The sinking of the coarse material at the shore has the effect of
building out a platform at the level of the bottom of the river channel.
Postulate the construction of this platform for some distanec from
the shore without any modification of the longitudinal profile of the
river, the ri-ver surface descending to the shore and then becoming horizontal. Evidentl~-, the horizontal portion has no energy of descent to104
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propel it, and yet is opposed by friction; its 'elocity is, therefore, retarded, its capacity and competence are consequently diminished, and
it drops some of i-ts load. The fall of detritus· builds up the bottom at tlle point where it. takes place, and causes a ehecking of the
current immediately aboYe (up stream). This in turn causes a deposit;
·and a reciprocation of retardation and deposition continues until the
profile of th·e stre~w1 bas acquired a continuous grade from its moutll
at tlle extremity of the new platform backward to some steeper part of
its cllannel-a continuous grade sufficient to gi\~e it a Yeloeity adequate
to its load. Tile postulate is, of course, ideal. The river does not in
fact build a len~l bed and afterward changf\ it to a slope, but carries
forward tlle whole work at once, maintaining continuously an adjustment between its grade m~d. its work. Moreover, since the lleposition
begins at some distance from the mouth, the lessening load d.oes not
require a uniform grade and does not produce it. The grade diminishes
gradually lakeward to the foot of the deposit slope, so that the longitutlinal}lrofile is slightly concave upward. At the head of the deposit
slope there is often an abrupt change of grade. At its foot, where the
maximum deposit is mad.e, there is an abrupt change of a double character; the incline. of the river surface is exehaugeu for the horizontal
plane of the lake surface; the incline of the river bottom is exchanged
for the steeper incline of the d.elta front.
The river current is swifter in the middle thau at tlle sides, and on a
deposit Rlope, where velocity is nicely aLljusted to load, the slight retardation at the sides leads to deposition of suspended. matter. A bank is
thus produced at either hand, so that the water flows down an elevated
sluice of its own construction. The sides arc built up par·i pass1t with
the bottom, but inasmuch as they can be increased only by overflow,
they never quite reach the flood le,·el of the water surface. A river
thus contained, and a river channel thus constructed, cont>titute an unstable combination. So long as the hank approximates closely to the
leYel of the surface at flood stage the current across the bank is slower
than the current of the stream, and deposits silt instead of excavating.
But whene'.'"er an accidental cause so far lowers the bank at some point
that the current across it during flood. is swifter thau that of the main
stream, there begins an erosion of the bank which increases rapidly as
the volume of escaping water is augmented. A side channel is thus
produced which eventually bceomes deeper than the main or original
, channel and draws in tlw greater-part·or·perhapsall of the water. Tile
ability of the new channel to draiu the old one depends on t.wo things:
first, the outer slope of the bank, from the circumstances of its construction, is steeper than the descent of the bottom of the channel;
second, the first-made channel, although originally following the shortest route to the lake, Las so far increased its lengtll by tile extension
of its mouth that the water escaping over its bank may find. a shorter
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route. ·The river channel is thus shifted, aucl its mouth is transferred
to a new r>oint on the lake shore.
Repetition of this process transfers the work of alluvial drposition
from place to place, and causes the rh~er to build a sloping plain instead
of a simple dike. The lower eclge of the plain is everywhere eqnidis~
taut from the bead of the deposit slope, and has therefore the form of
a circular arc. The inclination is in all directious the sanlf', varyiug
only with the diminishing grade of the deposit slope, and the form of
the plain is thus approximately conic. It is, in fact, identical with the
proclnct of land-shaping known as the alluvial cone or alluvial fan.
The symmetry of the ideal form is never attained in fact, because the
process of shifting implies inequality of surface, but the approximation
is close in all cases where the grade of the deposit slope is high, or
where tlte area of the delta is large as compared with the size of the
channel.
At the lake shore the manner of deposition is differeut. The hen,vier
and coarser part of the ri\~er's detrital load, that which it pushes and
rolls aloug the bottom instead of carrying by suspension, is emptied
into the lake nnd slides down the face of tho delta with no impulse
but tlmt gi,·en by its own weight.· The slope of the delta face is the
angle of repose of this coarse material, subject to such modifieation as
may result from agitation by waves. The finer part of the detritus,
that which is transported by suspension, is carrie1l beyond the deltaface, and sinks more or less slowly to tlte bottom. Its distribution depends ou its relative fineness, the extremely fine material being widely
diffused, and the coarser falling near the foot of the delta face. The
depth of .the deposit forme.d from suspended material is greatest near
the delta anu diminishes gradually outward, so tbat tbe slope of the
delta face merges by a cun·e with the Rlope of the bottom beyond .
. As the delta is built lakeward, the steeply incliued layers of the
delta face al'c superimposed over the more level strata of the lake
bottom and in turn come to support the gently inclined layers of the
delta plain, so that auy vertical section of a normal delta exhibits at
the top a zone of coarse material, bedded with a gentle lakeward incli~
nation, then a zoue of similar coarse material, the laminatious of which
incline at a high anglej and at bottom a zone of fine material, the lami~
natious of wbich are gently inclined anu unite by curves with those of
the middle zone.
The characters of the fossil delta, or the delta as it exists after the
desiccation of the lake concerned in its formation, are as follows: 'l'he
upper surface is a terrace with the form of an alluvial fan. The lower
slope or face is steep, ranging from 100 to 25o; it joins tbe upper slope
by an angle and the plain below by a gentle curve. The line separat~
ing tbe upper snrfac~ from the outer slope or face is horizontal and,
iu common with all other horizontal contours of the structure, is ap~
proximately a circular arc. The upper or landward limit of the upper
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surface is a line horizontally uneven, depending on the contours of
the antecedent topography. Tbe lower limit of the face is a verti-

l<'JG. 4.-Ideal section of a Delta .

cally uneven line depending on the antecedent topography as modified
by lake sediments. The material is detrital and well rouncted; it exhibits well-marked lines of deposition, rarely taking the character of
bedding. The structure as se~n in section is tripartite. In the upper
division the lines of depoRition are parallel to the upper surface of the
delta; in the middle division they are parallel to. the steep outer face,
and in the lower division they are gently inclined. The separation of
the middle division from the lower is obscure. Its separation from the
upper is definite arid constitutes a horizontal plane. The fossil delta
is invariably divided into two parts by a channel running from its apex
to some part of its periphery and occupied by a stream, the agent of
its construction becoming, under changed conditions of base level, the
agent of demolition.

Flo. 5.-Vertical section in a Delta, showing the typical Succession of Strata.

•
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The fan-like outline of the normal delta is modified wlwrever wave
action bas an importance comparable with that of stream action.
Among the great Yariety of forms-resulting from the combination of the
two agencies there is one which repeats itself with sufficient frequency
to deserYe special mention. It occurs where the force of the waves is
consiucrable and. the amount of shore drift brought by them to· the
delta is inconsiderable. In such case the sboro current from either
direction is deflected by the mass of the delta, and wa>e action adjusts
the contour of the t1e1ta to conformity with the deflected sbore current.
If tuc wave influences from opposite directions are equal, the delta
takes the form of a symmetric triangle similar to that of the V-termce.
Nnmeroi1s illustrations are to be seen on the Rhorcs of Seneca Lake,
where the conditions are peculiarly fayorable. The lake is long and
narrow, so that all the efficient wave action is associated with strong
sbore cunents, and these alternate in direction. The rock of the sides
is a soft sllale, so easily triturated by the wa ,·es that tlle entire product
of its erosion escapes with the undertow, and no shore drift remains.
The sides arc straig-ht, and each tributary stream builds ont a little
promontory at its mouth to which the waves give form. Some of these
triangular deltas embody perfectly the Greek letter, but they turn the
apex toward the water instead of toward the land.

V.-ICE-WORK; THE SHORE WALL.

This feature uoes not belong to lakes in general, but is of local anu
exceptional occurrence. It was first explaine<l by Dr. C. A. White.U
The ice on the surface of a lake expands while forming so as to crowd
its edge against the shore. A further lowering of temperature produces contraction, and this ordinarily results in the opening of vertical fissures. These admit tlle water from below, and by thefreezing
of that water are filled, so that wben expansion follows a subsequent
rise of temperatnre the ice cannot assume its original position. It
consequently increases its total area and exerts a second thrust upon
the sll01·e. Where tlle 8hore is al)rupt the ice itself ;yields, eitller by
crushing at the margin or by the formation of anticlinals elsewhere;
but if the shore is generally shelying, the margin of the ice is forced
up the acclivity and carries with it any l>owlders or other loose material
about which it may have frozen~ A second lowering of temperature
does not withdraw the protruded ice margin l>ut initiates other cracks
and leads to a repetition of the shoreward thrust. The process is repeated ftom time to time during the winter, but ceases with the melting of the ice in the spring. The ice forme<l the ensuing winter extenus
()uly to the water margin, and by the wintet·'s oscillations of temperature can be thrust larHl ward only to a certain distance, determined by
the size of the lake and the local climate. There is thus for each
locality a definite limit, beyond which the projection of l>owlder~ cannot
be carried, so that all are deposited along a common line, where they
constitute a ridge or wall. (See Fig. 7, Plate IV.)
The base of a shore wall stan<ls somewhat al>oYe awl beyond the ordinary margin of the water. It is parallel to the water margin, following its inflections. Its size is probably determined in fact by the supply
of material, but there must also be a limit dependent on the strength
of the ice formed in the given locality. lt8 material is usually coarse,
containing bowlders snch as the waves generated on the same lake
would be unable to mo,'e. These may l>e either smooth or angular,
heavy or light, the process of accumulation involving no tliscrimination.
Shore walls are not found ou the margins of large lakes, for whatever
record the ice of winter may make 1s obliterated by the storm waves of
summer. Neither do they occur on the shores of very deep lakes, for
such do not admit a heavy coating of ice; aml for the same reason they
are not found in warm climates. So far as the writer is aware they
have never been found in the fo:ssil condition, except that in a single
instance a series of them serves to l'ecord very recent changes of level.
11
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VI.~SUBJ\IERGENCE AND El\IERGENCE.

In tLe preceding discussiou tile general relation of tho water surface
to tLe land l1as been assnmed to be constant. In point of fact it is subject to almost continuous change and its mutations modify tlle products of littoral sllaping.
Lakes with outlet lower their water surfaces by corrading the channel of outflow. Lakes without outlet continually oRcillate up and
down with clwnges of climate; and finally, all large lakes, as well as
the oceau, arc afl:ected by differential movements of the land. The .
series of disvlncements which in the geologic past has so many times
revolntionizetl the distribution of lam! and water, has not ceased; and
eartll mo\·ements arc so nearly universal at the present time that there
are few coasts which betray no symptoms of recent elm-ation or subsidence. In this place it is unnecessary to consider whether the relation of water surface to land is affected by mutations of the one or of
the other; and the terms emergence and suumergence will be used
with the understanding that they apply to c!Janges in the relation
without reference to causes of change.
The general effect of submergence or emergence is to change the
horizon at which shore processes are carried on; and if a considerable
change of level is affected abruptly the nature .of the processes and the
character of their products are not materi<tlly modified. The submerged shore line retains its configuration until it is graduall,y buried
by sediments. An emerged shore liue is subjected to slow destruction
by atmospheric agencies. Only the delta is rapidly attacked, aud that
is merely divided into two parts IJy the stream which formed it. In
the casft of submergence the uew shore constructed at a higller horizon
is essentially similar to the ouc submerge.<!. In the case of emergence
the uew shore constructed at a lower horizon rests upon the SUJooth
contoul's wrought by lacustrine sedimentation, and, fiuding iu the
configuration little that is incongruous with its shore cuneuts, carves
few cliffs and unilds few em banktnents. The barrier is usually one
of
characteristic elements.
A slow and gradual submcrgeuce rnotlifies the products of littoral
action. The erosion of sea-clifl:'s is exceptionally rapid, because the
grathnll.v deepening water npon the wave-cut terraces relieves tue waves
fro!ll the task of carving the terraces aud enables them to spend their
full force against the clifl's. Tlle clifl:'s arc thus beaten back before the
advancing tide and theil; precipitous character is maintained with constant change of positiou.

its
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A ~-Ilythm is iutroduced in the construction of embankments. For
ead.t lcYel of tile water surfa~c there is a set of nositions appropriate
to the imtiation of embankments, and witil an advancing tide these po_Sitious are successively nearer and nearer the land; but with the gradual advance of water the position of embankments is not correspond-.
ingly shifted. The embankment constructed at a low stage controls
the local direction of the shore current, eYeu when its crest is somewhat
. submerged, and by this control it determines the shore drift to follow
its original course. It is only when tile submergence is sufficiently
rapid to produce a considerable depth of water over the crest of the
embankment that a new emuankment is initiated behind it. The 111>,w
embankment in turn controls the shore current, and by a repetition of
the process a series of embankments is produced whose c~ests differ in
height by considerable intervals .
.A blow and gradual emergence causes the waves, in the loci of excavation, to expend their energies upon tile terraces rather than the cliffs.
No great cliffs are produced, but a wave-cut terrace is carried down ward
with the receding tide.
'rhere is now no rilythm in the construction of embankments. At each
successi\e lower level the shore drift takes a course a. little farther lakeward; and is built iuto a lower embankment resting against the outer
face of the one just formed. If, however, the cmergenet~ has been. preceded by a submergence, so that a rhythmic system of embankments lies
beneath the water, then, as each one is approached, it dominates the
shore current and abruptly appropriates the shore drift.
'rhe delta is very sensitive to emergence. As soon as the lake water
falls from its edge, the formative stream, having uow a lower point of
discharge~ ceases to throw down detritus and begins the corrasion of its
channel. It ceases at tile same time to shift its course oYer the surface
of the original delta, but retains whatever position it happened to hold
when the emergence was initiated. Coincidently it begins tile construction of a new or secondary delta, the apex of which is at the outer mar
gin of the original structure. 'Vith continued emergence a series of new
deltas are initiatecl at points successively farther lakeward, and there
is produced a continuous descending rillge divided by the channel of the
stream.
So wide-spread are the evidences of recent emergence and submergence
that normal shore features on a large scale arc not easily selected for
illustration. Few of the great slow-building deltas of the world assume
the typical form; and submerged embankments are of such common
occurrence beneath the waters of the Great Lakes that they have given
rise to a widely prentlent theory that snell structures are initiated iJeneath the water and either.completell there or else gradually and tardily
built to the surface.

VII.-'l'HE DISCRHIINATION OF SHORE FEATURES.

A shore is the common margin of dry land and a body of water. The
elements of its peculiar topograpby are little liable to confusion so long
as they are actually associated witll land on one side and water on tile
other; but after the water has been withdrawn by desiccation their
recognition is less easy. They consist merely of certain cliffs, terraces,
and ridges; ami cliffs, terraces, alJ(l ridges abound in the topography of
all land surfaces. In the following pages the topographic features
characteristic of ancient ·shores will be compared and contrasted with
other topographic elem€llts likely to create confusion.
Such a discrimination as this has not uefore been attempted, although
the principal distinctions upon which it is based haye been the common
p:operty of geologists for many years. The contrast of stream tereaces
with shore terraces was clearly set forth by Dana in the American
Journal of Science, in lS49, and has been restated by Geikie in his Text
Book of Geology. It was less clearly enunciated by the elder· Hitchcock in his Illustrations of Surface Geology.

CLIFFS

A cliff' is a topographic facet in itself steep, and at the same time surrounded by facets of less inclination. The only variety belonging to
the phenomena of shores is that to which the name " sea. cliff" has been
applied. It will be compared with the cliff' of differential degradation,
the stream cliff; the coulee edge, the fault scarp, and the land-slip cliff.
THE CLIFF OF DH'FERENTIAL DEGRADATION.

It is a familiar fact that certain rocks, mainly soft, yield more rapidly
to the agents of erosion than certain other rocks; ·mainly hard. It results from this, that in the progressi\'e degradation of a country by subaerial erosion the minor reliefs are generally occupied by hard rocks
while the minor depressions mark the positions of soft rocks. Wlwre a
hard rock overlies one much softer, the erosion of the latter proceeds so
rapidly that the former is sapped, and being deprived of its support falls
away in blocks, and is thus wrought at its margin into a cliil'. In regions undergoing rapid degradation such cliff's are exceedingly abundant.
It is the in\'ariable mark of a cliff' of differential degradation that the
rock of the lower part of its face is so constituted as to yield more rapidly to erosion than the rock of the upper part of its face. It is strictly
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dependent on the constitution and structure of the terrane. It may have
any form, bt~t since the majorit,y of rocks are stratified in broad, even
sheets, and Rince the most abrupt alternations of texture occur in connection with such stratification, a majority of cliffs of dift'ereutial degradation exhibit a certain uniformity and parallelism of parts. The crest
of such a cliff is a line parallel to the base, and other associated cliffs
run in lines approximately parallel. The most conspicuous of the cliffs
of stratified rocks occur where the strata are approximately horizontal;
and these more often than any others have been mistaken for sea-cliffs.
Plate XVIII gives a view of the upper portion of the south wall of the
Grand Canon of the Coiorado, as seen from the foot of Toroweap Valley. The uppe-r members of the rock series at that point are, first, a
compact limestone, and second, a friable argillaceous sandstone. The
latter by its rapid decay saps or undermines the former, causing it to
fall away in large blocks and thus producing a vertical escarpment or
cliff. Beneath the friable sandstone is a firmer sandrock constituting
the floor of the terrace below the clift', and this in turn rests on a series
of massive limestones. Between the beds of limestone are softer layers, the presence of which is reYealed in the profile by sloping benches
interrupting the face of the lower cliff.
THE STREHl CLIFF.

The most powerful agent of land erosiou is the running stream,
and, in regions undergoing rapid degradation, corrasion by streams so
far exceeds the general waste of the surface that t4eir channels are cut
down vertically, forming clifts on either hand. These cliffs are afterward
maintained by lateral corrasion, which opens out the valley of the
stream after the establishment of a base level has checked the vertical
corrasion. Such cliff~ are in a measure independent of the nature of
the rock, and are closely associated with the streams. They stand as
a rule in pairs facing each other and separated only by the stream and
its Hood plain. The base of each is a line inclined in the direction of
the stream channel and in the same degree. The crest is not parallel
thereto, but is an uneven line conforming to no simple law.
TilE COULEE EDGE.

The viscosity of a lava stre;~m is so great, and this viscosity is so aug.
mented as its motion is checked Ly gradual cooling, that its margin
after congelation is usually marked by a cliff of some height. The
distingni~:>hing characters of such a cliff are that the rock is volcanic,
with the superficial features of a subaerial flow. It bas probably never
been mistaken for sea cliff, and receives mention here only for. the
sake of giviug generality to the classification of eliffs.

a

THE l<'AULT SCARP.

The faulting of rocks consists in the relative displacement of two
masses separated by a fissure. The plane of the fissure is usually apGEOL 84--8
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proximately vertical, and by virtue of the displacement one mass is
made to project somewhat above the other. The portion of the fissure
wall thus brought to view constitutes a variety of cliff or escarpment, and
has been called a fault scarp. In the Great Basin such scarps are associated with a great number of mountain ranges, appearing generally
at their bases, just where the solid rock of the mountain mass is adjoined by the detrital foot-slope. They occasionally encroach upon the
latter, and it is in such case that they are most conspicuous as well as
mo~t likely to be mistaken for sea cliffs. Although iu following the
mountain bases they do not vary greatly in altitude, they yet never
describe exact contours, but ascend and descend the slopes of the
foot-hills. The crest of such a cliff is usually closely parallel to the
base for long distances, but this parallelism is not absolute. The
two lines gradually converge at either end of the displacement. In exceptional instances they converge rapidly, giving the cliff a somewhat

FIG. 6.-Fault Scarps andShoro Lines at the base of the Wasatch.

abrupt termination, and in such case a new cliff appears en echelon, continuing the displacement with a slight offset.
One of these fault-scarps with a course unusually curved is shown in
figure 6, which is a view of the western face of the Wasatch Mountains near the town of Farmington, Utah. The same view exhibits higher
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on the slope two wave-cut terraces belonging to the shores of Lake Bonneville at different epochs. The lake terraces are older than tbe fault
scarp.
THE LAND-SLIP CLIFF.

The land slip differs from the fault chiefly in the f'act that it is a purely
superficial phenomenon, having its whole history upon a visible external slope. It occurs usually in unconsolidated material, masses of
which break loose and move downward short distances. The cliffs produced by their separation from the general or parent mass, are never
of great horizontal extent, and have no comm<-in element of form except.
that they are concave outward. They frequently occur in groups, and
are apt to contain at their bases little basins due to the backward canting which forms part of the motion of the f:liding mass.
COMPARISON.

The sea-cliff differs from all others, first, in that its base is horizontal,
and, second, in that there is associated with it at one end or other a
beach, a barrier, or an embankment. A. third valuable diagnostic feature is its uniform association with the terrace at its base; but in this·
respect it is not unique, for the cliff of differential degradation often
springs from a terrace. Often, too, the latter "is nearly horizontal at
base, and in such case the readiest comparative test is found in the ·
fact that the sea-cliff is independent of the texture and structure of tbe
rocks from which it is carved, while the other is closely dependent
thereon .
. The sea-cliff is distinguished from the stream-cliff by the fact that it
faces an open valley broad enough and <leep enough to permit the generation of efficient waves if occupied by a lake. It is distinguished·
from the coulee edge by its independence of rock structure and by Us
associated terrace. It differs from the fault scarp in all those peculiarities which result from the attitude of its antecedent; the water surface
concerned in the formation of the sea-cliff is a horizontal plane; tlle
fissure concerned in the formation of the· fault scarp is a less regular,
but essentially vertical plane. The former crosses the inequalities of
the pre-existent topography as a contour, the latter as a traverse line.
The land-slip cliff is distinguished by the marked concavity of its face·
in hori::'.:ontal contour. Tile sea-cliff is usually convex, or, if concave;
its contours are long and sweeping. · The former is distinguished also by
its discontinuity.
TERRACES.

A. terrace is a horizontal or nearly horizontal topographic facet interrupting a steeper slope. It is a limited plain, from one edge of which
the ground rises more or less steeply, while from the opposite edge it
descends more or less steeply. It is the "tread" of a topographic step.
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Among the features "peculiar to shores there are three terraces-the
wave-cut, the wave-built, the delta. These will be compared with the
terrace by differential degradation, the stream terrace, the fault terrace,
and the land-slip terrace.
THE TERRACEjBf DIFFERTIAL DEGRADATION.

The same general circumstances of rock texture which under erosion give rise to cliffs produce also t~rraces, but the terraces are of less
frequent occurrence. The only case in which they are at all abundant,
and the only case in which they need be discriminated from littoral terraces, is that in which a system of strata, heterogeneous in texture and
lying nearly horizontal, is truticated, either by a fault or by some erosive
action, and is afterwards subjected on the truncated section to slow atmospheric waste. The alternation of hard and soft strata gives rise
under such circumstances to a series of alternating cliffs and terraces,
the outcrop of each hard stratum appearing in a more or less vertical
cliff, and the outcrop of each soft stratum being represented by a gently
sloping terrace united to the cliff above by a curve, and, in typical ex·
amples, separated from the cliff below by an angle.
The length of such terraces in the direction of the strike is usua11,y
great as compared with their width from cliff to c1ifl: They are never
level in cross profile, but (1) rise with gradually increasing slope from
the- crest of one cliff to the base of the next, or (2) descend from the
cre8t _of one cliff to a medial depression, and thence rise with graduallyincreasing slope to the base of the next. The first case arises where the
terrace is narrow or the dip of the strata is toward the lower cliff1
the second case where the terrace is broad and the dip of the rocks is
towarcl the upper cliff. In the first case the drainage is outward to the
edge of the lowt>r cliff; in the secorid it is toward the medial depression,
whence it escapes by the narrow channels carved through the rock of
the lower cliff: The :first case is illustrated by the view in Plate XVIIT.
THE STREAM TERRACE.

The condition of rapid erosion in any region is uplift. In a tract
which bas recently been elevated, the rate of degradation is unequal,
the waste of the water channels being more rapid than that of the surface in general, so that they are deeply incised. Eventually: however,
the corrasion of the water channels so r1:1duces their declivities that the
velocities of current suffice merely for the transportation outward of the
detritus disengaged by the general waste of surface. In other words,
a base level is reached. Then the process of lateral corrasion, always
carried on to a certain extent, assumes prominence, and its results
are rendered conspicuous. Each stream wears it.s banks, swinging
from side to side in its valley, always cutting at one side and at the
other building a shallow deposit of alluvium, which constitutes its
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flood plain. The valley, having before consisted of the river channel
margined on either side by a cliff, now consists of a plain bounded at
the si1les by cliffs and traversed by the river channel.
If now the corrasion of the stream ted is accelerated by a new uplift
or other cause, a smaller valley i~ excavated within the first and at a
lower level. So much of the original flood plain as remains constitutes
a terrace flanking the sides of the new valley. Outwardly it is bounde1l
by the base of the old line of cliffs, which may by decay have lost their
vertical habit. Inwardly it is bounded by the crest of the.new line of
cliffs produced by lateral corrasion.
·
Acceleration of downward corrasiou is brought about in many ways.
As already mentioned, it may be produced by a riew uplift, and this
stimulus is perhaps the most potent of all. It is sometimes produced
by the downthrow of the tract to which the streams discharge, or what
is nearly the same thing, by the degradation of stream channels in that
tract. It is also brought about within a certain range of comlitions by
increase of rainfall; and finally it always ensues soone~ or later from
the defect of transported material. The general waste of the originally
uplifted tract undergoes, after a long period, a diminution in rapidity.
The streams have therefore less detritas to transport. Their channels
are less clogged, and thl:'y are enabled to lower them by corrasion.
Perhaps it woul1ll.Je better to say that after the immediate consequences
of uplift have so far passed away that an equilibrium of erosive action
is established, the degradation of the entire tract proceeds at a ~low
continuous rate, the slight variations of which are in a sense accidental.
Lateral corrasion under such circumstances coexists in all stream channels with downwanl corrasion, and is the more important process, bnt
the horizon of its action is continuously lowered by the downward corrm·don. The terraces which result represent only the stages of a continuous process.
Iu a great number of stream valleys, not one but many ancient flood
plains find record in terraces, so that the stream terrace is a familiar
topographic feature.
When a stream meandering in a flood plain encroaches on a wall of
the valley and corrades laterally, it carries its work of exmLVation down
to the level of the bottom of its channel; and afterward, when its course
is shifted to some other part of the valley, it leaves a deposit of alluvium,
the upper surface of wllich is barely submerged at the flood stage of the
stream. The depth of alluvium on the flood plain is therefore measured
by the extreme depth of the current at high water. It constitutes a
practically even shtet, resting on the undisturbed terrane beneath.
When the stream finally abandons it, and lJy carving a deeper channel,
converts it into a terrace, the terrace is necessarily bipartite. Abo,Te,
it consists of an even layer of alluvial material, fine at top and coarse
at bottom; below, it consists of the pre-existent formation, whatever
that may be. Where t.he lower portion is so constituted as to resist
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erosion, it loses after a long period its alluvial blanket, and then the
terrace consists simply of the floor of hard rock as pared away by the
meandering stream. The coarse basal portion of the alluvium is the
last to disappear; and if it contains hard bowlders some of these will
survive as long as the form of the terrace is recognizable.
THE FAULT TERRACE.

It sometimes occurs that two or more fault scarps wHh throw in the
same direction, run parallel to each other on the same slope, thus dividing the surface into zones or tracts at various heights. Each of these
tracts contained between two scarps is a terrace. It is. a dissevered
section of the once continuous general surface, divided by one fault
from that which lies above on the slope and by another from that which
lies below. It is the top of a diastrophic block, 12 and its inclination
-depends upon the attitude of that block. Usually the block is tilted
in a direction opposite at once to that of the throw of the limiting faults
and to that of the general slope of the country. This has the eftect
of giving to the terrace an inclination less steep than that of neighboring plains, or (exceptionally) of inclining it in the opposite direction.
In the direction of its length, which always coincides with the strike
of the faults, the terrace is not horizontal, bnt undulates in sympathy
with the general surface from which it has been cut.
THE LAND-SLIP TERRACE.

This is closely related in cross-profile to the fault terrace, but is less
regular and is of less longitudinal extent. Its length is frequently no
greater than its width. The surface on which motion takes place has
a cross-section outwardly concave, so that the sliding mass moves on
an arc, and its upper surface, constituting the terrace, has a less inclination than in its original position. Frequently this effect is carried
so far as to incline the terrace toward the cliff which overlooks it, and
occasionally the edge of the terrace is connected with the cliff in such
way as to form a small lake basin.
An even terrace of such origin is rarely observed. The surface is
usually hummocky, as in the illustration, and where the slides occur in
groups, as is their habit, the hillside is thrown into a billowy condition
suggestive of the surface of a terminal moraine.
The land,slip terrace bears so little resemblance to any shore terrace
that its detailed description would seem out of place in this connection,
were it not for the fvct that a false observation has actually been based
upon it.
12 A prism of the earth's crust bounded by faults has been called by the writer aud
others an ".orographic block," but the adjective "orographic" has been felt, hy the
writer at least, to be highly objectionable on account of the implication of itH ety.
mology. The word "diastrophic" and the corresponding noun "diastrophism," sng.
gested by Major J, W. Powell and first employed in a letter to Science, are free from
this objection and coumwnd th1•mselvcs to students of displacement.
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CO~IPARISOX.

The only feature by which shore terraces are distinguished from all
terraces of other origin, is the element of horizontality. The wave-cut
terrace is bounded by a horizontal line at its upper edge; the delta is
bounded l;ly a horizontal line about its lower edge; and the wave-built
terrace is a horizontal plain. But the applica.tion of this criterion is
rendered difficult by t.he fact that the terrace of diffprential degradation
is not infrequently margined by horizontal lines; while the inclination
of the base of the stream terrace, though a universal and essential character; i-; often so small in amount as to be difficult of recognition. The
fault terrace and land-slip terrace are normaliy so uneven that this
character sufficiently contrasts them with all shore features.
The wave-cut terrace agrees with an the non·shore terraces in that
it is overlooked by a clifl' rising from its upper margin, and differs from
them in that it merges at one end or both with a beach, barrier, or embankment. It is further distinguished from the terrace of differential
degradation by the fact that its configuration is independent of the structure of the rocks from which it is carved, while the latter is closely dependent thereon. In freshly formed examples, a further distinction
may be recognized in the mode of junction of terrace and cliff. As
viewed in profile, the wave-cut terrace joins the associated sea-cliff
by an angle, while in the profile wrought by differential degradation,
the terrace curves upward to meet the overlooking cliff.
The wave-cut terrace is distinguished from the stream terrace by the
fact that it appears only on the margin of an open basin broad enough
for the propagation of efficient waves, whereas the latter usually margins a narrow or restricted basin. In the case of broad terraces a fur·
ther distinction is found in the fact that the shore terrace descends
gently from its cliff to its outer margin, whereas the stream terrace is
normally level in cross-section. In fresh examples the alluvial capping
of the stream terrace affords additional means of discrimination.
There are certain cases in which the wave-formed and stream terraces
merge with each other and are difficult of separation. These occur in
the estuaries of ancient lakes, where the terraces referable to waveaction are confluent with those produced contemporaneously by the lateral corrasion of streams. The stream being then tributary to the lake,
could not carry its erosion to a lower level, and its zone of lateral corrasion was at its mouth continuous with the zone of wave erosion in
the lake.
The wave-built terrace may be distinguished from all others by the
character of its surface, which is corrugated with parallel, curved ribs.
It differs from all except the stream terrace in its material, which is
wave-rolled aml wave-sor.ted. It differs from the stream terrace in that
it stands on a slope facing an ope~ basin suitable for the generation of
waves.
''""'Th:e (l~lta~'differs from all e~eept th~ stream terrace in its material
and in its constant relation to a water-way. Its material is that known
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as stream drift. Its mass is always divided by a stream channel so as
to lie partly on each bank; its terminal contour is a circular arc centering on some point of the channel; and it is usually confluent in the
ascending direction with the normal stream terrace. Indeed, when considered with reference to the dividing ~.:hannel, it is a stream terrace;
and it is only with reference to the lakeward margin that it is a shore
terrace. It is distinguished from the normal stream terrace by its internal structure. Tile Ligh inclination of the lamination of its middle member-formed by the discharge of coarse detritus into standing wateris not shared by the stream terrace, while its horizontal alluvium does
not, as in the case of the stream terrace, rest on the pre-existent terrane.
Since the formation of the· delta is independent of wave-action, it may
and does take place in sheltered estuaries and in small basins. A small
lake interrupting the course of the stream may be completely filled by
the extension of the delta lmilt at its upper extrelility; and when this
bas occurred there is nothing in the superficial phenomena to distinguish the formation from the normal flood plain.
The terrace of differential degradation is further distinguished from·
all shore terraces by the fact that, without great variations in width, it
follows the turnings of the associated cliff, conforming to it in all it8
salients and re-entrants. Where the shore follows an irregular contour,
wave-cut terraces appear only on the salients, and in the re-entrants
only wave-built terraces and deltas.

RIDGES.

Ridges are linear topographic reliefs. They may be broadly classed
into those produced by the erosion or dislocation of the earth's surface
and those built upon it by superficial transfer of matter. In tl1e first
class, tile substance of the ridge is continuous with tilat of the adjacent
plain or valley; in the second, it is not; and this difference is so obvious that shore ridges, which fall within the second class, are not in the
least liable to be confused with ridges of the first class. They will tilerefore be compared in this place only with other imposed ridges. Of
silore phenomena, the barrier, the embankment, and tbe shore wall are
ridges. They will be contrasted with the moraine and the osar.
THE MORAINE.

The detritus deposited by glaciers at their lateral and terminal margins is usually built into ridges. The material of these is frag-mental,
heterogeneous, and unconsolidated. It includes large blocks, often
many tons in weight, and these are angular or subangnlar in form.
Sometimes their surfaces are striated. The crest of the moraine is not
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horizontal, but descends with the general descent of tbe land on which
it rests.
Moraines are found associated with mountain valless, and also upon
O}Wn plains. In the first case their crests are narrow, ami their contours are in general regular. The .lateral moraines follow the sides of
the valleys, often stauuing at a considerable height above their bottoms, and are united by the terminals, which cross from sitle to side
·with curvet! courses whose convexities are directed down-stream. The
moraines of plains have broad, billowy crests abounding in conical hills
and in small basins.
THE OS.ut OR KAME.

These names are applied to an indirect product of glacial action. It
is multifarious in form, being sometimes a hill, sometimes a ridge, and
often of more complicated form. It doubtless embraces types that need
to be separated; but it is here sufficient to consider only the linear form.
As a ritlge its trend is usually in the direction of glacial motion. Its
material is water-worn gravel, sand, and siJt,, with occasional lJowlders.
Its conto-urs are characteristically, but not uniformly, irregular. Its
crest is usually, but not uniformly, uneven. When even, it is parallel to
the base or to that upon which the base rests; or, in other words, the
ridge tends to equality of height rather than to horizontality.
COMPARISON.

The shore ridges are primarily distinguished from the glacial ridges
by the element of horizontality. The .barrier and the embankment are
level-topped, while the shore wall has a level base and is so low that
the inequality of its crest is inconsiderable. It is only in exceptional
cases and for short distances that moraines and osars exhibit lwrizontality. Shore ridges are further distinguished by their regularity. Barriers and embankments are especially characterized by their smoothness, while smooth osars are rare, and the only moraine with even contours is the lateral moraine associated with a·narrow valley.
Other means of discrimination are afforded by the component materials, and the moraine is thus clearly differentiated. The barrier and the
embankment consist usually of sand or fine gravel, from wuich both clay
and larger bowlders have been eliminated. Except in immediate proximity to the sea clilf whose erosion affords the detritus, the pebbles and·
bowlders are well rounded. The material of the shore wall has no special qualitil:'s, but is of local derivation, the ridge being formed simply
by the scraping together of superficial debris. The moraine cout.ains
heterogeneous material ranging from fine clay to very large, angular
blocks. The materials of the osar are normally less rounded than those
of normal shore ridges.
Certain osars of great length, even figure, and uniform height are dis·
tingui:::hed from barriers by the greater declivity of their flanks, .and by
the fact that they do not describe contours on the margins of basins.

•.

VIII.-THE RECOGNITION OF ANCIENT SHORES.

The facility and certainty with which the >estiges of ancient water
margins are recognized and traced depend on local conditions. The
small waves engendered in ponds and in sheltered estuaries are far less
efficient in the carving of cliffs and the construction of embankments
than are the great waves of larger water bodies; and the faint outlines
they produce are afterward more difficult to trace than those strongly
drawn.
The element of time, too, is an important factor, and this in a double
sense. A water surface long maintained scores its shore mark more
deeply than one of brief duration, and its history is by so much themore easily read. On the other band a system of shore topography,
from which the parent lake bas receded, is immediately exposed to the
obliterating influence of land erosion and gradually, though very slowly,
loses its character and definition. The strength of the record is directly
proportioned to the duration of the lake and inversely to itR antiquity.
It will be recalled that in the preceding description the character of
borizontality has been ascribed to every shore feature. The base of the
sea-cliff and the coincident margin of the wave-cut terrace are horizontal;
and so is the crest of each beach, barrier, embankment, and wave-built
terrace, and they not merely agree in the fact of horizontality, but fall
essentially into a common plane-a plane intimately related to the horizon of the maximum force of breakers during storms. The outer margin of the delta is likewise horizontal, but at a slightly lower level-the
level of the lake surface in repose. This difference is so small that for
the purpose of identification it doe~ not affect the practical coincidence
of all the horizontal lines of the shore in a single contour. In a region
where forests afford no obstruction, the observer bas merely to bring
his eye into the plane once occupied by the water surface, and all the
horizontal elements of shore topography are projected in a single line.
This line is exhibited to him not merely by the distinctions of light and
shade, but by distinctions of color due to the fact that the changes of
iudination and of soil at the line influence t,he distribution of many
kinds of vegetation. In this manner it is often possible to obtain from
the general view evidence of the existence of a faint shore tracing, which
could be satisfactorily determined in no other way. The ensemble of a
faintly scored shore mark is usually easier to recognize than any of its
details.
It is proper to add that this consistenthorizontality, which appeals so
forcibly and effectually to the eye, cannot usually be verified by instru122
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mental test. The surface of the "solid earth" is in a state of change,
whereby the vertical relations of all its parts are continually modified.
Wherever the surveyor's level has been applied to a fossil shore, it has
been found that the " horizon" of the latter departs notably from horizontality, being warped in company with the general 'surface on which
it rests. The level, therefore, is of little service in the tracing of ancient
water margins, while the water margins afford, through the aid of the
level, delicate measures of differential diastrophic movements. It might
appear that the value of horizontality as an aid to the recognition of
shores is consequently vitiated, but such is not the case. It is, indeed,
true that the accumulated warping and faulting of a long period of time
will so incline and diJ~joint a system of shore features that they can no
longer be traced; but it is also true that the processes of land erosion
will in the same time obliterate the shore features themselves. The
minute elements of orographic displacement are often paroxysmal, out
so far as observation informs us, the general progress of such changes
is slow and gradual, so that, during the period for which shore tracings
can withstand atmospheric and pluvial waste! their deformation is not
sufficient to :interfere materially with their recognition.
·
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REQUISITE AND QUALIFYING CONDITIONS OF ARTESIAN
WELLS. 1
BY T.

C. CHAMBERLIN.

INTRODUCTION.

The basal principles of artesian wells are simple. The school-boy
reckons himself their master. But the real problems they present are
complex. It is a combination of varying conditions, rather than the
application of simple principle!", that determines success or failure. A
clear statement of these conditions is as rare as a simple, but incomplete, exposition is familiar. This is perhaps not so much due to any
special intricacy of the problem, or to any grave obstacle to a clear
statement, as to the simple fact that it has been neglected.
It has not been the leading subject of any profession. Few drillers
make tbe causes and conditions of artesian flow a special study, or find
it within their province to master the geological elements of the question. Few geologists, among the multitude of more obtrusive resources
pressed upon their attention, find themselves able to pursue the subject
into its practical details. Few citizens have occasion more than once
or twice in their lives to give the matter special consideration. This,
however, is growing steadily less and less true. Drillers are developing the sinking of artesian wells into a specialty, and, through the aid
of geological reports, are mastering the stratigraphical elements of the
problem in their several regions. Geo_logists are solicited with increased
frequency for advice and prognostic opinions. Citizens are becoming
more widely interested in both the practical and the theoretical aspects
of the subject.
Its importance does n~t need argument, though it may neell emphasis.
The problem of a pure and adequate water supply is among the gravest
questions that now lay under tribute the thoughts of sanitarians. Artesian wells form one, but only one, _source of such a supply; sometimes as
1 The term artesian wells in this discussion is applied only to those that flow at the
surface. Unfortunately the term is frequently used to denote deep wells t,hat do not
flow, a use that is to be condemned.
(131)
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inadequate or impracticable as, at others, generous and beneficent.
Were they an unfailing source, a universal possibility, so great a resource
would command its own full measure of attention. Were tlwy always
inadequate, or unsatisfactory, they might be easily dismissed. This inconstant feature is an element that makes nee(l for a discriminative discussion of the conditions that determine success or failure, since they are
a valuable resource in certain regions and under certain limitations,
while, in other regions and beyond assignable limits, tbey are only a
lure to useless expenditure. On the one hand, large sums are needlessly
spent in endeavors to obtain these fountains, where the essential conditions arc altogether wanting, and, on the other, large posEibilities of good
have lairi neglected, to the great sanitary and industrial loss of citizens.
, it is the aim of this article to gather into a simple and convenient
.form such information relative to the necessary and qualifying conditions of artesian wells as may be capable of brief, general statement,.
and may seem to be serviceable alike to citizen, driller, and geologist.
There will be no attempt, however, to make it an exhaustive exposition
of the subject from the individual stand-point of either. The citizen
will desire specific information concerning cost,. quality of water, etc.,
that cannot be ans\vered in a general discussion. The driller will desire
constructive details and local particulars relating to the succession of
· beds, the texture and structure of the rock, etc., that only exilaustive
geological descriptions, specially interpreted for his purpose, can supply.
Tile geologist will desire a fuller discussion of the elements that enter
into tile formation of a professional opinion. It is obvious that, so far
as these are dependent on local and varying conditions, satisfactory
general answers are impracticable, and, in so far as they are specifically
technical, they are here inappropriate. It is the ground of common
interest, lying in the conditions of success, that I aim to cover. In
addition to all that can be said here, special problems will need special
study.
If there lingers in the mind any sense of marvel at the flow of artesian
wells, it is best to cast it away at the outset. Artesian flow is but an
expression of the common law of flowage, made a little unusual, it is
true, by its special conditions. Any seeming strangeness springs from
our partial observation. We see hut a part of the stream. The rest
lies hidden in the earth's depths, a realm which the imagination is prone
to people with mysteries. :l\foreover, the part we do most see is a rising
stream, that comes gushing up in the face of the dogma that water
"never runs up hill." But water flowing up bill is one of the commonest
facts of nature, an every day, an everywhere occurrence, illustrated in
every brook, rill, and river, not to say spring. Stir up a little trash in
the bottom of any deep pool in a brook, and see how readily His borne
up the slope of the pool-bed, and out over the shallows below. Disturb
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the bottom mud above a dam, and watch it ascend the steep slope, and
pass over the weir.
· Certain portions of the water of every stream are always "running
up hill," though its average mass is moving down.

FIG. 7.-Longitudinal section of a stream , illustr•ting, in part, its upward currents, subordinate to the
general downward flowage.

The bottom layer flows up and down according to the inequalities of
the bed, while the top layer declines more uniformly with the surface
slope. 2 In proportion as the stream is rapid and crooked, these layers
exchange places, and there is a tortuous upward and downw8.rd flow, in
addition to that directly enforced by the bottom inequalities, though all
are largely due to these. The flowing up is merely a way of flowing
down, i. e., the rising of a part permits th~ descent of a greater portion,
or the greater descent of an equal or less part. No portion would rise,
if it were not forced up by a superior portion pressing down. In the
artesian stream, we only see the rising column issuing from the earth,
ll'is.

I
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FIG. 8.-Section of the Chicago artesian stream·, drawn to a nearly true Reale. '!:he ilotted line represents the course of flow, exhibiting the long declining stream from the fountain-heail in
south-central_Wisconsiu, the short and relatively trivial rise in the wells at Chicago (C of the
diagram), and the surface flow from these. The full line, G, lepresenting the surface, shows
the general decline of the stream. For the purpose of giving clear and striking illustrations,
most diagrams of artesian wells ru:e giYen enormously exaggerated vertical scales, and most
of those of this paper are quite dispropOltionato in that respect, though the exaggeration has
been greatly r educed . This diaiZram is introduced at the outset to forestall the erroneous
impressions conveyed by such Illustrations.

FIG. 9.-ldealsectionillustrating the chief requisite conditions of artesian wolls. A , a porous stratum;
B and C, impervious beds b elow aud above A , acting as confining strata ; F, the height of
the water-level in the porous bed A, or, in other words, the height of the r eservoir or
fountain-heail; D and E flowing wells springing from the porous water-fill~ cl bed A.

and the brooklet that flows away. The more potent descending volume
that forces the flow is concealed. This it is the mind's task to picture
dearly.
• It is not a little surprising to note how frequently this simple fact, common to all
is neglected in the study of glacial flows. The trace!! of extinct glacial currents are those form ed by the bottom of the stream, whose ascending and descending
conrses are no stranger than those of the brook. W e study one from the top and neglect the bottom, the other from the bottom and forget the top.
stream~,
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FIG. 10.-Section illustrating the thinning out of a porous water·bearing bed, A, inclosed between
impervious beds, B and C, thus fmuisbing th e necessary conditions for an artesian
fountain, .D.

FIG. 11.-Section illustratinp: the transition of a porous water· bearing be<!, .A, into a close·textured
irnpen ' ious one. Being in closed between the impervious bed; B and C, it furnishes the
conditions for an artesian fountain. D.

ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF ARTESIAN WEI LS.

'

The artesian stream has its source, its underground water.way, its
ascent through the well, and its final descent in the rill that run::; away .
It is peculiar mainly in its underground conditions. Upon these,
chiefly, the ascending flow depends.
Typical e:camples.-To fashion a simple idea of the common cla::;s of
flowing wells, picture to the mind a pervious stratum through which
water can readily pass. Below this let there be a water-tight bed, and
Jet a similar one lie upon it, so that it is securely embraced between impervious layers. Suppose the edges of these layers to come to the surface in some elevated region (save that they may be covered with soil
and loose surface material), while in the opposite direction they pitch
down to considerable depths, and either come up again to the surface at
some distance, thus forming a basin (Fig. 9), or else terminate in such
a way (Fig. 10) or take on such a nature (Fig. 11) that water cannot
escape in that direction. Now, let rain-fall and surface-waters penetrate the elevated edge of the porous bed, and fill it to the brim. That
snell beds are so filled is shown by ordinary wells, which commonly find
a constant supply in them at no great depth. Now it is manifest that
if such a water-fat bed be tapped by a boring at some point lower than
its outcrop, the wat(•r will rise and flow at the surface because of the
bigber bead in the upper edge of the bed. If the surface-water continually supplieR the upper edge_as fast as the water is drawn off below,
the flow will be constant.
Prerequisitcs.-The leading conditions upon which artesian flows depend are in vol vecl in this simple conception. -Drawn on t they are as
follows:
I. A pervious stratum to prrmit the entrance and the passage of the
water.
II. A water-tight bed below to prevent the escape of the water downward.
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III. A like impervious bed above to prevent escape upward, for the
water, being under pressure from the fountain-head, would otherwise
find relief in that direction.
IV. An inclination of these beds, so that the edge at which the
waters enter will be higher than the surface at the well.
V. A suitable exposure of the edge of the porous stratum, so that it
may take in a sufficient supply of water.
VI. An adequate rain-fall to furnish this supply.
VII. An absence of any escape for the water at a lower level than the
surface at the well.
These may be considered in detail, and then attention directed to
some special practical questions.

/

THE WATER-BEARING BEDS.,-

There are two general methods by which water finds its way through
the strata; in the one-the rock being close-textured-the water passes
through fissures formed by fracture, or tubular channels formed by
solution'; in the other-the rock being open-textured-the water seeps
through the poreR, permeating tlle whole bed. 3
1. Fissured and. clu~nneled beds.-Beds that offer only crevices and
channels as water-ways are a very uncertain source of fountains, for
open, continuous a\euues of this class do not seem to be abundant in
strata deeply buried, and the position of such as exist cannot be determined beforeha01l, so that there is no certainty of striking them.
The close-textured rocks that fall under attention here are chiefly the
crystalline class (the granites, greenstones, etc.) and the limestones.
The clay rocks (shales, etc.) are too compact to be in any available degree water-hearing; indeed, they form the chief confining st,rata.
'f'he crystalline rocks are much fissured at the surface, and shrinkage
has opened gaping crevices in them; but these avenues largely close
up and disappear at moderate depths, and there are no sufficient
grounds for supposing that they often aft'ord facilities for a continuous,
generous flow, where they have always lain under the protecting mantle
of impervious strata, and ha\e suffered the pressure of their weight.
Experience confirms this. None of the igneous or metamorphic rocks
are to IJe accounted available water-bearing strata unless some known
local condition gives them exceptional possibilities.
The limestones are likewise much traversed by ereYiccs near the surface, and are, besides, subject to the solvent action of the waters passing through them. These often form extensive underground channels,
mammotb examples of which are found-in the great elongated caves of
3 Of course we are here considering only sueb generous supplies as are available for
artesian purposes, not that slower penetration of rocks by water that is almost or
quite universal.

.
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Indiana and Kentucky. But, like the above, these prevail mainly in
the superficial portion of the beds, and are chiefly confined to regions
where the limestone stratum is not overlain b~' other I'Oeks, and hence
not available as a source of fountains. The reason of this is manifest,
when it is considered that the solvent action is mainly accomplished by
surface waters. These exhaust their solvent power before penetrating
far. "\Vhen the limestone is overlain by impervious beds, these surface
waters are cut off, and hence solvent action is limited to such W<1ters as
entered at tlw distant outcropping edge. The cracks and cavities of
deep.seated limestones are often found to be healed up with calcite, an
index that the waters there are depositing, rather than solvent..
The grounds, therefore, for anticipating success in penetrating limestone for fountains, are not very flattering, though less adverse than in
the crystalline rocks. However, limestones that have once been exposed to surface action, and thereby fissured and channeled, and subsequently buried beneath a thick mantle of drift clay, are not altogether
unpromising. Not a few important flowing wells have been derived
from them. But when the beds have al'Y'ays lain deeply buried beneath
impervious strata, they have rarely been found productive, so far as my
knowledge extenQs.
A little computation will show that even if such compact rocks were
notably fissured and channeled, they would be a ve1y questionable re.
source iu deep, expensive wells. Suppose that vertical fissures or tubular channels traversed a given stratum at intervals of only 10 feet. It
would be possible to sink twenty average bores between each two of
them. If the fissures averaged as mnch as 6 inches, the chances of
succesA would be about one in twenty, or only 5 per cent. of the whole,
or, with a similar system of cross fissures, 10 per cent. If the case
were really of this sort, however, connection with the channels might
be made by firing torpedoes within the bore. But in fact deeply-buried
limestones are to be esteemed a very uncertain dependence, while metamorphic and igneous rocks had better not be reckoned a dependence at
all. Limestones that have been once at the surface, but afterward
buried, may be locally serviceable.
2. Porous beds.-Quite in contrast with the close. textured beds, that
are water-carriers only by virtue of fissures and channels, are the opentexturecl strata that constitute continuous water-filled sheets underspreading wide areas, and which can therefore almost certainly be
tapped at the proper depth. Speaking in general terms, these are the
only reliable sources of artesian wells.
To this class belong beds of sand, gravel, sandstone, conglomerate,
and other less common rocks of loose granular texture. Some of the
more porous chalks aml granular limestones may be classed here. The
common feature of the class lies in the construction of the rock from
separate particles, loosely put together, leaving small open spaces betwl.'en them. The porosity is of an interstitial, not vesicular, kind. A.
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bed of sand is a typical illustration, and it will not be wide of the truth
to speak of the whole class as sandstones. All sandstones, however,
are not sufficiently porous to furnish a ready passage for water. In
some tbe interspaces are filled with clayey or other impervious matter,
that insinua.ted itself among the particleR as they were being deposited
originally; in oth('TS the pores were subsequently choked by deposits
from solution and by compacting under pressure.
The degree of porosit~, is a very important consideration, when the
,·olnme of the :flow is to be considered. If the entire rock is made np
of sand-like particles the larger these are, in general, the greater the
water-conveying cap~cit~. Some sandstones are so :fine:grained as to
be almost impenious .. Tlte water merely oozes through them, and they
arc quite incapable of furnishing a generous flow. Others are so openspaced that :floods :flow freely through them. In nature there is every
gradation, from opeu gravels to close sandstones.
Besides, there is almost e\'ery possible intermixture of coarse and fine
material. The coustituents were not. perfectly assorted. Fine sand and
silt are interspersed among coarser grains, pebbles, and bowlders. This
may reach almost any degree of influence upon the water-carrying capacity of the rock from a slight reduction to its almost complete extinction.
There is also a very wide range in the degree of consolidation after
deposition. There are drift sands and gravels that are entirely loose
and uncompacted, whil~, at the other extreme, are perfectly consolida·
ted quartzites and analogous rocks. It is a general but quite unreliable
rule that consolidation varies with the age of the formation, the Quaternary sands being looser than the Tertiary, the Tertiary looser than the
Secondary, and so on. The rule is founded on reason; but there are
many notable exceptions, as the Potsdam sandstone of the Upper Mississippi Valley, among the most ancient of the old life series, and yet
among the most loose-textured, as well as the most generous of waterbearers. It is manifest, therefore, that we cannot rest with simple rules
or genernl descriptions. The capabilities of each formation must be
ascertain('d by direct observation of its'constitution. This indicates one
of the good offices subserved by critical descriptions of tlw texture of
rocks, even of those which are coarsest and whose origin is most obviou·s. It is a suggestion that examinations be made more critical.

THE CONFINING BEDS.

No stratum is entirely impervious. It is scarcely too strong to assert
that no rock is absolutelj' impenetrable to water. Minute pores are well
nigh all-pervading. To these are added D}icroscopic seams, and to these
again larger cracks and crevices. · Consolidated· strata are almost universally fissured, Even clay beds are not entirely free from partings.
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But in the study of artesian wells we are not dealing with absolu-tes
but with avail~bles. A stratum that successfully restrains the most of
the water, and thus aids in yielding a flow, is serviceably impervious.
It may be penetrated by con~iderable quantities of water, so that the
leakage is quite appreciable and yet be an available confining stratum.
The nearest approach to an entirely impervious bed is furnished by a
thick layer of fine, unhardened cla,y. In this case solidifying permits
the formation of fissures and the clay rocks are less impervious than the
original clay beds. The clayey shales rank next as confining strata,
after which follow in uncertain order shaly limestones, shaly sandstones,
the various crystalline _rocks, and even compact sandstones. Paradoxical as it may seem water itself may form a confining agent. I shall
presently attempt to show that it is even an agency of considerable importance. In a different and more forced sense an illustration may be
found in the pool of the brook before cited. The water flows from the
bottom of the pool up the slope and out, because it is pressed by the
water behind and confined by that above. Each upper layer is a confining stratum to each lower one. This, however, is not the sense in
which it is a recognizable agency in artesian flows.
1. The confining stratum below.-It is our habit to be less solicitous
about the tightness of the cover of a water- bearing vessel than of its bottom. The reverse is the case in artesian wells. The confining stratum

FIG. 12.-Section illustrating the usual order in which the strata of a basin come to the surface. A
ancl B, porous beds; D and E , impervious beds; C, a half-impervious bed; F' and F the
water levels of A and B, respectively.

beneath the porous bed demands less critical attention than that above,
for if the layer next beneath the water-bed is defectively impervious,
some lower layer will stop the water. It is only when the lower layers
are so situated that they can carry the water out again to the surfac4:', at
a lower level than the water-bearing bed above, that they can discharge
it, however leaky. This is not usually the case. As a rule, when beds
are bent into a basin, or are inclined, the lower layers outcrop _at

FIG. 13.-Section illustrating the possible effect of erosion upon strata originally like those in Fig.
6. A and B, porous beds; D and E, impervious beds ; C, a half pervious bed: F antl F' the
water levels of A and B, respectively. If the stratum C is not practically a confining
layer, the water from A. will pass through it and escape at the edge of B, so that a flow
cannot be obtained at a higher level than it, but may be had below the line F'.

higher elevations than those overlying them, as illustrated in Fig. 12.
But this is not always so, and, even when so at first, unequal erosion
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of the surface may reverse the order of height of outcrop, as illustrated
in Fig. 13. The consequence of a po.ssible defect in the layers underlying a water- bed are illustrated in Figs. 13 and 14-, and the descriptions
appended to them. The confining strata below cannot, therefore, be

FIG. 14.-Section illustrating the failure of an artesian well, ber.ause nf defects in a coli fining bed
below. A and B, porous beds; D and I , impervious beds; C, a defective confining bed;
E, the water level of the stratum B; G and H, wells that do n ot flow. The bed A iuight
give a flow at G and H but for the defect inC , which permits th e water to descend into
B and escape through its outcrop, which lies below the surface of G and H .

neglected! though usually less imperati\e of critical attention than
those above.
2. The confining stratum above.-The character of the strata that
overlie the water-bearing bed is critically important, for the water,
being under pressure, tends to rise through them, and, if they are in
any degree penetrable, it will, to that extent., escape, and relieve the
pressure, and thus reduce or prevent the flow. When the capacity of
the water-bearing bed is great, and the fountain-head high, moderate
defects in the cover-bed merely cause a reduction in the volume and
height of flow; but when the conditions are closely balanced, either
because of low head, feeble supply, or obstructed passage, he who
assumes to foretell results has need to make careful estimate of the
amount of leakage through the covering strata.
a. It may be noted that the leakage will be reduced in proportion as
the pressure is lessened, so that, in nearly-balanced cases, the loss is
less-other things being equal-than in cases of high head and free passage, but it is more critical in determining success or failure.
b. The most essential consideration, the nature of the rock, has already
been discussed. In a more summary and general way it may be here
restated that the effective imperviousness is somewhat nearly measured
by the total amount of clayey constituents. But this is rather a convenient generalization than a safe rule.
c. Efficiency increases with thickness. If the cover- beds are of the
highest impervious character, there is little need that they should be
very thick, unless the fountain-head is so high that increased weight is
needed to counterbalance the hydrostatic pressure-an improbable case.
But when the degree of imperviousness is inferior, the element of thickness is not without consequence, in itself, and, taken in connection with
the following point, may be decisive.
d. The element to be recognized here is, I believe, essentially new to
discussions of the subject, 4 viz, the height of the surface of the common ground-water in the region between the proposed well and the
• I discussed this subject extemporaneously before the Wisconsin Academy of Science in December, 1880, but did not write it on t for publication. The point is treated
in Vol I, Geol. of Wis., p. 692.
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fountain-head. It is a familiar fact that the common underground
water stands at varying heights. Our common wells testify to this.
The subterranean water-surface is almost invariably higher than the
adjacent streams, and slowly works its way into them by springs, seeps,
and invisible percolation. Speaking generally, the underground watersurface rises and falls with the rise and fall of the land-surface, only
less in amount. Now; if tbe subterranean water in the region between
the proposed well and its source-which we may call the cover-areastands as high as the fountain-head (except at the well, where, of course,
it must be lower), there will be no leakage, not even if the strata be somewhat permeable, for the water in the confining beds presses down as
much as the fountain-head causes that of the porous bed to press up,
since both have the same height. Capillarity does not disturb the truth
of this. Under these conditions a flow may sometimes be secured when
it would be impossible if the intervening water-surface were lower.
If the water between the well and fountain head is actually higher
than the latter, it will tend to penetrate the water-bearing stratum, so
far as the o~erlying beds permit, and will, to that extent, increase the
supply of water, seeking passage through the porous bed, and will, by
reaction, tend to elevate the fountain-head, if the situation permit.

FIG. 15.-Section intend ed to illustrate the aid aff, ,rded by a high water-surface between the fountainh <:ad and th e welL A , a porous bed; B , a confinin g b ed b elow; and U, a confining bed above.
The dark line immediately below the s urface represents the underground water-surface.
Its pressure downward is r epresented by the arrow m . The pressure upward due to the
eleva tion of the fountain-head is representerl by the arrow n . '!'be line F represents the
le'<'el of the fountain-bead. There can be no leakage upward through the bed C except near
the well D. There ruay be some penetration from the b ed C into A , which would aid the
flow.

I conceive that one of the most favorable conditions for securing a
fountain is found when thick semi-porous beds, constantly saturated
with water to a _greater height than the fountain-head, lie upon the
porous stratum, and occupy the whole country between the well and its
source, as illustrated by Figure 15. This is not only a good, but an advantageous, substitute for a strictly impervious confining bed. Under
these hydrostatic conditions, limestone strata reposing on sandstone
furnish au excellent combination.
If on the other hand the underground water-surface between the proposed well and tbe source of supply is much lower than the fountainbead there will be considerable leakage, unless the confining beds are
very close-textured and free from fissures. For example, if it be 100
feet lower there will be a theoretical pressure of nearly three atmospheres, or about 45 pounds to the square inch upward, greater than
;that of the underground water downward, disregarding the influe nce of capillarity, and this will be competent to cause more or less
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penetration of the water upward through the pores and creviceR of the
rocks, and consequent loss of head and forcing power.

FIG. 16.-Double section illustrating the effects of bigh and low water-surface. in the cover-area. (For
explanation sec text.)

•

Both of the above points may be illustrated by tlle accompanying
double profile, in which A represents a porous stratum inclosed between
the impervious beds B and 0. The source of water-supply is at A, and
the proposed well at F. Let E be supposed to represent the surface of
the ground (and, for convenience, also, the surface of the common groundwater) in one of the two supposed cases, and D the surface in the
other. The arrow springing from the surface E represents the upward
tendency of the water in the porous bed, owing to pressure from the
fountain-head, while the arrow depending from the line D represents
the downward pressure of the ground-water whose surface is represented by D, and is, it will be observed, more than equivalent to the
upward tendency due to pressure from the fountain-head. A flow
at F could very safely be predicted if the surface were as represented
by D, while it might be doubtful whether one could be secured if the
surface were as represented by E.
My attention was first directed to this consideration by observing
that where the intermediate country was elevated and had a high
wat<'r-level, wells flowed at heights surprisingly near theoretical estimates, almost no deduction for obstruction and leakage being necessary, whereas in those cases where the opposite was true there was a
very considerable falling short of theoretical estimates.

THE INCLINATION OF THE BEDS.

The water-bearing bed and the confining strata that embrace it must
be inclined so that the edge which comes to the surface shall be higher
than the surface at the proposed well, else there can be no elevated
source of supply for the flow. The ideal conditions are furnislled when
the strata sag in the center, while the edges are upturned so as to form
a basin. The water then enters the rim of the porous stratum and fills
it up to the level of surface drainage. If, now, this saturated stratum
be tapped somewhere toward the center of the basin, at a point lowerthan the water-level in the rim, a stream will be forced to the surface.
But it is not really necessary that the beds form a basin. If they are
inclined so as to expose their edges on one side, and if by any means

-
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the porous bed is choked up in the other direction, so that the water
cannot escape, a flow may be obtained without regard to what may be
the position of the opposite edge. It is highly probable that our saudstone beds as they pass off from the old shore belt, along which they
were formed, into what was then the deeper part of the ocean, gradually
change from coarse, open sandstone to fine-grained rock, and so cease
to be readily permeable to water. Along tlte South Atlantic border,
for instance, there are san.d stone beds that pitch down beneath the sea.
But we have no need to search the coast of North Africa for the opposite edge, for there is no reason to doubt that the sandstones soon thin
out under the ocean, and are replaced by a close-textured, deep-sea
sediment. A similar fact is true of large basins generally. It is not
necessary to consider the great interior basin defective because of the
depressed lips through which the Mississippi and Mackenzie Rivers
flow out of it. Experience teaches that we may safely neglect the
opposite side of the basin in snch cases and consider the problems
presented as if the porous beds became impermeable somewhere in
their downward extension.
But even if the sandstone formation is continuous and crops out at
a lower point than the well, it is not necessarily impossible to secure a
flow, though cal'es of this sort must be considered with much circumspection in attempts to prejudge success or failure. Another principle
enters here and demands consideration. Let us recall the fact that
sandstone strata are chiefly the product of wa'!e action along shore
belts and ofl'-shore shallows. It stands to reason and observation that
they are thickest and coarsest along the shore edge and thinner and
::finer in the ofl'-shore portion. When these beds are afterwards lifted

FIG. 17.-Section illustrating the possibilit y of a flow from a bed e..- en when exposed at a lower level
A, a sandstone b ed, thick and coarse at the right, its shore edge, and thinner and finer at
the left. Band C, confining impervious beds. F, the water level in A. D , a well which
may flow notwithstanding the lower exposure at E.

and become part of the continent, the former shore border is almost
universally most elevated, and becomes the entrance edge for subterranean waters. (See Figures 12 and 17.)
Now, this edge has a greater water-conveying capacity than the offshore portion, both because it is thicker and because it is coarser and
more open. If, therefore, the surface supply is generous and the outcrop in the opposite direction is distant, even though it is lower, it may
be ·a n inadequate means of discharge, because of the great resistance
encountered by the water in threading its way so long a distance
through the minute pores of the close rock. Under these conditions a
well-bore near the fountain-head (as at D, in Figure 17) may offer to the
water a route of less resistance. The greater ascent through the well
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may be counterbalanced by the greater resistance~of the long underground passage.
The element of resistance makes itself manifest even in caEes where
there is no n•ason to suspect a change either of thickness or of texture of
rock. Several important wells at Oshkosh, Fond du Lac, Watertown,
and Palmyra, Wis., flow from formations that outcrop, within 50 miles,
at notably lower levels. These outcrops, however, are not in the line
of slope from fountain-head to well, but more nearly along the line of
strike at right angles to it. All these wells probably owe their success to
the high subterranean water-level between the wells and their sources,
as above explained, but resistance to flow through the water-bearing
beu seems also to serve an important function, else the entire head
would be relieved through the low outcrops.
It is, of course, t() be borne in mind that resistance from friction is
only developed when motion begins, and motion begins only when the
water escapes, so that loss must. always be reckoned when frictional
resistance is assumed. The function of this resistance is only to render
available a. portion of the aqueous flow at a height greater than the
lowest but inadequate outlet. The same .principle is invoh·ed when
several wells at different heights draw upon the same stratum.
Height of ·outcropping beds.-The relative height. of the outcropping
edge of the water-bearing stratum is a consideration of the first importance. It is obvious that this edge must be elevated, so that the water
within it will stanu high enough above the site of the proposed well to
force aq efficient flow after deduction is made for leakage and the obstruction encountered in the passage. How much higher than the well
it must be is a complicated, practical problem, in which large deuuctions from theoretical estimates must often be made. It depenus upon
(1) the distance of the well from the source of supply; (2) the capabilities of the porous bed; (3) the character of the confining strata, and (4)
the topography of the intervening land ·and the ground- water surface, as
previously explained. These clements are so varying in their combina·
tion that it is impracticable to give any definite general rules applica·
ble to wide areas. The best guide wiil be founu in studying the results
of experience in regions presenting conditions, as nearly as possible,
similar to those of the proposed well. A stmly of the local and special
conditions of any proposed well is essential to a trustworthy prophecy
of results.
·

THE RESERVOIR OR FOUNTAIN HEAD.

It is often convenient to speak of the source of supply as the reservoir. Erroneous impressions, however, are likely to arise from the use
of the term. Two such are quite current, and need to be dismissed.
The one is the assumption that the reservoir is a surface lake, the other
that it is an underground pool, occupying a cavernous cistern, as it
were. A surface Jake is an extremely improbable source of an artesian
flow. It has already been inuicateu that-the-water must have a ready
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entra.nce and :flow through the porous stratum to give an efficient fount.
aiu. But most lakes owe their existence to the fact that they have
impervious bottoms, otherwise the water would pass into the earth
beneath. This fact siands in the way of their serving as sources of
artesian wells. Far from being looLetl upon as special fountain-heads,
lakes arc to be regarded in precisely the opposite sense. They show
that the rain-fa 11, i nstt?ad of going into the strata to feed the fountain, is
held at the surface and exposed to loss from evaporation and overflow.
The rain-fall of a region is discharged in three ways; (1) evaporation,
(2) surface drainage, (3) underground percolation. Artesian wells can
avail themselves only of the last. Whatever increases the first two decreases the last. In so far, therefore, as impervious surface basins aid
evaporation and surfece discharge they detract from the copiousness
of the underground supply.
It is a compensating fact., however, that surface drainage is usually Imperfect in lake regions, as the existence of the lakes themselveR testifies.
Possibly all, or more than the loss from evaporation, may be gained by
this reduced surface flow. ThiR, however, docs not destroy the force of
the general observation, that a lake is not to be regarded as the special
reservoir of an artesian fountain.
The notion of a subterranean pool has little more to support it. Tubular channels and cavernous spaces undoubtedly exist., and are occasional
sources of flow, or means of passage, and so are, in a sense, reservoirs,
but not in the import of the term as used in connectiGon with artificial
fountains, -i.
in the sense of a fountain-head.
The reservoir or fountain-head of most artesian wells is· simply the
water contained in the water-bearing stratum above the level of the
point of flow, or, in other words, the water in the elevated margin of the
water-filled stratum. To fashion a simple illustration, conceive a piece
of lead tube to be inclined and filled with sand, the lower end being
closed; let water be poured in nntil the sand is completely saturated.
Now a miniature flowing well may be formed by drilling a small hole
near the lower end. The water in the sand will run out, and, if renewed
at the upper end, the flow will be continuous. This would be analogous
to an artesian well, save that here there ie a cylinder of watt>r-filled
sand, instead of a sheet. Now the reservoir in this case is the water in
the sand in the upper part of the tube. In like manner, in artesian wells,
the reservoir, so called, or the fountain-heat!, is the water contained in
the elevated edge of the porous stratum.
This is supplied by the rain-fall, and we are thus led on, naturally,
toward that ultimate source, but, on the way we will consider the means
of gathering and delivering it to the water-carrying stratum .

e.,

. THE UOLLECTING AREA.

The outcropping edge of the porous stratum is practically the gathering area. Its extent depends not only np(ln the thickness of the bed, but.

THE COLLECTING AREA.
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on the angle at which it comes to the surface and the effect of erosion upon
it. If the porous bed is thin, and outcrops at a bigiJ angle, its edge will
not. occupy much space at the surface, and will consequently be incapa·
ble of gathering in a large supply from rain-fall. On the other hand, if
the thickness is great, and if the stratum comes to the surface at a low
angle, so that its beveled edge is wide, it will have considerable extension at the surfac<', and be competent to receive and transmit a large
supply of water.

FIG. 18-Section showing the depPndence oT the collecting area on the thickne•s and slope of the
porous beds. In the Jeft.hancl figure the porous b ed A is thin , and, coming to the surface at a high angle, gives but a small section. In the right.hand figure the bed A is
thick, and, coming to the surface at a low angle, its beveled edge is broad.

E.ffect of erosion and surface eonjiguration.-Porous beds are usually •
more easily eroded than impervious ones, though this is by no means
a universal rule. Soft clayey shale may be more erodable than even
·friable sandstone. The effect of greater erosion is usually a reduction
of the surface area of the stratum, as illustrated in the accompanying
figure.

FIG. 19.-Illnstrating a common effect of eros ion upon the surface area of the porous stratum , and
the contour of the resulting basin. The dotted lines show tho original contours.

The adverse influence of this reduction is, in part, ofi'set by the favorable contour of the depression so produced. A not uncommon form is
a gently sloping plain, covered with a sandy absorbent soil, the natural result of the disintegration of the porous stratum, .and these may
render a nearly complete compensation.
The erosion of strata of unequal resistance usually results in very
ragged, dissected edges. This may much increase the area tributary
to the absorbent stratum, and be another source of compensation.
If the region of outcrop is much elevated, and the surface slopes are
rapid, the rain-fall runs quickly away, and a less proportion of it is absorbed. In flatter regions, the surface discharge is less rapid and gives
greater O]Jportunities for subterranean percolation.
In considering questions relating to small wells, from which only a
moderate discharge is demanded, it is Rnfficient to know, by the aid of
ordinary wells snuk on the outcropping edge, what is the height of
water and generosity of snppl,v in the porous stratum; for, in regions
- of ordinary rain-fall, a very small surface will gather a sufficient amount.
Even if the outcrop is very unfavorable, failure will not be likely toresult from inadequacy of surface supply. But when very large delivery
GEOL
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is demanded, these considerations are not to be entirely neglected.
Without doubt, inadequate delivery at the well is. more often due to
other causes; bLlt a superabundant volume of water, pressing for entrance and passage through the porous bed, is a condition much to be
deRired when important and .expensive enterprises are to be undertaken.
•
ADVANTAGES OF LOW INCLINATION OF THE STRATA.

In addition to presenting a larger c ~ llecting surface, there are two
other advantages usually afforded by a low inclination of the stmta:
1. If the productive bed dips but slightly, it lies within av.ai.lable
reach beneath a larger area. If it dips rapidly, it soon attains a great
depth, unless the surface slopes with corresponding rapidity.

•
FIG. 20.-Section illustrating tbe advaLtages of low inclination . .A, a porous bed; Band C, impervious
beds. .A! and A" indicate porous. beds of higher dip.

2. Another advantage is usually found in texture. The original position of sandstones and similar beds is essentialiy horizontal. If they
are tilted, it is only because force has been brought to bear upon them.
Some degree of compression and consolidation is the natural result of
this action, increasing with its intensity. The porosity of highly disturbed beds is, therefore, liable to be inferior to that of those less disturbed, other things being equal.
So, also, the deeper the beds are buried the greater the weigi.Jt of
superincumbent strata, and the greater the tendency, probably, to the
filling of the pores by depositions from infiltrating solutions.
The ideal stratigraphical conditions are found, therefore, when the
beds have been ·gently lifted into an inclined position by a general
crust movement., lea\"ing them as little curved and depressed as is consistent with securhig the proper head. A high and efficient flow depends more upon favorable conditions of underground passage than
upon a high-rimmed, deeply depres~;ed basin. This is not altogether
the popular impression, fostered by the unnecessarily distorted figures
of current treatises.
SURFACE CONDITION OF THE POROUS BED.

The facility with which water enters the porous stratum may be
aftected by the superficial mantle of soil and other unconsolidated material that conceals it. Iu those regions tllat are not overspread with
Quaternary deposits of llistant origin, the soil is. mainly derived from
the decomposition of the immediately underlying rock.
In other
words, the exposed margin of the bed has simply been disintegrated.
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A porous rock usually gives origin to a still more absorbent soil, so
that its decayed edge drinks in .all. the more readily the waters precipitated upon it. In the cllift-bearing regions, the disintegrated surface was more or less rubbed away by glacial action, and then overspread by a sheet of mixed soil and rock-rubbish of the most varying
character, sometimes absorbent, sometimes impervious, often presenting in its own alternating layers all the comlitions (and sometimes the
most fruitful ones) of artesian fountains. There is a certain disposition
of the drift to partake of the nature of the stratum beneath, but this
has important limitations. On the whole, the drift tends toward imperviousness, and has the effect of retaining the \Vaters at the surfa.ce~
Its superficial contour is usually irregular, having been formed under
the compulsion of glacial action, and not in conformity to drainage
demands, so that the water is (iischarged from the surface less promptly
than in most other regions, and more time for penetration is permitted.
This, in some measure, counteracts the effect of its imperviousness.
But, in truth, the ·formation is so varying, in its embrace of glacial,
fluviatile, lacustrine, and mttrine deposits, that all general statements
are inadequate, and even in some measure misleading. Little more can
be done here than to invite attention to the diverse influence of this
most irregular surface mantle.

RAINFALL.

For the ultimate source of these fountains we are led up manifestly
to the clouds, and the chief question relates to the adequacy of the
supply they pour out upon the collecting area. There lurks an ambiguity, however, under the term adequacy. To what adequate? To
furnish all that we can use and waste, or all that the strata may driuk?
The amount that may be desired is diverse in the highest degree, embracing the moderate needs of the farmer for his kitchen and cattle 1
the larger service of the manufactun=ir for his different uses, the great
consumption of cities Jor their baths, sewers, lawns, and _streets, and
the almost limitless demands of irrigation. lf there were no limits to
the available supply it would be difficult to set. bounds to the drafts
that would be made upon it. On the other baud, the amount which
the strata can drink in, carry underground, and deliver through. the
well has much more definite limits; and this is clearly the better
standard by which to judge the adequacy of the rain-fall, for when it
has furnished to the strata all that they can take and deliver, it can
do no more. It is adequate to the existing conditions, if not to our
possible desires. Any failure to yield more is chargeable to the earth
and not to the sky.
Still, in the absence of a full knowledge of the subterranean conditions, the possible competency of the rain-fall may be considered.
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Oontrasted ratios of supply and demand.- Very generous or very
meager possibilities will result from computation, according to the region put under estimate and the want to be supplied. In the more
humid districts the wants of the lanil are satisfied and the artificial demands are limited chiefly to domestic and sanitary uses. The supply is
great and the demand small. In the more arid regions the land is
thirsty also, and there is au enormous demand for irrigation. The supply is small and the demand great. So, unfortunately, the greatest
den. and and the least supply are mated.
The ratio of rain-fall to domestic needs is usually high. There falls
upon eyery 50 feet square in average habitable regions more than the
highest per capita, allotment of cities, even under a Parisian regime.
But. the ratio of rain-fall to agricultural demands, though sometimes
high, is often low. The precipitation upon the 50 feet square falls far
short of furnishing food-support for an individual. The shadow of an
ox covers half space enough to collect the water he drinks, but it would
be a very partial supply for the sward he grazes.
· While, therefore, in humid regions the rain-fall, considered apart from
loss, is usually ample for the demands which there commonly arise, a
little inspection shows that in arid regions it is quite inadequate for
the demands which there arise.
IRRIGATION BY ARTESIAN WELLS.

Artesian wells do not manufaeture water. Tbey do not even bring to
the surface more than goes down from the surface. The total water
supply of any given region is not., therefore, increased by them. They
merely pour out at one point what has fallen and sunk elsewhere. If
the total fall is inadequate to the agricultural wants of the total region,
artesian wells cannot make it adequate. They may concentrate a suffi.cient supply upon a part but cannot supply the whole.
If tiie rain-fall of a di."fl'ict. is but half what is necessary for agriculture, only half of it can be cultivated; but even to do this the entire
quantity that falls upon one half inust be transferred to the other.
This is quite impracticable, for if the agencies of both surface and
underground streams were perfectly combined, there would still be the
large loss from evaporation. The inadequacy of artesian wells under
these conditions is apparent.
Artesian wells do not, and in the nature of the case cannot, collect their
supplies from the whole face of tbe land, but only from the surface of
the outcropping edge of tile porous stratum. This usually occupies
much less space than the country under which tlte stratnm lies, and
which would draw upon it for an inigatiug supply. This holds true
also. of groups of porous beds that may underspread a given region.
Now, when, bearing this disproportion of areas in mind, it is further
considered that e\'aporation and surface drainage dispose of a large
.share of the rain-fall, and the wol1s must fail to deliver all that enters
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the strata, it is manifest that only very tep1perate hopes can be built
on this as a resource in irrigation under conditions of high aridity."
We must not, however, overlook some compensating conditions.
1. Equalizctt-ion of supply.-The porous stratum acts as an equalizing
reservoir. The water runs in spasmodically, according to the varying
rain-fall. It is delivered with much uniformity. The extra precipita~
tion of wet months is thus distributed over the dry. In situations in
which only a small supplementary amount in the dry months is needed
this equalization may be made a serviceable feature.
2. Sttpplemental reservoirs.-As the water is needed for irrigation only
during the productive months, wbile the flow is perennial, local reservoirs may be filled in the non-growing seasons, and used when needed.
This does not essentially. differ from the reservoir system as applied to
surface streams, save that it has advantages in localization, security
from floods, and ease of control. Both are limited by thl·ir expensiYeness.
Quite a small rain-fall would suffice for crops if it were utilized to the
best advantag·e. Deluging showers, seasonal floods, and winter rains
are wasteful dispensers. If the rain-fall of Uie dry western regions
could be distributed so as to be most serviceable, the unproductive
tracts would be reduced to ver;y narrow limits. In so far as artesian
wells can be made to subserve this better distribution they are a valuable aid.
3. A(l1Jantageotts transfer.-The porous beds beneath a dry tract may
receive supplies from a more favored district. Often the upturned edges
of the beds form the foot-hills of mountainous ranges, which are condensers, andreceiYe a notably increased precipitation. Artesian streams,
springing from beds thus favorably sitJ.lated, become a means of transfer from more humid to more arid tracts, a~d, to that extent, tend to
equalize the distribution in space, as they llave before been shown to
do in time. The draft upon the source llas little prejudicial ('ffect
there, while it is a boon to the more arid district.
4. Reutilization of the wMm·.--vVhen water has once passed through
the soil into the strata below, its agricultural usefulness is largely exhausted, until some agency again brings it to the surface. It is not
entirely useless, for, by saturating the deep beds, it prevents succeeding rains from penetrating so far as they otherwise would, and, by thus
arresting them nearer the surface, retains them in a more favorable position for utiliz[~tiou by capillarity and deep-root penetration~ But such
utility is limited, and at best small, compared to the advantage that
5 This has been well argued by Dr. C. A. While in'' Artesian ·wells on the Great
Plains," North American Review, August, lil8;.l; also Report of a Geological Commission appointed to examine a portion of the Great Plains east of the Rocky Mountains, and report upon the localities deemed most f[tvorable for making experimental
borings, Department of Agriculture, 'Vashington, 1882, C. A. " 7 hite, Samuel Augh<'·Y•
and Horace Beach, commissioners.
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might be gained by returning the water to the surface and redistribut·
ing· it to the vegetation. It is clear that the greatest agricultural utility
will be gained by continually bringing back to the soil the water tbat
tries to run away, either on the surface or underground. In a perfect
utilization there would be no Atreams, either above or below ground.
The rain-fall would he absorbed by the soil, and thence by the plants,
and by them returned to the atmosphere, the only loss being the inevitable evaporation from the moist soil. Of course, other valuable uses
of water would thus be sacrificed to gaiu the highest agricultural utility.
Now, artesian wells bring back to the surface water that had reached
an unavailable depth, <tnd permit it to b~ used a second time, to the
advantage of both vegetation and the atmosph('re, into which it is
evaporatefl. There is in this an actual gain in utility, not a mere transference. There is, indeed, in some small measure, a greater totai gain
in using artesian t,han river water for irrigation, since the latter, in any
case, aids by evaporation and lateral percolation, while the artesian
stream is buried beyond use peneath impervious strata. These consiUerations urge as large a development of artesian wells in arid regions as practicable. While it is useless to think of them as a resource
competent to restore productiveness to the total dry area, or even any
great percentage of it, they form one of several means for its amelioration, which, when together brought into action, will react upon the
climate in some measure, arid, through it, feed their own sources. If
the great volumes of water which the Colorado, Columbia, MissouriJ 6
and other streams, above and below ground, bear away from the ariel
provinces could be led out upon the thirsty plains, absorbed, and given
again to the atmosphere, very notable direct and indirect benefits would
follow. To hope to accomplish the whole of this is doubtless utopian;
certainly, to compass any great 'measure of it hy artesian wells is chi-·
merica.I, bnt it is none the less important to do all that is possible now,
hoping, through the aid of its reactive results, to reach larger benefits
in the growth of the future.'
6 Professor Powell has suggested that the utilization of the Missouri and other
detritus-laden streams in irrigation woul.d furnish at least a partial solution of the
serious engineering prob-lems they present.
1 The State engineer of California reports, among other interesting facts, that
l,l:lOO acres are irrigated by artesian wells in the counties of Los Angeles. and San
Hernarclino. Nearly the maximum possibilities seem, however, to have been reached
there, and although similar wells have been obtained in the great valley of California, we are not encouraged to think they will yield very great aid. (Rep. State Eng.,
Part IV, 1880. W. H. Hall, State Eng.; J. D. Schuyler, Asst. Eng.)
The Government commissioners above named give some of the results of attempts
to secure artesian water on the great plains in the report IJreviously citl(l.
Miss C. A. Salisbury, a teacher of Denver, informs me that a considerable number
of successful wells have recently been sunk in that city, and that others are in progress. As yet no appreciable interference has been noticed.
Information from Hon. Horace Beach and others, as this is going to press, indicates
that tho number is approaching one hundred.
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ADEQUACY OF RAINFALL MEASURED RY CAPACITY OF STRATA.

Let us now return from the general lit'nitations that relate to the competency of ritiu-fall, in its totality, to the more practical question of the
relations of precipitation to the water-carrying capacity of strata. Any
surplus beyond what can be drawn through the strata, however valuable otherwise, is no aid to the artesian yield. JJet us seek a condition
of Pquilibrinm for our starting point. Let it he assumed that, under
the collecting area, the water in the porous stratum stands at any gh·eu
deptl!. J f this is not high enough to give a flow at some faYorahle point
in tl1e distanc(', the case docs not fall within our province, lhe rain-fall
being wholly inadequate.· Let the rain-fall be a little less meager, so
that some head is gained. A well opened at the proper point will draw
upon this supply in proportion to the facilities for subterranean passage.
If these are free and open, a sufficient nnmber of wells may entirely ·
draw ofl:' the head and stop the flow from exhaustion. The remaining
water will stand in equilibrium. Taking this as a base level, let us consider th~ effect of various stages of increase in the rain-fall. For a time
every increase of the rain·fall will directly augment the flow. The ratio
of h1erease of precipitation and flow will remain nearly equal until the
facilities for traversing the strata begin to be taxed. If precipitation
bl~ increased beyond this, the first effect },Vill be to raise the head. This
will increase the force by "\thich the water is pressed through the stratum, and augment the flow, but in a diminished ratio. :BJvery further
increase of rain-fall will add to the head, and likewise to the flow, until.
the water in the porous bed rises practically to the surfaee. Beyond
-that J)Oint, of course, an increase of the rain-fallltas little effect, for the
excess flows away on the surface or is lost by evaporation.
Now, when the strata of the collecting tract are shown to be full by
such overflow, we are furnished with a direct indication, not only of a
competency of rain·fall, but of, at least, some surplus. Herein is afforded a practical means of determining conditions, previous to actual
trin1 by boring. The avera.ge height of the common water-level of the
. . collecting area, as shown by wells, measures essentially.the elevation of
the fountain-head. If great fluctuations are produced in these by varying rain-fall, a corresponding e1J'ect will be felt by the proposed wells.
But, if they are essentially constant, the element of precipitation may
be assumed to be already high enough to lend its best aid; for stability
is not likely to arise from any ot!Ier cause than a surplus, regulated by
an overflow. If this is not apparent, let a surface lake be taken as the
representative of the underground one. Lakes which have no outflow
are raised by rain-fall and lowered by evaporation and percolation, and
of course fluctuate with dry and wet seasons. Those which are well fed
and have an outlet, are nearly constant, for the obvious reason that the
inflow will supply loss from evaporation· and percolation in dry seasons,
the overflow being slackened, while the overflow will draw off the surplus of wet seasons, being increased to meet the demand. '}'he fluctuations
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are, therefore,confined to the few feet necessary to adjust the discharge
to the surplus. So when the subterranean water-body has no outflow,
except percolation and cva1wration, through capillarity, it must grow
with the increase of rain-fall and shrink with its decrease; but when fed
to overflowing its surface is kept constant by the discharge oft be surplus.
Constancy in the level of a lake, amid cbanges of rain-fall, points clearly
to an adequate supply and a regulating outflow. So constancy in the
surface of the subterranean accumulation is a sign of a sufficient supply
and an overflow of the surplus. In this case, to be constant, is to be
full.
There is also a rude index of the surplus in the water, which, having
been once absorbed into the upper edge of the p01;ous bed, issues again
in springs. If the porous bed were not already full, we must conclude
that the water would descend into it and remain. lt only comes forth
because the stratum, being full, cannot admit it. Water may be t>hed
from the surface while the earth below is still not saturated; but, luwing once entered a continuous porous bed it can only be assumed to reissue because it cannot penetrate deeper.
'.rhese indicatious show the ex·isting conditions of the supply, wbether
tlw stratum has been tapped or not, and smTe as a guide for the next
following enterprises. If, with additional wells, springs in the collecting tract dry up, and the water level sinks, without other assignable
cause, there is reason to apprehend that the draft is being felt at the
fountain-bead in the consumption of the surplus, if not in the reduction of the reservoir.
Accepted with qualifications, the general judgment may be expressed
that in regions which have sufficient p~ecipitation for successful agriculture, the atmosphere pours upon the upper edge of the porous
strata all that distant wells are able to draw through them. '!'here will
be some exceptions where enormous drafts are attempted under contlitions exceptionally favorable for the exhaustion of the supply. But
these are cases in which special study of all tlle conditions should be
made before the enterprise is undertaken. There may be exceptions,
also, when the. carrying capacity of the porous bed is very great, while
the collecting area is limited. But the general statement is fairly reliable in its application to the usual undertakings of citizens and corporations.
In that class of wells that are deri>ed from the drift, or other local
unconsolidated surface beds, more variation is experienced, aml a closer
relationsldp to tbe full measure of precipitation is obsened. I<'or in
these (1) the beds of passage are usually open layers of sand and gravel,
which permit a free flow of' the water, (2) the reservoir is ncar at hand,
so that the resistance between it and the well is small, and (3) the collecting area is usuall;y limited. Under tbese conditions a large number of capacious bores may easily draw off all that the rain-fall can supply to the limited collecting area. Hence the amount of flow will fluctuate somewhat closely with the amount of rain-fall.
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The cases in which an increase of rain-fall beyond a certain moderate
amount will be most markedly felt are those in which the conveying
capacity of the water-bearing bed is great, and the restraiui11g power
of the overlying beds imperfect. But. if tl~e water-bearing bed is close·
textured and tile conr-beds 1rater-tight a moderate rain-fall will furnish to the collecting tract more than the stratum can deliver to any
practicable number of distant wells, aml will maintain the head near
its maximum elevation.
From tile foregoing considerations it appears that in a large class of
wells of inferior stratigraphical conditions the amount of the rain-fall,.
beyond a cel'taiu moderate measure, is nearly, though not entirely, im:
material; whereas, in the class of more generous native capabilities, it
is an clement of supreme consequence.

ESCAPE OF WATER AT LOWER LEVELS THAN TIUJ WELL.

It is manifest that if the confining beds are pierced either naturally
or artificially at a point lower than the surface of the well, the water
may find relief from pressure by escaping there and fail to flow from the
well. This is not often a source of failure from natural causes, where
the overlying strata are thick, since the tendency in the deeper beds is
rather towaru the closing of opcuings and the healing of :fissurm; than
to the opening of' a free passage way. However, in tllose regions in
wliich profound fracture and displacement are common, failure from
leakage through fissures is a source of apprehension.
·
The artificial defects consist mainly of wells previously sunk. It is
a well-known faet that, where seYeral are located near each other, those
which are lower than the propose!l well may already have consumed the
full delivering capacity of the water- bed. The reverse may also happen. The new well, if lower than the previous ones, may draw off their
flow. 'fhe remedy in these cases is simple. Either the flow of the
lower wells may be reduced until the upper ones discharge, or else all
may be brought to the same level by tubing. There is, perhapo;, no better test of the delivering capacity of the water-bed than the degree of
interference of neighboring fon11tains. In proportion as tile supply is
generous a.ml freely delivered at the well, interference will be decreased.
Notable intcrferen.ce of wells is a clear indication that some approach
has already been made toward the limit of productiveness for that vicinity.
A hidden source of failure may be concealed in old deep wells, which
eitller never were put under proper control, or which have fallen into
neglect. The water may rise through these into loose superficial deposits or higher permeable strata and pass off horizontally, and thus aftord
relief of pressure without discovering itself at the surface. Th-e remedy
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is either to block up these old wells deep within the confining bed, or
else put them under the same control as the new one.

CONDITIONS RELATING TO THE WELL ITSELF.

1. The rate of delivery.-lt bas already been made sufficiently evident
that, ltowcver great the supplJ at the fountain-head, if the water must
pass for a loug distance through a thin sheet of close-grained rock, the
·rate of delivery at the well will be slow. If, on the other band, the texture of the rock is open and the bed thick, the supply will be, otber conditions favoring, Yery abundant.
A second condition of delivery relates to the well itself. It is clear
tbat, if the bore merely touches the upper surface of tllC water-bearing
bed, only a small space is afforded for tbc entrance of the stream. If,
on the other hand, the well penetrates the formation deeply, the water
can run in all along the sides, and, though the inflow at any one point
may be moderate, the total amount from the large surface presented by
t,he sides of the bore may be great.
Jlfetlwds of increasing the flow.-a. Torpedoes.-Even where the entire
thickness of the porous stratum has been penetrated, aml all tbc ad'
yantages to be secured from increase of surface, in so doing, haYc been
exhausted, the supply may still remain deficient. In some cases tl1e
;yield is notably less than good reason gave encourag-ement to expect.
The porosity of any bed is apt to be varying; and a well may be unfortunate in passing through a close-textured portion; or, if the waterbearing character is dependent on fissures and channels these may have
been missed, though they may lie close at one side. In such instances
an effective means of promoting a :flow is found in the firing of explosi,·es within the bore. 8 The manifest effect of an explosion is to fissure
the beds extensively about the bore, and greatly facilitate the inflow.
In the oil regions this deYice bas been e.xteusively used, and found both
practicable and effective.
b. Enlarging the bore.-An obvious means of increasing delivery is
an enlarg~ment of the bore of the well. So far as this is intended
to increase the surface within the porous bed, it is manifestly both
inferior and more costly than torpedoing where the well is deep, but
it has an .obvious ad mntage in the larger conduit it affords for outflow. It is the practice of many drillers to first sink a well of the usual
small dimensions, and then rim it out to the larger diameter desired.
Besides the ad vantages in drilling this re11ders tbe cost of testing
the cha1wes at that point less. From the character of the flow obtai!lCd
"Mr. John :1!'. Carl, of the Pennsylvania Geological Survey, has given a very clear
and cletailc<l (lescription of the construction and use of the torpedo chiefly employed
in the oil regions. Second Geol. Surv. Penn. Oil Regions, III, 1880, p. 327.
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by the first operation it is possible to anticipate what will be the probable result of the enlargement. If the water issues with great force, it
is manifest that the larger bore will greatly increase the delivery, because, in addition to the increased size, the friction is relatively less.
If the flow be gelftle, and the head known to be high, it is clear that
the com-eying stratum must interpose obstacles, and the indications are
unfavorable to · a >ei'y great increase from the enlarged well. If the
fountain-head is low a full gentle flow is the natural sign of a generous
stream, which might gi,Te an almost equally flush discharge from the
enlarged bore.
c. One large or several small bores~-In demands for large volumes of
water, as in the supply of villages and cities, the alternative of one large
or several smaller wells, is presented. On this question, the following
suggestions may be offered. If the capacity of the water-bearing bed
is kuown, or, from evidence, is confidently believed to be amply sufficient to pour into the base of tlle well all the water demanded from its
mottth, so that the questiou becomes merely one of providing a suitably
capacious delivery tube, it is manifest that, within the limits of ecouomical drilling, the advantage lies with the single large well. But, in all
cases where very large supplies are needed, and, especially, in all cases
where the possibilities of the water-bed are liable to be taxed to their
utmost, a1lvantage may be derived by sinking several wens separated
by intervals; for a much larger area of the productive stratum will thus
be drawn upon. The vital issue, in this case, is not &o much the pro .
viding of means for the water to rise to the surface, as the aiding of the
water-carrying stratum iu delivering it to the base of the wells. It is
clear that the porous rock about the base of a single well, even though
it be large, cannot furnish as great inflow as the 1 ock about several
wells, though they ue individually, and even collectively, smaller. Besides, if torpedoes arc used, the intake of each smaller well may be made
approximately as great as that of the large one. The enormous wells
that have sometimes been undertaken, are, therefore, not to be recommended.
d. Distribution of wells.-In the employment of several wells their
distribution is a matter of some consequence. The normal direction of
fiow when it is once se~ up by virtue of the opening of an avenue of

FIGs. 21 k'ID 22.-Tabular sections of strata, showing disadvantageous arrangements of wells.

discharge is along a line drawn from the outcropping edge of the bed
down its slope to the wells. Now, it is clear that if several wells are
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arranged along this line, the first one will be better placed than those
which stand in its lee. These will be, indeed, measurably supplied
by latual flowage under the law of equal pressures, but less directly
and freely. If the wells are disposed . in a cluster, those on the Pxterior will partially cut off the supply of the iuterier wells. A more
fortunate disposition than either of these would be an arrangement in
a line at right angles to the direction of flow.

FIGs. 23 and 24.-Tabular sections of strata., showing advantageous arrangements of wells.

A still more advantageous arrangement, subject to local modification
would be to dispose the wells in a curved line, convex toward the col·
lecting tract, for when the draft of the wells bas made itself felt upon
the sheet of water flowing most directly from the collecting belt to
them, the higher pressure, which tlw flanking portions still suffer, will
cause a lateral inflow, and the curvetl. disposal of the wells will be more
favorable for receiving tile ingathering currents than a rectilinear arrangement, being more nearly normal to the resultant pressure and
flowage.
In respect to the degree of separation of the wells, it is obvious that
so far as the mere question of the greatest reception is concerned the
farther they are apart the better, for they will affect each other less;
but, of course, practical considerations put a limit to their dispersion.
LOSS OF FLOW IN THE WELL.

Having previously considered the favorable aml unfavorable conditions that relate to the source and undl:lrground course of the flow, we
were led, in the last paragrapils, to touch upon some considerations relating to tile well itself. Let us now come more squarely upon the topic
and search for causes of retardation in the well.
1. Friction.- We have already incidentally referred to the fact that
an increase in the diameter of the well diminisl;tes the relative amount
of friction, and that, so far as this element alone is concerned, the advantage lies with the larger wells. The introduction of a small delivery
tube at the top of the well obviously increases the friction and dimin·
ishes the flow. There is an illnsi ve impression abroad that a reduction
of the size of the delivery tube will increase the height to which the
water will flow. 'l'his is altogether fallacious. n perhaps arises from
the fact that a reduction in the mouth of a discharge pipe may be made
to increase the force of the jet thrown out; but this jet never rises so
high as the water would in an open tube carried upward, and the water
will rise to the same height in a large tube as in a small one.
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2. Laterallealcage.-lu being forced up, the water will flow off sideways
at its first opportunity. If, therefore, at any point in the upper portion
of the well, it finds a crevice, or channel, or a porous bed, w!Jich is not
occupied by water under as great pressure as itself, it will escape laterally, instead of forcing the column to the surface. It is necessary to
prevent this lateral leakage. Sometimes the necessities of drilling lead
to a satisfactory prevention. In sinking the well through the soii, sand,
gravel, clay, or other loose material that may lie above the bed rock, it is customary to force down an iron tube, and sink it a few feet into
the bed rock, by using a larger bit than that employed for the rest of
the welL If a good joint is made here, and the rock below is tight, the
lateral leakage may be thereby cut off, but this is not always available nor usually reliable. Besides, in many instances, the upper beds
permit much waste, and recourse must be had to special methods for
its controL
3. Control of flow.-It is clear, upon consideration, that perfect control may be obtaineu by putting down a
tube to the densest portion of the upper
confining bed, if, by some device, the space
surrounding it may be closed up, so that
a.
110 water can rise outside of the tube.
Formerly, this was done by a •ery simple
and ingenious device, known as t!Je seedbag. A long, stout, leather bag is made in
the form of a cylinder, open at both ends,
and just the size of the well-bore. This is
slipped on the lower end of the pipe, and
the bottom of the bag securely fastened
about the tube by wrapping with marline..
A thimble just above the tie will aid in
preventing slippin_g. It is then filled with
dried flax-seed, and tho upper end likewise closed around the tube. When thus
adjusted it is lowered into the well tt> the
point determined upon, am1 "npported
t here until the seeds sweli by absorbing FIG. 25.-Seed ·bag: a, d elivery tube,
leading to th e Rurface of the
water. T!Jis enlarges the bag so as to
well, and terminating below
fit the bore tightly and shut off all water
the seed-bag; c, a leather
bag filled with dry fiax-seed;
from rising outside the pipe, and so all
b, ruarline wrappings to seis compelled to ascend t!Jrough the tube
cure the end of the seed-bag.
to the surface, or, at least, as high as the
pressure is competeut to force it. A better and more convenieut, but more expensive, packing takes
ad vantage of the expansion of rubber disks when pressed together, instead of the swelling of flax-seed. A series of thick, waslter-like rings
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of rubber are fitted about a section of pipe, so adjusted between iron
disks that, after l>eing put down, they can be screwed together, and so
caused to expand laterally, and completely fill the bore.

a

c

,

·i

Fig. 26.

Fig. 27.

FIG. 26.-Rubber packing, shown apart; a, section of delivery tube, extending to the surface ; b, a
large thimble into which k screws; e an iron washer i C a set of n1bber disks, fitting
on k, between b and d; k, a section of pipe on which is turned a long screw fitting in
the thimble b; d, a <li•k forming the head of the screw k ; h , a section of pipe extemling
· about two feet below the packing; i, a spring to press against the walls and hold the
pipe h, while the section a and thimble b are screwed upon k.
FIG. 27.-Rubber packing, shown screwed together as it is in t.he well.
1

The construction of the parts and their adjustment are sufficiently
indicated in the accompanying figures, which illustrate one of the forms
in use.
In a form employed in the oil regions, the expansion of the rubber
disks, or single cylindrical one, is accomplished by pressing a conical
hollow wedge between the pipe and the rings, thus forcing them out
against the walls of the well.
In this case the packing is supported by a perforated tube, an
"anchor," reaching to the bottom of the well. As the packing in artesian wells is often located near the top, the necessity for support from,
below excludes this form in most cases. 9
9 This form is described and figured by Mr. Carl, Second Geol. Surv. Penn .. Rep.
on Oil Regions, III, 1880, p. 322.
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1. ]lfeaszwement.- When the flow has been confined to the tube by
either of the above devices, it is au easy matter to determine the available height to which it may be carried. ·where the pressure is moderate, this is easiest determined by adding pipe abo\·e the surface until
the water no longer rises through it. But when the pressure is great,
it would ascend to au inconvenient height, and a pressure-gauge
of any available form may be substituted, and the height to which tbe
water would l'ise, if suitauly tubed, computed; each pound of pressure
per square inch equaling 2.31 feet of rise.
2. Prognostic esti-mcote.-Thc testing of the fnll strength of a generous
fountain, already secnrcd, is a comforting task; quite in contrast to the
solicitude one suffers in attempting to estimate beforehand what height
may be anticipated. 'i'heoretically, the water will rise at the well to
the same height as the fountain-head, and will flow at any elevation
less than that. But the le:1kage of the confining Gtrata and of the ·well
reduce the height to wbich the water will rise, while the friction suffered in the.long passage through the rock n,nd the well will further
lessen the altitude at which a ilow, of ~my not:1ble vigor, will take
place. Deduction must be made for :111 these elements. The spPcial
COnditiOnS which affect the ~Stimate have been preViOUSly C0l1Sideretl. 10
.All the light. that can be drawn from a careful ::JCrntiuy of these is de·
manded. The prudent expert will, however, seek assiduously a better
a1\d more truly scientific basis for his judgment. In almost every district wells have been attempted, and their results-whether successful
or otherwise-if critically n,nalyzed ;.md interpreted, give yaluable data,
even though somewhat remoYed from the locality under consideration.
The importance of recording o,nd preserving the precise results of all
enterprises, whether good or ill, cannot be· too strongly -urged upun
drillers, geologists, an<l citizens alike, nor is it., perhaps, out of place
here to urge that an intelligent respect be pa,id to the facts so developed;
the respect, however, is no more important than the intelligence.
DETllCTION OF FLOW.

It has been remarked above that tbe water may rise from the bottom to some higher portion of the well, and there find escape by passing off laterally through the upper stlata. · In the absence of control,
the water does not always rise and oYerfiow. It is a matter of some
practical moinent, therefore, to know when a stream is struck which
may yield a flow at the SU1face when put nuder proper control. (1.)
10 These con(litious are so varied that I uoubt the propriety of attempting any general statement of the dP.dnctiou to be rnalle from theoretical height. For Sonthcrn
·wisconsin, I have found an allowance of about 1 foot for every mile between tha
collecting area and the site of the well to be as near a geueml estimate as I feel prepared to make; bnt even this is subject to considerable modification in spellial situations, and could uot safely be adopted for other regions.
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Such a stream usually discovers itself by a rise of water in the well,
but this is not always the case. (2.) Some influence 011 the action of
the drill is liable to be felt, which may arouse suspicion. (3.) In any
instance of a strong flow, the drillings are apt to be carried away, so
that when the sand-pump fail.~ to bring these up, or brings only coarser
material, there is good reason to believe tbat a stream has been struck,
and the proper tests should be made. In enterprises that do not require
a voluminous flow, tests should usually be made when such indications
appear. It is ordinarilJ desirable to test the capacit,y of any stratum
which gives any of these or other indications, before sinking to a lower
one. It is advisable to make provision in the contract for such tests,
since it is not always to the interest of the driller, once his machinery
is set up and well at work, to stop at the more limited depth. The
capabilities of the flow may be tested by the use of a tube and seedbag, or by rubber pack.ing, as explained above.
Negative and false tests.-1. It is possible, in perfect honesty, to make
both a negative and a false test. Suppose that
two porous beds, A and B (Fig. 28), separated by
an imperviouR la.yer, are traversed, and the testing of the first bas been neglected, either because
it failed to give encom;aging indications or for
other reasons. It is now desired to test these.
Suppose the seed-bag or rubber packing be placed
above the upper one. Now, if both bear a water•
lenl equally high, the test will be fairly made, and
the result will indicate their combined capacity;
or, if both beads are at least as high as the surface at the well, the test may be accepted. But
suppose that the bed -A has been cut into by
erosion, or been reached by crevices, or is otherwise defecti,-e, while the other, B, remains intact
and bears an elevated fountain-head. Under these
conditions the water may flow from B through the
Fw. 28.-Section of a wen. bore into A, and escape laterally through it, as ilillustrating a
negative test. lustra ted in the figure. Now, in this case the result
may be either simply negative or positively false
and misleading. If the lateral leakage through the stratum A e:fl'ectually disposed of the flow from B, and there was no leakage in the upper
portion of the well, the water in the test-tube would stand during the
test at essentially the same height as before, and the result would be
negative, merely failing to indicate a possibility that really existed. If,
on the other band, there was lateral leakage through the upper strata
as well as through A, 11eitber alone being quite competent to dispose of
the flow from B, then the introduction of the test-pipe would cut off the
upper leakage, leaving the bed A una,ble to dispose of the entire flow.
In this cast! there would be a rise of water in the tube, and, possibly, a
flow. The mischievousness of a test of this sort lies in the fact that it
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appears to be a true test, because it shows some result, while in reality
it is false and misleading. The true test in this case can only be made
by placing the packing between the porous beds A and B.
2. Take another instance where two porous beds, as A and B, figure
29, ba\e been traversed. Let tbe packing be placed
between these. Then ( 1), if A equals B in pro.
ductive capacity, water will stand at tlJC same
height within and without the test-pipe if there is
no leakage in the upper beds. (2) If the failure to
flow was due to such leakage, theu a flow will result from B, but the additional flow which might
be secured from A is lost (see figure) . (3) If A
has a greater head than B, and if there is no loss
above, the water in the test-pipe will actually be
lower than tbat outside, as illustrated in figure 30.
This may be said to be an inverted test, and is less
misleading than the false and negative tests, since
it plainly indicates an error of manipulation. I
have known such a case of reduced head as the
result of an attempted test. (4) If, however, there
is in this case considerable lateral waste in the
FIG. 29.-Section of a well
upper strata, the valuable flow from A will be
showing a partial and mislost, just as IJefore the tes t was n1ade, wbile B
leading test.
may give a rise in the tube, or even a flow, which
would foster the impression tl1at a fair test had been made, while in
' (5) If A gives a feebler flow
reality the greater flow bas been lost.
than B, but haR an equal bead, the test will fail of
being completely satisfactory only i'n excluding the
feebler flow from A . (G) If, however, A has a lower
bead, and is a possible means of escape for the flowage from B, then the packing bas been placed at the
right point, and the test gives the best results.
3. In still another case let A and B represent
porous beds (figure 31), the lower of which is so
conditioned as to drain tbe upper one by virtue of
a lower outcrop, in the manner previously explained
and illustrated in figures 13 and 14. (1) First, if
the drainage-loss below is not complete, and if the
packing is placed above A, as shown in figure 31, I,
th e result will be negative, if there is no leakage in
the upper strata. (2) Should there be consiuerable
loss there it will be cut off by the tube and packing, and some rise in the tube will be the result
in most cases. In either instance the result is mis- FIG. ao.-section of a well
illustrating an
leading, particularly in the last, because the small
inverted test.
GEOL 84--11
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rise of the water is apt to allay any suspicion as to the effectiveness of
the test. The real fact, however, remains that the flow from the productive stratum is mainly lost below. (3) Suppose that the packing is
located between A and B, as in figure 31, II, it will then shut oft' the flow
from A, while that in B, because of a lower outlet, will fail to flow.
Now, if there is opportunity for lateral leakage in the upper strata the
water from A will rise in the well outside of the test-pipe and pass off
into these opeu upper beds. (4) But if no such opportunity is afl'oruc·u
it may rise to the surface and overflow outside of the test-pipe,wbile
the water within the t est-pipe will probably be found. to be lower than

FIG. 31.-Section of strata an.d three wells, showing one correct and two erroneous tests . '.rUese we1ls
are assumed to be independent of each other, and arc placed together on the diagram
mer~ly for convenience.

before the test was made. The proper method of testing wells known
or suspected to present these conditions is to sink a simple bag of seed
or other obstruction to a point in the impervious stratum between A and
B, which, when it tightens in its place, will shut off the flow below.
Then a tube with packing sunk to a point above A will effectually cut off
all leakage in the upper strata, and' tbe full capacity of the water- bed A
will be tested.
·
These examples, while not exhaustive of possible cases, illustrate the
nature of defective tests and the deceptive conclusions liabl e to he urawn
from them. The remedy is manifest. Test each water-bearing stratum
as it is encountered, or else vary the final tests so as effectually to exclude all liabilities to error.
EFFECT OF TUIE ON FLOW.

It is a common observation that the discharge of artesian wells declines in time, and the impression has somewhat obtained that this general fact is a necessary one. It is not unimportant, therefore, to consider the causes that lead to decline, since this ifl likely to be the best
approach to the vital question, whether it is inevitable or preYentable.
1. Decline from loss of gaseous aid.-We have thus far neglected a
class of wells which flow, not from tlle pressure of an elevateu fountainhead, but from the expansive force of pent-up gases, which are either
disseminated throughout the water itself, like the carbonic acid in the
soda fountain, or are contained in some hidden reservoir in communication with the water whicb is thus forced out. Wells of this class eject.
ing petroleum, gas, and water are familiar features of the oil regions.
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A well whose flow arises from any such cause must decline as the gas
relieves itself by escape, unle!'ls it is continually rene.,-,·ed by generation
below, which is doubtless very rare. But while this class of wells lies
without the province to which we are limiting ourselves here, it illustrates strikingly a cause of flow which has some little exemplification
in the wells under consideration. Most waters that have stood pent _up
in the depths of the earth contain, absorbed within themselves, a greater
or less amount or-carbonic acid anq other gases. When relief reaches
these by the penetration of the well the.:- expand and aid in lifting the
column, both by their elasticity and levity, so that when first struck the
water frequontiy flows with a sparkling vigor not permanently retained.
Gradually the pent-up gas relieves itself and the flow correspondingly
declines. The main effect of this, however, is doubtless brief, and so far
as this element is concerned the flow settles down into an ess~ntially
stable current.
2. Decline from loss of heat.-An exceedingly slow,and almost infinitesimal decline may be assumed to result from a change of temperature.
The w_ater entering ~t the fountain-head has about the average temperature of the region. That issuing from deep artesian wells is_ warmer
by several degrees. This relative warmth by lightening the column
aids, in some little meast1re, the flow. The heat is derived from the
deeper strata which the artesian current traverses, and manifestly they
are continually losing what the stream is continually g-aining·, and a slow
process of cooling the strata is going on. The temperature of the current must decline accordingly, and the aid derived from the warmth be
correspondingly lost. This decline ii'S probably much too slight and tooslow to be of practical moment, though I am not aware what observation may teach on this subject, if, indeed, it has received attention.
3. Decline from increase of lcakagc.-Reference has previously been
made to the disposition of the water as it rises in the well to find lateral escape through the upper strata. _:c, is, of course, the intention of
the well-sinker, in putting in his final delivery tube and packing, to cut
this off by lowering the pipe to a ·point below which this does not take
place. But, being expensive, it is not inserted deeper than thought
strictly necessary. Now, many beds permit lateral leakage in a feeble ,
degree, which are yet in the larger sense impervious, as, for cxamrlie,
many of our limestones. The lateral leakage which they permit may be
at first imperceptible, but under the high pressure, minute streams
thread their way through the tiny openings in the rock, and, little by
·little, by virtue of their wearing and soh'eut action, increase their
channels until at length, through their united influence, they make themselves felt upon the greater stream. In many case:o:: there are some hundreds of feet of limestone exposed to this action beneath the packing.
Again, since the packing occupies, at most, but two or tbreefeetin the
bore, the water, pressing from below, may thread its way around it
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through the capillary paHsages, and, at length, by enlarging these to
more consitlerable dimensions, fint1 partial relief in that way.
It is e\'illent that both of thes~J sources of leakage may be corrected
by inserting the tube and packing to a; lower point.
4. Decline from closure of the bore.-It ':s a well-known fact that
some rock- beds, under ·great pressure from the strata above, "crePp"
toward artificial openings, such as the shafts and drifts of mines. So
small a perforation as a well-bore, with its walls arched against au inward yielding, and filled with a column of water exerting from onethird to one-half as much pressure as the rock, does not invite this action. But some beds are soft and p]ast,ic, as the clays and clay-shales,
while other are lom~e and mobile, as the sands and half coherent sandstones. Beds of these kinds, at considerable uepths, where the pressure
is severe, may yield, ami tend to close the bore. Of course, the friction
of the current is increased hy the assumed stricture, and tends to cut it
away, but Jlerfectly pure water has little corrasive power. In the more
!:table formations it may be tlonbted whether this is often an occasion
of decline. In the newer anu less consolidated beds it is to be apprehended that it is. Closure of this kinu could be tested by lowering an
expanding gauge through the delivery tube; and it could, prubably, in
most cases, be successfully rimmed out with an expanding drill without
removing the tubing.
Closure may also arise from an accumulation of sand and other fine
matter brought iuto the bore by the inrushing current.
5. Decline from defective piping.-ObYiously, growing defects in the
tubing and packing wouhl favor decline. Iron piping rusts rapidly, especia1Iy if there are corrosive ingredients in the water. If the decline
sets in only after a few years, and rapidly increases, suspicion points in
this direction.
6. Decline from exhattstion.-The too current notion that a subterranean poul, which has been struck by a veil, supplies it foro, time and
then becomes exhausted, may be dismissed without much consideration,
fOr no such pool will be apt, under existing bydrost:::-tic laws, to leave
its deep-seated repose and pour itself out upon the surface merely because an opening is pro\·ided. If forced by a distant bead, that head
may be drawn down, but the pool vill remain as full as ever. I can
conceive of nothing but the collapse of the inclosing walls that could
force it to evfWtmtc 9 awl that wouk :;ivc a violence of ejection and suddenness of cessa'~ion -.:orrespouding to t,he rate of collapse, a phenomenon quite ditl'er<Jnt from that commonly referred to the exhaustion of a
subterrane~:m pooL The exham;tion i:-> not in the imagined pool under
the well, but in the di;;tant elcv~ted edge of the water-bed. If there is
but a limited accumulation th0re and it is not promptly renewed from
the surface the well may gradually draw it· off. In doing this, it is obvious that the head is, little by little, lowered, and hence has less and
Jess forcing power. The flow, therefore, declines gradually. A U.ecreas-
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ing flow from this cause will fluctuate with the rainfall upon .the distant
collecting area, and will renew itself with returning- wet seasons. A
decline followed by a permanent refusal to flow points to some other
cause. Decrease of flow due to overdraft on the supply, or exhaustion of the fountain-head; has a more adverse promise than those previously noted, since i is, in the main, irremediable.
7. Detection of the cattse of decline.-From a consideration of the
precediug causes of decline I venture the :>uggestion, without knowiug
fi·om experience how far it may be pr ,ctica!Jlc, tllat. the precise way in
which the decrease takes place may give a clew to the cause. The decline from exhaustion of stored gases should set in early aud proceed
rapidly for a time, and then more and more slowly as the exhaustion of
the gas proceeds. That from heat may be -neglected. That from enlargement of capillary pores would set in tardily aud iricmase slowly,
and at length probably produce a total stoppage. 'l'hat from rusting
of pipes, or decay of packing would not he felt at all at first, and would
probabl~ increase rapidly when once started, until an entire cessation
ensued. That from closnre of the bore woulll be slow in coming iuto
action, if dne to the "creeps" or filling, but if due to caving, it would be
sudden and prob~tbly complete. That from exhaustion of the fountainhead would he gradual and decreasing, and its flow would be renewed
with every fresh atmospheric supply.

CHARACTER OF THE WATER.

1. Temperature.-It is a well-known fact that the temperature of
the earth increases as its interior is penetrate1l at an average .rate of
1 degree for every 50 or GO feet, and that waters arising from tlle deeper
strata partake of their elevated temperature. The water of the cele- ·
brated well at Grenelle, near Paris, llas a temperature -of 820; that of
Saint Louis, 730.4; that of Louisville, 7G0.5; that of Charleston, 870.
'When the temperature is notably above 700 it may be rendered serviceable as a source of heat. The hospital of Grenelle is said to be heated
by the famous well of that place. Below the temperature suitable for
this purpose the warmth renders the water less immediately palatable,
but facilitates its distribution through pipes in cold weather by preventing freezing.
2. Chemical impregnations.-Tbe water which descends from the
clouds is nearly free from miueral ingredients. As it penetrates
the earth, it gradually becomes mineralized by dissolving the soluble
constituents of the strata. The extflnt to which it thus impregnates
itself is, among other things, dependent on ( 1) the character of the
soil and rock through which it percolates, (2) the depth which it penetrates, aud (3) the time it remains confined within the earth. It
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is not strange, therefore, that waters rising from great depths should
frequently be mineralized in a notable degree. The saline combinations
may be various, but the constituents are but the soluble ingredients of
the strata. When these constituents are such as to impart to the water
undoubted hygienic antl remedial properties, there may he no occasion
to regard this impregnation as unfortunate. But when considered with
reference to common domestic purposes, the mineralization of artesian
water is a condition of debatable value. For drinking purposes, a moderate mineralization is, on the whole, prob.~bly beneficial, rather than
injurious, though authorities are not entirely agreed upon this point.
For laundry uses, the property of hardness, usually communicated by
lime and other salts, is objectionable. and the incrustations deposited
upon boilers detract from its serviceableness to manufacturers. It is
usually, though not universally1 It ardor· than the river and lake water
of the region. In all cases, where city supplies are contemplated, opposing preferences are apt to arise, when the choice lies between artesian
water on the one baud, and lake or river water on the other. Those
to whom purity is a supreme consideration, whether it be freedom
from infectious germs, deleterious organic solutions, or mechanicallysuspended serliment, lean strongly to an artesian supply. With those
who, neglectful of these considerations, are more influeuced by industrial
utility, a surface supply usually commands preference.
To the general rule, that artesian waters are more impregnated with
mineral salts than surface waters, exceptions are found in those cases
in which the rain-fall directly penetrates sandy soil, and tl~ence passes
on at once into an open stratum of quartzose sandstone, from which,
without penetrati"ng <leeply, or remaining long· within the earth, or coming in contact with calcareous beds, it is brought again to the surface.
Such waters are often notably soft and relatively free from mineral im. pregnations.
There seems to be sufficient evidence to justify the statement-in itself very rational-that the water of an inclined stratum increases in
mineralization with its depth and distance from the outcropping edge.
At the upper margin, it is only rain-water, filtered through the soil,
which has already been subjected to much leaching, which is, indeed,
often little more than the insoluble resirl ue of disintegrated rock. As
it penetrates farther, it increases the earth-matel'ial with which it has
come in contact, ami is commingled with waters that have slowl,y percolated through the capillary pores of the adjacent strata, which, being relatively impervious, are as ~·et but partially leached of their
oceanic salts, much less their rock substance. Manifestly, the farther
it penetrates, and the longer it remains imbedded in the deep strata, the
more mineral matter it has opportunity to dissolve from them.
Now, on the first opening of an artesian well the waters rising from
the depths are possibly such as have long remained within the strata
from want of any other means of exit than the slow methods of diffusion
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and capillary penetration. But, on the opening of a generous outlet,
these pour forth upon the surface, and those that flow down from the
fountain head to take their places pass less slowly through the stratum,
and, presumabl~', are less impregnated with mineral ingredients. In
the lapse of time the track of the current must become relatively more
leaclwd of its soluble constituents than portions impl"egnated with more
nearly stagnant. water. Hence the progressive tendency of artesian
water is towar1lless mineralization. Whether the amount of this reduction is of practical consequence, has not, so far as I am aware, been satisfactorily determined by careful observation, but the impression that
the water becomes graduaUy purer from extraneous matter is a not uncommon one.

LIMITS IN DEPTH.

The vitality of a false notion is often surprising. It is sometimes
crushing to our faith in the survival of the fittest. A striking illustration is found in the wide-spread popular delusion that an abundant flow
may always be found "if you only go deep enough." When we consider tha.t rain fall is the great source of the waters_of the land~ and
that the strata, as a rule, become more compact as depth increases, it is
apparent that a very nearly opposite presumption should displace this
fallacy. It doubtless arises from the fact that the immediate surface
beds are more or less dry, and that it is necessary to penetrate some
small distance to reach the subterranean water-bed. It is not realized
that when this is once fairly reached the most richly supplied aqueous
horizon is found. The beds below grow closer in general, and present
less opportunity for accumulation. If, in imagination, the relatively
dry surface were removed the rest of the earth might be conceived as
most copiously filled with water in the more open upper portion, and
less and Jess permeated uelow, because less and Jess open to receive
water. This is, of course, only a general law, subject to much modification, according to the kinds of rock which overlie each other in suecession.
In view of this general presumption, it is folly to sink deep wells
without some definite knowledge that arock of porous nature lies below and prE-sents the requisite comlitions 1or supplying a fountain.
The occasional luck of ignoranee may fitHl a flo"·, but it is not soothing
to our pri1le of -popular intelligence to note how thickly our land is
punctured by needless follies; largely encouraged by the above falla.cious
conception.
Preliminary to sinking a well, as complete knowledge of the underlying strata as it is possible to obtain from the usual methods of geological inquiry should be gatherecl, and the depth of the well limited to
that necessary to reach the most productive stratum. To be sure, there
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are regions in which, in the absence of specific knowledge, or when
such as can be obtained is in<l€Cisi,,e, the sinking of a deep well to
test the strata is warranted by the importance of a favorable result;
' but the uncertainties of the issue and the financial hazard of the undertaking should be frankly faced. It is not to be inferred fl'om these
conservative remarks that failures do not result from the oppostte cause,
that wells do not often come short of success by stopping short of t.he
proper horizon. The existence of such htilures only adds to the impor·
tam~c of specific knowledge in lien of broad proverbs and loose maxims.
The succession of strata is so various in different regions that general
rules are few. There is one, howe,rer, of wide application whose observance would save the useless expenditure of large sums. The Archrean
rocks, as before observed, are exceedingly unpromising of success in
themselves, and do not overlie productive beds. Whenever, therefore,
in the progress of drilling these are struck, work should cease, unless
there are specific local facts warranting a deviation from the rule. A
provision to this effect should be inserted in all contracts, since it is in
the interest of both parties, for the drilling is usually very difficult
aud unremunerative at any ordinary rate per foot, while, there being no
rational prospect of good results to the owner, the amount be pays,
however unremunerative to the driller, is a dead loss to himself. It is
not sufficient to insert the term granite instead of Archwan t·ock, as is
sometimes done, since quartzites and other crystalline rocks, not fairly
embraced under the term granite, even in its more extended sense, arc
included in the A.rchrean series, the penetration of which would prove
alike unprofitable to driller and ownor.
Locally there are other formations at which drilling should cease,
either because no productive beds occur below, or because they are
known to lie at unavailable depths. Specific knowledge of such local
conditions is requisite for guidance in these instances.

THE ART OF SINKING WELLS.

It does not fall within the proposed scope of this article to enter upon
a detailed discussion of the art of sinking wells, of the difficulties encountered, and. of the ingenious devices by which they are overcome,
but a few general statements may not be without interest in themselves,
while they lead the way to other topics whose discussion is more imperative.
1. Superior,ity of rnetltods in the oil r·egions.- Vvere it within our
province to discuss the art of drilling, it would be necessary to go beyond the field of artesian wells proper to find its highest development;
for whatever may have been the result jn other respects of the traditional strife between water and oil, that never agree, the latter has
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prO\·ed itself the. master as an incentive to the development of ingenuity
and skill in the art of drilling. 'l'he innumerable practical difficulties
that rendered the earlier attempts tedious and hazardous at the best,
failures often, ba ve been largely masteretl, and the sinking ol' well~ one
or two thousand feet deep is now a daily successful occurrence. To the
oil rt'gion!<, therefore, we must turn for the finest examples of technical
skill in this art. For an exposition of this development, detailed with
much particularity, and accurately illustrated, I can refer to nothing
better than the report of John F. Carl, on the Oil Regions of Penusylvania.n
The methods of sinking artesian wells in common use, are either
slight variations from those current in oil regions, or represent some of
the earlier methods in leading up to the present stage, and which remain serviceable for the less exacting demands of the shallower wells.
All are modifications of the ancient chisel drill, which, by being lifted
and let fall, cuts its way into the rock, being at the same time rotated
to keep the hole round, uniform, and vertical.
2. Use of the diamond drill.-To a limited extent, the diamond drill
has been employed. It is essentially an iron tube, armed at its lower
extremity with cutting diamonds so placed that when rotated the tube
cuts its way into the rock, leaving a cylindri<:al core in the center .. A
current of water, forced down the interior of the tube, and rising outside, carries away the drillings. It is in great favor with geologists
and explorers, becanse the core gives a complete, unmutilated section
of the rocks penetrated.
3. Driven wells.-In sinking wells in drift, or other unconsolidated
beds, simpler and cheaper devi9es are much in use. The most expeditious, when practicable, is the "drive well"; merely a tube, armed with
a conical point, and a section of perforated pipe, forced into the ground
by a maul, or by dropping a block or beam upon it, pile-drhTer fashion,
until the perforated section reaches the porous stratum, when the water
flows in and rises to the surface. This, of course, is limited to shallow
wells, whose confining stratum offers no serious impediment to penetra·
tion. The bowlders of drift-beds sometimes impose obstacles, but in so
simple an operatiOn it is easy to withdraw the tube and try again.
4. Earth auge1·s.-In other instances earth augers are used, not unlike the eomlllon post auger, by means of which a bore of large size is
rapidly and cheaply snuk. 'l'his is, of course, subject .to like interference in stony clays or very coarse gravel.
5. Cost of tvells.-'l'he expense of sinking a well manifestly varies
greatly with the character of the strata, the depth, and the cost of
power and labor in the region in which it is sunk. So far as my knowledge extends it is not customary to vary the rate for the different kinds
of sedimentary rocks, limestones, sandstones, and shales. Where re11
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quired to penetrate granite or other crystalline rocks, an increased rate
is very properly demanded. To attempt to distinguish between limestone, sandstone, and shales would lead to endless difficulty, as they
not only graduate into each other, but are often intimately interleaved.
Tlte driller, familiar with the general character of the strata of the
region, demands an average price, depeuclent on depth. While this
varies, an approximate i1lea of the expense may be obtained by reckon·
ing from $2 to $3 dollars per foot for the first 1,000 feet, and an increase
of a half dollar per foot for each 500 feet below that down to the limits
practicable for drilling. To this is to be added the cost of tubing, which
will vary greatly with the situation and character of the strata.

RECORD OF DRILLINGS.

The importance of keeping a careful record of the strata encountered
in the progress of drilling needs emphasis, l:Joth on account of its practical and scientific value. The record should embrace not only accurate
measurements of the successive strata tra\·ersed, accompanied by careful notes on their character and a full suite of samples, but also a record of all features relating to their water-bearing nature. Some of
these, that seem trivial, often have mueh significance when critically
examinetl and expertly interpreted. If the diamond drill is used, the
cores, of course, furnhlh an exceptionally excellent record in themselHs,
if completely and carefully preserved and placed in their natural succession, besil)es being an interesting exhibit of much geological interest. Since, however, these are apt to be disarranged, they should be
consecutively numbered, as taken out, and, since the softer portions of
the core are liable to be much broken, supplementary measuremen~s
and notes are also desirable.
From what has been previously said, the importance of knowing pre.
cisely where to locate the permanent packing is apparent. Economy
dictates that it be placed as near the surface as prudent, not only to
saye the cost of pipe, but also the reduction in the size of the bore
caused by tile insertion of the pipe, and the consequent increase of friction. At the same time it is important to cut off all dangerous lateral
leakage, and forestall an early decline in the 1lowof the well. An accurate knowledge of the strata penetrated is the only trustworthy means
of doing this.
Again, when any defect in the first tubing and packing develops it,elf,
a careful record- is a valuallle aid in detecting the nature and cause of
the defect, and determining the means for its correct,ion. The original
driller may have tltought his general observation and memory a sufficient guide for the first adjustment, but if years have passed, neither
the driller nor his memory may l>e within available reach. The party
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contracting for the sinking of a well should invariably insist upon an
accurate written record, which should be preserved and transmitted
with the property. The authorities of civic corporations superintending public wells should place such records on file among official document>~.

When resort is had to t.he use of torpedoPs, the precise point at which
they are to be located is a matter of vital importance, and the exact
depth at which the eflects of explosion will presumably produce the
greatest. effect can only be determined by an accurate knowledge of
the succession of the strata and their varying characters.
Recurring to the discussion of the testing and control of waters derived from diflerent beds, the need of specific knowledge becomes selfevident.
It is unnecessary to enlarge upon the scientific value of such records,
not only as guides in the antecedent study of proposed wells, but as direct and positive knowledge concerning the geological column, and many
subsidiary phenomena.
In summation, the aid rendered in determining temporary tests, the location of permanent packing, the detection of the cause and place of defects leading to decline, the relocation of any necessary repacking, the
firing of explosives, either at first ·or subsequently, the predetermination of success or failure in other attempts, and the light thrown on
various geologic questions, combine to emphasize the importance of
careful records of the drilling and the preservation of its products.
Interpretat-ion of the drillings.-To the inexperienced the interpretation of tLe drillings offers some puzzles and pitfalls, though the phenomena are in reality quite simple. When the prudent driller bas procured
the insertion of a clause in the contract releasing him from his obligation when "granit.e,11 or the Archrean rocks, have been reached, a question for the arbitration of the geologist is apt to arise, since the other
contracting party, failing of success thus far, not unnaturally desires to
drive deeper. Now, the question would not usually be difficult or misleading were the drillings which are submitted merely Jhose of the rock
at the bottom of the well. But the rods or ropes and tools of the drill,
by their vibration, strike the walls of the well and rattle down grains or
fragments from the strata above, and these, mingling with the true
drillings, often produce a curious· intermixture, aud if the simple fact
of such a double origi11 is neglected, a wild interpretation will be the
inevitable ref'ult. The harder the bottom rock, and t be more frial.Jle the
rock aboYe, the greater the disproportion between the true and the false
drillings, especially when rods are used instead of rope. When working in granite, beneath Potsdam sandstone, I have sometimes found less
than 10 per cent. of the samples brought up by the sand-pump to be
bottom drillings. In these cases rods instead of ropes were used.. The
basis for discrimination between the true and the false drillings is found
in the angular forms and the fresh fractures, interpreted in the light of
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previous knowledge of the strata, the rate of the drilling, the character
of the stroke, and other attendant evidences. Only tile direct stroke of
the drill is usually competent to give chips of hard rock of any notable
size l1aving tile fracture-forms peculiar to such an origin; and these are
to he sought as the best indications of the constitution of the rock being
wrought upon.
In the penetration of hard rock, steel flakes and splinters broken from
the drill, aud metallic films rubbed from it., are not uncommon features.
Brought up wet, they soon rust and are liable to be interpreted as ferruginous ingredients of the rock. The inconsistency of their color with
the magnetic susceptibility which the unoxidized ct>re retains betrays
their true character.

AREAS OF FAVORABLE, DOUBTFUL, AND ADVERSE PROBABILITIES.

It is the proper function of -geological investigation to ascertain the
stratigraphic conditions which determine success or failure. As the
outcome of completed investigations, it is possible to map off the face
of the country into (1) areas in which success may reasonably be anticipatefl, (:!) areas in wbich t,he condHions are nearly balanced, and in
which local and indeterminate conditions will decide success or failure,
and (3) areas in which the conditions are adverse, if not altogether prohibitory. The service which such maps are competent to render in
encouraging the utilization of an important resource, or in teaching
caution and circumspection where uncertain results alone can be anticipated, or in forbi1ltling useless expenditure, need uot be argued.
Such classification of areas has been attempted in one or more states, 12
but a general map for our vast domain is yet a hope of the future.
From the foregoing considerations it is manifest that the areas of
probable success must be the relatively low tracts, that the areas of'
adverse probabilities are the relatively high regions, and that the doubtful belts lie between. 1'he fallacy of an abundant supply, "ir'you only
go deep enough," is altogether overshadowed by the singular notion,
not altogether nucommou, that ldgh lands are favorable locations for
arte:-;ian fountains. The origin of this surprising illusion I am unable
to fatlwm.
TbP. greatest sources of indefensible expenditure are (1) the selection
of a location of too great rdative altitude, in defiance of the simple
fundameutal principle of artesian flowage, and (2) the penetration of
unproductive strata, after all fiv>omble chances bave been exhausted,
in disregard of the fundamental laws that govern the distribution of
subterranean waters.
12

Geol. Wis., Vol. I, p.

6~7.
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Special st1tdy.-Iu the face of so many possibilities of failure, the im·
portance of a special consideration of the assemblage of conditions that
1$Urround a proposed undertaking, in a region not previously proved, or
in a situation in any important respect dh;similar from those already
tested, need not be pressed. The central purpose of this paper has
been to call into prominence the varied qualifying conditions that
solicit consideration, and, if possible, stimulate and ai1l those special
discriminative studies which lead to an intelligent confidence of success or a prudent withholding from failure.
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PRELIMINARY PAPER ON AN INVESTIGATION OF THE ARCHA!jAN
FORMATIONS OF THE NORTHWESTERN STATES.
BY R. D: IRVING.

SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATION.

The object of this paper is to present briefly an account of the work
in which I am engaged upon the older formations; of the problems to be
attacked and the plan of operations, with some account of the results
thus far obtained.
Starting with the aid of the work done by numerous geologists on
these formations during the last forty years, and with a personal acquaintance with them extending over ten years, by filling up gaps left in
our knowledge, and by making use of the newer petrographical methods, in which the great advance has been made chiefly since most of the
older work referred to was done, it is designed to collect the material for
the preparation of a general comprehensive account of these Archrean
formations for the whole Northwest. The area included in the study is
very large, stretching from Lake Huron to southeastern Dakota, and
the problems in correlation, structure, and genesis are numerous and
difficult. The plan of operations is correspondingly comprehensive,
and it is not to be expected that the results obtained thus far can be
much more than fragmentary.

PRELIMINARY GEOLOGICAL MAP OF THE REGION.

The general distribution of the formations under survey, and the positions of the several subordinate districts to which I shall refer, are indicated on the accompanying preliminary geological map of the North.
west. This map I have compiled from various sources, including our
own results to date. For the Paleozoic formations, the maps of Logan,
for Canada; of Rominger, for Michigan; of Chamberlin, the writer,
and Strong, for Wisconsin; of White, for Iowa, and of N.H. Winchell,
for Minnesota, have been chiefly followed. I have ~eparted from Winchell's mapping, however, in placing, provisionally at least, the quartzites of southern Minnesota and of the Pokegoma Falls region on the Up(181)
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per Mississippi, as Buronian rather than Cambrian. On the various
maps from which the compilation has been made the Paleozoic forma·
tions are subdiVIaed in considerable detail. In grouping the sub<li visions
I have placed as Cambrian the Potsdam sandstone and the Lower Magnesian limestone, and as Lower Silurian, the St. Peter's sandstone, the
Trenton limestone, and the Cincinnati group. The copper bearing or
Keweenawan rocks of Lake Superior have been given a color of their
own. That they are older than the Potsdam sandstone I think there
can be no question, and as yet I see no reason for spreading the term
Cambrian over the great break -between these two formations In
mapping the Keweenawan rocks I have followed my own maps as contained in the Third Annual Report of the United States Survey.
In mapping the older or Arcbooan formations I have preser,·ed, provisionally, the separation between the older gneissic series, the so-called
Laurentian of the Canadian geologists, and the later more distinctly
stratified Archooan, all of which is provisionally grouped under the
head of "Huronian." Doubtless large areas of eruptive granite of at
least as late a date as the so-called Huronian have done duty heretofore as Laurentian, but it will not be possible to separate them from it
until after much laborious field work. On the other band, the term
Huronian bas been very irregularly used by different writers; some
spreading the term over aU the non-gneissic schistose rocks, whether
apparently conformable with the older gneisses or not, while others
have regarded the term as belonging properly only to those rocks which
are more or less distinctly unconformable with the so-called Laurentian.
For the present I have includeti under the color for Huronian all of the
roc.ks mapped by any of the later authorities as such-separating from
one another by the lettering on the face of the map (F, H 2 , etc.) for
convenience of reference and di,;;cussion, the various areas of so-called
Huronian rocks, as to whose equivalency opinions differ.
Each one of these areas receives separate consideration below. In
mapping them I have followed for Canada the latest maps of the Canadian Geological Survey, only departing from them in separating the
so·called Animikie group of the Thunder Bay region from the Keweenaw series, to which it has been considered by the Canadian geologists
to belong, and in including it provisionally under the color fO"r Huronian.
The Canadian maps followed differ greatly in date, some_.:._as for instance
those of the vicinity of the Lake of the Woods and of the region northeast of Lake Superior-being as recent as 1883, while others date back
as far as 1863. A portion of the region north and northwest of Thunder
Bay has been copied from a small-scale manuscript map furnished me by
the director of the Canadian Geological Survey in 1881, and based upon
the work of Bell between the years 186fl and 1879. For Michigan and
Wisconsin the mapping of the State reports has been mainly followed,
a few modifications from our own work having been introduced. For
Minnesota none of the maps hitherto published have been followed;
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but, after coloring for Quaternary a· large area where the underlying
rocks are probably .A.rchrean, but are thoroughly concealed by heavy
morainic or lacustrine deposits of the Quaternary, the Archrean of the
. remainder of tl:ie State has been compiled from our own observations,
and the numerous localities of rocks given hy the United States report
of D. D. Owen and his assistants, and the various State reports of Minnesot~'by N.H. Winchell and Warren Upham.

PROBLE!YIS TO DE

The problems to be attacked may be conveniently classified as structural, genetic, and correlative.
STRlJCTlJRA.L PROBLEMS.

Under the first of these heads comes, as of the first importance, the
question of stratigraphy in each of the regions of more or less distinctly
stratified rocks. In the purely granitic areas this question will not present itself, and it is very doubtful whether anything in the way of a determination of a succession of layers can be accomplished in the regions
where the rock is mainly gneissic; but in each one of those regions
where the rocks are distinctly stratified, in other words, in each of
those areas provisionally colored on the accompanying map as Huronian, the succession of layers may be more or less satisfactorily made
out. In some of these areas, as for instance the Penokee-Gogebic belt
of northern Wisconsin and northwestern Michigan, the working out
of a succession of layers is sufficiently simple, the only serious obstacle
consisting iu the heavy drift covering by which so-me of•the softer layers are masked. On the other hand, in such areas as those of the i10u
regions of Marquette, Michigan, and the Menominee River in Michigan
and Wisconsin, besides the obstacle of frequ·ent heavy drift covering 7
an additional and more serious difficulty is met with in the complex folding to which the rock layers have been subjected. So great is this difficulty and so divergent have been the views of different writers in regard to structure in these regions that one cannot hope to do much in
the way of clearing up the matt~r, without more accurate topographical maps than have been hitherto attainable. The satisfactory determination of the stratigraphy of these various regions is, of course, not
only imp!)rtant in each case for the region itself, but to aid in solving
the broader problems of correlation.
Of nearly equal importance with the problems in general stratigraphy
in each of these areas, and in fact almost inseparable from them, are
those which present themselves as to the structural relations of those
rocks which are distinctly of sedimentary origin to others that are~ or may
be, of eruptiveorigin-forinstance, the numerous greenstones (chiefly dia-
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bases) of the various provisionally so-called Huronian areas. Do these
greenstones so lie with regard to the adjoining rocks that .they are always plainly of subsequent eruptive origin 1 Or have they been
erupted cotemporaneously with the formation of the surrounding sediments 1 Or does the view still maintained by many, viz, that i;hey are
always but portions of the original sediments, and therefore of." metamorphic" origin, receive any support in the way of gradation into, and
completely parallel interstratification with, the adjoining schists? Or
can structural evidence be gathered in favor of a separation of these
greenstones into the two classes of eruptive and metamorphic?
.Again, very contradictory views have been held with regard to the
relative positions and origin of the masses of gneiss and granite found
adjoining the areas of plainly bedded schists. These granites and
gneisses have been considered by different authorities as portions of
the ancient basement upon which the adjacent schists were originally
spread as sediments; as having been erupted during the process of the
sedimentation of the adjacent schists; as erupted in great masses altogether subsequent to the forrr:ation of the schists, which they ha•e
changed into their present condition and have crowded together into
crumpled troughs; and as, in part at least, forming portions of the adjoining schists, their present condition having befm reached through
metamorphism. It is thus evidently important to gather all the structural evidence that is possible to aid in determining which of these views
is correct, or whether there are not really granites and gneisses altogether antecedent to the schists and others that were erupted during or
subsequent to their formation.
It is also evidently very important to gather in any one of these schistose areas structural evidence as to the existence or absence of any
breaks in the succession, such as would warrant us in separating the
schists into two. or more distinct groups; and in the same connection
are to be mentioned the questions of structural relation to adjoining
formations of undoubtedly ear1ier or later age. .As indicated below,
other broader questions in structure come in in connection with the
problems in correlation ; while a yet grander structural problem than
any of these, and one, indeed, which can only be solved by solving first
nearly all of the other problems here enumerated, is that of the Lake
Superior Basin as a whole, the term ba:sin being used here in the geological rather than the topographical sense. l have already made a first
attempt elsewhere 1 to work out the structure of the middle portion of
this trough, occupied by the Keweenawan rocks a.nd the unfolded slaty
rocks underlying them. Plainly, however, this is but the beginning of
the subject. The various belts and areas of folded schists, as will be
readily gathered by a glance at the accompanying plate,·have plainly
definite relations, as to structure and origin, to the trough in the Kewee1 Third Annual Report U. S. Geological Survey, pp. 174-179, and Plate XVI.
Mouog. U.S. G. S., Vol. V.
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nawan rocks. The folding of these schists, the ·production of the
Keweenawan Basin, the extravasation of an enormous amount of eruptive matter during the Keweenawan and earlier periods, are all plainly
the effects of one underlying cause and must be studied together.
GENETIC PROBLEMS.

Under this head come very numerous and important questions of different degrees of difficulty. We may merely mention some of them.
Are the gneisses and granites hitherto classed as Laurentian altogether
metamorphosed sediments or altogether the result of solidification from
a molten condition?· Or, have they been produced in both of these
waj's ¥ If metamorphic, what was the nature of the metamorphosing
process, and can any traces of the original fragmental structure be detected~ Are the various schistose rocks altogether of sedimentary
origin, or are they separable into two group~, ·one including kinds
whose schistose structure has been produced by secondary changes
upon eruptive masses, and another including kinds in which the parallel structure is entirely the result of sedimentation? Are the crystalline basic and acid rocks interbedded. among the slates and schists
altogether eruptive or are they partly recrystallized from sediments T
For those rocks distinctly of sedimentary origin, what has been the
nature and extent of the changes that they have undergone in reaching
their present conditions~ Are the wide· spread iron ores and jaspery
rocks among the schists of the Northwest of eruptive, of metamorphic, or
of purely chemical origin? What has been the origin of the cherty
rocks which form so prominent a feature of certain of the schistose
areas, notably that north of I1ake Huron? How far have metasomatic
processes been concerned in bringing any of these rocks to their present conditions, in imparting to rocks really of eruptive origin deceptive
appearances of a sedimentary one, and to fragmental rocks equally deceptive appearances of complete original crystallization 1 As indicated
in the previous paragraph, structural evidence must largely be made
use of in.the attempt to solve any of these problems, but it is in this
connection especially that we must make use of microscopical methods
of investigation.
PROBLEMS IN CORRELATION,

Here come n.ot only the broader questions of correlation between the
ancient rocks, which form the subject of our work, and the pre-Cambrian formations of other regions, but the much more important onesbecause much more likely of solution-of correlation between the rocks
of different portions of the region itself. How far is the provisional
grouping of the Archman formations into Huronian and Gneissic or
Laurentian, indicated on the accompanying map, a natural one? Do
the areas colored for gneis:::, etc., include rocks which belong with
others included within the areas colored for Huronian~ and vice versa?
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Supposing that neither one of these groups of areas covers rocks which
properly belong with the other, how far are the rocks of the various
so-called Huronian areas really the equivalents of the typical Huronian
of the north shore of Lake Huron~ If all deserve the term Huronian, to
what extent were the areas, now more or less separated from one another,
once continuous' In this connection evidently arise important structural problems; for instance, the case of the relation between the unfolded Animikie slates and quartzites and the folded slates which lie to
the north of them, along the national boundary. The latter slates are
considered by the Canadian geologists as the equivalents of the original Huronian, while to me it has seemed that the former slates are
Huronian. These two formations approach each other closely in. the
vicinity of Knife, Gunflint, anll Kingfisher Lakes on the boundary, and
in this vicinity a knotty, but by no means insoluble, problem in structure has to be attacked. We have here a case of great unconformity
between two sets of rocks, or the sudden passage of an unfolded into a
highly crumpled series.

GENERAL PLAN OF OPERATIONS.

My plan of operations wa:s briefly foreshadowed in my administrative
report for the year ending June 30, 1883. 2 It has been, in short, (1) to
obtain for myself a general personal acquaintance with all portions of
the field; (2) to devote myself personally to detailed examinations of
such points as have most bearing on the various problems above indicat"ld; (3) to have all such portions oft.he field as have not yet been thoroughly gone over by former students, examined in detail by subordinate
parties whose note-books and specimens, prepared in accordance with a
uniform system, come together at the headquarters of the division for
study and comparison, the chief of each subordinate party being encouraged to prepare a general account of the results of his work for·
separate publication as a bulletin of the Survey; and (4) to arrange our
lithological studies so as far as practicable to consider together all of
one class of rocks from all portions of the region.
• Fourth Annual Report of the U.S. Geological Survey, pp. 28-34.
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FIELD INVESTIGATIONS.

INVEbTIGATIONS IN·

HURONlL~

AREAS.

rrhe various areas provisionally colored for Huronian on the accompanying map are as follows:
1. The original Huronian area of Murray and Logan on the nortli
shore of Lake Huron between Saint Mary's and Blind Rivers (marked
H on the map).
2. 'rhe Marquette and Menominee iron regions of Michigan and Wisconsin (B2).
3. The area of the upper Wisconsin Valley (B3 ).
4. The Penokee-Gogebic iron region of northern Wisconsin and northwestern Michigan (H4).
·
5. The slate belt of the Saint Louis and Mississippi Rivers, Minnesota
(H5)·

6. The quartzite areas of the Chippewa Valley, western Wisconsin
(H6)·

7. The iron-bearing areas of the Black River Valley, western Wi:;consin (H7)·
·
8. The Baraboo quartzite region of southern central Wiscon_sin (H8).
9. The red quartzite and sandstone areas of southwestern ~innesota,
southf\astern Dakota, and northwestern Iowa (H 9 ).
10. The area occupied by the Animikie series of the Thunder Bay
region, and thence south westward to Pokegama Falls on the MfssissipJJi
(I_[Io)·
11. The various belt-like areas of folded schists occurring within the
great gneissic region of Canada and extending thence across the boundary into Northern Minnesota (Hu)To each of these areas I devote a few words, to indicate the work we
have thus far accomplished and our plan for future work in each.
THE ORIGINAL HURONIAN.

The rocks to which the mime Huronian was originally given by Logan
and Murray occupy an area along the north shqre of Lake Huron be·
tween the Saint Mary's and Blind Rivers. This area is described in
brief and mapped in some detail in the Geology of Canada (1863). Since
its rocks shoulu evidently serve as a type to which all other supposed
Huronian formations must be referred, it was plainly of the first importance to obtain a thorough acquaintance wit.h it. With this object
(187)
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in view the coast line from the Sault Ste. Marie eastward to Serpent
River Bay was examined in some detail during the summer of 1883 by
myself and Assistant Geologists Van Rise and Merriam, with Logan's
map in hand; while the country back from the coa~t was traversed
sufficiently to enable us to see those members of the series which do
not reach the coast-line. In this way we were enabled to obtain a
thoroughly good acquaintance with this typical region.
The series of rocks here displayed may be briefly characterized as a
great succession of quartzite layers, including a subordinate quantity
of graywackes, a much smaller proportion of limestone and chert, and
numerous greenstones of eruptive origin, the latter occurring both in
dike and interbedded form. 3 The series is bent into gentle folds.
We have now studied a large number of thin sections of the _various
rocks of the series, and we find the quartzites, graywackes, and slates
to be little more than indurated sediments, the principal change in
them having been an induration by silicious infiltration, the intersti·
tial quartz thus produced having in large measure divided itself off into
areas optically continuous with the original fragments whose outlines
are usually more or less d1stinctly visible. More or less metasomatic
alteration of the feldspathic fragments in the graywackes,has been undergone, and possibly these fragments have at times received secondary
3 I am aware that tho Huronian has sometimes been spoken of as characterized
mainly by other rocks than quartzites. In "Azoic Rocks," Second Geol. Surv. Penn.,
p. 70, Hunt speaks of Murray's first exploration of the north shore of Lake Huron as
showing the existence there of "a great series of chloritic slates and conglomerates
with interstratified greenstones, quartzites, and limestones." Murray's own words
(ReportGeol. Surv., Canada, 1847-1848, p.109) are, "A set of regularly stratified masses,
consisting of quartz rocks or altered sandstones, conglomerates, slates, and limestones, interstratified with beds of greenstone." "Under the denomination of slates
are included various thinly laminated, dark-green, blackish, and reddish rocks, some
of which are very cl).loritic, and some contain epidote." In Logan's description of the
series (Geol., Canada, 1863, p. 55, and atlas to the same, Plate III) the Huronian section between the Mississaugi and Saint Mary's Rivers is made to include 10,820 feet of
quartzites, 4,280 feet of "slate conglomerates," 2,000 feet of chloritic and epidotic
slates and trap-like beds, and 900 feet of limestone and chert. Of the "slate conglomerates" a large proportion is quartzite, the balance being the graywackes, graywacke-slates, and graywacke-conglomerates of a subsequent part of this paper. It
should be said that various intercalated greenstone layers of the series arc included
by Logan in these measurements. Having carefully examined the ground myself I
am convinced of the general correctness of Logan's section. At least two-thirds of
the series is made up of quartzite. Of the balance the graywack{'s of the slate conglomerate make up at least half. Of the remaining sixth one-third is limestone and
chert., and the balance '' clJloritic and epidotio slates and trap." But these chloritic and
epidotic slates, which, although so insignificant a portion of the series, have been
made to serve as its most prominent characteristic, are, as I have convinced myself by
examining them in their typical development just east of Thessalon Point and in the
thin sections, merely eruptive diabasio greenstones in various degrees of alteration.
It is possible that the occurrence of the greenish chloritic graywackes in the'' slate
conglomerates" has contributed to the idea that chloritic and epidotic crystalline
rocks are the main characteristics of the series.
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enlargements, a;s described below. These changes are such as are met
with in entirely undisturbed and otherwise generally unaltered formations, from which they only differ here on account of the great extent
to which they have been carried out. The abundant basic eruptives of
the series prove to be mainly entirely augitic, in various stages of alteration, hornblende when occurring being always plainly secondary to the
augite. No essential differences have as yet been detected between the
interbedded and plainly intersecting greenstones, and all are closely similar to the variously altered diabases of the Marquette region. The
gentleness of the foldings, the common moderate inclination of the
layers and the relatively slight change which the still distinctly fragmental rocks have undergone are striking features, and more suggestive of the appearance of some of the fossiliferous formations than of
the crystalline schists. It should be said, in this connection, that nowhere is the series so altered as to allow of the idea that fossils have
been destroyed by metamorphism. Fossils are constantly found in
rocks no more altered than these, and their non-occurrence here must
be because of their original absence.
That no misunderstanding may arise, I repeat here that these stateme.nts apply to that series of rocks lying along the north shore of Lake
Huron between the Saint Mary's and Blind Rivers, as mapped by
Logan in the atlas to the geolog;y of Canada (1863), Plate III, and to
no others.
THE MARQUETTE AND !IEN011INEE IRON·BEARING SERIES.

The rocks of this series are highly folded, and their structure is often
very difficult to work out. Moreover, the metasomatic changes which
the crystalline members of the series have undergone have often been
extreme; added to which difficulties are frequent interruptions by drift
covering.
Although studied more minutely and by more different authorities
than any other portion of the region 'the divergencies of view as to
stru~ture and genesis in this region, even among the later writers, have
been very great. In attemptiug to unravel the difficulties here presented, so as to set some at least of these disputed questions beyond
controvers;y, the need of very careful topographical mapping becomes
apparent. My plan, therefore, with this region has been to obtain a
thorough acquaintance with all its prominent localities, examining them
with the various former descriptions in hand, and to defer any attempt
at minute structural work until better maps than are now available
could be prepareu. During the past year we have visited all of the
prominent points of the region, and have made some progress in the
microscopic examination of the numerous specimens collected. Although
there is yet so much to be accomplished in this region, I have been
led already to some conclusions with regard to it that seem unlikely to
be disturbed.
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In the first place, after having obtained a thorough acquaintance
with the rocks of this region, and· those of the type region of Lake
Huron, no doubt remains in my mind as to the correctness of the position of those who have heretofore regarded the two series as equivalent.
I came away from the Marquette region, indeed, with a good deal of
doubt as to whether some of the greenish schists included by Brooks,
Rominger, and others within the lower portion of the iron-bearing series,
might not really belong with the older gneissic formation .. Excluding
these schists, the remainder of the series has a distinctly Huronian
aspect. Like the latter it may be described as in the main a fragmental·
slate and quartzite series, including a large proportion of basic eruptives.
As is alrea<ly well known, these eruptives are chiefly diabasic. That
all of them were probably originally so has already been maintained by
myself, as well as by others. Besides the quartzites, magnetitic schists,
chert-schists, iron ores, limestones, dolomites, clay-slates, mica-slates;
and greenstones, which make up the bulk of the Marquette series, anumber of other less abundant kinds have been described as occurring. lt
is among these kinds that the lithological differences between the rocks
of this region and those of the typical Huronian area of Lake Huron
are found. I have elsewhere 4 suggested that these differences are probably more seeming than real, and the result from subsequent study in
the field and lauoratory has been to confirm the correctness of this suggestion.
A considerable proportion of these unusual kinds are plainly but the
results of metasomatic changes upon the ordinary basic eruptives of the
series, and in the list of rocks so produced come, I think, in all probability, a number of the so-called hornblende-schists and actinolite schists1
kinds which, if, as ordinarily supposed, of sedimentary origin, must be
believed to have undergone a far more extreme degree of metamorphism
than the bulk of the series. Many excellent authorities, having observed
the gradation of these schists into the adjoining c1·ystalline greenstones 1
accepting the schistose structure as a proof of sedimentary origin, have
been led· to maintain a sedimentary or metamorphic origin for the latter
rocks ah;o; while others, realizing the strength of the evidence in favor
of the eruptive origin of the greenstones, have felt compelled to deny a.
gr.1duation between them and the associated schists. To me, however,
while I do not doubt that in some cases such a graduation has been assumed to exist where it does not, i!i certainly seems to do so in many
other cases, as, for instance, that of the exposures at Big ~md Little
Quinnesec Falls, on the Menomonee River, and to lead inevitably to the
conclusion that both schists and greenstones are of eruptive origin, the
former representing merely an extreme degree of a metasomatic change,
which in some measure bas influenced all of the greenstones.
It is well known that Brooks bas worked out in some detail a scheme
•Monog. U. S.Geol.Surv., Vol. V, pp. 393-395.
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of stratigraphy foi· this difficult region.• More recently Brooks's scheme
of stratigraphy has been disputed by Rominger, who maintains an arrangement in the main quite different from that of Brooks.6 But it
does not seem to me that any very conclusive opinion as to this matter
can be reached without, in the first place, a thoroughly good map or
series of maps to work with, and in the second the extension of a detailed microscopic investigation hand in hand with the field work, over
the whole region, for the purpose of correlating the various exposurPs.
In one respect, indeed, I feel quite confident that Brooks' scheme mi.1st
be modified. I refer to his various greenstone layers (XI, IX, VII, and
below V),1 including certain hornblende rocks and hornblende schists, .
and some of the chloritic schists of the series. That these rocks represent often basic eruptives in various stages of alteration there can, I
think, be little doubt; in which opinion I follow, in a measure at least,
Foster and Whitney, Wadsworth, Rominger, and others. That some of
these eruptive greenstones represent flows contemporaneous with the
series, and hence, in a certain sensl', forming regular layers in it, is evident; but others of them are plainly intrusive or of subsequent origin,
while even those that are interfolded with the series are more probably
detached lenticular masses than portions of great members of the _series
coextensive with the region.
Ever· since the discovery of this interesting region there has been
much discussion as to the origin of its peculiar beds of iron ore, which,
in many respects, especially in the peculiar lamination with reddi,;h
jasper that they present, are different from other iron ores of the world.
In conformity with views then held with regard to the origin of many
of the great specular and magnetic ore-bodies of other parts of the
world, Foster and Whitney, the earliest writers of importance on this
region, described these ores also as of emptive origin. Since then a
long list of writers have maintained the sedimentary origin of these
ores, their present condition being· taken generally to be due to a
metamorphism from a former condition somewhat nearly like that of
the various stratified iron ores of the unaltered Paleozoic rocks, such
as the Clinton ore, the various stratified ores of the Coal Measures, and
the bog-iron ores of the present period. Quite recently WadHwortb
has revived the theory of the eruptive origin of the ores and associated
jaspery schists, and bas maintained their general similarity to the acid
or rhyolitic eruptions of the later geological periods, 8 to whose frequent fluctuation structures he has likened the bandings of the jaspery
6 Geological Survey of Michigan, Vol. I, 1873, Part I, p. 83, and accompanying atlas
plates; also Geology of Wisconsin, Vol. III, 1880,_Part vii, Chap. I; and Table 3, opp.
p. 450.
6 Geological Survey of Michigan, Vol. IV (1881).
7 Geological Survey of Michigan, Vol. I, Part I, p. 83.
8 Bnll. Mns. Com. Zool., whole serie11, Vol. ·vu; ·Geol. series, Vol. I, No. 1, pp.
28-36.
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ores. The extreme acidity of the jaspery rocks, as compared with any
other known eruptives, is admitted, but neither this fact nor the singular occurrence of free silica with free oxides of iron is accounted for.
More recently still, Julien, in a general review of the whole subject of
the origin of iron ores 9, while maintaining a sedimentary origin for
the jaspery ores of the Lake Superior region, has advanced the view
that they were originally rather in the nature of mechanical than of
ehemical sediments, the iron oxides having been washed into a fragmental form from pre-existing rocks, and intermingled with other simi·
larly derived detritus. It is to be noticed that on any theory hitherto advanced which accepts the original sedimentary deposition of these ores,
their present indurated and often crystalline condition is taken as theresult of some process of metamorphism. During our examination of this
region much attention was given to the iron ores in both the Marquette
aml the Menominee districts, with uirect reference to this question of
their origin. My studies in this connection are as yet incomplete, and I
feel unwilling, therefore~ to advance any general theory. But several
pointr; with regard to these ores which have impressed themselves upon
our attention may may be mentioned. In the first place, I may say that
1 am quite unable to acce.pt any of the jaspery ores as of eruptive origin. 10
From the most highly contorted and confused forms we have every gradation to forms in ~hich the sedimentary lamination seems so distinct as
to render irresistible the conclusion that all are of one origin. It is unfortunate, indeed, that the ores of the Marquette district were the first
studied in the Lake Superior region, for here they present their most con·
fused and difficult appearances. Jaspery and quartzitic ores, which
must, I think, be admitted by all to have bad the same genesis with those
of the Marquette region, occur in the Penokee-Gogebic belt, and again in
the Animikie formation of the national boundary, in a relatively undisturbed position and under such circumstances tliat their original sedimentary deposition seems to be placed beyond doubt. What has been
9 Genesis of the Crystalline Iron Ores, Engineering and Mining Journal, Feb. 2,
1884.
IOThat iron -ore of eruptive origin actually does occur in masses of sotne little
size is sufficiently evident from certain occurrences in the Anirnikie region of northelst Minnesota. The frequent occurrence of titaniferons magnetite as a constituent
in the eruptive basic rocks is well known, and in Minnesota, in the region above referred to, the titaniferons magnetite of certain gabbros is, in places, aggregated into
considerable bodies, as, for instance, on the ·north shore of Iron Lake, T. 65, R's 2
and 3 W., where there is a series of extraordinary aggregations of titaniferous magnetitt>, occurring directly in one of the great gabbro layers of the region and grading
into it, the ingredients of the gabbro occurring more or less plentifully throug-h the
iron-ore masses, whilst the iron oxide similarly is scattered through and through
the surrounding· gabbro
The occurrence of these ore masses has been described
somewhat fully by N. H. Winchell (Tenth Annual Report Geological Survey Minnesota, pp. 80-83). Some of these masses are a number of feet in thickness, and seem
to form a more or less coutintwus belt some hundreds of feet in length, but they have
nothing 'IV hatever in common with the jaspery ores of the Marquette region.
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the origin of the iron ·oxide .of any of these ores, whether fragmental
or chemical, or both, I do not undertake now to discuss, but that much
of the quartzitic material mingled with them~ particularly in the Penokee
beU, has had the same fragmental origin with the associated quartzites,
I have convinced myself from study in the field and from study of the
thin sections. Besides this fragmental silicious material, however, and
occurring frequently intermingled wlth it, and again at times almost or
entirely cYcluding it, is a chalcedonic or amorphous silica. Much of
the jasper of the Marquette ores seems to be made up of purely crystalline quartz, but much of it also is chalcedonie or amorphous, and
this chalcedonic form appears to be particularly abundant in association with the ores of the Menominee region, where many of the great
belts of ferruginous rock seem to be mainly composed of it. A similar
material is abundanti~' present in the magnetitic schists of the Penokee
and Animikie series and Vermillion J_,ake rocks. This, we think, is a
fact which has not yet received due attention in discussions ou the
origin of these ores. So far as our study has extended it has seemed
evident to ns that this chalcedonic silica is of original formation, or at
least that it existed in its present condition prior to the formation of
much of the series. Wadsworth has drawn attention to a very interesting occurrence at numbers of points in the Marquette region, and
has made use of it to sustain his theory of the eruptive origin of the
jaspery ores. I refer to the occurrence in the quartzites overlying the
ores, at several of the Marquette mines, of abundant rounded fragments
derived from the ore below. A very much more striking occurrence of
this kind is met with in the Vermillion Lake district of Minnesota,
where the fragments included in the conglomerate overl~·ing the iron
belt are often several feet in length, and angular. That these fragments prove the existence of the jaspery and chalcedonic material in
its present condition before the formation of the quartzite is sufficiently
evident. That this material has bad an origin-ill understood, to be
sure-similar to that of many of the so-called cherts of this same formation, as, for instance, on the north shore of r;ake Huron, and of the
later Paleozoic formations, seems to me not improbable. lt is a matter
to whichwe expect to devote much attention during the coming ~-ear in
the field and laboratory.
The maps by Brooks in the geological reports of Michigan have left
indefinite the western boundaries of the Marquette. and Menominee
Huronian. Whether there is actually au overground connection with
the iron-bearing formation of the Gogebic region, as I have represented
provisionally on the accompanying maps, is yet an open question. Iron
explorers have already carried the Marquette Huronian over much of
the area left uncolored on Brooks's map, and it is our intention to investigate this region at an early day. In this connection should be mentioned also the matter of the western extension of the Menominee Huronian in Wisconsin. The Menominee area is believed to connect diGEOL E:4-13
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rectly with that of the upper Wisconsin Valley, and is so mapped upon
the final map of Wisconsin by Chamberlin, but the exact position of
this extension is in some doubt. During the past season Assistant
Geologist W._ W. Daniells made some examinations in the neighborhood of Pelican Lake and River, and along the Mil waukee and Northern
Railway, where there are a number of new artificial exposures which
will enable n_s to map the connection more closely.
THE SCHISTS AND QUAIITZITES OF THE UPPEII WISCONSIN VALLEY.

In the fourth volume of the Geology of Wjsconsin (1880) there is
published, by the writer and Prof. C. R VanHise, an account, including
microscopic descriptions, of the crystalline rocks of the Wisconsin Valley, from their first appearance from beneath the Potsdam sandstone
northward to Grandfather Bull Falls. In this account it is shown that
these crystalline rocks arc in the main gneisses, among which are some
mica-gneisses, but which are in large measureaugitic hornblende-gneisses
and even augite-gneisses. Interlaminated with and plainly subsidiary
to these gneisses, which are always strongly schistose, are bands of
mica-schist, hornblende-schist, and augite-schist, while areas of granite and quartziferous porphyry, which are taken to be eruptive, as also
belts of various basic eruptives, here and there occur. Included within
this gneissic area, in the vicinity of Wausau, Marathon County, is a
belt of country in which occur a number of detached exposures of cherty
greywacke-slate, mica-slate, and quartzite, which contrast so strongly
with the adjacent gneisses, and are at the same time so closely allied
to rocks met with in the Menominee and original Huroni!!.~, that their
reference to the Huronian seems necessary. The correctness of this
reference is still further strengthened by the occurrence of these exposures in the right position to be continuous with the tongue indicated on
the accompanying map as extending south westward from the Menominee region. The structural relations of these various exposures, the
exact positions of the western termination of the formation, and of its
connection with the tongue just referred to, were left in doubt in
the Wisconsin volume. W.ith the object. of obtaining additional evidence upon these points, Prof. W. W. Daniells, during the season o{
1883, made a series-of explorations in the valleys of the Eau Pleine and
Pelican Rivers, and along the line of the Milwaukee and Northern Rail.
way. His explorations on the Eau Pleipe resulted in the location of a
number of hitherto unexamined ledges, which seem_ to prove that the
slaty formatjon does not extend beyond that stream.
THE PENOKEE-GOGEBIC IRON BELT.

Extending from the vicinity of Lake Numakagon, in Wisconsin, north
of east to Lake .Gogebic, in Michigan, a distance of sixty miles, is a
strongly marked and continuous belt of slaty and quartzitic rocks, carrying, in one portion of the series, large quantities of the magnetic and
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specular oxides of iron. Unlike the iron-bearing rocks of the Marquette and Menominee districts, the structure· i:ri this region is always
simple, and the dip, except iu an occasional slight overturn, is always
in one direction; that is, to the northward. In the vicinity of Bad
River the total tl]ickuess of the- series, from the chloritic gneisses
on the south to the great Keweenawan gabbros on the north, is
some 131000 feet, but farther east and west the thickness appears to
to be less than this. I have elsewhere ·argued 11 in favor of an equivalenc~ of this slaty series with that of the Marquette region, and with
the type Huronian of the north shore of Lake Huron. Having now
made a thorough review of both of the latter region&, I am only the
more convinced of the correctness of the position. Building upon
Brooks's scheme of stratigraphy for the Marquette region, and upon my
own knowledge of the Penokee series, I argued in 1880 1 not only for
the general equivalence of the two series, but also for a stratigraphical
similarity, great enough to indicate the continuity of the two formations.12 Of the general correctness of the scheme of stratigraphical
equi >alency thep presented, 1 have also been able to satisfy myself by
my later studies. I have already indicated my belief that Brooks's
scheme for the Marquette region will require some modification, and of
course the scheme of stratigraphical equivalency between the two
series will need to be correspondingly modified. But these modifications will be of minor importance, and will serve only to make the case
clearer.
The maps and descriptions of the Wisconsin Survey, illustrative of
the Penokee region, give such full details with regard to ·it as far east
as the Michigan line that little if any more work will be needed west
of that line. With regard to that portion of the belt which lies farther
east, however, between the Montreal River and Lake Gogebic, the only
information obtainable is what may be derived from the few scattering
geological notes upon the township plats of the General Land Office, and
from the brief account of a hasty reconnaissance made by Pumpelly and
Brooks in 1872. 13
From these sources enough may be gathered to make it evident that '
the Penokee belt continues through this distance in full force, but·the
structural features and exact position remain quite unknown. Moreover,
a number of extensive explorations for iron ore made here within the
last few years have proved the great value of the iron deposits of the
region at a number of points. So important, therefore, is this district
to our work, from both a geological and an economic point of view, that
arrangements have been made to have it examined in detail by a party
u Geology o£ Wisconsin, .Vol. III, pp. 66, 163; also, Annual Report United States
Geological Survey, p. 165; also, Monographs United States Geological Survey, Vol.
V, p. 391.
12
Geology of Wisconsin, III, pp. 163-166.
13 Am. Jour. Sci., June, 1872. Also, Geol. Surv. Mich., 1873, Vol. I, pp. 183-186.
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under Assistant Geologist Van Hise during the season just opened.
Professor Van Rise will have in this examination the great advantage of
a thorough familiarity with the Marquette and Menominee iron districts,
and with the type Huronian of the north shore of Lake Huron, as well
as with the petrography of the rocks he is likely to encounter.
Eastward from Lake Gogebic I have indicated on the accompanying
map an almost continuous overground connection with the Huronian
of the Marquette region. That a connection actually exists here I think
there can be no doubt, but whether it is more thoroughly concealed by
the overlap of the Eastern Sandstone than is indicated on the map, remains as yet a question to which we hope to find an answer during the
coming season.
It is particularly desirable, for another reason, that we should gather
in all obtainable facts as to the Penokee-Gogebic belt and its eastward
and westward connections. I refer to the very interesting relation of
this series to the great Lake Superior trough, underneath which it appears to pass continuously, to reappear on the northern side of the Lake
in the shape of the so-called Animikie series. This relation is one I have
already attempted elsewhere to discuss. 14
THE SLATE BELT OF THE SAINT LOUIS AND

~IISSISSIPPI

RIVERS, MINNESOTA.

Along the Saint Louis River in Minnesota, for some miles above and
below the crossing of the Northern Pacific Railway, is exposed a great
series of cleaved slates, in which the lamination due to sedimentary
deposition may usually be most beautifully seen. Intersecting these
slates are great dikes of gabbro. The thickness exposed is evidently
very great, although the appearance of thickness is exaggerated by
folding. 15 I have already argued elsewhere 16 in favor of the reference
of these slates to the Huronian, and of their equivalence with the
uncleaved slates of the Animikie series of the National Boundary line,
the latter opinion being also held by Hunt, 17 and by N. H. Winchell, 18
Having, in the mean time, re-examined the Animikie series throughout
its region of typical development, as also the type Huronian of Lake
Huron, I feel no disposition to depart from these opinions. It is to be
observed, however, that the slates of the Saint Louis are separatecJ.
14 Third Annual Report U.S. Geological Survey, pp. 174-179 and Plates XVI and
XVII. Also, Monographs U.S. Geological Survey, V, pp. 410-418.
15 Folds have hitherto only been suspected in these slates, but a recent careful re~
examination served to make them very plain to me. They may be particularly well
seen near the wagon-bridge at Thompson, Minn., where three synclinals and three anticlinals may be traced ont within a few hundred feet across the strike, the nearly
vertical slaty cleavage remaining constant throughout.
16 Geol. Wis., III, p.18 (1880). Third Annual Report U. S. Geol. Surv. (1883), p.
102. See, also, E. T. Sweet, Geoi. Wis., III, p. 384.
17 Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada.
1B Eleventh Annual Report Geol. Surv. Minn. (1882), p.l69.
Tenth Annual Report
Geol, Surv. Minn. (1881), p. 95.
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from the nearest flat-lying Animikie rocks, in the Mesabi Range, sonth
of Vermillion Lake, by a gap of 70 miles, in which the drift accumulations are so great as to obscure the underlying rocks, so far as we yet
know; so that there is not much hope that we shall be able to get at
anything more than a theoretical structural relation between the two
sets of rocks.
At the time of the opening of our work no information was at hand
with regard to the slates of this belt except in their development along
the Saint Louis. Mr. Merriam, therefore, during the fall of 1882, made
a detailed examination of the region between the Saint Louis and Kettle Rivers, during which he carried the slates to a distance of some 33
miles westward to the main course of the latter stream. He also made
examinations in the vicinity of Mille Lacs Lake and along Rum River,
and again along the Mississippi River from Brainerd to Elk River, the
res111t of which was to show the identity and almost certain continuity
of the slates of the Mississippi River, in the vicinity of Little Falls, with
those of the Saint Louis. The examinations of Professor C. W. Hall,
in the season of 1883, to the west of the Mississippi River, mentioned ·
again below, have enabled us to map, approximately at least, the limit
of the slates in that direction. Quite recently (June, 1884) I have
received the Eleventh Annual Report of the Minnesota Survey, in which
is given, by Mr. Warren Upham, a very full account of all of the exposures of central Minnesota, both east and west of the Mississippi River.
With the aid that these will give us it will not be necessary to devote
any more time in the field to this belt, beyond what study I may need
to give personally to one or two important localities. The specimens
collected by Mr. Merriam in his explorations along this belt have all
been studied microscopically by Professor Van Hise. They include,
among the slates, fine-grained graywacke-slates, clay-slates, sericitic
quartz-slates, true quartzites, mica-slates (often hornblendic), staurolitic
mica-slates (often garnetiferous), and hornblende-schists, and among the
eruptives, diabases, gabbros, and diorites, the latter presumably altered
forms of'diabase or gabbro. Besides these microscopic results there
are also available those published by Streng in 1877. 19
THE QUARTZITES OF CHIPPEWA AND BARRON COUNTIES, WISCONSIN.

In the fourth volume of the Geology of Wisconsin, 2° Chamberlin has
described a series of detached quartzite ridges, scattered over an area
some 40 miles in length and 12 in breadth, on the west side of the
Chippewa Valley, in western Wisconsin. He shows the similarity of
the quartzites to those of the Baraboo region of southern central
Wisconsin, and of southwestern Minnesota and southeastern Dakota,
and their probable identity with them.
19 Ueber die krystallinisehen Gesteie von Minnesota in Nordamerika.
bueh fiir Mineralogic, &e., 1877, Pl'· 31, 131, 225.
2DPart V, p. 573-:-fl81, Atlas Plate I.
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The quartzites of these areas are red, from arenaceous to l1igb ly vitreous, and carry seams of a clayey material identical 'vith the wellknown catlinite or pipestone of southwestern Minnesota. Tl1ese quartzites are for the most part considerably inclinetl, tlippiug Ju various
directions, and are apparently bent into a series of anticliuals and synclinals. Unfortunately the drift-covering between tlJC areas is so extensive and the whole region is so hea-vily covered with for"st, tllat it,
must prove very difficult to work out any detailed strneturl", and I do
not expect to find. it profitable to do anything here beyond making a ·
general personal reconnaissance to enable me to make an intelligent
comparison between this and other similar regions.
One point of particular interest attaching to tbis quartzite series is its
general structural relation to the Lake Superior synclinal and to the
quartzite of the Penokee Range in Wisconsin, as also to the similar red
quartzites of southwestern Minnesota.
THE FERRUGINOUS SCHISTS OF THE BLACK RIVEII VALLEY, WISCONSIN.

In the seconclvolume of the Geology of Wisconsin, 21 I have described
in some little detail a number of small areas of a peculiar ferruginous
schist, associated with more or less of a mica-slate and of other slates,
which rise through the overlying Potsdam sandstone of the Black River
Valley of western Wisconsin. Both to tbe southwest and to the northeast of the northwestwardly trending belt in which these exposures occur, granite and gneii'Js are found. It i.'l difficult to tell just how great
a thickness exists here, but in one section on Black River I made out,
in 1873, as much as 5,000 feet. 22
·
'rhat these ferruginous schists are geologically equivalent to the ironbearing formations of the Penokee, Menomonee, and Marquette regions
is inferred from lithological characteristics. Since the work done in this
region by the Wisconsin survey in 1873, no further investigations in it
have been made.
THE BARABOO QUARTZITE SEUIES.

This great quartzite series, measuring many thousands of feet in thickness, composes the bold group of ridges around which the Wisconsin
River makes its great eastern bend, in Sank and Columbia Counties,
Wisconsin. I have already describ~d these rocks and mapped their distribution in considerable detail. 23
.Accompanying the preclominant quartzites of this region is a great
thickness of felsitic porphyry, besides which there occur also, subordinately, certain clayey schists or slates. The several ridges of tbe Baraboo region inclose a sort of amphitheater, through which the Baraboo
River flows from west to east, breaking its way twice through the north>1 Pages 493-499

and Plates XVII and XVIII.
Geology of Wisconsin, Vol. II, }Jp. 493-497.
o3Geology of Wisconsin, Vol II, pp. 504, 519, Plates XVIII, XIX, XX, XXII, XXIII,
and Atlas Plate XIV.
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ern set of ridges, both on entering and on leaving the valley. This central valley, as also the outside country, is everywhere underlaid by the
friable Potsdam sandstone of the region, and in a number of places
sections showing most bea·utifully the unconforruity between this sandstone and the older quartzite series are to be seen. Notable instances
of such sections are the two gorges just alluded to, by which. the Baraboo R.iver passes through the northern range. At each of these points
the contact between the quartzite and the sandstone filled with great
rounded bowlders and smaller fragments drawn from the older formation is plainly to be seen. These points, as ·also numbers of other similar one.s, I have described in detail in the second volume of the Geology
of Wisconsin, in which I have also shown by sections and descriptions
how enormous the unconformity between these two formations is; so
great that the intervening period must have covered the elevation of the
older series into a mountain mass thousands of feet in height, and the
wearing down of this mass into the insignificant ridges upon and against
which the Potsdam sandstone was deposited. These rocks were at that
·time referred to the Huronian of Canada, and my subsequent study of
the latter formation seems to leave me no room for doubt as to the correctness of the reference.
North and east from the Baraboo ridges there protrude here and there
through the horizontal sandstone of the region knobs of a felsitic propllyry and others of granite. The similarity of the porphyries of these
areas with that associated with the quartzites of the Baraboo region and
their geographical distribution render it evident that they mark for us
an extension to the northeastward under the Potsdam sandstone of the
Baraboo porphyry; while the occurrence of quartzites in the bottoms of.
certain artesian wells to the east and south of this porphyry belt indicate
a simih~r northeastward extension of the Baraboo quartzite. 24 In connection with the Baraboo series, and as evidently forming part of it,
should be mentioned the detached areas of quartzite of southern Dodge
and northwestern Jefferson Counties, in Wisconsin. 25 Allof these areas
are so thoroughly described and mapped in the Wisconsin reports, and
the material from them in my hands .is so plentiful, that it is not supposed that they will require any further co:nsiderable study in the field.
We have already examined in connection with our general studies of
quartzites a large number of thin sections of quartzite from the Baraboo
region, and we ·expect to study hereafter also a number of sections of
the porphyries.
THE QUARTZITE SERIES OF S!JlJTDERN MINNESOTA. AND SOUTHEASTERN DAKOTA.

West of the 94th 1mrallel, in Minnesota, the older formations are, for
the most part, concealed by the overlying Quaternary accumulations,
which iP.clude both morainic glacial depositions, and, in the Red River
•• Geol. Wis., Vol. II, Plate XVIII.
Geol. of Wis., Vol. II, pp. 252-256.
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Valley, the deposits from the great lake which formerly occupied it.
From beneath this Quaternary blanket here and 1.here appear patches
of Cretaceous clays and shales. Often these Cretaceous deposits are singularly intermingled with the glacial detritus, the forces by which the
latter was produced having often plowed the two together. The geologists of Minnesota, who have studied these formations with much care,
do not, if I understand them correctly, consider that these Cretaceous
exposures indicate the present existence of a continuous sheet of Cretaceous material underneath the Quaternary deposits, but that they are
the remnantl'l of a once continuous Cretaceous sheet, which, already
mpre or less thoroughly broken by erosion in pre-glacial times, suffered
still greater destruction on account of its soft and yielding nature when
invaded by the ice-sheets that produced the morainic accumulations of
the region. Westward from the Red River Valley the Cretaceows exposures become more numerous, the glacial accumulation:s dying out,
until, west of the Missouri River, the great plains are everywhere underlaid by Cretaceous or Tertiary deposits.
Returning now to central Minnesota, we find the valleys of the
greater streams-as, for instance, the Minnesota River-cutting through
both the Quaternary and the Cretaceous, so as to reach the still older
formations. .All along the valley of the Minnesota, from its bead at Big
Stone Lake to New Ulm, in Brown County, there are exposed gneissic
and granitic rocks, which are supposed to be a (lirect continuation
of those of the ~lississippi Valley iu Stearns, Morrison, Benton, Mille
Lacs, Sherburne, and adjoining counties. At New Ulm and Redstone,
on the Minnesota, however, are exposed reddish quartzites and conglomerates, which plainly overlie unconformably the gneiss of the upper portion of the valley. This quartzite formation, which finds its east~rnmost
exposure at Redstone, has a wide spread in. southern Minnesota and
southeastern Dakota. lis northern limits, so far as can be learned by
exposures, lie, in Minnesota, a few miles south of the Fort Pierre line of
the Chicago and Northwestern Railway, and in Dakota on a line running from northern Moody County west-southwest to Mitchell, in Davidson County. The length of the belt within which the exposures lie,
and whose course appears to be somewhat south of west, is thus something like 180 miles, while its maximum width, near the Minnesota
boundary, is not far short of 50 miles.
Within this belt the quartzite formation is in large measure concealed by the overlying drift and Cretaceous, but the exposures are sufficiently freq nent, and their character is sufficiently constant, to leave
no doubt in the mind as to the actual continuity of the formation
throughout. The series is bent into broad folds, the dip of the layers
in the various exposures ranging from three to thirty degrees in different directions, and appearances are such as everywhere to suggest a
formation of great thickness, one probably above rather than below
5,000 or even 6,000 feet. .Along Split Hock Creek, in the vicinity of
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Sioux Falls, Dak., Mr. Merriam finds a nearly continuous section where
the thickness cannot be less t_!lan 3,000 to 4,000 feet, while the exposures
in northern Cottonwoou County, Minnesota, certainly indicate a thick·
ness of at least 1,500 feet.
Lithologically this formation ranges from loose sandstone to the hardest and most completely vitreous quartzite, the prevalent phas0 being
a distinctly quartzitic one. The loosest and most completely indurated
portions are arranged in the most. irregular relations to one another.
.Occasionally they will be interstratified. At times the exposed portions
will be completely vitrified, while below artificial openings will display
an entirely loose sandstone, suggesting an induration of the exposed
portions by weathering. In other cases, however, exactly the reverse
of this will be met with, while very often the more and less indurated
phases pass into each other laterally by rapid gradations, the two
phases traversing the layers and dovetailing into each other in the most
irregular manner. The prevalent color of the formation is red, but the
loosest varieties are often very pale-colored, while the most vitreous
kinds frequently present a very dark purple hue. In western Minnesota, and again at certain points in Dakota, there is associated with the
quartzite the fin~ clayey rock known as pipestone or catlinite. Intermediate between this pipestone and the purely silicious quartzite, are
clayey sandstones and quartzites, often of a blotched appearance, and
not a little resembling, externally, certain of the Keweenawan sandstones of Lake Superior. So far as our microscopic studies have gone,
·however, the resemblance is chiefly external, the Keweenawan reu sand·stones being largely made up of felspathic fragments and fragments of
felsitic porphyry and other acid roeks, while these are in the main mixtures of red clay and quartz. Conglomeratic phases of the quartzite
are met with at numbers of points, hut no other rocks but thow already
met with have been recognized in this great formation.
This formation has been quite variously placed in the geological scale.
Hall has called it Huronian, Hayden Cretaceous, and the Minnesota
geologists Potsdam. If I understand the latter correctly, their present
position is that it is the equivalent of the Keweenaw Series of Lake
Superior, both of them being taken as belonging to the epoch of the
Potsdam Sandstone of New York. Unfortunately, in deciuing between
these opinions we haYe little to go upon in the way of contact with other
formations. We have, indeed, a contact with the plainly older granites
of the Upper Minnesota Valley, while the relations to the occasionally
overlying Cretaceous are distinctly such as to prov~ that the reference
to that formation is beyond question.erroneous, but such contacts as
are met with in the Baraboo and Chippewa regions in Wisconsin are
here wanting. Nevertheless, that the relation to the latter formation is
essentially the same in this region seems evident enough from other
consiuerations. The Mississippi Potsdam, according to the Minnesota
geologists, is traceable up the valley of the Minnesota with its usual
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.characteristics to the vicinity of Mankato. Only 20 miles farther up
the river appear the tilted quartzites of the formation we are now
-considering. Their tilted position, their evident great thickness, and
their lithological contrast with the Potsdam sandstone itself seem to
make it evident that they are not merely a downward continuation of
that formation, but, on the contrary, form a great uncomformably underlying series. This conclusion would still leave open the question as to
whetl)er they should be referred to the Keweenaw series or should be
parallelized with the original Huronian. If we judg-e from lithologi-cal characters, the reference to the Huronian would be a much more
logical one. With the quartzites of the Chippewa and Baraboo regions
they have so much in common-the red color of the prevalent vitreous
kinds: the irregular association of arenaceous and quartzitic portions,
the pipestone and clayey quartzites-that their equivalency with those
formations seems evident, while an actual continuity with them is sufficiently probable. This equivalency is also accepted by the Minnesota
geologists, but they now also place the Chippewa and Baraboo quartzites
with the Keweenaw series. Not to speak of the striking lithological
contrasts between the latter quartzites and the Keweenawan rocks, and
their evident similarity with the great quartzite masses of the t,ype
Huronian, I may merely for the present allude to the geographical position of the Chippewa quartzites, as strong evidence of their inferior position to the Keweenaw series. There seems, to me, then, little
room for doubt that the Minnesota quartzites also should be taken as
Huronian.
A number of notes on locations of exposures, with descriptions of
those at New Ulm, are given in' the Minnesota Reports, whilst Hall
and Hayden have published brief accounts in regard to some of the
·exposures. Our own work upon the formation has included an examination by myself, in company with Professor Winchell, during the
fall of 1883, of the New Ulm. and Redstone localities in Brown and
Nicollet Counties and of a number of localities in northern Cottonwood
·County; the examination by Mr. Merriam, in May and J nne of 1884,
of most of the Dakota exposures, which he found to be far more nnmerous and to extend over a much wider territory than hitherto reported,
.and a microscopic study by Professor Van Hise and myself of anumber of thin sections. The results of the latter study are given in the
Bulletin No. 8 of the Survey. It may be merely mentioned in this
connection that we find in this quartzite formation, and often in immediate association with each other, most beautiful illustrations of
e\'ery stage of the process of induration by the deposition of interstitial
.silica described in the bulh~tin referred to and in a subsequent page of
this paper. The loose sandstones of the formation are beautifully
crystal-faced, and from them to the most thoroughly indurated, vitreous
varieties there is every degree of induration.
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THE ANIMIKIE SERIES.

This group of rocks, first so called by Hunt, 26 from its well-known
and imposing exposures about Thunder Bay, on the north side of Lake
Superior, and at the time regarded by him as newer than the Keweenaw
series, 27 is described in the Canadian reports as a downward extension
of that series. An examination of the ground made in connection with
my studies of the Keweena·w series, in 1880, served to assure me of the
inferior position of the Animikie to the Keweenawan rocks. In my description, published as a result of that examination, 28 I maintained this
inferior position for the Animikie rocks but departed from the Canadian geologists in holding to their equivaience with the original Huronian, with the l\'Iarquette and l\'Ienominee iron-bearing rocks, and with
the iron bearing rocks of the Penokee-Gogebic region. I also differed
from them on several other points, viz, (1) as to the thickness of the
series, which I make several times greater than that assigned to it by
them; 29 (2) as to the lithological composition of the series, which I
have described as composed of quartzites, often arenaceous, quartzslates, clay-slates, magnetitic quartzites, thin limestone beds, and beds
of a cherty and jaspery material, with which are associated several
types of coarse gabbro and fine-grained diabase in great volume and
in both interbedded and intersecting masses, all of eruptive origin; 30
(3) as to the so-called "crowning overflow," shown for im;tance at the
tops of Thunder Cape and l\'IcKay's l\'Iountain, which is described in the
Canadian reports as having been entirely erupted, not only after the
accumulation of all the Animikie series, but also after the deposition
and removal of thousands of feet of newer strata. In the existence of
such a crowning O''erflow I declined to believe, it appearing to me to
have been made up by placing together exposures belonging to a number of different layers interbedded at various horizons in the Animikie
series. 31
During the season (Jf 1883, aided by Mr. Merriam, r made an examination of the exposures aloug the coast between Grand Portage Bay in
l\'Iinnesota-the point at which the Animikie first appears on the lake
shore from beneath the Keweenaw Series-and Port Arthur on 'rhunder
Bay, and also of the interior region as far westward as Lake Saganaga
on theN ational Boundary Line. The exposures throughout all this area
are very fine, and are of particularly great interest in the neighborhood
of Gunflint Lake. The study of this region was made after having
6Transactions Am. Inst. Mining Engineers, Vol. I, p. 339.
Quiterecently, however(" The Taconic question in Geology," Trans. Royal Soc.,
Canada, Vol. I, sec. iv, p 250), he has abandoned this position.
28 Third Annual Report United States Geological Survey, pp. 157-163; also, Monographs Uniteu States Geological Survey, Vol. V (i883), pp. 367-386, 395.
2 90p. cit., p. 379. ·
3o Op. cit., p. 379-381.
31 Op. cit., 382.
Quite recently (Science No. 00, 1884) the present Director of the
Canadian Survey has announced his disbelief in this "crowning overflow."
2
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visited the north shore of Lake Huron, and served to strengthen me
in the view that the Aniniikie series is Huronian. We found, indeed,
many new points of similarity between the two formations and again
between the Animikie and the South Shore iron-bAaring rocks.
One of the most interesting points noted with reference to theAnimikie
series is the occurrence of a strongly marked continuous horizon of cb.erty
and jaspery magnetitic schists and quartzites near the northern edge of
the formation. These beds are finely displayed on the north side of
Gunflint Lake, and particularl.Y on the eastern side of Lake Saganaga.
They show also in great force on the north side of North Lake on the
Canadian side of the boundary line, where there are large bluffs of a
jaspery rock, and again at several points in the vicinity of Thunder
Bay. One of these points is alongside of tlw Dawson Hoad, immediately back of Port Arthur. The more quartzitic and arenacem1s portions of these ferruginous beds present usually the ordinary flat-lying
structure of the rest of the Animikie series, but the cherty and jaspery portions, frequently strongly charged with magnetic aud other oxides of iron, present often peculiar irregularities and contortions in subordinate bedding, and also often a confused concretionary appearance~
and even a brecciated appearance. All of these irregularities are very
plainly subordinate to a simple bedding, corresponding entirely with
that of the rest of the Animikie series. The jaspery ingredient constantly recalls the jaspery and cherty materials associated with the iron
ores of the 'Marquette, Menominee, and Penokee regions, and I anticipate
that when we shall have completed our microscopic studies of them we
shall get from them some light as to the origin of these confusell and
much discussed rocks. I may now merely say that thus far the appearances are certainly in favor of the view that all of these chert and
jasper schists are original, and not the result of a metamorphism upon
ordinary sedimentary deposits,.though manifestly they are not of eruptive origin, as l1as been maintained by some.
At the northwest corner of Gunflint Lake the A.nimikie rocks are
bounded on the north by a great mass of granite. From here their northern boundary appears to extend in a southwesterly course to the Mesabi
·
Hills, in T. 60, R. 13, W. 'Minn. 32
Here reappear magnetitic quartzites similar to those of Gunflint Lake
and of the Penokee Bange of northern Wisconsin, and presenting the
same small dip toward the basin of Lake Superior, as shown throughout
the Animikic region of Thunder Bay. Still farther southwest, along
the same line, after passing a long drift-covered interval, we find at
3' For descriptions of the iron-bearing rocks of this locality, see Third Annual Report U.S. G. S., p.l61, and Monographs of the U.S. Geological Survey, Vol. V, p. 382.
These descriptions are based upon notes and specimens furnished by the kindness of
Prof. A. H. Chester, of Hamilton College, Clinton, N.Y., who made extcnsi ve explorations for iron in this region during the summersof1876 and 1880. Quite recently(June,
1884) Professor Chester has pn blishcd a more complete account in the Eleventh Annual
Report, Geological Survey of Minnesota, pp. 155-167.
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Pokegoma falls, on the Mississippi River, and again at the falls of
Prairie River, near by, exposures of ferruginous quartzites, which seem
to mark the horizon of the Mesabi rocks,. dipping, as they do, in a
similar southeastern direction. To the northwest., or behind both the
Pokegoma and Mesabi localities, is found a belt of granite allll gneiss.
Between the Mesabi locality and the Mississippi River the country is
heavily drift· covered and an entire wilderness, and, so far as our knowledge goes, we are not encouraged to hope that much can be found here
to connect the rocks of these localities with each other and with the
slates of the Saint I1ouis, which, as already indicated, are taken to belong
to the same formation. Between the Mesabi R.ange and Gunflint Lake,
however, a region almost wholly unknown to the geologist, the rock
exposures are reported as frequent and often on a large scale, and the
prospects are good that we sha~l be able to obtain in this region many
facts which will mncli extend our knowledge of the Animikie series
and will throw light upon the difficult. question of its relation to the
folded rocks lying further to the northwest. Unfortunately, most of
this great stretch bas not as yet been surveyed by the Unite~ States
Land Office, and being at the same time a complete wilderness and exceedingly difficult of access, it may take two or three seasons of work
to accomplish what is necessary here. Assistant Geologist Ohanvenet,
who has already carried the Animikie rocks over a portion of the eastern end of this ga.p,. i.e., as far as the· westeru line of Range 5, some 12
miles southwesterly of Gunflint Lake, will extend his explorations in
this region during t}le present season, while Mr. Merriam will work
northeasterly from the vicinity of Vermillion Lake.
FOLDED SCHISTS NORTH AND EAST OF LAKE SUPERIOR.

Within the great gneissic region north and east of Lake Superior are
included belts and areas of schistose and slaty rocks, all of which have
been mapped ancl described by the Canadian geologists as Huronian.
On the accompanying map I have represented all of these areas as to
which I have beP-n able to obtain any information from the latest Ca-nadian maps. Much of this region is covered by the large Canadian
maps published in 1883. These maps are based upon the field worl~ of
Robert Bell. That portion of the region not covered by them I have
taken from a manuscript map furnished me by the courtesy of the director of the Canadian survey in 1881 ; and also based upon the work
of Robert Bell. Counting northwestward from Thunder Bay, five of
these belts are enconntered before reaching the Lake of the Woods.
The first one of these, to judge from our own examinations, does not
extend into _the United States, being interrupted by the granite of the
Saganaga Lake region. The second one, that which crosses the boundary east of Basswood Lake, appears to be continuous with that of the
Vermillion Lake country in Minnesota, which I have mapped from the
explorations by Professors Chester and N. H. Winchell, and Mr. Chan-
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venet.. The other belts are carried by Bell's maps well to the bo~tnd,!!ry
line, but for the United States side of the line we have only to aid us
the accounts gh'en in D. D. Owen's report 33 of canoe trips upon the
Vermillion, Little Fork, and Big Fork Rivers. So far as one can judge
from the accounts there given of the rocks exposed on those streams,
none of them is crossed by one of these schistose belts.
An examination of Bell's various reports upon the region north of
Lake Superior seems to make it evident that in separating the Huronian
from the gneisses of the region, his only criterion has been the schistose
or non-scl1istose character of the rocks. All rocks of strongly schistose
character seem to have been regarded at once as Huronian. At times
there seems to han3 been some difficulty, as, for instance, when micaschists have been foullll to grade directly into gneisses. That some of
the rocks included within Bell's schisto_se belts are, lithologically, like
the original Huronian, there seems to be no doubt, but on the other hand,
there is no reason to believe that schistose rocks do not occur as dependencies of the older gneisses. My own experience, indeed, leads me
to believe that mica-schists, hornblende-schists, and chlorite schists do
occur in such a relation. I regard it, then, as a question still entirely
open to investigation, whether more than a small proportion of these
folded schists should be referred to t~e Huronian, although in the present state of our knowledge it seems probable enough that a large part
of them should be so referred.
Accepting for the time some of them as Huronian, we are immediately
confronted with a structural problem of a good deal of difficulty, i.
· the relation of these folded schists to the unfolded Animikie series.
Generally, as the Animikie series is traced towards its northern border,
it is found to lie against a belt of granite and gneiss. This is so along
the shore of Thunder Bay and thence westward to Gunflint Lake, and
is true again at the Mesabi Range and Pokegoma Falls district, in Minnesota. North of this belt of granite again come the belts of folded
schists. The appearance thus presented is at first sight one of general
unconformity between the flat-lying Animikie and an older series, ineluding the gneiss and folded schists. But a closer study of the folded
schists indicates, as bas already been shown by Ben, Chester, Winchell,
and myself, much lithological similarity between portions of them and
the Animikie Series, so that a different structural hypothesis at once
presents itself to the mind. This is the one that I have elsewhere illustrated and explained. 34 The hypothesis is, briefly, that the Animikie
rocks were once continuous with the folded schists to the north of them,
and that they are now separated merely because of the erosion of the
crowns of the folds between them, the close folding of the folded schists
being supposed on this view to have been produced concomitantly ·

e.,

Geological Survey of Wisconsin, Iowa, and Minnesota (1852), pp. -.-.
Third Annual Report Wis. Geol. Sur., p.l71. Monographs U.S. Geol. Sur., Vol. V,
pp. 399, 417.
.
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with the broad simple bend which forms the trough of Lake Superior.
On this h;ypothesis, the unfolded schists of the North Shore are com- ·
pared with the unfolded Penokee of the South Shore, and the folded
schists of theN ational Boundary with the folded schists of the 1\farq uetteand Menomonee regions. All are supposed to represent a great sheet
of Huronian deposits, once continuously spread upon a floor of far oldergneisses and schists, which have since been brought fo Yiew by folding
.and denudation.
This theory was presented hypothetically only, and the collection ofevidence bearing upon it must evidently be one of our most important objects. vv ith this end in view, Assistant Geologist Oha.uvenet began, in
August and September of 1883, what it is hoped to make a pretty
detailed examination of the region about Knife and Kingfisher Lakes,
and thence southward. Our attention was first drawn to this region
by the publications of N. H. Winchell, in which he speaks of appearances suggesting a transition from the flat-lying Animikie to the folded
schists. 35
Not only are the exposures unusually large in this vicinity, and theopportunities of getting abou.t, on account of the numerous deeply-ramifying lakes, Yery good, but this appears to bcthe only place where thetwo series, whose relation it is desired to establish, come together without the intervention of the usual belt of granite and gneiss.
Mr. Ohauvenet's course, in his exploration of the region, lay northwarJl
across the Keweenaw series from Grand Marais on the Minnesota coast~
as far north as Towri 64, thence westward along the strike of the Animikie rocks through Ranges 1, 2, 3, and 4 west; thence diagonally
across the Animikie series, in Range 5! west to the folded schists in T ..
65, R. 6 W. In this vicini t~, the various ramifications of Kingfisher and
Knife Lakes were followed in detail. Thence the country was exam-·
ined as far westward as Basswood Lake, R. !) W. Thence, turning, the
boundary line was followed back to Gunflint Lake, Ride excursions being
made to the southward in the numerous branches of Knife and Saganaga.
Lakes. This extensive traverse enabled Mr. Chauvenet to gain a first
excellent idea of the area ami, in addition, especially on Kingfisher and
Knife Lakes, to obtain numerous details from which to construct a detailed map of a portion of the region. During the season of 1884 he
expects to return to this region and to obtain sufficient details to enable
him to map it- accurately. His work thus far, as also the results of ourmicroscopic study of the speeimens gathered, baR tended to show that the
Knife Lake schists are actually the Animikie slates in a folded condition.
That the great con glomerate of Ogishkiemuncie, or Kingfisher Lake,.
and the alternating quartzites and greywacke-slates Of Knife Lake, are
strikingly like rocks seen in the Huronian, is unrniRtakably true. It is
also true that in the vicinity of Agamok Lake the Animikie quartzites
35Tenth Annual Report Geol. Sur. Minn.
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appear gradually to take on a folded condition. But it is thought desirable to extend in detail tbe mapping begun by Mr. Chauvenet over a
large area before building our conclusions too confidently.
Th.e folded schists of Knife and Kingfisher Lakes belong evidently to
the Vermillion Lake band. During the coming season we shall endeavor to do something to connect the observations of Winchell and
Professor Chester with those of Mr. Chauvenet on Knife and Kingfisher
Lakes. It is also designed to do what is possible during the season.
towards getting information as to the more northern bands crossing the
boundary line between Basswood Lake and the Lake of the Woods.

INVESTIGATIONS IN GRANITIC AND GNEISSIC AREAS.

Witll so extensive a field of operations, it has been thought best to
concentrate our attention more especially upon the \arious schistose
areas, as more promising subjects of study than the granitic and gneissic
regions, leaYing the rocks of the latter for the present to be studied incidenta1ly at their contacts with the schistose rocks. These contacts
are, indeed, the most important places in connection with the granitic
and gneissic tracts. The Wisconsin, Minnesota, rmd Canada surveys
have already collected much information as to the various granitic and
gneissic areas, which will lessen our labor upon them Yery materially.
One especial study of a gneissic and granitic region has been begun by
Professor C.
Hall in central Minnesota. He has already examined
in considerable detail the granitic rocks in Stearns, Morrison, and Todd
Counties, Minnesota, and expects during the season of 1884 to extend
his study to what is supposed to be a continuation of the same granitic
area in the valley of the Minnesota.

,,r,

PETROGRAPHICAL STUDIES.

SYSTEMATIC MICROSCOPIC STUDIES.

Since the bef;·inuing'of our work in September, 1883, lithological studies have be\'n steadi:y prosecuted except when interrupted by the field
work. Much microscopic work lJearing npon the subject of our investigation had nlready been done by m~·self in connection with my studies of the copper-bearing rocks of Lake Superior, and by myself and
Mr. Van Rise in connection with the Geological Survey of Wisconsin.
In planning our microscopic studies we have thought it best, so far as
practicable, to devote ourselves to one elass of rocks at a time, the material' being drawn from all portions of the district under survey. It
has of course been necessary to uo a certain amount of miscellaneous
work as an accompaniment of the field stuuies, but in the main we have
been able to deYote ourselves chiefly to the study of one class of rocks
at a time. The following is the classification we have adopted· as convenient for the purposes of study :
(1) Quartzites and sandstones.
(2) Greywackes and greywacke-slates.
(3) Clay-slates.
·
(4) Jasper-schists and chert-schists, including also a large proportion
of the so-called ferruginous schists of the Huronian regions.
(5) Amphiuolites, including hornblende-schist., actinolite-schist, etc.
(6) Augite-schists.
·
(7) Chlorite-schists.
(8) IIytlromica schists.
(U) Mica-schists.
(10) Gneisses.
(11) Grauites.
(12) Felsites and felsitic porphyries.
(L3) Greenstones, including diabases, diorites, gabbros, norites, etc.
(14) Peridotites, including serpentiues.
(15) Limestones.
QUARTZITES AND SANDSTONES.

The larger part of the microscopic work thus far accompiished has
been iu connection wi~h these rocks. vVe have studird a Yery large
number of quartzites from all the various Huronian areas of the region
under examination, as also numerous quarzites and sandstoues from
other formations, for the sake of· comparison. An outline account of
GEOL
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our most important. results is given in subsequent pages, in connection
with the subject of secondary culargements of mineral fragments, and
an account of them including greater detail is given in Bulletin No.8
of the Survey.
GREl'WACKE AND GREYWACKE·SLATE.

These somewhat old-fashioned terms, which are now again coming
into more general usc are adopted here with tlw same signification as
that given by Geikie. 35 The greywackes here iucluded are dark-colored,
eompact aggregates of rounded or fmbangular fragments, not only of
quartz but also and predominatingly of other 'minerals or rocks, Cl'·
mented by a paste which is usually silicious, but may be of other nature. · The dark color and considerable !legree of induration arc essential
features. Very frequently a greenish color from tbc content of chlorite
is perceptible. The greywackes grade into finer fissile varieties which
arc above called greywacke-slates and these again into clay-slates.
There m·e aitw all sorts of gradation Yarieties into the most compact
quartzites. Greywackes arc wi!lcly distributed rocks in the \'arious
Huronian areas, being particularly promineut in tile type Huronian of
the north shore of Lake H nron, in the Animikic Sbries, and in the folded
schists of Knife and Kingfisher Lakes. We haYe studied them microscopi0ally from all of these regions, and also from several of the ot!Jer
areas above enumerated. Some of our results with regard to these
rocks are giveu in another connection on a subsequent page and more
fnlly in th~ bulle.tiu above referred to. It may be said here .that
these _greywackes, in which quartz ·fragments are a subordinate ingredient, have all been more or less affected by the same silicious in<lurat.ion that we have found to affect the quartzites, the indurating silica
occurring both as enlargements of the quartz fragments and independently of them. Accompanying this induration there has been at times
also a replacement of feldspathic material by quartz, and an alteration of
feldspar to chlorite, the chlorite occurring both as a pseudomorphic sub.
stitute for the feldspars and iudependen tly crystallized in the interstices
of the fragments. Probably, also, the feldspar fragments haYe often receh·ed secondary enlargements analogous to those described in a subsequent part of the paper. By one or more of these processes these
rocks have been so changed as often to present macroscopically an1l
microscopically the appearance of more or less t'borough crystallization
in sit1t, and yet they are made up almost entirely of tl1e original fragmental material, the alterations which they have undergone having
been metasomatic rather than metamorphic, as the latter term is commonly understood.
CLAY·SLATES.

True clay-slates with transverse clea\'age occur in the Marquette and
l\Iruominee regions, in the Saint I . ouis aml Mississippi slate belt, and
""Text Book of Geology, 1882, p. 1G9.
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in the folded schists north of Lake Superior; but rocks entirely like
these, except as to absence of transver.-;e cleavage, are met with inmost
of the other Huronian areas. The only exteuued microscopic work yet
done on any of these clay-slates is that of ·wichman, on the slates of the
Marquette-Menominee series. Our own studies of these rocks have not
yet progressed very far. We may merely say that some of them are
plainly no more than fi"ne-grained varieties of the greywackes, in which,
perhaps, the feldspathic ingredients are represented more largely by
kaolinized material, whilst others occur which present distinct gradations into true mica-slates and schists, and in which at least a considerable proportion of the material is of original crystallization.
A.."\IPHIBOLITES.

Not very many sections of hornblende-schist and rock have been examined in connection with our present work, but what we have been
able to do, taken in connection with studies made previously by Wichman and ourselves for the Wisconsin State Survey, seems to point to·
ward some conclusions of interest. (1) The so-called hornblende rocks,
. i.e., non-schistose rocks composed mainly of hornblemle, so far as our
stuuies have gone, seem always to be changed augitic eruptives. (2) The
hornblende-schists appear to fall into two classes. The first of these
includes kinds whose schistose structure appears to be the result of au
alteration, and which were originally also angitic ernptives. '.rhc second comprises those phases whieh grade into and are associated with
the hornblende-gneisses. In these latkr kinds, also, so far as our studies
have gone, the hornblende appears always to be of a secondary nature,
every phase being found between schists in which augite excludes the
hornblende, and others in which the hornblende excludes tho augite.
(3) 'fhe so-called actinolite-schists are sometimes only the result of ex.treme alteration of eruptive greenstones. In all cases they seem to be
. the result of an extreme degree of alteration.
AUGITE-SCHISTS.

Schists in which augite takes the place of hornblende in hornblendeschist and of mica in mica-schist were found by Wichman among the
rocks of the Menominee region. 36 Since then I have found such rocks
Yery common in the·upper \Visconsin Valley, 37 interstratified with and
grading into an augite-gneiss. The groundmass of these rocks is
chiefly quartz, and is entirely similar to that of the typical hornblendeschists and mica-schists. I have already indicated my belief that the
hornblende-schists are, in part, merely altered forms of augite-schists.
CHLORITE-SCHISTS.

Schists in which a chlorite is the chief constituent occur somewhat
plPntifully among the older gneisses and also in the Huronian. They
36
37

Geology of Wisconsin, Vol. III, p. 645.
Geology of Wisconsin, Vol. IV, pp. 669, 694-696.
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all appear plainly to be much-altered rocks, and our studies seem to
show that they fall into three principal classes. One of these inclu(tes
kinds which are the results of an extreme alteration of angitic eruptives;
another, kinds which are interstratified with and grade into the older
gneisses; and a t!Jird, kinds which are plainly the result of metasomatic
alterations of fra.gmental material. Our studies of t!Jese· rocks bave,
however, uot yet gone very far.
HYDRO·MICA·SCHISTS.

It is not long since all light-colored, greasy-surfaced schists were
looked upon as talcose, but it is now well known that in a large measure
such rocks contain, insteau of talc, a hyuro-rnica. These rocks are not
very abundant in the region under examination. They have been described from the Menominee region by Wichman, 38 from the Penokee
region by the w1·iter, 39 and again from the iron region of Vermillion
Lake, in .Minnesota, by Chester, 40 and are known also to occur in otber
areas. In nearly all cases the hydro-mica, tbough giving character to the
rock, is not a predominant constituent, and occurs in minute particles.
Tbere is a gradation between these hydr<?·mica schists and the very distinctly fragmental rocks, like clay-slate and quartzite, so that most of
them are plainly of sedimentary origin; but on the· other hand there
are some occurrences, as, for instance, in the Vermillion Lake region,
where the schists carrying a hydro-mica present the appearance of hav·
ing been produced by the alteration of an eruptive felsitic porphyry.
We have not as yet been able to auu anything to the accounts of these
rocks already published by the writers referred to.
MICA ·SCHrSTS.

The mica-schists of our region htclude two quite distinct classes.
The Huronian mica-schists, while in the thin section often without
evident fragmental material, yet do at times present such material so
distinctly, and, moreover, present such unmistakable transitions into
distinctly fragmental rocks, that they seem in the main to be made up
of the original fragmental material. Occasionally lilay be seen indica.
tions t!Jat the usual background of interlocking quartz areas has been
produced by a secondary enlargement of quartz fragments. How far
the micaceous ingredient of any of these rocks may also be of fragmental
()rigin it is difficult to tell. That it sometimes is so we have little doubt;
but, on the other hand, we have examined many sections in which it appears to be an original mineral. Andalusite and staurolite are frequent
accessories of this class of mica-scbists, as, for instance, in the upper
mica-schist member of the Marquette anu Peuokee scries, 41 and in the
.slates of the Mississippi River, in the vicinity of Little Falls, Minn.
BGeology of Wisconsin, Vol. III, pp. 636-639.
Geology of Wisconsin, Vol. III, pp. lll-118.
.
<OEJeventh Annual Report Geological Survey Minnesota, pp. 164-166.
41 Geology of Wisconsin, Vol. III, p. 143.
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The second class of mica-schists includes those which occur with and
gratling into the gneisses of the older series. These are merely peculiar fine-grained vat:ieties of the predominant gneisses with which they
occur. Thus far we have not detected in them any indication of fragment;:tl constituents. The latter class of mica-schists often contains
hornblende as au accessory ingredient, and there are frequent gmdati~ns
between them and the hornblende-schists, as between hornlJlendegneisses and mica-gneisses.
Our studies of mica-schists thus far include certain of the former of
these two classes, from the Michigamme Lake district of the Marquette
region; from the Penokee series of .Ashland County; Wisconsin; from
the district between the Saint Louis and Moose Lake, Minnesota, and
from the Mississippi River in the vicinity of Little Falls, Minn. Of the
second class, those which are merely finely laminated gneisses, we have
examined only those of the upper Wisconsin Valley described by us in
the Geology of Wisconsin. 42
•
GNEISSES.

Our studies of gneisses have not extended beyond what we have heretofore done in connection with the Wisconsin survey. Besides this,
Wichman has studied a number of gneisses from the Marquette and
Menominee regions, whilst a few llescriptions of Minnesota gneisses are
given by Streng. Eno11gh, however, has been made known with-regard
to the gneisses of the region to enable us to say that they include
muscovite-gneisses, muscovite-biotite-gneisses, sericite-gneisses, biotitegneisses, hornblende-gneisses, hornblende-biotite-gneisses, augitegneisses, and chlorite-gneisses, the several varieties being named according to the nature of that ingredient which is added in each to the
constant mixture of orthoclase, plagioclase, and quartz. Between these
phases there are all sorts of gradation varieties .. The bornblendic,
cbloritic, and augitic-gneisses are abundant, but whether they together
predominate over the biotite-gneisses we· cannot yet say. The hornblendic and chloritic varieties seem always to have resulted from a
change of the augitic kinds.
GHANITES.

The granites of our region have probably been studied microscopically less than any other group of rocks upon the foregoing list. The
areas of genuine structureless granite are not very many, although at
times apparently quite extensive. Wichman bas described a few gran:
ites from the .l\:lenominec region, 43 Wallsworth a number from the
Marquette region, 44 Van Rise a few from the upper Wisconsin Valley, 45
and Streng. several from the Sauk Valley in central Minnesota.· In·
these various descriptions there is but one point of such especial interVol. IV, pp. 625-714.
Geol. Wis., Vol. III, p. 619 .
.. Bull. Mus. Com. Zoo. whole series, Vol. VII, Geol. Series.~ Vol. I, pp. 52-58.
46Geol. Wis., Vol. IV, pp. 650, G55, 686-688.
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est as to be worthy of note here. This is the occurrence, in some of the
hornblewle-granites, of an augitic ingredient, from which the hornblende may lJe supposed to have been derived. The hornblende-granites of the Sank Valley, for iustauce, described by Streng, carry sometimes, within the hornblende, "a core which may be taken for augite "; 46
wltile certain granites of the upper Wisconsin Valley contain hornblende and augite or diallage in such relations to each other as to leave
no doubt as to the derivation of one from the other. 47
FELSITE8 AND FELSlTIC POltPHYRIES.

These rocks, which constitute so marked a feature of tlte Keweenaw
series, are rare in the older formations of this region, occurring in
quantity in central Wisconsin only. Elsewhere they are known only as
occasional dikes. The Keweenawan porph,yries are described at some
length elsewhere. 48 But little work, however, has been de,·otell to the
old(•r porphyries. Wadsworth has described a few occurring in dike
form in the ~Iarquetten·gion, 49 and Yan Hise a number from a large area
in the neighborhood of 'Vau~:>au, in the Wiseon~:>in Valley. 50 The latter
has recently studied also a number of sections of the Baraboo porphyries. There is little of interest as yet attaching to the results of these
studies. It may merely be said that the microscopic ~:>tudy seems to
show all of these porphyries to be distinctly of eruptive origin, and the
porphyries of the Baraboo region in central Wisconsin to differ from
those of the Keweenaw series in their much darker color and in the distinctly crystalllne nature of the matrix, those at W a us an being intermediate in this respect between those of the Keweenaw series- and those
·Of the Barn boo region.
GIIEENSTONES.

This convenient general term is used here to cover all tlJe mas~:>ive
plagioclase-augite, })lagioclase-diallage, plagioclase- hyper~:>theiw, and
plagioclase-hornblende rocks.
Including also the greenstones of the Keweenaw series, no class of
rocks in our area has received so much attention from microscopic lithologists as this. The greeustones of the Marquette-Menominee series
have been described by Wright151 vVichman/2 Alport, Hawes, Julien,
Rutley, Tomebobm, Pumpelly, 53 and "\Vadsworth, 54 (all in 1880); those of
46 Neues .Jahrlmeh fiir Mineralogic, etc., 1877, p. 240.
<7Geol. Wis., Vol. IV, p. 662.
48 Monogr. U.S. G. S., Vol. V, pp. 95-112.
<90p. cit., p. 38.
500p. cit., pp. 661,670-673.
ol Geol. Sur. Mich. (18n), Vol. II, pp. 213-231; Geol. Wis. (1880), Vol. III, pp. 691,
697-715.
"•Geol. Wis. (18§0), Vol. III, pp. 600-65(1. This <lescription really left Wichman'
bands as early as 1876.
.
53 Brief descriptive notes by these lithologists are incorporated in Geol. Wis., Vol.
III, pp. 518-525, also 533-f>99.
54 Bull. Mus. Com. Zool., VII, No.1, pp. 36-49.
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the Peuol,ee Huronian area by Jn1ien, 55 Wright, 56 and the writer 57 (all
in 1880); those of central ·wisconsin by Wright ( 1877)/8 and Van Hise
(1882); 59 those of central Minnesota by -Streng (1877) ;60 those of the
Anim1kie series of the north shore of Lake Superior by the writer,
(1883), 61 and of the Ke\"l"eenaw series by Streng (i877), 62 Pumpelly (187863
and 188364 ), and the writer (188065 and 18~366 ).
We have onn;eh·es also since the beginning of the present investigation
given more attention to this group than to any other on the list-, except
the quartzites, being now engaged in a general comparative study of
the greenstones of all parts of the Northwest. Our new sections include
a-lso a large number of greenstoi1es of the original Huronian.
The most importaut conelusious to which our studies now point may
be mentioned. Omitting the Keweenawan greenstones, those of the
older formations of the region may be classed as follows:
Plagiocla-se-augite 1·ocks.
Diabase (plagioclase+angite).
Olivine-diabase (plagioclase+augite +olivine).
Orthoclas~-diabase (plagioclase+ augite+ orthOt·lase ).
Uralitic diabase (the augite more or less altered to ura-lite).
Diabase-porphyrite (plagioclase+augite+non-resolvablc base).
Pla.Qioclase-diallage rocks.
·
Gabbro (plagioclase+diallage).
OliYine-gabbro (plagioclase+ diallage +olivine).
Qrt hoclase- gabbro (pin gioclase+diallage+orthocla.se ).
Uralitic gabbro (the diallage more or less cllange(l to uralite).
Hornblende-gabbro (the diall~ge more or less changed to basaltic
hornblfmde).
Plagioclase-hypersthene rocks.
N orite (plagioclase+ hypersthene).
Plagioclase-hornblende rocks.
Diorite (plagioelase+hornblende).
Of these kiuus the most common, considering the older formations of
the whole region, is undoubtedly diabase. After this follow apparently
. gabbro, olivine-diabaRe and gabbro, uralitic diabase and diorite. Norites, i. e., rocks carrying a "rhombic pyroxene," so far as our studies
'' Geol. Wis., Vol. III, pp. 227, 231, 233-238.
cit., numerous places, pp. 243-301.
5r Op. cit., numerous references, pp. 100-150.
58 Gcol. Wis., Vol. II, pp: 637-642.
"" Geol. Wis., Vol. IV, pp. 628-714.
60 Neues Jahrbucb, 1877, pp. 117-138; 225-235.
61 Monogr. U. S. G. 8., Vol. V, pp. 367-386.
0
'' 0p. cit., pp. 42-56, na-117.
"' Proc. Am. Acad. Sci., Vol. XIII, pp. 25:3-:{0!J.
&< Geol. WiR., Vol. III, pp. 30-4!J.
o.•Geol. Wis., Vol. JII, pp. 168-193.
116 Monogr. U. S. G. S., Vol. V, pp. 35-91.
A general ·review of the uasic .ernptives
of the entire Keweenaw series.
56 Op.
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haYe gone, are -very rare. We have recognized them at one or two points
in- the "Visconsin Valley and in the type Huronian of Lake Huron.
Since tlle discoveries by Cross, Hague and Iddings, of the widespread
occurrence of hypersthene in the andesites of the Great Basin, we llave
been on the outlook for a similar occurrence among the corresponding
ancient rocks of onr region; but thus far, while some of the older work
remains to be reviewed, we have found nothing to make us believe that
hypersthene is common among the greenstones now nuder consideration.
We take all of the diorites that, we ha,~e thus far examin('d to be
altered diabases and gabbros. Streng, as long ago as 1877, suggested
this with regard to the "augite-diorites" described by him from cen~
tral MinnesotaP In 1880, I su~:rgested the same with regard to a peculiar greenstone carrying horn bien de and augite together and forming
a prominent bel tin Ashland Coimty, Wisconsin. The same sear Wadsworth argued that all of the horuqlcndic greenstones of the Marquette
Huronian were ·originally augitie, aiHl in 1882, in conjunction with Mr.
Vanhise, I maintained the secondary origin of all the hornblende of the
rocks of the Wisconsin Valley 1 im:luuing various greenstm1es. In 1883 I
stated my belief in the secondary migin of all the lwrnblendic rocks
yet studied in the northwest, including not only greenstones, but also
crystalline schists aud Yarious acid eruptives. In our more recent
studies abundant evidence of the truth of this generalh:ation, as far as
the greenstones are concerned, has been obtained. I do not at all in~
tend to assert that rocks will not be met with in this region carrying a
truly original hornblende, but merely that in aU of the hornblcndic
rocks that we have yet examined the hornblende is secondary. So far
as the hornblende regarded by ns as secondary is in the nature of ordinary uralite, our already ·announced conclusion meets with a ready acceptance, but with regard to the non-fibrous, and especially tlie brown
or basaltic homblcnde, the acceptance is not by any means so ready,
the criticism having been made that these CaSeS were ones of enyeJopment ·of augite by hornblende. 68 The German authorities haYe not
hitherto admitted the existence of a secondary brown hornblende, but
our critic himself, already familiar with the·largest German collections,.
has, after an examination of our sections containing the most noteworthy instance that we have met with of secondary brown hornblende,·
acquiesced in our views.
The proof that we have relied upon for the secondary origin of hornblende has consisted (1) in the peculiar intimate relation of the augite
and hornblende, the two not being separated by a simple line, but
do,·ctailing irregularly into one another; (2} the occurrence in the
hornblende areas, not only of one core, but of several or many similarly
oriented cores of the original augite or diallage; (3) the .occurrence
,;r Neues .Tabrbnch, 1877, pp. 117-138, 23f-235 •
. ·. GsNeues Jahrbncb, I&l3.
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in the same rock of every phase of change from complete augite or diallage to complete hornblende, and (4) the nearly invariabie co;Iicidence
of the occurrence of the secondary hombhm<le with other irl<lications
of alteration. One thing about the supposetl seconoary hornblende
which woul<l tend- to a belief in its originality is the frequent, though
by no means invnriable, indivi(luality of th~ hornblende associated
with au augite individual; bnt so strong are the other arguments in
fa,·or of its secondary nature that we are constrained to believe in the
production of a single hornblende individual from a singre augite.
PERIDOTITES.

These are unusual rocks in our region. They are thus far known to us
in only four localities, in all of which places they seem, howeYer, to form
quite extensive masses which we believe are of eruptive origin. In
each case the rock is more or less thoroughly serpentinized. Two of
these localities are in the Upper Wisconsin Valley, the rocks in each
case breaking through the gneisses ot that region. The northernmost
of these two belts is exposed along the banks of the "'V'isconsin river,
in the vicinity of the month of Copper River. (Sees. 4 and 9, T. 31, R. 6
E., Wis.) The rock is very much altered, some section>: showing little
more than the serpentinous decomposition product, but here and there
traces of the olivine are distinguishable, while large areas of enstatite are often recognizable, both macroscopically and microscopically.
Freslwr portions of the rock are black in color, but often large portions.
are changed to serpentine. Another belt, apparently quite similar to
the first, although the rock is perhaps more perfectly serpentinized,
occurs in the northern part of \yood County. ('r. 23, H.. 6 E., Wis.) This.
belt we have not yet examined in the field. The other two localities are
at Presqu' Isle and north of Ishpeming, in the Marquette region. The
Presqu' hle locality" is a classical•one, and has been written about by
_ many authorities during the last thirty years._ The peridotite here, accepted by most of the older writers simply as serpentine, has overlying it a thickness of over 100 feet of the "Eastern" or Lake Superior
sandstone, the question with regard to the locality with most of the
writers having been the relatiYe ages of the two rocks, a number con-sidering the sa~tdstone as newer, and others consiclering it as older and
disturbed by the peridotite eruption beneath it. :Mr.l\f. E. Wadsworth,
who was the first to determine the nature of this peridotite as a lherzolite, i.
a rock originally composed gf e_nstatite, diallage, and olivine,
although now mostly _;tlteretl to.serpentine, has lately maintained the
latter view. Our own inclination, after examining the locality carefully
in the summer of 1883, is towards the former opinion.. However this.
may be, the locality is a most interesting one as bearing upon the production of serpentine by the alteration of olivinitic rocks. The upper
portion of tllC peridotite here is in many places completely changed to a
stratiform dolomite. Tllis dolomite has been taken by some as an over-
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lying st>dimentary rock, bnt it is evidt>nt enough that Wadsworth
is right in considering it as an altered portion of tl1e pt>ridotite itself.
The pt>ridotite is everywhere seamed with veins carrying much .dolomite', while even in the dolomite itself we found large cores of the peridotites remaining. That both serpentine and dolomite and a mixture
of the two llave been produced here on a large scale by the alte1·ation
of an olivinitic rock, no one, I think, can doubt after examining tlle
locality.
The serpentine-hearing area nortb of Ishpeming is a large one, coYering se...-eral square miles. The rocks here have been described macroscopically by Rominger. 69 We examined the localities in 1883, and found
the occurrence niuch the same as on Presqu' Isle.
Ll!UESTONES.

Limestones arc met with, althqugh neYer in Yery great volume as
compared with the associated rocks, in tile Il uronion of the 1101th shore
of Lake Huron, iu the Marquette and Menominee series, in the Penokee
series, in the Animikie series, and in the follled schists of the national
boundary north of Lake Superior. They are often dolomitic, and sometimes carry tremolite. At times they are associated with and grade into
quartzites. They have been little studied microscopically, and we are
not now prepared to add anything to the few accounts of them already
publislre<l. 70

ENLARGEMENTS OF MINERAL

FRAGMENTS IN CERTAIN DETRITAL
ROCKS.

ENLARGEMENTS OF QUARTZ FRAGMENTS.

Historical sttrnmary.-In his address before the Geologit•al Society of
London, delivered February 20, 1880,71 Sorby describes sands whose
grains arc bounded externally lJy crysta!line faces, but lU1\e in the interior tile ordinary rolled grainl"l, the crystalline faces having been produced by a secondary deposition of quartz upon the irregular surfaces
of the original grains. He shows also that the quartz coatings of tllese
grains are in perfect "optical and crystalline continuity" with the interior fragments, each original· fragment having thus been changed to
a ''definite crystal."
He shows further that such crystalline sands occur in the sanrlstoncs
of various ages, ''from the Oolites down to the Old Red," and that they
eooeol. Surv. Mich., Vol. IV, pp. 134-143.
10

Wichman (Geol. Wis., Vol. III,IJP· 611-61!1); the writer (do. III, pp. 106--108, also

I, p. 359).
71

Proc. Geol. Soc. Lon d.,

1~80,

p. 62.
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are commonly little coherent, lmt that in some specimens ''a number
of grains may often be seen cohering more st.rongly t]).an the rest; and
these show clearly that the cavities orignally existing uetween tbe grains
have been more or less completely filled with quartz. Moreover, on
carefully examining the less coherent grains by surface illutnination,
we -can see not only the planes· and angles due to ui1impeded crystallization but also more or less deep impressions, due to the interference
of contiguous grains, thus proving conclusively that the (1eposition of
crystalline quartz .took place after the nuclei were deposited as a bed of
normal sand. The very imperfect consolidation sometimes met with is,
perhaps, nut so very surprising when we reflect on the ,·ery small coherence of many large quartz crystals which are yet in close juxtaposition.
However, it does seem probable that this crystallization of quartz sometimes contributes very materially to the cohesion of the grains in hard
and compact quartzites. In such t"Xamples as the Gannister o'f the South
Yorkshire coal-field we can see, in a thin section, that the grains fit
alougside one au other in a very striking manner, and it is only by. extreme care that good proof can be obtained of tbe actual deposition of
quartz between them. However, in the .case of a highly consoli1lated
Hrtudstone from Trinidad the proof of the deposition of quartz is as complete as possible; the outline of the original grains of sallCl-is perfectly
distinct; and the cavities between them are filleu with clear quartz in
crystalline continuit,y with the contiguous grains; so that the whole is
a mass of interfering crystals, each having a sand-grain as a nucleus.
Tbe rock has thus beeu conYerted into a hard quartzite, almost like a
true quartz rock, but uiffers from sucb quartz rocks as those of the
Scotch Highlands in containing no mica crystallized in situ. All rn~'
specimens of these quartz rocks are really highly quartzose mica-schists;
and so far I have failed in my endeavors to trace the connection between them and true E'andstones, though possibly this could easily be
done in some district::; which I have not examined."i 2
72 So-called "crystallized sandstones" have been described by many writers.
In
Europe, Gerhard noticed them as long ago as 1816; and Voigt, Delnc, and Saussuro
still earlier (see Naumann's Geognosie, Vol. I, 2d edition, footnotes 011 pp. 530,659).
They are also mentioned in the manuals of petrography by Naumann (Geognosie, 2d
cilition (1858), Vol. I, pp. 529, 530, 659); Von Cotta(" Rocks Classified and Described,"
Lawrence's translation, 1866, pp. 296, 301); Zirkel (Lehrbuch dcr Petrographic, Band
II, 186o, pp. 575, ti89), and Von Lasaulx: (Elernente der Petrographic, 1875, p. 206).
None of these authorities, however, seem to have pe1ceived that the crystal-faceted
grains of these sandstoH.es arc simply enlarged fragments. On the contrary, they
seeiu in n.Jl cases to regard such sandstones as, .in a large mea8ure at least, of some
sort of original chenoical origin. Naumann, for instance, says (op. cit., p. 529):
"Wir mtissen daherviele Sandsteiuc als lnystallinische KieselgcEteine betrachton, und
es ist noch keineswogs entschicden, wie "· eit die Griinzen diescr krystallinischen
San<lstcine zu stecken sind." Also (op. cit., p. 530, footnote), "Die schon frliher von
Voigt, Z. Th. anch von Delnc und Saussnre aufgestellte Ansicbt., dass vieler Quarzsand aus eincr chemischen Au1lusung der Kieselerde dnrch Krystallisation enstandcn
sei, fin(let daher in diesen Sandsteinen seine volligc Bestiitignng. Die~s berechtigt
nus a her nicht, alto Sandsteine ftir krystallinischo Bildungen zn crkHiren, wic solches
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In the American Journal of Science for July, 1881, A. A. Young describes a sandstone from the Potsdam of New r~isbon, Wis., in which
the rolled grains are enveloped in secondary crsstal-faceted quartz coatings. In the same journal for June, 1883, the writer showed that what
Sorby regards as probable, viz, that the cohesion of the grains in hard
and compact quart-zites is due to this deposition of interstitial quartz
to· be certainly true in the cases of certain quartzites and mica-be~ring
quartz-schists of the Arcluean (Huronian). He also showed that
irregular areas, often of vers small size, and even thin crusts due
to a mere weatbering, occur frequently in the Saint Peter's and
Potsdam sandstones of Wisconsin, in which these sandstones Lave
been changed to vitreous quartzite by this same mode of iudurationr

•

vpn Mohs und Holger geschchen ist." Zirkel (op. cit., p. 589) says: "Sehr Inerkwiirdig sind jeni urn un(l urn at;sgebildcten Krystalle und krystallinischen Korner mit
FUichenrudimeuten von Quarz in den sog. krystallisirten Sanclsteincn, von dencn
oben (S. 575) die Rede war. Es scheint nicht, dass solchc Sandsteino eigentliche klasticheGesteine, cntstanden ausder Znsammenschwemmnngvon Quarzfragmenten seicn,
indem derwohlerhaltcne Znstand der Krystalle daranfverweist, dass bei ihrer Bih1tmg
chemische Proccsse an Ort und Stelle gewirkt hal1en." Von Lnsanlx, in speaking or
grannlarcryst.alline quartzites, says ( op. cit., p. 20ti): "Hicrzitsinrl auchdiesog. kJ·yslallisirten Sandsteine zur rechneu, und cs erscheiut tiberhaupt sch wierig, diese Klassc von
Qnarziten von mancheu klastischen Gesteinen zu trenneu." It is of great interest toquote in this connection the words of Von Lasaulx immediately preceding those just
quoted, as expressing the view generally held _by the older German petrographers as
to the originally crystalline character of quartzites: "Hornig-kr,l/stallinisoher Qum·.zit.
Diese Variet.iit kai:m als die typische Ansbildnng diescr Klasse -bezeichnct werden;
dieses Gestein ist ein Aggregat lauter kleiuer Quarzindividucn, die rnehi· ofler weniger
fest, aber ohnc ein eigentliches Bandemittel mit einander verwachsen sind nml zum
Theil rundnm scharf und vollkommcn ausgebildete Krystallformen zeigcn zmn Theil
nur die Gestalt unregel!1Jlissiger Korner besitzcn." Daubree also noted similar crystallized sandstones from the Vosges at an early flay, and he has recently (18i9) r~viewed
l1is observations, and those· of Elie. de Beaumont., Gntberlet, Hotfmau, and Croisnier,
in his ''Etudes Synthetiques de Geologie Experirncntale" (pp. 226-230) 1 in wl•ich.he
states distinctly his belief in their purely chemical origin. The Vosges sandstone, to
which Sorby refers as showing particularly well the fragmental nuclei to tho crystals,
Daubree cites as a typical instance of a chemically deposited sandstone. He is also
disposed to connect the formation of such sandstones with porphyry erupti"ns, which,
decomposing while yet not entirely cooled, have suppli~d solutions of alkaline silicates
to the sea water, and from these silicates the quartz crystals l!ave· been deposited.
Such a view receives no impport, of course, from onr own ouservations.
In America, crystal-bearing sandstones have been noted in the Potsdam sandstone
of-Wisconsin by .Murrish (Bull. Wis. Acad., No.2, p. 32; also Report Geol. Surv. \Vis.,
1872, p. 33), who regarded these sandstones as chemical precipitates. Dr. Jl.f. E.
·wadsworth has also published a brief note on induration by atmospheric action in
these same sandstones (Science, March 9, 1883, p. 146), in which he spmtks of the
production of quartz crystals as one res,llt of atmospheric action. There is no evidence, however, in the note ·referred to, that he understood these crystals to be enlarged fragments, which was first shown by Young, as subsequently noted. The
indurated crusts· in the Saint Peter's and ·Potsdam sandstones were first described, sofar as I am aware; by myself (Geol. Wis., Vol. H, 1877, pp. 564, 571, 573, 585, 589,
and in numerous other places;) but neither I, nor any one else, had at that time, sofar as I am aware, any conception of the peculiar n-ature of these vitrified crusts.
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i.e., by the deposition of au interstitial quartz which has divided itself
oft' into interlocking areas optically continuous with the· original grains
<>f quartz sand.
These observations were made in the beginning of 1883, but in ignorance of Sorby's results announced in February, 1880. Several other
lithologists also had ·in the mean time made similar observations. In
the summer of 1881 Arnold Hague aml Iddings notecl t.his form of induration in the Siluriari, Diwouian, and Carboniferous quartzites of the
Eureka district of Nevada, and Mr. Iddings prepared some drawings
at the 'time which will a pear in Hague's monograph of that district.12
Bonney, Phillips, and others have made similar observations in Rnrope.73 The peculiar induration due to weathering had also been previously observed both in Europe 74 and in this country by the writer and
<>thers, although the exact nature of the indurat.ion appears never to have
been understooil.
Since the publication by the writer in the American .Journal of
Science, al>Ove referrell to, we have been engaged in studying sandstones, quartzites, and other works from various formations, with a
view of determining how widesprea<l this mode of induration is. Our
attention has been mainly turned to rocks of Pre-Cambrian age, but
whenever we have been able to procure the material, we have studied
also rocks of more recent formations down to the Cretaceous. From the
list given below it will be seen that we have found this peculiar form
of induration in rocks representing nearly all of the various Huronian
areas of the North west, ·as well as in a number of quartzites and sandstones of various degrees of induration from the later formations. W~
have also noted a number of interesting new points in.this connection.
The most important result of our study is, Of course, the proving that
most if not all of the ancient quartzites, as -ivell as many of the quartziferons schists, are simP1Y fragmental rocks· composed in the main of
the original fragmental material-nnaltered save by some of the ordi.nary metasomatic processes-cemented. together by a siliceous cement
·Of secondary origin. This siliceous cement forms the only part of the
rock that has crystallized in situ, the more or less intricate interlocking
<>f its areas an<l its common optical continuity with the original quartz
fragments giving rise to the deceptive appearance of complete original
-crystallization.
Enlargements in sandstones with crystaljnceted grains.-The least advanced condition of this process of inuuration is to be met with in sandstones that are quite loose, as was shown by Sorby. The rolled grains
of quartz are each furnished with a border of newly deposited quartz,
-optically continuous with the nucleus, aJ?d furnished with more or
73Monogr. U.S. G. S., not yet issueu.
74Q J. G. S., Vol. XXXIX, p. 20.
"'A. Geikie, Text-Book of Geology, pp. 158,333, M. E.
76 See foot-note, p. 000.
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less perfectly developed crystalline face~'!. At times the fragrueut is
only partially buried by the newly <leposited border, this being especially true of the more irregularly outlined grains, but usually the grain
is completely, though very thinly, covered, so that we have thus formed
quite perfect quartz crystals, whose greater part is in each case mainly
composed of the old and worn grain. These crystal-faced borders we
have observed running in thickness from films so thin as to be barely
perceptible with the microscope to tlwse 0.3omm in :width. The presence
of these crystal faces makes the surface of the sandstone affected by
this induration sparkle and glisten like a frm<ted surface. Such crystalline sandstones have been known for a long time, and they are common in all formations from the Arch::ean to the Tertiary. Indeetl, since
our attention was first drawn to this matter it has seemed to ns as if
the presen<:e of at least some of the crystalline faces in quartzose sandstone is rather the rule than the except,ion. There can be no doubt that
all owe their sparkling appearance to this same process of secondary
enlargement of the original fragments. The crysta11ine faces are best
developed, as already said, in loose sandstones, where the induration
has not gone far enough to produce interference; but they may also
coexist with a considerable degree of induratiou.
The crystal-faced enlargements of the fragments in such sandstones
may generally uc separated from the nucleal grains by the presence of
films of iron oxide on the surfaces of the .n uclci; by the greater freedom
from inclusions of the newly deposited as compared with the nucleal
quartz; by the existence of a dulled surface on the inner grain, aud by
rows of cavities at the junction of q1e new quartz with the corroded surface upon whicl1 it was deposited. Cases are met with where it is exceerlingly difficult to separate the two quartzes from each other. Sorby 77
mentions as such an instance the gannister of the South Yorkshire coalfield, and in our own experience we have met with two instances, those
_of the Huronian sandstones of Spurr Mountain, Mich., and Penokee
Gap, Wis., both of which are alluded to in the list given below.
'J'he difficulty in all of these cases arises from the great relative pnrity
of the original quartz particles, and the entire absence of an iron oxide
coating to the nuclei, and, in the last two cases at least, from the smallness of the grains; but, in all, .careful searcl1 discovers grains iu which
the separating lines may be percei \'eel, and no doubt remains that in
these cases also the cr,ystals are enlargements of rounded fragments.
These observations are of particular interest, since they rentlcr it evident that a completely indurated rock, apparentl.v made up entirely of
originally deposited quartz, might yet be only apparently so, the lines
of separation between the new and the old material being irn pereP pti ole.
Iu the YCI'Y loose sandstones the nuclei and deposited quartz are best
distinguished from one another by mounting the sand crumbled from
the rock in balsam, while the crystalline faces are best seen in a dry
mounting of this sand.
77Loc. cit., p. 63.
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The whole process of enlargement in these crystal-bearing sandstones
is, of course, as Sorby shows 78 precisely analogous tow hat is well known
to occur when a crystal of a soluble salt is placed iu an evaporating
saturated solution of the same substance. We have tried this experiment with fragments from one-eighth to one-half inch in diameter of alum,
nickel ammonium sulphate, and sodium and potassium tartrate; these
salts being selt>cted simply because at hand. The fragments in each case
were thoroughly rounded and coated with iron oxide. Being then bung,
each in its appropriate solution, the angles and faces were soon rapidly
developed, after which the crystal continued to grow over the whole
surface. Sections .made from these crystals showed tl1e nuclei bon Tilled
· by oxide of iron films, and built out by newly-deposited material with
precisel,y the relations met with in the enlarged grains of crystal-bearing sandstones.
· As instances of localities yielding sandstones with crystal-faceted
grains, may be mentioned the following: For H nron ian sandstones, East
N eebish Island, Saint Mary's ltiver, Canada; Spnrr Mountain, Michigan;
Penokee Gap, Ashland County, vVisconsin; Devil's Lake, Sank County,
Wisconsin, and Hedstone, Nicollet Counts, Minnesota. For Potsdam
sandstones, New Lisbon, .Juneau County, Wisconsin; the great bluff
known as Roche-:! Crier, Adams County, Wisconsin; and the railroad
cut on the Chicago and Northwestern road just south of Madison. 79
For Saint Peter's sandstones, Arlington Prairie, Columbia County,
Wisconsin.
On Figs. 1 and 2 of the accompan;ying Plate XXX are represented
single grains, .enlarged 67 diameters, of the Huronian sandstone from
Neebish Island. The crystal facets of Fig.l were drawn with the camera
Iucida from the uncovered grain, after which the grain was covered witll
balsam, and the nucleal fragment drawn in. Fig. 2 was (lrawn as seen in
the balsam mounting only. Fig. 3 represents a single grain of the Huronian sandstone of Spurr Mountain, Michigan, enlarged 100 diameters.
Figs. 4, 5, and 6 are from balsam mountings of single grains of the
Potsdam saud stone of New Lisbon, Wis., enlarged 95 diameters. l<'igs ..
.7 and 9 represent similarly mounted grains of the Potsdam sandstone
of the quarry ou the Torch Lake Railroad, Keweenaw Point, Mich.,
enlarged 67 diameters. Fig. 8 represents a portion of a thin section,
enlarged G7 diameters, of the same sandstone, showing how the nucleal fragments and enlargements polarize together. The black spaces
are boles in the section.
Enlargements in jeebly-·indumt.ecl sandstone8.-A more ad,·anced condition of induration is met with in certain san<h•tolH'H, which, while
'" Loc. cit, p. 6~.
'"This is the 1a~·er described iu tlw Wiscousiu reports under the name of the Madioon
sandstone. Tlle occurrence of crystal-faceted grains in the more siliceous and looser
portions of this layer appears to be an all hnt universal phenomenon iu ~ontheru Central Wisconsin.
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still showing to some extent.the crystf~lline facets, have the secondarily
deposited quartz areas more generally interfering with one another.
This may be seen in much of the Huronian quartzite of Neebish Isiaud,
Saint Mary's River, Hedstone, Minnesota and Devil's Ija.ke, Wisconsin, at all of which localities may be seen rapid transitions from the
loosest sandstones to the most compact and vitreous qnartzitc; as also
in much of the Potsdam sandstone of the interior of Wisconsin, for in.
stance tbe rock quarried at Grand Rapids, Black River Falls, and Packwaukee. 'l'he same thing is seen in much of the Yitrified crust of the
Smut Peter';:; sandstone of Arlington, Columbia County, Wisconsin, a
thin section of which is figured at Fig. l, Plate III, Bulletin No. 8 of
the Survey. This ernst is, immediately beneath the surface, without
crystalline facets, the enlargements having interfered too thoroughly.
But at a depth of one-fourth to one-half an inch the crystal facets begin
to grow plentiful, until the loose sandstone is reached at a deptli of
a bout an inch or two, where every grain is furnished with tile titeets.
The figure referred to shows one of the intermediate phases, where there
has been some interference, but facets have been enabled to form in a
• number of places. The outlines of the nucleal grains are distinctly but
not strongly marked.
Enlargements in arenaceous quartzites.-A yet more advanced stage of
induration, but one which is still short of complete Yitrification, is met
with in those quartziteR which, while retaining something of a granular
or arenaceous appearance, are IJCvert.heless without any of the crystalline facets, the interference of the secondary quartz areas having been
general. An excellent instance of this is the sandstone from Gibraltar
Bluff, Columbia County, Wisconsin. Much of a similar material occurs
in the Huronian quartzites of the north shore of Lake Huron, of Marquette, Mich., and of southwestern Minnesota. The Gibraltar Bluff
rock is shown as Fig. 1, Plate V, of the bulletin above referred to, which
represents part of a thin section as seen in the polarized light, enlarged
35 diameters. A more arenaceous quartzite, but !'till one without crys. tal 1aces is shown at Fig. 2, Plate III, of the same bulletin, which represents a thin section of the sandy Animikie quartzite of"Portage Bay
Island, Minnesota. The enlargcmeut is 35 diameters and the section is
represented as seen in the polarized light. It will be noted that the en.
largements of the grains are at times unusually broad.
Enlargements in vitrt!ous q1w.rtzites.-In the most completely vitreous
quartzites the. arenaceous or granular appearance is entirely lost, the
particles being fused into an apparently homogeueons mass . which appears both to the naked eye and under tlw microscope to be wholly
composetlof originally deposited, intricately interlocking areas of quartz.
But closer study of the sections of such quartzites shows that, lik0 those
previousl.v described, they are made
partly of fragmental material
· and partly of a secondarily deposited quartz, the interlocking areas
-of the latter being, in large measure, optically continuous with the
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original fragments, but also, at times, in part independent of them.
The degree of intricacy of the interlocking of the areas of the secondary
quartz will be found to vary greatly in different quartzites. .At times
these areas will meet each other along quite straight or only slightly
curved lines and again they will dovetail into each other in the most intricate manner. A.s a type of the most completely vitrified quartzites
may be mentioned the ganni~:;ter of Marquette, Mich., number 22 of the
list below. A. thin section of this rock as seen in the polarized light and
enlarged 31 diameters is represented in the upper half of Fig. 3 on the accompaning Plate XXXI. It will be seen that the enlargements are often
unusually broad and dovetail with each other somewhat intricately.
Other vitreous quartzites are shown at Figs.l and 2, Plate XXXI, and
the upper half of Fig. 4, Plate XXXI. Two of these figures represent
the red A.nimikie quartzite of Prairie River Falls, Minnesota. The rock
of this place is described as being much of it sandy, but the specimen
furnished us by the kindness of Prof. N. H. Winchell shows a quartzite
in-whi~h but little of an arenaceous texture remains. These two figures
are drawn from the section as seen in the polarized light, in order that
the extent of the enlargements may be seen. It will be observed that
in places they dovetail quite intricately and that the outlines of the
very round nucleal fragments are rendered beautifully distinct by the
fringes of oxide of iron.
Induration by independently crystallized quartz.-The proportion of the
infiltrated quartz which has crystallized independently of the original
fragments varies very greatly in di:fl"erent places. A.t times most of
it, or even all, seems to occur in this form, the interstices between the
much rounded fragments being entirely filled with. a secondary quartz
in minute, intricately interlocking areas wholly independent of the original gra.ins. As instances of rocks in which the independen_t deposition of quartz has been the chief or only' mode of induration,- may be
mentioned the foot-wall rock of the Champion mine, Michigan, much of
the quartzite of the great range immediately cast of Marquette, Mich,
and the red quartzite of McLennan's Landing on the north shore of
. Lake Huron. From these extreme cases there are all phases down to
the cases where all of the secondary quartz occurs as enlargements of
the original fragments. Thin sections of quartzites in which the fine
interstitial quartz is present are not easily represented by figures. At
the lower half of Fig. 3, Plate XXXI, an attempt is made to represent
the Huronian quartz-schist from near Marquette. The section is drawn
as seen in the polarized ligllt, and is enlarged 36 diameters.
In some cases, where the enlarge~ents of the original grains and the independently oriented q nartz occur together, the enlargements present
the appearance of fading out gradually into the finely interlocking interstitial material. This appearance arises from the fact that as the
original fragment is receded from, less and less of the interstitial quartz
is optically continuous with it, while more and mo~e is separated out
GEOL
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into relatiYely minute and independent areas. It is thus evident. that
all of the interstitial quartz, including both that which is in independent areas ami that which is oriented with the original fragments,
has been deposited simultaneously, the crystalline influence of the fragment having lessened rapidly in power as the distance from it increased.
In those cases where all of the interstitial quartz has been dep·osited
independently of the original grains, the deposition went ou too rapidly
for those grains to exert their influence. The apJ)arent fading out from
quartz fragments also arises from aJJother cause in the cases of certain
certain argillaceous quartzites mentioned below.
Chctlcedonic silica in quartzites.-In certain quartzites, that interstitial silica which has been deposited independently of the original fragments has in par~ separated out as chalcedonic or entirely amorphous
silica. In fact there is every gradatioil found in some of these cases
from that quartz which is in independent areas of some little size,
through more and more finely divided kinds to that which is completely
amorphous, presenting no perceptible effect wl1en revolved between the
crossed nieols. The amount of this cherty silica present varies between
wide limits, in some cases predominating over the quartzose materialwhen the rock belongs more properly with the chert and chert-scl1ists
which are considered separately below. The lower half of Fig. 4, Plate
XXXI, shows the appearance in the polarized light of a thin section of
a. cherty Potsdam sandstone from Westfield, Sank County, Wisconsin,
enlarged 35 diameters. Mo~t of the rock is taken up by the cherty
matrix, bnt in this are buried quartz fragments of various sizes which
ha,ve received small enlargements. The appearance of the upper side
of the largest qua~tz grain of the figure suggests that it may have
been dissolved away.
Enlargements of complex .fragments.-Oommonly the quartz fragments
of a sandstone or quartzite are .fragments of single quartz individuals,
but cat-~es often occur where they are themseh"es complex, i.
made
of several or many differently oriented interlocking areas. We have
noted a number of cases where complex fragments have been enlarged,
and in such cases the added quartz is divided off into areas orientfl(l
each with the part of the original grain with which it is in contact.
This is >cry beautifully seen in the large grain of the upper half of
Fig. 4, Plate XXXI, whicll is drawn from the redAnimikie quartzite of
Prairie Wver, Minnesota.
Enla-rgements in graywackes.-So far ha,·e been considered only rocks
that are purely qu trtzose, or nearly so, and it is in these that the
enlargement of the qnartzes is most ~triking and generally most readily
made out. But we haYe observed it also in a large number of rocks
where the detrital material is.composed more or Jess largely of other
minerals than quartz, and even in cases where the quartz is a rather
sparse accessory. A considerable part of the thickness of the original
trpical Huronian of Lak(~ Huron is maue up of gray to black fragmental
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rocks, grading from very coarse-grained kinds to those that are almost
aphanitic. These rocks Logan called collectively by the name of" slate
conglomerates" on account of their frequently containing pebbles of
vanous kinds. This name, however, covers kinds which differ much
t'rom each other. tlome are almost pure quartzites, with a slight admixture of feldspathic fragments. In other cases the feldspathic fragments
predominate, and. in the finer kinds have often been decomposed to a
clayey material, when the rocks become clay-shales or slates. Most all
of the kinds, except those that are nearly purely quartzose, have undergone a considerable amount of metasomatic change, the principal
result of which has been the production from the feldspars of a chloritic
ingrcd.ient; whence, chietly, the dark and often greenish hue presented
by these rocks.
In all of the sections of these rocks examined by us evidence has been
found. of the secondary deposition of interstitial quartz. In a few cases
this interstitial quartz has been deposited independently of the original
quartz fragments, but oftener is more or less generally coordinated with
them. The complex character of these rocks, the metasomatic alteration which they have undergone, their dark colors, and the siliceous
paste by which they have been permeated, place them among the graywackes,80 whilst the finer-grained and more fissile kinds are graywackeslates. ThPse graywackes, which are, next to the quartzites, the most
characteristic and important rocks of the type Huronian, are all '' recomposed" rocks, and often, especially where the secondary quartz is abundant and the alteration from feldspar to chlorite has progressed far,
are not far in appearance, either macroscopically or microscopically, from
true crystalline rocks, and would ordinarily be classed as metamorphic.
Nevertheless, they have undergone no other alteration than that which
is involved in the secondary enlargement of quartz and feldspar par~
ticles, tlJe change of feldspar to chlorite, and the interstitial deposition
of independently oriented quartz; and all of these changes are such
as may be met with in the more recent and so-called unaltered forma'tions. Indeed, we may say, setting aside those changes met with in
the imqtetliate vicinity of the contact with eruptive materials, that in
the typical Huronian, i. e., that mapped by Logan as extending from
the Saint Mary's to .Blind Hiver, on the north shore of Lake Huron,
there has been no other kind of alteration of sediments than this, the
various greenstone beds of the series being taken as of eruptive origiu.
Graywackes and graywacke-slates, with characters in each case of
their own, but in general similar to those of the Lake Huron series, we
have examined from the Animikie series of the region of Thunder Ba;r,
and thence westward along the National Boundary; from the folded
slaty series of the region of Knife Lake on the boundary, and from the
Huronian of the Penokee region of Wi&consin. All of these are plainly
so Geikie's Text-Book of Geology, p. 159.
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fragmental, being composed mainly of Quartz and feldspar fragments,
and are permeated to a marked degree by a quartzose cement, whose
arear; are always more or less genera1ly optically continuous with the
original quartz particles. A belt of rocks composed of dark-colored
sandstones and shales, which would come under Geikie's definition of
graywackes and graywacke-slates, forms a prominent member of the
Keweenaw series between Keweenaw Point and Bad River, in Wisconsin, reaching a particularly large development in the region of the
Porcupine Mountains. This is the belt which I have elsewhere described under the name of the Nonesuch belt. 81 In many sections of
this rock an interstitial quartz, occurring as enlargements of the original
particles, is met with, and is particularly abundant in sections from that
portion of the Porcupine Mountains known as the Iron River Silver
Belt. 82 These graywackes, and particularly those of the silver belt just
referred to, are no less metamorphic tban the graywackes of the type
Huronian, and yet they occur interstratified in a great thickness of nn·
altered sandstones. Moreover, they lie in that series many hundred
feet above the latest of the great flows of eruptive material, which characterize it, so that the alteration can iu no way be attributed to igneous
actiou.
Enlargements in argillites.-Argillaceous rocks are not promising ones
for the discovery of the enlargement of quartz particles, and yet we
have noted in them a number of instances of such enlargements, as, for
example, in the cleaved slates of the Saint Louis River region of Minnesota, and in the Marshall Hill schists of the upper ·wisconsin Valley
in central Wisconsin. u3 Mention Las been made in a preceding paragraph of the peculiar way in which enlargements of quartz fragments.
in certain quartzites arc made to appear as if fading off gradually into
the fine interstitial material. A somewhat similar appearance, but one
which is evidently due to a quite different cause, is met with in these
argillaceous rocks, in which the enlargements of the widely separated
quartz fragments have enveloped, in the process of growth, portions of_
the clayey matrix.
'
Enlargements in cherty t·ocks.-In nearly all of the schistose areas of
the Northwest whieh have been by one or another geologist referred to
the Huronian, cherty rocks, that is, rocks more or le~s largely com poRed of
a cbalceuonic or amorphous silica, form considerable thicknesses. They
are present in the Animikie series o±: the Thunder Bay region, in the
folded slates of the region farther north, in the original Huronian of
Lake Huron, in the iron bearing series of the Marquette and Menominee
regions of Michigan, and in the Penokee and Wisconsin Valley regions
of Wisconsin. At least some of the jaspers associated with the jaspery
" 1 Copper Bearing Rocks of Lake Superior, Monographs of the United States Geological Survey, Vol. V, pp. 220-224.
82 Op. cit., p. 221.
"'Geology of Wisconsin, Vol. IV, pp. 668, 681-683.
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iron ores are of this nature. We are still engaged in a general study of
these cherts, jaspers, &c., and are not yet prepared to give a systematic
account of them. But there arc sev:eral features which we have noted
in regard to them that are of interest in the present connection. At
times these cherts are for a considerable thickness wholly composed of
chalcedonic si1ica, but in other cases they contain fragments of qnart.z
in smaller or greater quantities up to a predominating amount. In such
cases we have frequently noted that the quartz fragments are enlarged
in the ordinary manner. These cherts, in part at least, seem to be of
direct chemical origin, and the appearance in the thin sections is as if
the quartz fragments had taken ou enlargements of quartz simultane·
ously with t.he deposition of the mass of the amorphous silica. In these
cherty rocks the enlargements of the quartz fragments present the appearance of fading away gradually into the matrix material in a manner
similar to that already noted in the case of certain quartzites, where the
appearance has been explained by the lessening of the crystalline influence of the original particles and the formation of more and more
of independently oriented matter as they are receded from. Here,
however, we find a graduation all the way from the large areas deposited so as to be optically continuous with the original quartz frag. ments, through a fine, intedocking, independently oriented quartz, to the
chalccdonic material. There are many points as to the origin of these
cherts which are yet obscure, chiefly because of the t~mall amount of
microscopic study given to them. It may, however, be taken as certain
that the Huronian cherts have in considerable measure originated in
the same way as the cherts of the later formations. ln the Potsdam
sandstone, for instance, at a nurn ber of points in the region of the upper
Baraboo River, in central Wisconsin, layers of sandstone are to be noted
which are highly impregnated with chert, and in which at times the
chert even predominates over the sand. Chert is ordinarily thought of
as characteristic of limestone formations, but the cherts of this region
are wholly below and independent of any limestone formation. Evidently these cherty layers have been produced by the secondary deposition from a solution of the interstitial cherty material, and they do not
appear to differ either as to the nature of the material or as to its origin
from some of the true Huronian cherts. These Potsdam cherty sandstones give interesting sectiom~, in which the interstitial, secondarily
deposited material presents every degree of coarseness, from large areas
optically continuous with the original quartz fragments to the finest, ·
most_ completely non-polarizing, amorphous silica.
Enlargements in mica schist.~.--'Our sections of true mimi-schists are
not yet very numerous, but we have found unmistakable enlargements
of quartz fragments in the mica-schist forming part of the "Lower
Quartzite" of BrookR, north of the Michigamme mine, Marquette region,
Michigan, and in the more quartzitic portions of the upper mica-schist
member (Formation XXI) of the Penokee Huronian. 84
•• Geology of Wisconsin, pp, 145-149.
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This member of the Penokee series seems plainly to be the equivalent of
the upper mica-schist member of the Marquette Buronian. 83 The latter
mica-schist is finely displayed among the islands at tlle outlet of Michigamme Lake, where it is often plainly of an arenaceous appearanee, but
so far our sections have failed to prove the existence of secondary
enlargements of quartz fragments in them, although what appears,distinctly to be fragmental quartz is seen iu these sections. The larger
part, however, of the quartz present is fine and clear, so that it is difficult to determine whether it is wholly an originally deposited quartz
or is a finely fragmental material, the particles of which are now so enlarged as to interlock.
A general fragmental appearance is not uncommon in other micaschist sections tllat we have examined, while the presence, in some
kinds at least, of very strongly marked and unmistakable deposition
ban dings traversing the schistose or slaty cleavage directions, is sufficient proof that in such cases the material is mainly of fragmental
origin. But so far as our investigations have progressed we lJa\·e only
in a few cases been able to prove the enlargement of quartz fragments
by secondary deposition. It seems probable, however, that in many
cases where their existence cannot be proved, the enlargements exist.
In such cases we may suppose that they cannot be seen, simply because
of the absence of a bordering material or of roughened surfaces to the
original fragments. None of the mica-schists above referred to are
like those which approach the gneisses in character. The latter have
as a characteristic feature large flattened areas of quartz lying in the
planes of foliation. We have not as yet examined any such rocks in
this connection.
LIST OF ROCKS EXAMINED.

The following is a list of the various rocks studied in this connection
and found to present enlargements of the quartz fragments. Nearly
.every rock is represented b.r a number of thin sections. In the bulletin
of the survey above referred to each one of these rocks has attacllcd to
it brief descriptive petrographical notes (microscopic and macroscopic).

Rocks from the typical Huronian region of Lake Huron (H).
(1.) Vitreous quartzite from island 2 miles east of Thessalon Point,
north shore Lake Huron (Logan's "3 a," '· Gra,y Quartzite").
(2.) Vitreous quartzite from islands
miles north west of Thessalon Point, north shore Lake Huron (Logan's "3 c," "White Quartzite").
(3.) Vitreous quartzite from the main-land, 4 miles northwest of
Thessalon Point, north shore Lake Huron (I~ogan's "3 c," "White
Quartzite").
(4.) Vitreous quartzite from the islands oft' the east point of Bruce
Mine Bay, Lake Huron (Logan's "3 c," ''White Quartzite").

3z
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Geological Survey of Michigan, Vol. I, p. ll:l.

l'· 165.

Geology of Wisconsin, Vol. III,
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(5.) Vitreous quartzite from the north side of Campement d'Ours
Island, Lake Huron (Logan's" 3 f," "Upper Slate Conglomerate").
(6.) Vitreous quartzite from the south side of Campemcnt d'Ours
Island, Lake Huron ("3 f," ".Upper Slate Conglomerate").·
(7.) Vitreous quartzite from the north shore of Lake Huron, 2 miles
east of McLennan's Landing· (Logan's "3 f," ".Upper Slate Conglomerate").
(8.) Vitreous quartzite from McLennan's Landing, north shore of
Lake Huron (Logan's "3 g," '' l~ed Quartzit.e").
(9.) Vitreous quartzite from 2 miles west of McLennan's Landing;
north shore of Lake Huron (Logan's" 3kt "Red Jasper Conglomerate'').
(10.) Vitreous quartzite from near the moui.h of Echo River, Canada
side of Lake George, Saint Mary's River (Logan's "3 h," "Red J;lsper
Conglomerate").
(11.) Vitreous quartzite from the north shore of Saint Joseph's Island, Lake Huron (Logan's "3 i," "White Quartzite").
(12.) Vitreous quartzite from east of Neebish Island Saint Mary's
River (Logan's "3 i," ''White Quartzite").
( 13.) Vit.reous quartzite from the rocky islets in Saint MaQ''s River,
northwest of Saint Joseph's.Island, Lake Huron ·("3 i," ''White Quartzite").
(14.) Vitreous quartzite from lVIcDonald Township, 6 miles east of
Saint Mary's River, Canada (Logan's "3 i," "White Quartzite").
(15.) Vitreous quartzite from near the mouth of Echo River, Canada
side of Lake George, Saint Mary's River (Logan's "3 i," "'\Vhitc Quartzite").
(16.) Schistose quartzite from islands 2 miles southeast of Neebish
Rapids, Saint Mary's River (Logan's" 3 i," "White Quartzite").
(17.) Sandstone from East Neebish Island, Saint Mary's River (Logan's "3 i," "White Quartzite").
(18.) Graywacke from the Palladreau Islands, north shore of Lake
Huron (Logan's "3 d," "Lower Slate Conglomerate").
(19.) Graywacke from the mam-land 4 to 5 miles east of Campement
d'Ours Island, Lake Huron (Logan's "3 f," "Upper Slate Conglomerate").
Rocks from the iron-bearing series of llfctrquette, .Mich (H 2 ).

(20.) Vitreous quartzite from quartzite range south of Marquette, near
shore of Lake Superior (NW. t Sec. 6, T. 47, R. 24 W., Michigan).
(Brooks's "Formation V, Lower Quartzite.")
(21.) Shore of Lake Superior, 2-2- miles S<?ntheast of Marquette, Mich.
(SE.! Sec. 36, T. 48, R 25 W.). (Brooks's" Formation V, Lower Quartz·
ite").
(22.) Vitreous quartzite from gannister quarries, north and south_
sides of Carp River, near Marquette (Sees. 35 and 36, T. 48, 1:\,, 25 W.,
Michigan). (Brooks's "Formation V, Lower Quartzite.")
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(23.) Vitreous quartzite from the northwest corner of Teal Lake,
Michigan. (Brooks's "Formation V, Lower Quartzite.")
(24.) Vitreous quartzite from the hangiug-wall of Palmer mine, Michigan. (Brooks's "Formation V, Lower Quartzite.")
(25.) Vitreous quartzite from the hanging-wall, Saginaw mine, Negaumee district, Michigan. (Brooks's'' Formation XIV, Upper Quartzite.")
(26.) Vitreous quartzite from the hanging-wall, Spurr miue, Michigamme district, Michigan. (Brooks's "Formation XIV, Upper Quartzite.")
·
(27.) Quartz-schist from the quartzite range south of Marquette, near
shore of Lake Superior (NW. -! Sec. 7, T. 47, R. 24 W., Michigan.)
(Brooks's "Formation V, Lower Quartzite.")
(28.) Quartz-schist from north of Michigamme mine (NW. a; NW. :f
Sec. 20, T. 48, R. 30 W., Michigan). (Brooks's "Formation V, Lower
Quartzite.")
· (29.) Mica-schist from north of Michigamme mine (NW. ! NW.!
Sec. 20, T. 48, R. 30 W., Michigan). (Brooks's "Formation V, r~ower
Quartzite.")
(30.) Sandstone from a short distance north of the foot wall of Spurr
mine, Michigamme district, Michigan. (Brooks's "Formation XII.")

Roclcsjrom the iron-bearing series of the Penokee region, W-isconsin (H 3).
(31.) Vitreous quartzite from near Penokee Gap, .Ashland County
(NW.! Sec. H, T. 44, R. 3 W.), Wisconsin.
(32.) Vitreous quartzite from the gorge of Tyler's Fork, .Ashland
County (SE. i NE.l Sec. 33, T. 45, R. 1 W.), Wisconsin. ("Formation
III.")
(33.) Vitreous quartzite from Bad River, .Ashland County (SW. t
NW. !, Sec. 11, T. 44, R. 3 W.), Wisconsin. ("Formation XV.")
(34.) Vitreous quartzite from near Penokee Gap (west line of NvV. t
Sec. 11, T. 44, R. 3 W.), ·wisconsin. ("Formation XIX.")
(35.) Quartz-schist from the gorge of Tyler's :Fork, .Ashland County
(NE.! Sec. 33, 'f. 45, R. 1 W.), ·wisconsin. ("Formation III."),
(36.) Quartz-schist from south line Sec. 2, T. 45, R. 27 W., A~<hland
County, ·wisconsin. ("Formation XXI.")
(37.) Mica-schist from west line SW . .;}: Sec. 2, T. 44, R. 3 W., .Ashland County, Wisconsin. ("Formation XXL")
(38.) Graywacke from Tyler's Fork (NE.:!:: Sec. 28, T .. 45, R. 1 W.,
.Ashland CountJ·), Wis·c·onsin. ("Formation XVII.'')
(3D.) Arenaceous quartzite from Penokee Gap, .Ashland County (NE.
! NW.! See. 14, T. 44, R. 3 W.), Wisconsin. ("Formation II.")
(40.) Sandstone from Mount Wbittlesey, .Ashland Count.y (NW. t
NW. i Sec. 16, T. 44, R. 2 W.), Wisconsin. ("Formation II.")
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Rocksjt·om the slates of the Saint Louis River, Minnesotct (H5 ).
(41.) Clay-slate from Knife Falls, Saint I~ouis River, Minnesota.
(42.) Clay-slate from near Mahtowah, l\finn.
(43.) Clay slate from Saint Louis l~iver, near Thompsor Minn.
F(,ocks from the quartzite set·ies of the Baraboo region

~

lVisconstn (H8).

(44.) Vitreous quartzite from Caledonia, Coh\mbia County> Wisconsin.
(45.) Vitreous quartzite from the Upper Narrows of the Baraboo
River, Sank County, Wisconsin.
(46.) Vitreous quartzite from .Freedom, Sank County, Wisconsin.
(47.) Vitreous quartzite from "Testtield, Sauk County, Wisconsin.
(48.) Qnartz.schist from the Lower Narrows of the Baraboo River
Sank County, Wisconsin.
(49.) Quartz-schist from Ableman's, Sank County, Wisconsin.·
(50.) Quartz-schist from the Upper Narrows of tbe Baraboo River,
Sank County, Wisconsin.
(51.) Sandstone from Devil's Lake, Sank County, Wisconsin.
Rocks from the quartzite series of Southern ·Minnesota (H9);
(52.) Vitreous quartzite from Redstone, Nicollet County, Minnesota.
(53.) Vitreous quartzite from near New Ulm, Nicollet County, Min·
nesota.
(54.) Vitreous quartzite from Delton, Cot.touwood County, Minnesota.
(55.)Vitreous quarzite from Mound Cree.k, Germantown, IJottonwood
County, Minnesota.
(56.) Sandstone from Redstone, Nicollet County, Minnesota.
(57.) Sandstone from near Redstone, Nicollet County, Minnesota.
Rocks from the Ani?nikie series of Northern Minnm;ota and the Thunder
Bay t·egion of Lake Superior (H10 ).
(58.) Vitreous quartzite from Prairie River Falls (Sec. 34, T. 56, R.
25 W ., Minnesota).
(59.) Vitreous quartzite from Wauswaugoning Bay, Lake Superior,
Minnesota.
(60.) Vitreous quartzite from Pigeon Point, Lake Superior, :Minne·
sot a.
(61.) Arenaceous quartzite from Portage Bay Island, Minnesota, coast
of Lake Superior.
(63.) Vitreous graywacke fwm south side of Rove Lake (NE. i Sec.
28, T. 65, R. 1 E., Minnesota}.
(63.) Vitreous graywacke from the east end of' Mountain Lake (SW.
:l SW.:! Sec. 13, T. 65, R. .2 E., Minnesota).

\
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(64.) Vitreous graywacke from Partridge Falls, Pigeon River, Minne·
sota.
(65.) Vitreous graywacke from the south side of Olear Water Lake
.(near center Sec. 27, T. 65, R. 1 E., Minnesota).
(66.) Vitreous graywacke from the east side of Thunder Bay, Canada.
(67.) Argillaceous graywacke from Grand Portage Falls, Pigeon River,
Minnesota.
Rocks jro.m the folded schists of the national bo1tndary line, north of Lake
Superior (H11 ).

(68.) Graywacke from King-Fisher Lake (SW. i SE. i Sec. 20, T.
·65, R. 6 W., Minnesota).
(69.) Graywacke from King-Fisher Lake (NW. ! NE. ! Sec. 20, T.
·65, R. 6 W., Minnesota).
(70.) Quartzite from Knife J1ake (NW.! SE. i Sec. 17, T. 65, R.·6,
W., 1\Iinnesota).
J[eweenawa.n rock.~.
(71.) Sandstone from Eagle Harbor, Keweenaw Point, M~cbigau.
(72.) Sandstone from near Copper Falls mine, Keweenaw Point,
Michigan.
(73.) Sandstone from north side Portage Lake, Nonesuch Belt, Keweenaw Point, Michigan.
(74.) ~andstone from the foot·wall of the Nonesuch mine, Porcupine Mountains, Michigan.
(75.) Sandstone from the Presqu' Isle River, Michigan (NE.! Sec. 5,
'T. 49, R. 45 W., Michigan).
·
(76.) Sandstone from Sih'er Islet Landing, north shore of I1ake Su.perior, Canada.
(77.) Sandstone from the east side of Black Bay, Lake Superior, Canada.

(78.) Indurated sandstone from Burnt Island, Nipigon Bay, Lake
.Superior.
(79.) Indurated graywacke from Little Iron River (NvV. i NW.!
Sec. 12, T. 50, R. 43, Michigan).
(80.) Indurated graywacke from Little Iron River (SW. t Sec. 13, T •
.51, R 4~ W., Michigan).
From the " Grand Canon Group" of the Grand Canon of the Colorado.

(81.) Vitreous quartzite from the Grand Calion of the Colorado, near
the mouth of the Little Colorado River, Arizona.
Ft·om the Potsdam of the JJlississippi Valley.

(82.) Arenaceous quartzite from immediately above the unconform·
.able contact with the Huronian iron ores, Cyclops and Norway mines,
Menominee iron region, Michigan.

(
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(83.) Much indurated sandstone from the Lower Narrows of Baraboo
River, from near contact with Arch;Ban quartzite.
(84.) Much indurated sandstone from Roche-a-Crier, Adams County,
Wisconsin.
(85.) Indurated sandstone from Packwaukee, Marquette County, Wisconsin.
(86.) Indurated sandstone from Black River Falls, Jackson County,
Wisconsin.
(87.) Feebly indurated sandstone from New Lisbon, Wis.
(88.) Loose sandstolie from Middleton, Dane•County, ·wisconsin.

Frmn the" eastern sandstone" of Lake Superior.
(89.) Indurated sandstone from the west branch of the Ontonagon
River (Sec. 13, T. 46, R. 41 \V., Michigan).
(90.) Feebly indurated_ sandstone from the quarry on Torch Lake
Railroad, Keweenaw Point, Michigan.
(91.) Red sandstone from the quarries at Marquette, Mich.
. (92.) Feebly indurated sandstone from near Rockland, Mich., south of
the Trap Range (SE.! Sec. 7,.T. 50, R. 39 W.).

l!'rom the "western sandstone" of Lake Superior.
(93.) Feebly indurated sandstone from Basswood Island, Ashland
County,_ Wisconsin.

From the Saint Peter's sandstone of Wisconsin.
(94.) Loose sand from near Lancaster, Grant County, Wisconsin.
(95.) Indurated sandstone from Arlington Prairie, Columbia County,
Wisconsin.
(96.) Indurated sandstone from Gibraltar Bluff, Columbia County,
Wisconsin.
Frorn the Paleozoic series of Eureka, Nev.
(97.) Semi-vitreous quartzite, from the ''Eureka quartzite" (Silurian) Eureka, Nev.
(98.) Strongly indurated sandstone from the ''White Pine shale"
(Devonian) Eureka, Nev.
(9~.) Feldspathic quartzite from Eureka, Nev., "Diamond Peak
quartzite" (Carboniferous).

Triassic sandstone.
(100.)

~'eebl,y

indurated sandstone from Henry Mountains, Utah.

Oretacemts sandstone.
(101.) Calcareous sandstone from Courtland, Nicollet County, Min·
nesota.
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GENESIS OF HURONIAN QUARTZITES.

From the exr.minations above summarized we conclude that all of
the quartzites of the \arious areas marked provisionally as Huronian on the accompanying map, including the t,ype Huronian of
J-'a.ke Huron, are merely sandstones which have received various degrees of induration by the interstitial deposition of a siliceous cement,
which has generally taken. the form of enlargements of the original
quartz fragments, less commonly of minute independently oriented
areas, and still less commonly of an amorphous or chalcedonic silica,
two or even all three forms of the cementing siiica occurring at tfmes
together in the same rock. There may have been in some cases some
slight solution and redeposition of the original quartz mater1al, but in
the main these rocks are still made up of the fragmental constituents
that composed them before induration, the fragments retaining, for the
most part~ their original contours. That many of these quartzites are
but altered sandstones is, of course, a truth that has long been accepted; it is the nature of t.he alteration that bas not been hitherto
understood.
Without, perhaps, having been definitely so stated, the generally
accepted view with regard to the production of quartzites from sandstones bas included the idea of at least some molecular rearrangement
of the original fragmental material, 86 quartzites having been generally
classed as metamorphic, or even as crystalline rocks. So far as the
.Archman quartzites of the North west are concernNl, however, it appears
tlutt they have undergone no other alteration than that found to affect
sandstones in the newer, undisturbed, and generally unaltered formations, from the Cambrian to the Cretaceous, and even certain saud beds of
the Qnaternary.2 Irregular areas, and at times mere surface films, in the
otherwise unaltered horizontal Potsdam aud Saint Peter's sandstones in
the Jltfississippi Valley have been changed to vitreous quartzites, indistinguishable microscopically and macroscopically from the quartzites
of the Archrean, while great beds of as completely indurated quartz.
ites as any of the Huronian are met with in the unaltered Paleozoic
formations of the West. These latter quartzites are plainly due to the
percolation of silica-bearing waters, and to the same cause must be
86 See Dana, Manual of Geology, p. 70; Geikie, Text Book of Geology, pp. 117-127;
Hawes, Lithl)logy of New Hampshire, p. 239. Hawes noticed the complex character
of some pf the quartz fragments of certain New Hampshire. quartzites, and took it to
mean that these grains bad been recrystallized, rather than that they were _originally
complex. A very definite statement of the ordinary view as to the nature of quartz.
itcs is given by Shaler, in his "First Book in Geology," _(lf:l84) p. 2:38_ Speaking of quartzites, he says: "In these rocks we can no longer see the distinct grains of sand,
but the whole is converted into a rather solid mass of flinty matter. The grains of
sand m·e taken to pieces in the heated watm·, and 1·emade, BO lhat the crystals al-e all close set
and locked together."
87 Mr. J. S. Diller, of the Geological Snrvey,.bas kindly furnished me with a much
indurated sandstone from the "Orange Sand" of the Mississippi Valley.
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attributed the induration of the Huronian quartzites. In the case of
the quartzites of the indurated portions of the Pot~dam· and Saint
.I>eter's sandstones, no possible connection with any igneous action
can be conceived, the surface crusts being due to a mere weathering, the interstitial silica·bearing waters having been drawn to the
surface by evaporation and capillary action. These crusts are particularly interesting, because they are evidently in process of formation at the present time, occurring wherevc'r the accidents of denudation have produced exposed surfaces of the rock, and one cannot conceive that either heat or pressure is concerned in their production, and
yet they are as completely Yitrcons and crystalline as any of the true
quartzites of the Huronian. In the case vf the quartzites of the Huronian and other formations when there is much interstratifi.ed eruptive material, the latter may have been the source of the heated silicabearing solutions, but I can see no reason to believe that there has
been any other causal relation between igneous action and the induration of the sandstones than this. It is of interest to note in this connection that since the quartzites of the various Huronian areas, and;
indeed, the larger part of the other non-eruptive Huronian rocks, are in
no sense.more altered than many fossil-bearing quartzites, etc., of later
formations, it may be taken as quite certain that the failure thus far to
find fossils in the Huronian is not to be attributed to their destruction
by metamorphic action, but rather to the actual original barrenness of
the series.
ENLARGE~IENTS

OF FELDSPAR FRAGMENTS IN CERTAIN KEWEENAWAN SANDSTONES.

The occurrence of enlargements of quartz fragments in quartzites
and other quartz bearing fragmental rocks being proyen to be a widespread phenomenon, the queQ· arises as to whether other fragmental
minerals may not have received similar enlargements.
Assistant Geologist Van Rise, in examining for me certain sandstones,
has met with an answer to this query in the affirmative, so far as feldspar fragments are concerned. Besides finding what appear to be enlargements on a number of feldspar fragments in certain Huronian
graywackes of the north shore of Lake Huron, he has found what are
unquestionably of this nature in certain Keweenawan sandstones. A.
brief account of these enlargements has already been riublished in the
American Journal of Science for May, 1884, and also in the Bulletin;
No. 8, of the Survey on Secondary Enlargements of Mineral Fragments.
A.s these results are of importance, and have a direct bearing upon our
present subject, the principal paragraphs of Mr. Van Hise'8 paper may
be appropriately quoted here:
"The feldspathic sandstone immediately unrlerlying the diabase of
Eagle Harbor, Mich., is of a reddish color, open texture, and uniform
medium grain, a magnifying glass showing but little quartz. The feldspar grains are stained red with iron oxide. Hydrochloric acid gives,
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with the powder, a slight effervescence. In the thin section the sandstone is seen to be composed largely of grains of different feldspars,
next to which in abundance are rounded complex fragments derived
from a granitic porphyry, consisting of feldspars penetrated by a saturating quartz. Then follow in order of abundance complex fragments
of some altered basic rocks. Finally a few grains of quartz and a little
secondary calcite are noted.
"The feldspars are frequently somewhat kaolinized, but most of the
grains are fresh enough to give quite uniform colors in polarized light,
and, in the cases of the plagioclases, well-defined twinning bands. The
grains are all rounded, their boundaries being broad lines of ferrite.
However, some subsequent mineral has used these grains as nuclei-,
about which to deposit, and now each individual appears in the polarized light to extend beyond its original limits. These newly-formed

FIG. 32.-Part of section of sandstone from Ea&le Harbor, Mich., x 50; io polarized light. AAA, frag·
ments, each from a sin~le feldspar 1ndividual; aaa, tUrns of iron oxide on tlle borders of the
original g;mius; EBB, secondary enlargements of tte ori~inH I grains; DD, unfilled spaees;
EE, secondary feldspar grains polarizing independently of the original grains.

borders, as compared to the interiors, are different, in that they show
no decomposition, and are freer from iron stains. When the borders
from different feldspathic grains have extended so far as to come in contact, as they usually have done, they form sharply-serrate, nicely-fitting
junctions, roughly comparable to the suture of a sknll. (Fig. 32).
"This newly added material appea,rs to be feldRpar, which bas coordinated crystallographically with the grains about which it. has deposited. It possesses no optical properties which would exclude that
mineral, but, cleavage and decomposition being absent, no comparison
with feldspars can be made as to those characteristic features. The
belief that the new material is feldspar is, however, based upon the
following facts :
"When the enlarged feldspar is orthoclase the deposited substance
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polarizes uniformly with the nucleus about which it is seen (Fig. 32) 1•
exactly as quartz enlargements polarize with the grains to which they
have grown. Further, when plagioclase fragments present the enlargements, a.s they frequently do, the new material is twinned uniformly
with the old, the twinning bands in polarized light running directly

FIG. 33.-ln polarized
light ; X 50. Plagioclase
fl'agmf"nt f'r·om · Eagle
Rarbor sanflstone,sbowing crys tallograp bic
continuity of ori~:inal
grain a ncl secondary enenlargement.

FIG . 34.-In polarized light ;
X 50. Fragment of a gran iti c porpl1yrv from Eagle
H arbor san<lstone. The
shaderl a r·ea i• felds par,
the unshaded areas quartz.

across cores and borders. (Fig. 33.) This phenomenon was observed ill'
many different grains and in different sections.
"Again, the complex fragments above mentioned as derived from a
granitic porphyry, containing quartz and feldspar, often have enlargements, and the added portions resemble, and usually polarize with, the
feldspars instead of with the quartz, with which they would naturally
co-ordinate, if with either, were they composed of silica. Frequently
the enlargements of this class of grains
are apparently all of feldspar, even when
a half or more of the edges of the original
fragments (and in some places for considerable spaces continuously) is quartz
(Fig. 3).
'·Finally, the complex basic fragments
also have enlargements. These basic
grains are often very feldspathic, the feldspar individuals being, however, small.
•
d f b •
FJG. 35.-In polarized light, ; X 50. Part>
Here a border lnstea 0 emg a umt, as of section of E agle Hirrbor sandstone,
·
• • h
d'
showin;: an orthoclase fral!ment b roke n
Jt COmmonly lS ln t e prece Ing Cases, and recement erl l.Jy a. srcond;~ry mat.e r·ial
· t
f
1
d'
·
l
1
crystollog raphica.Jly continnons with the
con SIS S 0 Severa or many In ln( U!l> S. orig
inal fral!ment and with the borde r of
The feldspars at the edge of the nucleus newly d eposited m a teriaL
appear to have controlled the new growth, so that the new material
polarizes with them in separate parts. These parts )1ave, however,
often extended upon each sille be~c ond the immediately adjacent feldspars of the uucleus, and thus at times overlapped other feldspars,
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whose conditions were less favorable for renewed growth, or other
minerals, if such chanced to be in contact with the division line between
the fragment and its border.
''The change which has taken place in one grain of orthoclase is of
some interest. The grain has been broken into two parts, which have
spreafl somewhat, and is now cemented with a new material which extinguishes with the original fragmenLt?, and also with the exterior second growth with which it is continuo tis in places (Fig. H5.)
"In some cases the new material deposited on a grain instead of continuingas a single individual until it meets a similar growth from another
grain, has crystallized independently in small interlocking grains (Fig.
32.) This independent feldspar (if I am correct in so considering it) is
more plentiful about the basic fragments than about the feldspar grains
or those of the granitic porphyry.
MINERAL ENLARGEMENTS IN ROCK ALTEUATION GENEUALLY-

The widespread importance of the enlargements of quartz fragments
in the production of quartzites and other quartz-bearing indurated
rocks being proved, and the existence being shown of enlargements of
feldspar fragments in at least one series of sandstones, the next query
is evidently whether fragments of still other minerals, each after its
kind, may not have received secondary enlargements; and, if so, how
far such enlargements may have been concerned in the production of
the so-called metamorphic rocks. As to this, we have as yet no further
facts to offer. Certainly the :field is one deserving investigation. We
have not studied any gneisses or similar rocks since our attention was
drawn to this matter. Theoretically one can easily see how such enhtrgements might be of great importance in the production of" gneisses
and other crystalline schists, the enlargements being accompanied perhai)s by partial solution of the fragmental material am~ by processes of
replacement and pseudomorphism and by some recrystallization, pressure coming in to produce the foliation. As noted before, Bonney has
already suggest ell the importance of this matter of enlargement of min·
eral fragments. His words are worth quoting in full. Speaking of certain banded crystalline schists of the Lizard district, Cornwall, England,.
he says : "It seems, then, possible to me that in these and in some of
the curiously banded rock's in the upper group, many of the constituents may be in part original. I do not mean that any one grain as it
now stands is an original constituent; crystallization in sitt~, especially
in tbe case of the lwrnblende and mica, has taken place to a large extent. In the more minutely crystalline schists the original structure is
very probably wholly obliterated. Still, these larger feldspar grains, for
instance, may have as their nucleus feldspar grains which were original
constituents, and may have snrYived the dissolution of the finer sedimentary materials in which they were imbedded. Then in the process·
of reconstitution, feldspar (not perhaps always of the same species) may
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have been added to feldspar, quartz to quartz, mica to mica, and hornblende to hornblende, or altered augite. Thus traces of the minuter
structure of the original rock, e\ren in a highly mctamorphoseu series,
may now and then remain. In those beds where the materials were·
finely levigatecl, the agents of metamorphism reduced the whole to a
mere pulp (if the expression be permissible), from which the present
mineral constituents crystallized, almost as they would do from the
magma of an igneous rock, but in other cases onl.r a portion of the material was reduced to this condition, and those constituents which remained undigested would form nuclei, around which the other minerals
wonld crystallize, and would so continue to bear testimony to the original history of the rock itself. Thus the explanation of those granitoid
bands, in some cases so curiously like granite veins, may be that originally they were a coarse quartz-feldspar grit. As regards some of the
hornblende schists (as I believe Professor Jukes has elsewhere done),
one would suggest the possibility of their having been basaltic tuft's,
with which in chemical composition thPy would agree fairly well.
" I have ventured on this discussion because these Cornish rocks have
presented· structures which seem to me worthy of careful consideration
by all who are studying the phenomena of metamorphism-a subject
which has occupied my attention for some years past. The observations
are not entirely new. Dr. Sorby drew attention to somewhat similar
structures in his very valuable and suggestive paper on tlie original
constitution and subsequent alteration of mica-schist. The agglntina.
tion of identical mineral matter has been noticed in the case of quartz,
by that author, by Mr. J . .A. Phillips, and by myself, imlependently,
not to mention others In the gneissic series traversed by the upper
part of Saint Gothard Pass, and in other districts, I have repeateuly
noticed similar instances, all tending to show that the minute structures,
and in some cases very probably the original constituents (at any rate
as nuclei), may be preserved in rocks which are metamorphic in the
fullest sense of the word." sa

METAMORPHISM IN THE .HURONIAN..

In the varwus Huronian areas above provisionally enumerated, one
or more of quartzites, greywackes, and clay slates, with intermediate
phases, make up the most of the series. The quartzites are but indurated quartzose sandstone, the greywackes fragmental rocks composed
chiefly of other minerals than quartz and affected by a similar induration and by some slight metasomatic changes; while the clay-slates
are as distinctly finer fragmental material. It thus follows that the
rocks which form the bulk of the Huronian in nll areas do not propas Q. J. G. S., Feb. 1, 1883, Vol. XXXIX, pp. 18, 19.
GEOL 84--Hi
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erly fall under the head of metamorphic rocks. Of the remaining rocks
met with in these areas, the various augiti.c and hornblenrlic greenstones, pcridot,ites and felsitic porphyries I now look upon as in all
probability of eruptive origin. There remain to be accounted for the
various hornblende-schists, chlorite-schists, mica-schists, hydromicaschists jaspery and chert rocks and limestones. As stated above, the
chloritic and hornblendic schists I regard as in part the products of
the alteration of basic eruptives, and the hydromica schists, of acid
erpptives. The chert and jaspery rocks I am inclined to look upon as
of some sort of original chemical origin ; certainly they are not the results of a metamorphism of sedimentary material. The limestones do
not, as far as I know them, appear in any essential respect different
from many met with in the unaltered formations of later date. There
remain the mica-schists and slates, and some of the hydromica-schists
and chlorite-schists. That these latter often contain much of the origiJial fragmental material we have satisfied ourselves, but how far those
of their constituents which aro plainly of original ·crystallization were
so crystallized when the rocks were in the state of mud, or have been
produced by purely pseudomorphic change upon fragmental material,
or how far finally they may be the result of a genuine recrystallization
or metamorphism, are questions for which I have no answer. However
they may be answered, it seems to me that it will remain true that the
various formations here classed as Huronian, including the original
type Huronian, are in the main not properly strongly metamorphic
formations, as, for instance, the older gneisses must be, if of sedimentary origin.
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THE GIGANTIC MAMMALS OF THE ORDER DINOCERATA.
BY PROFESSOR

0. C.

MARSH.

INTRODUCTION.

The Rocky Mountain region during Tertiary time was the home of
many strange animals, quite unlike those now living in any part of the
world, and perhaps the most remarkable of these extinct forms were
the hnge mammals of the order Dinocerata. The fossil remains of this
group have hitherto been found in a single Eocene lake-basin in Wyoming, and none are known from any other part of this country or from
the Old World. These gigantic beasts, which nearly equaled the elephant in size, roamed in great numbers about the borders of the ancient
tropical lake, in which many of them were entombed.
This lake-basin, now drained by the Green River, the main tributary
of the Colorado, slowly filled up with sediment, but remained a lake so
long that the deposits formed in it, during Eocene time, reached a vertical thickness of more than a mile. The Wasatch Mountains on the
west and the Uinta chain on the south were the main sources of this
sediment, and still protect it, but the Wind River range to the north,
and other mountain elevations, also sent down a vast amount of material into this great fresh-water lake, then more than 100 miles in
extent.
At the present time, this ancient lake-basin, now 6,000 to 8,000 feet
above the sea, shows evidence of a vast erosion, and probably more than
one-half of the deposits once left in it have been washed away, mainly
through the Colorado River. What remains forms one of the most picturesque regions in the whole west, veritable mauvaises tm-res, or bad
lands, where slow denudation has carved out cliffs, peaks, and columns
of the most fantastic shapes and varied colors. This same action has
brought to light the remains of many extinct animals, and the bones
of the Dinocerata, from their great size, naturally first attract the
attention of the explorer.
The first remains of the Dinocerata discovered were found by the
writer, in September, 1870, while investigating this Eocene lake-basin,
which had never before been explored. Various remains of this group
were also collected. by other members of the expedition, and among
the specimens thus secured was the type of Tinocera8 ancep8 1 described
(249)
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by the writer in the following year. In the same geological horizon
with these remains a rich and varied vertebrate fauna, hitherto unknown,
was found.
Among the animals here represented were ancestral forms of the
modern horse, and tapir, and also of thfl pig. Many others were found
related to the recent lemurs; also various carnivors, insectivors,

rotlents, and small marsupials; and, of still more importance, remains
were here brought to light of another new order of mammals, the Tillodonts, quite unlike any now living. Crocodiles, tortoises, lizards, serpents, and fishes also swarmed in and about the waters of this ancient
lake, while around its borders grew palms and other tropical vegetation.
The present bed of this old Eocene lake-basin, in which alone the
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Diiwcerata had b2en found, offered so inviting a field for exploration that
in the spring of t.he following year, 1871, the writer began its system. atic investigation. An expedition was again organized, with an escort
of United States soldiers, and the work continued during the entire
season. Among tlu3 very large collecti'ons thus secured were numerous
specimens of the Din~cerata, which furnished important ch~racters of
the group.
·
In the succeeding spring, 1872, the explorations in this region were
continued, and soon resulted in ·the disco\'ery of the type· specimen,
including the skull and a large portion of the skeleton of Dinoceras
mirabile, and on this new genus the writer based the order Dinocera.ta. 1
Other imiwrtant specimens obtained at this time and described by the
writer were the types of Tinoceras lacttstre, Tinoceras grande, Dinoceras
lucare, arid others of scarcely less interest.
In the following season, 1873, the writer organized anothe1·large expedition, with Government escort, anu made a very careful examination of the regions in this same basin t.hat remained unexplored. One
of the specimens of special importance thus secured was the t.ype of
Dinoceras laticeps, with the skull and lower jaw nearly complete. Many
other individuals of the Dinocemta were also discovered, and the abundant material then collected was sufficient to clear up most of the
doubtful points in this group.
The research was continued systematically during the next season,
also, 1874, and again in 1875, with good results. ·Since then, various
small parties, at different times, have been equipped and sent out by
the writer to collect in this basin; and,-finally, during the entire season
of 1882 the work was vigorously prosecuted under the direction of the
writer, anu, from July of that year, under the auspices of the United
States Geological Survey.
·
The specimens thus brought together by all these various expeditions and parties are now in the museum at Yale College, and represent
more than two hundred individuals of the Dinocera.ta alonP. Of these,
not less than seventy-five have portions of the skull more or less perfectly preserved, and in more than twenty it is in good condition. The
preserit article is based on this material, amply sufficient, it is believed,
to illustrate all the more important parts of the structure of this
remarkable group.
_
The remaining material of the Dinocerata., now known, consists of a
few specimens collected by Leid;y in 1872, including the type of the
genus Uintatheriu1n j various remains secured in the same year by
Cope, to which he applied the· names Loxolophodon 2 and Eobasileus,
with possibly a later acquisition, of uncertain affinities, called Ba.thyopsis;
1 For full description of this order, see the author's monograph on the DINOCERATA,
56 plates. 4to. Washington, 1884.
2 This name was first given t.o a specimen of Coryphodon, and hence cannot he used,
except as a synonym, for any of the Dinocerata.
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and a number of specimens more recently obtained by parties from
Princeton College. These remains apparently show no characters of
the Dinocerata not well represented in the larger collection of the Yale
Mm:eum.
The Dinocerata l1ave hitherto been found in a well-marked geological
horizon of the middle Eocene. The relations of this horizon to other
deposits of Tertiary age are important, and cannot readily be understood without having in mind the principal changes that took place in
the geology of the Rocky Mountain region during this period. These
changes and their results may be briefly stated as follows:
The Tertiary of Western America comprises the most extensive series
of deposits of this age known to geologists, and important breaks in
both the rocks and the fossils separate it into three well-marked divisions. These natural divisions are not the exact equivalents of the
Eocene, Miocene, and Pliocene of Europe, although usually so considered, and known by the same names; but in general the fauna of each
appears to be older than that of its corresponding representative in the
other hemisphere; an important fact, but little recognized. This partial resemblance of our extinct faunas to others in regions widely separated, where the formations are doubtless somewhat different in geological age, is precisely what we might expect, if, as was probable, the
main migrations took place from this continent. It is better at once to
recognize this general principle, rather than attempt to bring into e:J,~:act
parallelism formations that "'ere not contemporaneous.
The fresh-water Eocene deposits of our Western Territories, which are
in the same region at least two miles in vertical thickness, may be separated into three distinct subdivisions. The lowest of these; resting
unconformn bly on the Cretaceous, has been termed the Vermilion Creek,
or Wasatch, group. It contains :1 well-marked mammalian fauna, the
largest and most characteristic genus of which is the ungulate Oorypho·
don, and hence the writer has called these deposits the Coryphodon beds.
The middle Eocene strata, which have been termed the Green River and
Bridger series, have been designated by the writer the Dinoceras beds, as
the gigantic animals of this order arc only found here. It is, however,
better to separate the Green River series, under the term "Heliobatis
beds," and this is done in the present article. The name "Dinoceras
beds:• will then apply to the Bridger series alOne. The uppermost Eo- ·
cene, or the Uinta group, is especially well characterized by large mammals of the genus Diplacodon, and hence termed by the writer-Diplacodon beds. The fauna of e·ach of these three subdivisions was essentially
~listinct, and the fossil remains of each were entombed in difterent and
successive ancient lakes.
It is important to remember that these Eocene lake-basins all lie
between the Rocky Mountains on the east and the Wasatch Range on
the west, or along the high central plateau of the continent. As these
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FIG. 37.-Section to illustrate vertebrate life in America.
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mountain chains were elevated, the inclosed Cretaceous sea, cut off
from the ocean, gradually freshened, and formed these extensi,·e lakes,
while the surrounding land was covered with a luxuriant tropical vegetation, and with many strange forms of animal life. As the upward
movement of th~s region continued, these lake-basins, which for ages
had been filling up, preserving in their sediments a faithful record of
Eocene life-history, were slowly drained by the constant deepening of
the outflowing rivers, and they have since remained essentially dry
land.
The Miocene lake-basins are on the flanks of this region, where only
land bad been since the close of the Cretaceous. These basinR contain
three faunas, nearly or quite distinct. The lowest Miocene, which is
found east of the Rocky Mountains, alone contains the peculiar mammals known as the Brontotheridm, and these deposits have beim called
by the writer the Brontotherium beds. The strata next above, which
represent the middle Miocene, have as their most characteristic fossil
the genus Oreodon, and are known as tl1e Oreodon beds. The upper
Miocene, which occurs in Oregon, is of great thickness, and from one
of its most important fossils, Miohipptts, has been designated as the
Miohippus series. The climate here during this period was warm
temperate.
Above the Miocene, east of the Rocky Mountains, and on the Pacific
coast, the Pliocene is well developed, and is rich in vertebrate remains.
The strata rest unconformably on the Miocene, and there is a well-marked
faunal change at this pomt, modern types now .first making their aPpearance. For these reasons, we are justified in separating the Miocene
from the Pliocene at this break; although in Europe, where no great
break exists, the line seems to have been drawn at a somewhat higher
horizon. Our Pliocene forms essentially a continuous series, although
the upper beds may be distinguished from the lower by the presence of
a true Equus, and some other existing genera. The Pliocene climate was
similar to that of the Miocene. The Post-Pliocene beds contain many
extinct mammals, and may thus be separated from recent deposits. 3
With this introduction, the table of strata on page 253 will make clear
the general position of the geological horizon in which the Dinocerata
are found, aud especially its relation to other deposits of Tertiary age.
To make the subject clearer to the general reader, the section is enlarged
to include the whole geological series. The names applied to the different· horizons, some used here for the first time, are, in general, those of
the most important vertebrates fomid in each, and the section thus
becomes a condensed index of vertebrate life in America.
The localities in which the JJinocerata have been found are on both
sides of the Green River, and mainly south of the Union Pacific Railroad,
a For a more complete presentation of this subject, soc the author's address on the
Introduction and SucceBBion of Vertebrate Life in .America, delivered before the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, at Nashville, Tenn., August, 1877.
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in Wyoming. Of two hundred individuals in the Yale Museum, about
equal numbers were found cast ami west of this river, the distance between tile ext-reme localities in til is direction being more tllan 100 miles.
The map on page 250 covers this region, and the more important localities
are there indicated.
The remains of the Dinocera.ta are imbedded usually in indurated
clays, gray or green in color, but sometimes they are found in hard
sandstone. The series of strata inclosing them are at least five hundred feet in thickness in the same region, and
taken together are
probably one thousand feet.
Among the fost5ils found associated with the Dinocerata are Limnohyus and Pa.lceosyops, two genera of perissodactyl ungulates. They
were somewhat larger than a tapir, and in these strata are next in size
to the Dinocerata. One or the other of these genera occurs wherever
- the Dinocerata have yet been found, but the remains extend through a
greater thickness of strata than those of the latter group. Another
genus of ungulates in this horizon is Orohippus, a four-toed ancestor of
the horse. Other prominent genera are Oolonoceras, Helaletes, and
Hy1·achytts, related distantly to the tapir and rhinoceros.
Two genera, Tillotheriurn and Stylinodon, also found here, represent a
remarkable order, named by the writer the Tillodontia. They were
nearly as large as a tapir, and possessed characters resembling the
Ungulates, the Carnivors, and the Rodents.
Among the Carnivors, the most formidable was Limnofelis, nearly as
large as a lion, Oreocyon, of almost equal size, Dromocyon, somewhat·
smaller, and Limnocyon, about as large as a fox. Among the Lemnroid forms were Ryopsodus and .Lemuravus, forming the family Lemuravidm, and having some affinities with the South American Marmosets.
In addition to these, there were Marsupials, Insectivors, Chiroptera,
and many Rodents, but apparently no true Quadrnniana or Edentates.
Besides these mammals, there were numerous reptiles, especially
crocodiles, turtles, lizards, and serpents, in great numbers. :Fishes
were also abundant, especially the genera Amia and Lepidosteus.

all

The Dinocerata form a well-marked order in the great group of Ungulata. In some of their characters they resemble the Artiodactyls
(Paraxonia); in others, they are like the Perissodact.y ls ( Mesaxonia); and
in others still, they agree with the Proboscidians. The points of similarity, however, are in most cases general characters, which point back
to an earlier, primitive, ungulate, rather than indicate a near affinity
with existing forms of these groups.
The Dinocerata, so far as now definitely known, may be placed in
three genera, Dinoceras, Marsh, Tinoceras, Marsh, and Uintatherium,
Leidy. The type specimen of Uintatheritwn was discovered near the
base of the series of strata containing the remains of the Dinocerata.
Dinoceras, so far as known, occurs only at a higher horizon, while
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Tinoceras has been found at the highest level of all. The characters of
these three genera correspond in general with their geological position.
Uintatherium appears to be the most primitive type, and Tinoceras the
most specialized, Dinoceras being an intermediate form. The material at
hand for determining the main characters of the two latter is abundant,
but in regard to Uintatherium, some important points relating both to
the skull and the skeleton still remain in doubt.
The nur1ber of species of the known Dinocerata is a difficult matter
to determine, especially as the limitations between species are now generally regarded as uncertain. About twenty forms, more or less distinct,
are recognized in the present article. The number might easily be increased, if fragmentary specimens were used as the basis for specific
names.

THE

SKULL.

The skull of Dinoceras mirabile, the type of the genus Dinoceras, on
which the order Dinocerata was based, is, fortunately, the most perfect

FIG. 38.-Skull of Dinoceras mirabtle, Marsh, seen from the left; one.sixth natut a! size.

in preservation of any yet discovered in this group. It has in addition
tbe gTeat advantage for study of having belonged to an animal fully
adult, but not so old as to have the more important sutures of"the skull
obliterated. It was, moreover, imbedded in so soft a matrix that the
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brain·cavity and the· foramina leading from it could be worked out
without difficulty.
·
In its present nearly perfect condition, this skull is well adapted to
show the typical characters of this part, both in the genus it represents
and in the order Dinocerata, and it will be largely used for this purpose
in the following pages. The fact that a considerable portion of the
skeleton also was found with this skull makes the individual especially
worthy to be a type.
The skull of Dinocm·as mirabile is long and narrow, the facial portion
being greatly produced. The basal line, extending from the end of the
premaxillaries along the palate to the lower margin of the foramen
magnum, is nearly straight. The top of the skull supports three, separate, transverse pairs of osseous elevations, or horn-cores, which form
its most conspicuous feature, and suggested the name of the genus.

FIG. 39.-,Skull and lower jaw of Dinoceras mirabile, Marsh , seen from the left; one·cighth natural
size.

The smallest of these protuberances are situated near tl::e extremity of
the nasals; two others, much larger, arise from the maxillaries, in front
of the orbits; while the largest are mainly on the parietals, and are
supported by an enormous crest, which extends from near the orbits
entirely around the lateral and posterior margins of the true cranium.
These general characters are shown in Fig. 38, page 256, which represents
the skull of the type specimen.
There are no upper incisors, but the canines in the male are enormously
developed, forming sharp, trenchant, decurved tusks, which were each
GEOL 84--17
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protected by a dependent process on the lower jaws. The premolar and
molar teeth are very small.
The orbit is large, and confluent with the temporal fossa. The latter
is of great extent posteriorly, but the zygomatic arches are only moderately expanded. There is no post-orbital process, but in Dinoceras
mirabile, and in some other species, there is a prominence on the frontal
bone, directly over the orbit.
THE NASAL BONES.

The nasal bones are greatly elongated, being nearly half the length
of the entire skull. They project forward over the anterior nares, and
a.

FIG. 40.-Nasals of Dinoceras mimbile, Marsh; type specimen.
b

a

FIG. 41.-Nasals of Dinoceras

di~tans,

Marsh; young male.

a

FIG. 42.-Nasals of Tinoceras pugnax, Marsh .

a

:E'IG. 43.-Nasals of Tinoceras a.nnectens, Marsh. a side view; b top view; c front view.
A ll the fig ures are one fifth natural size.

overhang the premaxillaries. They are thick and massive bones, especially in front, and are united together by a nearly straight suture.
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In specimens not fully adult this suture remains an open fissure, and
even in some adults it is not closed, especially in the anterior part.
The osseous prominences on the extremity of the nasal bones are
their most marked feature. These vary much in form and size in the
different genera of the group, and appear to be characteristic of the
species. In Dinoceras they are small and sessile, and are directed upward, and somewhat outward; in Tinoceras they are larger, and, in
most specimens, project more horizontally, usually not beyond the apex
of the nasals. Some of the characteristic forms of these nasals are
given "above, Figs. 40-43, page 258.
On their lateral margins the nasal bone!S unite by suture with the
superior branch ofthe premaxillary, and, behind this, with the maxillaries up to the point where they join the frontals. These lateral sutures
disappear in the ·old animals, but are shown in the skull of Dinoceras
mirabile, Figs. 38 and 39. Between the osseous protuberances, or horncores, of the maxillaries, the nasals thicken into a transverse ridge,
which greatly strengthens the skull in this region. The development
of this ridge varies in different species. The sutures between the nasals
and maxillaries thus appears to rise on the inner face of each maxillary
prominence, but the nasals do not form any essential part of these elevations. From this transverse ridge the nasals expand posteriorly, and
meet the frontals by oblique sutures, converging behind to the median
line. At the union with the frontals the nasal bones are comparatively
thin.
On their under ·surface, the nasal bones are each excavated by a
broad deep groove, which is separated from its fellow by a sharp
median ridge. These grooves extend from the anterior nasal opening
back to the frontal bones, and then expand into large cavities immediately in front of the olfactory lobes of the brain. These olfactory
chambers differ in form and size in difl:erent species. This part of the
skull is shown in the sections represented in .Figs. 65-68.
PRE·NASAL BONES.

The anterior extremity of the nasal bones, in both Dinoceras and
Tinoceras, is formed of an osseous projection, pointing forward and
downward, and situated in front of and below the nasa1 protuberances.
Several specimens in the Yale M1,1seum show that this projection is
formed of two separate ossifications, each in fron~ of its respective
nasal bone. In Fig. 42, they are shown in position, with the sutures
uniting them to the nasals and to each other. These bones are .a peculiar feature in the Dinocerata, and may be called the pre-nasal bones.
In very young animals they are unossified ; in adult animals they are
distinct, as in the specimen figured; but in very old animals they
become co-ossified with the nasals and with each other.
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When separate, they are subquadrate in form, flattened on the median
line where they meet each other, and rugose posteriorly, for sutural
union with the nasals. These pre-nasal bones appear to be homologous
with the ossicle sometimes found at the extremity of the snout in
suillines, especially in the genus Sus.

FIG. 45.-The same view of young
specimen Dinocerasdistans,Marsb..
j, frontal bone; m., maxillary bone;
·m', maxillary protuberance; n, naAal bone; n', nasal protuberance;
FIG. 44. -Skull of Dinoceras mirabile, Marsh,
p, parietal bone; p', pa-rietal protu·
with brain·cast in natural position; seen
beranee ; pm, premaxillary bone;
from above.
s, supraoccipital crest.
Both figures are one·eighth natural size.

FRONTAL BONES.

The frontal bones m Dinoceras mirabile are shorter than the nasals.
In all of the known skulls of the Dinocerata, the median suture uniting
the two frontals is entirely obliterated. The suture joining them with
the nasals in front and with the maxillaries on the side is distinct in the
type of Dinoceras mirabile, as shown in Fig. 44. In this specimen
there appeared to be indications of a suture uniting the frontals with
the parietals, which implied that the former bones were very short
and the latter very long. The fortunate discovery, however, of a very
young individual of this genus has cleared up this point beyond doubt.
In this young specimen the fronto-parietal suture is still opAn, and
passes in a 11early straight line across the top of the cranium just in
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fi·out of the summit of the cerebral hemispheres. It also divides the
posterior elevations, or horn-cores, so as to leave the anterior part of
them on the frontals, and the posterior and highest portion on the
parietals. In all the other known specimens this suture is nearly or
quite obliterated, but distinct traces of it are seen in several crania in
the Yale Museum.

FIG. 47.-Same view of skull of Dinoceras distans,
M arsh.

f, frontal bone; m., maxillary bone; m', maxillary
FIG. 46.-Skull of Tinocera• ingens, Marsh, with braincast in position; seen from above.

protuberance ; n, nasal bone; n' , nasal protuber~
ance; p, parietal bone; p' parietal protuberance;
pm, premaxillary bone; s, supraoccipital crest.

Both figures are one-eighth natur&l size.

The position of this suture, and also that uniting the frontals with
the nasals, and the latter with their adjoining bones, is well shown in
Fig. 45, which represents the young specimen above referred to.
In Dinoceras mirabile the frontals are comparatively thin in front
where they join the nasals. Over the orbits they become thicker, and
swell into a distinct prominence, which afforded protection to the eye
below. From this point back to the posterior protuherances, or horncores, the lateral margin of the frontal is thickened into a strong crest,
which rises nearly to the summit of the elevations, leaving a distinct
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notch where they terminate. This depression marks the position of the
fronto-parietal suture, here entirely obliterated.
On th e side of the cranium the frontal boues are bounded anteriorly
by the maxillary above, and, lower down, by the lachrymal, as shown

FIG. 48.-Skull of Uintathe;rium latijrons, Marsh,
FIG. 49.-Same view of the s kull of Tinoceras
seen from above.
va,gans, Marsh.
f, Frontal bone; m , maxillary bone; m', maxillary protuberance ; n , nasal bone; n', nasal protuberance;
p, parietal bone; p ' , p arietal protu beran ce; pm, premaxillary bone ; s, supraoccipital crest.
Both figures are one-eighth natural size.

in Fig. 38, page 256. Further back on the top of the skull the frontals
are depressed, forming a deep concavity, the lowest portion of which is
directly over the brain-case. In the posterior portion of the frontals
there are numerous air cells, which materially lighten these bones iu
this part of the cranium.
THE PARIETAL BONES.

In all of the crania of the Dinoccrata examined the parietal bones are
firmly united to each other on the median line, and with the supra-occipital behind. In the single young specimen already mentioned the anterior border of th ese bones is distinctly marked by sutures, as shown
in Fig. 45, page 260. The large posterior protuberances, or horn-cores,
are thus mainly on the parietal bones, and the lateral crest, behind
these elevations, appears to be also composed of the parietals. These
bones are thick and massive, especially over the brain-case, but like the
frontals are lightened somewhat by air cavities, as shown in Fig. 70,

THE OCCIPUT.
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Between the osseous elevations, or horn-cores, on the parietals, there is
a distinct transverse ridge, which strengthens this part of the cranium,
anu partially divides into two portions the deep concavity inclosed
by the lateral and posterior crests. On the sides of the cranium the
parietals form the upper portion of the large temporal fossre. The
suture between the parietal and squamosal below may often be distinctly made out, as shown in Figs. 38 and 39. The share of the
parietals in the lofty occipital crest cannot, at present, be determined
with certainty, as here, even in the youngest specimens known, the
sutures are obliterated.
THE OCOIPIJT.

The occipital region in all the known Dinocerata is large, elevattd,
and subquadrate in outline. It varies much in shape and size in the
different genera and species, and some of the principal forms are represented below in Figs. 50-53.
0

FIG. 50.-Posterior surface of
skull of Dinoceras m.irabile,
Marsh.

Fro. 51.-Posterior surface of the skull of
Dinoceras laticeps, Marsh, male.

FIG. 53.-Posterior surface of skull of

'flinoce.ras pugnax, Marsh.
·
c, occipital condyle; j, foramen ma~

num ; l, lateral crest i o, occipital
FIG. 52.-Posterior surface of skull of
cre•t; p, post-tympanic process; t,
'flinoceras ingens, Marsh.
crest behind temporal fossa.
All the figures are one-eighth natural size.

In Dinoceras m'irab·ile, the occiput is remarkably rectangular in outline, as shown above in Fig. 50. Its general surface is concave, for
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the attachment of the powerful muscles and ligaments which supported
the head. The lofty occipital crest extends upward and backward,
overhanging the occipital condyles, when the skull is in a horizontal

FIG. 54.-Side view of skull of Tinoceraa pugnax, Marsh.

FIG. 55.-Anterior part of the skull of
Tinoceras gTande, Marsh.

FIG. 56.-Anterior part of t.h e skull of Tinoceraa
annectens, Marsh.
·

m' , maxillary protuberance; me, extern al auditory meatus; n', nasal protuberance i o, occipital
condyle; p', parietal protuberance; pm, premaxillary bone; pn, prenasal ossicle.

All the figures are one·eighth natural size.

position. The posterior margin of the large temporal fossa also extends well backward, forming the side of the occipital concavity, which
is partially divided into two equal portions by a median vertical ridge.

•
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In some speCimens this ridge is very distinct, but in others it is almost
entirely wanting.·
The occipital condyles are large, and bounded externally in front and
below by a deep groove. They project downward and backward, showing that the head was declined when in its natural position.
In Dinoceras laticep.~, the occiput is less elevated, and more expanded
transversely, Fig. 51, page 263. Its concavity is divided into two portions by a distinct median vertical ridge. The foramen magnum also
is expanded transversely, and is of moderate size. The occipital contl;yles are more ele>ated than in Dinoce~as mirabile, a line joining their
upper margins passing- entirely above the foramen magnum.
In the genus Tinoceras two distinct types of occiput are represented
in the Yale Museum. In Tinoceras ingens the occiput is great]~' elevated, somewhat concave above, and expanded at the sides. There is
no median crest. The fonimen magnum is triangular in outline, and
. comparatively small, with its upper border lower than the superior margins of the occipital condyles, as seen in Fig. 52, page 263.
In Tinoce1·as pugnax the occiput is less elevated, and more nearly
quadrate in outline. The foramen magnum is large, and transversely
expanded. The occipital condyles extend above it·s upper margin, as
shown in Fig. 53, page 263. In other specieR of the Dinocerata the
occiput sllows an equal variety of forms.
In Dinoceras mirabile tllere is a small, but distinct, par-occipital process of the exoccipital, directed downward and outward. In Uintatherium this process appears to be nearly or quite wanting. In front of
this process is the suturf? uniting the exoccipital directly with the
squamosal, thus excluding the mastoid from the external surface of the
skull, as in Hhinoccros. Tue tympanic portion of the periotic also
does not reacll the external surface.
THE SQUAMOSAL BONES.

The squamosal forms the lower portion of the temporal fossa, and
sends down a massive post-glenoid process, which bounds in front the
external auditory meatus. The latter lias for its po~terior border the
post-tympanic process of the squamosal, which unites directly with the
par-occipital process by close suture.
The periotic and tympanic bones are co-ossified, but not with the
squamosal. The periotic has a distinct floccular fossa on its inner side.
The tympauic is small, and is not expauded iuto a distinct bulla:
The squamosal sends forward a strong zygomatic process, which
resembles that in Tapirus. This process overlaps the malar, uniting to
it by a straight, horizontal suture, which, in very old animals, may
nearly or quite disappear.
THE MALAR BONES.

The malar bone completes the anterior portion of the zygomatic arch,
extending to the front of the orbit, as shown in Figs. 38 and 3!). The
suture uniting the malar with the maxillary remains distinct till adult
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life, and may usually be traced, even in old animals. This forward
extension of the malar bone is a Perissmlactyl character, also, and quite
. different from what is seen in the Proboscidians, where the malar forms
the middle portion only of the zygomatic arch.
THE LACHRYMAL BONES.

The lachrymal is large, and forms the anterior border of the orbit,
aA shown in Fig. 38, page 256. It is perforated by a large foramen. In
Dinoeeras rnirabile this is oval in outline, with the apex above. The
base of the lachrymal is excavated for the posterior opening of the
large antorbital foramen. ·
THE MAXILLARIES.

In all the Dinoeerata the maxillary bones form a larg~ portion of the
lateral surface of the skull. They contain all the teeth, except those of
the lower jaw, and also expand into the large median pair of o~;seons
elevations, or horn-cores. On the external lateral surface, the maxilla·
ries unite above with the frontals hy suture; below this with the
lachrymals, and further down with the malar. This is shown in the
figure of Dinoceras mirabile, page 256. In front the ma,xillaries unite
with the premaxillaries by a nearly straight and nearly vertical suture.
Above they join the nasals, as already described.
The large canine tusk is entirely enclosed in the maxillary, and in the
genus Dinoceras its root extends upwarq into the base of the maxillary
elevation. In all known Dinocerata there is a diastema between the
upper canine and the premolars. The latter are small, and form with
the molars a continuous series. On their inner surface the maxillaries
send in strong palatine plates which meet on the median line. The
maxillary is perforated by a large antorbital foramen, the outlet of
which is concealed, in the side view of the skull by a ridge extending
upward in front of the orbit. Its position is shown in Figs. 57-59, e,
page 267.
THE PREMAXILLABIES.

The premaxillary bones are edentulous, and, even in young specimens,
contain no teeth. These bones have three distinct branches, the largest of which extends well forward below the anterior nasal opening.
The second branch also extends forward above this opening, forming
with the nasal its superior border, as shown in the type of Dinoceras
rnirabile, Fig. 38. The third branch is a horizontal plate extending inward to .the median line, where it joins its fellow; and thus completes
the anterior portion of the palate.
The anterior free portions of the premaxillaries are well separated on
their palatal surface, but these bones meet somewhat in front of the
anterior palatine foramina.
The premaxillaries vary much in form in the different genera and
species of Dinocerata. Two of the principal forms in the genus
Dinoeeras are shown in :Figs. 61 and 62, page 268, and two of the genus
Tinoceras in Figs. 58 and 59, on page 267.

THE PALATE.
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In all the Dinocerata the palate is very narrow and much excavated,
especially in front. The palatine surface of the maxillaries extends
from the anterior border of the large canine teeth to behind the molars.

c
FIG. 57.-Anterior part of the palate of
Dinoceraa laticeps, Marsh.

FIG. 60.-Anterior part of palate of Hippopotamus amphibius, Linn.

FIG. 5S.-Anterior part of palate of Tinoceras ingens, Marsh.

FIG. 59.-Anterior part of palate of Tinoceras
pugnax, Marsh.

a., .Anterior palatine foramen; b palato.ma.xillary foram en; c, antorbital foramen; d, socket of canine; m, maxillary
bones ; n, nasal bones ; pm, premaxillary bones; pn, prenasal ossicles.
All the figures are one.fifth natural size.

/
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The palatal surface of each maxillary is deeply excavated in front
between the canines, along the diastema, and as far back as the second
or third molar ; but on the median line these bones meet in a sharp
ridge nearly on a level with the outer opposite border of the maxillaries.
The bony palate is thus deeply excavated on each side in the region
of the diastema, and near the posterior part of each excavation on either
side is situated a large foramen, which may be called the palato-maxillary foramen. This foramen is shown in Figs. 57-59, b, page 267. The
same foramen is seen also in the hippopotamus.

FIG. Gl.-Skull of D i noceras mirabile, Marsh,
seen from below.

FIG. 62.-Skull of Dinoceras laticeps, Marsh, same view.

a, Anterior palatine foramen; b, palato-maxillary foramen ; c, antorbital foramen ; d . posterior palatine foramen;
e, posterior narcs; j , foramen magnum; j', occipital foramen ; g, stylo-mastoid foramen; h, foramen lacerum
posterius; i, vascular foramen in basisphenoid ; j , posterior opening of alisphenoid canal; k, anterior opening
of alisphenoid caual; l, optic foramen.

Both figures are one-eighth natural size.

The palatine surface of the maxillary bone is perforated with small
foramina, as in the hippopotamus, along the line of the inclosed canal,
evidently for the transmission of blood-vessels and nerves to the gums
and surface of the palate.
The maxillary bones contain the sockets of all the upper teeth. The
socket for the canine is a large and deep cavity, elongate-oval in section,
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and extending upward and backward to the posterior part of tile base of
the large maxillary protuberance. The outer surface of the maxillary
bone is swollen by this ~:~ocket, so as to present, in the males at least, a
prominent rounded ridge on the side of the face. The alveoli for the
premolar and molar series of teeth are similar to each other, each presenting three pits for the reception of roots, viz, an inner large pit, and
two outer small ones. Over these, the bone is thin, as is usual on the
buccal surface of the maxillary.

FIG. 64.-Skull of 1'inoceras pugnax, Marsh; same view;
a, anterior palatine foramen; b, palato·maxillary fora·
men; c, antorbiU:tl foramen; d, posterior palatine fora·
men; e, posterior nares; j, foramen ma!!Dum; f', occipi·
tal foramen; g, stylo-mastoid foramen; h, foraruen lacerum; i , vascular foramen in basisphenoid; j, posterior
opening of alisphenoid canal; k, anterior opening of
alisphenoid canal; !, optic foramen.
f
Fm. 63.-Skull of Tinoceras ingens, Marsh, seen
from below.

.Hoth figures are one·eighth natural size.

THE PALATINE BONES.

The palatine bones form only a small part of the bony palate in
Dinoceras. The palato·maxil!ary suture in Dinoceras mirabile is nearly
opposite the middle of the second molar. It is at first nearly transverse to the palate, then runs backward around the last molar, and
turns upward int{) the orbital .r egion, where it cannot be followed with
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('ertainty. Posteriorly, the palatme :is in contact with the pterygoid,
and the pterygoid plate of the alisphenoid. On the median line of the
palate, the suture between the opposite palatines is obliterated.
The palatines continue the lateral walls of the posterior nasal cavities
considerably behind the last molar, and these walls are still further
extended by the pterygoid bones.
THE PTERYGOID BONES.

The pterygoid bones in Dinoceras mirabile are applied to the inner
surface of the palatines, and to the pterygoid plates of the alisphenoid.
They appear to unite on the median line in the roof of the posterior
nares, but the suture is not distinct. The suture with the palatine is

FIG. 66.-Horizontal section of skull
of D inoceras distans, Marsh; a,
cavity behind baseofcaninetootb ;
b, brain cavity; c, socket of canine
tooth; j, anterior olfactory chamFIG. 65.-Horizontal section of skull of Tinoceras
h er; f', posterior olfactory cbamcrassVrons, Marsh.
ber; m', maxillary J.trotuberance ;
n, nasal bones; n', nasal protuberance ; p 1 , parietal protuberances.
Both figures are one-eighth natural size. .

oblique, and that with the alisphenoid can be traced upward beneath
the zygomatic arch.
In the skull of Tinoceras ingens the palate is only slightly excavated
in its anterior part, and the palato-maxillary foramina are brought forward in front of the entire series of molar teeth, instead of being situated nearly opposite the second premolar. The palate between the
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whole series of molar teeth is nearly flat. The foramen in the maxillopalatine suture behind the last molar is large and conspicuous, especially on tbe left side. These foramina are shown in Fig. 63, page 269.
In the type of Tinocems grande, the maxillo palatine foramen is
behind the beginning of the molar series, and the excavation of the
palatal region also extends behind the first premolars.
In the genus Dinoceras, the palatine fossa of the ·posterior nares is
roofed over, so that the passage from the palate into the large nasal
cavities above leads forward, as shown in Fig. 61, e, page 268.

FIG. 68.-Horizontal section of skull of Dinoceraslaticeps, Marsh, female. a, cavity behind bn se of canine tooth; b, brain-cavity;
c, socket of canine tooth; /, anterior olfac.
tory chamber;/', posterior olfactory chambet·; 1n 1, maxillary protuberance ; n nasal
bones ; n', nasal protuberances; p', parietal
protuberances.
Both fignres are one-eighth n"tural size.

FIG . 67.-Horizontal section of skull of
Tinoceras hians, Marsh.
·

1

In Tinocems~ the roof of this fossa is excavated by a pair of large
oval apertures, and through these the posterior nares open directly
upward, as represented in Figs. 63 and 64, e, on page 269. The existing perissodactyls, the horse, the tapir, and rhinoceros, have the same
type of palate. In Uinta.therium, the structure of this portion of the
skull has not yet been determined with certainty.
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These palatine characters of the Dinocerata are important, but
unfortunately they can be made out only in skulls unusually well
preserved.

FIG. 60.-Vertical longitudinal section of skull of Dinoceras rnirabile, Marsh.

FrG. 70.- Vertical transverse section of skull of Dinoceras mirabile.
b, bl-ain-cavity; c, cavities in cranial walls; j, frontal bone; m, maxillary bone; m', maxillary protuberance; n, nasal bone ; n',' nasal protuberance; o, occipital condyle; ol, olfactory lobes of brain;

op, optic foramen; ·p, parietal bone; p', parietal protuberance; pg, post-g~enoid process; p!, palatine bone i pm. premaxillary bone ; pt, pterygoid bone; s, supra-occipital crest; z, zygomatic
process of squamosal.
'
Both figures are one.eigbth natural size.

THE VOMERS.

The vomers in the Dinocerata do not appear upon the surface of the
palate. They are narrow bones, closely united, and deeply concave
upon their upner surface. They are wedged in between the palatine
plates of the maxillaries, and in adult animals ;tre closely united wirh
them.
The groove formed by the upper concave surfaces of the vomers is
filled by the turbinal bones, which are well developerl.
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THE LOWER JAW.

The lower jaw in Dinoceras is as remarkable as the skull. Its most
peculiar feature in the male is a massive decurved process on each ramus,

FIG. 71.-Lower jaw of Dinoceras laticeps, Ma1·sh

Front ·dew.

FlG. 72.-The sa.me, seen from above; a, angle; c, alveo]~ of canine; cr, coronoid pt·oce~s; cd, condyle;
J, ante•·ior foral!len; i, alvcole of incisor; p, process for protection of tusk; s, symphysis.
Both figures are one-fourth natural size.
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extending downward and outward. These long pendent processes were
apparently to protect the upper canine tusks, which woulU otherwise be
very liable to be broken. Indications of similar processes are seen in
Smilodon, and in some other extinct carnivors with long canines.
In the female this process is-much reduced in size, but is quite suffi.
cient to protect the diminutive tusk, which overlaps it.
With the exception of t!Jese processes, the lower jaw is comparatively
small and slender. The symphysis is completely ossifi.(!d and deeply
excavated above.
A.nother remarkable featme iu the lower jaw of the Dinocerata is the
posterior direction of the condyles, hitherto uuknown in Ungtilates.

F IG. 73.-Lower j aw of T inoceras annectens, Ma rsh . Seen from the l oft.

FIG. 74.-'lhe same, seen from above. c, alveole of lower canine ; ·d, diastema; i , alveole of' in cisor ;
m, mental foramen; p, process for protection of canine tusk ; s, symphysis.
Both figures are one-fourth n atural size.

The position of the condyles was evidently necessitated by the long
upper tusks, since with the ordinary ungulate articulation the mouth
could not have been fully opened. The low position of the condyle, but
little above the line of the teeth, is also a noteworthy character. In
some Marsupials and Insectivors the condyle bas the same position as
in the Dinocerata, but in no other Ungulates, living or extinct, has this
position been observed.
The coronoid process of the lower jaw in Dinoceras is large and elevated, somewhat curved backward, and pointed above. The angle of
the jaw is rounded in outline, and projects downward somewhat below
the main portion of the ramus.
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Iu tlle genus Tinoceras, the same general cllaracters of the lower jaws
are seen. Iu the male, the pendent process ill large and elongate, but
less massive tllan In tile genus Dinoceras, aml1ts lower _outline less reg-

FIG. 75.-Lower j aw with upper canine in position of Tinoceras lon_giceps. Marsl1, female; seen from
the left. a, ang;le of jaw ; c, upper canine tooth in its natural position ; c', lower ca.n ine
tooth; cd, condyle ; cr, coronoid process; d , diastema ; p, process for protection of canine tusk.
One-fourth natural size.

ularly rounded. This corresponds with the position of the large upper
canine tusk, which it protects.
In the female of Tinoceras, the pendent process is much reduced, its
size in a.U cases corresponding to the size of the canine tusk above. In

FIG. 76. - Lower jaw of Dinoceras mirabile, Marsh, seen FIG. 77.-Tbe same, seen from the front.
from the left.
c, canine; /, foramen; di, deciduous incisor ;
i , alveoJe of' incisor; m, mental foramen ; p ,
process for vrotection of tusk.
Both figures are one-fourth natural size.

the female of Tinoceraslongiceps (Fig. 75, above), the lower jaw is remarkably long and slender, and the pendent process nearly obsolete.
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That the same relation in size between the tusk and process below it
holds equally in both the genera Dinoceras and Tinoceras, is conclusively
shown by various specimens in the Yale Museum.
In the genus Dinoceras there are three incisor teeth, and a small incisform canine on each side forming a continuous series at the front extremity of the lower jaw. These are all of moderate size, aud inclined
well forward, as in the ruminant mammals. Behind this series, and

FIG. 78.-Lower jaw of Uintetherium segne, Marsh, seen from the left.

FIG. 79.-The same, seen fromaiJove. a , angle; c, alveole of canine ; cr, coronoid process i cd, condylo ;
d, diastem&; p, process for protection of tnsk; pm, alveole of premolar.
Both figures are one. fourth natural size.

immediately over the dependent process, is a long diastema. Further
back there are three premolars and three molars, forming together a
close series. This is the dentition, essentially, in the lower jaw of both
Dinoceras and Tinoceras.
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In a lower jaw found near the locality of the type of Uintatheriutn
1·obttstum, and here referred to that genus, there are four premolars in·
stead of three. The first premolar, wanting in Dinoceras and Tinoceras,
is of small size, and is placed just behind the lower canine: It is sep·
arated from the second premolar by a diastema as shown in figures 78
and 79.
In the present state of knowledge of the Dinocerata, this first lower
premolar may be regarded as a distinctive feature of the genus Uintatherium, the type specimen of which, unfortunately, is too fragmentary
for a complete determination of its principal characters.

'rHE 'rEETH.

'rhe teeth of the Dinocerata constitute one of their most interesting
features, difiiwing widely from those of any of the other Ungttlata.
In the genus Dinoceras the dentition is represented by the following
formula:
()
1
3
3
Incisors -, canines -, premolars .,..--, molars - = 34.
3

1

3

3

So far as known the same formula applies equally well to the genus
Tinoceras.
In Uintatheriurn the dentition is apparently as follows:
0

1

3

3

Incisors-, canines-, premolars-, molars-= 36.
3

1

4

3

THE INCISORS.

In none of the Dinocerata have any upper incisors been found·, even
in the youngest specimens. The premaxillary bones appel1r to be entirely edentulous, although in some specimens, especially in Dinoceras
laticeps, there are shallow depressions at irregular intervals that strongly
suggest the probability of embryonic teeth in very young, or fmtal individuals. A fortunate discovery in the future may, 'perhaps, settle
this point.
In the lower jaws of all the known Dinocerata there are three welldeveloped incisors on each side. They are inserted each by a root, and
are procumbent, all directed well forward .. Their inner surfaces continue the deep groove on the part of the lower jaw above the symph,Ysis. 'rhe position of the sockets for these teeth in Dinoceros is shown
in figures 71 and 72, page 273.
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The crowns of these incisors are covered with enamel, and the special
features of both crown and root are shown in Figs~ 80 and 82.
a

FIG. 80.-Tn cisor of Dinoceras mirabile, Marsh

a

b

FIG. 81.-Tncisor of Dinoceras mirabile.

a

}i.,IG.

82.-Incisor of Dinoceras mirabile. a, side view; b, top view; c, antero-posterior view.
All the figures are of natural size.

In the genus Tinoceras, the incisors are similar in form, but have a
less inclined position, as indicated in Figs. 73 and 75, pages 27 4 and 275.
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THE CANINES.

The superior canines of Dinoceras are long, decurved, trenchant
tusks. The crown is coverell with enamel, auu the root extends upward
into the base of the maxillary protuberance, or horn -core. When the
a

b

c

FIG. 84.- U pper ranin e of Dinocems laticeps, Marsh; female.

FIG. 83.-Upper canine of Dinoceras
luca1·e, Mars h; male. b, l ateral v ie w
inner s urface; b', ontline of section of'
tooth; b", section of tooth showing
pulp cavity; c, front view of tooth.

animal is young these tusks grow
from a persistent pulp, but in old
age the cavity becomes nearly
closed. In the male these tusks
are large and powerful, and extend
downward nearly or quite to the
extremity of t he pendent process
of the lower jaw.
Fw. 85.- U pper canine of 'l'inoceras longiIn Dinoceras
rnirabile tLe canine ceps,
Ma rsb ' ferualo.
.
a, ontdr sul'face; b, inner surface; b out~
tusks are oval in section, where t.hey u~~ gJ ~h~t~~~th ~!~~~\"b~;~.~J~: ~ft~h~
emerge from the J'aw
then become alnolar
border , below which the tusk w as
<
'
e xp osed .
1,

somewhat constricted, before ex- .All t h e figures are one-fourth natural size.
paneling into a wide, thin, lanceolate
extremity, as shown in Fig. 38, page 256. On the outer surface of these
tusks tbere is a distinct ridge in the lower half exposed, giving there a
subtriangnlar or bayonet-like form.
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FIG. e6.-Upper canine of Tinoceras grande, Marsh ; male.

,;

D

FIG. 87.-Upper canine of Dinoceras laticeps, Marsh; malP.. a. la teral view showing outer surface;
b, inner surtace; b' b", sections; c, frl.nt view.
All t.hc figures are one-fourth natural si1.e.
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In Dinoceras lucare the upper canines are not constricted, but taper
to the lower end, which also has a bayonet form.
In the female of Dinoceras the upper canines are small an<l slender,
and protrude but little below the jaw.

FIG. 88.-Upper canine of Tinoceras ingens, Marsh ; male. a, lnteral view showing )Uter surface; b,
inner surface ; b' b11 , secti.Jns; c, front view.
·
All the figureR are one.fourlh natural size.

In Tinoceras, the upper canines are much more curved than in Dino·
ceras, and the end of the root, instead of being in serted in the base of
the maxillary horn-core, starts well back of it, so tllat the general direction of this elevation is nearly at right angles to the tusk.
The general form of the upper caniue tusks in the Dinocerata is shown
in Figs. 83-89.
In the lower jaw of Dinoceras, the canine is very small, and very similar
in form to the incisors, which it adjoins.
The same is true · in the genus Tinoceras, where the lower canine, as
well as the incisors, has a more erect position than in Dinoceras.
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6

FIG. 89.-Upper canine of Tinoceras pugnO/.IJ, Marsh; male. a, lateral view showing outer surface;
b, inner surface; b' b" b, 111 , sections of tooth; c, front view .
.All the figures are one-fourth natural size.
THE UPPER

~IOLARS.

The crowns of the premolar and molar teeth in Dinoceras, and, in fact,
in all the known Dinocerata., are remarkably short, with the roots well
developed, forming a true brachyodont dentition, as in all early Tertiary
ungulates. These teeth are all inserted by three roots, two small ones
on the outer side and a larger one on the inner ~:;ide.
In the type of Dinoceras 1nirabile, the upper molar series is remarkably
well preser\Ted. The entire set of premolars and molars is in position,
indicating that the animal was fully adult, and yet the amount of wear
shown by these teeth is so slight as not to obscure in the least their
essential characters.
There are three premolars and three true molars on each side, form·
ing together a close series. There is in this skull no trace of what may
be regarded as the first premolar. If present during the immature condition of the animal it has entirely disappeared. In one specimen of
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this genus the alveole of this first upper premolar remains, but no ot.h er
trace of the tooth has been seen.
In the genus Tinoceras the upper molar series is essentially the same
in position and structure as in Dinoceras.

FIG. 90.-Upper molar series of Tinoceras stenops, Marsh; seen from below.

FIG. 91.-Lower molar series of same; seen from above. m, molar; pm, premolar.
The figures are three-fourths natural size.

THE LOWER MOLARS.

In each ramus of the lower jaw of Dinoceras there is a close series of
six teeth, three of which are premolars and three true molars. These
are all inserted each by two roots. This is also true of the genus
Tinoceras. In these two genera, so far as known, there is no indication
of any premolar in front of this series.
All of the incisors, canines, and premolars in Dinoceras and Tinoceras
appear to have been preeeded by a series of temporary teeth. The
incisors and lower canines sometimes made their appearance before
their small predecessors had disappeared. In one specimen, represented in Figs. 76 and 77, page 275, these immature teeth are seen in
place in small cavities in the sides of the alv{'o]re of the permanent
dentition.
The lower incisors and their accompanying ca.n ines are usually more
or less worn. This is due mainly to the food consumed, and in part to
the attrition of the upper canines, and perhaps also to a heavy, coarse,
upper lip. The premaxillaries, being edentulous, probably supported
a pad, as in ruminants.
·
The upper canines show distinct traces of wear on their inner surface
near the base, and also below, near the apex of the crown. This wear
is probably due to the action of the agencies above described.
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A more difficult problem is presented by the worn surface sometimes
seen on the outer face of these tusks somewhat below the insertion in

FIG. 92.- Upper molar aerie• of Oor>Jphodon ham atus, Jlfftrsh ; seen from below.

F IG. 93.-Lower molar series of same specim en ; seen from above.
Both figures are one-half natural size.

the jaw, as shown in Fig. 88, page 281. This is probably due to the
wearing action of a heavy upper lip.
The molar teeth in Dinocerata appear to resemble more closely the
corresponding teeth in the genus Ooryphodon than those of any other
animal. The general dentition, however, is quite distinct. Ooryphodon
bas well-developed upper incisors and a medium-sizEd upper canine,
thus differing widely in these features from the Dinocerata. The position and size of these teeth in Ooryphodon are shown in Fig. 103, page
290. The upper and lower molar series are shown in Figs. 92 and 93.

THE BRAIN.

The brain of the Dinocerata is oue of the most peculiar features of
the group. It was especially remarkable for its diminutive size. It
was proportionately smaller than in any other known mammal, recent
or fossil, and even less than in some reptiles. It was, indeed, the most
reptilian brain in any known mammal. In Dinoceras mirabile the entire
brain was actua1Iy so diminutive that it could apparently have been
drawn through the neural canal of all the pre-sacral vertebrre, certainly
through that of the cervicals and the lumbars.
The size of the entire brain, as compared with that of the cranium,
is shown in Figs. 44 and 45, page 260, and Figs. 94 and 95, page 285.
The size of the brain cavity, and its position in the skull in the genus
Tinoceras, also, is represented in Fig. 46, page 261.
The most striking feature in the brain cavity itself is the relatively
small size of the cerebral fossa, this being but little larger than the
cerebellar portion. This is well shown in Fig. 69, page 272.
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The cerebral hemispheres did not extend at all over th., cerebellum
or the olfactory lobes. The latter were large, and continued well forward. The hemispheres were probably convoluted, and the sylvian
fissure appears to be distinctly marked.

FIG. 9!.-Skull of Dinoceraslaticeps, Marsh; male;
FIG. 95.-Skull of Tiinocera.•laticeps, female;
with brain-cast in position .
with brain-cast in positiou.
Both figures are one-eighth natural size.

The cerebellar fossa is .but little larger transversely than the medullar canal, and has lateral cavities, which were probably occupied by
flocculi. There was a rudimentary tentorial ridge. The pituitary fossa
is nearly round, and of moderate depth. There are no clinoid
processes.
THE CRANIAL NERVES.

The nerves passing oft' from the brain were large, and can be made
out with reasonable certainty. The olfactory lobes were separated in
front by an osseous septum, the position of which is shown distinctly in
Figs. 94 and 95.
The cribriform plate, bounding these lobes in front, is thin and easily
displaced, but its position in the specimens is shown approximately by
the extremity of the olfactory lobes represented in the same figures. In
front of this plate, the olfactory nerves were spread out in a large cavity,
which is represented in Figs. 65-68, pages 270-271.- The nasal canals
extend forward from this cavity to the external nares, as indicated in
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the same figures. In these canals there were thin, well-developed,
ethmo-turbinal bones, which were easily displaced and broken up. The
presence of these bones is strong evidence that there was no proboscis.
The optic nerves, or second pair, were well df'veloped. Their position, size, and place of exit are shown in Figs. 96 and 98.

· FIG. 96.-Cast of brain-cavity of Tinocera• ingens, Marsh; sido view.

FIG-. 97.-The same ; Ruperiorview: c, cerebral hemispheres; cb, cerebellum; .f. flocculus; m, medulla ;
ol, olfactory lobes; op, optic nerves; V, fifth nerve; XII, twelfth nerve.
Both figures three-fourths natural size.

The fifth pair of nerves, or tri-geminals, was very large, and are given
off on either side, behind the optics, and opposite the depression for
the pituitary body.
The sixth pair of nerves passed off immediately behind and below the
fifth pair. The twelfth pair, or hypoglossal nerves, passing off through
the condylar foramina, were large, and their position is given in the same
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figures. The position aud exit of the other nerves given oft' from the
brain cannot be determined with certainty.
In the genus Tinoceras the brain was similar in its general characters
to that of Dinoceras, bnt appears to ha•e been somewhat more highly

]'IG. 98.-Cast of brain cavity of Uintatherium robustum, Leidy; type specimen, lateral view,

FIG. 99.-The same, superior vie w. c, cerftbral beruiApheres ; cb, oe r.~b ellum ; j , flocculu s ; m, medulla;
o!, olfactory lobes; op, optic n erves; V , fifth nerve; XII, twelfth nerve.
Both figures three·fourtbs natural size.

developed, as shown in Figs. 96 and 97, page 286. The hemispheres were
more elongate, and the olfautory lobes relatively smaller. The cavities
for the flocculi were quite large, and directed well forward. The twelfth
pair of nerves was largely developed.
In Uintatherium, the brain of the type specimen was nearly, or quite,
as small as in Dinoceras. The hemispheres were short, and moderately
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expanded transversely. The olfactory lobes were separated by a wide
septum, and were more divergent than in JJinoceras or Tinoceras. These
characters are shown in Figs. 98 and 99, page 287.
BRAIN GROWTH.

The JJinocerata are, by far, the largest of all known Eocene animals,
and that they have, also, a very diminutive brain is a noteworthy fact,
which attracted the writer's attention soon after their discovery.
The comparison of the brain in this group with that of other mammals
from the same formation soon showed that the JJinocerata, although
most remarkable in this respeQt, were not alone in diminutive capacity
of brain power. A more extended comparison soon led to the fact that
all of the early Tertiary mammals had very small brains, and in many
·of them the brain was of a low, almost reptilian type. As the comparison was extended to include the mammals from the higher divisions of the Eocene, and also from the Miocene, the same fact became
more apparent; but, in extending the investigation to the animals of
mo-re recent geological age, a gradual increase in size and quality of
the brain soon became evident. In bringing into the investigation the
mammals from the Pliocene and Quaternary, the improvement in brain
power became still more apparent, and the outline of a general law of
brain growth was soon determined.
In tracing thus the different groups of mammals, each from the early
Tertiary to the present time, it was found that in every series where
the material was sufficient to make a fair comparison the brain growth
had been constant, and followed the same general law.
The results of this investigation were embodied by the writer in a
general law of brain growth in the extinct mammals throughout
Tertiary time. This law, briefly stated, is as follows:
1. All Tertiary mammals had small brains.
2. There was a gradual increase in the size of the brain during this
period.
3. This increase was confined mainly to the cerebral hemispheres, or
higher portion of the brain.
4. 'In some groups the convolutions of the brain have gradually
become more complex.
5. In some, the cerebellum and the olfactory lobes have even dimin·
ished in size.
6. There is evidence that the same general law of brain growth l10lds
good for Birds and l{eptiles from the Cretaceous to the present time.•
The writer has since continued this line of investigation, and has ascertained that the same general law of brain growth is true for birds
and reptiles, from the Jurassic to the present time.
•American Journal of Science and drts, Vol. VIII, p. 66, July, 1874, and Vol. XII,
p. 61 .. July, ltl76; also Odontornithes, p. 10, 1880.
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To this general law of brain growth, two additions may now be made,
which, briefly stated, are as follows:
(1) The brain of a mammal belonging to a vigorous race, fitted for a

FIG.100.--0utline of skull of Dinoceras mirabile, Marsh, with cast of brain cavity .in position; oneeighth natur"l size. Eocene.

FIG. 101.-0utline of skull of Brontotherium ingens 1 Marsh, with cast of brain cavity in position ;
one-tenth natural BIZ~. Miocene.

FIG. 102.-0utline of skull of hc,rse, Equus caballus, Linn, with cast of brain cavity in position; about
one-sixth natural size. Recent.

long survival, is larger than the average brain of that period in the
same group.
GEOL
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(2) The brain of a mammal of a declining· race is smaller than the
average of its cotemporaries of the same group.
These results of the study of the whole subject of brain growth the
writer intends to bring together iu a separate memoir. Some of the
facts, however, may be appropriately presented in the present article
in connection with the brain characters of the Dinocerata, which naturally form the beginning of one series in the invfstigation.
In any comparison of the size of the brain in different animals, whether
in the same group or in others widely different, it is important to bear
in mind that :
1. The brain of small aniinals is proportionally larger in bulk than
that of large animals.
2. The brain of young animals is proportionally larger than in those
fully adult.
In a general comparison of brain growth of mfl.mmals, the first of these
facts can only have a limited effect, which would not change essentially
the genera! results. The effects of the second fact may be readily eliminated by confining the comparison to auult animals.

I•'IG. 103.-Skull of Ooryphodon hamatus, Marsh.
Lower Eocene.

FIG. 104.-Skull of Tinoceras pugnax, Marsh.
Middle Eocene.

In this comparison, moreover, of the extinct forms with those of more
modern time, including recent mammals, it may be taken for granted
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that the brain cavity of the extinct forms, as well as of those now living,
was entirely filled by the brain; since, with possibly a single exception,
no mammal is known in which this is not the case.
In comparing the size of the brain in mammals with that of reptiles
and fishes an important point to be borne in mind would be the fact

F IG. 105.-Skull of Lirnnohyus robustus, Marsh . FIG. 106.- Skull of A.mynodon advenu s, Marsh.
Middle Eoct·ne.
U pper Eocene.

that in the two latter classes the brain cavity is not always entirely
filled by the brain. The present comparison deals with mammals alone,
and this restriction is here of no import.'tnr,e.
The fact that among existing mammals there are some anomalous
features in the size of the brain in allied groups, has not been forgotten,
but such instances, even if they occurred among extinct mammals, would
not materially affect the comparison here proposed.
In the following pages a ~;cries of figures is given, showing the comparative size of the brain, and its position in the skull in a number of
ungulate mammals, recent and extinct. To make the comparison a fair
one, the skulls are all drawn of the same absolute size, thus showing
at once the relative proportion of the ·brain in each. The skulls are
placed horizontally, the plane of the molar teeth being as a rule taken
as a base. In th e case of artiodactyls, this position has been somewhat
changed, as in this group of ungulates the brain is more or less

'
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FIG 107.- Skull of Mastodon .Americam<B, Cuvier. Pliocene.

Fw.lOS.-SkullofElotheriumcrassum, Marsh.
Miocene.

FIG. 109.-Skull of Platygonu.s compressus,
LeConte. l'lioceue.
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FIG. 110.-Elephas Indi cus, Linnrens. Recent.

FIG. 111.-Rhinoceros Sumatrensis, Cuvier.

Recent.

F IG. 112.-Dicofyles torquatus, Cnvier.

Recent.
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inclined backward in the skull. In these cases the angle of inclination
of the face and of the brain is made equal, thus giving to both the best
position for comparison.
·
A &triking illustration of the development of the brain from the early
Tertiary to the present time may be seen in Figs. 100-102, page 289, where
is shown, first, the skull of Dinoceras, the largest m~mmal of the Eocene,
with the brain in position ; second, the skull of the gigantic :Niiocene
Brontotlterium, with the brain also in position; and third, the skull of
the recent hort:Je. Other comparisons, equally striking-, can readily be
made.
The small size of the brain in early Tertiary mammals will be indicated by an examination of the Dinocerata skulls, with the brain in po·
sition, shown in Figs. 44-46, pages 260, 261. This is further shown by l!-,ig.
103, page 290, which represents the skull and brain ·of Ooryplwdon, the
largest mammal in the lower Eocene, from beds of earlier age than those
containing the Dinocerata, aR shown in the section, Fig. 37, page 253.
The size of the brain in the middle Eocene Limnohyns is shown in
Fig. 105, page 291. .Amynodon from the upper Eocene is represented in
Fig 106, on the same page.
The larger brain of the Miocene mammals is indicated by the Fig. 101,
page 289, showing the skull of Brontothm·ium, which is found at the
base of the Miocene, as shown in Fig. 37, page 253. Elother-ium from the
same horizon is represented in Fig. 108.
The still more developed brain of the Pliocene mammals is seen in
Fig. 107, page 292, which gives a view of the skull of the Mastodon, with
the brain in position. In Fig. 109, the skull and brain of an extinct
Pliocene peccary further illustrates the same law of brain growth.
On comparing these various figures with those representing the brains
and skulls of the existing Ungulates, as shown by the succession in
Figs. 110-112, on page 293, the reader will have before him a series of
facts which illustrate the laws of brain growth given on page 288. The
comparison, here confined to the representative ungulate mammals,
might easily be extended much farther, but would not come within the
scope of the present article.
The writer has made similar comparisons in other groups of mammals, including those from the early Tertiary to the present time, and
the results are almost uniformly the same.

THE VERTEBR.E.

Tbe vertcbrre of the Dinocerata, in their main characters, resemble
those of Proboscidians. The atlas and axis are somewhat similar to
those of the elephant, but the rest of the cervicals are proportionally
longer. The atlas is a massive bone, presenting the ordinary articular
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FIG.113.-Atlas of Tinoceras gmnde, Marsh, front view.

FIG. 114.-The samo vertebra, back view.

FIG. 116.-.A.xis of Dinoceras mirabile, Marsh,
front view.

FIG. 115.-The same bottom view.

FIG.ll7.~Tbe

same vertebra, side view.

FIG. 118.-Cervical vertebra of Dinoccras cuneum,
FIG.li9.-The same, side view.
Marsh, front view.
a, face for axis; a', face for atlas; b, face for odontoid process; c, face for occipital condyles; j, lateral
foramen; n c, neural canal ; o, odontoid process; s, neural spine; z, anterior zygapophysis; z', posterior
zygapophysis.
All tbe fi!rllres are one·fourth natural size.
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faces of this vertebra. The anterior pair of these for the reception of
the occipital condyles are well separated above and below. The poste-

FIG. 120.-First dorsal vertebra. of Dinoceras
mirabile, Marsh, front view.

FIG. 122.- Second dorsal vertebra of the same species,
front view.

FIG. 121.-Tl1e same vertebra, side
view.
·

FIG. 123.-The same vertebra,
side view.

FIG. 124.-Posterior dorsal of Dinoceras
FIG. 125.-The ~arne vertebra, side
lucare, Marsh.
v1ew.
n , neural canal ; r, face for head of rib ; r•, face for rib tu bm·cle; s, neural spine; z, anterior zygapophysis; z', posterior zygapophysis.
All the figures are one-fourth natural size.

rior faces for the articulation of the second vertebra, or axis, are also
widely separated from each other. All three are subcircular in form,
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the lateral ones somewhat excavated. The articulation between the
atlas and axis can have admitted but little rotary motion to the head.
The spine of the atlas is not well marked. The principal characters of
this vertebra are shown in Figs. 113-115, page 295.
The axis, or second vertebra, is short and robust. The odontoid

FIG. 126.-Pelvis of Tinoceras ingens, Marsh, bottom view.

FIG.127.-The same, front view. a, acetabulum;/, obturator foramen; il, ilium; is, ischium;
p, pubis; s, anterior end oi sacrum; s', posterior end of sacrum.
Both fi~res are one-eighth natural size.

process is distinctly peg-shaped, and not at all excavated above. The
neural arch is massive. The transverse processes are short and strong,
and were pierced by a foramen for the passage of the vertebral artery.
This vertebra is represented in Figs. 116 and 117, page 295.
The cervical vertebrre behind the axis are short, and concave on both
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ends, the posterior faces being slightly more excavated than the anterior. The length of each centrum is less than its vertical diameter,
and the transverse diameter is greater than the vertical.·
The pedicils of all the cervical vertebrm are short and robust. The
vertebrarterial foramina are oval, with the long diameter oblique. The
fourth cervical vertebra is represented in Figs. 118 and 119, page 295.
The first dorsal vertebra has the articular faces nearly flat. The neural
spine is weak. The transverse processes are short and strongly tuberculated at the end. The articular faces for the heads of tlie first and second ribs are of equal size, and su boval in outline. This vertebra is shown
in Figs. 120 and 121, page 296. The dorsal vertebrm further back have
more massive and more elevated neural spines. The transverse processes are short and robust. The neural canal is large. An anterior
dorsal vertebra is :shown in Figs. 122 and 123, page 296. The posterior
dorsal vertebrm have short neural spines, and the centrum is wedgeshaped below, or sub-triangular in outline, when seen from the ends.
One of these vertcbrffi is shown in Figs. 124 and 125.
The lumbar vertebrre have the centra distinctly wedge-shaped below.
The neural spine is short and weak, and compressed laterally. The
transverse processes are elongate, thin, and horizontal.
There are four sacral vertebrm, the last being quite small. These
are shown in Figs. 126 and 127, page 297.
The anterior caudal vertebrro have long and depressed transverse
processes.
.
The distal caudals were cylindrical, and of moderate length.

RIBS AND STERNUM.

The ribs of the Dinocerata present no special charaeters of importance,
but resemble in general those of the mastodon. ·Their number and
general form are shown sufficiently well in the restorations of Dinoceras
and Tinoceras, Figs. 136 and 137. The sternum is of more interest and
is peculiar in having its different elements horizontal, thus resembling
the sternal bones in the Artiodactyls. The. ribs were connected with
the sternum by cartilaginous segments which are not preserved.

THE FORE LIMBS.

The linlb bones in the JJinocerata are solid, and this is true of all the
skeleton, a portion of the skull alone excepted. The scapula, in its
general torm, is similar to that of the elephant, but there is much less
constriction above the glenoid fossa. The latter is elongate, deeply
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concave longitudinally, and nearly flat transversely. The spine extends
downward nearly to the glenoid border. Tile coracoid portion is a
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FIG. 128.-Left fore foot of Eporeodon
socialis, Marsh.

m

tv

FIG. 129.-Left hind foot of same.
Both figures are one. third natural size.

rugose protuberance, separate from the margin of the articular fossa.
The scapula is shown in Fig. 137.
The humerus is short and massive, and in its main features resem·

IV
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FIG. 130.-Right fore foot of Brontotherium ingens, Marsh.
FIG . 131.-Right hind foot of same.
Both figures are one·sixth natural size.

bles that of the elephant. One of the most marked differences is seen
iu the great tuberosity, which does not rise above the head and is
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but litt.le compressed. The condylar ridge, moreover, of the distal end
is tubercular, and not continued upward on the shaft. The lower extremity of the humerus is much like that of the rhinoceros, and the proportions of the two bones are essentially the same. The radius and ulna
are nearly of the same size. The head of the radius rests on the middle
of the ulnar articulation, and hence the shaft of this bone does not cross
that of the ulna so obliquely as in the elephant. .The ulna has a small
face for articulation with the lunar, as in the elephant. These bones
are shown in the restorations, Figs. 136 and 137.
There are five well-developed toes in the fore foot of .Dinoceras, wllich
is well shown in Fig. 134. The carpal bones are eight in number and
form interlocking series, as in Perissodactyls. The scaphoid resembles
that bone in the elephant, but is shorter and stouter.· Its proximal end
is rounded, formiug about one-fourth of a sphere. On its distal end
the articular faces are confluent. It supports the trapezium and trapezoid. The pyramidal sends down an outer angle to articulate with the
metacarpal, as in Elephas. The trapezoid is the smallest bone in the
carpus. The magnum is supported by the lunar, and not at all by the
scaphoid. The unciform is the largest carpal bone. It bas the usual
metacarpal faces, well marked and separated by ridges. The metacarpals are of moderate length, and the third is about equally supported
by the magnum and unciform. The articulations for the phalanges are
nearly flat, indicating but little motion. The phalanges are very short,
and the distal ones rugose. The entire fore foot is shown in Fig. 134.
The resemblance to the fore foot in Ooryphodon, Fig. 132, is marked, and
in a less degree to that of Brontothe1"ium (Fig. 130). The latter is an
example of a P(lrissodactyl foot. Fjg, 128 shows a fore foot of the
Artiodacty1 type .

.

'

'l'HE PEL VIS.

The pelvis is much expanded, as in Proboscidians. The ilium is suboval in outline. The pubis is slender and. short, and. the ischium has
less posterior extension than in the elephant~ The thyroid foramen is
an elongate oval. · 'l'wo views of the pelvis are represented in Figs.
126.and 127, page 297.

THE HIND LIMBS.

The femur is proportionally about one·third. shorter than that of the
elephant. The head of this bone has no pit for the round ligament, and
the great trochanter is flattened and recurved. There is no indication

MAHSH.)
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of a third trochanter. The distal end of the femur is more tlattened
transversely than in the elephant, and the condyles are more nearly of
the same size. The corresponding articular faces of the tibia are con·
seqnently about equal, and also contiguous, with no prominent elevation
between them. When the limb was at rest the femur and tibia were
nearly in the same line, as in the elephant and in man. The patella is
elongate, and oval in outline. The fibula is slender and entire, with
articular faces well marked at each extremity. The bones of the hind
limbs are shown in position in the restorations, Figs. 136 and 137.

m
FIG.132.-Left fore foot of Ooryphodon
FIG. 133.-Lefthind foot of the dame.
hamatus, Marsh ..
Both figures are one-third natural size.

I
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FIG. 135.- Left hind foot of the same.
Fm. 134.-Left fore foot of Dinocerag
?nirabile, Marsh.
Both figures are one-fifth natural size.

The astragalus has no distinct superior groove. Its anterior portion
has articular faces for both the navicular and cuboid, thus differing
from Proboscidians, and agreeing with Perissodactyls. The calcaneum
is very short, its longitudinal and transverse diameters being about
equal. It does not articulate with the navicular, as in the elephant, and
has only a small face for the cuboid. There are four well-developeddigits
in the pes, and a rudimentary or small hallux. The metatarsals are
much shorter than the metacarpals. The phalanges and sesamoid
bones are smaller, but otherwise similar to those of the manus. The
hind foot of Dinoceras is shown in Fig. 135.
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In Fig.136 below, a restoration is given of the skeleton of Dinoceras
mira.bile, the type of the genus Dinoceras, and of the order Dinocerata.
The animal is represented as walking, and the reduced figure is onethirtieth of natural size.

FIG. 136.-Restoration of Dinoceras mirabile, Marsh.

FIG. 137,-Restoration of Tinoceras ingens, Marsh.
Both figures are one.thirtieth natural size.

In Fig. 137, on the same page, is a restoration of Tinoceras ingens, a
characteristic species of the genus Tinoceras. This figure is also onethirtieth of natural size, and the animal is represented standing at rest.
These two figures are taken from the large lithographic plates' of a
monograph by the writer on the Dinocerata which is now in press. In
this memoir the reader will find full descriptions and illustrations of the
animals belonging to this order of t>.xtinct gigantic mammals.
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1VHAT IS .A GLACIER?

Glaciers have become ss well known from the graphic descriptions of
Carpenter, Forbes, Agassiz, Tynda.U, and other explorers, that it seems
unnecessary at this time to do more than call attention to a few of their
more characteristic features by way of an introduction to what I have
written concerning those now existing in the United States.
The format,ion of glaciers in any region depends primarily on the fact
that the amount of snow precipitated during a term of years exceeds
the amount dissipated by melting and evaporation. In this manner
snow banks of broad extent are formed, the lower portions of which
become compacted into ice. The change from snow to ice is known to
result from pressure, and as ice is mobile under pressure, either by
reason of its inherent plasticity or as a result of regelation, the weight
of this mass tends to change its form, and it thus acquires motion, which
takes the direction of least resistance.
The essential characteristic of glaciers seems to be that they result
from the consolidation of snow in regionfl of secular accumulation, i. e.,
above the snow-line, and flow to regions of dissipation, i. e., below the
snow-line. From these primary conditions result a multitude of secondary phenomena.
For convenience of reference we will divide glaciers into alpine and
continental; not that the two classes are always distinct and separable,
but for the reason that typical examples of each are well characterized
and capable of specific description. Variations occur in each class which
may suggest minor subdivisions.
The glaciers with which we are most familiar belong to the class that
have their archetype in the mountains of Switzerland, and occur about
high peaks, usually in amphitheaters or cirques at the heads of highgrade valleys. 'rile snow that accumulates on high mountains, espc. cially in temperate latitudes, is fre.queutly not completely melted during
the summer, and thus tends to increase indefinitely. The n!!v6 of a
glacier is such a snow-field. The go.rge or valley leading from every
alpine amphitheater furnishes an avenue of escape for the consolidated
neve-snow, which is forced out _through the opening, and flows for a
greater or less distance as a stre.tm of ice. Such in brief is the genesis
.
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of an alpine glacier. Every glacier of this class is divided into a nAve,
or snow region, above and an icy portion below, The line of demarkation is the snow-line. As compact icc occurs also beneath the ru§vtf from
which it is formed, this divi.siou of a glacier into two portions applies
only to the surface. The division line, moreover, shifts with the seasons;
at times, perhaps for many years together, the true glacier ice may be
concealed by a snowy covering. The neve is composed of granular
snow, white or grayish-white in color, and comparatively free from dirt
and stones; below the snow-Hue the glacier is formed of both porous
and compact ice, and is usually concealed more or less completely with
rock debris. From a distance these two divisions are frequently distinctly slwwn by conttast in color. The stones and dirt that fall on the ·
neve sink more or less deeply into the snow and become buried beneath
the next addition, and as the 1ufv6 becomes consolidated and acquires
glacial mof.ion, this debris is carried along in its mass. But the rt:>gion
below the neve being one in which Joss exceeds supply, the snow and
ice are melted, and the foreign bodies formerly held in the mass become
concentrated at the surface, and are then carried along as moraines.
Thus in the neve region the 1eudency is to bury foreign objects, and
iu the glacier proper to concentrate them at the surface.
AU the debris carried by glaniers may be r1esignated in general terms
as morainal material, but when arranged in definite WHYS it reeeives
specific names. \Vhen distributed along the margin of an ice-stl cam it
forms ?aterai moraines. Two glaciers uniting, the right lateral moraine
of one combines with the left lateral moraine of the otl1er to form a
?ne<lial moraine at t!Jc line of contact, the ice-streams flowhJg on side by
side as a single compound glacier. Tbe debris carried to tbc extremity
of a glacier and deposited about its foot is known ae a terminal or frontal
moraine.
In flowing through a valley ice is subjected to stress, which causes it
to fracture and form open fissures terrue1l crm;asses. When a glaci~r
passes over a steep descent it becomes broken by a great number of
:fissures, and not infrequently falls tQ the base of an escarpment in detached blocks, forming an ice cascade, but heals its scars and flows on
as a solid mass below. The fissures formed when a glacier passes over
an inequality in its bed are commonly transverse to the direction of
flow, but may take other courses, depending on tlte nature of the obstruction, change of slope, etc. Marginal crevasses, resulting from the
friction of the ice-stream against its banks and the consequent more
rapid flow of the central portion, usualJy leave the shore at a moderate
angle and tend up-stream.
Glacier ice has been found to exhibit a definite structurB, known as
lamination, or as ribboned or banded· structure, prodnced by the alternation of thin plates or strata of compact bluish ice whh others more
porous. As shown by Tyndall's experiments, this arrangement is the
result of pressure, a.nd is aualogon.s to slaty cleavage.
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DEFINITION OF A GLACIER.

Owing to unequal melting, the surface of a glacier is usually extremely
irregular, the parts protected by moraines standing in higher relief
than the clearer portions. Still further diversity is formed by bowlclers
perched on columns of ice, which they have protected from melting as
the general surface wasted away. These are termed glacial tables. At
other times the ice bristles with a multitude of acicular pyramids, or is
melted into holes and ice· wells, each having a stone or mass of dirt at
the bottom.
The melting of the surface Of a glacier gives rise to many rivulets and
brooks, which course over it in channels of ice, frequently plunging into
yawning crevasses, and finally joining the subglacial st.ream that issues
from beneath eyery glacier. These glacier.born streams are always
heavy with comminuted rock, ground fine by the moving ice.
Such in brief are the principal characteristics of alpine glaciers.
At the present time continental glaciers are confined to the arctic and
antarctic regions, and have ueen less thoroughly explored than the
alpine forms common in more temperate latitudes. Glaciers of this
class are characterized by their uroad extent and by not ueing confined
by definite walls; tLeir neves are large, frequently covering nearly the entire glacier, and their surfaces are free from lJOwlders all(l debris, for t.he
reason that they are regions of accumulation, and also because mountains seldom rise above them. Owing to inequalities in the country
oYer which these great fields pass, they are not infrequently uroken by
crevasses; and as on smaller glaciers the melting of the surface gives
origin to numerous streams, frequently of large size, wLich become
ponded and form lakes in basins of ice or plunge into open fissures and
disappear in the body of the glacier. E_xisting continental glaciers are
uelieved in all cases to flow from the interior towards the coast, and
hence may be considered as acquiring motion in all directions from a
center of accumulation. When alpine glaciers increase sufficiently to
cover an entire mountain range and form a conflnent ice-sheet, they ap·
proach and may pass into the continental type. It is not impossible
that a mountain range of very modest dimensions might give origin to
a quaquaversal glacier of vast proportions. It is perhaps not out of
place to suggest in this connection that the glaciers which formerly
covered the New England States and Canada were of this character.
In framing a definition of a glacier it is evident that we must inclmle
both alpine and continental types, and also embrace the secondary phenomena that are commonly present. A glacier is an ice.body originating from the consolidation of snow in regions where the secular accumulation exceeds the dissipation by melting and evaporation, i.
above
the snow.Jine, and flowing to regions where loss exceeds supply, ·i.
below the snow-line. Accompanying these primary conditions many
secondary phenomena, dependent upon environment, as crevasses, mo.
raines, lamination, dirt-bauds, glacier-tables, ice-pyramids, etc., may
or may not be present. Thus, glaciers even of large size may exist

e.,
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without moraines; in such an instance glacier-tables, ice-pyramids, icewells, etc., would be absent. We may conceive of a glacier flowing
through a channel so even that it would not be broken by crevasses,
but such instances' must be extremely rare. The most common of the
numerous secondary features seems to be the laminated structure of
glacial ice, but even tbis is not always distinguishable in ice-bodies
that are unquestionably t.rue glaciers.
Although the definition we have presented may assist in understanding the nature of a glacier, yet it is manifestly open to objections. If
we consider the snow-line as defining the limit between the neve and
the glacier proper, it is evident that there must be numerous exceptions
to the rule. As before remarked, during certa.in ~-ears, and in many
instances for a term of years, thfl snow-line is much lower than at other
times, and may completely conceal the glacitr beneath. Again, an icestream may .terminate in the sea and be broken np and form icehflrgs
before the differentiation into neve and glacier proper has been reached.
From all that has been determined concerning the nature of glaciers
it is evident that they form one of the transition stages in the history
of the snow that falls in certain regions, and like genera and species in
the organic kingdom cannot be limited by hard and fast lines, but may
be classifie:l by comparison with typical f\Xamples. From the snow, hail,
and frozen m1sts of a mountain-top are formed the HCcnmulations of
granular ice-snow which we call a neve. By pressure a,nd alternate melt"ing and freezing, the neve passes into compact ice, which acquires
motion and is termed a glaci ·r; but the plane of separation is indefinite,
and one merges into the other by insensible gradations.
A word in reference to the records inscribed by glaciers on the country
they occupy, and we will pass to the imti1ediate subject of our essay.
The morainal material carried by glaciers is deposited when melting
takes place, and freqnently forms characterist.ic accumulations that still
retain the name of moraines. The debris along the border of au icestream is frequently left as ridges or irregular terraces on the sides of
a \'alley, marking the former height of the ice flood: At various stages
in the retreat of the ice the lateral moraines are united by terminal moraines, which cross the former bed of the glacier in i~regular but usually crescent-shaped piles, between which the valley bottom is usually
deeply filled with unassorted debris, and frequently occupied b.v lakelets.
vYben a glacier is prolonged from the mouth of a valley on a plain, it
builds out its lateral moraines perhaps for many miles, and when it retreats these are left as parallel embankments, not infrequently hundreds of feet high and sometimes mile~-J in extent.
The movement of glaciers causes friction, which results, as the study of
living glaciers has slwwn, in the smoothing and scratching of the rocks
over which the ice passes. The bowlders, pebbles, and sand held in the
bottom and sides· of the glacier produce smoothed and polished surfaces,
crossed by scratches and grooves having an exceedingly characteristic
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appearance, which, when once understood, it is difficult to mistake for
the results produced by other agencies. While the rocks beneath a
glacier are being worn and rounded, the stones set in the ice are in turn
battered and scratched and often ground down to plane surfaces that
are not infrequently polished and covered with glacial strire .
.As a rule, alpine glaciers follow pre-existing drainage valleys, which
they enlarge and broaden.- As frequently stated, a stream-cut gorge is
distinctly Y-shaped, but after being occupied by a glacier it is found to
have become U-shaped in cross-section.
The records of glacial action looked for by geologists a-re: deposits of
morainal material, which frequently differs from the adjacent country
rock, and may occur in au irregular manner or be grouped definitely as
}ateral and terminal moraines; bowlders perched in fortuitous positions,
as on steep slopes and hill-tops; smoothly rounded rocky knolls; polished and scratched rock surfaces; rock-basins, etc.
With this elementary sketch to refresh the memory I propose to present in a somewhat popular form such observations as are attainable
in reference to the exist-ing glaciers of this country. In this connection,
as the sequel will show, we have to deal solely with glaciers of the alpine type.

EXISTING GLACIERS OF THE SIERRA NEVADA.

The Sierra Nevada, by far the grandest of the mountain ranges of
California, attains its greatest elevation between latitude 3GO and 38°
30', or, in a more general way, between Owen's Lake and Lake Tahoe.
To the more elevated region in this portion of the range the name
of High Sierra was applied by the geologists of the California survey.
Although the boundaries of the region thus designated are indefinite,
it is well worthy of special .distinction, as it is a prominent and important topographic feature. Throughout its entire extent it bristles with
rugged peaks, narrow crests, and inaccessible cliffs overshadowing profound chasms, all of which combine to form one of the most rugged and
picturesque mountain masses on the continent. The culminating point
in this elevated region iR near its southern limit, where Mount Whituey
rises to an elevation of 14,448 1 feet above the sea and is succeeded as
one goes northward by Mount King, Mount Humphreys, and many other
mountain masses scarcely less magnificent. In the neighborhood of
Mono Lake a number of the more prominent peaks, of which Mounts
Lyell, Hitter, and Dana, and Tower peaks are examples, exceed 13,000 feet
in elevation. Southward the Sierra declines rapidly, and the range is
considered as terminating in that direction at Tebichipi Pass, a little
north of latitude 350. Northward of Mount Whitney there is a vast
sea of rnggcd peaks and narrow mountain crests, separated by profound canons, which render the region all but inaccessible to beings not
equipped with wings. This is the High Sierra pctr excellence, as all will
admit who have attempted to scale its dizzy peaks or thread its labyrinth
of canons. The range retains this rugged character all the way to
Sonora Pass, and even to Lake Tahoe, but northward of that" Gem
of the Sierra" the mountains are less elevated.
Very large portions of the High Sierra are composed of light-colored
granite, which is commonly thinly clothed with vegetation, and imparts
a cold gray tone to the rugged scenery. The peaks and crests overlooking Mono Lake, however, have been sculptured from somewhat metamorphosed sedimentary rock~;~, which have been penetrated by heavy
beds of intrusive granite, and are frequently rich in color. The landscape in this portion of the range is in pleasing and striking contrast
with the gray monotony of the western slope, and exhibits innumerable
shades and tints which combine to form pictures as rich in tone as they
are grand in proportions. The deep longitudinal valley lying in the
1
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crest of the range to the southward of Mount Dana is especially noteworthy for the beauty of its scenery' and deserves to be named in remembrance of some of the old Flemi::;h masters, so deep and rich are its
colors.
BPsides the splendor of alpine scenery the mountains to the southward
of Mono Lake present the additional attraction of living glaciers, which,
although small, are well worthy the careful attention of every traveler.

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS.

Existing glaciers on lVIount Dana and Mount Lyell were visited by
Mr. G. K. Gilbert and myself during the summer of1883; I also examined
one at the head of Parker Creek, a tributary of Mono Lake; others on
Mounts Conness, McClure,· and Hitter were explored by Mr. ·willard D.
Johnson, my companion and assistant, while making a topographical
survey of the region draining into Mono Lake. Besides the glaciers
actually examined, a number of others were seen from commanding
points and their general nature was as thoroughly understood as if their
surfaces had actually been trodden. Our combined observations have
shown that nine glaciers now exist within the southern rim of the
Mono Lake drainage basin; while a somewhat larger number are to be
found among the mountains of wllich McOlnre, Lyell, and Ritter are
tile dominant peaks, and from which flow the Tuolumne, Merced, and
San Joaquin Rivers.
The glaciers of the High· Sierra are located between latitudes 36ko
and 38°, aud have an approximate elevation of 11,500 feet above the
sea. The lowest seen was ou the northern side of Mount Ritter, and
terminates in a lakelet that is about 2,000 feet below the mountain top,
or approximately 11,000 feet above the sea. The glaciers observed are
aU small, the most extensive-that on the nortllern slope of Mount
Lyell-being less than a mile in length, with a somewhat greater
breadth. Nearly all occur in amphitheaters or cirques on the northern
sides of lofty peaks, where they are sheltered by high cliffs and mount·
ain ridges, and all flow northward, excepting a few seen in deep cirques
on the eastern side of the Minarets and Mount Ritter; so far as known
these are the most southerly of any in the United States. Snow-fields
are reported by 1\fr. Johnson, however, as existing in the mountains to
the southward of Mount Ritter, at the head of some of the many
branches of Owen's River. If these prove to be veritable glaciers they
will extend the southern limit of the existing glaciers of this country, a
few miles farther southward.
MOUNT DANA GLACIER.

On the western shore of Mono Lake the mountains rise abruptly from
the water's edge to an elevation of 5,000 or 6,000 feet, and have been
sculptured by storm and frost into many independent peaks of remark-
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able grandeur. As seen from Mono Lake, the most conspicuous point
along the mountain crest is Mount Dana, which rises 6,500 feet above
the lake and has an elevation of 13,227 feet above the sea. 2 Although
of grand proportions, the peak is but one among many which form the
crowning points on the divide separating the drainage of Mono Lake
from that of the Pacific. From the south ward Mount Dana presents a
somewhat rounded contour, as shown in Plate XXXIII, and is easy of
ascent; on the north, however-as may be judged from Plate XXXIV,
which shows it in profile, Lhe ·dew being eastwarJ. from the divide between the mining camps of Tioga and Lundy-it forms a nearly perpendicular face more than a thousand feet high. 'l'his northern face descends into a deep narrow canon leading northward, which we have
named Glacier Canon. In the illustration forming Plate XXXIV a partial view of this gorge is obtained, as well as a glimpse of the neve of the
Dana Glacier which occurs at its bead. During the Glacial epoch the
whole extent of this canon was occupied with ice, which formed a tributary of the ancient. Lee vining Creek Glacier and flowed into the Mono
Lake basin. The valley formerly occupied in part by this glacier is seen
in the foreground of the illustration. In Plate XXXV a general view
of nearly the entire Dana Glacier is presented as seen from the moraine
at the lower side of the lake of milky opalescent water that. lies at its
foot. The moraine now forming can be seen curving about the end of
the glacier, while small crevasses are observable at the right. The glacier
is perhaps 2,000 feet long in the direction of the flow, but appears much
foreshortened in the illustration. ''Ice tongues" are seen extending upward from the neve. At the base of tbe largest of these a portion of a
wide crevasse is visible. Plate XXXVI is a nearer view of the same
glacier, in which the minor features are more cleary defined. Plate
XXXVII exhibits the end of the glacier, and shows the extremely n~g
ged nature of the ice surface; narrow dirt bands, sweeping in undulations across the terminus, are al:so visible.
MOUNT LYELL GLACIER.

In traveling from Mount Dana to Mount Lyell one :finds it most convenient to pass down Dana Creek to its confluence with the Tuolumne,
and then ascend the deep broad-bottom canon of the latter stream,
which leads directly to the Lyell Glacier, at the foot of which the river
has its birth. Plate XXXVIII presents a view of the snowy summit of
Monnt Lyell as seen from near the bead of the Tuolumne Canon. The
majestic mountain as seen from this portion of tbe valley is far more
grand and beautiful than any illustration in black and white can suggest. In the soft gray light of morning it has aU the solemn grandeur
of the Bernese Oberland, and at sunset, when flushed with the rosy
light of the afterglow, this shrine of the High Sierra rivals the splendor
of Mount Rosa. To the right of Mount Lyell rises Mount McOlure,
2 Elevation of Mono Lake determine(l from railroad lev cls; height of :uljacent peaks '
measured by angulation.
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which is scarcely less grand than its companion ; the former attains the
height of 13,217 feet abore the sea and the latter is 150 feet less in elevation.
The Tuolumne Canon, when followed still nearer to its beginning, is
found to lose its gentle grade and become rugged anu precipitous,
being crossed at intervals by irregular cliffs, that must have caused
magnificent ice-cascades in the great glacier that once flowed o>er them.
The top of each steep ascent is usually separated from the base of the
next higher one by a comparatively level tract, sometimes holding a
swampy meadow. This succession of cliffs and terraces forms a grand
stairway, leading up to the opening of the amphitheater on the northern side of Mount Lyell, whence a magnificent panorama of the entire
glacier may be obtained. The view given on Plate XXXIX is from near
the outlet of the amphitheater, and will assist in interpreting the map
of the Lyell Glacier given on Plate XL. In the panorama the moraine
now forming at the foot of the glacier is well shown, as is also the
rounded rock-mass that rises as an island in the central portion of the
glacier; the crevasses and eontorted dirt- bands at the foot of the ice,
although noticeable features when seen in nature, are but indifferently
represented in the illustration. A view down the canon of the Tuolumne
is presented on Plate XLI, as an illustration of the height on a side of
the valley attained by the aneient glacier; by estimate the terrace marking the upper limit of the ice river is about 2,500 feet above the present
bed of the Tuolumne.
PARKER CREEK GLACIER.

This glacier is situated at the head of the deep, high-grade canon
through which Parker Creek descends to the valley of Mono Lake. It
is smaller than the ice-bodies on Mount Dana and Mount Lyell, but is
yet a true glacier ,with a well-defined neve region, from beneath which
descends a mass of ice that is crossed by dirt-bands and crevasses, and
has many of. the minor features characteristic of glaciers. About- the
foot of the ice there are huge moraines, forming concentric ridges, which
in mass mu:o;t far exceed" that of the glaci~:r as it exists at the present
time~ These moraines are more characteristic examples of the tumultuous debris piles formed by ice-action than any other recent deposits
of the same nature seen in the High Sierra. Like the majority of
the glaciers in this region, the one at the bead of Parker Creek is sheltered by the walls of an amphitheater, and flows northward. During
the Glacial epoch the entire extent of'Parker Creek Canon was occupied
by a glacier which descended upon the Mono plain and built huge embankments more than a mile in lengt.h, which are only second in interest to the similar deposits at the mouth of Bloody Canon.
GLACIAL PHENOliENA.

That the ice-bodies observed in the High Sierra, although Eomall, are
yet veritable glaciers, I trust will appear from the following somewhat
detailed statement of observations.
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Neve and glacier.-The distinction between neve and true glacier ice is
plainly manifest in the Sierra Nevada glaciers, not only when viewing
them from a diRtance, but also while traversing their surfaces. In the
case of the Parker Creek Glacier especially, the change from the granular snow of the neve to the compact ice of the glacier can be discerned
within the space of a very few feet.
The neve is invariahly white as compared with the rest of the glacier,
and is composed of granular ice-snow. Its surface is almost entirely
free from stones and dirt, and is rendered very rough and uneven by
crests and spires of ice from 2 to 5 feet high that result from the
unequal melting of the surface. These" ice- blades" have been described
by Le Conte, 3 who refers their origin to the unequal melting of windrippled snow:
A.t its lower limit the neve passes into t~e glacier proper-which in
part it overlies-and acquires a ribboned or laminated structure, dirtbands, etc., characteristic of a true glacier. A. protrusion of compact
ice below the neve was observed in all the glaciers seen in the High
Sierra.
Crevasses.- Marginal crevasses were observed in numerous instances,
but they occur in quite limited numbers in any individual glacier. In
some examples the marginal crevasses in the nere region were convex
toward the heatl of the glacier, while others farther down in the same
series had become straight, or had changed their curvature so as to be
concave upward. A. series of crevasses illustrating this change is shown
iu the central portion of the map of the Lyell Glacier, forming Plate
XL. The crevasses seen most commonly occur near the head of the
neve and correspond to the "bergschrund" of Swiss mountaineers.
These vary from narrow cracks up to chasms 6 or 8 feet wide, which
frequently cross almost the entire breadth of the neve and often render
the passage to the rocks above extremely difficult. The depth of the
crevasses could seldom be determined, t,he irregularities of their. sides
limiting the view; bnt some were certainly not less than 100 feet deep.
The crevasses at the head of the neve were frequently arched with snow
and hung within with vast numbers of smooth icicles. The walls beneath these treacherous roof's were incrusted with large masses of wellformed ice-crystals, which exhibited flashing faces half an ineh in diameter aud resembled the most beautiful transparent spar. The light in
these fairy-like grottoes was of the most exquisite blue.
Lamination or ribboned structm·e.-'l'his structure was seen in all the
glnciers closely examined, but appeared most conspicuously near the
]ower extremity of tbe ice, where the lamination was approximately
horizontal. Hand specimens cut from the ice exhibited sections of alternating narrow bands of compact blue ice and porous white ice as plainly
as could be desired.
3
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Dirt-bands.-These were observed on nearly all the glaciers, and were
frequently a marked and even a eonspicnous feature of their surfaces.
It required no peculiar condition of light and shade to make them discernible; on the contrary, they could be plainly distinguished at a distance of 2 or 3 miles. Viewed from a distance they were seen to sweep
entirely across the glacier in a series of graceful curves concaved towards the neve. Sometimes their symmetry, was interrupted by irregular undulations, or even by contortions, as may be seen at the foot of
the Lyell Glacier. On the Parker Creek Glacier the dirt-bands are
about 6 inches broad over a considerable area, and occur at quite regular
intervals of from 4 to 6 feet, with comparatively clean ice between. In
this instance the dirt producing t.be bands was not confined to the surface, but could be seen to discolor the ice in quite a well-defined stratum,
dipping into the glacier at a low angle. On all the glaciers examined
the dirt-bands were observed only below the lower limit of the neve.
ln the study of the glaciers of Switzerland and Norway particular
attention has been given to the influences of ice-cascades· in producing
laminated structure and dirt-bands. In the Sierra Nevada glaciers, both
of these characters are distinct and well marked, but ice-cascades are
absent. It seems evident, therefore, that the hypotbesis which is apparently satisfactory in Europe will not account for the phenomena to
be seen in California.
In viewing many of the Sierra Nevada glaciers from a distance of a
few miles, an<l approximately at the same level, it is apparent that their
surfaces, frequently having a slope of from 15° to more than 3oo, are in
reality sections of the ice-body, and therefore expose its internal structure. When seen in this manner the appearance of the glaciers is such
as to lead one to suspect that the dirt-bands are strata in the ice, or in
reality "annual rings" formed by annual accnmnlatil:ms of dirt in the
neve, as long since suggested by Forbes 4 in explanation of the similar
bands observed on the Swiss glacier. It is pertinently suggested by
Prof. W. H. Brewer that a year of exceptional melting-one of those
years which reduce the net'6 to its minimum-would have the effect of
combining the dirt accumulated during several years into a single band.
A single dirt-band may thus represent a climatic cycle longer than a
single year.
Glacier-tables.-Blocks of stone perched on columns of ice, termed
"glacier-tables," did not, in 1883, form a marked feature in t-he glacier
surfaces, except in the case of the Parker Creek Glacier. There they
were numerous, and in all stages of growth and decadence. Some of
the blocks were poised horizontally on their pedestals; others were inclined southward, or bad been partially dislodged; again they had
fallen and were lying on the southE>rn side of the pinnacles which had
4
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formerly supported them. Sketches made on the Parker Creek Glacier
of a few of these perched stones have been grouped in the following
figure.

} 'IG.

138.-Glac ieJ· T abl es, P arker Creek Glacier.

The largest glacier-table observed was near the center of the Parker
Creek Glacier, a few hundred feet from its terminus. This was a block
of dense volcanic rock measuring 34 by 23 by 10 feet, supported by a
column of ice 8 feet high on its northern and 6 feet high on its southern
side, with a thickness of 6 or 8 feet. The smallest blocks tha t are able
to protect the ice beneath sufficiently to form columns as the general
surface melts away were found to be about 16 by 10 by 10 inches; when
smaller than this they sink into the surface in a manner that has been
graphically described by Tyndall and others. Small pebbles were frequently seen at the bottom of little ice-wells 5 or 6 inches deep. Good
examples of the "sand-cones" seen so frequently in the Swiss glaciers
were not observed.
I ce-pyramids.-As the forms we have included nnrler this name furnish a detail of glacier surface that has not previously attracted our attention and which apparently has not been described by glacialists, we
shall transcribe our notes concerning them at some length.
Ou the lower portion of the Lyell Glacier, more than in any other instance, the surface bristles over a large area with acute pyramids of ice
from a few inches to fully 3 feet in height with moderately small bases.
A t the ·northern base of each pyramid there invariably is a stonesometimes measuring 5 or 6 inches in diameter-or a number of
loose pebbles or a handful of dirt, which is usually depressed somewhat
below the general surface of the glacier. The side of the pyramid rising above the stone, i.
the northern face, is usually concave and invariably composed of compact ice, while the remainder of the structure
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is of the ordinary porous ice forming the glacier surface. Sometimes
the nearly horizontal lamination of the glacier-ice cau be seen in the
southern face of the pyramids. A direct relation is noticeable, too, between the size and shape of the pebble and the height and form .of the
ice-pyramid that rises above it.

FIG. 139.-Ice-Pyramid on Mount Lyell Glacier.

In seeking an explanation of these phenomena the only hypothesis
that seems to satisfy the facts observed assumes that a small stone or
mass of dirt lying on the surface of a glacier becomes heated and melts
the porous ice beneath, and that the water thus formed freezes again
into compact ice, which resists the sun's heat more effectually than the
surrounding porous ice and hence is left as the general surface melts
away. In nearly every instance the stone at the base of the pyramid
had been carried northward as it melted its way downward, thus forming the steep northern slope of the pyramid, and at the same time tending t o prevent the formation of a pyramid on the northern side of a
sunken block. The pyramids always point toward the noonday sun,
hence the compact ice formed on the northern side of a block is more
exposed than that on the southern side, and is therefore more rapidly
melted away.
Moraines.-No well-marked medial moraines were noticed on any of
the Sierra Nevada glaciers, as they are all simple ice-streams without
tributaries. Lateral moraines resting on the ice at the margins of the
glaciers were seen in many instances and cQuld be traced to tb.e cliffs
from which they originated. Terminal moraines, however, are common;
they occur at the lower limit of every glacier observed, and are remarkable for their size when compared with the extent of the parent icestream. It is difficult to measure these irregular crescent-shaped heaps
with accuracy, owing to the uncertainty of the1r depth and the manner
GEOL 84--21
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in which they merge with one another. It is also frequently .impossible
to determine whether or not they rest on an extension of the glacial ice.
The terminal moraine now forming at the lower extremity of the
Dana Glacier is approximately 1,000 feet long uy 30 or 40 feet broad
and possibly 100 feet d.eep. Below this, and united with it, is a second
of somewlia<.; greater dimensions, which is followed by other similar
crescent-shaped heaps of debris. The corresponding moraines at the
extremity of the Lyell Glacier are considerably larger, as are also the
still more typical terminals at the foot of the Parker Creek Glacier. · In
some instances these moraines were coated with loose rubbish and dirt
that would be swtlpt away by a single storm, indicating that they had
received their latest additions within a very few months.
The bottoJD of the Dana Glacier was seen to be heavily charged with
stones, pebbles, ·and sand, and to rest on a bed of bowlders of considerable thickness. This may be called a "ground moraine."
Glaoiat~d .~urjaces and scratched stones.-Tl.te rock surfaces in the immediate neighborhood of the glaciers are frequently polished and covered with a net-work of grooves and scratches, but it is usually impossible to detern.iine whether this has been the work of the existing icestreams or whether it is a part of the vast glaciation imposed upon all of
the High Sierra during the Glacial epoch. In some instances, however,
there is no doubt that the markings were made during the past few
years.
At the immediate foot of the Dana Glacier we found a number of stones
that were battered and worn and exhibited planed and scratc;hed surfaces, in many respectR similar to the glaciated stones found in the ancient moraines of New England. 'rhese occurred but a few feet from
the ice-foot, and their bruises aud scratches were, without question, the
work of the present glacier.
Glacie1' movements.-Measurement of the motions of the glaciers was
not undertaken, but their movement is apparent both from the nature
of the crevasses and the curved course of the dirt-bands that cross
them. The rate of the flow of a glacier on 1\fount McClure, however,
was determined more than ten years since by 1\fr. John Muir, who
found its maximum movement near the center to be 47 inches in fortysix days (from August 21 to October 6, 1872).5
Glacier mud.-The Tuolumne River has its source at the foot of the
Lyell Glacier; at its birth it is a rivulet, turbid with silt that has been
ground fine by the moving ice from beneath which it issues. At the
foot of the Dana Glacier there is a small lakelet confined in a rock-basin, which acquires a peculiar greenish-yellow color from .the silt held
in suspension. The water escapes from this lake through an ancient
moraine piled on the rim of the basin, and is gathered. in other depressions farther down the canon, forming lakelets that are wonderfully
clear and blue, like the hundreds of sister lakes scattered throughout
the surrounding glaciated area. The sediment from the glacial streams
5
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was found to be an impalpable mud, so extremely fine that it requirde
a long time to settle when once diffused through water .
. Ive-tong7tes.-1n the steep amphitheater walls overlooking the nct,es
of the glaciers there are frequently deep, narrow cliffs leading towards
the l1igher peaks. In many instances these are partially fil1Pd with ice,
which shoots up above the nevcs in tapering tongues some hundreds of
feet in height, and at so high an angle that it is impossible to ascend
or descend them without cutting steps. These ''ice-tongues" ~•re an interesting feature of the Sierra glaciers, and appear also at the head of
the ice-streams of Wyoming; whether· they have glacial motion or not
remains to be determined.
Red snow.-\Vhile Mr. Gilbert and myself were examining the neve
portion of the Lyell Glacier, we noticed that our foot-prints in the snow
had a bright pinkisil tint, the undisturbed surface appearing white or, perhaps, grayish white. At the lower border of the neve the color becomes
more distinet and could be plainly seen in the untrodden surface, and
in some instances the borde1s of rills were brightly stained. In all cases
the "red snow" was superficial. Some of the· coloring matter collected
was examined with a microscope a number of months after a11d found
to consist of deep red globules from 150 to 200 millimeters in diameter,
which were determined to be the still form of P.rotococcus. 6
The melt·ing of the glaciers.-Onr examination of the Lyell Glacier
began one August morning before sunrise, wllen the vast amphitheater
in which the ice is cradled was bushed in the profound stillness peculiar
to -mountain-tops. As the sun rose above the granite spires to the
eastward ant1 flushed the snow-fields with a ru<ldy light, little rills
started here and t.here on the glacier,-gradually gathering strength as
the sun's warmth increased. By noon brooks of considerable size were
rushing down channels of ice, sometimes plunging into crevasses and
becoming lost to view. At midday the murmur of water was heard
. everywhere over the glacier, but as the (>.hill of evening came on, the
music of the streams gradually ceased, and by sunset the stillness of
death again reigned over the frozen regions.
That this noonday melting has more than counterbalanceti the annual
additions" hich the glacier bas received during the past few years, seems
evident from th~~ accounts we have of the previous extent of the snowfields of the lligh Sierra.7 The glaciers of California, like those of
Switzerland, are probably subject to periodic changes due to climatic
oscillations, arid are evidently not increasing at the present time.
6Prof. J. D, Whitney, in an account of an ascent of Mount Shasta-Geology of California, Vol. I, p. :338--rnentions the occurrence of" red snow" over a ver"y considerable area at an elevation of from 8,000 to 12,000 feet, and ascribes its color to the presence of Protococcus nivalis.
7 Postea, pp. 324-326.
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PREVIOUS EXPLORATIONS.

Although giving precedence to my own obsenrationsin describing the
glaciers of the High Sierra, I do not wish to ignore the reports of those
who have preceded me. The anon,ymous article on the" Living Glaciers
of California m which appeared in the Overland Monthly for December,
1872, we have alreally referred to as being from the pen of Mr. John
Muir, and is, so far as known, the first announcement of the existence of
glaciers in the Sierra NeYada. Mr. Muir states that in October, 1871,
he was among the mountains of the "Merced group" and found a living
glacier, with very recent moraines at its foot, from beneath which issued
a stream charged with fine mud; further observation revealed dirt-bands,
crevasses, and lateral moraines, thus leaving no doubt that the" snowbank," as it had previously been considered, was an actual glacier.
Other similar ice· bodies were examined hy Mr. Muir on Mount Lyell
and Mount McClure; and from the top of ;\1ount Lyell he saw a dozen
small glaciers on neighboring peaks.
In August, 1872, Mr. Muir placed five stakes in the glacier on Mount
McClure for the purpose of demonstrating that it had true "glacial
motion." Four of these were ranged in line from the east side to a point
near the middle of the glacier, the first being 25 yards from the east
bank; the second, 94; the third, 152; and the fourth, 225 yanls. On
observing the stakes on October 6, forty-six days after being placed in
position, it was found that No. 1 had been carried down the glacier 11
inches ; No. 2, 18 inches; No. 3, 34 inches ; No. 4, 4 7 inches. Stake
No. 4 was near ·the middle of the glaci~r and was thought to represent
the maximum motion. Stake No.5 w.as placed about midway between
the head of the glacier and stake No. 4; its motion was 40 inches in 46
days. These measurements, although not as detailed and perhaps not
as accurate as could be desired, are yet sufficient to demonstrate, as
claimed by Mr. Muir, that the ice in this instance has true glacial motion. In this example, as in all normal glaciers, the most rapid move.
ment was near the middle of the ice-stream. 9
The Mount McClure Glacier, when visited by :.\Ir. Muir, was approximately half a mile long, and of about the same breadth in the widest
part, and was observed to be tnwersed in the southeast corner by crevasses seYeral hundred yards long but only abQnt a foot wide. The
Mount Lyell Glacier, in 1872, is stated to have been about a mile in
length by a mile in breadth.
Mr. Muir also describes narrow high-grade cations called "devil's
slide," "dcvil's lanes," etc., which occur about the higher peaks and are
frequently occupied by ice. In one of these gorges the ice was found
Reprinted in the ~merican Journal of Science, Vol. V, Third series, 18i3, p. 69.
9Motion in the Lyell Glacier is also referred to by Salem Clarke. Proceedings of
the Boston Society of Nat. Hist., Vol. XV, 1873, p. 259.
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to have a motion of a fraction of au inch per day. It is prcbable that
these small ice-bodies are what we have called "ice-tongues'' in describing our observations of last summer. In an article entitled "In the
heart of the California Alps,'no Mr. Muir gives some account of the
glaciers about niount Ritter, combined with enthusiastic descriptions
of the magnificent scenery of the Sierra. In another art,icle from
the same pen, "Living Glaciers of California," published in Harper's
Magazine, 11 a number of illustrations of glacial scenery are introcluceu,
together with popular descriptions of numerous neves and ice-fields.
Prof. Joseph LeConte visited the High Sierra during the summers of
1872 and ll:$73, and in comp"'ny with Mr. Muir exal)lined the summit of
Mount LyelLY vV:Ilile describing the records of the ancient glacier that
once filled the Tuolumne Valley, Professor LeConte says,t 3 that what
interested him far more 'than anything else seen during his journey
''was that the main branch of the Tuolumne Glacier, far up among
the cliffs and peaks of Mount Lyell, still e.x:i11ts as a living glctcier, in feeble
state of activity it is true, but. certainly living." Professor LeConte accepts ~r. Muir's measurement., and concludes that ''the glacier rnot·ion
still exist11."
·T~at the Lyell Glacier was more completely hidden by snow when examined by LeConte in 1872, than ten years later when seen by the writer,
appears from the following paragraph, from the American Journal of
Science:
"Here, then, on Moqnt Lyell we have now existing, not a true glacier,
perhaps, certainly not a typical glacier (since there is no true glacier-ice
visillle, but only snow and neve; and certainly no protrusion of an ice-·
tong1te beyond the snow field), yet nevertheless in some sense a glacier,
since there iR true differential motion and a well-marked. terminal moraine. It is in fact a glacier m feeble old age, a feeble remnant of the
Tuolumne Glacier, a glacier once of great proportions and pla,Ying an
important-part in mountain sculpture but now in its seeond childhood."
Le Conte found the surface of the snow on the neve of the Lyell Ghtcier "traversed in a direction at right angles to the slope by sharp
blades of half compacted ice about 2 feet apart and 2, 3, 4, or even 5 feet
in height; * * * the crests of the blades were not continuous, llut
irregular both in outline and trend, very much in this respect like ripple
marks or like waves." 11 The explanation offered-suggested by Mr. T.
C. Gardner-is that the blades are due to the action of the sun or wind
ripples forming on the surface of the nere.
Scrilmer's Monthly, Vol. XX, 1880, p. :.145.
Vol. LI, li::S75, p. 769.
12 A portion of the results of these journeys was published in a paper, ''On some of
tbe ancient glaciers of the Sierra," Proceedings of the California Ac:.llemy of Sciences,
Vol. IV, 1872, p.159; and also, in a more extended form, in the American Journal of
Science, Third series, Vol. V, 1873, p. 325. See also LeConte's Elements of Geology,
Revised Edition, 1882, p. 602.
13Page 332.
14American Journal of Science, Third series, Vol. V, lRn, p. 332.
10
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In the publications of the Geological Survey of California no mention is made of existing glaciers in the Sierra Nevada. The frontispiece of Volume I (Geology), showing Mount Lyell from the head of the
Tuolumne, and also a sketch of the summit of the peak, forming Fig. 73,
indicate that the mountains were then far more heavily mantled with
snow than when visited by the writer in1882 and 1883. Prof. J. D. Whitney, in his work on " Climatic Changes of Later Geological Time," 15
says, "It may be stated there are no glaciers at all in the Sierra Nevada
proper, and none in the Great Basin or Rocky Mountain ranges, at least
south of the parallel of 42°. With the exception of some recent discoveries said to have been made in 1878 in the Wind River Range
(about Latitude 430) by the U.S. Geological Surveying party, of which
no definite account seems as yet to have been published, it may be
stated that there are no proper glaciers anywhere within the limits of
~he United States (.Alaska not included), except around the great iso-.
lated volcanic cones of the Pacific coast. There are certainly none in
the higher portions of the Sierra Nevada or the Rocky Mountains, these
most elevated regions having been sufficiently explored to ascertain
that fact." It will be noticed that this passage was published in 1882,
or ten years later than Muir's and Le Conte's observations cited above.
On page 30 of Professor Whitney's work the notes of Messr1'l. King and
Gardner, made in 1868 while exploring the eastern slope of Mount
Ritter, are transcribed as follows.: "In a deep mtl-de-sac which opens
southward or1 the east slope (of Mount Ritter) lies a bed of ice 200 yards
wide, aml- about half a mile long. It has moved down fron; the upper
·end of the gorge for 30 or 40 feet this year, leaving a deep gulf between
the vertical stone wall and the ice."· In connection with the observations
Professor Whitney remarks that ''it is doubtful whether these residual
masses of ice can with propriety be called glaciers."
Mr. King also rejected Mr. Muir's observations, as is shown by sev.
eral emphatic passages in his report of the Exploration of the 40th Parallel,16 but adds no new information on the subject..
From the quotations that have been g-iven it will be seen that the question of the exi~;tencc of glaciers in the Sierra Nevada has been decided
difterently by different observers, who perhaps saw the mountains under
diverse conditions as regards their snowy covering. In winter the glaciers are buried so deeply beneath accumulations of snow that no one
would suspect their existence; it is only late in summer, when the snows
have decreased to a minimum, that they are to be seen to the greatest
advantage. That Mr. Muir was correct in classing many of the snow
masses as glaciers is sustained by recent investigation, but the observations on which he based his determinations seem not to have been
sufficient to convince all observers who visited them when the mountains were more completely snow-clad than at present.
15 Memoirs of the Museum of Comparative Zoology of Harvard College, Vol. VII,
ll:l82, No.2, p. 25.
16 Vol. I, pp. 447, 478.
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In the present essay it was intended to confine attention to living
glaciers, but the subject is so intimately connected with the records of
the ancient ice-streams which flowed from the same amphitheater that
a few words in reference to the former glaciation of the Sierra Nevada,
principally in explanation of the topography shown on Plate XXXII,
may not be out of place.
Exploration has now been carried far enough to show that nearly all
the higher portion of the Sierra Nevada, excepting the very highest
peaks and crests, were at no distant date, geologically speaking, loaded
with an immense accumulation of snow and ice, forming a vast neve
from beneath which trunk glaciers flowed down the canons both eastward and westward from the crest of the range. The ice-streams that
went westward were longer and far larger than those which descended
the eastern escarpment, for the reason that the western slope is much
less precipitous than the eastern, thus affording larger n6ves and necessitating a longer journey before the ice could reach an horizon sufficiently warm to cause it to melt. Precipitation during the Glacial
epoch, as at present, was probably most abundant on the western
slope of the range, thus assuring abundant supplies for the mighty icerivers.
In that portion of the High Sierra to the westward of Mono Lake,
which is shown on Plate XXXII, the more pronounced topographical
features resuHing from the ancient glaciation are conspicuously displayed.
The broad-bottomed valley leading northward from Mount Lyell was formerly occupied by the grmtt Tuolumne glacier. This received an important tributary from the region westward of Mount Dana, the path
of which is deeply engra.nd in the topography of the country. The
glacier formed by the union of these two ice-streams flowed down the
Tuolumne Canon for 30 or 40 mile~, with a depth of between 2,000 and
3,000 feet, and it is beli.eved to have occupied the Hetch-Hetchy Valley,
but its full extent is_ not known. Other magnificent glaciers having
their sources about Mount Lyell and Mount Ritter descended the Merced and San Joaquin valleys, which, like the Tuolumne, were considerably modified by ice-erosion. To the eastward of the divide between the
drainage to the Pacific and the Great Basin, as indicated on Plate
.xxxn, the paths of the ancient glaciers are definitely recorded by the
smoothed and rounded character of the valleys they occupied. Their
channels are frequently fringed with lateral moraines, which in some
instances were carried beyond the mouths of the canons and prolonged
upon tbe ph\in as parallel embankments. This feature is especi327
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ally illustrated by the moraines at the mouths of Bloody, Parker, and
Hash Creek canons. At Bloody Canon and Parker Creek two separate
extensions of the glaciers are recorded by the morainal embankments.
The glacier that flowed down Bloody Canon advanced upon the plain
with a slight deflection to the right, and built out a pair of morainai embankments, as indicated on the map; subsequently the ice retreated at
least as far as the mouth of the canon, and then advanced a second
time with a deflection to the left, i.e., northward, aucl formed a pair of
parallel embankments larger than the first. Two similar advances of
· the Parker Creek glacier are also recorded by the very perfect moraines
still remaining. '.rhe ice-stream which formerly occupied the valley of
Rash Creek was by far the largest that entered the 1\fono Basin, and
has many features of iQterest, which, owing to their diversity.and complexity, cannot be fully described at the present time. As shown by
the topography and the well-preserved moraines, this glacier was over
1,500 fe<>t thick where it left the canon; before reaching the plain it was
divided by a high rocky spur into two branches, thus producing the
peculiar horseshoe.sbaped canon shown on the map. The more southern
branch depo~:;ited terminal moraines in such a way as to obstruct the
outlet of the valley and cause a reversal of the stream when the glacier
melted.
The ancient glaciers of the region embraced in the map are shown
approximately on the transparent over-plate accompanying it. The
general neve region is there indicated by light blue and the more important ice-!Streams by a darker shade. The glaciation of the neve
region, embracing nearly all the higher portions of the range, merges
so gractually into the records made by t.be well-defined glaciers which
flowed from it that it is frequently impossible to determine the upper
limits of the trunk glaciers; their lower cour~:;es, however, are usually
well defined by lateral and terminal moraines.
The contrast between the existing and extinct g1aciers of this region
is strikingly illustrated by the map and over-plate, which show tltat the
present glaciers occur at the beads of valleys and canons that were
formerly the channels of magnificent ice-rivers. Could the climatic
conditions favorable to the growth of glaciers be reinstated, we should
see the present insignificant ice-bodies gradually increase until the
ancient channels were again flooded and all the higher portions of the
High Sierra buried beneath a vast mer de glace.
1\fany features in the glaciation of the High Sierm will receive further
attention in connection with the study of the Quaternary history of the·
1\fono Basin, which is now in progress.
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GLACIERS OF NORTHERN CALIFORNIA AND THE CASCADE l\IOUNTAINS.

The Sierra Nevada is considered as terminating at the northward,
near the northern boundary of California; but whether this ir;; in reality
the limit of the disturbance that elevated the range remains to be determined. The Harne great series of mountain forms so pronounced in
northern California is continued northward as a prominent topographical feature through Oregon and Washington far into British America.
North of California the chain has received the name of the Cascade
1\'Iountains, and, unlike the Sierra Nevada, is largely composed of quite
recent lava. The volcanic overflows commence southward from what
is generally considered as the southern extremity of the Cascade Range
and form the grandest peaks in northern California. ·when the region
is more thoroughly known perhaps the southerly peaks will be classed
in· the same range with Tacoma, Jefferson, Hood, etc. 'fhese grand
cones, the glory of the Northwpst coast, have been but imperfectly explore<!, yet enough is known to assure us that very many of them are
glacier-crowned. Beginning at the south, we propose to present such
observations as have been reported concerning the glaciers of the region.
MOUNT SHASTA.

The earliest account of the glaciers of Mount Shasta is given by
Clarence King, 17 who ascended the peak in September, 1870, accompanied by several members of the United States Geological Exploration of the 40th Parallel. We transc!-'ibe entire the portion of his paper
which relates directly to the glaciers:
''On September the 11th we climbed to the top of the lesser Shasta, 18
a conical second~try crater jutting out from the main mass of the mountain on its north west side. * * * We reached the rim of the cone,
and looked down into a deep gorge lying between the secondary crater
and the main mass of Shasta, and saw directly beneath us a fine glacier,
which started almost at the very crest of the main mountain, flowing
towards us, and curving around the circular base of our cone. 19 Its entire length in view was not less than 3 mile~>, its width opposite our
station about 4,000 feet, the surface l1ere aml there terribly broken in
"cascades," and presenting all the characteristic features of similar
glaciers elsewhere. The region of the terminal moraine was more extended than is usual in the Alps. The piles of rubbish superimposed
17 American Jour. Sci., Vol. I, Third s•·riea, 1871, p. 157.
A more popular account
was pul.Jlished in "Mountaineering in the Sierrn. Nevada" by the same author.
••Named Shastina on the accompanying map. Plate XLIV.
19This is now known as t.he Whitney glacier; see Plate XLIV.
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upon the end of the ice indicated a much greater thickness of the glacier in former days. After finishing our observations upon tlJC side
crater, and spending a night upon the sharp edge of its rim, Oil the
following morning we climbed over the divide to the main cone, aud np
to the extreme summit of Shasta, a point 14,440 feet above the sea level.
};'rom the crest I walked out to the northern edge of a prominent spur,
and looked down upon the system of three considerable glaciers, the
largest about 4~ miles in length and 2 or 3 miles wide. On the next
day we descended upon the south side of the cone, following the ordinary
track by which earlier parties have made the climb. From the moment
we left the summit we encountered less and less snow, and at no part
of the journey were we able to see a glacier. An east-and-west line
divides the mountain into glacier-bearing and non-glacier-bearing
halves. The ascent was formerly always made upon the north side,
where, as stated, there are no glaciers, and this is why able scientific observers like Profe.ssor Whitney and his party should have scaled the
mountain without discoverillg their existence.
'.'Before and after the ascent of Mount Shasta, a week was given for an
examination of the sollthern half of th~ volcano. Since the earliest
settlement of Strawberry and Shasta Valleys, there has never been such
a, complete denudation. From June to November, the snow masses were
less than they have ever been seen before. This favored very greatly
our geological observations, and gave us an excellent opportunity to
study the relics of the former great neve. we explored one after another all the canons which, approximately following the radius of the
cone, are carved to a greater or less depth into the lava-flowR. From
the secondary cone around to the eastern side of the main mass are only
occasional fields of snow and ice-bodies of a thousand or two feet long,
usually quite narrow and lying on the more shaded sides of the ravines.
In nature and texture they are quite similar to the true glacier ice, possessing in all cases planes of stratification whicb indicate the pressure of
the formerly overlying masses. There is little doubt that all the scattered
snow-fields, that, in the months of August and September, dapple the
southern slopes, are the relics of glaciers. They are found in the region
of the ancient neve, but extending downward into what was formerly
the zone of movement.
"Upon reaching the eastern side we found in a deep canon a considerable glacier, having its origin in a broad neve which reaches to the Yer~·
summit of the peak. The entire angle of this glacier can hardly be less
than 28 degrees. It is one series of cascades, the whole front of the ice
being crevassed in the most interesting manner. Near the low<'r end,
divided by a boss of lava, it forks into two distinct bodies, one extending in an abrupt rounded face no less than 900 feet in height. Below
this the other branch extends down the canon for a mile and a half,
covered througlwut almost this entire length with loads of stones which
are certainly falling in showers from the canon walls 011 either side.
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Inlleed for a full mile the ice is only visible in occasional spots where
cavities have been melted into its body, and loads of stones have fallen
in. From an archway under the end a considerable stream flows out,
milky, like the waters of the Swiss glacier streams, with suspended
sand. Following around the eastern base of Shasta, we made our camps
near the upper region of vegeta.tion, where the fonst and perpetual snow
touch each other. A third glacier of somewhat greater extent than the
one just described, was found upon the northeast slope of the mountain,
and upon the north slope one of much greater dimensions. The exploration of this latter proved of very great interest in more ways than
one. Receiving the snows of the entire north slope of the cone, it falls
in a ~reat field, covering the slope of the mountain for a breadth of
about 3 or 4 miles, reaching down the canons between 4 and 5 miles, its
lower edge dividing into a number of lesser ice-streams which occupy
the beds of the canons. This mass is sufficiently large to partake of
the convexity of the cone, and, judging from the depth of the canons
upon the south and southeast slopes of the mountain, the thickness cannot be less than from 11800 to 2 1500 feet. It is crevassed in a series of
immense chasms, some of them 2,000 feet long by 30 and even 50 feet
wide. In one or two places the whole surface is broken with concentric
systems of fissures, and these are invaded by a set of radial breaks
which shatter the ice into a confusion of immense blocks. Snow bridges
similar to those in the Swiss glaciers are the only means of crossing
these chasms, and lend a spice of danger to the whole examination. The
region of the terminal moraines is quite unlike that of the Alps, a larger
portion of the glacier itself being covered by loads of angular debris.
The whole north face of the mountain is one great body of ice, interrupted by a few sharp lava ridges which project above its general level.
The veins of blue ice, the planes of stratification, were distinctly
observed, but neither moulins nor regular dirt-bands are present. Numerous streams, however, flow O\"er the surface of the ice, but they
happen to pour into crevasses which are at present quite wide.
'' One of the most interesting of all the features of the country was,
however, the clearly-defined moraines of the ancient and more widely
extended glacier system. Nearly the whole topography of the lower
part of the cone is modified by the deposition of glacial material. At
an elevation of about 8,000 feet upon. the northern or snowless side of
the mountain, is a great plateau-like terrace, 2,500 or 3,000 feet wide,
extending around one-half of the cone and composed wholly of moraine material. Besides these, long, straight, or slightly-curved medial
moraines jut from the mountain in all.directions, not unfrequently
descending into the valley for several miles."
A brief account of the glaciers of Mount Shasta was contributed by
King to an article on gravel ridges in the Merrimack Valley, from the
pen of G. F. ·wright,Z0 in which special attention is given to the mo20

Proceedings of the Boston Soc. of Nat. Hist., Vol. X [X, 1876, p. 60.
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raines now forming on the margins of the glaciers, and their resemblance to certain glacial deposits· of New England.
In the account of an ascent of Mount Shasta, published in the reports
of the Geological Survey ofCalifornia, 21 no mention is made of the existence of glaciers. In Professor Whitney's recent work, Climatic Changes
of Later Geological Time, 22 an account of these glaciers is introduced,
but it contains no observations in addition to those already published
by King.
ln 1882 a topographical survey of the region about Monut Shasta
was beg(m by Mr. Gilbert Thompson, of the U. S. Geologi0al Survey,
who has kindly furnished the following notes aud sketei.Je~, whieh form
an addition to the previous descriptions of the mountain :
"During a portion of the season of 1883 I was engaged in ootaining
the topographical details of Mount Shasta, California, and take pleasure in fumishing such information as I can concerning the glaciers now
existing on the mountain.
''Mount Shasta is a volcanic peak situated in latitude 41° 24' 30",
longitude 1220 11'- 34". The present determination of its altitude
above the sea is 14,511 feet. 23 It stands alone and has no connection
with neighboring mountains, none of which within a radius of 40 miles
attain two-thirds its height. The greatest length of its northwest
slope, terminated by little Shasta Valley, whi0h has an altitude of
3,000 feet, is 16 miles. The southwest slope naches Elk Flat, and
descends over 10,000 feet in 8 miles. The highest divide to the northwest is 6 miles distant, and has an altitude of 6,000 feet. The divide
of the Sacramento Hiver, 10 miles to the westward, is 3,500 feet above
the sea. The ordinates from the summit to the contour of 8,000 feet
will vary from 3 to 4 miles in length. The point where the timber
growth receives its first check is at an elevat.ion of 8,200 feet; the last
tree, however, so diminutive as to hardly cover the palm of one's hand,
was found at the altitude of 10,130 feet. Mount Shasta attracts the
attention at a distance of over 100 miles, and from nearer points the
solemn repose and grandeur of its isolation are impressive.
"The glaciers about the summit of Mount Shasta do not exist under
tLe protection of sheltering cliffs or in the depth of canons, hut occur
on the flanks of the mountain aud are exposed for three-fourths of the
day to the full power of the sun. The streams, having- their origin in
the melting of the snow, appear suddenly at the foot of the moun tam as
rusi.Jing torrents, loaded with silt; these subside during the latter part of
the nigi.Jt and leave pools of clear water, which also gradually disappear.
The water again reaches the surface in unexpecte1l places many miles
distant as immense springs. The stream channels are thus flooded once
a day during the summer, and after the first snow, which occurs about
the 1st of October, no more water descends from the snow-fields.
Vol. I (Geology), pp. 332-351.
Page 27.
23 Elevation determined with cistern barometer.
21
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"Besides a few snow-banks that last throughout the year, and a few
small glaciers in the shadow of protecting cliffs, there are five ice-streams
which especially invite attention. With the exception of the Whitney
Glacier, which was named in honor of the former State geologist of California, these have been designateu by the following Wintun names:
Konwakiton (mud glacier), Wintun (Indian tribal name), Hotlum (steeprock), and Bolam (great).
"The Konwakiton Glacier is situated on the southeastern slope, and
:fills a basin at the head of a deep anu rugged canon. Its foot is at the
altitude of about 12,000 feet, and from beneath it a strong stream flows
down the gorge, at times disappeari11g beneath a flooring of ice covered
with bowlders and uebris deriveu from the walls that overshadow it.
On reference to the topographic sketch (Plate XLIV) it will be seen
that this stream falls in a cascaue in the upper portion of the canon; at
a lower altitude it forms another beautiful waterfall about 400 feet in
height. The surface of this glacier has an area of about 320,000 square
yards. When making the ascent by Sisson's southern foot-trail, just as
the weary climber turns tl1e "Reu Rocks" at 137000 feet altitude, he is
force1l to make a short detour on the neve of this glacier, which is usually
separated from the wall of rock by a deep. crevasse.
"The Wintun Glacier has au area of about 2,000,000 square yards, an
average breadth of 1,000 yards, and is 3,400 yards in lengt,h. In its
course it flows over two precipices and becomes greatly broken by curving crevasses inclosing huge blocks an(l pinnacles of iee. These are
venitable ice-cascades of no mean proportions, affording details of glacial strueture of great beauty and interest. Near its terminus the glacier forms a true ice-stream, confined by canon-walls, a01l finally terminates in an ice-foot several hunured feet high, which, as indicated in
the accompanying sketch, is furrowed by numerous stream-cut channels
A close approach to the ice-wall is dangerous because of the stones and
morainal material that, at least in summer, are constantly falling as the
ice melts. The glacier terminates at an altitude of about 8,000 feet, and
from it flows a considerable stream which is al~ays loaded with mud
and silt. Some distanee below the termi'nus this yellow stream forms
a cascade fully 400 feet in height. Tile walls of the canon oceupied by
the lower portion of this glacier, in common with nearly all the flanks
of Mount Shasta, are somber in color and unpicturesque; below the
falls, however, there are many points of view that will hold the attention and excite the enthusiasm of the traveler.
"The Hotlum Glacier is situated uorthward of the Wintun and separated from it by a series of narrow and precipitous spurs. On the north
it is bounded by a narrow crest of roek whieh at :first glanee might be
taken to be a medial moraine. The foot of this glacier ends in an arc
of terminal moraines, at an altitude of 10,500 feet, whieh at certain
points rests upon the lower portion of the ice. A thousand streams
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formed by the melting glacier :find their way over and t,Juough tlw debris field, and render it a treacherous terra-in to explore.
''Through the neve of the Hotlum Glacier two ice-streams may be said
to flow, one of which, in crowding past two rocky buttresses, is broken
into pinnacles of ice 50 to 60 feet in height, which are of a pearly-blue
tint and present a fantastic and beautiful spectacle. 'l'he crevasses below the rocks are very deep and wide. Associated with them are wells
of water of great depth, having a translucent blue color; these were oval
in shape, the longer axis being in the direction of the flow of the glacier.
The glacier is 2,500 ~-ards in length, and covers an area of about 3,200,000
square yards.
"The Bolam Glacier, situated on the northern face of the mountain,
indicates by the magnitude of its terminal moraine that it carries greater
floods of debris than any of its associate1l ice-streams. At the time of
my examination the foot of this glacier had retreated to a considerable
distance from the terminal moraines and was divided into two flows.
The :first crevasse in this glacier occurs at an elevation of about 11,000
feet, and is of great width, length, and depth. From this rent to the
terminus of the glacier the ice is broken into rough blocks and is deeply
seamed with :fissures. The Bolam Glacier is about 3,200 yards in
length and approximately l ,800,000 square yards in area._ The crest of
the terminal moraine skirting its lower limit has an altitude of 10,000
feet.
''To the right of the Bolam Glacier, as representeu on Plate XL VIII,
a portion of the vVhitney Glacier is shown. This is the most typical iceRtream Oll the mountain, and originates in the neve lying on the table at
the summit of the peak. In crowding past the east base of Shastina
crater, which it has partially undermined, it occasions a constant falling
of rocks and debris, anu becomes broken into a multitude of blocks,
which are reunited as the stream flows on. The Whitney Glacier is 3,800
yards in length and covers an area of 1,900,000 square yards; in Uctober,
1883, its terminus was at au elevation ·of 9,500 feet above the sea.
''A careful examination of some of the ice-bodies on the western flank
of 1\'Iount Shasta would perhaps lead to their being classed as glaciers
of secondary magnitude ; they occur on steep slopes at high altitudes,
and all are over 700 feet in length.
"At the time of l\fr. King's examination, in 1870, Mr. Watkins, of San
Francisco, obtained a number of photographs of Mount Shasta, from
a careful examination of which I conclude that there was more snow
on the mountain when they were taken than at the time of my visit in
1883; this conclusion is also sustained by the statements of the residents
in the vicinity."
MOUNT RAINIER.

In the Proceedings of the California Academy of Sciences for l\f arch
6, 1871, it is stated by Professor Davidson that Lieutenant, now General, August V. Kautz, U. S. A., attempted the ascent of Mount Rainier
in 1857, but found his way barred by a great glacier. So far as can
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be ascertained no published account of Kautz's observations has ap·
peared, but from Professor Davidson's statement it seems that he first
reported the existence of living glaciers in the United States. An
abstract of General Kautz's manuscript account of his excursion is given
by S. F. Emmons in an address before the American Geographical Society,Z4 but it contains no information of special interest concerning the
glacil'r seen. The address refened to, entitled "The Volcanoes of the

FIG. 140.-Mount Rainier, Washington T erritory.

Pacific Coast of the United States," is devoted mainly to a deAcription
of the ascent of Mount Rainier by Mr. Emmons in October, 1870, and
includes many observations on the glacier examined during his survey
of the mountain. As a more detaileil and exact account of these glaciers
was contributed by Mr. Emmons to Mr. King's article on the glaciers of
the Pacific slope, 25 we shall quote from it in preference to the more popular essay read before the Geographical Society:
"The glaciers of Mount Tachoma or Rainier as it is more commonly
called, form the principal sources of four important rivers of Washington Territory, viz., the Cowlitz, which flows into the Columbia, and the
Nisqually, Puyallup, apd White Rivers which empty into Puget Sound.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The summit of Tachoma, is formed by three peaks, a southern, an
24
z&

Jour. Amer. Geographical Society, Vol. IX, p. 45.
A mer. Jour. Sci., Third Series, Vol. I, 1871, p. 161.
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eastern, and a northwestern; of these the eastern is the highest; those on
the south and northwest, being apparently a few hundred feet lower,
are distant about a mile and a half to 2 rniies from this, ami separated by deep valleys. 'l'he eastern peak, which would seem to have
formed originally the middle of the mountain mass, is a crater about a
quarter of a mile in diameter of very perfect circular form. Its sides
are bare for about 60 feet from the rim, below which they are covered
by a neve having a slope of from 28o to 31o. This neve extending from
the shoulders of the southwestern peak to those of the northern, a
width of several miles, descends to a vertical distance of about 2,000
feet below the crater rim, an immense sheet of white granular ice, having tbe general form of the mountain surface, and broken only by
long transvei·se crevasses, one of those observed being from 1 to 2 miles
in lengtb: it is then divided up by the several jutting rock masses or
shoulders of the mountain into the Nisqually, Cowlitz, and ·white River
glaciers, falling in distinct ice-cascades for about 3,000 feet at very steep
angles, which sometimes approach tbe perpendicular. From tbe foot
of these cascades flow the glaciers proper, at a more gentle angle, growing narrower and sinking deeper into the mountain as they descend.
From the intervening spurs, which slope even more gradually, tbey receive many tributary glaciers, while some of these secondary glaciers
form independent streams, which only join the main river many miles
below the end of the glaciers.
"The Nisqually, the narrowest of the three main glaciers above mentioned, bas t.be most sinuous course, varyinp: in direction from southwest to south, while its lower extremity is somewhat west of south of
the main peak : it receives most of its tributaries from the spur to _the
east, and has a comparatively regular slope in its whole length below
the cascades. There are some indications of dirt-bands on it.s surface,
when seen from a considerable elevation. Toward its lower end it is
very much. broken up by transver~e and longitudinal cre"\rasses: this is
due to tbe fact, that it bas here cut through the more yielding strata
or volcanic rock, and come upon an underlying antl unconformable mass
of syenite. The ice-front at its base is about 500 feet in height, and the
walls of lava which bound its sides, rise from 1,000 to 1,500 feet above
the surface of the ice, generally in sheer precipices. · .
"The bed of the Cowlitz Glacier is generally parallel to that of the
Nisqually, though its curves are less marked: the ice-cascades in which
each originates, fall on either side of a black cliff of bedded lava and
breccia scarcely a thousand feet in horizontal thickness, while the
mouths of the glaciers, if I may be allowed the expression, are about
3 miles apart. From the jutting· edge of this cliff hang enormous icicles
from 75 to 100 feet in length. The slope of this g1acier is less regular,
being broken by subordinate ice-casca<lcs. Like tbe Nisquallr, its lower
extremity stretches out as it were into the forest, the slopes on eit.ber
side, where not too steep, being covered with the mountain fir (Picea
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nobilis) for several hundred feet above the level of the ice, while the
P·inus .fiexilis grows at least 2,000 feet higher than the mouth of the
glacier.
"The general course of this glacier is south, but at its extremity it
bends to the eastwanl, apparently deflected from its course by a cliff of
older felsitic rock, more resisting than the lava. The consequence of
this deflection is a predominance of longitudinal over transverse crevasses at this point, and an unusually large moraine at its western
side, which rises several hundred feet above the surface of the glaciers
and partakes of the character of both lateral and terminal moraines:
the main medial moraine of the glacier joins this near its lower end.
'fhis medial moraine proceeds from the cliff which bounds the icecascades source of the glacier on the north, and brings down a dark,
porous lava which is only found high up on the mountain ncar tlle crater.
The position of the medial moraine on the glacier would indicate that
at least half its mass came from the spur on the east, which is probably
the case.
"This spur, comprehending the whole mass between the Cowlitz and
White River Glaciers, has the shape of a triangle whose apex is forincd
by a lmge pinnacle of rock, which as its bedding indicates, once formed
part of the crest of the mountain, but now stands isolated, a jagged
peak !ising about 3,000 feet above the glaciers at its foot, so steep that
neither ice or snow rest upon it. One of the tnbutaries to the Cowlitz
Glacier from this spur brings down with it a second medial moraine,
which is traceable to the month of the glacier, though in general these
tributary glaciers bring no medial moraines.
''On the eastern slopes of this spur between the two above-named
glaciers, Rpread secondary glaciers, frequently of great width, bnt owing
to the limited height of their initial points, of inconsiderable lengt,h.
These end generally in perpendicular cliffs overhanging the rocky amphitheaters at the beads of the smalle1~ streams which flow eastward into
the Cowlitz. Looking up from the bottom of one of these amphitheaters
one sees a semi-circular wall of nearly 2,000 feet of sheer rock, surmounted by about 500 feet of ice, from under which small streams of
water issue, falling in silvery cascades on to the green bottom below.
"A ridge of high jagged peaks connects this spur with the main range
of the Cascade Mountains in the east, and forms the watershed between
the ·white and Co'' litz Rivers. From tlie connecting saddle one can
look northwar,\ across the brink of six glaciers, which all contribute to
the White l{ivcr; of these the first four come from the triangular spur
already mentioned and are of comparatively little extent. The first
two are, however, interesting from the vein structure which they (lxhibit;
they both originate in an irregularly oblong basin, having the shape
somewhat of au inclined ellipse, turning on its longer diameter, the outlets of the glacier being opposite the foci. Seen from a high point the
veins form concentric lin.es generally parallel to the sides of the basin;
GEOL 84--23
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the ends of those townrds the center gradually bend ronnd until they
join together in form of a figure 8, and finally just above the outlets
form two small ellipses. They thus constantly preserve a direction at
right angles to that of the pressure exerted downward by the movement of the ice-mass, and upward b.Y the resistance to this movement
of the rock mass between the two outlets.
"The main White River Glacier, 1he grandest of tile whole, pours
straigllt down from the rim of the crater in a northeasterly direction,
and P'IShes its extremity farther out into the valley than any of the
others. Its greatest \vidth on the steep slope of the mountain must be
4 or 5 miles, narrowing towards i~s extremity to about a mile and a half;
its length can be scarcely less than 10 miles. The great eroding power
of glacial ice is strikingly illustrated in this glacier~ which seems to
have cut down and carried away as shown by the walls on either side,
and the isolated peak at the head of the triangular spur, in which tlJC
bedding of the successive flows of lava, forming the original mouutain
crust,, is very regular and conformable, may be roughly estimate1l at
somewhat over a mile. Of tllc thiekness of the ice of the glacier I have
uo data for making estimates, though it may probably be reckoned in
thousands of feet.
''It bas two principal medial moraines, which, where crossed by us,
formed little mountain ridges having peaks nearly 100 feet high. The
sources of these moraines are cliffs on the steeper mountain slope, whieh
seem mere black specks in the great white tleld above: between these
arc great cascades, and below immense transverse crevasses, which we
had no time or means to visit. The surface water flows in rills and
brooks, on the lower portion of the glacier, an1lmoulins are of frequent
occurrence. We visited one double nw1t-li1t where two brooks poured
into two circular wells, each about 10 fP,et in diameter, joined together
~t the surface but separated below: we could not approach i1ear· enough
the edge to see the bottom of either, but, as stones thrown in sent back
no sonllll, judged they must be very deep.
"This glacier forks near the foot of the steeper mountain slope, and
sends off a branch to the northward, which forms a large stream :flowing down to join the main stream 15 or 20 miles below. Looking down
on this from a high, over hanging peak, we could see, as it were, under
our feet, a little lake of deep blue water, abont an eighth of a mile in
diameter, standing in the brown gravel-covered icc of the end of the glacier. On the back of the rocky spur, which divi1les these two glaciers,
a secondary glacier has scooped out a basin-shaped bed, and sends down
an ice-stream, having all the characteristics of a true glacier, but its ice
disappears several miles above the mouths of the large glaciers on either
side. Were nothing known of the movements of glaciers, an instance
like this would seem to afford sufficient evidence that such movement
exists, and that gravity is the main motive power. From our northern
and southern points we could trace the beds of several large glaciers to
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the west of us, whose upper and lower portions only were visible, the
main body of the ice lying hidden by the high intervening spurs.
"Ten large glaciers observed by us; and at least Ilalf as many more
hidden by tile mountain from our view, proceeding thus from an isolated
peak, form a most remarkable system, and one worthy of a careful and
detailed study."
A grapilic account of an ascent of Tachoma (Rainier) was publisiled
in tile Atlantic Monthl_y 26 by General Hazard Stevens, who ascended
the peak in August, 1870.
Frequent references are made in this essay to then nmerons ice-streams
that originate on the mountain, but no detailed account of glacial phenomena is presented.
MOUNT HOOD.

In August, 1R66, Prof. A. Wood ascended Mouut Hood, aud later in
the year gave a short account of his observations before the California
Academy of Sciences. 27 Duriug his ascent he encountered chasms of
invhdble depth in solid blue ice, in which the rush of subglacial streams
could be heard. From the summit of the peak it was observed that a
deep canon descended the southeast flank of the mountain, which was
partly filled by a glacier evidently in motion. Both tei·minal and lateral
moraines were seen on the border of the glacier, and a torrent of water
issued from its terminus.
Mr. Arnold Hague, in his contribution to King's article on the glaciers of the Pacific coast, 28 already referred to, described the existing
glaciers of Mount Hood as follows:
"The crater [of Mount Hood] is nearly one-half a mile wide ±'rom east
to west. The wall upon the inner side rises above the snow and icc
filling the ba,sin some 450 feet, while upon the outer side it falls off
abruptly for 2,000 feet. This rim of the crater is very narrow; in many
places the crest is not more than 2 feet wide.
"Three distinct glaciers have their origin in this basin, each the source
of a stream of considerable size; the glaciers of the \'Vhite, the Sandy,
and the Little Sandy R-ivers.
''The White Hiver Glacier heads on the eastern side of the crater, and
extends in a southeasterly direction. It is nearly a quarter of a mile
wide at the head, and about 2 miles long, extending 500 feet below the
line of the timber-growth upon the side of the mountain.
"Near the top of the crater a broad transverse crevasse cuts entirely
across the glacier. Freshly fallen snow overhangs its projecting banks,
the perpendicular walls of icc, making it exceedingly dangerous to approach. At one point only, the fissure may be crossed by an ice bridge.
Further clown the slope of the glacier transverse cr_ev asses are offrequent
26 Vol. XXXVIII, 1876, p. Gl~.
27Proceedings, Vol. III, p.292.
2sAmer. Jour. Rei., Thir<l sPries, Vol. I, 1871, p. 165.
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occurrence, running nearly parallel with each other; most of them are,
however, quite narrow. One broad chasm presented clean, sharply cut
wrtical sides, for nearly 200 feet in depth, of clear deep blue ice. Marginal crevasses, ice caves and caverns occur. Many of the latter are very
beautiful and afford fine opporttwities for the study of the laminated
anti veined structure of glacier ice.
"Very many of the phenomena attendant upon glaciers elsewhere
may be observed here. The terminal and lateral moraines are well
marked and extensi\'e. Medial moraines, however, do not a!Jpear, because the glacier has no tributaries. Glacial grooYing, glacial debris,
and bowlders are quite characteristic.
" The glacier of Sandy River is separated from that of the White
River by a high, bare ridge standing boldly up above the ice and dividing tile crater into two parts. The glacier descends to the southwest.
It is fed by the snow and ice of a somewhat larger area of country, and
is considerably broader than the glacier of .White River. In length
they are about equal.
"An immense amount of glacial debris must be annually carried
down the stream, whose waters are heavily charged with fine, light gray
trachytic sand, brought down from above by this moving mass of ice.
The cbaracter of the rock, a brittle, porous trachytic, is such that under
the wearing act.iou of the glacier it wouhl be easily eroded and ground
to fine powder. The very extensive accumulations of sand-banks which
are constantly forming at the moutb of the stream where it empties
into the Columbia River, bear ample evidence of the fact.
"The Little Sandy River, a tributary of the main stream, with which
it unites, a few miles below the base of the mountain, has its source in
the third glacier, which is formed on the western flank of the peak,
separated from the Sandy by a high wall, a somewhat broken, irregular
ridge of trachytic which extends along the southwest slope of the
mountain.
" Tbe upper portion of the neve of the glacier is inclined at quite a
high angle, and is considerably fissured uy broad deep crevasses. It
has cut into the sides of the mountain a deep, narrow gorge with bare
precipitous cliffs. Tbe glacier and the valley of the Little Sandy are
both quite narrow.
"One of the most marked geological and topographical features of
Mount Hood and the Yicinity is its very extensive system of extinct
glaciers, which everywhere gouged out immense trough-shaped valleys,
cutting down deeply into the earlier traebytic lava flow of the old volcano. The entire network of valleys were aU connected with two main
glaciers; that of Hood River on the north and tbe Sandy on the south.
The ancient White River Glacier was umlou btedly very large; but, as far
as my observations have yet extended, had no tributaries."
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MOUNT BAKER.

lVlr. E. T. Colman, of the Alpine Club, ascended Mount Baker in 1869,
and published a popular account of his excursion in Harper's Magazine,Z9
in which he speaks of glaciers, snow fields, net•es, crevas~Ses, etc., in such
a manner as to indicate that glaciers of ver,y considerable magnitude are
now flowing down the mountain. Further exploration of this peak is
needed, however, before a tlescription of its glaciers can be written.
In the summer of 1883 Mr. J. S. Diller, of the United States Geological
t:lur,·ey, made a reconnaissance from Mount Shasta northward to the
Columbia River, during which he observed glaciers of considerable
magnitude on Mount Jefferson, Diamond Peak, and the Three Sisters.
Mount Scott and Mount Tielson were found to be free from glacier ice.
The group of peaks known as the Three Sisters is conflidered by lVlr.
Diller as probably affording the most interesting field for glacial studies
in the United States, with the exception of Alaska. The glaciers amid
this group of peaks attracted the attention of Dr. N cwberry while con.
nected with the Pacific Railroad survey in 1855, but no report of these
observations has been published.
When the lofty summits of the Cascade Mountains are more thoroughly explored it will lmgoubtedly be found that many more are glacier·
crowned than have been report,ed up to the present time. The observations cited above, however, are sufficient to show that the glaciers of
America are not insignificant, and not unworthy of comparison with the
classic ice rivers of Europe. That the mountains or the Northwest will
win world-wide renown for the beauty and interest of their glaciers, as
. well as for the magnificence of their scenery, is predicted by all who
have scaled their dizzy heights.
t9Vol. XXXIX, 1869, p. 793.

PERMANENT ICE ON THE MOUNTAINS OF THE GREAT
BASIN.

The arid region of iuterior drainage included betweeu the Sierra
Nevada and the Wasatch Mountains, known as the Great Basin, is
diversified by many rugged mountain ranges, some of which attain an
altitude of from 10,000 to more than 13,000 feet. The climate is arid
and the country desert-like throughout, exeept ·along tbe margins of
streams and where springs come to the surface. The valleys are
usually scantily clot.hed with sage brush, but not infrequently they are
absolute deserts, and the mountains, as a rule are bare of vegetation,
especially about their more elevated portio us. A region more unfavorable
for tiiC formation of glaciers could scarcely be found; yet, as shown by the
observations of Mr. William Eimbeck, of the United States Coast Survey, there is a body of ice on Jeft'Davis peak, 30 one of the highest momJtains in the Great Basin, that approaches tbe condition of a glacier, and
indicates that a moderate lowering of temperature would cause glaciers
to form on the higher peaks in the central and northern part of the
Great Basin. That a moderate climatic change would produce such a
result is also evilleut from the fact that d uriug the glacial epoch, when the
higher mountains of Utah and California were buried beneath vast nh•e
fields, some of the intermediate ranges, including Jeff Davis Peak, also
bore glacieriS.
Jeff Davis Peak haiS au altitude of 13, I00 feet; rising 8,000 feet above
the valleys that flank it on the east and west, and forming the crowning point of one of the most rugged of the basin ranges. It is situated
in Eastern Nevada, about 15 miles from the Nevada-Utah boundary, or,
more accuratel;y, in latitude 0so 5!)' ancl longitnde 114o 19', as deter30 This motmt.ainhas a nnmbrr of synonyms.
To the Indians it is known as "Tool.mr-rit," and to the· whites as "Union," "Jcfi' Davis," "Lincoln," and "Wheeler's"
Peak. Capt. J. H. Simpson passed near it in HlG9 and named it Union Peak, in reference to its double form when seen from the north. (See Simpson's "Exploration across
the Great Basin of Utah in185!.l," pages 51 and 121.) Among the settlers in the southern portions of Utah and Nevada it is generally known as .Jeff Davis Peak. It is saitl
that two miners, while exploring the mountain during the time of the late rebellion,
one being of Southern and the other of Northern birth, named the two spires forming
the summit of the mountain respectively Jeff Davis and Lincoln Peaks; by general
consent the former has been adopted as the name of the mountain. In Ul69 Lieut.
G. M. Wheeler and party ascended t.he mountain, accompanied by Rev. A. F. White,
acting State geologist of Nevada, who named it Wheeler's Peak. See "Report on a
Reconnaissance in Southern and Southeastern Nevada," Engineer Dep., U.S.A., 1875,
p. 62.
The presence of snow about this peak during the summer season was noticed by
Captain Simpson, lat.e in July, 1859. ("Exploration across the Great Basin of Utah
in 1~59," p. 51.)
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mined by Mr. Eimbeck, to whom we are also indebte<l for the followipg
notes an<l sketch:
"The most striking feature of the mountain is the deep, broad chasm,
dividing the ·no doubt once continuou~ hog-back ridge into two distinct peaks, as shown in the accompanying sketch. Measured along
the crest line the width of this chasm is 4,000 feet, and its depth not
less than ::J,OOO feet. It Ja..} s open to view the entire geologic structure
of the mountain, and deep down in the shadow of its walls lies an iccbody, hidden aud effectually protected against the direct influence of
the snn. When seen in August, 1883, tbi~ ice-mass was about 1,500
feet in length, with an average width of about 200 feet. Its depth
could not be determined, but was apparently between 20 and 30 feet.
The surface of the ice was without fissures or moraines, .vet e\•identl~·
possessed a definite structure as indicated by different tints and shades
of bluisll green. The average dip of the ice is about 5oo, and its elevation
aboYe the sea 11,800 feet. Nothing resembling a moraine could be seen
near the foot of the ice, but ancient moraines occur about a mile down
the calion, which record the lower limit of the ice-stream which formerly
flowed from the same cirque that shelters the present ice-body.''
Records of ancient glaciers on Jeff Davis Peak were observed by Mr.
Gilbert in 1872, who considers the small lakes on the northern slope of
the mountain as being confined b.r morainal deposits 31 • This mountain
is thought to be the highest in the Great Basin, and, with the exception
of the East Humboldt Mountains, is the only one known to retain snow
or ice about its summit throughout the year.
31

Explorations and Surveys West of the lOOth meridian, Vol. III, p. 88.

EXISTING GT"'ACIERS IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS.

It has long been known that very large portions of the Rocky Monntains bear evidence of former glaciation, but until quite recently no
one bad reporte(l tbe existence of living glaciers in this region. Sierra
Blanca, in Southern Colorado, retains patches of snow and ice throughout the year, and the same is true of a large uum ber of the magnificent
mountains in the central part of the same State; but no true glacier8
have yet been discovered south of Central ·wyoming.
In the preliminary report of the Geological Survey of the Territories
for 1878, in charge of F. V. Hayden, brief mention is made of existing
glaciers on Wind River and Fremont's peaks, Wyoming, and a sketch
of a glacier on Fremont's Peak is given in the atlas accompanying the
annual report of the same survey for 1878; but no report of observations rela~ing to these giaciers has yet been published. Mr. W. H.
Holmes, one of the geologists of the exploring parties that visited the
mountains of Wyoming under the direction of Prof. F. V. Hayden, has
kindly contributed the following sketch of his experience among the
glaciers still lingering in that region:
"The glaciers of the Rocky Mountains are few and insignific.ant.
Formerly they were numerous and powerful and their deserted beds are
found in every highland. The forms of the valleys and the sculpture of
the mountains attest their former presence, and long lines of perfectly
preserved moraines serve as a record of their magnitude.
''There is but little ,evidence of general glaciation. The long even
slopes stretching downward from the mountain fronts to the plains owe
their conformation to other causes. It is only in the great valleys which
descend from the central highlands that we find well-preserved traces of
glaciers. In many of these the evidences of recent action are very
striking yet we look in vain for great masses of snow or ice.
"In Colorado we followed up the valleys of the Platte, the Arkansas,
the Rio Grande, and all the tributaries of the Colorado to the very crests
of the ranges, but found nothing, save occasionally under the shadows
of the loftiest summits, limited masses of compacted snow whieh could
nttt be said to have movement and wbicb in no case presented erevasses
or ice fronts. The denuded gorges 'and the }Jolished rocks of the steep
upland slopes are only the pathways of avalanches, the offspring of the
accumulated snows of a single winter.
"It was not until the summer of 1878 that I came upon what appeared
to be a true glacier. This was in t~e Wind Ri\ er :Mountains of Wyoming. The season hatl been a dry one, and the snows of the preceding
winter bad, b~ the middle ofJnly, almost wholly disappeared leaving
7
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exposed to view small fields of perpetual snow, with their well defined
crevasses and terminal tongues of ice.
''In company with James Eccles, an Englishman, a geologist, arid an
Alpine climber, we ascended the most southerly of the great peaks
of the Wind Riyer Range. On reaching the crest from the southeast
face I came suddenly out upon the brink of the vertical wall which forms
the northern face of the peak, and, glancing over, I turned immediately
around and shouted, "A glacier." I had looked for six years in vain for
this phenomenon, and now experienced a decided feeling of gratification.
As some of om; party were doubtful as to the existence of glaciers in
this region, we were doubly fortunate in having wit!I us a gentleman
familiar with the gla:ciers of the Alps, who, after making a careful examination, had no hesitation in pronouncing this a true glacier. Mr.
Eccles published an account of his travels and. studies in this region in
the Alpine Journal for Augnst., 1879.
"'rhis glacier was of diminutive size, the whole mass of snow and ice
being abont 2,4.00 feet wide and less than a mile in length. It lies at
the north base of the summit, and is shut in by a high, perpendicular
1vall which connects with the peak on the west. and protects the neve
field from the rays, of the sun during the greater part of the day. The
lateral walls are polished to their very crests, and the valley which opens
out to the northeast bears the evidence of extensive glaciation as far
down toward the plain as the eye could reacll.
"From the summit of the peak we had a magnificent view along the
serrated crest of the range to the nort.hwest. Tile summits are generally mggetl and sharp; but the high amphitheaters and valleys, although
irregnlar in contour, have their granite faces rounded and polished i.mtil they fairly glisten in the sun. Many gem-like htkes are seen, resembling emeralds in their settings of living rock.
"The configuration of this range is well suited to the formation of
glaciers. The mass of highland is very wide, and consists of a crest belt
above 13,000 feet in height, bordered by a broad plateau from 10,000
to 12,000 feet in height. Iu past ages the crest has attracted tlle
moisture, and great masses of snow have accumulated upon the broall
upper surface of the plateau. This neve has given birth to a score of
fine glaciers, which have descended by as many depressions in the southwest face of the plateau and deposited a ma.guifi.cent system of moraines
upon the plain below.
''At the end of the glacier-forming period, whicll may or may not have
been synchronous with the glacial epoch, these ice-streams gradually
retreated back up the face of the plateau, leaving concentric lines of
morainal deposit, within which, at the base of the abrupt slope, we iind
a number of beautiful lakes. .
"The broad polished roadways were finally abandoned entirely and
now only limited patches of half solidified snow, the modern representatives of those ancient giants, nestle at the heads of the valleys in the
shadows of the loftiest peaks.

'
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"One of the most interesting of these glacier beds is shown in Plate
LII. It happened in this case that the wide sheet of ice, on descending
the steep face of the plateau and reaching the plain, encountered an outIJ·ing granite bill which stood directly in its way. The mass of ice, accumulating behind the hill, sent out branches to the right and left,
finally encircling its base and extending a mile or more out upon the
plain. The sketch was made from the southeastern end of this hill, but
in order to give a more comprehensive view I have, in making the illustration, assumed a point of view sufficiently distant to take in the bill
and the full series of moraines.
''A fine lake occupies the depression behiml. the hill, the drainage of
which is by the left arm into the ''new fork" of Green River. No map of
this locality has yet been made. The moraines are extremely well defined, remaining just as perfect as when deserted by the ice. The concentric terminal lines are wonderfully well preserved, especially in the
western branch, where they inclose the small deep lake shown in the
view. The lateral moraines which lie up against the face of the plateau
are not so well defined as in other cases fartiJer up and down the range
where they often exceed 1,000 feet in height. A number of these glaciers ba\'e been as much as 20 miles in length.
"In making fhe ascent of Fremont's Peak we passed up the plateau
between the valley just described and that of Fremont's Creek to the
north. The part of the plateau lying about the immediate base of the
mountain presents the appearance of very recent glaciation, yet there
is very little snow to. be seen. The opposite side of the crest of the
range is much more favorably located for the preservation of snow, and
'from the summit of Fremont's Peak we discovered a number of small
glaciers. These occupy the deep circular amphitheaters immediately
under the summits of the Fremont group, and were so far below us tllat
no one ,·entured down upon them. The snow fields were very large, and
about the upper margins showed a number of wide and deep crevasses.
Toward the 'lower ends, which were somewhat obscure from our point
of view, were evidences of the movement of the ice, and the extremities
were encircled by concentric moraines. I have published a panoramic
view of these glaciers in the Twelfth Annual Report of the Hayden
Survey. Further exploration in this region will doubtless bring to light
other living glaciers.
''The Teton Mountains have formerly given origin to a uumber of fine
glaciers, as demonstrated by extensive morainal deposits on both siues
of the range. A number of small glaciers still exist, but in no case have
they been closely examined. 'l'here are great masses of snow visible
about the summits north of the Grand Teton or Mount Hayden, and it
is probable that good examples of living glaciers will be found there.
"In passing up the Snake River Valley on the east side of Jackson's
Lake I observed that in the deep gorges of the eastern and northern
faces of Mount Moran there were at least three smaU but well-devel-
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oped glaciers. The illustration given in Plate (LIII) is from a sketch
made through my field· glass, and shows the best example. The area
of snow is exceedingly small, but the tongue of ice is well developed,
and numerous crevasses expose the fine bluish-green color of the ice.
Exposed to the rays of the sun this glacier would disappear in a very
few years. The lower extremity of the ice is about 11,000 feet above
the sea.. The other examples were not so distinctly seen and are not
of any great extent.
"The high ranges and plateaus of the Yellowstone countty have undergone exten&i,·e glaciation, but I was unable to discover anything
approacbing a glacier in appearance, even in the center of the great
mass about the sources of Clark's Fork and the Rosebud."
Existing glaciers were discovered by Professor Pumpelly during the
progress of the transcontinental survey, at the bead of the Flathead
River in northern Montana. No scientific account of these observations
has yet been published; but I am informed by Professor Pumpelly that
two glaciers were seen in the mountains in which the East Fork of the
Flathead rises at an elenttion of about 7,000 feet. It was observed that
the glaciers broke off suddenly at the summit of precipices 2,000 feet
hig·h, and that the waters flowing from beneath the ice ha<l the milky
color characteristic of glacial streams. The mountains in which these
glaciers were discovered extend northward into British America, and
are supposed to reach their greatest eleYation north of the boundary.
It seems safe to predict that wheu this little-known region is more fully
explored additional glaciers will be found about the peaks known as
the Crows and Mountain Read.

GLACIERS OE'

AT~ASKA.

In the purchase of Alaska the United States not only acquired a
vast territory rich in many natural resources, but also added new wonders to her varied scenery and greatly increased her list of interesting
natural phenomena. As the preceding pages show, the glaciers of the
United States, previous to the purchase of Alaska, were by no means
insignificant, although at that time almost unknown and even now but
only imperfectly explored. When we include Alaska our field for glacial
study becomes almost unlimited.
The glaciet·s of Alaska discovered up to the present time are all of the
alpine type, except certain masses of buried ice of ancient date, which
are probably remnants of accumulations that were formerly of great
extent. All the true glaciers are confined to the southern portion of
the territory, and evidently depend on topographic conditions for their
geographic distribution. The mountains of Alaska occur mostly along
its southern border, attaining their greatest elevation in the St. Elias
Alps, distant less than 20 miles from the ocean. The entire Pacific
border of Alaska is described by all who have explored it as being extremely rugged and mountainous. The same bold topography characterizes the Alaskan Peninsula,, and is continued in the Aleutian Islands, which are in reality the peaks of a submerged mountain range.
Northward of the imperfectly known Alaskan mountains, which traverse the territory in an easterly and westerly direction, the country is
mostly low and not occupied by permanent snow or icc, except in the
case of certain buried ice-massl:'s to be mentioned farther on. The glaciers of Alaska occur in valleys and gorges amid the mou~tains, in the
same manner as in similar localities in the Sierra Nevada, Rocky Mountains, etc.; but they arc of vast dimensions, owing to the high latitude at
which they occur and the abundant precipitation of the region.
In reviewing what has been written concerning the ice-fields of Ala:;;ka
we find a want of detailed observations of glacial phenomena, but in their
stead a number of general sketches and popular descriptions U1at indicate the richness of the field awaiting exploration. Besides newspaper
accounts, always difficult of access, and too frequently wanting in scientific accuracy, there are only a few reports and essays to claim our attention.
The earlier voyagers to the shores of Alaska saw many bodies of ice,
some of which we now know were glaciers. Sir Edward Belcher, in his
account of the voyage of the" Sulplmr," makes brief mention of cliffs of
ice on the borders of Icy Bay, near the foot of Mount St. Elias, and
states that the shores of the bay were composed of snow-ice to the depth
of about 30 feet, which was thought to rest mf a low muddy beach. At
348
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Cape Suckling, a hundred miles westward of Icy Bay, similar phenomena were observed.
In the accounts of Vancouver's voyage32 bodies of ice terminating in
cliff's at the water'8 edge are mentioned as being numerous on· the borders of Prince vVilliam Sound; and in the same narrative brief descriptions are given of an accumulation of ice in an arm of Stephens Passage,
northwest of Sitka, and also among the mountains on the coast opposite
Admiralty Island. Two large bays opening north and west from Point
Couverdeen are described by Vancou \·er as terminating in solid mountains of ice rising perpendicularly from the water's edge. Beyond the
simple fact of the presence of large masses of ice at the sea-level, the •
accounts of the earlier vo;yagers are of little service to the 8pecial student
of glacial phenomena.
Some of the glaciers along the iwrthern bank of the Stikine River,
Alaska, were visited in 1863 by William P. Blake, who published a
brief account of his observations in the American Journal of Science. 33
As this is the only account of the magnificent glaciers of the Stikine
River region that has been published by a scientific observer, we take
the liberty of transcribing it nearly entire:
"The principal stream in the vicinits of Sitka, is the Stickeen (Stikine); which rises in the 'Blue Mountains,' opposite the headwaters of
the Mackenzie, and flows in a general southeasterly direction parallel
with the coast until it breaks through the mountaius east, and a little
north, of Sitka. When the snows are melting, the river becomes much
swollen, and is then navigable with difficulty by small steamboats for
about 125 miles above its mouth. The valley is generally narrow and
the river is not bordered by a great breadth of alluvial laud.
·"In ascending this river one glacier after another comes into view; all
·of them are upon the right bank of the stream and descentl from the inner
slope of the mountain range. There are four large glaciers and several
small ones visible within a distance of 60 or 70 miles from the mouth.
"The first glacier observed, fills a rocky gorge of rapid descent, about
2 miles from the river, and looks like an enormous cascade. The mountains are greatly eroded by it, for it is overhung by freshly broken cliff's
of rock evidently produced by the glacier.
"The second glacier is much larger, aud has less inclination. It sweeps
grandly out into the valley from an opening between high mountains
from a source that is not visible. It ends at the level of the river in au
irregular bluff of ice, a mile and a half or two miles in length, and about
150 feet high. Two or more terminal moraines protect it from the
direct action of the stream. What at first appeared as a range of or"'Vol. III, p. 185 (1774). Quoted l.Jy Bl:tkc, Amer. Jonr. Sci., Second series, Vol.
XLIV, p. 101.
" 3 Vol. XLlV, p. 96-101 (1867).
Published also, with a maJ)1 in a report to the Secretary of State, ''Geographical Notes upon Russian America and the Stickeen River.
"rasl.Jin~tou, 1868."
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dinary hills along the river, proved on landing to be an ancient termi·
nal moraine, crescent-shaped, and covered with a forest. It extends the
full length of the front of the glacier. The following extract from my
notes will answer for a description of the end. of this glacier.
"We found the bank composed of large angular blocks of granite
mingled with smaller fragments and sand. It is an outer and. older moraine, separated from a second one by a belt of marsh, and overgrown
with alders and grass, and interspersed with ponds of water. Crossing
this low space we clambered up the loose granitic debris of the inner
moraine, which is quite bare of vegetation and has a recently formed
appearance. These l1ills are from 20 to 40 feet high, and form a continuous line parallel with the outer and ancient moraine. From their
tops we bad a full view of the ice cliffs of the end of the glacier rising
before us like a wall, but separated from the moraine by a second belt
of marsh and ponds. Here, however, there were no plants or trees. It
was a scene of utter desolation. Great blocks of granite lay piled in
confusion among heaps of sand or sand-cones, or were perched upon narrow columns of ice-glacier tables apparently ready to topple over at the
slighest touch. The edges of great masses of ice could be seen arouucl
pools of water, but most of the surface was hidden by a deposit of mud,
gravel and broken rock. It was evident, however, that all this was

FIG. 141.-End of glacier , looking northwest.

upon a foundation of ice, for here and there it was uplifted, apparently,
in great masses leaving chasms filled with murl and water. Over this
fearful and dangerous place we crossed to the firmer and comparatively
unbroken slope of ice at the foot of the bluff, and afterwards had to
climb over snow and ice only, in the attempt to reach the tgp of the
glacier. From below it had appeared to us to be quite possible to ac
complish this if we followed the least broken part of the slope, but it
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proved to be difficult, and finally impossible. Fissures which could not
be seen from a short distance \\"ere met at intervals, some of them being so wide that we were forced to turn aside. .As we ascended, the
crevasses were more numerous but were generally filled with hard snow
to which we occasionally trusted. The surface soon became precipitous and broken into irregular stair-like blocks with smooth sides and
so large that it was impossiule to make our way over them without ladders or tools to cut a foothold . Here we turned and enjoyed the sigllt
of thi~; great expanse of ice, broken into such enormous blocks aull
ledges. The sun illuminated the crevasses with tile most beautiful
aquamarine tints, passing iuto a deep s~a-blue where they were narrow
and deep. In one direction the ice presented the remarkable appearance
of a succession of cones or pyramids with curved sides. In the opposite direction and at the same level the outlines were totally different,
showing merely a succession of terraces or steps inclined iuward toward
the glacier and broken by longitudinal crevasses.
"The annexed sketches wer.e made from this point of view. Fig. 141
is taken looking up the river over the end of the glacier, and shows the
pyramids of ice. The line of ponds and the two moraines are seen at
the base and the river on the extreme right. Fig. 142 shows the appearance of the glacier in the opposite direction.

FIG. 142.-End of glacier, looking southeast.

".A broad fissure between one level of the ice all(} the next is filled with
snow.
''It is evident t.hat this glacier breaks down in a series of great steps
or ledges along the greater part of its front. These steps rise for 20 to
30 feet one above the other, and thus produce a stair-like ascent, while
at the same time the numerous parallel fissures at right angles break
the surface into rectangular blocks, which on the side exposed to the
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sun soon become worn into the pyramids and cones. The difference of
outline in opposite directions is thus explained.
"I was inclined to regard the melting action of the water of the river
as the cause of this abrupt breaking off' of the end of the glacier. There
may, however, be a sudden break in the rock foundation at this point, so
as to produce an ice-cascade. The following section will perhaps give a
clearer idea of the manner in which the glacier breaks down.

FIG. 143.-Section of end of glacier.

" One or more streams descend under the glacier, and reach the river
at diff'erent places. The JUshing and roaring sound was rather startling at some of the crevasses.
"Judging from the number of loose blocks of rock at the foot of the
glacier, the upper surface must be strewn with them, but this could not
be verified by observation . Tim(\ did not permit a more extended examination. There would be little difficulty in gaining the surface of the
glacier from the side, and, perhaps, at some other points along its front.
It was impossible to get our Indian guide to accompany us. TI.J ey have
a tradition of th e loss of one of their chiefs upon this glacier.
" The ancient terminal moraine of this glacier is significant of an
amelioration of the climate. It is also interesting to note the effect
which this accumulation of materials from the glacier has had upon
the river. It has acted as a clam for the waters, setting them back into
the valley for some distance."
An essay from the pen of W. H. Bell, on the Stikine River and its
glaciers, appeared in Scribner's monthly for April, 1879, accompanied by
a number of illustrations of remarkable scenery. This article, although
-well worth reading, is diffuse and too popular for scientific accuracy, and
its illustrations are sketchy and too greatly exaggerated vertically to be
admitted as truthful representations of natural scenery.
The accompanying pictures of the Bernardo and Orlebar34 glaciers
which we have introduced as illustrations of the wonderful glacial
scenery of the Stikine River, are direct reproductions from photographs taken by Mr. E. Dossetter, under the direction of Lieut. Col.
J. W. Powell, superintendent of Indian affairs of British Columbia.
The photographs were kindly placed at the service of the Geological
Snrvey by the director of the American Museum of Natural History.
a< The location of these glaciers not being given on the photographs, the writer has
been unable to correlate them with t.he descriptions and illustrations published by
Blake and others.
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Along the shore of the mainland north of the mouth of the Stikine
River (approximate latitude 560 40') glaciers are reported as occurring
on the coast east of Admiralty Island, and will probably be discovered
along the Taka River, which, like the Stikine, breaks through a mountainous region near the coast. A number of glaciers, some of which are
of great size, occur along the precipitous shores of Glacier Bay and Lynn
CanaJ.35 Fortunately the positions of these glaciers ha,'e been indicated
with accuracy on the maps of the U. S. Coast Survey, prepared under
tbe direction ot W. H. Dall.
From the bead of r,ynn Canal a pass leads northwestward to tbe
headwaters of tbe Yukon, which was followed in 1883 by the military
reconnaissance in charge of Lieut. F. Schwatka, who reports fonr glaciers between Chilcoot Inlet and Lake Liudemau.:l6
Northwestward from Cross Sound, which co~nects the land-locked
waters of Glacier Bay and Lynn Canal with the ocean, the mountains near
the coast form a rugged and mostly unexplored chain, giving birth to
numerous glaciers. Those flowing toward the ocean have been mapped by
Dall, aud their positions have been indicated on tbe charts of the Coast
Survey. 37 From the same authority we learn that a number of extensive
ice-bodies have been seen on the southern slope of tbe mountains connecting Mount Vancouver with Mount St. Elias. The northern slopes
of these mountains are entirely unexplored. Four more large glaciers
have been mapped by Dall on the Kenai Peninsula, 38 projecting from
t.i.Je southern coast in latitude 600 longitude 150°. From this region
tbe geperal trend of the Alaskan coast is southwestward, the direction
being given by the Alaskan Peninsula and the Aleutian Islands. On
the peninsula a glacier is reported by Dall as far westward as longitude
1620 139 and on the Aleutian Islands a small one was discovered by George
Davidson 40 on the island of Unalaska at an altitude of about 2,000 feet
above the sea, the limit of perpetual snow being 1,000 feet higher.
What the extreme westerly limit of the Alaskan glaciers may be remains
to be determined.
As will be seen from this brief sketch, nearly all the glaciers reported
are near the coast; in fact, tbe greater part were discovered from the
decks of vessels. When exploration is carried inland with the thoroughness and accuracy that characterize Dall'~ survey of the coast, it cannot
fail to extend greatly our knowledge of glacial phenomena. A thorough
exploration o( the St. Elias Alps is especially important in this con·
ucction.
so Notes on Glaciers in Alaska, by Thomas Meehan, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, November 6, 1!383.
3G Science, Vol. III, 1884, p. 220.
"'Chart No. 751.
3 8 Chart No. 766.
3 9 Coast Survey Chart No. 806.
40 U. S. Coast Snn·ey Report, 1867, p. 211.
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In writing on present glaciation in .Alaska, 41 Dall bas called attention
to the great differences in the character of the ice-masses observed by
him duri11g nine years of explor~tion. To use his own words'' These might be classed under several heads: as plateau-ice, filliug
large areas of depression and without motion as a whole, but when
sufficiently accumulated, overflowing the edges of its basin in variou~
directionR; as valley-ice, filling wide valleys of gentle incline both as
to their axes and tbeir lateral slopes, prodnting masses of ice moving
in a definite direction, bnt without lateral and sometimes even withotlt
terminal moraines; as ice- cascades, formed in sbarp narrow ravines of
very steep inclination, usually without well-defined surface moraines;
as· typical glaciers, showiug neve and lateral and tci·minal moraines;
and lastly, as effete or fossil glaciers, whose sources had become exhausted, whose motion had therefore ceased, an<l whose lower portions
have become smotbered by the accumulation of non conducting debris.
The very existence of one of these last has remaineu ·unknown for half
a century, though the plateau under which it is buriefl has been described and mapped by explorers.
"Another form under which ice appears in .Alaska is that of solid
motionless layers, sometimes of great thickness, interstratifierl with sand,
clay, etc. ~ * * * * This formation, in which ice plays the part of a
stratified rock, extends from Kotzebue Sound [on the west coast of Alaska,
at the Arctic circle J, where the greatest known thickness of the ice-layer,
about 300 feet, bas been noted, around the Arctic coast., probably to the
eastern boundary. In Kotzebue Sonnd the ice is surmounted by abont
40 feet of clay containing the remains of fossil horses, buffaloes ( Bos
la.tifrons, etc.), mountain sheep, and other mammals. Farther north
tlw ice is covered with a much thinner coat of mineral matter or soil,
usually not exceeding 2 or 3 feet in thickness, and rarely rising more
than 12 or 15 feet above high water mark on the sea coast. Its conti- .
nuity is broken between Kotzebue Sound and Icy Cape by rocky hills
composed chiefly of carboniferous limestones, which bear no glaciers
and do not seem to have been glaciated. The absence of bowlders and
erratics over all this area has been noted by Franklin, Beechy, an1l all
others who have explored it."
.A more extended account of tl'l.e buried ice-masses at Kotzebue Sound
was published by Dall in the American Journal of Science, 42 in which
the occurrence of the bones of extinct mammals in the clay co,·ering the
ice is more fully described. The deposits above the ice in many places
had a strong odor of decaying animal matter, which was believed to
originate from the remains of the soft parts of the mammoth and other
animals whose bones were daily washed out by the sea from the clay
talus that fringes the ice-cliffs .
.As described in the article mentioned above, the formation of the sur--~~~--~~~----------------

Bnllet.in of the Philosophical Society of Washington, Vol. VI, p. 3:3.
•• Vol. XXI, third serieR, 1881, p. 10.-l.
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rounding country shows no high land or rocky hills from which glaciers
might have been derived and then covered with debri8 from the sides.
Tile continuity of the mossy surface shows that the ice must be quite
destitute of motion, and the circumstances appear to point to the conclusion that there is here a ridge of ~olid ice rising several llundred feet
above the sea, higher than any of the land about it, older than the
mammoth and the fossil horse, and taking upon itself the functions of
a regular stratified rock.
·
A review of the results attained up to the present time in the exploration of the ice-bodies of the United States, shows that we have examples of a great variety of glaciers. Beginning at the south, in the
southern portions of the Sierra Nevada, Basin Ranges, and the Rocky
Mountains, we find numerous snow-banks and ice-masses that last
throughout the summer, but wllich do not exhibit the characteristics of
true glaciers. Farther northward in the Sierra Nevada and Rocky
Mountains there is a large number of small glaciers of the Alpine type
that have all the peculiar features pertaining to more typical ice-streams.
Crowning the hoary giants of the Cascade Mountains are numerous glaciers, flowing through narrow defiles and o\·er precipices by no means
unworthy of comparison with the classic ice-fields of Switzerland and
Scandinavia. In Alaslm the catalogue is still farther extended, embracing numerous examples of Alpine glaciers as magnificent as any in tlle
world. In addition, there are remnants of fossil glaciers that appear
to have existed since the glacial epoch-older, certainly, than the now extinct Qnaternary mammals which formerly roamed over this continent.
Glaciers of the continental type, like those of Greenland, are alone
wanting to complete the category.
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SKETCH OF PALEOBOTANY.'
By

LES'l'ER

F.

wARD.

I.-ON THE TERM: "PALEOBOTANY."

The term pnleobotany has the ad vantage of brevity over the more
common expressions vegetable paleontology and phytopaleontology, while
at the same time its etymologic derivation from two purely Greek words
renders it equally legitima.te. Still, neither of the other terms should
be entirely discarded. While it is always necessary to use the specific
term for the science of fossil plants, the practice of employing the ge·
neric term paleontology when treating of animal remains only seems objectionable. The corresponding term paleozoology should be recognized,
and used wheuever the more restricted expressions vertebrate paleontology and invertebrate paleontology are inapplicable. It is thus only
that the terminology of the science becon1<'s consistent and itself scientific.

!I.-INTERRELATIONS OF GEOLOGY .AND BIOLOGY.

The science of paleontology has two objects, the one geologic, the
other biologic. 'The history of the earth is to a large extent the history
of its life, and the record which organic life lea YeS constitutes the principal index to the age of its successive strata. In paleozoOlogy this
record is implicitly relied upon and forms the solid foundation of geological science. In paleobotany so much cannot be said, yet it too has
already rendered valuable service to geology, and is often the only guide
furnished by nature to the solution of important problems.
The contribution that paleontology thus makes to the history of the
eart.h~to geology-is not more interesting than that which it makes to
the history of the earth's life-to biology. No questions are more engrossmg, nor in fact more practically important for man as one of the
living forms developed on the earth, than those that pertain to the origin
and development of the various forms of life, and a knowledge of the
past life of the globe is that by which we are enabled to understand its
1 Being a preliminary fl.raft of a portion of the introduction to a "Compendium of
Paleobotany," in preparation.
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present life as a product of development. Paleozoology has already
thrown a flood of light upon the true nature of animal life as it now exists, and now paleobotany is rapidly coming to the aid of those who have.
hitherto so long groped in darkness relative to the origin, development,
::tnd distribution of the plant life of the globe. .
·

III.-SCOPE OF THE PRESENT PAPER.

With the second of these objects the present work is only incidentally concerned, its chief aim being to secure, so far as its influence extends, the better realization of the first. Still, it cannot be denied that
a considerable degree of mutual dependence subsists between the biologic and the geologic standpoints. To understand the true force of the
facts of paleobotany as arguments for geology it is essential that their
full biologic significance be grasped. It has therefore been deemed
proper, in this introduction to the several tabular and systematic statements which will make up the bulk of the volume and bear chiefly upon
the geological aspect of the subjPct, to consider certain of the more important biologic questions, in addition to the specially geologic ones,
and to discuss, from an historical and developmental standpoint, some
of the leading problems of modern pbytology.

IV.-NEED OF A CONDENSED EXHIBI'l'.

.·i

(

First of all it must be insisted upon that, notwithstanding the large
amount of work that has been done in paleobotany and the somewhat
formidable litt:>rature which it possesses, the present state of the science
is far from satisfactory when regarded as a guide to the attainment of
either of the ends above mentioned. Its value, as compared with that
of paleozoOlogy, in the determination of the age of formations in which .
vegetable remains are discovered is very small, yet it may well be asked
whether the habit of discounting the testimony of fossil plants, acquired
at a time when much less was known than now, may not have been continued to an extent which is no longer warranted by the present state
of our knowledge. Whether this be so or not, it is at least certain that
the real present insufficiency of this department of paleontology as an
exact and reliable index to geologic Sticcession is largely due to the exceedingly fragmentary and desultory character of the science, considered as a body of truth, and that a proper and careful collation and systemization of the facts already in the possession of science will add in
a high degree to their value in this respect. It was this consideration,
so obvious to me from the beginning of my investigations in paleobotany, that moved me to undertake the compilation of this work, and it
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has been the growing importance of this same consideration, becoming
m.ore apparent at every step, that bas impelled and encouraged me
throughout its laborious preparation.
It is especially" in America that this want of methodical arrangement in paieobotany has been most keenly felt. The most important
works on fossil plants have been published since the last attempt of
tltis kind was made in Europe, and very little of our knowledge of the
science has ever been embodied in any of the works of this class. The
literature of this country is se.attered throughout the scientific serials
a.ml official publications of the various geological surveys, and the few
more comprehcnsi ve works that have appeared not only leave this branch
of the subject in great doubt and confusion, but contain, besides, many
fundamental misconceptions and positive errors.
'Vhatever degree of inadequacy paleobotany may reveal for the solution of geologic questions, no one can ·ueny that its value can never
be fairly judgeu until its materials are first so classified and arranged
that all the light that can be shed by them on any given problem can be
directed full upon it and the problem deliberately studied by it. vVhen
this can be accomplished, even should it do no more than emphasize
the insufficiency of the data, it would, .even then, have the efl'ect of
pointing out the proper direction of future research with a view to increasing the material and perfecting the data. This work has been
conceived and is being conducted primarily to this end of thus focalizing, as it were, the knowledge already extant in this department of research, and of bringing it to bear with _its full force, however feeble
this may be, upon the questions to whose solution it is capable of being
legitimately applied.

V.-FUTURE PROSPECTS OF PALEOBOTANY.

While it is particularly as a contribution to American science, and
with special reference to its application to American geology that the
work has been undertaken, still, for many and obvious reasons it was
found impossible to confine it to purely American facts. The useful..
ness, for the purpose intended, of any such compilation increases in an
accelerated ratio as its scope is expanded, and its value only begins to
t1e really gr,·at when it approaches complete universality and compasses
the whole field of facts so far as known within its particular department.
While this would be true of any science, it :ls conspicuously so of paleobotany, where, more than anywhere else, the record is so notably incomplete. A more special reason in this case lies in the fact, only recently
so strongly felt by paleobotanists, that the floras of the successive epochs
in the history of the earth have been differentiating and becoming more
and more varied according to their degree of territorial separation, so
that in stmlying them in reverse order we find greater and greater uni-
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formity over the whole globe as we go back in time. The fact that
even the Tertiary floras of the most remote regions of the world possess
a striking resemblance among one another, wholly unknown among existing floras, has only just now fairly revealed itself to science, and found
its striking confirmation in the very recent work 2 of Baron von Ettingshausen on the Tertiary Flora of .Australia. This uniform character of the fossil floras of different epochs, combined with their variation from one epoch to another, lendR hope to paleobotany and leads to
the belief that when we shall :have learned with precision the true characteristics of each flora-learned to distinguish the accidental from the
essential, and geographic from chronologie characteristics-we shall be
in a condition to apply the data at hand to the explanation and elucidation of the geologic and biologic history of the earth.
While it is upon the defectiveness of the geologic record, so far as
plants help to make it, that the chief stress is usually laid, still, could
this record be so edited that it could be made to convey its full meaning it would probably be found that it is really more complete than
the biologic record; in other words, the knowledge we have of fossil
plants would go further in explaining geologic succession and determining questions of age than jt can be made to do in explaining the
mode of development, distribution, and differentiation of plant forms
on the earth's suface. On the subject of geographical distribution, with
which are inevitably bound up many questions of origin, vadation, and
descent, much has already been written. De Candolle. Hooker, Gray,
Grise bach, Ettingshausen, Beer, and Engler have at different times and
in uumerous ways succeeded in building up a body of valuable literature
relating to phytogeography. Since, however, this concerns itself principally with explaining the origin of existing floras, chiefly dicotyledonous, it cannot reach back to the primary and doubtless ever insoluble
problems of the differentiation of the great types of vegetation that have
successively dominated the plant life of the globe through past geologie
ages. Yet., however hopeless the task when the idea of complete solution is considered, it is nevertheless these very questions which are constantly pressing upon the thoughtful student, and he cannot suppress
them if he will, or cease to recognize that they are legitimate, and that
every, even the least, approach towards their solution is so much clear
gain to science.

VI.-INTERDEPENDENCE OF BOTANY AND PALEOBOTANY.

It is only quite recently that botanists have '.Jegun to turn their attention to questions of this kind. The overthrow of the doctrine of fixity
of species opened the door to such considerations, revdering them legiti---~-----

• Beitriigc znr Kenntniss der Tertiiirflora Australien a. Von C. von Ettingshausen.
Denkschr. d. k. k. Akad. d. Wissensch., Bd. XLVII, Wien, 1883.
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mate, and the doctrine of the descent of all plant forms from remote
ancestors more or less unlike them may now be said to prevail, although
few and feeble have been the attempts to indicate the character of the
genetic relationships existing among living types. This general subject will be treated later, but it is mentioned here merely to show how it
has naturally come about that botanists are now turning their attention
towards paleontology as the only source that holds out any promise to
them of even partial success in explaining the de\elopmcnt of existing
floras. The effect of this can but be salutary, and paleobotany is likely
to gain as much as botany proper. Even should no success be attained
in the direction sought both sciences will gain, since it will bring them
into more intimate relations and tend to blend them, as is natural, iuto
one science. Hitherto, it must be confessed, they have. been studied
too independently. In fact, not only have botanists as a rule ignored
the existence of paleontology, but paleobotanists have generally gone
on with their botanical classifications and discussions in total disrega.nl
of the ela.borate systems of the former. Without comparing the results
thus independently arrived at, it is safe to pronounce this entire
method unwise and improper. To harmonize these results after so
long a course of divergence will be a difficJilt task, and in the effort which
is here made in this direction complete success is neither claimed nor
hoped for. But if the existing vegetation of the globe has descended
from its past vegetation, as almost every botanist as weli as paleontologist now assumes, what reason can exist for having two sets of clasRification ~ The botanist is thus dependent upon paleontology for all his
knowledge of vegetal development and should listen closely to the voice
of the past and learn from it the true order in time in which the ancestors of each living t:ype appeared on the earth. Every one must see
that this will be of the highest importance as a guide to classification,
and will supplement in the most effective manner· the data furuisbed by
t.he developed organs of living plants. We shall ultimately see that,
when rightly interpreted, these two sources of proof, instead of conflicting, agree in a most instructive manner, rendering that system of
classification which is in harmony with both classes of facts in a high
degree probable and satisfactory;
On the other band, every candid paleobotanist must admit that be
can understand fossil plants only as they resemble living ones, and
that the botanist, studying the perfect specimen with all its orga11s of
reproduction as well as of nutrition, can alone declare with absolute certainty upon its identity or affinity. This mutual dependence of the two
branches of botanical science upon each other is so apparent that it is
certainly a matter of surprise that it has received so little recognition
by scientific men.
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VII.-HISTORICAL

REVIEW OF P
COVERY.

AI~EOBOTANICAL

DIS-

A.--BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES.

Paleobotany is a science of the nineteenth century. Nevertheless its
dawn at the beginning of this century was preceded by a long fading·
twilight extending entirely through the eighteenth. But even when we
consider the nineteenth century alone, its 1nogress shows us that it
has as yet scarcely entered into the fulllightof day. If we judge it by
its literature, not always a safe guide, but certainly the best one we
possess, we find that the first half of this century produced .less than
one-fourth as much as the third quarter, and this less than the still unfinished fourth quarter. If we measure the literature, as we may
roughly do, by the number of titles of books, memoirs, and papers that
ha\'C been contributed to it, we will arrive at a rude conception of the
accelerated rate at which the science is advancing.
·
Ignoring for the present certain vague allusions that were made to
the subject by the ancients all(l by writers down to the close of the
seventeenth century, some hundred and fifty works might be named
belonging to the eighteenth century that bear in a more or less direct
way upon vegetable fossils, but this would exhaust the enumeration.
A nearly equal number could be named which appeared during the first
quarter of the nineteenth century, while fully two hundred titles, including many large works, issued from the press during the second quarter
of the century. And yet, as already shown, this was but the beginning,
and the true season of interest and activity did not set in until the sixth
decade, since which time this activity has steadily, if not uniformly,
increased until the present, when the number of works antl minor
memoirs relating to fossil plants that see the ligl1t each year often
reaches a hundred .
.Although the number of persons who have interested themselves in
paleobotany and have published more or less upon it is very great., while
those who have become eminent in this field may be counted by scores,
still, if we confine ourselves to such only as may be called pre-eminent,
who have devoted their. lives chiefly and· successfully to it, and have
either constituted its true founders or enriched in an especial manner
its literature and perfected its methods, we may restrict them to eight
or ten. If called upon to specify, we might reduce this enumeration to
the following great names which stand forth as the true leaders and
heroes of this science: Adolphe Th6odore Brongniart, Heinrich Robert
Goppert, Franz Unger, Leo Lesquereux, Oswald Heer, .Auramo Massalongo, Baron Constantin von Ettiugshauseu, and the Marquis Gaston
de Saporta. Whether we consider the number of works actually produced, the volume of this literature, the quality or importance of their
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work, or the amount of painstaking labor devoted to the science, we find
that much more than half of all we possess of permauent value in paleobotany bas emanated from the brains, the hands, and the pens of
these eight lifelong and htborious devotees of their chosen science.
It thus appears that the history of 11aleobotany must consist largely
in an account of the labors of a few persons, and had we nothing more
to offer than such an account, a fairly just conception of its origin, progress, nature, and scope might be thus afforded. But it might be justly
objected that so limited an enumeration not only leaves out of the account some of the most important works and most fertile workers, but
also fails to give the true relative importance to those earliest pioneers,
who, though they cannot be classed as the true founders of the science,
ne'vertheless first pointed out, and then actually broke, the way to future research and discovery. Let us then extend our list to cover these
two important classes, and we still find that though much longer than
before it is not so long as to be burdensome. By nearly trebling our
former number the selections may be so made that, while not denying
great eminence and merit to many others, the history of· discovery in
vegetable paleontology may be fairly represented by the labors of about
twenty-two men. A bare enumeration of these names in the order in
which they commenced to write would at least embrace the following:
1. Johann Jacob Scheuchzcr -----· ---- ...................... ··---· ·----- ·--· 1709
2. Ernst Friederich, Baron von Schloth~im ...... _. ___ ....... _.... __ . _.. _. ___ 1801
3. Kaspar Maria, Graf von Sternberg----._.--- ... __ . __ ......... _. __ .... ____ . 1804
4. Adolphe Theodore Brongniart .... _.... __ . ·-- _.... _.. _ ... _... ____ ... __ .... _ 1822
5. Henry T. M. Witham .... ·------- ........ -·-- ...•.. ·--- ....•..•.. ---·---·. 1829
6. Heinrich Robert Goppert ............. _...... ___ .... --· ---·. ---- .......... 1834
7. August Joseph Corda .......... ---- ...•.. ---· .... ---- .. _... _...... -··--· .. 1838
8. Hans Bruno Geinitz .......... -----· ........................ ··-- ·-·--· -·-- 18:i9
9. Edward William Binney ... __ .......................... __ .... __ . ___ ..•.••• 1839
10. Franz Unger ____ .. __ ... ____ . __ .. __ ... __ .... __ .. __ ... __ •. _. _. __ .. _. __ . ____ 1840
11. Wilhelm Philip Schimper ..................... _. _. __ ....... ___ ...... ___ .. _ 1840
12. William Crawford Williamson .... ·--··· .... ·--- .......... ---··----· ...... 1842
13. Leo Lesquereux ........................ ---· ·--·-· ...•.. --·--· ·----- ...••. 1845
14. Sir John William Dawson ............ ---· ...... --·-·· ..............·.. ---- 1845
15. Oswald Heer ---· --·--· ---· --·--- ·----· ---- ......... -----· .... __ ·--· ...... 1846
16. Sir Charles James Fox Bun bury . ___ ... __ .. ____ .. _. __ . _.. ·.. _.. _.. _.. __ . __ . 1846
17. Abramo Massalongo --·--· .......... ·--· ____ -·-- .... -·-- .... ----·- .... : . .. 1850
18. Constantin, Freiherr von Ettingshanscn ... __ . _.. _... __ .. __ .... ____ . __ • __ . 1850
19. John Strong Newberry ---- ..•...... __ ....... __ .• ---- ·-- ........... ·.... _.. 18G3
20. August Schenk __ .... _... _.... _..•. _.• ___ .. __ .• _. __ .. _.... _. _.. __ . ____ .. _. 1858
21. Marquis Gaston de Saporta. __ .. ___ .'. __ ... __ ... _.. __ .. _. _ . _.. __ . __ . _.. __ ... 1860
22. William Carruthers . __ . _.. _. __ . ____ ....... _. ·--. ______ ......... _. _...... 1865

From this list are omitted the names of a considerable number of the
:\'Ounger active workers in this field whose thorough and successful work
has already placed them in the front rank, but whose career is so far
from completed that its proper characterization will belong to the future
historian of the science.
GEOL 84--24
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A brief biographical sketch including the mention of some of the
more important contributions of each of the above-named paleobotanists
may now be made.
1. Scheuchzer.-Switzerland, which furnished one of the last and
greatest of all the cultivators of this science who have now passed
away, furnished also the first name that can with any true propriety
be placed in the list of paleobotanists. Although be wrote on many
other subjects, and worked in some very dift:erent fielrls, the paleon·
tological works of Scbenchzer are the only ones that posRess any
enduring value, and although he did not confine his studies to vegetable fossils, be still gave these a much larger share of his attention
th:tn they now receive from paleontologists in general, compared. to
that which is bestowed by them upon the other forms of extinct life.
He was born at ZUrich in 1672, and died in the same city in 1733.
He trdvelcd quite extensively and made large collections· of aU
kinds of curiosities, which he described and :figured in numerous
works. He regarded all fossils as relics of the N oachian deluge, and
gained a permanent place i~ the history of science by describing the
bones of a gigantic salamander as ''Homo diluvii testis." His most
important work was his "Herbarium diluvianum," first published. at
Ziirich in 1709, but thoroughly revised and republished at Leyden
in 1723. In this work many fossil plants are figured with sufficient
accuracy for identification. Several of Scheucbzer's other works contain mention of fossil plants, particularly his "l\fuseum diluvianum"
( 1716), and his "Oryctograpbia helvetica" (in Part III of the "Helvetire llistoria naturalis," 1716-'18), but tbeir value to the science, as
indeed that of all his writings, is now chiefly historical. When, bowever, we consider that Scheuchzer antedated by almost a full century
the earliest properly scientific treatises on paleobotany, we are prepared
to overlook his deficiencies, and to regard him as the true precursor of
the science.
2. Schlotheirn.-Ernst Friedrich, Baron von Schlotbeim, of Gotha,
whose career began with the first years of the present century, is the
second name that stands out prominently in the history of paleobotany.
Not that there had 11ot been many in the course of the long century
which separates him from Scbeucbzer who had interested themselves in
the study.of fossil plants, and who collectively had accumulated the data
which rendered the work of Schlotheim possillle, !Jut to him is due the
credit of first marshaling the evidenee from vegetable remains in support
of a true science of geology. A sketch of the early struggles and final
triumph of strictly scientific principles as drawn from paleontology will
presently be presented from the phytological side, and we may therefore
content ourselves here with mentioning the grounds upon which Schlotheim's claims rest to a place in the present enumeration.
Born at Alrnenhausen (Schwarzburg-Sondershausen) in 1764, and
educated at Gi:ittingen and Freiburg, be took up the study of mineralogy
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and metallurgy, which naturally led him into paleontology, for which he
had a strong attachment. In 1801 he published in Hoff's "Magazin"
(I, pp. 76-95), at Leipzig, his "Abhandlung tiber die Krauter-Abdriicke
im Schieferthon nut) Sandsteiu der Steinkohlen-Formation," and in 1804
his "Beschreibung merkwiirdiger Kraiiter-Abdriicke uud Pfl.anzen-Versteinerungen, ein Beitrag zur Flora der Vorwelt" (I. Abtheilung), with
fourteen plates, illustrating by accurately drawn figures a large number
of Carboniferous plants. In 1805 he was made councilor director and
in 1820 president of the College Cameral of Saxe-Gotha, and in 1822
director of the Museum at Gotha. In 1820 he published at Gotha "Die
Petrefactenkunde auf ihren jetztigen Standpunkt," the first Heft of
which really constitutes the second part (Abtheilung) of the work last
mentioned,. and the number of plates here reaches twenty-nine, all but
the last two of which are devoted to fossil plants. The remainder of
this work relates to animal remains, as does also all but Part III of the
"Nachtrag" to the work, which appeared two years later.
These works, though few in number, were systematic and conscientious, and constituted by far the most important contribution yet made
to the knowledge of the primordial vegetation of the globe. They form
the earliest strictly scientific record we have in paleobotany.
3. Sternberg.-Kaspar Maria, Graf von Sternberg, though contemporary with Schlotheim, is mentioned after him in this enumeration, first,
because his first contribution to paleobotany 3 was made three years later
than Schlotheim's first, and, secondl,v, because his great work on this
subject was not completed until after Schlotheim's works were all published and in his hands for use and criticism, and, in fact, not until after
Schlotheim's death.
Stern berg was born at Regensburg in 1761 and died at Prague in
1838. He was an assiduous collector, not only of specimens but of
books, and when in 1822 he was made president of the Bohemian National Museum he turned over to it all his collections, including 4,000
volumes of rare works. His specialty was botany, on which he wrote
many memoirs, but scattered through the different periodicals of the
time are to be found some dozen papers relating to fossil plants. The
most important of all his works was his" Versuch einer geognostichbotanischen Darstellu ng der Flora der Vorwelt," which appeared in
numbers from 1820 to 1838, and was translated into French Ly the
Comte de Bray. 4 To the eighth number, 1838, was appended Corda's
" Skizzen ·zur vergleichenden Phytotomie vor- und jetztweltlicher
Pfl.anzeu." In this work t!Jat of all his predecessors, including Schlotheim, is reviewed, and considerable progress made toward the correct
interpretation of the record, so far as then known, of vegetable paleontology.
3
Notice sur les analogues des plantes fossiles. Annales du Museum d'histoire naturelle, 1804, Vol. V, pp. 462-470, pl. 31, 32.
4
Essai d'un expose geognostico-botanique de la fiore dn. monde p_rimitif. Ratisbonne, 1820-1826, fol., 64 pl.
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4. Brongniart.-Schlotheim and Sternberg may be regarded as pioneers of the science of paleobotany. Brongniart is universally admitted
to have been its true founder. The science may properly be said to
have been born in 1828, the year in -which both the "Prodrome" and
the "Histoire des vegetaux fossiles" appeared. It was these two <vorks
that gave it that powerful impetus which forced its immediate recognition and called into its service a large corps of colaborers with Brongniart, rapidly multiplying its literature and increasing the amount of
material for its further study.
Adolphe Theodore Brongniart was born at Paris in 1801 and died
in the same city in 1876. His father, Alexandre, was eminent in
science, and the author of at least one memoir relating to fossil plants. 5
Adolphe turned his attention early to botany and continued through
life to devote himself to living plants; but his great specialty was the
study of the extinct forms, and his labors in this field extend through
· nearly half a century. His very first memoir, ''Sur la classification et
la distribution des vegetaux fossiles en general, et sur ceux 1les terrains
de sediment superieur en particulier," which appeared in the "Memoires
du Museum d'histoire naturelle de Paris" (pp. 203-240, 297-348) in1822,
was one of great merit and importance, as shadowing forth the comprehensive system which he was to elaborate. It was a decided improvement upon the classifications previously proposed by Steinhauer, Sternberg, Marti us, etc., and was later employed, witb extensiv.e modifications,
in the "Prodrome." The great '' Bistoire," though pushed well into
the second volume and enriched by nearly two hundred plates, was unfortunately uever finished, and has come down to us in this truncated
condition. The causes which led to this result are understood to have
been of a pecuniary character, and the author continued his iuvestigatiovs and published his researches for many years chiefly in the "Annales
des sciences naturelles de Paris." His next most important work, however, viz., his" Tableau des genres de vegetaux fossiles," was published
in the "Dictionnaire universe! d'histoire naturelle" in 1849. The mere
mention of these titles gives a very inadequate idea of the importance
of Brongniart's work. The systematic manner in which the science was
organized and built up by him made him the highest authority on the
subject of fossil plants, and the numerous more or less elaborate memoirs that continued to appear showed that none of the minor details
were neglected. Of his reforms in botanical classification we shall have
occasion later to speak more particularly.
5. Witham.- Henry T. M. Witham, of Edinburgh, was the first of a line
of British investigators who looked beyond the external form of fossil
plants and undertook the systematic study of their internal structure.
It is for this reason rather than on account of the bull~: of his works that
his name is inserted in this enumeration. He is well known for his de5 Notice sur des vegetaux fossiles traversant les couches du ierrain houillor.
des Mines, Tome VI, 18:21, pp. 359-370.
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scription of the great Carboniferous tree found in the quarries of Craigleith; and for other similar investigations. One of his principal works
is entitled "The Internal Structure of Fossil Vegetables found in the
Carboniferous and Oolitic Deposits of Great Britain, described and illustrated," Edinburgh, 1833. The illustratiom; are numerous and well
executed, and form a secure basis for all subsequent researches of the
kind.
6. Goppert.-Heinrich Robert Gi:ippert, of Breslau, who was born in
the year 1800 and who has died since this sketch was first drafted, was
the most volu-minous writer upon fossil plants that bas been produced
t"Q.us far. In his "Literarische Arbeiten," prepared by himself in 1881,
one hundred distinct works, memoirs, and papers are enumerated relating to this subject, and several have appeared since. Nearly an equal
number relate to living plants, and a few to medicine, which was his profession. But his work in vegetable paleontology exceeds by far all his
other works in its value to science, embracing as it doe:.,; many large
treatises on the Paleozoic tlora ("Flora der Uebergangsgebirge"), on the
amber flora, on the fossil Coniferm, on the fossil ferns, etc. Especially
important has been his microscopic work upon the structure of various
kinds of fossil woods, particularly those of the Conifene and the Dicotyledons. Endowed with the true German devotion to his specialty, with
keen observing and analytic powers, with a restless activity, exceptional
opportunities, and long life, he was able to create for the science a va:.,;t
wealth of new facts and give it a solid body of laboriously wrought
truth. If Brongniart laid the foundations of paleobotany, Gop pert way
properly be said to have built its superstructure. Though born one
year earlier than Bronguiart, he did not tum his attention to fo:.,;sil plants
until the latter had been twelve years in that field. His first paper appeated in 1834, or just a half century ago. 6 H was historical in its
character. Like many other men who have been destined for a great
career, he began it by taking a binl's-eye view of his subject. He did
not despise the literature of his predecessors, even though they groped
in the darkness of medieval ignorance.· ·With patriotic pride he first told
the story of his own countrymen's attempts to elucidate the flora of the
ancient world, although even in this paper, he by no mean~ confined
himself to the limits of Silesia, and two years later he published a
great expansion of this historical research as an introduction to his
first great work. 7
No attempt within our present limits of space to convey an idea
of the true merits of Gi:ippert's services to paleobotany could hope to do
them justice, and we can only point to the monument he has himself
6Ueber die Bestrcbuugen der Schle8ier die Flora der Vorwelt zu erHiutern. Schlesische ProvincialbHitter, August nnd September 1834. Also in Karsten nnd Dechen's
A.rchiv, Banrl VIII, 18:~5, pp. 232-249.
7 Systema filicum fossilium: Die fossilen ~'arnkrauter.
Nov. A.ct. A.cad. Crns. Leop.
Car., Tom. XVII, suppl., pp. 1-76.
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reared, and enroll his name alongside those of Brongniart, Ung'-"r, and
Heer.
7. Corda.-The propriety of placing Corda's name in tl1is roll of honor
may be questioned by some, but his contributions to paleobotany were
important, and there can be no doubt that bad llis life not been prematurely cut off they would have been far more so. Born in 1810 at Reichenberg, Bohemia, he ·early t .... rned his attention to botany, and eRpe·
cially to close histological investigations in fungology. Humboldt,
attracted by his productions, called him to Berlin in 1829, and Stemberg recalled him to Prague in 1834. His "Skizzen zur vergleichenden
Phytotomie," appended to Heft 8 of Sternberg's "Flora der Vorwelt,"
was a valuable addition to that work, and led the way to his two other
principal works, "Beitrage zur Flora der Vorwelt," Prague, 1845, and
"Die fossil en Pflanzen der bohmischen Kreideforrnation '' (in Reuss's
"Versteinerungen der bohmischen Kreideformation "), Stuttgart, 184G.
In these works and other of his memoirs a large number of species of
fossil plants are named, described, and carefully figured, forming a
permanent tribute to the growing science. In 1847 Prince Uolloredo
sent Corda to Texas to collect scientific material. He remained there
two years, making large accumulations, and started back with them in
the Bremen steamer Victoria, which was lost in tbe middle of the Atlant.ic, and Corda, with all his scientific treasures, went down with her.
8. Geinitz.-Only a comparatively small number of Geinitz's papers
relate to paleobotany, and a still smaller number are devoted exclusively to that subject; and yet not less than tbirty-five titles belong to
this department of paleontology. Born at Altenburg in 1814, he has
stood for a full half century in the front rank of continental geologists,
and still continues his indefatigable labors. His protracted studies into
tlie age and character of the Quadersandstein formation of Germany,
in which so many fossil plants have been found, have shed much light
upon this difficult horizon, while his investigations in the Permian
(Dyas, Zechstein), the Carboniferous, and the Graywacke have always
led him to study and describe the floras of these periods. We thus possess in his works a geological authenticity for very many fossil plants,
which all paleobotanists know how to appreciate. His'' Characteristik
der Schichten und Petrefakten des sachs.-bohmischen Kreidegebirges,"
Dresden, 1839-42, appears to have been his first work relating to our
subject, and his paleobotanical labors therefore date from 1839.
9. Binney.-If Witham deserved enumeration in our present list for
rounding the British school of what may be called phytopaleontological
histologists, Binney must be admitted in recognition of the extent and
importance of his researches in this department. He seems to hcyve
commenced publishing the results of his investigations in 1839,8 and
s.Tbe first of his papers whose title appears in the "Royal Society Catalogue" is
"On a Microscopic Vegetable Skeleton found in Peat near Gains borough." British
Association Report, 1839 (Part II), pp. 71, 72.
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continued them without interruption to the end of his life. His most
important work, on the "Structure of Fossil Plants from the Carboniferous Strata," published by the Palroontographical Society of Lonuon,
was commenced in 1868. His death took place in the year 1882.
10. Unger.-Franz Unger of Steiermark, who was born in ·1800 and
died in 1870, was one of the most illustrions of European botanists and
paleontologists. His memoirs and books on paleobotany are onl~y less
numerous than those of Goppert, and among them is an unusually large
number of monographs of great value. His investigations were chiefly
confined to the more recent formations, and his "Chloris protogma,"
"Flora von Sotzka," "Iconographia plantarum fossilium," and "Sylloge
plantarum fossilium" are worthy of special mention. His ''Synopsis
plantarum fossilium" and "Genera et species" are systematic attempts
to compile the known uata of the science in condensed and conYenient
form. His first paper 9 on the subject was published in 1840.
11. Schimper.-Although Schimper contributed a paper 10 on fossil
plants as early as 1840, and was associated with Mougeot in preparing
their important "Monographie des plantes fossiles du gres bigarre de
la chaine des Vosges" in 1844, as also with Koehlin-Schlumberger in
his "Terrain de transition des Vosges" in 1862, still, but for his great
"Traite de paleontologic vegetale," t~e third volume of which appeared
in 1874, it is evident that this eminent bryologist would not have
been entitled to be also ranked among the great paleobotanists. The
''Traite" is unquestionably the most important contribution yet made
to the science. .Although necessarily to a large degree a compilation
of the work of others, still it is by no means wanting in originality,
and contains a great amount of new Il!-atter. Its chief merit, however,
is in its conception and plan as a, complete manual of systematic
paleobotany. The classification is highly scientific and rational, and
the discussion of abstruse points in defense of it is acute and cogent.
Every species of fossil plant known to the author is described in Latin,
and much independence is manifested in the rejection of synonyms.
Veryo important is th~ geological classification at the end of Volume III,
showing that the author had clear ideas of the uses of the science. The
selections for the atlas are always the very best, and not a few of the
figures are original. Although not in possession of all the extant data,
particularly from .America,n Schimper succeeded in supplying in this
work the greatest need of paleobotany. His great talent as an organ9Ueber ei.n Lager vorweltlicher Pflanzen auf der Stangalpe. Steyerm11rki.sche
Zeitschrift, Griit,z, 1840. I have only been able to consult this memoir in Leonhard&.
Bronn's Neue Jahrbiicher (1842, pp. 607, 608), which may not contain it in extenso.
<OHaumfarne, Schachtelhalme, Cycadeen, Aet.hophyllum, Albertia " " " im bun ten
Sandstein der Vogesen; Hystcrinm auf einem Pappel-Blatte der Wetterauer Braunkoh~e. Leonhard nud Bronn's Neue Jahrbiicher, 1840, pp. 336-338. Communication
dated 14. Marz 1840.
tl See ''The American Journal of Science," 3d series, Vo1. XXVII (Apri.l.l884), p. 296.
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izer and text-book writer was again seen in his able contribution to
Zittel's "llandbuch der Palaontologie."
Wilhelm Philip Schimper was born at Dosenheim (Alsace) in 1808,
aml died at Strasbourg, where most of his work bad been done, in 1880.
He became director of the Museum of National History of Strasbourg
in 1839.
12. Williamson.-ln Mr. W. 0. WilliamsCln we l1ave a third of the
line of eminent British paleobota.nists, whose chief attention has been
directed to the study of the internal structure of Carboniferous plants,
and the one who at the present time unquestionably stands at the head
of this school of investigators. If we include his paper "On the Origin
of Coal," published in the report of the British Association for 1842
(Part II, pp. 48, 49), his place would be where we have assigned him,
but his special work upon the plants themselves seems not to have
coi:nmenced until1851, and then to have been more or less interrupted
until1868, since which time it has been incessant, culminating in his
great work "On the Organization of t.he Fossil Plants of the Coal
Measures," which runs through so nHHlJ' volumes of the '' PhHosophical
Transactions." Of the merits of this work, as of all of this author's
investigations, it is certainly unnecessary to speak here.
13. Lesqnerettx.-Mr. Leo Lesquereux: of Columbus, Ohio! is one of those
acquisitions which America has so often mane at Europe's expense when
political turmoils arise there and make liberty dearer even than country.
He was of that little band, which also included Agassiz and Guyot, wb•1
were compelled to abandon Switzerland in 1847 and 1848, on the occasion
of the breaking up of the Academy of NeuchMel and the coming into
power of the so-called Liberal party. B is ancient family name was Lescure, afterwards Lescnrieux, and finally Lesquerenx, and his immediate
ancestors were French Huguenots. He was born November 18, 1806, at
Flenrier, canton of Neuchittel. His fatlwr was a manufacturer of watch
springs and endeavored to teach him that business, though, since his
J1ealth was somewhat delicate, his mother preferred to prepare him for
the ministry; but Science had marked him for hsr own, and no power
conld withdraw him from nature. "'IV"ith a taste for plants in general,
be was led b,y circumstances first to the study of mosses, then naturally
to tlutt of JlCat, and lastly to that of fossil plants. The government of
Neucbatel was then greatly interested in the protection of peat bogs on
account of the difficulty of procuring fuel for the poor, and ofi'ered a
prize (a gold medal of 20 ducats) for the best memoir on the formation
and preservation of peat. Lesqnereux competed and won the prize.
His prize memoiru gained a wide reputation, was extensively copied,
and is still quoted as one of the best on the subject.
12 Quelques recherches sur les marais tourbenx en general.
1\femoires £le la Sogiete
des sciences naturelles de Neuchatel, Tome III, 1845. (See summary in the Archives
des sciences phys. et nat. de Geneve, Tome VI, p. 154.)
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The connecting link between this study and that of fossil plants was
supplied two years later, when he wrote a short paper "Sur les plantes
qui form.ent la houille.m 3
On his arrival in Au:ierica he studied the coal formations of Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Illinois, Kentucky, Arkansas, and other States, and his
reports appear in those of the geological surveys of all of these States.
Especially important are those upon the coal flora of Pennsylvania.
The first of these appeared in the second \olume of the report of B. D.
Rogers, in 1858, consisting of some quite elaborate "Generall{cmarks,"
and a "Catalogue of the Fossil Plants which have been Named or Described from the Coal Measures of North America." This is accom
panied by twenty·three excellent plates. But this was a mere beginning, for when the second geological survey of Pennsylvania was undertaken Mr. Lesquereux was employed to work up the coal flora,
which appeared in 1880 in a volume of text and an atlas, the most important work on carboniferous plants that has been produced in America. A third volume, supplementary to these, bas just been issued.
In 1868 Mr. Lesquereux began the study of the floras of later formatimls in the v;:rst, and contributed an important paper on the Cretaceous
leaves of Nebraska to the "American Journal of Science." 14 Dr. F. Y.
Hayden employed him to work up the collections of his surveys of the
Territories, and important papers on the subject appeared in the annual
reports of the suryey for 1870, 1871, 1h72, 1873, and 1874. In the last
of these years appeared his "Cretaceous Flora," forming Yolume YI of
the quarto reports. In 1878 the seventh volume of these quarto reports
was published, a still larger work, devoted to what he called the "Tertiary Flora," though a very large proportion of the species were from
the Laramie Group. The eighth of these volumes will also be by Mr.
I1esquereux, and will consist of a thorough revision of the entire Cretaceous and Tertiary floras of North America. Mr. Lesquereux is still living, and though infirm with age is actively engaged in bryological and
paleontological studies.
14. Dawson.-To Sir J. W. Dawson is due the greater part of the knowledge we possess concerning the yegetablc paleontology of Canada and the
British North American provinces in general. His numerous papers, running back as far as 1845, 15 ani almost exclusively confined to the description and illustration of material from this part of the world, and all
except a few recent ones relate to the older formations of the East.
'

Archives des sciences physiques et natur~;~lles (Bibliotheque universelle ), Tome VI,
Gencve.
14 On Some Cretaceous Fossil Plants from Nebraska.
Am. Journ. Sci., 2d series,
Vol. XLVI (July, 18611), pp. 91-105.
15 His paper" On the Newer Coal Formation of t.he Eastern Part of Nova Scotia"
(Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. Loud., Vol. I, 1845, pp. 322-330) merely names a few genera
occurring there, but his "Notices of Some Fossils Found in the Coal Formation of
Nova Scotia" (l. c., Vol. II, 1~46, pp. 132-136), giving his views on Sternbergia, attracted immediate attention.
;3

11!47, pp. 158-162.
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His reports upon "The Fossil Plants of the Devonian and Upper Silurian Formations of Canada," upon ''The Fossil Plants of the Lower
Carboniferous and Millstone Grit Formations of Canada," and upon
"The Fossil Plants of the Erian (Devonian) and Upper Silurian Formations of Canada" are monographs of especial value. A geologist rather
than a botani~t, he bas done excellent serYice, not only in elucidating
the important problems of Acadian geology, but also in demonstrating
the value and legitimacy of the evidence furnished by vegetable remains.
Dawson was bom at Picton, Nova Scotia, in the year 1820, and though
educated at Edinburgh, he returned to his native country and has devoted his whole life to the study of its geology and paleontology. He ::.s
a fellow of the Royal Society of London and of the Geological Society,
and has long honored the well-known post of Principal of McGill University, Montreal. We learn with great satisfaction, though almost too
late to be fittingly mentioned here, that t.he order of knighthood has
just been conferred upon him on the occasion of the meeting of the British Association in his adopted city.
15. Heer.-The numerous obituary notices that have so recently appeared in all the scientific journals render it unnece!'1sary,.to give in this
place any extended biographical sketch of this eminent savant. He was
born at Glarus, Switzerland, in 1809, and died at Lausanne in 1883, after
having long filled the chair of botany in the University of Zurich. Vegetable paleontologists note with some surprise that he is mentioned by
his biographers chiefly as an entomologist, 16 and naturally wonder how
great must have been his eminence in that department to overshadow
his vast and invaluable labors in the domain of fossil plants.
He commenced writing upon this latter subject in 1846_17 The first
volume of his great work, ''Flora terti aria Hel vetim," appeared in 1855,
the second in 1856, and the third in 1859. The exceedingly great care,
accuracy, and thoroughness with which this chef d'renvre of science was
executed, especially in the matter of illustration, is a marvel to comtemplate. Nothing comparable to it had appeared before, and nothing
equal to it has appeared since. He became interested in the fossil floras
of remote parts of the globe, and among the first of his memoirs on such
subjects was one that may be found in the Proceedings of tlle Academy
of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia for 1858 (pp. 265-266), on the "Fossil plants of the Lower Cretaceous beds of Kan1;as aiHl Nebraska." He
also figured the "Ph~·llites Oretacees duN ebraska," collected by .Marcou
and Oapellini.l8 In 1866 his memoirs upon the fossil floras of the Arctic regions commenced to appear, and to this fertile subject he devoted
the greater part of the rest of his life. The fird Yolnme of his "Flora
"Science," Vol. II, p. 583,. 1883; "Nature," Vol. XXVIII, Oct. 25,1883.
The first paper of which there is a record is the one "Ueber die Yon ihm an der
hohen Rhone entdekten fossilen Pflanzen," which appeared in the Verhandlungen
der Schweizerischen Gesellschaft for 1846, pp. 35-~8.
1BNeue Denkschriften der Scbweizerischen Gesellschaft der Naturforscher, Ziirich,
1866. Mem. I.
16
17
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fossilis arctica" appeared in 1869, the second in 1871, and the remaining
five at intervals of about two years, the seventh and last coming out
in the year of the author's death. With the exception of the first volume, this colossal work con~ists entirely of a compilation of more or less
independent memoirs, which were publisbed as fast as prepared in various scientific periodicals in several languages, and which are merely put
together into volumes of convenient thickness. Each memoir bas its
own independent pagination, generally that of the volume of Transactio,ls in which it originally appeared, all of wbicb reriders it very inconvenient for consultation, but cannot detract from its great value as a
reservoir of facts.
Bunbury.-It may be doubtful whether the paleobotanical works of Sir
Cbarles Bunbury are of sufficient importance to entjtle him to enumeration among the principal cultivators of that science, but they bave certainly been quite numerous and covered a wide range of subjects, both
geographically and botanically. He began by elaborating certain matenal from the United States19 and the British provinces, 20 collected by. Sir
Charles Lyell and Dr. Dawson, and was the first to recognize the merits
of the views of the latter respecting the fossils known as Sternbergia from
the coal fields of Sydney. But he also worked np material from France,
Portugal, Madeira, and India, as well as from Yorkshire and other parts
·Of England. His investigations have. been chiefly confined to carboniferous fossils, but in a quite recent work 21 he has publisheu some inter.esting views on the subject of nervation which may prove of value.
17. Massalongo.-Abrarno Massalongo, the first of the Italian school
.of paleobotanists whose work claims our attention here, commenced publishing in 1850, 22 and continued with great activity until1861. He confined his investigations almost exclusively to material from his own
-country, and contributed more to the elucidation of the fossil floras of
Italy than any other author. The number of his papers is very large,
considering the comparatively short period during which he was permitted to work, and an unusually large percentage of them are monographs of considerable size. His greatest work,· for which Scarabelli
contributed the stratigraphical part, was his "Stndii ~mila flom fossile
·e geologia stratigraphica del Senigalliese," Imola, 1859, but of which
'"On some remarkable l<'ossil Ferns from Frostburg, Md., coll~cted by Mr. LyelL
Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc., 1846, Vol. II, PI'· 82-91. Observations on the Fossil Plants of
the Coal Field of Tuscaloosa, Ala., etc. Silliman's Journal, 1846, pp. 228-23:t Descri})·
tion of Fossil Plants from the Coal Field near Richmond, Va., Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.,
Hl47, Vol. III, pp. 281-288.
20 Notes on some Fossil Plants, communicated by Mr. Dawson, from Nova Scotia.
·Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc., 1846, Vol. II, pp. 136-139. On Fossil Plants from the Coal
Formation of Cape Breton, Nova Scotia. Ibid., 1847, Vol. III.,pp. 433-428, and nu_merou s similar memoirs.
21 Botanical Fragments.
London, 1883.
2
~ See his Schizzo geognostico sulla Valle di Progno (Preludium Florm fossilis Bol-()ensis), Verona, 1850. Collett. dell' Adige, 14 sett., 1850.
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·his "Synopsis florre fossilis Senogalliensis," Verona, 1858, forms an integral part, having been prepared from the plates of the. former, to
which reference is constantly made. This work is thoroughly illustrated
by forty-five large quarto plates of well executed but not very well
printed figures, and is one of the most important contributions to the
Tertiary flora of Europe. It virtually ann fittingly closed the too short
but perhaps too active career of one of Italy's most talented .scientists
18. Ettingshausen.-Since the death of Oswald Heer the great merits
of Baron von Ettingshausen's paleobotanical researches, always highly
appreciated, have seemed to command especial attention. Beginnin_g·
this career simultaneously with Massalongo in t.lle year 1850, 23 lle has ha<l
the advantage over the Italian savant of being permitted to continue it
uninterruptedly under the most favorable auspices down to the present
time. lie immediately began his studies in the Tertiary flora oftlteAustrian Monarchy, and published the Tertiary Flora of Vienna in 1851.
His "Beitrage zur Flora de.r Vorwelt," "Proteaceen der Vorwelt," and
numerous lesser papers appeared in the same year. From the number
of important papers that appeared during 185:! and 185~ it is clear that
he must have been very active, entering as he did into the study of
Paleozoic and Mesozoic floras, as well as continuing his work on the
Tertiary plants. It was, however, in 1854 that he laid the fonndation
for that deserved renown which he now enjoys in taking up under snch
extraordinarily favorable conditions the investigation of the true priuciples of nervation in dicotyledonous leaves. The process of natureprinting, or physiotypy (Naturselbstdrnck), bad been invented in the
Austrian imperial court aud state printing-office by Auer and Worring, and Ettingsbausen at once perceived its special applicability to
the science of botany. Recognizing the vast importance of this discovery to paleobotany be obtained permission to employ the new method
and proceedeu to prepare his first monograph "Ueber die Nervation der Blatter und blattartigen Organe bei den Euphorbiaceen mit
besonderer Riicksicbt auf die vorweltlichen Formen," 24 which he followed up with a similar memoir, "Ueber die Nervation der Bliitter dt>r
Papilionaceen. 25 To the first of these memoirs was prefixed a bril'f
synopsis of the classes of nervation found in euphorbiaceous lean·s.
Availing himself of the efforts in this direction which had been previously made by Leopold von Bucb, 26 Bianconi,27 and others (he seems
23 No less than four of his papers appeared in that year, one in the Sitzungsbcrichte
of the Vienna Academy,. one in the first volume of the Austrian Geological .Jahrbuch,
and two in the sixth volume of Haidinger'R Collections of Memoirs.
24 Sitzungsberichte d. Akad. d. Wiss. Wien. Bd. XII, 1854, pp. 138-154, PI: I-XVII.
25 Loc. cit., pp. 600-663, Pl. I-XXII.
26Ueber die Blattnerve)l uud ihre Vertheilung.
Monatsbericht der Berliner Akademie der Wisseuschaft, 1852, pp. 42-49, with plate.
27 Giuseppe G. Bianconi.
Sul sistema vascolare delle foglie, considerate come carattore distintivo per la determinazione delle filliti. N. Ann. d. Sc. Nat. Bologna, 1838,
Ann. I, Tom. I, pp. 343-:.:90, Pl. VII-XIII.
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not to have been acquainted with De Candolle's ''Organogenic"), he
proposed a classification and terminology, which, so far as they went,
Heer was willing to adopt,Z8 and which are in common use by paleobotanists at the present time. In 1855 Ettingshausen and Pokorny
received instructions to prepare a work for the Paris Exposition to be
held in 1867 that should thoroughly illustrate the application of the
nature-printing process· to the science of botany. The result was that
immense and astonishing production entitled "Physiotypia ·plantarum
Austriacarum," with its six enormous volumes of most exquisite plates,
not only illustrating the leaves of the trees and shrubs, the flowers with
their petals, sepals, stamens, and pistils, but the entire plants wherever
within t-he ample limits of size, and these stand forth from the plates
in actual relief like a veritable hortus siccus. This grand success was
followed up by various monographs upon the nervation of certain important orders, as the Celastrinem, Bombacem, Graminem, etc. Aided·
further by this magic process he commenced in 1858 23 a series of
works illustrating the skeletons only of leaves, the most important
of which is his "Blattskelette der Dykotyledonen," whieb appeared
in 1861. The way thus cleared for the successful study of the Tertiary floras of the world, Ett.ingshavsen, from this time on, has continued
his important investigations in this field, and each year our knowledge
of fossil plants is increased and extended by his enlightened contributions. It would carry ns quite beyond our limits to attempt an
eumeration here even of the most important of these memoirs, but
we cannot complete our brief sketch of Ettingshausen's invaluable
labors without a passing reference to such productions as his Flora·
of the Tertiary basin of Bilin, his Cretaceous Flora of Niederschona,
his Floras of Wetterau, Steiermark, Radoboj, Sagor, etc. Coupled
with his great powers of accurate observation and strictly scientific
method of investigation, Ettingshausen displa,ys an unusually broad
grasp of the deepe·r problems which paleobotany presents and has nddoubtedly been for many years far in ad vance of all his contemporaries
in this field in correctly apprehending and announcing the true laws of
ph,Ytochorology and plant de\elopment.
Baron von Ettingshauscn was born in1826 at Vienna, and is a member
of many learned societies and scientific bodies.
19. Newberry.-Dr. John Strong Newberry, of the School of Mines,
Columbia College, New York, one of the most eminent American geologists, was ·born at New Windsor, Conn., December 22, 1822, anll graduated at Western Reserve College in 1846. Two years later he took the
degree of M. D. from Cleveland Medical College, Ohio. Before commencing tbe practice of his profession at Cleveland, in 1851, he spent
two years in Europe. On his return opportunities' soon presented them28 Flora Tertiaria Relveti::e, Band II, pp. 2-6.
•9The first was his "Blattskelette der Apetalen," Wiener Denkschriften, Band XV,
185rl, pp. 181-272, with fifty-one plat.es.
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selves for joining parties of exploration in the far West, and he finally
became a member of the celebrated Ives Exploring Expedition. With
a special fondness for geology and mining he combined a deep interest in
paleontology, in all of which specialties he bas distinguished himself.
The Carboniferous formation of Ohio bad early interested him much,
and especially the vegetable remains found embedded in it, and as far
back as 1853 we find Lim reading papers before the American Association, ''On the structure and affinities of certain fossil plants of the Carboniferous era," and'' On the Carboniferous Flora of Ohio, with descriptions of fifty new species of fossil plants." 30 In 1859 he reported upon
the fossils, including plants, of the Macomb Exploring Expedition, 31 in
1861 those of Lieutenant I ves's Expedition, 32 and in 1863, those of the
Northwest Boundary Commission. 33 Probably the most important of his
paleobotanical memoirs thus far published was his "Notes on the !Jater
Extinct Floras of North America," wbich appeared in the Annal~:'! of the
New York Lyceum of Natural History for April, 1868. No plates accompanied this memoir, but a large number of the plants described had
been figured by Dr. Newberry, which be bad expected to be published
by the Geological Survey of the Territories, but nolle appeared until
1878. 3 t He has, however, been more or less constantly engaged since
t.hat time in .figuring the large collections which have been reaching him
each ;rear at the School of MiHes, and over one hundred plates have, up
to the present writing, been prepared, most of which are printed and
awaiting the text of a large work which will Le published by the United
States Geological Stuyey.
20. Schenk.-Hofrath Dr. .August Schenk, professor of botany at
the University of Leipsic, was born at Hallein, Upper Austria, in 1815,,
and held the chair of botany at Munich and Wiirzbach before being
called to that of Leipsic. His paleobotanical researches have been
chiefly directed towards a little known horizon lying .between the Bnntersandstein and the Lias, and upon this dal'k region they Lave shed a
:flood of light. His earlier papers 35 relMed to fossil plants from the Keuper, cbiefly collected in the vicinity of Bamberg and Bayreuth, and, in
addition to material collected by himself and Dr. Kirchner, he elaborated
that brought together by tlle Count of Munster, but later he turned his.
attention to some rich plant beds overlying these strata and situated intermediate between them and the Lias. It is upon this narrow horizon
""Proceedings, pp. 157-166.
31 Report of tho }~xpodition, pp. 142-148, Pl. IV-VIII.
32 Report, upon tho Colorado River of the West, by Lieut. Joseph C. Ives, ·washington,
1861, pp. 129-132., Pl. III.
" 3 Boston Journal of Natural History, V()l. VII, 1863, pp. 506-524.
3< Illustrations of Cretaceous and Tertiary plants. Washington, Government Printing.
Office, 11:178.
" 5 The earliest seems to l1ave heen "Ueber einern in der Kcuperformation hei \Vi.irzburg aufgefundenen fossilen l<'arnsiamm (Chelcpteris strongylopeltis). Yerhandlungen der Wi.irzburger physicalisch-medicinschen Gcsellschaft, Band VIII, 1858, pp.
212-216.
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that l1e has bestowed the closest attention, and his final monograph
upon the subject, which, dropping the term Rhetic, he bas entitled ''Die
fossile Flora der Grenzscuichten des Keupers und Lias·Frankens," is a
very valuable contribution to paleobotany. Still later (1868), he took
up 1he Muschelkalk beds of Recoaro, first noticed by Catullo, 36 but
treated by a number of authors, and produced a finely illustrated little
work "Ueber die Pflanzenreste des Muschelkalkes von Recoaro.'' _Besides his "Beitriige zur Flora tier Vorwelt" in the Pa lceontor;raphica,
and numerous minor contributions, Dr. Schenk bas elaborated the fossil
plants for Baron Richthofeu's "Cbina,m7 and, since Schimper's death,
has gone on with the vegetable department of Zittel's '' Handbuch der
P aUi on to1ogi e.ms
21. Sa:tJorta.-The death of Professor Heer broke up the illustrious
trio of continental paleobotanists who had so long taken the lead in the
study of the fossil plants of the Tertiary formation-Beer, Ettingsbausen, and Saporta. The two that remain are of more nearly the same
age, and in many respects admit of a more ready comparison; still their
fields of labor are so well separated that no conflict can occur in their
operations, and both seem likely to continue uninterrupted for many
years their already extensive investigations.
The Marquis (until a year ago Count) Gaston de Saporta, ·was born
in the ;year 1823 at Saint Zachari~, department ·of Var, in Provence,
France, and it was in the near vicinity of his native place that he first
began 39 his paleobotanical studies, and to the thorough illustration of
the fossil botany of ProYence he has always devoted his best energies.
His "Etudes sur la veg-etation du sud-est de la France a l'cpoque tertiaire,"40 begun in 1863, has thus far remained his clu'f d'qmvre, and most
of the localities treated in this work are situated in Pro\ence. In 1873
he published "La rerision de la flore fossile des gypses d'Aix," which
was practically a revision of the "Etudes.'141 Among his other more
important works on Cenozoic floras may be mentioned his "Prodrome
d'une fl.ore fossile des traYertins de Sezanne,'142 in which the flora of the
Eocene, or Paleocene, as he terms it, is better set forth than in any other
work, and his "Essai sur l'etat de la vegetation a. l'epoque des marnes
36 Nuovi annali di scienzi natnr. di Bologna, serie II, Tom. V. ltl46, pp. 81-107 (see
p. 106).
3 7 Banrl IV, pp. 209-269, 284-2tl8, Pl. XXX-LIV.
as II. Band, III. Liefernng.
3 "Note sur les plantes ffJssiles de la Provence, Lausanne.
Bulletin de la Societe vau-·
doise des sciences naturelles, Tome VI, 18GO, pp. 505-514. Exameu analytique des
f!orcs tertiaires de Provence, Ziirirh, 186!.
40 Annales des sciences rw.tmellcs-Botaniquc-4< serie, tomes XV 1 X VII, XIX; ()e
serie, Tomes Ill, IV, VIII, IX, Hiul-'68.
4 1 Loc. cit., f>e serie, Tome XVIII.
42 Memoires de la Societe geologique de France, Tome VIII, 1865, pp. 289-438, Pl.
XXII--XXXVI.
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heersiennes de Gelinden,"43 in which, as in his" Recherches sur les vegetaux fossiles de Meximieux,"44 be was assisted by Prof. A. F. Marion.
But Saporta's contributions do not all relate to the Tertiary. Of nearly
equal importance have been his studies in the Jurassic flora of France.
The three volumes of his "Plantes jnrassiqnes,"45 which have already
appeared, with accompanying atlas, constitute, without any doubt, the
most exhaustive treatise upon the vegetable paleontology of that horizon that has thus· far been produced. Its value is by no means confined
to the light it throws upon the Mesozoic flora of France. The manner in
which the determinations are supported by comparison with other fossil and with living floras, renders the work a thoroughly general one.
Indeed no better treatise exists on the histology of coniferous stems and
on the classifications of the Coniferoo in general than is to be found in
the introduction to the third volume of this work. Besides numerous
other minor descriptive papers and memoirs of greater or less length and
importance on fossil plants, Marquis Saporta bas written two interesting
popular books on the subject. That entitled "Le Monde des Plantes
avant !'apparition de l'bomme," which appeared in 187!), is unquestionably the best popular treatise in this branch of science. The first volume of the work on '' L'evolution du regne vegetal," confined entirely to
a study of the Cryptogams from the point of view of evoluti"on, appeared
in 1S81 as one of the· Internationa~ Scientific Series, though it seems
never to have been translated into English. In this work Professor
Marion was associated. Other volumes showing the evidence of phenogamous plants for the doctrine of evolution are anxiously looked for.
Sa porta has long been a strong supporter of this class of views, and his
writings display a broad and enlightened spirit.
22. Garruthers.-The subject of this sketch was born at Moffat, 3cotland, and educated in Edinburgh. In 1859 he entered the British Museum
as assistant in botany, and became keeper of the department of bot;tny in
1871. He began his paleobotanical work by re-editing Lindley and Hutton's "Fossil Flora of Grm1t Britain," and is uuderstood to be now preparing- a supplement to it. During this time he bas been constantly contributing articles upon various points connected with his investigations. The
number of such papers is very large and their merit so great that his
title to a place in the present enumeration will not probably be disputed.
Although pursuing- somewhat the same line of investigation as the other
British paleobotanists, be still has given himself a much wider field.
He has not limited his researches to the Paleozoic, but has made incursions into the Mesozoic and even into the Tertiary. Fossil fruits have
formed a favorite study for him, and his investigations have widely
4 3Memoires couronnes de l'Academie des sciences de Belgique, Bruxelles, 4• edition,
Tome XXXVII, No. 6, 1873.
44Archives du Museum d'histoire naturelle de Lyon, 4e livraison, 1876, p. 131.
• 5 Pal6ontologie franc;aise.
Serio 2. Vegetaux, 1873, 11::!751 and 1876-181::!3.
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Mr. Carruthers was elected a fellow

In terminating this enumeration here it is evident tbat the limit of
space and not of matter has been the motive. The aim has been rather
to consider the great names in the past history of t.he science than to
venture an estimate of the worth of present workers in it, and if anumber ofliving representatives have been named it is because their services
have already been so great as to have given ft speciai color to that history and to afford a safe basis for judging of their future work. With
most of the many present devotees of paleobotany this last condition at
least does not exist, ::t.nd the fear of coming far short of doing them
justice, at least in the estimation of their future biographers, has de. t1•rred me from introducing their names into this brief nfswne.
But aside from this class no little difficulty has been encouutered in
choosing from among the older workers, and although in many cases
no two would agree where the line should be drawn, it is by no means
improbable that some obvious mistakes have been made, and that names
which have been omitted should have bef.'.n substituted for some that
have been mentioned. Defects of this class, and also those of various
other kinds, may, however, be partially remedied in the treatment of
the next division of the subject, in which the field will be less restricted
in this respect, and we shall look more especially to the work clone tban
to the men who have done it.
B.-SKETCH OF THE EARLY HISTORY AND SUBSEQUENT PROGRESS
OF PALEOBOTANY.
l. THE l'RE-SCIENTIFIC PERIOD.

Science often has its origin in wonder at unexplained phenomena, and
there is no science of which this. is more true than of paleontology.
Nearly all the early writers openly avow that they have been chiefly
spurred on to undertake and carry on· their investigations by an ''eager
curiosity" 46 respecting the objects they were treating, and the first collections of such objects were looked upon simply as curiosities, while
what have since become the greatest scientific institutions in the world
sometimes betray their origin by perpetuating the original. names
expressive of their sense of wonder. 47
No greater objects of wonder have presented themselves to man's
consideration than tlle fossils which from the earliest times have been
observed in difierent parts of the earth's ernst. The efforts of the rational mind to interpret these phenomena, although they may seem
amusing to the unthinking, are really of deep philosophic and even
scientific interest. It may surprise some to learn that the conclusions
'6Parkiuson's Organic Remains of a Former \Vorld, l!l04, p. v.
<7 For exam pie the great Academia Cresarea Leopoldiuo-Carolina N aturoo Curiosornm,
founded iu 1670 at Frankfort-on-the-Main.
GEOL
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reached by the ancients were far more correct than those drawn twelve
to sixteen cGnturies Jater, from much more ample data. Strabo, Xenophanes, Xanthm,;, Eratosthenes, and even Herodotus believed that the
fossil shells they bad seen once contained living animals, and that m
process of time they had been turned into stone. They further concluded that the mountains in which they were found imbedded were
once under the sea. These doctrines were known to the Bomans, and
of their popular acceptance by the cultivated classes we have evidence
in the familiar lines of Ovid's " Metamorphosis." ' 8 This view was also
shared by Pliny and other post-.Augustan writers, and even Tertullian 49
did not percci1e its inconsistency with Christian philosophy, which caused
its complete rejection during the next thirteen centuries. Of the fact
of this long stagnation not only in this but in nearly all other depart·
ments of science there is no question, 5° but as to its cause there are differences of opinion which this is not tne place to discuss. The doubtless charitable attempt, however, to throw the responsibility back upon
.Aristotle and his famous doctrine of generatio wqu,ivoca, 51 merely because
that doctrine m1s found more in harmony with the cosmogony which
became in grafted upon those sombre ages, should, in the single interest
of 'historic truth, be condemned, while it is too late in the scientific
. epoch to make it either necessary or prudent to hesitate in confessing
that the reasoning powers of man were virtually destroyed during that '
period by the almost .universal and thoroughly honest acceptance of a
false cosmogony. 52
"Vidi ego, quou fuerat quondam solidis~irna tell us
Esse fretum, vidi factas ex mquore terras,
Et procul a pclago conchre jacuere marinm,
Et vetus inventa est in montibus au cora summis.''
(Lib. XV, 262.)
49 "Mutavit et tot us orb is ali quando, aquis omnibus obsitus; ad hue maris couch:£ et
Luccinro pcrigrinant.ur in montibus, cupientes Platoni pro bare ctiam ardua tluitasse."
(De Pallio, II.)
so" During the next thirteen or fourteen centuries fossil remains of animals ·and
plants seem to have attracted so little attention that few references are made to them '
by writers of thb period. During these ages of darkness aU departments of knowledge suff'ercu alike, and feeble repetitions of iueas derived from the ancients seem to
have been about the only contributions of that period to natural science." (AuLlress
of Prof." 0. C, Marsh as presidt<nt of the American AEsociation for the Advancement
of Science, 1870, ·'Proceellings,'' Vol. XXVlii, p. 4.)
51 " In den Llaranf folgenden Zeiten verLlriingte die aristotelischc und nachherigc
scholastiche Philosophic die NaturknnLle, wobei man uatiirlich auch die Petrefakten
fast giinzlich vernachlassigte und sie fast nur crwiihull', nm <lie ungegriindete Lehre
des Aristoteles von 1ler generatio roquivoca alsbald auch auf sie anzuwendeu." (Giippert., System a :Filic~m Fossilium, p. 4.)
52 " Cette science en t bcancoup plus de peinP a se ·developper que les aut. res sciences
natnrelles, telles que Ia physique et '!a chirnie, car ellc rencontra tout d'aboru nne opposition religiense qui en entrava long temps Ies progres. L'orthodoxie biblique craignant que la science ne s'ecartilt trop des traditions de !a Genese, interdisait aux savants
J'etude independantc des fossiles, dans Jesqueles elle ne voyait que les debris ues etres
anciens detruits par le deluge do Noa." (Schiro per, Traite de paleontologie vegetale,
Tome I, p. 6.)
48
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It is only in so far as they relate to fossil plants that these general
considerations can be entered into here, although so closely are all
branches of paleontology blended in those early and, as it were, undifferentiated stages of their historical development that too strict a construction of this rule might exclude matter which has an important
bearing upon paleobotany. The special science, however, mi.1st be
regarded as very much younger than the general one. Indeed, while·
there is no doubt that the ancients were familiar with several kinds of
animal fossils, particularly shells and corals, it is generally believed
that they were wholly unacquainted with any form of vegetable petrifaction.53 This complete ignorance seems to have continued throughout the middle ages down to the t.hirteenth century.
It is certain1y surprising that so common an object as ~piece of petrified wood should never have been observed by intelligent people inhabiting limestone regions like those of Greece and Italy, and it is bard
to believe that this was really the case. It is more reasonable to suppose
that such things were sometimes seen and wondered at by rustics, but
that for some reason they escaped being recorded; or they may have
been recorded in some work that has failed to come down to us, like the
two lost books of Theophrastus.
53 ' \ D'empreintcs vegetales ou de debris vegetanx petrifies, nnlle mention chez les
anciens." (Schimper, loc. cit., p. 1. See aliSO Brongniart, Histoire des vegetanx fossiles, Tome I, p. 1 ; Sprengel, Commentatio de Psarolithis, p. 7; Goppert, Syst. Fil.
Foss., p. tl.)
·
The following are among the passages most commonly 11110ted in support of the
opposite view :
"Palmati [Iapides] circa Mundam in Hispania, ubi Coosar dictator Pompcium vicit,
quoties fregeris." ('l'o the word "palmati" is attached the following foot-note: "Qni
palma~ intns fracti referant.") (Plinius, Nat. liist., XXXVI, 29. Dolphin Classics,
111, Pliny, 9, p. 4749.)
"In Ciconum flumine, et in Piceno lacu Velino lignum deiectum, lap ideo cortice
obducitnr, et in Surio Qolchidis flumine, adeo ut lapidem plerumque duraus adhnc
integat cortex. Similiter in Silaro, ultra Surrentum, non virgnlta modo immersa,
verum et folia lapidescunt, alias salubri potu ejus aqnoo. In exitn paludis Reatium
saxum crescit." (Loc. cit., II, 106.)
"Syringitis stipulre, internodio similis, perpetua fistula cavatur." (Loc. cit.,
XXXVII, 67.)
"Qui navigaverc in lndos Alexandri milites frondem marinarum arborum tradidere in aqua viridem fuisse, exemptam sole protinus 1n salem are.sccntem. Juncos
[trnncos] quoque lapideos perquam similes veris per littora," etc. ('l'heophrastus,
loc. cit., XIII, 51.)
"Quarti gcneris elatiten vocari quamdiu crud us sit: coctum vero militeu, utilem
ambustiA, ad omnia utiliorem rubriea." (Loc. cit., XXXVI, 38.)
"Dryites c trancis arborum: hooc et ligni modo ardet." (Loc. cit., XXXVII, 73.)
Consult also, Theophrastus, Hepz AzOfiJv, Sect. XXIX; Strabo, Geographica, Lib.
XVI ; and Pansanias, Groociro Descriptio, Lib. I, cap. 43.
All t.hese passages bave, however, been carefully studied, and the conclusion reached
that they refer only to stones resembling trunks, fruits, etc., to madrepores, to incrustations, or other mineral substances, and not in any case to real petrifactions.
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Brongniart hrts ofiered an apology for the ancients, 54 on the ground
that 110 coal mines occur in Greece or. Rome, and that Spain, Northern
Africa, and Western Asia, with which: alone they were acquainted, are
all equally wanting in that formation; and he very truly remarks that
the k~owledge of fossil plants really began simultaneously with the use
of coal, as the destruction of the forests of Western and Northern Europe forced the growing population to discover some substitute for
wood as fuel. This is quite true so far as coal plants are concerned,
and somewhat so for all those fossils which are only exposed by mining, yet when we consider the extensive public works that were carried
on by the Romans, in connection with the large number of rich beds of
fossil plants now known in Italy, Dalmatia, Eubrea, and with the petrified forests of northern Egypt and other countries of the Roman Em. pire, some other explanation is certainly needed to account for the
silence of ancient literature upon the subject. This is to be found in
the highly artificial character of their civilization, and the little interest
taken in or attention paid to the phenomena of nature around them.
This state of society can be easily imagined by eliminating from our
own society the very minute fraction of the citizens of any modern country who ever observe or reflect upon natural objects or phenomena. In
any large city these can almost be counted upon the fingers, and this
could then be done for the whole Roman Empire, while during the succeeding ages even these few were wanting, and the flicker that Pliny
kindled upon the dying embers of Grecian learning was allowed to go
entirely out.
It was long supposed that Agricola 55 was the first to make unequivocal mention of petrified wood, but a passage has been found in Albertus Magnus,"6 which leaves no doubt that his attention had been
definitely drawn to this subject, and which carries it back to the thirteenth
century. This passage, however, seems to have attracted no attention,
and it was only after Agricola had twice 57 expressed his views on the
suQject that other writers took it up. Matthiolus in his letter to Bauhin
(1564), and Gesner 58 (1565), described specimens which came into their
possession. A long discussion followed as to the true nature·of these
petrifacti.ous and all kinds of theories were put forward. Already for
54 Histoire des vegetaux fossiles, Tome I, p. 1.
o5Gcorgius Bauer Agricola. De natura fossilium, 1558, Lib. VII, pp. 324, 328.
·'6"8imiliter autem ligna jacentia in quibusdam aquis et maribus conyertunt in
Iapides et retinent figuram lignorum. Et aliquando natrn plantrn in aquis et maribus illis ita sunt vicinrn lapidum naturis quod ad modicum exiccatrn in aiire, Iapidum formam assumunt," etc. (Bcati Alberti Magni De mineralibus. Tractatus L
Caput VII. Opera, Tom. II, p. 216, Lugduni, 1651.)
·' 1 " De ortu et causis subtcrrancornm.
Lib. III. In De re metallica, BasileaJ, 1657,
I'· 507. Arbores • • " lapidescunt " " " tum sic in saxa commutataJ, ut
suus cujuscunque; truncus et rami mox sub aspectum veuiant: cortex a Iigno non
difficiliter intcrnoscantur."
58 Conrad Gesner: De rerum fossiliun., Iapidum, et gemmarum maxime figuris et
similitudinibus. Tiguri, 1565. (See cap. ix, fol. 125, f. 1.)
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centuries had the discussion of petrifactions in g-eneral been ra-ging and
the discovery of petrified wood only added new complications t.o an old
controversy. Enlarging upon Aristotle's doctrine of spontaneous generation, the scholastic writers had affirmed that it was as possible for
s.tones of any required form to produce themselves as for living animals
and plants. Avicenna in the tenth century ha£1 proposed his vis lap·irlijica, and Albertus Magnus in the thirteenth his. vi·rt~ts jonnativa.
Bauhin 59 predicated a spirit of the Universe, or Arcb::eus, while I.~iba
vius 60 held that fossils sprang, like living things, from a true germ or
seed. Balthasar Klein obtained a specimen, one side of which was
stone, the other coal, and this excited intense curiosity. He sent the
specimen to Matthiolus, who studied it and came to the conclusion 61
that coal was the third or final step in the process of transmutation,
and that just as wood turned into stone so stone in turn was transformed
into coal. Klein's own views were much more rational. The discovery
in the mines of Joachimsthal of a petrified tru'nk with the bark on
added to the interest alreafly aroused on this subject and kept alive the
discussion.
Thus far only petrified wood had been observed or considered, and
although Johannes Kentmann, 62 in 1565, had given an account of some
ieaf impressions formed by incrustations of tufa, no mention of the remains of the foliar organs of plants in any true rock formation seems to
have been made until1664, when Johann Daniel Major publislled at Jena
his "Lithologia curiosa, sive de animalibus et plan tis in Iapides versis."
This work was so little known that whatever its merits it attracted 110
notice, and the subject of fossil plants in the sense now commonly nuderstood remained practically untouched until the close of tl.te seventeenth
century.
In 1699 appeared at London Lhwyd's '' Lithophylacii britanmci lcllnographia," 63 in which were not only described but figured with sufficient fidelity for identification a number of ferns from the coal measures of England. A period of great activity in this department of human observation, we can scarcely say science, followed the appearance
of this work, but before attempting to follow the development from
this point we may pause a moment to consider the history and progress
of ideas which in all ages so largely formed the spur to observation and
investigation.
With the discovery of fossilized leaves and fronds by Major and
Lh wyd all the departments of paleontology had been opened to dis.
cussion, and in those early days discussio11 was the primary consid59

De fontiuus et llalneis Bollensis.

oo llist. et invest. font. medic. ad 'l'ubarin sniJ Rotembergo. P. III, Franc. ad Mamnm.

Epistolre ad Banhin, III, pp. 141, 142, 1564.
Nomenclatura rernm fossilium, etc, Tit. vi, Lapides. Tiguri, 1565, fol. :38 .
.,, Eduardi Luidii Lithophylacii britannici icbnographia, sive lapichnn aliorumque
fossilium britannicorum singulari figura insigniurn ~ • · • clistrillutio classica.
Londini et Lipsire, 1699. so. (See Tall. 4 & 5, Figs. 184•, 186, 188, 189, 190, 191, 197;
see, also, two Annularias, Figs. 201 & 20"2, Tab. 5.)
61
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eration. The end was then, as now with modern science, the ascertainment of truth, but the lesson had not yet been learned that to this end
the accumulation and investigation of facts is the first and principal
requisite.
The mystic views of Avicenna, Albertus, Bauhin, Matthiolus, and
Libavius, already reticwred to, prevailed in varying forms throughout
the seventeenth century. Sperling 64 (1657) advocated a stone-making
spirit, or mrra seminalis. Kireher 6" (1665) propounded his theory of
seminaria of eorpuseuza, salina, as the trne principle of petrifaction, and
as reaJiy constituting the vis lapidijica or spiritus arehiteetonieus which
controls the action of the sucetts petrifieus, or petrifying juice, in which
be was followed more or less closely by Lachmnnd 6 b (1669), Plot 67 (1677),
Hhin 68 (1682), and Lhwyd 69 (1699), while others considered fossils as
mere freaks of nature. Indeed, Oamerarius 70 ( 1712) declared that in
the beg·inning God bad supplied these varied forms to the earth's interior the same as grass and l1erbage to its surface. 'fhis class of ideas,
however, could with difficulty withstand the light of the accumulating
facts after the commencement of the eighteenth century, and Lange's"
attempt (1708) to demonstrate the germ theory prove(} one of the latest
efl'orts of the kind. A modified Democritism, however, cropped out
later, as seen in Dr. Arnold's (1733) investig·at.ion of the origin and
formation of fossils, in which be postulated the existence of infinitesimal particles which were brought together in the creation of the world
to form the outline of all the creatures and objects ·u110n and within the
earth, a work which found some favor on the· continent and was translated into German in 1733. 72
The theory which was destined to supplant these vague, unreal speculations aml to prevail throughout the eighteenth century was what
may be called the ji:ood theory, viz., the idea that all or nearlJ· all fossils consist of the debris of the life of the globe prior to the occurrence
of the Noachian deluge, having been tossed aud washed about in that
great disturbance and then left stranded on or near the surface in the
places where they now occur after the waters had retreat~d. This view
maJ' seem to us a poor substitute even for the worthless dreams which
"'John Sperling.

Lithologia, quam sub pnesidc viri, etc., examini submittit G.

E. WiegalHlns. Viteb., 1657.
"·' Athanasius Kircherus. Mnndns subterraneus, Tom. II, Lib. VIIJ, Sect. I, Cap.
III; Sect. II, Cap. I. Amsterdam, 1665.
Bo Friederich Lachmnnd.
Oryctographia Hildesheimensis. Hildcsheim, 1669.
"'Robert Plot. Naturalllistory of Oxfordshire, pp. 32, 33, 122, 124. Oxford, 1677.
<;• Lucas Rhin. Dissertatio de ebore fossili. Altdorf, 1682.
""Edward Lhwyd. Loc. cit
'"Elias Camerarius. Dissertationes tanrinenscs physico-medicm, Francf., 1712.
ncarolus Nicolaus Langius. Historia lapidium figuratorum Helvetim, p. 165..
Veuetiis, 1708. 40,
7ZTheodore Aruold. Eine Untersuchuug des Ursprungs nml der Formiruug dcrer
Fossilien. Leipzig, 17:13. 8°. I know this paper only from a mention of it by
,Schultze in hi~ "Krauterabdriicke iru Steinreichc," S. 10.
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had to make way for it, but when philosophically viewed it will he seen
that it was really a decided ad vance· upon those. This is clear when
we remember that it involves the admission that the petrified forms
represent true living forms that ouce inhabited the earth, which in so
far is a scientific truth not embodied in any of the hypotheses thus far
considered. He who reads the discussion of those times cannot fail to
observe that it bears the stamp of all progressive controversy, in which
a more realistic conception is confronting and overthrowing older idealistic ones.
The first intimation that remains of the Flood mig·ht be looked for
seems to have come from Martin Luther, who in his commentary on the
book of Genesis said he had uo doubt that surviving in1lications of the
Deluge might be found in the form of woorl hardened into stone around
the mines and smelting mills. 73 Alexander ab Alexandra in his "Geniales dies" (1522), also held this view, and was followed by Agricola
(1546), Matthiolus (1564), Gesner (1565), and lmperatus 74 (1599). But
this explanation made little or no headway against the fanciful theories
of the time, and it was uot untilnearl~r a century later that the floodtheory, revived perhaps by a new edition of the work of Alexander ab
Alexandro, 75 began to be reasserted and to take firm root. Dr. John
Woodward, of London, who was a great collector of fossils, published a
work in 1695 76 in which be held that all the solid parts of t.he earth's
crust were loosencrl . by the Flood and mingled promiscuously in its
waters, aml that at its close everything sank back to the surface according to its specific gravity, the remains of animals and plants assuming the positions in the respective strata in which they are now founrl
petrified. Lhwyd, also, in the work already cited (1699) and other writings, gave countenance to this theory, which bad thus acquired considerable respectability prior to the opening of the eighteenth century.
But the greatest champion and expounder of the diluvian hypothesis
was still to come in the person of Johann Jacob Scheuchzer, a brief
sketch of whose life and work has already been given. His great work 77
appeared in 1709, in which he severely attacks all other theories and
brings forward a mass of evidence in favor of his own which has proved
of the greatest value to the progress of substantial knowledge and
especially to that of paleobotany. It is not by this really useful and
for its time important and remarkable work that, we fear, the name of
" 1 ' ' Und ich zweifele uicht, dass noch von dcr Si.lndflntl! her ist, dass man an Oer'teru, cb Bergwerck ist., oft Holtz fiudet, das schier zn Steiueu gehiirtct ist." Martin
Luther's Griindliche und Erbauliche Anslegnng des Ersten Buchs Mosis, Halle, 1739,
Band I, col. liu.
H Ferrante Imperato.
Dell' historia naturale. Napoli, 1590.
75 Ale.xander ab Alexandro.
Genialinru Dierum, libri vi. Parisiis, 1539, Lib. v, Caput
ix, foL 120.
76 .John \Voodwanl.
An essay towards a natural history of the er.rth and terrestrial
boflies. London, 1695. (See pp. 74 et seq.)
n Johann Jacob Sch.eucbzer. Herbarium diluvianum. 'l'ignri, 1709.
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Scheuchzer is to-day clliefiy known, but rather by the one in which he
committed a most serious, and to us ridiculous, blunder in IJis zeal for bis
favorite dogma by describing tbe bones of a great salamander as those
of a man who had been a witness of the Flooll.78 Scheuchzer did not
accept "Voodward's explanation, but believed that the animals and plants
were buried in the slime and mud resulting from the Deluge and there
underwent the process of petrif~tetion. He divided all the objects that
he described into three classes-prediluvian, diluvian, and postdiluvian;
but the first of these classes seem ell to contain little more than dendrites
and otller minerals that he supposed·to have come from the solid earth
below the deposit left by the Flood, while tile third class embraced such
obviously recent incrustations as were clearl~' seen to be in process of
formation in spriiigs and certain streams. The bulk of the fossils described were set down as diluvian, and many of them were specially so
designated in tlle appendix to the new edition published at Leyden
in 1723.
Scheuchzer's work aroused a tleep and widespread interest in the
whole subject, and for many years collectors and writers vied with one
another to discover additional evidences and describe new material.
So supreme was his authority and so bold and forcible Lis reasoning
that be carried conviction and inspired many disciples and followers.
The dilnvian theory became at once the prevailing doctrine, and nearly
all tlle writers of tlle eighteenth century either openly espoused it or
dared not oppose it. Mylius 79 (170fl) accepted it1 Biittner80 (1710) saw
signs and witnesses of it, Volkmann 81 (1720) labored to multiply proof.-s
of it, Bri1ckmann 82 (1727) and Da Costa83 (1755) indorsed it, while even
Walch 84 (1768) and Schroter 85 (1774) raised but a feeble voice against it.
Bnt the solid works of the two last-named authors and of a few others, and
the now· rapidly accurnnlating material for serious study combined w1th
the few not always feeble protests, which, as we shall pre8ently see,
had all along, but especially in the later years, been raised agai'llst the
Deluge hypothesi.-,, now began to count lleavily and to shake it at all
points, ancl the last two decades of the eighteenth century were destined to see its collapse as rapid and complete as its ri~;e had been sudIdem. Homo diluvii testis et 0so'OKotror. Tiguri, li26. 4°.
F. Mylius. Memorabilia Saxonioo snbterranem. Leipzig, 1709-1718.
son. S. Biittuer. Rudera Diluvii Testes, i.e., Zeichen nucl Zeugen der Siind-Flnth.
Leipzic, 1710.
B1 Q. A. Volkmann.
Silesia snbterranem. Leipzig, 1720, pp. 85, 86.
BllFranc Ernest Briickmanu. Magnalia Dei iu locis subterrancis. Paris, 17\!7, fol. ·
83 Emanuel Mendes da Costa.
On tlJe impressions of plants on the slates of coals.
Phil. Trans. L, pp. 2;!8-235, Pl. V. London, 1757.
84 J. E. Immanuel Walch.
Die Naturgeschichte der Versteiucrnugeu znr Elliiutenwg der Knorrischen Sammlung. Niirnberg, 1768-1773.
"',Johann Samuel Schroter. Vollstiinrlige Einleitnng in die Kenntniss nnd Ge·
s~hichte cler Steine und Versteineruugeu. Altenburg, 1774-1784 •. Versteinernugen des
Pflauzenreichs, Bd. III, Kapitel I, pp. 99-2313. (See especially pp. 106--109.)
'8
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den and vigorous in the first decade. For although Hugh Miller86 was
!"till able to find defenders of it as late as 1856, just as defenders of the
geocentric theory can still be found, it was only among those who could
have possessed no direct acquaintance with the real evidence, i.e., the
fossils themselves and t.be earth in which they were imbedded.
Having thus hastily reviewl:'d the several unscientific. theories that
have at different periods been called in to explain the origin and nature
of fossils in general and of fossil plants in particular, down to the close
of the last century, we may now consider with equal brevity the llistory
and progress of rational, and finally of scientific, ideas upon tile same
SUQject.
As alreally rP-marked the ancients, unfettered by any supposed revelation with which all facts must be made to accord, bad not doubted
that the objects found in the earth having the same form as those of
animals found in the sea, represented such animals that bad inhabited
the sea at some former time, but bow long ago they do uot seem to have
troubled thl·rnselves to inquire. Still there were not wanting those who
speculated upon the origin of life on the earth, and Empedocles 87 actually stated the theorem, which is still lacking the data for complete
demonstration, that vegetable life antedated animal life.· How far tbe
human mind proved capable of straying from this simple act of ratiocination we have already had occasion to see. It must not, howe\·er,
be supposed that throughout the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth
cf>.nturies, which we have been reviewing, no glimmer of reason eYer
made itself percl:'ptible through the thick night of scholastic mysticisu~
that hung over the contemplation ofnatnre iu wnatever form. Sarayna 38
(1540), Moscardus 89 (1556), Balthasar Klein (1564), in the sixteentll;
Columna 00 (1606)Scilla 91 (1670), Chioccus 92 (1622), Major 93 (1664), Hook 94
"Hngh Miller. Testimony of the Rocks, etc. Boston, 1857. Lecture seventh.
See C. Sprengel's Programma de Empedocle au disput. in augur. Gorre. Hahc,
ltl\!5.
88 'l'orellns Sarayua.
Mnseum CalceolarE, p. 407.
Idem. Bonanni Museum Kircherianum, p. 198.
Idem. Museum Moscanli, p. 172.
89 Lndovico :Moscardo.
Note ovvero memorie del Museo del Conte Moscardo del
medesimo descritte, Verona, 1556.
" 0 l!'abius Columna.
Minus cognitarum rariorumqne nostro coelo orientium st.irpinm
Ecphrasis, etc. Homm, 1606.
Iclem. De purpura. Hotnre, 161fi, et Kilim, Hi75. I have only been able to consult
the edition of 167'->.
Idem.. De Glossovetris. In the last and also appended to the next.
01 Angustinns Scilla.
De corporibns marinis Japi•lescentibns qum defossa reperiuntur. Romrn, 1670. I have seen only the editions of 1747 and 1752.
a> B. Cerntns e Andreas Chioccus. Francisei Calceolarii Museum lncnlenter dcscripturn. V eronm, 1622. .
93 Johann Daniel Major.
Dissertatio epistolica de cancris et de serpentibus petrefactis, etc., Jena, 1664.
114 Robert Hook.
Micrographia, etc.,_ Loudon, 1665, p. 111.
8
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(1665), Merret 95 (1667), Steno 96 (1669), WedeJ9 7 (1672), Boccone 98 (1674),
Lister 99 (1678), Leilmitz 100 (16!)3), TenzeP01 (1694), in the seventeenth,;
CarP 02 (1704), Rosinus 103 (17W), Kundmanu 104 (1737), Schultze 105 (1755),
Parsons 106 (1757), Blumenbach 107 (1780), in the eighteenth century, and

numerous others, recognized in one form or another the real character of
the fossils they were dealing with, some comparing them with living animals and plants, and some, especially in the later years, boldly combating the vagaries and supernatural explanations of the dominant schools.
Most of these writers investigated the specimens themselves and !lrew
tbeir conclusions fresh from them, and in not a few cases the amoul)t
of snch material in their bands for investigation was considerable.
During the seventeenth century these more rational utterances were
of course without ~wail, but uuring the eighteenth they commenced to
make tlwmselves felt with increasing force. The diluvian hypothesis,
as already remarked, was an advance toward the true conception, and
the question now turned upon the manner in which these petrified re"
mains of once living things could have been placed where they were
found. Kundmann and Schulze were among the boldest, and Morand 108
"·' Chri,topber Merret. Pin ax rerum naturalinw Britannicarurn, contiuens vegetabilia, ammalia et fossilia iu hac iusnla reperta inchoatus. Loudon, 1666 & 16G7.
""Nicolaus Steno. De solido iut.ra solidum natnraliter con ten to disserbttiouis prodromus. Florenthe, 1669.
'" n. \V. \Vedel. De conchis saxatilihus. Ephemerid. Natnrw Curiosorum, 1G72.
III, pp. 101-103, Pl. LXX. Lipshe et Francf., 1681.
%Paul Boccone. Recherches et observations natnrelles ton chant le corail, etc.,
Amsterdam, 1674.
99 1\fartin Lister.
Historia3 · animalium tres Angli;c t.ractatus quilms adjectus est
qnartus de lapidibus ad cochlearum quandam imagiucm fignratis. Loudon, 1678.
See the '' Prmfatio" to this fourth treatise, in which, while favoring a terrigenous
origin, he admits that if real animals they have now ceased to be generated. P. 199.
Idem. Synopsis rnethodica conchyliorum. 1685.
Idem. A description of stones figured like plants, and by some observing men
esteeme<l to be Jllant.s petrified. ·Phil. Trans. London, 1673, Vol. VIII, No, 100, pp,
61tll-6191. Pl. I.
wo G. W. Leibnitz. Acta erudita. Lipsim, 1693. · P. 40.
1°1 W. E. Tenzcl.
Epistola ad l\Jagliabechum de sceleto elephantino Tonnro nuper
effussw. Jcna, 1694.
10' Samuel Carl.
Lapis Lydius philosopbicus pyrotechnicus ad ossium fo~~ilium
docirnasiam aualytice demonstrandum adhibitus, ete. Franc. ad Mo:mam, 1704.
IO:l Michael Reinhold Rosin us.
Tentaminis lle li t.hozois ac lithophytis, olim marinis,
jam vero subterrancis, prodromus, etc. Hamburg, 1719.
10 ' J. C. Kundrnann.
Rariora naturrn et artis, oder Seltenbeiteu der Natur und
Kunst des Kundmannscher Naturalienkabinets. Breslau u. Leipzig, 1737. I. Absehnitt., 14. Artickel.
105 Ch. Fr. Schultze.
Knrt.ze Betrachtnng llerer Krii.uterabdrticke irn Steinreiche.
Dresden null Leipzig, 1755, S. 10.
106 James Parsons.
An account of some fossils, fruits, and other bodies found in
the island of Shepey. Phil. Trans., 1757, Vol. 50, pt. 2, p. 396.
107 Johann Friedrich Blumenbach.
Handlmch der Natnrgescbichte. Got.tingen
177~!-1780. 6. Auf!. 1799. Theil II, 9 222,225. (See especially pp. (188-708, ed. 1799.)
108
.J. F. C. Mot;and. Die Kunst auf Steinkohlen zu bauen. Leipzig u. Konigsberg, 1771, 4°. (Translated from the French.)
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(1771), Bauder 109 (1772), and Suckow 110 (1782), wrote treatises in the
true scientific spirit. But to Blumenbach is generally ascribed the
credit of having fairly broken the spell and prepared the way for a
science of paleontology. Not only in his "Handbuch" already mentioned, but also throughout his later "Beitrage" 111 which began in 17!30,
and his other works, he taught with authority that the beings to whose
former existence these fossil forms were due were not only antedihlYian
but preadamitic, and that moreover there had been a series of faunas
and fioras inhabiting the earth before the age of man.
The revolution, however; was not instantaneous nor abrupt. It had
been preparing for many years and could not have been much longer
postponed. To understand the nature of this preparation it will be
necessary to consider a few of the questions that came up for discussion -and solution during the eighteenth century, and in attempting to
do this we must now confine ourselves exclusively to those presented
by the different forms of fossil vegetatiou. Without denying the superior importance of the evidence from animal remains, it may still be
possible to vindicate the truth of the rather paradoxical statement of
Brongniart that the vegetable kingdom should perhaps claim the honor
of ha,·ing caused the ridiculous i{leas which attributed these remains
of the ancient world to freaks of nature and plastic forces to be abandoned.ll2
Among these questions the two that seemed to dwarf all other8 were,
first, Are these the remains of the same kind of plants that are now
found growing upon the earth'? and, second, ·when did the originals live
that ha•e been preserved in this remarkable manner by turning into
stone~

When we consider what is now known about the geological strata of
the earth's crust we can scarcely realize that but two generations ago
comparatively nothing was known on this subject. Geology was not
yet born. The investigators of the last century were really not discussing the geologic age of fossil remains. The assumption was universal that these were plants that grew' somewhere in the world onJy a
few thousand years ago at most, plants such as either grew then in the
countries where their remains were found or in other countries from
which they had been brought by one agency or another, generally that
of the Flood, or else, as some finally conceived, had been destroyed by
these agencies, so as to have no exact living representatives. The
writers of that period were therefore more or less divided among these
three theories which we may respectively call (1) the indigenous theory,
wo 1<'. J<'r. Bander. Nachrict von den seit einigen Jahren zn Altdorf von ihm entdeckten versteinerten Korpern. Jena, 1772.
'
'w Georg Adolph Suckow. Beschreibung einiger merkwiirdigen Abdriiekevon der
Art der sogenanten Calami ten. Hist. et comment. A cad. elector. Theodoro-Palatime,
Tom. Y, Physieum :Monheimii, 1784, p. 355.
Ill Beitrage zur Naturgeschichte.
1790-1811.
m Hi~toire des vegetaux: fossiles, Tome I, p. 2.
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(2) the exotic theory, and (3) the extermination theory. The most of
them, however, admitted two or more of these explanations to account
for different facts which could not be brought under a 13ingle one.
Schenchzer, the great apostle of the Floo<l theory, considered the fossils as ordinary plants still to be found, and he gave them names taken
from the standard botanical works, with all of which he was familiar,
as well as with the flora of Switzerland, the Alps, and Europe in gen·
eral. In the '' editio novissima" of his "Herbarium dilnvianum," 17~3,
he attempted in an appendix to arrange them all according to the system of Tournefort. Among the genera which he confideutly puts down
are found Gallium ( = Galium ), Fragaria, Fum aria, Osmunda, Saxifraga,
Sorbus, Trifolium, Vitis, etc., and he occasionally ventures to give the
species, as Populus nigra.. Volkmann, in his "Silesia subterrauea"
(1720), is not less certain that be sees in one impression the myrrh of
t11e Scriptures, and in another the common Hippuris, or mare's-tail.
Lange 113 (1742) and Moering 114 (1748) were satisfied with the faintest
resemblances to living plai1ts, while Lehmann 115 (1756) labored hard to
prove that the impressious of Anmtlaria sphenophylloides, which occur
at differ~nt depths in the coal mines near Ihlefeld, Hohenstein, were
flowers of Aster montanus (A. Antellus or A. Sibirictts) caught in full
bloom and petrified in sittt. Many others ll 6 preceded Walch, who was
himself unable to free himself from tlle popular conceptions. He ()Ompared his Lithopbytes with indigenous plants, from whieh be ·also derived certain supposed fossil flowers.
The exotio theory, though equally unt.rue with the indigenous theory,
marked a decidt:d advance, since it was the outcome of careful study,
and a supposed escape from so.me of the objections to the ot.her mode
of explanation. V~ry early in the century certain authors had been
led by curiosity or som'e other motive to compare the finest of these impressions with specimen~ of living plants, then already well represented
in European herbariums, from many distant countri(,ls. The earliest case
of this kind on record .is that of Leibnitz, w110 in 17()6 furnished a note 117
on the occurrence of impressions of supposed Indian plants in Germany,
a conclusion which he arrived at from a comparison of fossils with living species from India, and believed them to agree. Twelve years
113
Nic,,Jaus Langins. De schisto ejus imlole atqne genesi meditationes cnm •lescriptione dnornm vegetabiliuru riniorum, etc. Acta Acari. nat. cur., Tom. VI. App., p.
133, tal>. II.
114 Paul Gerard Moering.
Phytolithus zere Linnrei in schisto nigro. Acta Acad.
nat. cur., Tom. VIII, p. 448.
110 J. G. Lehmann.
Dissertation snr les flours de l'Aster rnoutanuR, ou pyrcnaique
precoce a flenrs bleues eta feuilles de saule, empreintes sur l'ariloise. Hist. de l'acad.
des sci. et de uelles lettres de Berlin, 1756, pp. 127-144.
116 C . .1!'. Schultze.
Die bei Zwickau getimilenen Kraute.rabilriick<'. Neue gesellrchaft1. ]i;rzahlungen, 1758. Theil I, pp. 42-48.
P. F. Davila. Catalogue systematique et raisonnc des curiosites de Ia nature et
l'art. Paris, 1767. See Tome III, pp. 237-254, Pl. VI, VII, VIII.
117
Histoire des sciences, Paris, 1706, pp. 9-11.
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later Antoine de Jussieu 118 publisbe<l his ce]ebrate(l memoir upon the
coal plants of Saint Cbaumont, in which he discussed the differences
between them and European fems and their resemblance to those of
the tropics.
Tbe idea of the tropical facies of fossil plants was thenceforward frequently put forth, as by Lesser 119 (1735), Capeller 120 (1740), Sauvages 121
(17 43), ct('. Parsons 122 (1757) declared that some of the petrified fruits
found on the Island of Sheppey were '' absolutely exotics;" and Dulac 123
(1765) discovered in the coal mines of Saint Etienne, now so carefully
explored by Grand' Eury, impressions which he likened to American
ferns. Walch leaned toward the exotic theory, and declared that so
imperfect were the remains that their true identity could not be made
out, and that the tendency had been too much to imagine indigenous
species to exist where they were in reality foreign ones. He pointed
out the fact that the fossil plants of England, France, and Germany
were substantially the same, which is not the ease to any such extent
with the living floras, and even where no similarity with living plants
could be traced he had no bet-ter explanation than that they musL belong to unknown exotic species.
·
As intermediate between the exotic theory, or that of transportation
by the :Flood, and the extermination theory, or that of destruction by
the Flood, and as, to some extent, an initial stage of the latter, there
was called in a degeneration tlleory, which Volkmann 124 sets forth as
clearly as it was probably ever concei\ed by any of the contemporary
writers, which certainly is not saying a great deal. According to this
theory the antediluvian vegetation was of a far higber order thanthat
of postdiluvian origin, and contained none of the thorns, thistles, and
other scourges with which we are familiar. It also contained many
useful and wholesome fruit-bearing trees, of which our modern forests
are the degenerate representatives. Ideas like these were frequently
expressed, and even Buffon entertained some notion of a state of faunal
and floral degeneration.
118 Exam en des causes ·des im1wessions des pl:mtes marquees snr certaines pierres
des environs de Saint Chaumont. Mem. de l'acad. royale des sciences. Paris, 1718,
p. 287. It is remarkable that both Brongniart (Hist. des veg. foss., Tome I, p. 3) and
Schim]ler (Traite de pal. veg., Tome I, p ..4) should have committed the error of crediting this paper to Bernard instead of Antoine de Jnssieu. The former would have been
only nineteen years of age; but Brongniart makes the further mistake of assigning
the date as 1708 (loe. cit., foot-note 1), which would have made him only nine years
old. See also a second memoir, loc. cit., 1721.
·
m :Friedrich Christ. Le~ser. Lithotheologie, oder noturhistorische und geistliche
Betrachtung der Steine. Hamburg, 1735, p. 642.
120 Maurus Antonius Capeller.
Sci agraphia lithologica. Gedani, 1740, p. 6.
m L' Abb(i de Sauvages. Sur differentcs petrifications, etc. Mem. de l'acad. roy .
. des sciences. 1743, p. 415.
12
' James Parsons.
Philosophical Transactions. 1757, Vol. L, p. 397.
3
H Alleon Dulac.
Memo ire pour servir a l'histoire naturelle des provinces de Lyonnois, Forez, et Beanjolois. Lyon, 1765. Tome LI.
,.. Silesia subterranea, p. 92.
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The conception of a gradual degeneration would be logically followed
wit.h that of complete extinction, but, so far as we know, the latter
view found expression earlier than the former. Leibnitz, in the memoir
already cited (1706), speaks of the proofs of great· ph;ysical changes tak·
ing place on the snrface of the earth. Both Scheuchzer and :Mylius
admitted that many kinds of living creatures may have been utterly
exterminated by the Flood. Jussien proposed extinction as an alternative explanation. Rosin us 125 (1710) stated that among fossil Encrinites
and Belemnites there were some whose originals were unknown. Volkmann and the other theological expounders believed in diluvian extermination, and thus explained the facts known to them that fossil trunks
are often found on barren·islands where no trees ever grew. 126 vYalch
admitted very little. in this fertile direction, although he regarded the
Oalamitre as the remains of great reeds which had no known living representatives. Suckow, however, in the memoir already referred to,
where he was the first to recognize the affinity of the Calamitre with
Equisetum, decided, after careful comparison with E. giganteztm and
other large living species, that they probably belonged to extinct
species.
The idea that the fossil remains might represent extinct species of
forms once indigenous to Europe now began t9 take shape and to work
a profound revolution in prevailing theories. The question then, referred to a few pages back, as to the time when the originals must have
been living, became one of paramount importance and led to the investigation of the stratified rocks. This was the origin of true paleontological research. But it could scarcely have been begun earlier. Stratigraphical geology was also at the same moment in the act of being born.
Werner had founded his Neptunian theory, and Hutton his Plutoniau,
while William Smith was teaching how to determine the age of rocks
by the fossils they contain.
'l'he puerile speculations about the nature of fossils which we have
been considering can be better excused when we remember that nothing
whatever was known of the earth. So long as it was supposed to be
only a few thousan<l years old, and as the only disturbance of which
men had ever heard was that of the Mosaic deluge, we may well
doubt whether the most astute of oq.r present geologists would have
<'Onceived any better explanations. In this respect the Ancients had
the advantage. Even Pythagoras is said to have taught that the laud
was once under the sea. Xenophanes and Herodotus both expressed
this same idea, and Aristotle himself is known to have entertained
something like an adequate conception of time limits. 127 Tertnllian
(supra., p. 386, note 49) uttered the last faint !'Cho of this· thought,
which thenceforward seems to have slumbered until the middle of
125 Supra, p. 394, note 103.
126Volkmann. Silesia subtcrranea, p. 93.
127 Meteorologicorum, Lib. I, Cap. XIV, 31; Lib. II.
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the fifteenth century, when Leonardo da Vinci revived it, attacked
the current scholastic doctrines, and maintained that the fossils which
had been the subject of so much interest in Italy had been living
creatures and had once lived in the sea. A century later Sarayna,
as we have seen, asserted the organic origin of the V eronese petrifactions, and Fracastorius explained the fossils of the Kircherian,
Moscardan, and Calceolarian Museums by assuming that the mountains containing them had stood in the water during the time the
animals lived, and that these had left their remains on the retreat
of the waters. These and all similar voices were, however, drowned
amid the angry and senseless discussions of the time. Nicholas Steno,
towards the end of the seventeenth century, in a work to which attention has already been called (snpm, p. 394, note 96), recognized the different ages of stratified rocks, and asserted that the oldest rocks contained
no fossils. In the posthumous '' Protogma" 128 of Leibnitz, which must
have been written very early in the eighteenth century, a cosmogony is
elaborated which recognizes something like the true process of sedimentation, but is vitiated entirely by an attempt to harmonize it with
the literal six days cosmogony of MoseR. Lehmann (1756), whose errors,
so far as his conclusions were concerned, we have already mentioned,.
nevertheless performed a truly pioneer work both for geology and for
paleobotany in correctly indicating the relative depth, position, aml relations of the different strata with their characteristic vegetable remains
in the coal region at Ihlefeld. These and a few other like treatises
prepared the way for Blumenbach and the sou_.nd views which began to
prevail at the close of the eighteenth century. The inadequacy of the
Flood theory to explain the facts and the conviction that there must
have been a series of antecedent revolutions in the floras and faunas of
the globe began to inspire research, and promisecl the fruitful results
which, in fact, so soon and so richly followed.
2. THI!: SCIENTIFIC PERIOD.

Having thus rapidly passed in review the long crepuscular period of
speculation, conjecture, and groping research which was necessary to
precede and prepare for the true adyent of science-a period throughOI_lt most of which no real science of paleontology could be said to exist-,
or, if havingaqnasi-existence, its zoologic and phytologie branches were
as yet for the most part undifferentiated-the scientific period, which, so
far at least as plants are concerned, literally began with the beginning
of the presentcentury, next claims attention. In the biological sket"ches
which preceded t.bis historical one the chronologie arrangement was
adopted, and in this, therefore, was necessarily embraced much of the
true history of the science, but, as there stated, this form of treatment
108
G. \V. Leibnitz. Protogroa, sive de prima facie tell uris et antiquissimm historim
vestigiis in.ipsis naturro monumentis dissertatio; ex schedis manuscriptis viri il!nsttis
in lncem edita a C. Scheidio. Gottmgre, 1749. § XLV treats of fossil trees and wood;
§XLVI of peat., and §XLVII of the Lnneburg fossil trees.
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necessaril;r leaves out many of the important facts in the history of the
subject. It also fails to connect the principal points into an unbroken
series and to correlate events and discoveries into a systematic whole.
The chiefly chronologie treatment which will now uc presented, while
still lacking in philosophic method and otherwise defective, will aim to
supply most of the omissions referred to, and will perhaps lle more useful than any other form of treatment which could well be made within
the limited space which can be devotecl to it.
The new epoch was auspiciously ushered in on the first year of the
centur.v by the memoir, alread,r once referred to (s1tpra p. 371), of the
Baron von Schlotheim in Hoff'~ Magazine, in which he applied the
same reasoning to plants that Blumenbach had done to animals.
Leopold von Buch 129 (1802) inaugurated the remarkable discussion as
to whether the coal plants actually grew on the spot where they are
found in the carbonized or silicified state, which was continued by Steffens,130 Leonhard, 131 Noeggerath, 132 Sternberg, Brongniart, and Lfndley
and Hutton, 133 but is by no means settled, and still goes on in France,
Bnglaud, and tbe Uuited States. Two papers, by M. Faujas de Saint
Foud, 134 breathing the true scientific spirit of research appeared at about
the same time and attracted much interest.
In 1804 appeared Von Schlotheim's epoch-making work, "Flora der
Vorwelt," as it is now universally quoted, although the author h1mself
merely entitled it a description of remarkable plant impressions and
petrifactions, a contribution to the flora of the former (or primeval)
world. To us this seems modest enough, but in view of the history of
paleontolog,y which we have been considering, we may readily see that this·
second part of the title was a bold declaration, and accordingly we find
him defending it in his introduction by these words : "The petrifact.ions
which so early engaged the attention of investigators, and which, without doubt, afforded one of the first incentives to the founding of mineral
collections and to the earnest study of mineralogy and geology, have,
as is well lmowu, since Vi!alch lJegan to arrange them systematically,
been for a long time, as well in as outside of Germany, almost wholly
12 " Leopold von BuelL
Geognostische Beobachtuugen auf Reisen durch Deut~chland
und Italien. Baud I, Berlin, 1802. S. 92.
130 Heinrich Steffens.
Geognostisch-geologische Anfsiitze. Hamburg, 1810. S. 267.
131 K. C. Von Leonhard.
Bedeutung nnd Stall!l der Mineralogic. Frankfort, 1816.
s. 70. 71.
m Jacob Noeggerath. Ueber aufrect im Gebil'g~gestein eingesehlossene fossile Baumstiimme nnd andere Vegetabilien. Historisches und Beobachtnng. Bonn, 1810-'21.
133 Fossil Flora of Great Britain, Vol. II, pp. xvii, xx, xxii.
1" 4 Barthelemy Faujas de Saint Fond.
Description des mines de Turffa des environs
de Bruhl et de Liblar, eonnues so us la denomination impropre do mines de terre d'ombre, ou terre brune de Cologne. Annales dn Museum d'histoire naturolle, Tome I,
pp. 445-460, avec 2 planches. Paris, 1802. (See Pl. XXIX.)
Idem. Notice sur des plantesfossiles do diverses especes qu' on trouvc dans les couches ·
fossiles d'un schiste marneux, reconvert par des laves, dans les environs de Rochesanve, departement de l'Ardeche. (Loc. cit. Tome II, 1803, pp. 339-344, Pl. LVI et
LVII.)
.
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neglected. They were content to regard them as incontestable proofs
of the Deluge, and closed all further investigation until they were at
last compelled to explain their occurrence through other great natural
operations which had probably been going on earlier and more univer·
sally than the flood described in the Bible, and influencing t.be formation of the upper strata of the earth's crust; and more recent observations and investigations have even led us to the very probable supposition that they may be the ?"emains of an ea?"lier so-callecl pre-adamitic m·eatiMb, the m·iginals of which are now no longe1' to be found.

* * *

In

the continued investigation of this subject this opinion, with certain
restrictions, has in fact gained a high degree of probability with the
author of the present work, so that he ventures to announce his treatise
as a coutribution to the flora of the ancient world ( Vonvelt)."
Since its introduction by Schlotheiru this expression, "Flora der V orwelt," has been applied to nearly all the German works on fossil plants,
and "Beitdige zur Flora tler Vorwelt" still continue to appear. Only
one volume of this work appeared at this time, with fourteen plates; the
completion, owing to political disturbances which so often interrupt the
quiet march of science, was deferred until the year 1820, when the remaining plates were published with the first and with those relating to
animal re111ains as an atlas to his "Petrefaktenkunde." 135
Scblotheim worked conscientiously, drew his figures clearly and
well, and sought diligently in all the European herbaria for forms with
which his fossili>lants could be compared. He seriously doubted the
identity of the plant that had always been regarded as the common
Hipp1wis v1tlgaris, and concludes that if any of the species he has figured
are still living they must belong to tropical countries.
-An important English work, 136 one yolume of which is devoted to
vegetable remains, and bears date 1804, or the same as Schlotheim's
" Flora der Vorwelt," bas for its title " Organic remains of a former
world," the last two words of which are a fair translation of the German Vorwelt. Dr. Parkinson was a very learned man, and shows that
he was familiar with the continental literature of his subject, but be
nowhere refers to Scblotheim's work, and may safely be assumed to
have been unacquainted with it. 137 The work is written in an erudite
manner, and is full of historical interest, but as a contribution to science
it is far inferior to that of Scblotheim. The figures, though better than
most of those of the time, are less clear than the German author's, even
where true leaf-prints and fronds are figured. But they mostly depict
specimens of petrified wood and problematical fruits. Parkinson did
Sec the "Petrefaktenkunde," p. 424.
James Parkinson. Organic remains of a l<'orrner World. An examination of ·
the mineralized remains of the vegetables and animals of the antediluvian world;
generally termed extraneous fossils, Vol. I, containing the Vegetable Kingdom.
London, 1804.
I37 A remark made by M. Scbimper (Traite de pal. veg., Tome I, p. 8) might lead to·
the supposition that this work had been written many years later.
136
13 6
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not regard it possible to identify the plants. For this work he called
to his aid Dr. James Edward Smith, president of the Linnman Society,
an accomplished botanist, aml together they faithfully compare1l all the
specimens they ha1L The result was that while a greater or less similarity was detected between different ferns and the living g·enera Pteris,
Dicksonia, Osmunda, Polypodium, and Adiantum, Dr. Siilith was unwilling to say that they actually represented these genera, aml he '' conjectured tlmt they were all foreign, and productions of a warm climate."
In the conclusions which he draws from the facts stated in the first
volume of his work, Dl'. Parkinson clearly shows that he is still heavily
shackled by the current fallacies relating to the subject he has treated.
The Deluge is still a potent influence and the "Former \Vor:ld" is not
the modern geologist's Paleozoic, nor even the" Vorwelt" of Schlotheim.
Great activity in this branch of science followed the appearance of
these works. As already shown (supra, p. 371), it was in 1804 that
Count Sternberg began to write, though partly instigated by the papers
of Fanjas de Saint Fond, 138 who still continued his investigations. 139
Voigt140 (1807) discussed the so-called Psarolithes of the Museum Lenziauum at Jena, and pronounced them fossil pol,rps, but retracted thls
decision the next y(•ar,I 41 and admitted their vegetable character. Weppen142 (1808) also mentions a number of specimens of petrified wood
fi'om the East Indies, Siberia, and various parts of Europe. This
question was further treated by Steffens, 143 Oken in his '' Lehrbuch
der Naturgeschichte,m 44 Hoff, 145 and Schlotheim. Martin's "Petrificata
Derbiensia" 146 is regarded as a forerunner of future work in Great Britain
on the structure of trunks and on the study of the vegetable remains
of the coal-measures. Schlotheim's '' Beitrage zur Naturgeschichte d~r
Versteinerungen in geognostischer Hinsieht" 147 (1813) was an appeal
for greater thoroughness in paleontological research. In 1814 Kieser148
first pointed out the characteristic structure of coniferous wood which
13 8 llemerkungen tiber die von Faujas de St. Fond bescbriebeuen tossilcn Pflanzen.
llotauische Zeitung. No. 4. 29. February, 1i:l04, pp. 48-52.
13 9 Fanjas de Saint Fond.
Memoirs in the ''Annales du museum d'histoire naturelle ",
Tome VIII, 1806, p. 220 ;_ 'l'omc XI, 1808, p. 144; and in the "Memoires," Tome II,
1815, p.444 ; Tome V, 181!), p. 162.
140 Johann Karl Wilhelm Voigt.
Kurze miucrogiscbc llemerkungen. Leonhard's
Taschenlmch fiir Mineralogic. Erster Jahrgang, pp. 120-124.
141 Idem.
Loc cit. Zweiter Jahrgang, pp. :385-386.
142 J. A. vVeppen.
Nachricht von eiuigeu !Jesondcrs merkwiirdigen Verstcinernngcn
und l<'ossilieu seines Kabinets. Leonhar<l's 'l'ascheubnch, Haml II, p. 17R
143 Heinrich Steffens.
Handbnch (ler Oryktogno~ic, Halle. 1811, Band I, p. 172-18!).
144 Th. I, p. 300, 1812.
Ho K. E. A. von Hoff'.
lleschreibung des Trummergebirgs und des altern Flotzge!Jirgs, welche den Thiiringen Wald umgeben. Leouh. Tascbeub., lland VIII, 1814,
p. 350.
~<6 William Martin. Petrificat,a Derbiensia; or, Figures and descriptions of Petrifactions collected in Derbyshire. 4to, Wigan, 1809.
I<7 Leonhar·<l's Tascbenbuch, Baml VII, 1813, p. L
148 Dietrich Georg Kieser.
Elementc der Phytonomfe, oder Grundziige der Anatomie der Pflanzen. Jena, 1815. Appendix.
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has had such an important bearing on the study of petrified woods. In
1796 1Iagen149 had published a memoir on the origin of amber, which
was supplemented by Dr. John, of Cologne, in his large work150 on that
substance, discussing it from almost every conceivable point of view.
Relative to the kind of tree that is supposed to have produced the amber he says (p. 168) it is very probable that a species of the genus Pinns
formerly grew in Prussia which, as is the case with many other plants,
is now wholly extinct.
·
Passing over some less important memoirs we come to that of the
Rev. Henry Steinhauer ''On Fossil Reliquia of Unknown Vegetables
in the Coal Strata.'' 151 Few p~pers of this period are more often or
approvingly quoted than this. Although presented to an American society by one of its members, then a resident of Bethlehem, Pa., it treats
the subject in a thoroughly general way. 'l'he author had evidently
spent the greater part of his life in Great Britain, and was well acquainted with British localities and British fossils. Iu fact, no mention
whatever is made of any American locality, and the paper would have
been perfectly at borne in any of the scientific journals of England.
The remark, therefore, of M. Scbimper152 to the ~:Jffect that Steinhauer
had laid the foundations of vegetable paleontology in America by a
study of the vegetable impressions of the coal- measures of this country,
seems not to be historically acenrate. Probably the most importantfeature of this able paper is the attempt made in it to classify the vegetable remains of the Carboniferous. No special mention has thus far
been made of similar previous attempts by Scheuchzer, Walch, Sclotheim, etc., because the more complete treatment of this important subject
is reserved for a future place as an independent and connected study,
and we will not anticipate this branch of our· SUQject bere.
Omitting a number of works in which vegetable fossils are either expressly treated, or least casually referred to, HS by Ballenstedt anuKrtiger,153 Raumer 1154 Schweigger, 155 d'AuLuisson rle Voisins, 15" and Nilssou, 157
149 K. G. Hagen.
De succiui ortu. Ueber den Ur8prnng des Bernsteins. Riga, 1790;
see, also, Gilbert's Annalen, Baml XIX, 1805, p. 181.
160 J. F. John. Naturgeschichte des Snccins, odor des sogenannten Bern steins.
Koln; 1816.
1• 1Transactions of tho American Philosophical Society.
Philadelphia, Vol. I, HH8,
p. 265.
152'fraite de Pal. Veg. Tome I, p. 16.
153 .J. G. F. Ballenstedt.
Die Urwelt. 3. Aufi. Qnedlinbnrg, 1819.
Johan Gottlob KrUger. Geschichto der Urwelt. Leipzig, 1820, Bd. II, pp. 95-254.
Ballenstcdt & Kri.iger. Archiv fiir die Entdecknng in der Urwelt. 6 Bde. QuedJingburg, 1819-18-:J4.
1114 Carl von Ran mer. Das Gebirge Niederschlesiens ... geognostisch dargestellt.
Berlin, 1819, p. 166 (Anmcrkungen).
155 A. F. Schweigger.
Beobachtungen auf natnrhist.orischen Reisen. Berlin, 1819.
156D'Aubuisson de Voisins.
Traite de Geognosie. 1819, Tome II, pp. 294, 29d.
157 Sveno Nilsson . . Om Forsteningar och Aftryck af tropiska triidslag, Blad, ormbunkar och rorviixter m. m. samt triidkol, funna i ett Sandstenslagcr i Skane. Kong!.
Vetenskaps Akademiens Handlingar, 1820, pp. 108-122, 278-293.
·
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which appeared in 1819 or 1820, the last named of which contains the earliest descriptions of the plant remains of the interesting locality of Hor,
in South Sweden, afterward more carefully studied by Brongniart, 15R
we find in the year 1820 three treatises of prime importance: Rhode's
'' Pflanzenkunde der Vorwelt," 159 Schlotheim's '' Petrefactenkunde,''
(supra, p. 371), and Sternberg's "Flora d~r Vorwelt" (sup·ra, p. 371).
Rhode studied the coal plants of Silesia, and was the predecessor of
Goppert in that line of work. He discovered the now well-known fact
that thick stems often silicify within while carbonizing without, which
he discussed as well as the questions treated by Schlotheim and his
predecessors relative to the real nature of plant impressions. He figured I"epidodendron, Sigillaria, and other coal plants, and his plates
are still frequently quoted. Like Lehmann, he mistook certain verticillate forms for flowers, but represented them none the less faithfully.
His work was never finished, being interrupted by the premature death
of the author. Sternberg treated the subject of vegetable remains
both from the geognostic and the botanical points of view, and his work
was undoubtedly the most advanced contribution that had been made
up to this date. We.have already referred to it in a general way, and
as its chief interest centers upon the system of classification which he
proposed we must defer the more detailed account of it until this subject is reached. Less than an eighth of Schlotheim's "Petrefactenkunde" is devoted to plants, but it is systematically arranged, and the
families, genera, and species are _named according to the binomial
method of Linna:ms, giving the work a decidedly modern appearance.
About the only other work referred to in it is h1s own "Flora der Vorwelt," the plates of which are reproduced, and others ad<led. He had
evidently not met with the paper of Steinhauer, and appeared not to
be aware of the labors of Sternberg.
These works gave a new impetus to the science of fossil plants, and
in the following year a number of papers appeared describing discoveries in special localities in Germany, 16° France,I~1 England,I 62 and
America. 163 In this year also appeared Adolphe Brongniart's first and
very important paper on the classification and naming of fossil plants,
Annales des Science Naturelles. Tome IV, p. 200. PL XI, XII. Paris, 1825.
J. G. Rhode. Beitrage zur Pflanzenkunde derVorwelt. Breslan, 1820.
160 B.S. von Nan.
Pflanzenabdriicke nnd Versteineruugen ans dem Kohlenwerke
von St. Ingbert im baierischen Rheinkreis verglichen mit lebenden Pflanzen aus
warmeren Zonen. Denkschr. der kongl. Akad. d. Wiss. zu Miinchen, Band VII, 1821,
s. 283.
Jol Alexandre Brongniart.
Notice sur des vcgetaux fossiles traversant les couches
tln terrain houiller. Annales des Mines, Tome VI, 1821, pp. 359-370.
162 Thomas Allan.
Description of a vegetable impression found in the quarry of
Craigleith. Trans. Roy. Soc., Edinb., VoL IX, 1823, p. 235.
Pn,trick Brewster. Description of n, foRsil tree found at Niteshill, etc. Loc. cit.,
p. 10:1, Pl. IX.
1 ~>1 Ebenezer Granger.
Notice of vegetable impressions on the rocks connected with
the coal formation of Zanesville, Ohio. Am. Journ. Sci., 1•t ser., Vol. III, 1821, p. 5.
1" 8
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which has been quoted already (supra, p. 372), and will receive special
attention further on.
Four important works appeared in 1822, viz., (1) a memoir by Adolphe
Brongniart, contained in the "Description geologique des envirous de
Paris," by Cuvier and Alex. Brongniart (also in Cuvier's ''Recherches
sur les ossements fossiles," Tome V, pp. 640-67 4, M.1835), describing the
fossil plants of the Paris basin; (2) Mantell's Fossils of the South Downs,
or Illustrations of the Geology of Sussex, in which the plant remains,
though meager, are mostly dicotyledonous, or fruits of Conifers, etc.
(see Plates VIII and IX and pp. 157 and 262); (3) Marti us, "De plan tis
nonnullis antediluvanis ope specierum inter tropicos viventium illustmndis;"164 and (4) Schlotheim's "Nachtrag zur Petrefactenkunde,"
which, though chiefly devoted to animal fossils, contains an interesting
chapter on fossil seaweeds.
Brongniart took up the subject of fossil seaweeds, or fucoids, the following year, 165 but with the exception of two or three unimportant
papers nothing else appeared in 1823, though research was uone the
less aetiYe.
Much the same could be said for the year 1824, although the contributions of Buckland/66 Sir Henry Thomas de la Beche,167 and Dr. Mantell168 in England, Defrance 169 in France, and Nilssou 170 in Sweden
added to the stock of knowledge in this depart!M\nt. Sternberg publiehed an important memoir in 1Nora., 171 and Martins began his great
work on the palms, 172 which has at least proved an aid to paleobotany,
and to which Unger eventually supplied the fossil department.
The year 1825 was characterized in England by an important illustrated work by Edmund Tyrell Artis, entitled ''Antediluvian Phytology," which, notwithstanding Brongniart's criticism, 173 and the fact that
most of his species havt>. been obliged to give way, must ever remain
one of the classics of paleobotany, though rather as a work of art than
of science. The author discusses in a very rational manner the progress
of ideas relative to geology, but shows the proximity of his time to the
age of pure discussion by admitting that he had undertaken to prepare
himself to write the work because "convinced of the importance of this
164Dcnkschriften der kiiniglich-lmierischen batanischcn Gesellschafti~ Regensberg,
Band II, 1822, p. 121, Pl. II-X.
166M em. de la Soc. d'Hist. Nat., Paris, Tome I, pp. 301-321, Pl. xix-xxi.
I66Trans. Geol. Soc. London, ser. ii, Vol. I, Part I, p. 210.
lu7 Lac. cit., Pt. II, pp. 45, 162, Pl. VII, Figs. 2, 8.
168 Lac. cit., Part II, p. 421.
l6GJacqnes Lonis Marin Defrance. Tableau des corps organises fossiles, precede des
remarqnes·sur lcs petrifications. Paris, Ul24. (See pp. 12:3, 124, 126.)
17°KongI. Veteuskaps-Academiens Handlingar, 1824, pp. 143-148, Pl. II. Stockholm, 1824.
171 Btl. VII, p. 689.
172 C. F. Martins.
Genera et species palmarnm quas in itinere per Brasiliam annis
1817-1820. . . collegit. Monachii, 1824-1849.
·173 Hist. des veg. foss., Tome I, p. fi.
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study in affording the materials on which the geologist may found his
theoretical speculations." The plates are certainly beautiful and also
faithful, and they have been largely drawn upon by later authors. A
second'editiou of the work appeared in 183::.
Three important papers by Brongniart appeared during the same year
in the "Anuales des sciences naturelles" (Tome IV, pp. 23, 200, 417),
one of which has just been referred to. Sir Alexander Crichton's memoir on the climate of the antediluvian world 174 attracted considerable
attention and was copied into several of the scientific journals on the
continent.
During 1826 few results were made known, and the only monograph
of special note that appeared in 1827 was Jaeger's '' Ptlanzenversteinernn·gen,"175 which was a praiseworthy effort, and although the illustrations fall below the standard erected by Schlotheim and Artis, the
geognostic treatment. has been considered able, and the work is still
quoted.
·
The year 1828 is without question the most eveutfnl one in the history
of paleobotany, since it saw the issue of Brongniart1s "Prodrome," and
the commencement of his "Histoire des Vegetaux fossiles" (supra,
P- 372 ), which, taken together as they belong, form the solid basis upon
which the science has since been erected. ·we will first considar the
"Prodrome," which merely forms an introduction to the other work, not
as it is, but as it was, designed by its author to be. The" Histoire" stopped
before the cryptogamic series had been finished, but in t·he "Prodrome"
he takes us through the phenogamie series also as he understood it.
Brongniart's fundamental conception was that fossil plants were not the
less plants, and that so fast as they really became known they should be
placed in their proper position in the vegetable series and made to form
an integral part of the science of botany. In his classification, which
will be given in another place, he therefore had due respect for the
natural system as then understood, but be nevertheless felt that geogJlOstic considerations must be taken into the account, and be saw, with
almost prophetic accuracy, that in passing up through the geologic
series higher and higher forms of vegetable 1ife presented themselves.
This seems simple enuugh to us of this age, and might seem trite to the
reader did we not find, several years later, some of tlw ablest authorities both in botany and geology warmly contesting it, as we shall presently see. Although unable to understand the complete continuity in
the series, as modern evolution requires, and although affected by the
Cu vierian idea of succcssiYe destructions and re-creatio1.1s, still he insisted
that each successive creation was superior to the one it had replaced,
and that there had thus been, as it were, a steady progress from the
174 Alexander Crichton.
On the Climate of the Antediluvian ·world, etc. Annals of
Pbilosophy, Vol. IX, pp. 97, 207, (See especially pp. 99-102.)
175 Gcorg Friedrich Jaeger. Ueber die Ptlanzenversteinernngen welchein dem Bansand~tein von Stuttgart vorkommen.
Stuttgart, 1827. (There is an abstract in
French in the Ann. Sci. Nat., Paris, Tome XV, 1828, p. 92.)
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lowest to the highest forms of vegetation. He believed in the gradual
reduction of temperature in the climate of the globe from the earliest
times, and in the purification of the atmosphere from a former exces8 of
carbonic acid, favorable onl,y to the lower types which then prevailed.
He didded the geologic series into four great periods, the firt~t extending
through the Carboniferous, the second embracing the gres bigarre, or
Bnntersandstein, only, the tbint seeming to include the rest of the Trias,
the Jurassic, and the Cretaceous, and the fourth completing the series.
The table which he gives on page 219 is calculated to show the development of the higher types of vegetation in successively higher strata, ancl
may profitably be compared with the one having the same form, which
will be found below (infra, pp. 440-441). Of this table he remarks that
in t,he first period there exist hardly anything but Cryptogams, plants
having a more simple structure than that of the following classes. ln the
second period the number of the two following classes becomes proportionately greater. During the third period it is the Gymnosperms which
specially predominate. This class of plants may be considered intermediate between the Oryptogams and the true Phenogams (Dicotyledons),
wl1icb preponderate during the fourth period. The words italicized
in the liberal translation here made are scarcely less than a prophecy,
and one whose fulfillment is only now being tardily granted by systematic botanists. In this tabular exhibit Brongniart enumerates 501 species of fossil plants known to him, 240 of which belonged to the first period
(Paleozoic), 25 to the second,. 72 to the third, and 164 to the fourth. He
also states the number of living species at 50,350. A comparison of
these figures with those of our own time, as given in the table below,
will afford a sort ot measure by which to judge of the nineteenth century as an era of scientific discovery.
Brongniart propounded a theory for the primordial distribution of
land vegetation over the g·lobe which is well worth a passing notice, and
is 11ot weakened by modern theories of post-glacial distribution, which
might also be true. His theory, in brief, was that it began on small
islands, the ouly land then existing ; that these i:slands became gradually nnited and consolidated into continents upon which a different vegetation, more varied, and more like the present vegetation conld exist,
and be says that it was not until after the formation of the chalk (i.e., the
beginning of the Tertiar~') that such a continental vegetation seemed
to have appeared. He concludes from this that it was from this period
that large areas of the earth's surface began to be laid bare, and that
true continents commenced to be formed. He regarded it as remarkable that great changes in both the flora and the fauna of the globe
should have taken place alm.ost simultaneously; that the age of Cycads
should correspond with that of reptiles and the age of Dicotyledons
with that of mammals (p. 221 ). But unless fresh discoveries of this
last-named class of animals shall be hereafter made in the middle Oretaceons we must regard this second coincidence as now disproved.
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The great work of Brongniart, his'' Histoire des Vegetanx fossiles,"
proceeds with only a brief historical intro1luction to the systematic
elaboration of the fossil plants in the order laid down in the" Prodrome."
One entire volume was finished and a second begun without completing the Oryptogams. Seventy-two quarto pages are all that appear in
tbe published editions of the second volume, which are devoted to a
thorough discussion of the Lycopoclia·cem. The first volume is ilhmtrated by 166 plates, and 29 accompany the second volume.
Besides these works by Brongniart, which bear date 1828, no less
than five other memoirs from his pen relating to fossil plants appeared
in that year. 176 A unmber of other contributions to vegetable paleoutology swell the extraordinarily rich literature of the subject in 1828, only
one of which can be noticed in this hasty sketch. This is Anton Sprengel's
"Oommentatio de Psarolithis, ligni fossilis genere," the best treatise on
fossil woods that had thus far appeared. He reviews the history of the
subject from a rational stand-point, gives a systematic classification, allll
describes six species of Endogenites, illustrating internal structure in
one plate. The work is a small octavo pamphlet of 42 pages, published
at Halle, in Latin; but for one so unpretentious it h::ts commanded a high
tribute of respect.
In 1829 Phillips publisllerl Part I of his "Geology of Yorkshire," so
well known to both geologists and paleontologists. r~ike most EHglish
writers, he was behind the writers of France and Germany in appreciating the revolution in modes of explanation which the logic of facts bad
wrought, and we find him saying (p. 16) tllat "of many important facts
which come nuder the consideration of geologists the 'Deluge' is,
perhaps, the most remarkable; and it is established l.ly such clear and
positive arguments that if any one point of natural history may be considered as proved, the Deluge must be admitted to have happened, because it has left full evidence in plain and characteristic effects upon
the snrface of the earth." But he proceeds to qualify this statement by
the admission that organic remains "were certainly deposited in the
rocks before the Deluge."
lle enumerates (pp. 147, 148, 18!), 190) and figures (Pl. VII, Vlli) a
number of Jurassic fossil plants from what he calls the Upper Sandstone, Shale, and Coal, which have formed an interesting chapter in the
history of the Mesozoic flora of the globe. Brongniartls method of arranging these vegetable remains is adopted.
Passing over the year 1830, which was characterized l.Jy considerable
activity, as evinced by numerous minor papers of Brongniart, Witham,
an1l others, we will pause to consider the most important work of this
time, which began to appear in quarterly numbers in 1~31, viz., "The
Fossil Flora of Great Britain," under the happy joint editorship of Dr.
John Lindley, the eminent botanist, and ·william Hutton, the equally
I7uAnnales des sciences naturelles, Vol. XIII, p. 3:l5, XIV, p. 127, XV, pp. 4:J, 225, 435.
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renowned geologist. This work continued to appear until 1837, when it
was suspended. The whole is now bound in three shapely octavo >ol
umes, and forms an indispensable part of the library of every paleobotanist. From such an authorship was certainly to be expected a
work of the highest authority and merit, and, indeed, such it really is.
The illustrations are as fine as could be attained for the octavo ~ize,
and the text is both ample and accurate; but the greater part of the
introductory remarks in Volume I, as well as much of the general dis. cussion throughout the work, is characterized by a most astonishing
and apparently willful ignorance of the true principles of paleophytology
as they were set forth by Brongniart, Sternberg, and even Schlotheim.
One of the most remarkable aberrations of the book is the pertinacity
with which the authors contend for the existence of eactaceous and
euphorbiaceous plants in the coal-measures. It is true that Parkinson 177
had seen a fancied resemblance between certain stems and those of
large cacti, and several similar guesses had been made by early authors,178 who supposed they must find the counterpart of every fossil in
the living flora, but all these imaginings had been long since laid aside
only to be revived by the leading botanist of Europe.
The theory of a former tropical climate in England and temperate
Europe is assailed, the existence of tree ferns in the Carboniferous is
denied, and the relation of Calamites to the Eqnisetacem doubted, while
to the now somewhat waning doctrine of atmospheric changes "much
more probability is attached." The true secret of this sweeping skepticism is, however, not far to seek. It is found in the more general
denial which is finally made of the conclusion to which an admission of
these rejected theories would naturally lead, and had actually led M.
Brougniart and others. The authors say: "Of a still more questionable cha,racter is the theory of progressive development, as applied to the
state of vegetation in successh'e ages * * * in the vegetable kingdom, it cannot be conceded that any satisfactory evidence· has ~-et been
produced upon the subject; on the contrary, the few data that exist,
arpear to prove exactly the contrary." All the denials and assertions
contrary to Brongniart's teachings are made to support this view. Tile
existence of Cactacem, Euphorbiacem, and other Dicotyledons .in the.
Carboniferous would negative development; the existence of a formet'
tropic.al climate was a strong argument for the nebular hypothesis as well
as for geologic progre8s; tree-ferns would argue such a former tropical
climate; if Calamites could be sllown to be a Juucus (Vol. I, p. xxx), a
lligher type would be found in Paleozoic strata and another point gained.·
Still another good point was thought to be gained by proving what is
now admitted, that Coniferous plants occur in the coal. All botanists
proper then held, as many still hold, that the Gymnosperms were a
177

Organic Remains, Vol. I, pp. 430, 439, Pl. V, Fig. 8, Pl. IX, Fig. 10.
Volkmaun. Silesia subterranea, p.106; \Valcb, Naturgescbichte der Ycrsteinerungen, Tab. Xa, Xb, Xc.
178
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subclass of the Dicotyledons, co-ordinate with the dicotyledonous
Angiosperms. But, curiously enough, Brongniart had forestalled this
argument by making the Gymnosperms of lower type, intermediate between the Cryptogams and the angiospermous Pbanerogams. By a
special insight, characteristic of true scientific genius, he bad used their
lower geological position as a partial proof of their lower organization,
i. e., had postulated evolution as an aiL. to organic research-a method
which is now becoming quite common, although unsafe except in the
4a.ncls of a master.
Much stress is laid upon the fact "tbat uo trace of any glumaceous
plant has been met with, even in the latest Tertiary rocks," the authors
thus freely employil'g the fallacy which they elt>ewbere warn others to
a\'Oid, that because a class of plants has not been found, therefore it
did not exist in a given formation. But to cut oft' the possibility of a
reply to the position they take they finally declare that, " supposing
that Sigillarias and Stigmarias could really be shown to be cryptogamic·
plants, and that it could be absolutely demonstrated that neither Coniferm nor any other dicotyledonous plants existed in the first geological
age of land plauts, still the theory of progressive development would
lw untenable, because it would be necessary_ to show that Monocotyledons are inferior in dignity, or, to use a more intelligible expression,
are less perfectly formed than Dicotyledons. So far is this from being
the case that if exact equality of the two classes were not admitted, it
would be a question whether Monocotyledons are not the more highly
organized of the two; whether palms are not of greater dignity t.han
oaks, and Cerealia than nettles." Teleologic and anthropocentric reasoning like this pervades all the discussions in the work and largely
vitiates the scientific deductions. The elaborate experiment of Dr.
Lindle~•, described in the first dozen pages of the third volume, was
obviously animated by the same spirit of uncompromising· hostility to
the development l1ypothesis that inspired the vagaries that character·
ize the introduction to the first volume. By showiug that the higl1er
types of plants when long immersed in water are earlier decomposed
than ferns, conifers, and palms, he thought he had demonstrated that
the reasou why we find no Dicotyledons in the Carboniferous is simply
because they had not resisted, and from their nature could not resist,
the destructive agencies to be overcome in the process of petrifaction.
One could wisb that he might look down upon the four thousand species
of fossil Dicotyledons now known, and realize how vain had been his
experiment as well as all his former theorizing.
·
One work of special interest and value appeared in 1832, "Die
Dendrolithen in Beziehung auf ihren inneren Ban," by C. Bern llard Cotta.
This was a renewed attempt to classify systematically and describe
scientifically the various kinds of fossil wood that bad been discovered.
Following in the footsteps of Sprengel, but provided with far more and
better material, Cotta made a special study of the internal structure of
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all the trunks and stems in his collection, establishing new genera and
species based thereon, some of which arc still accepted, as, e. g., Psaronius. He reduces the forms in which all vegetable remains occur to
three general classes, viz., (1) mere impressions without ·any remnant
of the original cause; (2) petrifactions proper, in which the original
substance is replacPd with precision by the particles which were in the
solution in which the plant was immersed; and (3) true vegetable remains whose substance is still present t.110ugh somewhat metamorphosed, as, e. g., lignite. This classification may be profitably compared with that of Schultze, in the work which has already been noticed.179 His Dendrolithen embrace more than did Sprengel's Psarolithi, and aimed to include all the objects of this general class with
which he was acquainted.
Witham's "Internal Structure of Fossil Vegetables" (s1pm, p. 373),
appeared in 1833, and is the most exhaustive treatise thus far produced
on the histology of paleobotany. He was evidently unacquainted with
Cotta's" Dendrolithen," and, so far as the work itself would indicate, with
Sprengel's "De Psarolithis." He confined his investigations entirely to
British fossils, to which he is able in most cases to appl~, the systematic
names given b,v Brongniart and Lindley and Hutton. The classification adopted is that of Brongniart. He makes his study comparative,
and devotes two plates to the illustration of the structure of various
kinds of wood of living trees.
One other important work appeared in 1833, viz., Zenker's '' Beitrage
znr N aturgeschichte der Urwelt," 180 which, while describing animal remains from severallocaliti.es and horizons, devotes 23 of its 67 pages,
and three of the six plates to the description and illustration of theremarkable Cretaceous plant beds of Blankenburg in t.be Harz district.
This memoir is remarkable for being the first attempt systematically to
treat dicotyledonous fossils, and notwithstanding the adverse fate which
has overtaken nearly all the names given at that and earlier periods to
plants of all kinds, Zenker's genus, Oredneria, still stands, and seems
likely to stand much longer, if not perpetually. Though less well
known than the ffiningen leaf~ prints, this localit;v was known to Scheuchzer, Brilckmann, and 'Walch, but its systematic study as well as the
initial step in the investigation of dicoty ledonons fossil plants was reserved for Zenker in the second quarter of the nineteenth century.
The year 1834 would be sufficiently memorable in the armals of paleobotany if it had witnessed nothing more than the appearance of the
first memoir 181 relating to the subject, from the peu of Doctor Heinrich
''" Knrtzc Betrachtung <lerer Kriiutcrab<lriicke im Steinreiche, pp. 7-9.
" 0 Jonathan Carl Zenker.
Beitri,ge zur Naturgeschichte <ler Urwelt, etc.

Jena,

18:{:{,
1" 1 Ueber die Bestrelmngen der Schlesier die. Flora <ler Vorwelt zu erlautern.
Schlesische Proviucialblatter, August un<l September, 1834. Also in Karsten un<l Dechen's
Archiv, Band VIII, 1835, l)p. 232-249.
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Robert Gi:ippert, of Breslau, whose career we have already briefly
sketched, and whose death since the first draft of that sketch was made
occasioned an unavoidable shock notwithstanding the ripened age which
our biographic notice showed him to have attained (supra, p. 373).
No important works on fossil plants appeared in 1835, and the principal production of 1836, in this line of research, was Gi:ippert's "Systema
Filicum Fossilium," 182 which had probably been in preparation for
many years. It was a masterly effort and fittingly betokened the great
career of its author. The historical introduction remains the best review of paleobotanical science that has ever been written, and shows that
the litera,ture of the subject had long been a favorite pursuit of Dr.
Gi:ippert. Nearly all the figures of fossil ferns that had been drawn by
the early authors were discussed and identified by the light of more
recent knowledge. Rigid comparisons were instituted between fossil
and living species, and systematic descriptions of the former so far as
then known were introduced. In the forty-four plates that accompany
the.work are figured most of the Silesian species, which the author declares to be more numerous than those of any other country.
Gi:ippert's contributions during the next year (1837) were numerous 18 :1
and important, anu, taken with the equally valuable ones of Brongniart,184 render this year a good one for their branch of science.
The year 1838 was still more fruitful in published results, as many as
a dozen memoirs having been produced in Europe. One of the lllost
important of these has already been mentioned 185 (supm, p. 380), in
which the first serious attempt was made to determine dicotyledonous
genera by the aid of the nervation of their leaves.
In this year also appeared the eighth numl9er of Sternberg's" Flora
der Vorwelt," containing Corda's "Skizzen zur vergleichenden Phytotomie vor- und jetztweltlicheu Pflanzen," whose merits have already
been referred to (supra, p. 371).
The year 1839 produced the first contributions of both Geinitz (supt·a,
p. 374) and Binney, 186 thus adding two important names to the roll of
cola borers in this field. 'l'he Count of Miinster's "Beitragc zur Petre182
Systema Filicnm Fossilium: Die Fossilen Farnkriiutcr. Nov. Act.. Acad. Caes.
Leop. Car., Tom. XVII, Snppl., pp. 1-76.'
183
Uebersicht der bis jetz't bekanuton fossil en Pflanzen. In Germar's Hau!lbuch
der Mineralogic, 1837.
Idem. Two papers on fossil wood: Neues Jabrbuch fiir Mineralogic, Hl37, p. 40:!,
and Verhandl. d. sehles. Gesell., 1837, pp. C8-76; and an important one on the process of petrifaction: Poggendorf's Annalen, Band XLII, 1837, S. 593.
184
Comptes Rencl.us, Paris, 1837, Tome V, 11. 403; Proc. verb. de la soc. philom.,
1837, p. 99; Mem. de l'Acad. Roy., Tome XVI, 1838, p. 397.
'"" Sul sistema vascolare delle foglie, considerato come carattere distiutivo 11er Ia
determinazione delle filliti. N. Ann. d. Sc. Nat. Bologna, 1838. Ann. I, Tom. I, pp.
343-390, Pl. VII-XIII.
186
"On a microscopic vegetable skeleton found in peat, near Gains borough." British Association Report, 1839 (Part II), pp. 71, 72.
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factenkunde" also began to appear in that year, to which several of the
most prominent German paleobotanists contributed.
Three very important works appea.red in 1840. Bowerbank's " Fos·
sil Fruits and Seeds of the London Olay" 137 marked a great advance in
the state of knowledge of the remarkable bodies studied by him, and
which, since Parsons188 called attention to them in 1757, and in fact
for many years previous to that time, had excited the intere:;t of both
the learned and the unlearned. Of these remarkable forms Bowerbank
established ten genera, all but two of which (Hightea and Cucumites)
are accepted by Schimper in his "TraWl de paleontologic vegetale."
The number of species distinguished is quite large, and the descriptions and illustrations are very thorough and exact. The work is intensely scientific, and the reader is rarely referred to other authors or
to any of the collateral circumstances that would have so greatly aided
him in understanding it properly. Exact localities are rarely given,
though the island of Sheppey seems to have furnished a large share of
the specimens.
The work of Steininger,I 89 treating of the fossil plants of what he
designates as the "pfalzisch-saarbriickischc Steinkohlengebirge," may
next be mentioned, in which 83 species of coal plants are described,
with 17 illustrations. The work, however, is chiefly geognostic.
Rossmassler's treatise on the lignitic sandstone about Altsattel in
Bohemia, 190 almost marks an epoch in the science of fossil plants from the
resolute, and in many respects, successful manner in which the author
attacks the problem of dicotyledonous leaves, which had thus far been
regarded as beyond the power of science to harmonize with the living
flora. He clearly realized the objections to the use of Sternberg's universal genus Phyllites for all plants of this class, and in stating these objections he says, among other things, that iu the great quantitJof leaves
that will be distinguished in the course of careful investigations of Tertiary strata the species oftbis vague genus Phyllites cannot fail to increase
so. enormously that all resources for deriving specific names will be exhausted. He :first proposed to himself to determine the true genera to
which the leaves seemed to belong, and then to append the old name
phyllites to these genera, as, e. g., Leuco-phyllites, Daphno-phyllites, etc.;
but the fear of responsibility, the comparatively unimportant and local
character of his work, and the advice of friends deterred him from car187 James Scott Bowerbank.
A History of the Fossil Fruits and Seeds of the London
Clay. London, 1840.
His James Parsons. An Account of some Fossils and other Bodies found in the Island
of Shepey. Phil. Trans., 1757, Vol. L, pp. 2, 396.
189 J. Steininger.
Geognost.isehe Beschreibung des Landes zwischen der unteren
Saar und dem Rheine. Ein Bericht an die Gesellschaft niU.zlicher Forschungen zu
Trier. Trier, 1840.
1;>o E. A. Rossmassler.
Beitrage 1.nr Versteinerungskunde. Erstes Heft. Die Verstei.uerungen des Braunkoblensandsteins, aus der Gegend von Altsattel in Bohmen.
Dresden und Leipzig, 1840.
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rying out his plan and decided him to employ under strong protest the
old name. He described fort,y-eight Phyllites, all of which are so admirably figured as regards nervation that it has beeu no trouble for
later writers to refer them to their proper genera. He also describes a
palm (Flabellaria), several cones of Pinus, and a coniferous Btem that
he mistook for Stigmaria, though it is due to him to say that he recognized the entire novelty of finding a Stigmaria in the Tertiary formation.
In addition to these and some minor contributions during the year
1840, it was, as already shown, the one in which the earliest papers of
botll Unger 191 atHl Schimper 192 on fos8il plants made their appearance.
The principal eontribntion made iu 1841 was lWppert:s '' Gattnngen
der Fossilen Ptla~zen," 193 which appeared originally in six parts, with
German and French text and many plates. It embraces a fuuuamental
discnssiou of tbe existing knowledge of fossil plants. It must not be
supposed that it is confined to the description of generic eharacters.
"The characteristic species of each genus are fully portrayed. The author
still clings to the ancient floras, chiefly to the Carboniferous. The work
bas an unfinished appearance, and the parts have been put together by
the publishers in a most slovenly manner, which, however, should not
be allowed to detract from the true merits, as it certainly does from the
usefulness, of this work.
A: number of other papers by Goppert must be credited to 1841, the
most important of which was his '' Fossile Flora des Qnadersandsteins
von Scltlesien," 194 which he supposed to belong to the Tertiary system,
while in connection with Beinert he published in the same year a memoir on the distribution of fossil plants in the Carboniferous formation. 195
The little work of Alexander Petzholdt, ''De Oalamitis et .Lithan·
thracibns" (Dresdre et Lipsire, 1841), possesses merits not to be measured by its size. It has done much to clear up both subjects, and also
to advance tltem, and the collection given of opinions which have been
expressed by those best situated to know respecting the nature of tlle
Calamit<ll, and especially respecting the origin of coal, must continue to
Supra, p. :175, note 9.
Baumfarue, Schachtelhalme, Cycadecn, Aetbophyllum, Albertia * " ~ im
lmuten Sanustein der Vogesen; Hysterium auf eiuem Pappel-Blatte der \Vetterauer
Braunkohle. Lon hard und Bronn's Neue Jahrbiicher, 1840, pp. 336-338. Communication dated 14. M[irz, 1840.
193 Die Gattungeu der fossilen Pflanzen verglichen mit denen der Jetztwelt und
· durch· Abbildnngeu erlautert (Les genres rles plantes fossiles compares avec eeux dtt
monde moderne expliques par des figures). Bonn, I-IV. Lfg., 1841, V-VI. Lfg., 184~1845.
194 Ueber die fossile Flora der Quadersandsteinforruation in Schlesien als erster
Beitrag znr Flora der Tertiargebilde. Nov. Act. Acad. Cl!ls. Leop. Tom. XXIX, 1841,
p. 97.
195 Goppert & Beincrt..
Ueber Verbreitnng der fossiler Gewachsc in der Steinkohlenformation. Karsten & Dechen's Archiv., Band XV, 1841, p. 731.
19 1
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have great historical value. As much may also be said for still another
book of Petzholdt, pl1blished the same year, "De Bala.no et Oalamos,rringe (Additamente ad Palreologiam).
Although the first number of Unger's "Chloris Protogrea" appeared
in 1841, still the work was not published until six years later, and contains preliminary matter of later origin a,ml of such moment as to render it more proper to speak of tlie work as a whole in the chronological.
order of.its final publication.
In 1842 numerous papers relating to fossil plants appeared in the current periodicals by Binney, Goppert., Gutbier, Kutorga, Unger, and
others, all contributing to swell the literature of the science and supply
the data for future generalization. Mr. Williamson's paper before the
British Associatij>n of that year on the origin of coal (stlpra, p. 37G) has
already been referred to as a landmark to indicate the point of time at
which he joined the growing band of workers in this field. 1\'Iiquel's
monograph of the Cycadacere 7196 a.ltlwugh dealing chiefly in the living
forms, takes account also of the fossil cycads, and forms a contribution
to the subject that was much needed in its day. In Vanuxem's "Geology of New York," which forms Part III of the "Natural History of
New York" (Albany, 1842), occur numerous figures of fossil plants, with
some general remarks thereon.
Some dozen or more memoirs on fossil plants appeared in 1843, the
most important of which were by Roemer 197 and Parlatore. 198 'rhc first
edition of Morris's "Catalogue of British Fossils" 199 (including fossil
plants) also appeared in that year.
The number of contributions to the science of fossil plants in 1844
was considerably larger than in the previous year. It inclndes Schimper aml Mougeot's '' Monographic des plantes fossiles du gres bigarre
de la Chaine des Vosges," a work of considerable importance. In it are
described and figurecl species of ..2Ethophyllum, of surprising form and
perfection, also Ytwcitcs and other of the most ancient monocotyledonous types; Alberti as, Voltzias, Schiz oneuras, and Ferns.
Numerous short papers by Goppert relate to the lignite beds, and
show that he was working up towards the subject of amber inclusions,
which were soon to engross his attention; and one of these relates to
. the existence of amber in his own country,Z00 and gives an historical ac•w F. A. G. Miquel. Monograpbia Cycadearnm. Trajecti ad Rheum. Fol. cnm 8
tab.
19 7 Friedrich Adolph Roemer.
Die Vcrsteinernng des Harzgebirges. Hanover,
1843, 4to.
198 Filippo Parlatore.
Iutorno ai .vegetalf fossili di monte Baruboli e di monte Massi.
Atti d. Georgofili d. :Fircnze, Vol. XXI, pp. 1-8:1. Firenze, 1843.
~<l9JohnMorris. A Catalogue of British Fossils, comprising genera and species hitherto describe<l with references to their geological distribution and to the·loca1ities in
which they have been found. London, 1843. Second edition, considerably enlarged.
Loudon, 1854.
200 Ueber !las Vorkommen des Bernsteins in Schlesien.
Ueber&icht d. schles. Gesell.,
1844, s. 228.
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count of its discovery there, with a list of all the localities known to him.
Besides giving a summary of the fossil flora of Silesia, in Wimmer's
"Flora von Schlesien" (Breslau, 1844o), Goppert prepared a laborious
statistical paper 201 on the condition of the science at that date, which
is highly interesting to consult now. The whole number of species then
l,;:nown to him was 1, 778, of which 927 were vascular Cryptogams and
2~2 Gymnosperms.
·
Germar's great work on the Carboniferous flora of V'{ettin an_d Lobejiin 202 began to appear in 1844 and continued in parts until 1853.
Tbough treating of all the forms of life found in this district, the work
is necessarily devoted mainly to plants, and tbe large folio plates display
great thoroughness of treatment. To Dr. A.ndra is due considerable of
the text.
Probably no year since 1828 was more fruitful of results hi paleobotany than 1845, and no year since has exceeded it, if we only speak
relatively to the state of the science. Two of the greatest American contributors, Lesquereux 203 aud Dawson (sttpra, p. 377, note 15), entered the
ranks at this point, although their first papers gave little earnest of
their future career. Besides some twenty minor papers and several
small monographs and memoirs of permanent value, we have four large
and important works that were either finished or well begun and fairly
before the public on that year. Upon the first class we have here no
space for comment. .Among those of the second may first be mentioned
Kurr's memoir on the Jurassic flora of Wi.i.rttemberg, 204 in which some
dozen new species of Coniferre, ferns, and lower Cryptogams arc figured.
His supposed discovery of true dicotyledonous (cupuliferous) wood bas
not been verified.
Two papers by Goppert are worthy of mention, one describing fossils
from the coal measures of Siberia,-collected by M. P. de Tchihatcheff,
and published by that traveler in his "Voyage dans l'A.lta'i," 205 with
eleven plates, and one on the fossil flora of the middle Jura of Upper
Silesia. 206
·
ooi Ueber den gegenwartigeri Zustand der Kenntniss fossiler Pftanl!en, 1844. Leouh.
n. Bronn's Neucs Juhrbueh, 1845, S. 405.
002 Ernst Friedrich Germar.
Die Versteineruugen des Steinkoblengebirges von Wettin u. Lobejiin im Saalkreise. (Petrifieata stratonunlithanthracnm \Vettini et Lobejuni iu circulo Salsae reperta.) Halle, 1844-'53, fol. (Printed in German and Latin).
"''"Quelques recherches sur les marais tourbeux en geu6ral." Memoires de la
s~ciete des sciences naturclles de Neuchatd, 'fome III, 1845.
204 Johann Gottlol.J Kurr.
Beitrage zur fossilen Flora der Jura formation Wiirttembergs. Stuttgart, 1845 (Einladungsschrift zu dcr J<'eier des Geburtsfestes Sr. Majestat
Wilbeltn von Wii.rtteml.Jerg in dcr konigl. polytccbnischen Schule zn Stuttgart den
;l7. September, 1845 ).
205 Description des vegetaux fossiles recueillis par M. P. de Tchihateheft' en Siberie,
traduit du manuscrit allemand par P. de Tchibatcheff et publie dans son "Voyage
scientifiqne dans I'Altai Oriental et les partit>s adjacentes de ]a frontiere de laChine,
})ages 379 a 390, planches 25 a 35.
206 Ueber die fossile Flora der mittleren Juraschichten in Obersehlesien.
Uebersicht
der schles. Gesellsch. 1845, p. 189.
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Aclolphe Brongi1iart nall\ecl the fossil plants of l\'I.urchison's Geology
of Rm;~ia 207 mid pt~blishecl'an explanatory letter.
. .
One other . paper of the ruin or class may he mentioned, chiefly because
it ~lescribes American material, vlz.,.tlmt. of Dr. James llall in his report
npon the vegetable remains collected by Fremont's expedition in 1843. 208
Eleven species of fossil plants arc descril)ecl in this report, besides the
tigtue (Pl. Il, Fig. 4), and mention of a tlicotylc1lonous leaf, which last
diagnosis is undoubtedly in so fa.r correct. The determimttion of the
fems is also correct, except in the case of his Glossopteris PhiUipsii
(Pl. II, Figs. 5, 5a., 5b, 5c), which is 11ot a fern but another dicot.yledonons
pla_nt, as may be seen uy tlle secondary veins and tlle absence of tuc
char:::cter;stic forked nervat-ion of Glossopteris. In these an<l other respects these figures do not agree with those of Bi·ongniart ('' llist. veg.
foss''., Pl. 61 1 uis Fig. 5) and Phillips(" Geol. Yorkshire," }>t. I, Pl. VIII,.
Fig. 8). This is not the i)lacc to enter ii1to the diagnosis and state the
t,ruc affinities
these leans, and indeed froiu the figure(' alone this
would l.Je a some\l;hat hazardous task; as yet only a few of the t,ypes
figured are in 111); bands', and of this specie~. only one of the .least pe:r·,
feet specimens, but this and other unfigured fragments fully confirm it~
reference to the Dicot,yledons~ Of the ·geological position, or'tlte locality
frQm whicli this material was derived one can perhaps. speak with·
greater certa1nty. It is at least certain that it is not Ooiiti~, as Dr. Hall
supposed, and it is probably Cretaceous, perhaps Laramie group. Iftbe
latitude arid longitude (lat. 41 ~o, long. LllO) were accurately taken this.
would make 1\{[tdcly Creek a tributary of the Bear River .at a point which
is colored as Cretace'ous ~ll the ;Je~ map of t:he UI}ited States Geological
Su~vey prepared by Mr. W. J. NicGee (1884). The report will at least
serve to direct attention to this locaiity.
. .. .
Amon'g the' larger works that appeared in i845, we will first mention
Unge.r's "Synopsis Plantarnin Fossilium," which is a carefully-prepared
catalogqe of all the fossil plants known to him with references to the
works iu which first described .. The orde~s au.d genera are briefly characterized, ancl the localities arc stated for the species. At the end is a
·summary, from which we learn that he had been able to enumerate
1,648 species. This,-as will be remembered, is 130 species less than
, Goppert had en!J.merated a year earlier. It probauly was, howcYer, a
closer approximation to the true state of the science. A complete index
and a goo~., bibliography rm1der~d the work convenient for reference,
and we can readily imagine its extreme usefulness at that llate.
Probably the most important work of thit~ year was Corda's "Flora

of

zolQeologie de la Rnssie d'Europe et des montagnes de l'Onral, par Roderick Impcy
Mmchison, Edouanl de V crneuil, et le Comte Alexandre de Key~crling. Londrcs ct
Paris, 1845, Tome H, pp. 1-13.
208
Report oft he Exploring Expedition to the Rocky Mountains in the year 1842,· and to
Oregon anll North Cu.liforuia in the years 1843-'44. By Capt. J. C. Fremont, Washington, 1845, pp. 30t-307, plates I and II.
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der Vorwelt.'' 209 It. is a large work in folio, with 128 pages of text.and
sixty magnificent phttes, chietly devoted. to the illustration of the internal structure of petrified and carbonized trunks in various families of
the ngetable kingdom and at different geological horizons, but mainly
in the Carboniferous. As the only considerable work on this subject
since ·witham's (supra., p. 373), it was as much superior to that work as
the aids to research were greater than they had been twelve years earlier.
In tlw same year also appeare{l Heuss's '' Versteiuerungen der bobmischen Kreideformation," to which Corda. contributed the fossil pla.nts
in a chapter of sixteen quarto pages, with ~six plates executed with tlie
same care and thoroughness that is characteristic of all his work.
One other masterly production, viz., Goppert's Amber-Flora, in Berendt's great work on amber/10 will conclude the enumeration for the year
1845. His. prolonged ~uvestigations into the lignite beds of E_urope and
his study of the amber found in Silesia naturally Jetl to this broader undertaking and fittingly prepared him for it. He begins with a chapter
on the amber tree. Of this he remarks that the pieces of wood that
occur in and along with amber bear so close a resemblance to the specimens of lignite in his collection, that he does not for a inoment hesitatf',at least provisionally, to express the opinion that the amber ofPrussHt is probably derh'ed from one species, which, from its similarity
the Coniferre of the present epoch, he refers to the extinct geuus.Pinites,
and which he designates as Pinites succinifer, and fully characterized
in the systPmatic part of the work. This follows, beginning with a liRt
of the species thus far. found in amber, of which be enumerates fiftythree. He finds six other species of Pinites and twenty of Conifcr~-e.
There are ten cellular plants (chiefly mosses and Hepaticre), one fern,
one gnetaceons species (Ephedrites), and twenty-one true Dicotyledons.
The descriptions come n.ext, and are accompanie{l by apilropriate and
very elaborate illustrations.
..
. .
.
Very little idea of tlle true geologic age of these fossils is derivable
from any of the statements contained in this work, eit!Jer by Goppert or
Berendt., and it is still quite the practice to refer these forms to the
amber simply, 'vithout further attewpt to fix their position. Bnt in a
paper read before the Silesian Society, May 11, 1853, Dr. Gi:ippert expr~ssed himself very clearly on tlJis point. He said: ''The manner in
which this :flora is composed, af; well as .the eomplete absence of one
tropical or even subtropical form, points to the modern age of the amber
formation, which we must uuquet:~tioua bly refer to the late!St strata of
tile Tcrtiar.Y formatiou, to the Plio!'eue di\'i,.;iou." 2ll By this time the

to

"09 Beitrage znr Flora uer VorweJt., von Angu~t Jos•·ph Lonlu, mit sechszig Tafeln
Abbildungen. Prag., 1845.
21 DGeorg Carl.Berenrlt.
Die im Bernstein bt>lintllicht•n org-nnischeu RPilfe d~r Vorwelt. Erster Band, Berlin, 1845. I. Abt.lu·ilnng: Dm· Jl.,rustciu nud die in ihm befindlkhen Pflanzenreste der Vorwelt (cl.Ji,.fly by Goppert).
.
211 Jahresbericht d. Schles. Gcsellschaft fiir vaterliindische Cnltiir, 1853 (Breslan,
1S54), pp. 46-62, (seep. 373).
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amber :tlora had greatly increased, and 163 species are enumerated in
this paper. This result was; however~ in the main Mhie,;:ed through
the indefatigable labors of Dr. Goppert:
In strong contrast. with 1845 stands the n~xt year, at least as regards
the importance of the works produced relating to fossil plants. Dunker's
monograph of the Wealden 212 iG perhaps the leading contribution of
1846, and this embraces all departments of paleontology for that. group.
But the plants form a prominent feature: Fifty species of W ealde.n
plants are e.numerate1l as having ''been thus far found in Germany and
England, nearly all of which are described and figured. In this last
respect Dunker's work is all of a high order, which is nowhere more
strongly displayed than in the treatise under consideration.
Gop pert's papers were numerous in l846, and at least one "Ueber die
fossi Flora der Gran wacke oller des U ebergangsgebirges ",213 contained
the germ of orie of his future great works. 214
Ilecr 215 and Bunbury (supra, p. 379, note 19) both commenced in 1846
to write on fossil plants.
The only great work devoted to paleobotany that appeared in 1R47
was Unger's "Uhloris Protogrea," 216 which, as already stated, was published iu ten numbers, the first of which rame out in 1841. In the course
of the preparation of these numbers his "Synopsis plantarnm fossilium''.
appeared, which we haYe already noticed. The entire matter of this
little work was introduced bodily, and apparently unchanged, into the
h}rp;er one, forming its second part. The first part, or introduction, is
entitled "Skizzen einei: Geschichte.der Vegetation der Erde." This is
an able discussion of the leading "l)roblems as tl1ey presented themsehTes at t~at time and went far toward the solution of some of them.
The body of the work is strictly descriptive; and here we find 120 Rpecies
characterized, all new to science or consisting of corrected determinations of other authors. What specially distinguishes this work, however, from all that have thus far been reviewed is the very large percentage of dicotyledonous species, mostly from Parschlug, embraced iri these
descriptions. Considerably over one-half of the number belong to this
Sl.l-bclass and to such genera as Ulmus, Alnus, Betula, Quercus, Acer,
Rhus, Platanus, Oeanothus, Rhamnus, etc. He seems to have reached·
his determinatiops of these genera by an intuitive perception of the
. general and special resemblances of the fossil to the living leases, with

Ie

212 Wilhelm Dunker.
'Monographic derNorddeutschen Weallleubildung. Ein Beitrag zur GeognoBie und Natnrgeschichto der Vorwelt. Braunschweig, 1846.
·213 Uebcrsicht der Arbeiten der schlesien Gesellscbaft, 1846, pp. 1i8-184 (expanded
in the Zeitschrift d. dentsch. gcol. Gesel!sch. Band III, 1~51, S. 185).
214 Fossile :Flora des Uebergangsgebirges, Nov. Act. Acad. Caes. Leop. Car. Nat. Cur.
B·and XXII, Suppl. Breslau & Bonn, 1852. ·
2 15 Th" first paper of which we have a recorcl is the one "Ueber die von ibm 'an t)er
hohen Rhone entllekten fossilen Pflanzen,'; which appeared iri the Verhandlungeu.der
scbweizerischim Gesellschaft for 1846, pp. 35-38.
2 16 Franz Unger.
Chloris Protogma. Beitriige zur Flora der Vorwelt. Leipzig, 1847.
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whieh~ as a thorough botanist, he was perfectly familiar. · He nowhere
Tefers to any treMise on the ner.vation of leaves, and as-tlwse of Biaiwolii
(supra,, p. 380, note 27) are !wt included in his '' Literatura nostri mvi,"
it is prouably safe to infer tllat he was unacquainted with tl1eD1. · In
drawing his figures he adopted the old method of figuring the stone
as well as all tlJC defects in the impression, which while requiring· an
immense amount of unprofitable labor, rendered the result much less
clear and less valnaule t!Jan it would. have been had these features been
omitted. The fifty plates, however, uy which this work is illustrated
coustitute au enduring mon·ument to the skill, energy, and industryof
their author.
Po mel's paper on the Jurassic flora of France,217 which appeared in the
official report of the association ofGerman naturalists and physicians
for 1847, though unaccompanied by illustrations, proved a highly im:
portant contribution and gave a new impetus to the study of that
formation from the vegetable siue.
Some dozen or more other memoirs of greater or less import were
contributed during 1847 by Binncy, 218 Fr. Braun, 219 Bunbury, 220 Goppert, ~ 21 Lesquereux, 222 Rouillier, 223 and others, none' of which ean be
specially considered here.
.
About thirty papers and books, small and great, relating to fossil
plants appeared in 1848, none of whicb, however; can be ranked as great
works,. unless it be Bronn's Index Palreontologicus, 224 which merely
includes the plants with all other fossils in one alpbabetieal arrangement. The ·number, however, of what may be classed ·as second-rate
productions was quite Iarg·e. · Among these we· may count· Unger's
''Flora von Parschlug," 225 Berger's thesis "De fructiblis et ~;eminibus
217 1\L A. Pomel.
Amtlicher Bericht dei·Versammlnng der deu.tschen Naturforscher.
und Aertzte, 1847, pp. 332-354.
·
21s Phil. Mag. Vol. XXXI, 1847, p. 25().
219 .F'rieilrich Braun.
Die fossilcn Gewiichse aus den Griinzschicbten Z\viscbch dem ·
Lias unrl Keuper des neu anfgefundeneu Pflanzen lagers in dem Steinhrnche von Veit-.
lahm hei Culm bach. Flora, Regenshurg, 1847, P·. 81. (Enumerates 57 specie's o.f Rhotic plants.
2
""Quart. Jonrn. Geol. Soc. London, 1847, Vol. III, pp. 281, 423.
221 Ue!Jersicbt der Arueiteti d.· scbles. Gcseliscbaft, 1847, pp. 70-7::!.
22 "Explorations dan~ le Nord de l'Europe pour l'etuile des depllts de combustibles
mineraux. Bnll. Soc. Sci. Nat. de Ncuch>ttel, Tome I, l847, p. 471. Idem sur les vlantes
qui formeut la Louille. Bib!. Unh'. Archives, Tome VI, p. 158. Geneve, 1847.
"""C. Rouillier. Etn<les pal6ontologiqucs dfl Moscon, in Fischer de '-Valdheim's
Jnbilaenm semisecularem. Ilfoscou, 1847. (Bois fossiles, pp. 20-24).
2 4
" Heinrich G. Bronn.
IIand!JucL eiucr Geschichte der Natnr. III. Band., III.
Theil. Organisches Leben. Index Paheontologicns, oder Ueh~rsiebt der his jctzt be'lmnnten fossilen O.rganismcn. Stuttgart, 184i3-1ti4D. A. Nomenclator palmoutologicus, li:l48. B. Enumerator palrnontologieus, 1849.
215 Die fossile Flora von Parschlug.
Steicrmarckische Zeitschrift, IX. J ahrg., I.
Heft. 1848.
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ex formatiene Hthanthracumt- 226 :Binney-" On·thworigin Of coM; 227.three
consecutive· papers by Dr. J .. D. Hooker in the Memoirs ofthe Geological Suney of Great Britain, 228 Debey; on the fossil plants of Aachen, 22H
Goppert's prize essay on the. formation of coal, 230 Raulin's .":Flore de
l'Europe penda1'lt I a peri ode tertiaire,m Robert Brown's memoir on Triplosporites, 232 really announcing the discovery of the fruit of LepidOllendron, and Sauveur's·" Vegetaux fossiles de Belgique." 233 Tltese works
were all important additions to the literature of the science, and represented a large·amount of original research~
The third volume of Bronn's Index Palffiontologicus, namely, the
Emwwrator, did not appear nntil1849. It contains Goppert's table of
the vegetable fossils as known· to him, arranged under their respective
geological formations. All the speCies are ·enumerated in systematic
order, but with an inconvenient appendix (pp. 5-72), and are not sunnried
up at the end. The sunnuary is, however, introdueell in another part
of the volume (p. 727), and shows that considerable progress had been
made since 1847, when Unger made his synopsis in his ''Chloris· Protog~ea," altltongh, as already remarked, the 1,648 species there give.n
i,; the same as given in his "S_ynopsis plantarum fossilium" (1845),
wL1Ch seems not to have .heen revised, wlJile Gi5ppert had already
enumerated in 1844 (supra., p.-416) 1,778 species. From these figures we
JJOW have an ad Yance to 2,055, or more than four times as many as _werQ_
known to Brongniart in 1828, though only alJout one.fonrth the number now known.
The g-reat work Of 1849 was Brongniart's "Tableiw des genres de vcgetaux Iossiles." 234 The an thor's views relating to the classification and.
e'" Reinhold Berger. De ii·uctilms et seminilms ex formatioue lithauthracum. Disscrtatio inangnralis quam consensU'ct auctoritate ampHssimi philosophorum ordiu_is
in alma litterarum univcrsitate viadrina ad sum mas in philosophia bon ores rite. capes~
sendos die "XVIII, M., Decembris, A. MDCCCXLVIII. H. L. Q. S. llublice defendet
Auctor. Vratislavim, 1848.
22 7 Memoirs of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester; Vol. VIII,
1848, p. 148.
22sVoL II, pp. 2-45fi.
229Verhandlungcn des naturhistorischen vereines dcr prcussi.shen Rheinlandc, V.
Jahrg., UH8, pp. 113, 126.
2 " 0 Prcisschrift.
Abha.udlung, cingcsandt als Ant wort auf die Preisfragc: * " *
ob die Steinkohlenlager aus Pflanzeil entstandcn sind, etc. Eihe mit dem doppelten
Freise gekriinte Scbrift. Hi:Larlem, 11:~48," 4°, 300 S, 23 Ta( formin·g the 4" Deel;
Tweeuc versameling·, Verhanul. Roll. 1\iaatschappen.
e:n Victor l~aulin. Surles transformations de Ia florc de YEn rope centrale pendant
la periode tertiaire. Annales des-sciences uaturellcs de Paris, 3" serie, Botanique,
Tome X, 1848, p·. 193.
·
2 32 Annals and Magazine of Natural History, ser. II, Vol I, 1848, p. 876; Proc. Linn.
Soc. I, 1849, p. 344; Trans. Linn. So.::., Vol. XX, Pt. I, 1851, p. 469, Pl. XXlli, XXIV ..
Cf. Comtes rendus des seances de l'Academie des·sciences, Tome 67, 1868, pp; 421-426.
"-13 J. Sauvcur.
Vegetaux fossiles des terrain<:> houillers de la·Belgique, Acad6mie
roy ale des sciences, des lettres, -et des ueaux-arts de Belgique; Tome XXII, 1848.
23 • Tableau des· genres de vegetaux fossiles considere sons le point de· vue de leur
classification: botanique et de leur distribution geologi~ue.· Paris, 1849, 8°. · Dictionnaire uni versel d'liistoire Jiaturelle.
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and

di.stribution of the -~Xti~ct genera
species of fossil p~ants are here
systematically set forth. and •superbly illustrated. A memoir on tlie
same subject235 appeared in. the "Annales dt's sciences natnrelles" for the
same year, in a manner summarizing his views ami giving listil of fossil
pla,nts bel~nging to each horizon. · In seeking to avoid an dttplications
that result from giving different uames to different parts of the same
plant, his enumeration is reduced to very modest proportions and
falls inside of 1,600 species, while, by treating ffiningen and Parschlng
as Pliocene instead of Miocene, be greatly exaggerates tlu~ importance
of the former horizon at the expense of the latter. But the era of
Miocene exploration had.only just begun, and that formation did not
give evidence of its present overshadowing supremacy until the labors
of Heer and Ettingshausen began to reveal its true character.
Pattison's ''Chapters on l?ossil Botanyl' 236 is a very superficial attempt to treat the subject in a popular way, and its only nilue is a table
of British foRsil plants, which, if it could be depended upon, would show
the number then kuown to amount to 529, of which 279 "'ere from .the
coal measures, 120 from the Tertiary, and 89 from the Oolite.
A large number of works and memoirs on vegetable paleontology
appeared in 1850, perhaps exceeding tbat of any previous year. Most
of these, however, were of modest pretensions, and only two can pror.erly be classed among g1 eat works on tlie subject.· Th~se were Unger's
"Genera et species plantan'tm fossilium" 237 and Ooppert's "Monographic der fossilen Coniferen. " 238
As U ngcr had in 1845 published, in his "Synopsis," the first compl~te
catalogue of fossil plants, so he 'was the first, in 1850, to publish complete manna! on the subject, for such is the nature of his "Genera et
species." This .work is a shapely octavo volume of 668 pages, written
wholly in Latin, and describing in systematic order every' species of
fossil plant known to the author. The total number thus described
is 2,421, ·a large ad vance upon any previous estimate. Amollg the
good features of tbe work are an enumeration of the genera under
their proper orders and classes in a table that precedes the descriptive
part, the reproduction, brought down to date, of his previously published "Literatum nostri mvi," and a thorough species index at the
end, distinguishing synonyms by printing them in italics. In hisdassification he follows' the natural order of development, beginning with
the lowest forms. He declines to follow the English authorities in

a

205Expositi,on chronologique des periodes de vegetation et des fiores diverses qui se
sont StlCcede a Ia surface do Ia terre. Ann. Sci. Nat. Bot., 3• ser., Tome XI, 1849,
pp. 285-338.
" 36 S. R. Pattison.
Chapters on Fossil Botany: J~onllon, 1849, 12mo.
237 Franz Unger.· Genera ot species ·plantarum fossilium.
Sumptibus Academirn
Crnsarem'scientiarum. Vindobon3l, 1850.
•
2?s II. R. Gi:ippert. Monographie der fossilen Coniferen. EiiHi .ini Ja)n'il 1849,
mit der goldeneu Medaille mid einer Premle von 150 Gulden g.ekri:inte Preisschrift.
Leiden, 1850. Naturkundige Verhahdelingen van de Hollandsclie Maatschappij der
Wetenschappen to Haarlem. Tweedo Verzarueling, 6• Deel. Leiden, 11'50: ·
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treating Stigmaria as a dicotyledonous plant. He pl~ces the '' Cycadt>acere" l.Jetweeu the Cryptoga.ms and the Monocotyledons; but
strangely separates them fr9m the Coniferre and Gnetacere, which he
makes to follo\,. the palms and precede the forms now referred to tb.e
apPtalous.division; though he does not recognize by special na1iles the
divisions of the Dicotyledons established by Jussieu. Still, in arranging the orders, he follows the system of A. L. de J ussieu, and not
that ofAdrien de Jnssieu. ·No illustrations accom1)any this work.
In Goppert's "Monographic der fossilen Conifere.u '' we ha\e another
of those exhaustive works upon difficult subjects which characterize
this author. When we say that it forms a quarto volume of 359 pages,
with 58 ·plates, half of which are deYoted to the illustration of internal
structure as re\r~aled by microscopic e:x:aminafion, we baYe gin•n bnta
rude idea of the work. The first 67 pages relate entire!)' to li\ing
Conifers and fitly prepare the way for a thorough treatment of the
fossil forms. To the treatise on fossil Conifers is prefixed an historical
introduction of nearly a hundred pages, in which, as in the historical
introduction to his " Systema tilicurn fossilium," he marshals the litera- .
ture with great effect, and, as in the former caRe he foumHt impossible
to confiiiC himself to fern life, so in the present case be makes it the oc-.
casion for a thorough study of the history of man's acquaintance not
mer~ly" with coniferous fossil wood; but with fossil wood in general,
which for ages remained the only known form of vegetable petrifaction.
Besides the systematic description of all coniferous fossils known to
him, the work contains a most valuable enumeration of localities where
fossil wood, beds of coal, and fossil plant!> in general had been found
from the year 1821 to the end of 1849, arranged primarily according to
their position in the geological system. ·It also contains au arrangement of the species of Coniferre according to geological horizons.
The remainder of the numerous productions of the year 1850 must be
passed over· in silence, as their uare enumeration would consume con. siderable spac~, and without glancing at their special merits would add
little to the reader's knowledge respecting them. As bas already been
stated (supra, p. 379, 380) it was in 1S50 that both Massalongo and Baron
von Ettingshausen began their work in the domain of fossil plants, so
that at tliis date no less than fourteen of tl10se who ha,re been men·
tioned as leaders of the science were living and actively engaged in extending its boundaries..
·
vVe have thus passed in review the literature of fossil plants from
the earliest recwrds down to the close of the first half of the nineteenth
century. The plan was, and still is, to continue this sur.vey down to
the. present time, though confining attention more and more, as the
literatur~ increases in volume, tci the. most important works. But for
th.e present purpose 'the carrying out of this ·plan .is manifestly .impossi~le. from co.nsideri~hon~ of ,bot).I spa.ce and <;>f ti!l!e, _aml it m_ust be
postponed until the work to which it was intended as an introduction

shall have

~een compl~t~d., .'l,'J,li~.. i~)~l~f.C;ially

to

b~,r~g_rgtted,.1lt;;

so

Ilt~le ha1I pee~1 .done tl o~n .to ~850 JQ. deY'c'lo,p tbe,paleqbotanical.r:e~ 0 urces

o£·1\_merica. It is .also t~u.e t~at l_tt that ua,t~.littl~,J ha~l_been u,on(:ll;leJ·ond
the collcctio!' and iU3Curf!nlation pf.tlata for.stu(ly. f.roiptbe. t.ime W.hf:n
the pnictiec of discussing im.aginary probl~.rns with on~ any dat;;t fell in to
disrepute the opposite and far rn~re hca\thfnU.l,'ndeocy to. treat facts as
~he ~llll of research chiefly prevailed, until at length, at the time when
we are C011JpeJletl to close OUr record,: a S!JfiiCientJy 1arge bol]y of facts
had llcen brought to light,· a;nu; through the organizing power of Uuger,.
B~·ongniart, and Goppert, had been arrapgedfor .stu1ly andcompm:ison,
to' render.. it sommyhat profitable to specul~te upon their probable
meaning.
.,
..
In the decade .that followed some such Rpeculatior) was indulged in
very cautiously, but this always res~lte.d in.the clearer recognition of
the need of still morefaets, and undoubtedly tended strongly to stimulate research. Th{m commenced that systerqatic at~ack along the
whole line of paleobobtnical investigat~on. Ettingshauseu's systen,1 of
nervation for the determination of d,icot_yledonqus lea,·es may b1,3 re~ .
ganled as the result of the pressure, then irrer;;istible, fol,' the ~neans of
identifying the now vast accumulations of this ·important class of fossils. He~r's researches into .the fo,:sil floras f:Jf Sivitzedand and of the
arctic regions, and Lesquerenxnnd ~ewberry's investigations H1to the
Dakota, Laramie, and Gr~en River groups of the ·western Uui~ell
States, together with Saporta's ''Etudes" in the south of France, furnished more data than tbat of all the collections previously made from
the later formations.
·The work of exploration· still goes on. ·Saporta h:;ts elaborated the
Jurassic of France, Graml' Eury and Renault have thorough(y stntlied
. the CarJJoniferons of that country, as have Wi!Iiamson.,and Carruthers
that of Engliwd. N athorst has opened up the subterran~an .i:loral trel_lsures of Sweden, and Dawson thosE,> of ]3ritish America, wl~ile ])ngelllardt,
Ilosius, Van del.· Marek, and Scheuc~ have (;Ontinued to investigate,
without exhausting, the rich plant-beds q{ German)~. in Americaac- ·
tivity has not diminished, notwithstandi~g the adntnced age of both
the principal cultivators of tl,lis science. Large works, which ha,·e required years ,in preparation the hawls of bot!1 Lesquerenx aml New:
berry, are either 9n the eYe o.f publication OJ.' are far ad ,-a need toward
completion. Professor Fontaine, of the University of Virginia, has an
importaitt work on the Rbctic flora of Virginia in press, and is collecting. some most interesti11g material for a second fi·om the lower Oretaceons or -upper Jurassic .of tile .same· State. ·La-rge collections have
lately been madt;~ by different parties of the United States Geological
Survey, which are now in hand .for_ examinatiou, while fresh mat;;rial
is daily arriving at the -~ationa-1 Museum .from all parts of the country.
Between ·eight and· nine thousand species (as ·species· are made) of
fossi1 plants ar~ now known to scieuce,·antl the· -time ~nus't -be near at
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hand; Ki.t pa:;;)lQ_~_-!l;lrea!'ly_corne~.w~c!t. ~his wide.acquaintauce. .witbth:e
!111Cient f,loras,of,,tb~,g~ob.e,.if: .pJ:operly Q,rganizcd.for stud~·,.will-afford
sqcll ~ic~ to geological iuYe~tigati.on.. as. to.com_maml r.oc,ogiJitinn, :while
the, lessons whicQ. it. supplieS:. to the. Q.Qtanist.aull the .biologist willJ.J.e
ine;stimable.

Vlll;. NOMENCLATURE .AND .C:L.ASSIFICATION OF FOSSIL·
PLANTS.

~cienci.>. does not consist in 1iames; but it cannot well progress without
them, and earlY iii the histor~- of every science a syRtem of nonieiJClatnre
always arises~ Again, a lniowledge of natural objects consists largely
iu a knowledge of their relatiom;, to obtain which systematic a.ttempts
at their methodical arrangement ar(dliilOng the first steps. HoweYer
hnml.Jle ·such ·efforts may at fit'st be, they iJ._..;,,,e.rtheless constitute the
beginnings of· scientific classification. The objects niity be' arranged
before names are given to them or to.the groups they are. seen to form,
as in Bernard de J nssieu's Gai·llen of the Ti·iahou .. But· usually the
naming either vreccdes or closely accompanies the process or }i,tninge·
mcut. Such at least has heen· t.he case with fossil I)! ants.· Tliis fact,
bo\l·ever, is to be here considcre<l: That the ·science of botany proper·
antedated by fa~ tllat of paleobotany. .A few nani.es ·were giYen to
vegetable remains· during the period when nobody believed that they
either were themselves phtnts or rept;esented plants.. Tlle reaction
from this· view; which took place at the uegirniing of the eighteenth
century, in favor' of the dilnvian theory, carried its yotaries ·much too·
far; aml led them to' think that erery fossil plant must i·eprescnt
some known living one. This extremism had its fitting ext'nnplification in Scheuchzer's now obviously ridiculous attempt to classify the
fossil plants of his time under the. same ·nibrics as the living 'plants~
Tlle timely appearance of Tournefort's "Elemens de · Botanique~,. ih
1694, in which·about the first reill s~~stem of botanictil classification
was drawn up, afforded Schcnchzer the desired opportunity, and \vithout waiting for the appearance of a second edition of his "Herbarium
diluvianum;" ·be hastened to arrange all hi's species under Tournefort's.
t\ventY-onc classes, and published them; ilr 1HI6, in his'''Oryctographia
Hclveti::e'~ (PP· 203-247). In spite of h1s zeal, however, a. large residue
of unassigned fossil plants remained as a special ''Class unkantlicher·
Gewachsen · oder dero ·Theilen, welche uns vo1i der Si.i.ndfluth 'ubrigge~
blieben" (p. 236). This atteh) pt "'as continued in the Ed-itio novissinia. ·
· of the '' ~erbal'inm diln vianum," published iit 1723 (Appendix').
· ·
In this rash scht•.me Schet1chzer 'was not followed .. Lhw}d, in 1699~
had applied the 'term ·Lithoiiylon :to fossi'l· wood; which, with· the· ex"
ception of the· impressions described by· Major, mentioned' ·on· j). ~89·
(supra); was the ·only forln ·of vegetable fossii'knbW'n down to' his' tiin·e~
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Volkmann (1720) adopts this term, and also Lithophyllon, while to all
impressions of lea,'es and fronds he gives the general name of Lithophytes, but he goes a long way in the direction of Scherichzer in accepting the indigenous theory (ttupra, p. 395). Schultze(l755) tre•ats the whole
subject· of plant impressions from a strictly mineralogical point of view,
designating his figures by the old indigenous names of Schenchzer and
Volkmann; but the three general classes of petrifactions which he describes without naming are of interest, as showing that he possessed a
firm and rational grasp of the phenomena. They are: (1) Whole trees,
large trunks, thick roots, and other similar woody matters transformed
into stone; (2) impressions of twigs, leaves, flowers, etc., which consist
either in whole or in part of the remains of the originals. in a petrified
state; (3) impressions of stems, plants, and shrubs in which no trace
of their former parts is perceptible.
Walch (1769) was the first to ofler· anything like a nomenclature of
fossil plants, anrl although most of his names have now uisappeared
from the text.books, they still serverl a useful pt1rpose rluring a long
embryonic period in the llistorJ' of the science. He called Jletrified
trunks by the terrns Lithodendron and Dendrolithus; pieces of petrified
wood Lithoxylon, and also 8telechites; petrified roots, Rhizolithus. If
the fossil remains bore a sufficient resemblance to any li''ing tree or
plant, it was calle1l by the name of that plant, with its terminal syllable cbangeu into ites, as DaphnUes, Sanrlalites, etc., a method which is
still extensively employed in. the creation of fossil genera of plants.
Herbaceous plants were called Phytolithi, but he distinguished mere
impressions of these as Phytotypolitlti. Fossil IeaNcs were Lithobiblia,
Bibliolithi, or Lithophylla. Phytobiblia referred to the leaves of herbs
as opposed to those of trees. He mistook the Calamitm .for great reeds·,
and applied to them this name, as also that of Lithocalmi, the first of
which has come down to us notwithstanding the misnomer. Fossil
fruits he denominated Oarpolithi, which is another term that has survived in the long struggle for existence. ·
Parkinson (1804) contented himself by giving a simple classification
in English, although he refers to the Latin names which had .been
given to his groups by previous an thor!). His terminology· was, (1}
fossil trees; (2) fossil plants; (3) fossil roots; (4) fossil stalks; (5) fossil
. leans; (6) fossil fruits and seed-vessels.
Steinhauer (1818) made four classes: Fossil wood (Lithoxylon), fossil
fruits (Litlwc·arpi), fossil leaves (Litlwphyll-i [sic]), and fossil flowers, of
whose existence he seemed doubtful. He describes ten species, all of
which be classes under the one genus, Phytolith1ts. Considering the meagerness of this presentati(jn it is som"ewhat surprising that Steinhauer .
should have actually been the first to apply specific names to fossil
plants, and thus to bring them f~:tidy within the circle of natural Listory sciences. It had Ums taken more th.an .a century to complete the
cycle from the attempt of. Scheuch~er to apply Tournefort's classifica-
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tiori . fossil plants, through the ·" indigeiiotlS ~~ alid ."exotic" sta·ges
incident to the diluvian theory" and back to this humble beginning on·a
true scientific basis· as a systematic science, an'd it is properly from the
appearance of this unpretentious memoir in an 'American scientific serial
that paleobotany a.s a systematic branch of natural history should ua:te
(supra, p. 403).
Baron von Schlotheim, in his " Flora der Vorwelt" (1804}, had made
no attempt to assign names to the forms he so admirably figured, but
confines himself to questioning and criticising the "indigenous" and
''exotic" names which they had recei\·ed from the ca!·ly authors. "If
the author had established a nomenclature for the plants which he described," said Brongniart, "his work would lw,ve become the basis of all
the works which have since been produced on the same snbject." 239 But
it was scarcely too late for him still to acquire this honor, for betweeu:
this first work and the appearance of his "Petrefacteukunde" ( 1820) no
important treatise on fossil plants other than Steinhauer's memoir was
published, and in this second work, which, as we have already seen, so
·far, at least, as the treatment ~f vegetable rem-ains w~s concerned, was
mereiy the continuation of the first which had been interrupted by
political troubles, a s;ystematic nomenclature was adopted and carried
out in detail (supra., p. 404). He styled the entire vegetable kingdom
so far as fossils are concerned, P bytolithes, without, however, employing
as Steinbauer had done, the term Phytnlithus as a genus. Out of it he
carves five classes, though he does not so denominate them. Under two
of these larger divisions fallsu bordinate ones which may be called orders .
the other three remaining undivided with an ordinM and even gei1eric
rank of their owu. The followipg is the outline of Schlotheim's system:
I. Den<lrolithes.240
·
A. Lithoxylithes.
B. Lithanthracites.
0. Bibliolithes.
II.· Botanilithes.
III. Phytotypolitlu~s.
a.) Palmacites.
b.) Oasuarinites.
c.'j Calamites.
d.) Filicites.
e.) Lycopouiolithes.
f.) Poacites.
IV. Carpolithes.
V. Anthotypolithes.
Unuer his Dendrolithes and Botanilitbes· no species are introduced,
but certain forms are described, compared, and discussed. Especially
039

•-10

Prodrome, p. 3.
.
.
.
The .•anglicizcd forms. are here . employed as Schlotheim employed the German
Dendrvliihen, Lithoxylithen;

forma:

etc.
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interesting are his nqtes on the Bibliolithes.-in .which most. of. the dicotyledonous .leaves,· then known, -are referred to. :Of Palmacites he
describes .fifteen species under regular systematic names. ·Of Casnaric
nites be gives fhe species ; of Calamites,- ten; of. Filici-tes, twonty-.three;
of Lycopodiolithes, five; of Poacitcs, four; of Carpolitbes, fifteen, and of
Anthotypolithes, one. 'l'he science of paleobotany could therefore start
·from this <late-with ·seventy-eight species described and figured ...
Count Stern berg, in his ''Flora der Vorwelt," established a lqrge number of genera, which he founded i1pon the .most thorough investigation,
a large share of which have resisted the destructive agencies of subsequent research. Among these were Lepidodendron, FhdJellaritt, Ammlaria-, Na:ggerathia,and Sphenopteris. His determinations were modest and
sound, and lw was able only in a few cases to refer the fossil forms to
living genera, as in Osmunda., Asplenium, etc. ·But the most important departure effected- .in· this· work was in establishing vegetable
paleontology for the first time upon .a geognostic basis .. He assumed
three periods of Yegetation: (1.) au iusul~w period characterized !Jy the ·
great coal plan~s; (2) a period characterized by, the predominance of
cyeadeau types, and (3) a period introduced by fucoidal remains and characterized b_y dicotyledonous forms. lt will be at once perceive<l that
these three perio<ls correspoiHl substantially with t.he Paleozoic, Mesozoic; and Cenozoic ages of modern geology.
·
Passing over the system of Martins, published in 1822, 241 which,
thougll haviug merits, has been received witb less favor, we now come
to that of .Brongniart, the first draft -of which also appeared in 1822. 242
In this memoir all fossil plants were divided into four classes, expressly so-called, viz., (1) stems wllose internal organization is recognizable; (2) stems whose.internal structure is not recognizable, but
which are clwracteriicd by their external form; (3) stems joined to
leans or leaves only; (4) organs of fructification .. The first class is
divided into Exogenites and Endogenites, having the rank of genera.
Under the second clasl'l, besides Calamites of Schlotheim, Syringodendron of Sternberg, and other genera, there occur for the first time the
genera Sig-illarit~ and Stigmaria. Sternberg's Lepidodendron-is divided
into Sigillaria and Sagenaria, to the latter of \vhich Sternberg's name,
Lepidodendron, is ·now generally preferr':)d. Stigmaria is the equivalent of Sternberg's Variolaria. Under the third class .Lycopodites is
substituted for Schlotheim's Lycopodiol-ithes, Astcropltyllites for his
Ccist;arinites, and Pl1yll-ites for his Bibliolithes. Schlotheini's FiliC'ites
and Poaeites are adhered to and the new gen~:ra, Spltenophyllites and
Ficoirles, arc established. Under the fourth class- Seblotheim's two
genera, Carpolithes and AntltolWtes, are retaine<l.
2 41 C. F. Martins.
De plantis nonnnllis ante;liluvianis ope spccierum inter tropicos
viYcntium illnstrandis. Denkschr. der konigl. baierisc,!!. botan. Gcsellsch . .in .Regcnsburg, Band II, 1822,.pp. 121-147, Pl. I and II . .'
242 Memoires du Museum d'histoire natnreJie, Paris, Tome VIII, 1822; pp. 209-210. • ,
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Without further ·discussing here the beautifully ilh'lstrated work of
Artis (supra, p. 406) who attempted, for the most part unsuccessfully, to
create several new genera, \ve may· now lWOfi.tauly compare the metllod
just reviewed with tb~ one put forth six ;years later by the same author
in his .,, Prodrome}' dn' page !} of tbat work be giYes the ke,y to his
new classification In the following words: "La metholle qnenot-is a\·ons
adoptee pour classer et deuomiuer ces fossiles,_ est fondee egaleme11t
sur ces rapprocbements plus on moius intimes entre les plantes fossiles
et les plautes vivautcs." Laying aside the former: method, based chiefly
upon the nature of tbe fossil, i. c., the part of the plant whieh happened to be preserved, be now makes bold to assign all these forms
to some of the great mLttual divisions of the vegetable kingdom as established by the Jnssicns and other botanists. But as already remarked
(supra, p. 406), geognostie considerations and a firm faith in tlle laws of
de>elopment led him to suggest some important modifications in this
so:ealle<l natural method, as may be seen by comparing the follo'i\ing
scheme from page 11 of tlle "Prodrome" and from page 20 of the
"Histoire des vegetaux fossiles":
I. Agams.
II. Cellular Cryptogams.
IlL Vascular Cryptogams.
IV. Gymnospermous Phanerogams.
V . .Monoeotylet1ouous angiospennous Phauerogams.
VI. Dieotyledonous augiospermous Phanerogams.
In the present state of botanical scie_nee Brongniart'8 Agams would
probably n.ll be relegated to his second group, or Cellular Cryptogams, ·
but iu other respects this classification is pre-eminently sound, and se~ms
likely to be.vinuicatell by tlle future progress of the science as against
some of the recent systems emanating from the highest, authorities.
To these few general g'roups Bi·ongu'ia.rt proceeded to refer the fossil
forms eitller as new and aYow.edly extinct geJ1em, or, wherever possible,
as extinct ,species of liying genera. This was carried· entirely through
the system ht his "Prodrome,". and, so far as it went, the "Histoire"
afforded ample justification for his determinations in the form of full
descriptions and thorough illustrations. This latter work was in a man- ·
ner completed by his ""Tableau" 243 in 1849. The method· of Brongniart
has, with few exceptions, been adopted by subsequent paleobotanists,
Une of thefle exceptions, however, is too important to lle passed over.
although it has already been considered in certain of its bearings. · This
is the system of Liullley and Hutton. Tllese authors; apparently in
order to emphasize their diRsent from the theory of developinent! reversed the order, .plneing the most higbly de1·cloped forms first. They
also placed the Couiferru aml Cycaderu in the sn bclass Exogenru, or
243 Tableau des genres de vegetaux fos ·iles considere sons 1.., point de vu.e. de leur
classificatioi1 botauique et.<ie'leur distribution· geologique. Paris·, 1849. (Dictionuaire
uni ver~el d'hist~ire·nat.urell.e.
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Dicotyledons, without intimating that t:Qey diftcr iu any essential respect from oaks or elms.
The following is their system in outline: ·
CLASS I.-V ASCULAHES, OR FLOWERING PLANTS.
Subclass 1. EXOGEN.2E, or DICOTYLEDONS.
· NJ'mphreacere.
Laurin em .
.Legnminosre,.
Ulmacere.
Oupuliferre.
Betulin em.
Salicinere.
Myricere.
J uglandere.
Eupborbiacere.
Acer in ere.
Coniferre.
Cycadere.
Doubtful.
Subclass 2. ENDOGEN.2E, or MONOCOTYLEDONS.
Marantacere.
Asphodelere.
Smilacere.
Palmre.
Fluviales.
Doubtful.
Flowering plants which cannot be with certainty referred to either
the monocot.}'ledonous or the dicotyledonous classes.
CLASS II.-OELLULARES, OR FLOWERLESS PLANTS.
Equisetacere:
Filices.
Lycopodiacere.
Musci.
Characere.
Algre.
Plants the affinity of which is altogether uncertain.
Stigmaria is put in the Euphorbiacere, Sphenophyllum in the Coniferre,
Annularia and AsterophylUtes in the Dicotyledons, Nmggeratltia in the
Palmre, while Sigillaria and Volkmannia are classed with the last, or
wholly uncertain group.
Wfth the rapid increase of material for the study of fossil plants the
pos.;;ibility of referring them to living families and genera has increased
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until at. the present time nearly all t!Je .remains of the former )~eg~ta
tion of the globe are readily assigned. to their proper place in the general system adopted by botanists. Within a few J;ears tlJe number of
dicot.yledonous SJ)ecics has become so large that the attempt to identify
them has been eminently successful. By the aitl of a set of rules de,
<luced from the prolonged study of the -nervation of lea,'es the genera
of fossil Dicotyledons have· been in great part malle known. The only
pro.minent question which this increased knowledge has raised in the
department of classification bas been with reference to the order in
which tbe divisions of Jnssieu should stand. It is. however, now gen,
erally admitted that the order in which these three divisions of plants
appeared was that of Adrien de Jnssieu and not that of A. L. de Jussicu,244 the Gamopetalre constituting the most recent group of plants
developed upon the globe. 1\L Scbimper, wbile adhering to the old
method in this respect for bis systematic arrangement of the families,
has nevertheless clearly sbowu that this does not represent tl1e order
of nature, and in his review of these gronps 245 he has· arranged them
according to the natural method.
It is thus that after two centuries of floundering in turbid waters the
science of paleobotany l1as at last found itself in .condition to take its
proper place as a department of botany-the botany of the ancient
world-in which, whatever geology .may gain from it, it must rest upon
geology as its solid foundation.

iX. THE NATURAL METHOD AS INDICATED BY PALEOBOTANY.

The aid that the study of fossil plants affords in arriving at a natural
classification of lidng plants. is of prime importance, because it supplies at first hand the chief object for which all classification legitimately exists, .viz., a knowledge of how existing forms came into being
and wlly they are wbat they are.
J\'Iucb as we may ctelight in the discovery of new and beautiful forms,
and may admire the objects in our possession as products of nature and
peti':l of our specialties, we must, as investigators of nature, feel a higher
interest in the great problems of their origin and development, wlwse
solution in strictly,scientific ways constitutes the proper aim of science
itself.
Tlw method by which these problems can be most successfully attacked
is the method of classijicatinn. Notwithstanding the contempt into which
mere "systematists'' have latterly fallen, the true scientific metbcul is
still and must ever be the f'lystematic method. The real cause for the
present disdain of systematists, lies in the mistaken spirit in which
2 "'Adrieu de Jussieu.
Cours elemcutairc d'histoirc uaturelle.
1840, p. 395.
245 Trail e de Pal. veg., Tome I,
83-87

pp.

•

Botanique.

Paris,
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system-iuaking has .been ·so commonly conducted~ . Systems of Classification 'had coine to be regatded
tlte end of science, When they arc at
best only the means. Bi1t it is uot to be wondered at that this was so,
since it "'as not until quite recently that science could. be fairly said to
ha\C any end other than to collect fads aml build systems. Not until
the laws of genetic dependence among the forms of organized life, as
taught by Lamarck in 1801) and enforced by Darwii1 iu 18591 had begun
to be recognized ";itl1in the last twenty years, was any silCh grand result thought possible as that of e\;er finding out how existing forms
ha,-e come to be what they are. ·with the growth of this conceptitm
all attempts at classification gradually became revolutionized in their
spirit and aim, and from being merely logical and ideal they tended to
become practical and real.· Whereas formerly some collected facts for
the sake of facts, and others l)uilt systems for the sake of systems, now
all collect facts for the sake of systematizing them and systematize them
iii order to learn 'what they teach; for neither without facts nor without SJ·steni can we· ever an'ive at truth.
It is customary with botanists to speak of artificial systems of classification a~S contr~iste<l with' the natural system. It is commonly supposed
that the system of Linnams was· wholly artifical, and the impression
equally pre'vails that'thM of Jrissieu was the true natural one. But in
the JH'ogress of human discovery no such sndd(m leap ever takes place.
The truth is that all systems haYe aimed to be·natu'ral and that none
have wholly succeeded. But there has beep. progress in the conception of what constitntes a natural system. The most that the older botanists aimed to ~e!,l~li'e was a logicnl system, and. it was supposed that
the logical necessarily represented the natural.

as

1.

TYPES OF VEGETATION.

The vegetation of the globe bas always been divided into certain obvious groups which may be called types, the word "type" being here
used in a very general and indefinite way. These types of vegetation
have various systematic values. The following table contains the prinCipal ones, with a brief explanation accompanying each:

Synaptical View .of the Types.
0RYPTOGA:M:s.-Flowerless plants.·
Cell-ular c~·yptogams.-Devoid of vessels or vascular bundles ; e. g.,
sea-weeds, mosses.
Vascular Cryptogams.-Having ~rascnlar bundles-fibers, ducts, etc.
Filices.-Ferns.
·
. .
.
.
.
Rhizocarpem.--,-lnconspicuous plants, of interest chiefly as appear{ng to form the transition from the Oryptogams to the
Pbrenogams through the Oycadacero; e. g., Marsilia, SalYinia, Azoua:
'

.i
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0RYPTOGAl\1S.-Flowerless plants-Continued.
Eqttisetiitew.-Rush -like plants, with whorls of leafless branches;
e. g., Oalamites, scouring rushes.
LycopocHnew.-Plants with scaly stems or trunks; e. g., Lepidodemlron, club-mosses.
Digulntw.-Inconspicnous plants, of interest chiefly as appearing to form the transition from the Oryptogams to the Phmnogams through the Coniferm; e. g., Isoetes.
PHA!:NOGAJHS.-Flowering plants.
Gymnosperms.-Plants having their ovaries open and the ovules
a.ncl seeds naked or exposed.
Gycaclacecc.-Trees midway in general aspect between tree-ferns
and palms; e. g., sago palm.
Oonijenv.-The pine family; e. g., pine, fir, cedar, yew, etc.
Gnetacew.-A small family of leafless plants, interesting chiefly
as appearing to form the transition from the Eqliisetinere
to the Dicotyledons, through the Casuarinre; e. g., Ephedra
an tisyphili t.ica.
ANGIOSPERl\IS.-Plants having their ovules and seeds protected by
closed ovaries.
Jlionocotylec1ons.-Plants that come up with a single blade, or cotyledon; stems endogenous; e. g., grass, lily, palm.
Dicotyledons.-Plants that come np with two leaves, or c6tyledons;
stems exogenous.
Apetalcc or Jlfonochlamydecc.-Plants having but one floral envelope (a calyx but no corolla); e. g., oak, willow.
Polypeta.lw.-Piants having two floral envelopes (a calyx and a
corolla), the corolla consisting of separate petals; e. g., rose,
magnolia, maple.
Gamopetalw or Monopeta.lcc.-Plants having two floral envelopes, the corolla consisting of ft single piece, or petal; e.
g., honeysuckle, catalpa, trumpet-flower.
The names contained in this table are the modern ones, and other
terms witl1 1 perhaps,.about the same meaning will be found in the systems of classification of the older botanists, while in some suc~1 systems
quite different groups are recognized as primary.

2.

THE LINNMAN SYSTEM.

The history of the progress made by botanists proper, without the aid
of paleontology, iu the direction of the natural method, did space permit, would well repay examination. I shall confine myself to presenting
the three principal systems in a much-abridged form, as perhaps the
most satisfactory way in which that progress can be indicated. The
systems to which I refer are those, respectively, of Linnmus, of A. L.
de Jussieu and of Adrieu de Jussien. The .first of these, the system of
Linnmus, is introduced merely to show that it is not altogether an artiGEOL 84--28
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ficial one, but., like all the rest, an effort at real classification. More
dearly to indicate this I haYe arranged it in logical form, and, for brevitJ·'s sake, have introduced a number of non-Linnrnan terms:
The Linnman system.
Cryptogamia .. __ ................................................... Cryptogamia.

(Diclinae ...............•. _.... _..... _............. _.... _. (~ ~'{~~~~~ia.
Monmcw.
I
Gynandria . .. .. ......................... Gynandria.

I
I
Ph reno.

(

r

D

I

I

1

gamJa.l

Hermaphroditre ~ Eleuthcrogynia ~

I·

I
l

( Syn).(yllesia.
d ·
~ PoJyadelpbia.
esman na ...... · .... 1 Diadelpllia.
l Monadclpbia.
(A n is an- 5 Tetradynamia.
dria.
~ Didyllamia.
Polyand~ia.
IcosandrJa.
D.odecandria.

II

II ·

·II {

.

I

l

I
I

I

l

l

·

r
I

~ccandria_.

ElentheranEnuean~na.
lri
~
Octandna.
a.
Isandr.ial Heptand~ia.
Hexandrm.
Pentandria.

I

\e~rand!ia.

1rialldria.
Diandria.
lMonandria.

All who are familiar with the Linnman system will, of course, observe that the order is here inverted. The names of the succes~;iyely
larger groups, with the exception of the terms" Cryptogamia" and'' Pl.trenogamia," are merely invented to obviate the necessity of describing
those groups. This form of presentation clearly shows to how large an
extent Linnmus aimed at a logical classification.

3.

SYSTEMS OF THE JUSSIEUS.

We will next glance at the systems of the Jussieus. Bernard de
Jussieu bas merely left us his catalogue of the garden of Trianon,
but this enigmatic list of names is regarded by modern botanists as
containing the germ of all later systems. Guided by it, his neplww,
Antoine Laurent de Jussieu, proceeded to elaborate ·the celebrated Jussirean system, of which a mere outline is presented in the following table:

System of A.. L. de Jussieu.
Acotyledons.
Monocotyledons.
Apetalre.
Dicotyledous 1\'lonopetalre.
{ Polypetalre.
Diclin m.
This system, as will be observed, rests primarily upon the number of
cotyledons, and in making the Cryptogams co-ordinate with the i\fonocotyledons and the Dicotyledons fails to draw the great dividing line
which Linnrnus elea.rly perceived between the Cryptogamic and the
Phrenogamic series.
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In re-elaborating it, his son, Adrien, adhered to this defect, but introduced some improvements. We williJext glance at this latest form of
the Jussiooan system:
System of Adrien de Jussieu.
AcotyledonR.
Monocotyledons.
Gymnosperms.
DIClmoo · · · · · · · · · · · Angiosperms.
~ Apctaloo.
Dicotyledons . . .
·
I Hermaphroditoo . . . Polypetaloo.
t
Mouopetaloo.
In this case we see a very great advance in the recognition of the
Gymnosperms. In transposing the Polypetalm and Monopetaloo he
also departed from the views of his father, and in this modern botanists
have not followed him, although, as remarked above (p. 431), this
change would undoubtedly be in the direction of a true natural system.

I

..

{

c

4.

SYSTEM OF MODERN BOTANISTS.

From the systems of the Jussieus to that which prevails among botanists of the present day the transition is slight. Linnoous's Cryptogamic and Phoonogamic series are restored; the terms " Exogens" and
'' Endogens" are introduced as synonymous with "Dicotyledons" and
'' Monocot;yledons," of which they take precedence; the Gymnosperms
are recognized, and A. L. de Jussieu's order is restored for the Polypetalm and Mouopetaloo, for which latter name that of " Gamopetalre" is coming to be preferred, while for '' Apetalre" the term Mouocblamydeoo is substituted by some. The system, then, is substantially
as follows:
Cryptogams.
\ Endogen.s, or Monocotyledons.
·

I

Phoonogams.l Exogens, or
Dicotyledons.

J

?ymno- S g~~~~~~~oo.
.
. perms. Gnetacem.
L An i0 _ ~ .Apetaloo, or Monocblamydere.
g
Monopetaloo, or Gamopetalre.
sperms. Polypetalm.

l

All modern text-books invert the order and begin with the Phrenogams, but whether advisable or not this is intended merely to facilitate
study, the higher forms being e~u-.ier of comprehension, and does not at
all imply that our lea11ing botanists believe this to have been the order
in which plants base de\·elopetl. TlJis inversion of the order, however, shows bow completely tlle notion of development is ig-nored in
modern botany~ and the system throughout rests upon the evidence
furnished by the organs of the plants as they are understood. It is
proper to say that at the preseut time quite a large body of t.he most
thorough students of V('getal embryology and histology, especially in
Germany, have rejected much of this S,'lstem, and especially that which
concerns the Gymnospt:rms. These they prove in the. most satisfactory
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manner to constitute a lower type than any other of the Phrenogams,
they conclwle that they form a more or less nati1ral transition from
the Cryptogams to the Pluenogams, between which tltey place them.
This result is most gratifying to the paleontologist, for nearly or quite
every work on fossil plants gives the Gymnosperms this position at the
base of the Phrenogamic series, so sagaciously assigned to it by Brongniart. Paleobotanists have been compelled to do tllis in the face of
the prevailing botanical systems, because this is the position which they
~re found to occupy in the ascending strata of tl!e earth's crust. It is
astonishing that botanists could have remained so indifferent to such a
weighty fact, and it is certainly most instructive to find the geological
record, so long unheeded, confirmed at last by the facts revealed in
living plants. There is no evidence that those who have thus confirmed
it were in the least influenced by it, and Sachs is as silent as to pltleontology as is Bentham or Gray.
The founders and perfectors of the prevailing system of bot:;,nical
classification have not been influenced in any marked degree by the idea
of development in vegetable life. Few of the earlier ones had ever
heard of development, arid those who had heard of it rejected it as a
visionary theory. This system had become established long before the
doctrine of the fixity of species had received a shock, for although La·
marck, himself a botanist, had sown the seed of its ultimate overthrow,
still it required half a century for this seed to germinate, and it was
during this half century that the Jussirean system was supplanting the
I~innrean and gaining a firm foothold.
It is our special ta&k to examine this system by the light of the now
universally aceepted laws of development and to see in how far it conforms to those laws. "Ve shall see that, with a few important exceptions and some unimportant ones, this purel,y logical classification is in
substantial lu:,rmony with what we now believe to be the order de·
mamled by the law of descent-an encouraging faet as showing that
natural truth rna~· often be correctly discerned by purely rational pro•Cesses. Had Jussieu been told that the Monocotyledons and Dicotyle.dons were the direct descendants of the Acotyledons be wonltl probably
have treated the proposition with contempt. In his system the latter
were placed before the former merely because they represented a lower
grade of organization, and it was the relative gra1les of organization
that determined the position of the minor as well as of the major groups
througlwut the Jussirean system.
anc~

5.

MODH'IED SY8'rEM PROPOSEf'.

Now, therefore, that we have been compelled, from an entirely different class of evidence, to accept the fact of descent, we are glad to find
that tl!is does not wholl~· revolutionize the system arrived. at from considerations of structure alone, while at the same time we must claim
that this substantial agreement furnishes ::t strong corroboration of the
theor~· of descent.
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The following table may be taken to represent, so far as the tabular
form will permit, the system of classification called·for by the present
known facts of structural botany and of paleontology.
Assumed natural system.
Cryptogams.
Gymnosperms.

~ g~~f!!~~~re.

.
( Gnetacere.
Phrenogams.
~ Monocotyledons.
An o·ios erms
~ Apetalre. ,
o
P
· • Dicotyledons. Polypetalm.
·
t_
·
t_
. Gamopctalre.

f

A glance at this table will show that the most important respect in
which it differs from the one last examined IS in the position and rank
of the Gymnosperms. Whereas there the Gymnosperms and Angiosperms ha\e only the rank of subclasses nuder the class Exogen~, or
Dicotyledons, they here assume the ra.nk of classes, and the 1\fonocotyle:
dons and Dicotyledons are reduced to subclasses under the class Angiosperms. The Gymnosperms are thus taken out of the Dicotyledons
entirely. This is done because the distinction of open and closed ovaries
is regarded as a class distinction, and the Monocotyledons are as truly
Angiosperms as are the Dicotyledons, since they possess the closed ovary;
because the Gymnosperms are not dicoty leuonous, the number of cotyledons varying from one to fifteen; and because, while all GJ'mnosperms
are not strictly exogenous nor all Monocotyledons strictly endogenous,
the woody structure of the Coniferre differs fundamentally from that of
all dicotyledonous plants. But a discussion of these points would carry
us too far.
·
·
It will alt,;o be perceiveu that the order proposed by Adrien de Jussieu for the divisions of tbe Dicotyledons is here adopted, the reasons
for which have already been referred to and will receive more special
attention. hereafter.

6.

CLASSI:FICATION OF THE CRYPTOGAMS.

Thus far we have considered the Cryptogams as an undivided group
of plants; but they too are capable of subdivision. The classification
of the Cryptogams, however, is still in its infantile stage and is the
problem which is at this moment most earnestly claiming the attention
of advanced botanists. The subject is too special to be entered into
bere, and I shall confine myself to naming a few of the groups which
modern investigation has shown to throw some light upon the more
general problem of descent in plant life.
That the first proper plants were cellula,r Cryptogams there is no
question, and to that class still belong a great number and variet.y of
forms, the seaweeds, fresh· water algoo, fungi, lichens, liverworts, mosses,
etc. From these have in all probability descended the vascular Crypto-
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gams, now chiefly represented by our ferns, club mosses, and scouring
rushes. Leaving the cellular Cryptogams undivided, we will consider
some of the groups of the vascular Cryptogams. The great preponderance of these forms of vegetal life throughout Paleozoic time renders
this necessar.r, notwithstanding their insignificance at the present epoch.
As in the present, so throughout the past, the vascular Cryptogams
are prominently divided into three great groups, which may be roughly
designated as the fern group, the Calamite group, and the Lepidodendron
group. Ancient ferns differed from those with which we are acquainted
in being nearly all arborescent, or tree-ferns. The great Calamites of
the coal-measures are now represented solely by our genus Equisetmn,
or scouring rush, while the Lepidodendron ha1l degenerated· into our
little ground-pines and club-mosses (Lycopodium).
A careful study of the fossil remains of the Calamites all(l lcpidodendroid growths of the Carboniferous period shows clearly that they
were then much more closely related to each other than are the present
Eqnisetacere and Lycopodiacere, and there can be little doubt that
strictly intermediate forms existed. We may therefore class them
together under a larger general group, to which we will give the name
Lepidophytes. There is also a suggestive resemblance between some of
tbe tree-ferns and certain of the Calamites, so that far back in that
hoary antiquity of veget<tble life we find a certain homogeneity and
monotony, which show that tbose plant-forms as we now understand
them were to a large extent undifferentiated and blended together.
Two small orders of cryptogamic vegetation, too rare to be frequent
in a fossil state, and, indeed, unless formerly much more robust than
now, too frail to admit of preseryation except under the most faYorable
circumstances, possess for the modern cryptogamic systematist an extraordinary interest. These are the Rhizocarpern, or pepperworts, now
-chiefly represented by Salvinia, JJfarsilia, and Azolla, and tbe Ligulatre, ·
to which belong only lsoetes, the quill worts, and Selaginella. The re::tson
for this special interest lies in the fact that the plants of these two
orders, alone of all Cryptogams, possess characters wbich seem to mark
the transition fi·om the cryptogamic mode of reproduction to that of the
Gymnosperms. In this the Rhizocarpere are supposed to approach
more closely to the Cycadacem, while the Lignlatre simulate rather the
Coniferre. On account of this exceptional prominence of tbese two
orders I give them a separate place in the following table of classification of the Cryptogams:
Cellular Cryptogams.
. .
{ Filices (Ferns).
F 1.1wmern.
· · · · · Rhizocarpem.
Vascular Cryptogams.
.
~ Equiseti':lere.
·
I Lepidophytre.. Lycopodme::e.
(._
Ligulatre.
By uniting this table with the one last examined a somewhat com-

I
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plete view of the classification warranted by the present knowledge of
plant life may be gained.

7.

GEOGNOSTICO-BOTANICAL VIEW OF THE PLANT LIFE OF THE
GLOBE.

We will now attempt to marshal in as convenient a form as possible
the principal facts which paleontology and modern botany afford, with
a view to examining their bearings upon the problem of classification
in general and upon those of descent and development in particular.
In doing this we are compelled to depend upon the weight of evidence
furnished by the number of species alone, since it is .impossible to take
account of the relative predominance of species, however great and
important the differences may be in this respect. The number of
species really marks the degree of variety or multiplicity, which certainly forms a rude index to the degree of abundance or prominence.
Where a number of types are compared this difference in their degree
of variety may fairly be assumed to apply to all alike, and t.he conclusions
thus drawn will be measurably accurate; and in general this multiplicity
of varying forms under larger types may be taken in a manner to represent the relatiYe exuberance or luxuriance of the type, and thus
roughly to indicate its relative predominance as a form of vegetation.
In all attempts to argue from paleontology allowance must, of course,
be made for t1Je imperfection of the geological record, and in no department is this imperfection greater than in that of plants. Yet it is
certainly remarkable how large a portion of the earth's snrface has,
at one epoch or another, presented the conditions which have proved
favorable to the preservation of vegetable remains. Our surprise at
this is heightened when we contemplate the present state of. the globe
upon which that condition seems scarcely to exist. We know that the
great land areas of our continents are wholly incapable of preserving
the leaves that annually fall upon them, and it is only in the quiet beds
of rivers that have reached their base level, or in tl.Jeir deltas, or else
in localities where tufa-laden spring water flows over vegetation, or
lastly, in our great swamps, that such a result is possible. This last
condition is believed to furnish the key to the solution of the problem
of most of the ancient vegetable deposits, but the limits of this paper
forbid me to enter into a discussion of this subject.
The following table presents in a rough manner the history of the
introduction of plant life upon the globe as revealed by the remains
tl.Jat have actually been discovered. It has been compiled from about
25,00() species slips which have been the product of nearly two years'
labor in cataloguing the literature of Paleobotany. Although this work ,
is by no means completed, still, it embraces nearly all the more recent
and more important works on the subject, and hence cannot fall far short
of affording a correct view of the present state of knowledge of the
fossil flora of the globe.

I
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Before entering upon a general suryey of the tlevelopment of plant life
as sbown in this merely numerical exbibit., it will be necessary to refer
the reader to three diagrams (plates LVI, LVII, LVIII), which have
been prepared with a view to rentlering the principal facts embraced
in the table more readily intelligible, and then to discuss each of the
diagrams separately, keeping the numerical data constantly in view.
For the execution of these diagrams I am indebted to Ensign Everett
Hayden, United States Navy, on duty at the Nationall\iuseum in the
Department of Fossil Plants, who has not only plotted and drawn them,
but bas aided me greatly in selecting from among the many possible
modes of graphic illustration the ones which, as I believe, most successfully serve this purpose.
In all the diagrams an effort is made, of course in an approximate
and very rude manner, to indicate time·measures in terms of thickness·
of strata, this being, however imperfect, certainly the only standard
attainable. In a lectm'e delivered at the National l\iuseum on February 24, 1883, on Plant Life of the Globe, past and present, enlarged
diagrams having a similar object to those introducetl here were used
for illustration. The data then obtainable for their preparation were
very defective, and the time. measures were taken from Dana's "1\fannal of Geology." Those who may remember them, from notes taken or
otherwise, will observe that in this latter respect the accompanying Iliagrams differ widely from the ones presented on that occasion. Upon
investigation it appears that the views of geologists generally have
changed materially since the appearance of the last edition of that
work, and recent observations have tended to show that the thickness
formerly assigned to Mesozoic, and especially to Tertiary, strata was
much too small in proportion to that assigned to Paleozoic, and especi·
ally to Silurian strata. After consultation upon this subject with the
Ron. J. W. Powell, Director of the Survey, it was llecid.ed tbat nearly
equal vertical space might be given to each of the following formations,
or groups: 1, Cambrian; 2, Silurian; 3, Devonian; 4, Permo-Carboniferous; 5, Jura-Trias; 6, Cretaceous; 7, Eocene; 8, Mio·Pliocene. Thrse
have accordingly been taken as fnrnisbing the scale of time equivalents,
and all the diagrams ha,·e been drawn to this scale.
The uevelopmeut of vegetable life through geologic time may be discussed from three somewhat distinct points ofview. We may, in the first
place, consider each of the principal types of vegetation at each of the
geologic periods in which it occurs solely with reference to its relati'\"'e
importance in the combined flora of that epocb. 'I'bis is undoubtedly
the most important point of view from which the su~ject can be contemplated, and has accordingly been considered first. It is clear that the
data for t.his must consist, not in tbe actual number of species at each
horizon, but in the proportion, or percentage, which this munber
forms of the total number found at such horizon. Diagram No. I is,
therefore, based upon these percentages as given in the foregoing table.
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In the seconu place, we can consider each type of vegetation by and
in itself, with a view to determining the geological age in which it first
made its appearance, the general nature of its progress through time,
and the period of its maximum actual development as an element of the
vegetation. Such a presentation, however, when based on the number
of species actually found at each horizon, exhibits very great fluctuations, due to the irregularities in the record. These irregularities depend chiefly upon conditions quite independent of the real presence or
abundance of the plants in any formation. These conditions are many,
but the principal ones may be embraced under three heads-: 1. The
plants must have existed at the period in question. This is the legitimate assumption and alone gives value to the diagram. 2. The conditions for their preservation and then for their subsequent exposure must
have oecurred. Any one can see how exceedingly irregular must be
these delicate conditions at different ages of the world. 3. The localities in which they are embedded must have been discovered and worked
by the paleontologist. This is the great contingency which stands in
the way of our acquaintance with any flora, but although doubtless
more potent than the one la.st named,. it possesses the merit of possible
removal through the industry of man.
With all these detractions from its value this form of illustrating the
geological record is nevertheless presented in Diagram No. II.
In the third place, we may, by a legitimate exercise of the rational
method of science, construct a scheme of illustration, based indeed upon
these facts as indispensable landmarks, yet recognizing the law of uniformity in natural processes that constitutes the primary postulate of
science itself, which shall, to a large extent, eliminate the error of the
defecti\'e record and present a rational and highly probable view of the
true development. By a secoll!l act of ratiocination the probable period
of first appearance of each type of vegetation may be deduced from the
fact as to the earliest point at which it h.as actually been discovered,
aml thus an approach far nearer, at least, to the true history of plants
. than is possible by the last-named method may be made. Diagram No.
III presents the subject from this third point of view.
D·iscussion of Diagra1n No. I.-In this diagram the Cryptogams are
represented in buff tints and the Phanerogams in purple, with deeper
shades for the successively higher types of each series. The diagram is
based upon the assumption of the proportionate represent:l.tion of types
in the known floras of each age. Collectors of fossil plants never select.
They take everything they find and make no attempt to find particular
forms. If, therefore, the chances of preservation of different kinds of
plants were equal the chances of finding any particular kind would depend upon its actual degree of abundance· in the given flora. Conversely, the degree to which any type of plants is represented in the
collections made would be a fair measure of such abundance or of the
relative prominence of the type in the flora of the given epoch. How-
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ever imperfectly such a flora was represented in the collections, this relation would theoretically hold, and thus the imperfection of the geological record would be eliminated so long as it was only contemplated
from this relative stand-point. And although it is not true that all
ldmls of plants stand an equal chance of preservation, still the classi·
fication of plants according to their adaptability to 11reservation is
wholly different from their systematic botanical classification and traverses the latter in such a manner as rarely to coincide with its boundary lines or to exclude an~· entire group from the possibility of being represented in the fossil state. Nevertheless, such omissions, or at least very
disproportionate representations, will occur and must be allowed for.
The theory also fails where a flora is only very meagerly represented,
and the smaller the representation the less applicable the principle. This
accounts for certain great irregularities in the diagram, which are greatest in the least adequately represented formations. Such defects will
be readily rectified by the intelligent student of the diagram, and it was
thought better to leave this to his judgment than to attempt to overcome
the defects by an arbitrary reduetion of irregularities. The numerical
table will aid in making the proper allowance in each case by indicating, as the diagram cannot do, the poorly-represente1l horizons. Upon
the whole this 1liagram may be regarded as trustworthy in intelligent
hands and as fairly inuicating all that is elaimed for it.
That vegetable life sbould have preceded animal life is a fair deduction
from all that we know of these two kingdoms of nature, and, not to
speak of the much-disputed Eozoon Canadcnse of Canadian so-called
Azoic rock 1 we at least have Oldhamia in the Cambrian, whose organic
character is qnite generally admitted. This and other facts give weight
to the view tbat the dark carbonaceous substance found in the I.~auren
tian has been the result of accumulated vegetable matter of marine origin, bnt too fraU in structure to admit of preservation in any other form.
Graphite, too, which is a pure form of carbon, and thus almost demonstrates vegetable origin, is found below the Silurian. But, dismissing
these speculations and admitting the somewhat doubtful vegetable
character of Oldhamia, we actually have organized plants, marine algro,
preserved in the Lower Silnrian and even at its base. Such are Bilobites rttgosa, Chond1·ites a.nUquus, and Sphaerocoecites Scluu·yanus. The
Cellular Cryptogams are thus fairly introduce~! at points lower than
that of the appearance of any higher type of vegetation, and by the close
of the Silurian fifty species bad made their appearance, constituting
85 per cent of all the life of that epoch as thus far found. Not only in
this case, but all tbrough the series, the order in which these great
types of vegetation are here drawn up agrees substantially with that of
tlleir appearance on the globe, as shown by actual ~>pecimens collected
and determined. If the system of classification had been based exclusively upon paleontological data, there would be no force in this, but, as
I have shown, i-t is in large measure that of botanists proper who ne\·er
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argue from paleontology, and most of the points in "'hich it differs from
accepted botanical systems have been independently confirmed by
structural botanists.
l\'fore remarkable still; perhaps, than the early appearance of marine
alg::e is that of certain well-organized vascular plants that must have
inhabited the land. Among the earliest forms of terrestrial vegetation
we find the ferns, those graceful forms whose green, airy fronds arc still
the delight of every judge of natural beauty. We have at least one
well-authenticated species in the Silurian-Eoptm·is Mm·im·ii of Sa portafound by l\'fori{we a few years ago at the base of the Middle Silurian, a
gilt -figure of which its namer has made the frontispiece of one of his
last works. 246 The fern may be almost taken to represent the primary
form of the vegetative process. Its delicate spray resembles, most of
all plant-forms, tile exquisite frost-work which we see on our windows on
a cold morning. The physicists tell us that these latter are the result
of molecular activities and consist in the deposit of solidified molecules
of invisible vapor. Plant-growth consists in the deposit of solidified
carbon molecules upon the growing surfaces of plants. Perhaps, then,
we should not wonder at the resemblance between the earliest forms of
plant life and those other forms which nature creates by the action of
the same principle, and which the chemist can imitate in certain modes
of -precipitation.
·
In the Devo~ian we have 7!) species of ferns, and this type of vegetation reaches its maximum in the Carboniferous epoch, which, if we extend it to inelude tlle Subcarboniferous and the Pel'mian, furnishes 877
species, forming nearly 45 per cent of the total flora of that epoch.
There are good reasons for supposing that during this age the ferns
were nearly all al'borescent and really formed a large part of the Carboniferous forests. From this time forward they declined both in number and vigor until, at the present time, they are only 2 per cent of
the vegetation of the globe, and in nearly all cases consist of low
herbaceous plants, almost valueless except for their singular beauty.
Let us next consider the type which is here denominated the Equisetinere. At the present time the natural order Equisetacere embraces all
the plants of this group, and they are very few indeed and insignificant
in size, but in the Carboniferous age they formed nearly 10 per cent of the
vegetation, and furnisbell the great Calamites, which clearly show that
they were no mean element in the forest growth of that period. Certain
plants of this group-Spltenophyllttm primccvum, Anmtlarict Romingeriwere found by l\'lr. Lesquereux in the Cincinnati group of the Silurian,
an horizon, perhaps, lower than that of Eopte1·is, aud we must therefore
regard this type as of exceedingly ancient origin. The Calamites disappear entirely in Mesozoic time and the tspe dwindles into insignificance.
2' 6

Le Mond..e des P~antes avant !'apparition de l'homme. Paris, 1879. (See pp. 35, 166.)
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The Lycopodinero, now represented by the natural order Lycopodiacero,
and constituting little more than one-third of l per cent of the living
vegetation of the globe, embraced in the Carboniferous epoch the Jepidodendroid group. AlJout four hundred species of these plants ha\'e
been described from the Subcarboniferons to the Permian, and during·
their reign they formed nearly one-fourth of the vegetation of the glolJe.
They were the largest forest trees of their time, and sometimes attained
a great size, though, of course, nothing approaching the giants of our
present forests. This ancient, or archaic, type disappears entirely with
·the Permian, and never reappears. Its degenerate descendants con-tinue down to the present, chiefly in the form of club mosses, of which
considerable variety exists.
The two remaining groups of cryptogamic plants, the Rhizocarpew
and the-Liguhttm, possess little paleontological importance, although the
number of species, including spore-cases, that have been referred to the
former of these orders has now reached seventeen, four of which are
Paleozoic (Devonian and SubcarlJoniferous) and four Mesozoic. These,
as well as most of the Miocene species, belong to the genus Salvinia or
one nearly allied to it (Protosal-vinia Dawson), although one Pilularia
bas been found at illningen, and a true Marsilia occurs in an nndescri bed
collection now in my hands, made by Captain Bendire in the Miocene
of the.John Day River region, Oregon, and which I propose to call MarsiUa Bendirei, should there prove to be no inaccuracy in this determination.
As regards the Ligulatw, they are still less frequent in the fo~o;sil state,
and are thus far represented only by the two very dissimilar genera-,
Selaginella and Isoetes. Unless, as has been affirmed, the former of
these genera has its representatives in the Carboniferous, the group is
not found lower than the Cenomanian of Atane, Greenland, where Heer
has detected his Selaginella. arctica. Mr; Lesquereux has described
three species of this genus in the Laramie group, and the same author
has found a true Isoetes in our Green RiYer Eocene, at Florissant, Colorado. Two more species of Jsoetes from the Miocene of Europe exhaust
the enumeration, making in all only seven species of Ligulatro.
We have thus rapidly glanced at the relative development of each of
the cr,yptogamous types of vegetation, and will next consider that of the
phanerogamous types. As already shown, the Gymnosperms stand
lowPst, and have probabl;y, in some still undiscovered way, descended
from the Cryptogams. Of these we place the Cycadacere lowest on ac·
eount of their endogenous growth, circinate estivation, and other charactel i~·tics which seem to ally them to the ferns. Still, as the lines are
now 1lmwn by the best authorities, the Cycadacero cannot be traced below the Carboniferous, while the archaic progenitors of the Coniferre
exkud far down into the Silurian. If we refer the Medttllos((J to the
f('rrt:-;, as Henault and Grand' Eury would have us do, only three cycadaceons plants occur in the Carboniferous; but one of these is a true
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Pterophyllum from the coal measures of China, and tuere is probably a·
second from Europe. Fourteen species occur in the Permian, inclmling tbe typical genera Dioonites and OlathTaria. It is not, however,
until the Keuper is reached that this t_ype of ,-eget.ation assumes a
leading part, and throughout the Jurassic it continues to be the most
abundant form of plant life. In the Lias it forms 43 per cent of the
flora of tbat formation, tbough this may be acciuentally exaggerated.
It was 28 per cent of the Oolitic flora and more than 35 per cent of
that of the Wealden. From this point, however, its decline was rapid
and uninterrupted until in the living flora only 75 species of cycadaceous plants are known to botanists. Of these North America can claim
but a single one, the sago-palm (Zamia angustifolia) of our extreme
Southeastern States.
Passing to the Coniferre, we find the Cordaites Robbii of Dawson
from the Devonian of Canada recurring in the Upper Silurian of Hemult. This genus was formerly supposed to be the prototype of the
Cycadace::e, but, a~ alrt>ady remarked, tl1is opinion is now abandoned by
tbe best authorities, and the genus referred to the Conifer::e. The evidence upon which this change rests cannot be presented here, but it is
proper to say that the savants who have marshaled it have done so in
such a manner as to render their conclusion akin to irresistible. But
its adoption has carried with it a train of consequences which cannot be
escaped. Not Cordaites alone, or with its spore-bearing parts ( Cordai·
anthus) and its fruit ( Cord.aicarpus), but Nmggerathia., 1'rigonocarp1t.~,
Cardiocarp11s, Rhabclocarpus, Sternbergia, Artisict, etc., must all follow
in its wake and be gathered, one and all, into the great family of the
Coniferre. It is thus, as shown by our table and diagram, that this
type assumes such a commanding position far back in Paleozoic time1
forming about one-fourth of the vegetation of the Permo-carboniferous
epoch. Doubtless this effect is exuggeratell .by duplications caused
by giving different names to separate parts of the same plant, but this
occurs throughout the series only to a less obvious degree.
The true ()oniferm, which have some representatives in the Paleozoic,
rt>place the Cordaitece entirely in the lower Trias and thereafter vie
with the Cycadace::e for supremacy, which they do not fairly attain
until tbe lower Uretaceous is reached. Being of a higher t.rpe of structure than the latter by reason of their exogenous mode of growtb and
other peculiarities, they refuse to succumb in competition with the now
rising Angiosperms and continue to hold their own through much of
the Tertiary. At the present time the number of known species (300)
would denote a great decline, but this is in large part made up by the
wonderful predominance and territorial expansion of these persistent
forms. Although from the point of view of the number of species
alone, the present Coniferre woulu form but one-fourth of 1 per cent
of tbe vegetation of the globe, we in fact find vast tracts of countrs
covered with pine, fir, and spruce forests, excluding almost completely·
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all other types. But that the pine family is now waning there can be
no doubt. Important forms have wholly disappea,red, and others that
once were abundant have now nearly vanished from the earth. Uf this
last truth an example of unusual interest is furnished by the genus
Sequoia. ·Of the score or more of species that made up so large a part
of American Tertiary forests our well-known "big tree" of the Sierras
(S. gigantea) and our California red-wood (S. sempervirens) now stand
alone and continue the combat against fate-the closing struggle of a
dying race.
Of the Gnetaeew I need not here speak, as its paleontological record
is almost nil, and its importance depends upon circumstances wholly
disconnected from its prevalence as a type of vegetation.
e come now to the Angiosperms. A great step forward had been
takenj and in her solicitude for her offspring Nature bad, as it were,
built a house over the hitherto unprotected germs of _plant life. The
closed ovary marks an era in the march of vegetal development.
The earliest form in which the Angiosperms appeared was that of
the Monocotyledon. Issuing from the seed and from the ground as a
single spear or blade, the plants of this type grow up chiefly by an internal circulation wl.Jich can only deposit nutrition at the apex (en do.
genous growth). AR _the lowest type of Angiosperms we find them~
accordiug to our scheme of classification, occupying also the earliest
position in the stratified deposits of tlw earth'R crust.
The existence of Monocotyledons in the Carboniferous and Permian
was long disputed, altlwugh Corda, after: the most exhaustive study of
their structure, was obliged to refer two species of endogenous wood
to that subdass. This determination has been thus far sustained, and
to these liave been added Pttlroospathe Sternbergii, Unger, iu t!Je Carboniferous, and two other species in the Permian. The very problem. atical Spirangium has generally been regarded as the fruit of some
Xyris like Monocotyledon, and this view has been quite reccnt:y defendell by Nathorst. Its occurrence in the Carboniferous is now also
abundantly establislwd by its discovery at Wettin, at Saint Etienne, and
at Pittston, Pennsylvania. Certain lily-like forms, called Yuccites, are
found in the lower 'frias, and through the remaining Mesozoic these forms
increase slowly and are reinforced by screw-pine,; and a few sedge-like
plants. 'fhe monocotyledonous yegetation, however, does not receive
any marked cllaraeter until tile advent of the great palm family, which
dates from the Middle Cretaceous. From this time, notwithstandiug
the rivalry of the now domii1ant Dicot,~:ledons, this type progressed,
reaching its relative maximum in the Eocene. Ovt>.rslanghed by the
higher growths, it thenceforward declined, but still numllers some
20,000 species and forms over one-eigllth of the total flora of the present epoch.
The step from the 1\fonocotyledon to the Dicotyledon is very great,
and it.seems to haye required a vast period of time to accomplis!J it.
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Not only must a new-form
growth from the seed and from the ground
be developed, and a sort of bilateral symmetry be introduced, but in addition to this, and, as I believe, in great part due to it, the exogenous
mode of ~irculation and tissue growth must supplant tlw endogenous
. one, whereby the stem may increase in tbickncRs as well as in length.
TheRe great mechanical problems were worked out during Mesozoic
time and in the Middle Cretaceous, represented in this country by the
Dakota group, and in Europe by the Cenomanian epoch, the great type
of plant life appeared which was destined to dominate the world and
sink all other forms into insignificaiJce. But the most astonishing fact
is tllat this young giant was born, as it ';>ere, full grown. In this lowest
l10rizon at whicll any DicptylPdons appear 247 we have already obtained
more tllan tllree hundred species belonging to all three of the great
divisions of tile subclass, and exhibiting ample, luxuriant foliage. They
embrace niany Of our most familiar forms, the poplar, the birch, the
beech, the sycamorP, and the oak. Here appears t.he fig tree, the true
laurel, the sassafras, the persimmon, the maple, the walnut, the magnolia, and even the apple and the plum. We must conclude, then, that
the Dicotyledons had a much earlier origin than is shown by our defective
record, and that they bad been long dewloping through the Mesozoic
ages.
If now we follow the advancing wan~ of plant life from this point upward we shall see that from the ne"" va11tage-ground furnished by the
closed ovary, the perfect flower; and the exogenous trunk, its march
was rapid and steady until wtl reach the Miocene Tertiary, the culmi-.
nating point in the paleontological series.· Here the species actually
found. are numbered. by tbousanus, and the higher types greatly predominate over the lower ones. But from this point the record begins
to fail, and can no longer be trusted. Very little is found in the Pliocene, and still less in the Quaternary; but this cannot indicate an actual decline in these types of vegetation. It must be due to the approach of a state of things which rendered the preservation of vegetable
remains difficult, a conuition, as already remarked, which is especially
characteristic of the present state of the globe. The march of the Di·
cotyledons was uninterrupted, and still continues. The figures given in
the numerical table represent, in round numbers, the ( stimates of
Messrs. Bentham and Hooker, as given in their "Genera Plantarum,"
and may, therefore, be taken as the most reliable that can be obtained.
The three divisions of the Dicotyledons combined amount to 87,000 species, and constitute nearly 60 per cent. of the flora of the globe.
With regard to the three divisions of the Dicotyledons, although they
are all represented in the lowest formation at which any considerable
number are found, still the Apl:'tal::e constitute a larger proportion of the
Dicotyledons in the Cenomanian (45 per cent) than in the Miocene (37
247
If we accept the solitary PopuluB primret'a., Heer, from the Urgonian· beds of
Kome, Greenland.
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pm cent), and very mud1 larg«:>r m the Terti uy than m the hvmg flora
(14 pt-r cent), while the Gamopehl e, whi<~h cono;;titute onl.) 5 per cent
m the Orebceous, reach 15 per cent m the Mwt-ene, and 46 per cent m
the hvmg flon, hcte e.J~.ceedmg the PolJ pehl 1:l From thebe facts rt IS
e\ Ident th'lt the order of deHlopment It. such as I h<tve here gn en It,
and th tt tbe tvpe of the future I., to be not the Poh petctl ~ but the
0 tmopet ll'l:' Thebe colldno;;wns are mdependently conoborated b.) ct
latge m t'JS of midenLe of other huuh, but space forbids me to tdduce
It m dctctll I may bimplv to. t), hm\ ever tb tt JUbt as the clost-d O\ ctry
of the Angw-.perm m g-en«:>r tl fnr m&hecl t wndthon fm the development
ot that d tss at the expeno;;e of the unprotected G.) mnospei m, &o the two
floral em elope& of the Polypetalre 'lntl lhmopet 11 e enablLd tho&c chn
&wns to oubtnp the Apet1he wrth It& 'lmgle flor tl em elope, mel smce
tins adv.1ntage r& proportwnal to the degree of protedwn &et-med, the
Gamopetll-e, with then tubul u corolhs are m<tmfestl.) better ad lpted
to &nrvn·e m thi'l respect than the Polypetthe Tln-. IS the chtef argn
mcnt, tll(l, pnttmg rt with that hom p'lleontology, rt bt-ems sufhmently
condu&n e wrthout deh1led wpport
Dt~cusswn of Dwg1 am Ko II -In thrs di1gram the tmre eqmv'llents
are the <,ame a<: m the la&t, but onl.) the more Impmtant t.)pes ue rep
Ie&wted The HLI7ocarperc, Lrgulatre, .1ml Gnetacel:l ctre omitted, 'lnd
the DIGOtyledon& as 't "hole 'tiC o;;hown, (h&reg'lrdmg then o;;u bdiVI'lJOn
mto A petal 1:l1 Polypet th, and Gamopetal-e A figmli'! c:tddell repret.wt
mg the total of all the form ttlons, tnd thrb I'l probably the mo'lt rmpor
hnt of them all, a'l least d'fecteu by the g.1ps 'lnd ftuctuatwno;; m the
record No a,ccount could, of GOU! &e, be tal, en of the ln mg flo ~a, 'LS Ib
uone Ill Dragram No I, for while between the fo-.srl all(l the In mg fl01 t-,
there IS a &rmrl tnt.) m the propor tron th 'lt the type& m cadr bear to tlJe
&urns of such fl01 as, no &ut-h an 1logy hold& between the number of -.pecrcs
'lGtu =tlly hnown m anyfo&bll flor.1 and tht-number m the h \ mg flora Thrb,
tt Jeabt, IS true of the total floras and of all the type<; eAcept, perh'lp&,
the Cycadat-wL and the Oomferre But even here the comp tnson "ould
far! to expreso;; the r tpru declme wluch these for rn 'l have evrdeutly nn
dcrgone, tt le'l&t -.o far r-. tbe number of thmr species, whrc,h represents
then d1versrty, I'l conLCrned
While the (hagnm I'l of lrttle &er vrce a& t means of repre'JLnhng the
trnc de\ elopment of each type of vegetatron or of the generctl tlon of
pa&t age-., rt h'l'J cono;;Iderable v.1lne a'l an exponent of the true t-harac
ter of the phyto geologrc record It ..,howE> more clr<trl' 'Lnd mon o;;tnk
mgly than 'Lny wmds or figure'l could do the gieat ditference'J th tt
characteri7C the drfferent penath of geologic tunc m their suo;;ceptrbrhty
to depo"nt, presene, 'Lnd afterward-, m..pose to 'JCientrtrc Ill\e&tigatwn
the vegetable form<. that coustrtnted the flor ts of tho&e perrods While
tluo;; rs "ell shown for the se-venl domm'lnt types It 1s especmlly obvr
ou'l m the bgure Illustratmg the entire flora Here are brought promr
neutly mto vww, fn&t, tbe age of 1slaud vegetatron m the Octrbon
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. iferous; next, the second and still greater age of extensive marsh,
vast low: plains cut by shallow estuaries or partially or wholly cut off
from the sea and forming brackish or fresh water deposits, which culminated in the Miocene; then, the two intermediate periods· of only less
favorable conditl.ons occurring in the Brown ,T ura and t4e Cenomanian,
respectively; and, finally, the long intermediate ages of less favorable or wholly unfavorable conditions and the abrupt termination of
the entire period of plant deposition which accompanied the age of
mountain building towards the close of the Tertiary. The almost complete absenoe of vegetable remains in the Trias, the lower Cretaceous,
and the Turonian of both continents points to the probable general subsidence of land ~reas at those epochs, at least for such portions of the
earth's surface as have been.explored by paleontologists. But the. great
relative· abundance of such life. in the middle and again in the extreme
upper Cretaceous shows that those must have been great land areas at
all times-areas which are now either under the sea or belong to some
of the still scientifically "unexplored regions" of the globe. The proof
of this is made conclusive by the fact that new and higher types come
forth abruptly in these floras which must have required ages of most
favorable conditions for their prior devdopment.
Discussion of DiagmmNo. III.-This diagram is simply the application
of the rational scientific method to the incomplete facts afforded by the
present infantile Rtate of the science of fossil plants. It does not pretend
to give the exact history of plant development, but only to constitute
a certain adyance in this direction beyond what the fragmentary data.
out of which it is constructed can alone furnish. For example, it is
certain that the earliest record discove.red by man of the existence of
any type 9f vegetation cannot mark the absolute origin of that type,
a11d it is therefore necessary in every case to project the type downward to an unknown distance. If the real facts could be indicated we·
should see during these unrecorded periods the actual transformations.
which must also be assumed to have taken place in each case before
the fully-developed type could appear. This we are unable to represent, and must merely indicate the early history of each type by its
downward projection to an assumed point of origin. Neither can it be
supposed that the great fluctuations shown in the diagram last considered are due altogether or chiefly to fluctuations in the degree or"
vigor, territorial expansion, or local prominence of the given form of
vegetable life. They are the results of varying geological conditions or
of human good fortune, while the modifications in the forms themselves
take place slowly and at uniform rates either in the ascending or the
descending scale .. Recognizing this law of uniformity,. no fluctuations
in any homogeneous type have been admitted, but simply a more or
less regular development in each from its assumed point of origin to its
supposed period of maximum predominance, followed by an equally !Jni..form decline to the present epoch when its condition relative to past
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epochs is also indicated. The only exception to this rulP- bas been made
in the case of the Cellular Cryptogams, whose heterogeneous character
has doubtless caused it to undergo considerable fluctuation. One such
is assumed in the Carboniferous, in which, though one of the great periods of vegetable deposition, the actual number of Cellular Cryptogams
falls below that of either preceding or subsequent periods. This seems
to argue that there was a reduced representation of this form of plant
life in that age, and this is shown in the figure presented for that type.
The three facts which this diagram aims chiefly to bring out, not
shown in either of the preceding diagrams, are, first, the true origin, or
geological age of first appearance of each type of vegetation; second,
the period of its maximum development; ariel, third, the rank it occupies in the living flo-ra relative to its maximum. These are all delicate
points to fix in a manner that will satisfy aU the conditions of the problem.
The evidence from all sides has to be· cautiously weighed, care taken not
to give undue weight to any nor to undervalue any. These are not questions that can be hastily settled. · They require to be pondered long
and well. It is by no means claimed tllat substantial truth has been
reached in every case. No two persons, however competent, would
probably exactly agree upon all the points, and I am sure that at different times with inc_reasing evidence I have modified my own conclusions.
But this is far from confessing tltat the attempt is valueless, and it is
certain that great value should be attached to the enlarged conceptions
of vegetal development that flow from such a study.
·
Descent of plants.-But we need not stop here. The great law of development uoes not allow us to contemplate these types as independent
of one another. Each class of plants must be regarded as the desct=mdants of some ancestral form more or less different from it. The multiple
origin of existing forms, whether of plants or animals, is repugnant to
modern scientific thought. _It is the discovery of facts that has rendered
it s.o. The multiple and varied of the present must be regarded as due
to divergences in the past. The forms we have have come down to us
along divergent lines from common ancestral forms. These are the
lines of descent, and plants have their lines of descent as well as animals
·or human families. Of this we are practically ce:rtain, but just what
tboselines are and where they diverged-these are the great problems
of phytogeny.
The lines of descent in the animal kingdom have been laid down by
various eminent zool_ogists with considerable confidence and unanimity.
Ill plant life they have scarcely ever been attempted. The problem is
loaded with extraordinary complications and cannot be satisfactorily
.attacked until we shall possess far more knowledge than we possess at
present.
.
·
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